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... in amidst the drudgery,
treachery, betrayal and
boredom of our 3xistence;
let MUSIC touch your mind.
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Seen at the Festival du Son in March was this tiny Sanyo cassette deck.
Using dictation vie micro- cassettes at 15116 inls, and having all the usual
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HFNIRR is not aphilosophical journal, but in this
issue Adrian Orlowski delves a little further than
usual into the nature of sonic subjectivism, to the extent of bringing
it beneath the more respectable mantle of phenomenology.
Contrariwise, our Action Men ( white coats courtesy the Art Editor)
are setting out to prove that whatever you may think you are
hearing when you put on arecord of Debussy Etudes, only physical
measures of the score itself will reveal the truth. There's nothing like
atest meter for assessing tone- colour, or apedometer for measur:ng note values.

Britain's oldest hi-fi journal, also the only one
devoted equally to audio and records. Average net
circulation: 46,946 copies per issue at the last count
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DEJA VU—classical reissues
CLASSICAL CASSETTES by Peter Gammond
ROCK by Fred Dellar
JAZZ by Ken Hyder
FOLK by Paul Oliver
LIGHT by Peter Gammond
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CLASSICAL RECORD INDEX

John Ati.zinson, Trevor Attewell, Roger
Bowen, Peter Branscombe, Christopher
Breunig, John Crabbe, Stephen Daw,
Kenneth Dommett, Colin Evans,
John Freestone, Peter Gammond,
Doug Hammond, Ivor Humphreys,
Peter le Huray, Arthur Jacobs,
Andrew Keener, Victor McAloon,
Ates Orga, David Pickett,
Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle,
Edward Seckerson, Peter Turner
ALBINONI
Concertos/Sonatas ( Scimone)
AVISON
100 Concertos ( Thomas)
J. S. BACH
100 Ode of Mourning etc ( Corboz)
100 Clavier Concertos ( Pires/
Corboz)
100 Art of Fugue ( Paillard)
100 Art of Fugue (Alain)
101
Piano Music ( Schiff)
101
Fantasia/prelude ( Bate)
101
Flute Concertos ( Rampal/
Ristenpart)
BARTOK
101
Quartet 3 ( Sequoia)
BEETHOVEN
101
Symphonies 19 (Bernstein)
101
Piano Concertos 1/2
(Lupu/Mehta)
101 Rasumovsky Qt. ( Busch)
103 Quintet in C (Zukerman/
Guarneri)
BERLIOZ
103 Symphonie Fantastique
(Bernstein)
BLOCH
103 Concerto grosso ( Marriner)
BRITTEN
103 Illuminations/Serenade
(Tear/Giulini)
100

103

103

BRUBECK
Fiesta de la Posada ( Davies)

DVORAK
Piano Quintet (Ax/
Cleveland)

ELGAR
Enigma ( Previn)
FRANCK
104 Symphony etc ( Dorati)
GIANELLA
104 Concertos etc ( Scimone)
GIULIANI
104 Guitar Music ( Romero)
GRETRY
104 Arias ( Eda-Pierre)
HANDEL
99
Messiah ( Hogwood)
HAYDN
101
Quartet ( Busch)
104 Mass 10 ( Corboz)
104 Syms 94/104 ( Previn)
105 Harpsichord Concertos
(Jaccottet/Corboz)
105 Violin Concertos
(Jarry/Paillard)
105 Cello Concertos
(Lodeon/Guschlbauer)
105 Trumpet Concerto
(Schwarz)
103

105
105
105
105

105

HINDEMITH
Requiem ( Hindemith)
HOLBORNE
Instrumental ( Extempore)
HUMMEL
Trumpet Concerto
(Schwarz)
Mandolin Concerto etc
(Paillard)
KHACHATURIAN
Flute concerto ( Rampal/
Martinon)

MARTIN
Symphonie Concertante
(Marriner)
MENDELSSOHN
103 Quintet ( Zukerman/
Guarneri)
MOZART
107
Piano Concertos 12 /19
(Pires/Jordan)
107 Piano Concertos 12/27
(Perahia)
107 Flute Concertos etc
(Rampal/Guschlbauer)
107 Flute Concertos etc
(Rampal/Stern)
107 Serenades 5/6 etc
(Boskovsky)
107 Serenades 11/12 ( Pay)
PENDERECKI
107 Violin Concerto ( Stern/
Skrowaczewski)
PERUGIA
108 Secular works ( Medieval ens)
PHILIDOR
104 Arias ( Eda-Pierre)
PROKOFIEV
108 Alexander Nevsky (Abbado)
PURCEL
108 The Tempest (Gardiner)
108 Suites etc ( Boulay)
RACHMANINOV
108 Symphonic Dances etc
(Ashkenazy/Previn)
RAMEAU
108 Cantatas ( Scimone)
RAVEL
101 Quartet ( Sequoia)
RESPIGHI
108 Airs & Dances
(Lopez-Cobos)
SAINT-SAËNS
108 Violin Concencerto 3etc
(Amoyal/handley)
103

109

SCARLATTI
Harpsichord Sonatas
(Leonhardt)
SCHUBERT

109
109

Stabat Mater etc ( Corboz)
Piano Music ( Queffelec/
Cooper)
SCHUMANN
109 Syms 3/Zwickauer ( Inbal)
SIBELIUS
109 Syms 5/6 ( Rozhdestvensky)
TARTINI
109 Concertos ( Scimone)
TCHAIKOVSKY
109 Symphony 4 ( Tjeknavorian)
111 Symphony 6 ( Haitink)
111
1812 etc ( Kunzel)
TELEMANN
101
Flute Concertos ( Rampal/
Ristenpart)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
103 Wasps/Tallis ( Previn)
VERDI
111
Rigoletto ( Rudel)
VIVALDI
111 Sacred Music 2-4 ( Corboz)
111 L'Amoroso ( IMusic»
111 Violin Concertos ( Scimone)
111 Oboe Concertos ( Scimone)
WIDOR
112 Organ Syms (Alain)

COLLECTIONS
112

VOCAL

113

ORCHESTRAL

115

CHAMBER

117
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AT
EULIPON AUDIO
we have only the
best HI- Fl
Equipment
To ensure we can give you our undivided attention at all
times please make an appointment before calling.

eulipion audio
Eulipion Audio, Hi Fi Equipment Specialists,
81 Wilmslow Road, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5SU
Telephone: 061 225 4448
ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE

At Eulipion Audio we are proud of our reputation for
top quality products and service.
Like the Revox Triton System featuring auxiliary bass
unit with two small loudspeakers which still reproduce
the full musical range. This incorporates Tuner,
Amplifier, lape Deck and B790 Turntable with
LINATRACK electronically tracking tone arm. Spares
for Revox Equipment and service capability are just part
of the Eulipion Audio package. The Revox Triton
System has passed our exacting tests — and now we
offer it to you with approval.

4
EA1.1.80

The
intelligent turntable.
For too long, records and styli have been at risk when using
conventional turntable systems. Damage caused by mishandling or serious nfistracking can prematurely terminate the life
of your treasured record collection.
At last, asolution has been found to this problem and,
of course, it comes from Revox, aname synonymous with
quality hi-fi equipment.
The B790 turntable ca
t and immediately re-

spond to accidental knocks or operating mistakes and a
tangentially tracking 1.5 inch !ow inertia tone arm eliminates
the problems of tracking errors and skating forces.
Add to these features aquartz controlled direct drive platter
and an exceptionally shock absorbent suspension and you
have a turntable package that has a technical and sonic
performance only to be expected from aRevox product.

REN/OX
Setting standards

MUDEELFti

F.W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ

The day you change to our
monitors is the day you stop
apologising for your speakers.
The trouble with most speakers is you
have to live with them for awhile to find out
what they're really like.
So we at Rogers take great care to see that
ours live up to their first impressions.
We test and adjust every completed
speaker on the most revealing equipment
available, including Bruel and Kjaer automatic
curve tracing.
Consequently our LS3/5A Monitor is
recognised around the world as the definitive
reference for small speakers.
Our Compact Monitor uses cabinet
techniques found in the BBC's outstanding
studio monitors. However, we've developed our
own bass/mid range unit and use new, exclusive
Acousto-Q damping material.

LS3/5A Monitor The much acclaimed BBC design for small speakers
185x 300 x160mm 25 watts programme 15 ohms

Nevertheless, avisit to your nearest Rogers
dealer now could save you having to apologise
for your speakers ever again.
We'll gladly supply technical literature and
review reprints on request. Just send alarge, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Swisstone
Electronics Ltd., 4/14 Barmeston Road, London
SE6 3BN. Telephone: 01-697 8511 Cables:
Swisselec London SE6.

Rogers
BRITISH GB HIGH•FIDELITY

Compact Monitor. Response comparable to systems many times larger. Shelf
mounted or free standing. 505 x280i< 275mm. 80 watts programme. 8ohms.

The result is aresponse comparable to
systems many times larger.
And many times more costly.
Our Export Monitor, again incorporating
BBC and Rogers expertise, is afurther advance.
For this is the speaker that successfully combines
superb performance with extra power.
We could, of course, give you astring of
technical reasons why our speakers consistently
outperform their nearest rivals, but we think a
demonstration from aRogers dealer is infinitely
more helpful.
We take as much care appointing our
dealers as we do making our speakers. So you
may not find one as close as your local high street.

Export Monitor. Successfully combines .. uperb performance ,..
30.5ex30.5 x63.5cm. 100 watts programme. 8ohms.
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The only
advantage
loudspeakers have
over these headphones is
that more than one person can listen
RE-261 (
Top) — Professional series
Rare-earth metal supermagnet
headphones. Matching Imp: 8to
1000 Ohms. Response: 9to
26.000 Hz. Sens: 115 db. SPL at
lmW. Weight: 160 gm.
Around £26.00
RE- 272 (Top right) — Studio monitor
Samarium Cobalt supermagnet headphones.
Matching Imp: 8to 1000 Ohms. Response:
8to 28,000 Hz. Sens: 125 db. SPL at lmW.
Weight: 160 gm. Around £ 7.00
RE-258 (
Bottom right) — Professional
series Rare, earth metal supermagnet
headphones. Matching Imp: 8to
1000 Ohms. Response: 10 to 25,000 Hz.
Sens: 125 db. SPL at 1mW.
Weight: 150 gro. Around £22.00

It's aqualified advantage. Only one of the
loudspeaker audience will be sitting in the optimum
listening place and none of them will hear accurate
bass. On the other hand, Ross headphones do
provide an unobstructed link between the listeners
ears and apair of superb drive units that do produce
accurate bass, midrange and treble — all coming
from the right directions. You could buy 2pairs . . . .

Write or phone for information
on the full range of Ross Headphones.

I

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

32 Rathbone Place. London W1P lAD. Telephone: 01-580 7112
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RT5100 Stereo Cassette Deck.
One of the finest budget priced decks on the market today.
Atwo-motor drive system is featured along with APSS (Auto Programme
Search System), micro processor solenoid cassette control, fluorescent
meters with peak hold facility, Dolby noise reduction, separate
bias/equalisation switches, separate mic/line input amplifiers and a
timer start facility. And if that's not enough, just listen to it!

OPTONICA
AVON
Radford Hi Fi, BRISTOL
BEDFORDSHIRE
Tavistock Hi Fi, BEDFORD
B & BHi Fi, LUTON
BERKSHIRE
B & B Fi, READING
Radford Hi Fi, WINDSOR
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
B & B Hi Fi, HIGH WYCOMBE
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Hi Fi Consultants, PETERBOROUGH
CHESHIRE
Armstrong Smith Electronics,
WALLAY
New Dawn Hi Fi Centre, CHESTER
Swift, WILMSLOW
Roy Townsend, CREWE
Nordis Sound & Vision, NORTHWICH
Nordis Sound & Vision, WINSFORD
CLEVELAND
Regent Studios, HARTLEPOOL
CUMBRIA
Barrow Hi Fi Centre,
BARROW-IN-FURNESS
Kendal Hi Fi Centre, KENDAL
Peter Tyson. CARLISLE
DERBYSHIRE
Highfield Television, BUXTON
Stuart Westmorland, DERBY

Listen to the Optonica 100 series here.
DORSET
Direct Vision, BOURNEMOUTH
ESSEX
Golding Audio, COLCHESTER
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Television & Hi Fi Centre,
CIRENCESTER
GREATER LONDON
Audio T, LONDON NW6
A. T. Labs, ENFIELD
Rew, LONDON WC2
Multiproduce, LONDON WI
Craig Hi Fi, LONDON WI
A. T. Labs, ILFORD
Craig Hi Fi, ROMFORD
HAMPSHIRE
Hopkins Hi Fi, PORTSMOUTH
Ken Rose Audio, FLEET
Hampshire Audio,
CHANDLERS FORD
Hamilton Electronics,
SOUTHAMPTON
HUMBERSIDE
John's Music, SCUNTHORPE
C. H. Turner, GRIMSBY
KENT
Ashfond Audio, ASHFORD
Canterbury Hi Fi, CANTERBURY
The Hi Fi Shop, DOVER
Hi Fi Connections, BECKENHAM

LANCASHIRE
Cleartone Hi Fi, BOLTON
Cleartone Hi Fi, ROCHDALE
Lloyd Paton, URMSTON
George R. Snowden, LANCASTER
EBenfell Ltd., BLACKPOOL
Southport Hi Fi, SOUTHPORT
Wigan Hi Fi Centre, WIGAN
Electra Centre, PRESTON
Electra Centre, LEYLAND
Harry Garlick, BARNOLDSWICK
Harry Garlick, BURNLEY
Harry Garlick, CLITMEROE
Ashton Audio, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE
LEICESTERSHIRE
Stuart Westmorland, LOUGHBOROUGH
Stuart Westmorlanc,
MELTON MOWBRAY
LINCOLNSHIRE ,
The Critics Choice, LINCOLN
E. Stanley, HORNCASTLE
MERSEYSIDE
Beaver Radio, LIVERPOOL 1
Eric Bromilow, ST HELENS
NORFOLK
Martins Electronics, NORWICH
Martins Electronics, GT. YARMOUTH
Martins Electronics, KINGS LYNN
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Audiocraft, NORTHAMPTON
Superfi, NOTTINGHAM
Peter Ellis Audio,.NEWARK

OXFORDSHIRE
Superfi, Headington, OXFORD
STAFFORDSHIRE
Hi Fi Studio, STOKE-ON-TRENT
Hi Fi Studio,
NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME
Rugeley Radio & TV.. RUGELEY
SUFFOLK
B. G. Audio & TV.,
BURY ST EDMUNDS
SURREY
Jim Park Audio, GODALMING
Tru ri (Audio Centre), REDHILL
Thorne Howell Ltd., WALLINGTON
Comic Radio, Addleston,
WEYBRIDGE
SUSSEX
Sunderland Electronics, WORTHING
Mid Sussex Electronics,
BURGESS HILL
Malcolm Audio & TV., CHICHESTER
TYNE & WEAR
Hi Fi Opportunities,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE
Tom S. Ford, WHITLEY BAY
WARWICKSHIRE
JCV Ni Fi Market, WARWICK
JCV Music, STRATFORD-ON-AVON
Hockensound Ltd.. Stirchley,
BIRMINGHAM
Sounds, WOLVERHAMPTON

WILTSHIRE
Television & Hi Fi Centre. SWINDON
J. D. Equipment Sales,
CHIPPENHAM
YORKSHIRE
Superfi, LEEDS 1
Quadraphenia, SHEFFIELD 3
Quadraphenia, DONCASTER •
Huddersfield Hi Fi, HUDDERSFIELD'
Barnsley Hi Fi, BARNSLEY
Tape Recorder Centre, HALIFAX
CHANNEL ISLANDS .
Alpina, St. Peter Port, GUERNSEY
Soundtrack, St. Deter Port,
GUERNSEY
Sound Engineering, St. Helier.
JERSEY
SCOTLAND
Hi Fi Corner, EDINBURGH
The Gramaphon Co., EDINBURGH
McCormacks Music. GLASGOW
Audio Aids, EDINBURGH
Holburn Hi Fi, ABERDEEN
NORTH WALES
Owen's Hi Fi Centre, COLWYN BAY

super-comPact

studio AIS 40

studio TLS 50
monitor TLS 80
reference standard
professional monitor

The new active line ALS 30 fulfils the demand for asmaller loudspeaker
incorporating the original bass loading system so successfully applied
to the ALS 4o lia.
Additional to our range, it has an upper bass unit driving the "line" terminated
by asecond unit of lower, .but inter-related resonance. The bextrene mid range
and dome tweeter produce asystem of remarkable accuracy, with bass response
that is exceptional for the smaller dimensions of the enclosure.

active line speakers
Westbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576
5226 State Street

Saginaw

Michigan 48603

Tel ( 517) 790 2121

I
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ELECTRONICS

Hadcock
GH228 '
E' Type Arm

Features
• Unipivot design.
• Detachable headshell for easy fitting.
• Accepts all cartridges 3-12 grm weight.
• Suitable for all types of cartridge and Decca.
• Silicone fluid damping provided.
• Counterweight double decoupled.
* Adjustable bias supplied.

GH

• Tracking force adjustment.
• Single hole fitting.
• Separate headshells available.
• Top arm assembly supplied separately if required.
• Integrated GH Uni -lift included.
• Top arm assembly detachable with plug and
socket.

All home and export enquiries to:

The Hadcock GH228 ' E' Type has a detachable top
arm assembly with plug and socket. Adjustment is
simple with completely redesigned single main
counterweight and lateral rider weights.
The Hadcock GH228 ' E' Type is aunipivot design for
the finest cartridges and allows the ultimate performance to be achieved.
The new counterweight is double decoupled and the
arm tube is damped resulting in greatly improved
performance.

G. F. C. HADCOCK
Audio Division, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN

Telephone:
Uttoxeter 2452

MADE FN ENGLAND

WE NOW STOCK THE NEW ECONOMY STOLLE
2050 ROTATOR—£48.00 VAT INC.
IDEAL FOR SWINGING ONE ARRAY.
10% off aerials. Promotion offer 15% off " Plemi TV aerials"

Specialists

in Advising and supplying the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.

There are many advantages in a true
Hi Fi specialist.
Here are afew . . .
We stock selected items from:

For new glossy,
highly graphic lists
and brochures, send 52p.
40p refund on 1st order
Stockists of the finest
aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials ( E. Germany)
PLEM TV aerials ( Holland)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( U K.) Our 25th Jubilee Year.

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's finest
FM array

ASTRA ( QUALITY DIY) AERIALS
Backed by 25 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK •
Weather exposed part of U K ? Scotland, Wales, West Country etc. Experiencing frequent
gales? Salt air corrosion problems? Low signal area?
The Continental aerial range from Germany having proved so fantastically successful, we
are in friture recommending continental aerials ( especially FUSA & PLEMI ARRAYS AS
OUR FIRST choice for FM or TV AERIAL INSTALLATIONS.
Golden anodised against corrosion, guaranteed for five years, robust, high gain, easy to
assemble, eye-catching superb aerials, what else, in truth, could we recommend?
• All the advice you need before, plus an after- sales advice service.
• All parts exchangeable, but please heed our advice.
• D I.Y saves
your costs (
your satisfaction is free
Over 3,000 » fiats stocked, all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators; clamps; wall
brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; baluns; low- loss coax white or brown; also
super low- loss cosa end 300 Ohm cable.
Many of our customers come from a recommendation

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Open 9.00-5.30. Tues—Sat.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
No lunch close - Sats.

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.

01-684 4300/6262

Closed all day Monday.
24 hr. answering service.
FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY
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ADC, Aiwa, AKG, A & R, AR, Ariston'
B & W, Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Chartwell,
Decca, Denon, Dual, Dumpa, Entre,
Eumig, Ferrograph, Fuji, Gale, Glanz,
Grace,
Grado,
Hadcock,
Harbeth,
Heybrook, IMF, Infinity, JPW, JVC, KEF,
Lentek,
Linn
Isobarik,
Linn-Sondek,
Maxell, Meridian, Michaelson & Austin,
Michell,
Mission,
Monitor
Audio,
Nakamichi,
Nightingale,
Optonica,
Ortofon, QED, QUAD, Radford, RAM,
Reference, Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Satin,
Sennheiser, SME, Spendor, Stanton, Stax,
STD ,S ug den,S upexewall ow Systemqek,
Tangent, TDK, Technics, Trio, UAD,
Yamaha.
•
• Open Thursdays until 8p.m.;
• Extensive free parking; • Special
Discs Stocked; • All equipment
checked before sale; • Our own
2- year
labour/parts
guarantee;
• Comparator
Demonstrations
in
3 studios. • Access & Barclaycard
accepted.

.•••••••1011

Experto Credite,,,, G,,
BELIEVE THE EXPERT

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandlers Ford
Tel.: ( 04215) 2827 & 65232

LOUDSPEAKER CABINET DESIGN

The advantages of acylindrical enclosure
BASIC FACT

imagery, are to be found in the JR 149 and JR 150, both designed
by Jim Rogers

It is an indisputable fact that the finest enclosure for loudspeakers
would be the one that allowed you to listen to the music rather
than the box. The perfect enclosure would be the one that had no
effect on the sound being emitted from it. Such perfection has not
been reached, and, perhaps, it never will be, but the cylindrical
enclosure can give quite remarkable advantages over the normal
designs that have been virtually unchanged in basic concept.

The size of the enclosure and the loudspeaker units used is also of
importance. For a given frequency response the smaller the
enclosure and drive units the better the polar response will be, and
the correct selection of cross- over frequency also assists in
achieving this through the critical band of frequencies around the
cross- over. Small enclosures are also much more rigid to
construct.

Although most domestic loudspeakers are currently built into
wooden rectangular boxes, this form of acoustic chamber is far
from ideal. The veneered chipboard cabinet is a compromise
between the requirements of the design conscious housewife, the
high production manufacturers and, of course, unit price.

BEST ACOUSTIC CHOICE
If the only consideration was acoustic perfection, then achamber
with either reduced or non-existent flat reflective sides would be
selected. The sharp corners of rectangularly shaped cabinets upset
the radiation pattern at frequencies related to the distance from the
loudspeaker units to the edges of the cabinet. This undesirable
diffraction can be minimised by avoiding these sharp angles in the
loudspeaker design. The sphere and cylinder are the most
successful shapes and have been used extensively in microphone
design where diffraction effects are very undesirable.

UNIQUE JR PRINCIPLE
The JR 149 and JR 150 have an enclosure of heavy-gauge
aluminium in a near cylindrical shape, which confers on it
enormous advantages. The shape is extremely resistant to
vibrations. Standing waves from varying lengths of reflection are
of low amplitude and these are damped by athick layer of acoustic
absorbing foam, which lines the whole of the inside. The lining also
reduces radiation from the cylinder's wall. Each end is fitted with a
low resonance disc made slightly concave by the tension of an
internal steel rod, which further inhibits panel resonance. The bass
loudspeaker frame and central steel rod are damped to reduce
resonance and, therefore, colouration.

CONCLUSION
The smooth external contour of the cylinder allows high frequency
response to be unaffected by edge reflections. Polar response is
also improved: wide dispersion of output gives a more consistent
and realistic stereo image.
When listening to the JR speakers it quickly becomes apparent
that all that can be heard is the music and not the speakers.
Because of the improved stereo image the listener has a much
greater choice of position in his room from where he can enjoy his
music, without needing to resort to adjusting balance controls. An
exceptional step forward in loudspeaker technology.

A perfect example of the benefits which can be obtained from a
cylindrical chamber, in terms of reduced distortion and improved

For further information on the complete range of JR Loudspeakers
and Sub Woofer Systems, contact JR Loudspeakers Ltd, 114
Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. Tel: St. Albans 64337. Telex:
28474.
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Sansui
sound thinking.
HiFi Markets
-sound value.
A-40 Amplifier £69.50

Power output 25 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 35Hz to
20kHz, with no more than 0.09% THD. Twin
power meters, defeatable Tone Controls,
Variable Loudness. Permits use of two stereo
speaker systems.

A-60 Amplifier

£99.90

Power output 45 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 20Hz to
20kHz, with no more than 0.05% THD. LED
Peak Power Display, DC— Servo amplifier
circuitry. The A-60 also offers facilities for two
dubbable stereo tape decks plus Rec Out Selector
Bass/Treble Tone Controls, and much more.

AU-217 Mk1lAmplifier £115.50
Features the same pure performance qualities
as the AU- 117 Mk11 with musical response
improved even further by use of unique currentdifferential push-pull driver in the middle stage
of the power amp. Power output 40 watts RMS
per channel, both channels driven, into 8ohms.
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.06%
THD.

A-80 Amplifier £ 134.00
Power output 65 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 20Hz to
20kHz with no more than 0.05% THD. The A-80
has Power Output Meters with LED Peak Power
Display and abuilt-i n'
head amplifier' for moving
coil cartridges. The newly-developed DC-Servo
amp configuration gives cleaner and fresher
musical reproduction.

TU217 Mk1lTuner £99.90
Matching tuner for AU- 117 and AU-217 gives hifi performance on FM as well as AM. Clear stereo
image is assured by the phase-locked-loop IC
stereo demodulator. Reliable IC construction
provides high stability in channel separation.
Twin meters — one for signal-strength for FM
and AM, the other aprecision tune- meter for FM
centre-of-channel indication.

T-60 Tuner

£69.50

AM/FM luner featuring high quality FM stereo
circuitry including 3-ganged variabler capacitor
and PLL stereo multiplex demodulator. Also
Junction FET to help pull in distant stations with
pure hi-fi sound. Five- LED signal display, LED
indicator for FM centre tune, built-in FM Muting,
plus many more outstanding features.

AU-317 Mk1lAmplifier £174.00
Pure performance from low-T1M, high slew rate
circuitry in Sansui's DC power amp. Power
output 60 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, into 8ohms, from 20Hz to
20kHz with no more than 0.03% THD.
Defeatable tone controls, brand new design
phonoequalizer, twin power protection circuit,
mic. mixing, and much more.

T-80 Tuner

£ 105.00

Digitally Quartz- Locked AM/FM Stereo Tuner.
Circuitry includes error-free digital processor for
spot-on tuning. In addition to conventional
tuning dial there is also adigital display of tuned
frequencies for FM and AM. Also digital signal
strength and centre tune display. Additional
features include noise canceller and FM muting
switthes.

TU-317 MkIlTuner £ 115.50
Matching AM/FM tuner for AU-317.
Extraordinary wide stereo image ensured by
highly reliable IC stereo demodulator. Signals
from faint or remote stations are reproduced
with exceptional stability thanks to the fabulous
sensitivity, and FM fidelity is furthermore
improved by the noise canceller. Also muting to
suppress interstation noise while tuning, and
twin meters.

R-30 Receiver £99.90
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with LED Signal/Tune
Display. Power output 25 watts RMS per
channel, both channels driven, into 8ohms,
from 40Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.09%
THD. Controls include bass/treble tone controls
with defeat, loudness, tape monitor/record
(stereo), LED signal-strength/centre-tune
display, speakers switch for two stereo-pairs.
FM muting, balance/volume, and more.

AU-417 Mk1lAmplifier £ 199.90
Newly designed DC amp with vital steady-state
and transient response factors raised to new
levels. This gives lower total harmonic
distortion, lower noise and low transient
intermodulation distortion. In musical terms it
means exceptional reproduction of both classical
and modern music. Power output 65 watts RMS
per channel, both channels driven, into 8ohms,
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.02%
THD.

R-50 Receiver £ 124.90
Power output 45 watts RMS per channel, both
channels driven, 30Hz to 20kHz, 0.09% THD at
8ohms. AM/FM tuner section with LED Peak
Power Level Display and LED .
Signal/Tune
Display. Other features include two-deck tape
monitor and recording/dubbing facilities,
phono/AUX inputs, etc.

TU417 MkIlTuner £ 145.00

D-90 Cassette Deck £89.90

Matching AM/FM tuner for AU-417. Achieves
impressively high sensitivity pulling in extremely
weak stations. Likewise immune to overloading
from too strong stations. The output level knob
controls the volume before the signal goes to the
amp — an extra but useful refinement, Other
features include muting switch, FM noise
canceller, twin tuning meters.

Front- loading model with avery precise drive
system using aDC motor to give low wow/flutter,
high signal-to-noise ratio and wide frequency
response. Super-hard Permalloy Rec/Play head
and astrong Ferrite erase head. Also Dolby
noise reduction system, Bias and Equalization
switches, Rec Level Control and VU Meters.

SR-222 Mk2 Turntable £65.00

FRQ-5 Turntable £ 159.00

Highly accurate platter speed and precision
tonearm performance plus Sansui's proven belt
drive/synchronous motor type drive system. The
SR-222 protects the tonality of your records by
making sure they are reproduced with never
more than 0.045% wow/flutter (WRMS).
Beautiful black lustre cabinet design.

The very latest automatic, quartz lock turntable
from Sansui, with awhole host of outstanding
features.

FRD-3 Turntable £87.00
Direct drive turntable offering aphenomenally
low wow/flutter of only 0.028% (WRMS)and a
very high signal-to-noise ratio of 72dB. Unique
'brushless' design motor offers virtually
noiseless operation at all times. There's a
smooth, automatic tonearm return and shut off
system, also perfect pitch with strobe and .±3%
speed change control.
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Rack Systems
Rack Systems available. Ask your local Hi Fi
Markets for full details.

MU MARKETS
The

where people care about hi-fi

Hi•Fi Markets-the largest specialist
hi.fi retailer in the country

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
AT ALL BRANCHES

The

*Not all our branches have discount
Tap

As Britain's largest Hi Fi Retailer, we are able to make Dulk
purchases of leading brand equipment, and pass the savings
on to (:our customers.

TDK

HI Fi Markets Instant Credit Card

DC
DC
DC
DC

London N13
359 Green Lanes Tel: 01-882 5888
London Vil

£ 0 59
£0.79
£ 1.24
£2.99

FX.). C60
EX- 1C90

ADC 60
ADC 90
ADC 120
ODC 60

£0.97
£ 1.09
£1.83
£ 1.10

ODC 90 £ 1.59
SAC 60 £ 1.22
SAC 90 £ 1.48
MA- RC 60 £4.60

UDXL1 C60 £ 1.47
UDXL1 C90 £ 1.84
UDXL11 C60 £ 1.59
UDXL11 C90 £2.02

£0.85
£1.09

FX-11 C60
FX-11 090

Scotch
Master

£0.99
£ 1.35

IC60 £ 1.34
Master IC90 £1.52
Master II C60 £ 1.59

Master II C90 £ 1.93
Master Ill C60 £ 1.60
Master Ill C90 £ 1.94

E30 VHS
£60 VHS

£ 120 VHS
E180 VHS

Video Cassettes

Guarantee

NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel: 01-837 4416

07

Fuji

All products sold by Hi Fi Markets are fully guaranteed and
offered with full after sales service.

London E17
6-7 Central Parade. Hoe Street.
Tel
London
01-0 7277

1I

Prices shown apply only when 10 or more cassettes are purchased.

UD C46 £ 1.14
UD C60 £ 1.17
UD C90 £ 1.32
U0 C120 £2.00

Any equipment purchased from Hi Fi Markets can be delivered
by Securicor. Ring your nearest branch for details.

London EC3
34-36 Lime Street. Tel: 01-623 8497

60
90
120
180

Ilk

Maxell

Delivery by Securicor

London EC2
48 London Wall. Tel: 01-628 0537

111140

Tape Counters. Please check with your
nearest branch.

Now you can obtain instant credit at
PUOTOM.UtliEri
any of the 180 Hi Fi Markets and
111-11 LutS
Photomarkets Stores throughout the
UK. Simply open aSubscription
Account with Hi Fi Markets and you can
purchase new equipment without
having to wait until the cash becomes
available. For instance, you can take goods away immediately
to the value of £ 150 with repayments of only £ 6- per month
over 24 months. You buy at today's prices, enjoying your Hi Fi
while you're paying for it. Call in at your local Hi Fi Markets
for an application form.

LONDON

Counter
e

£ 4.99
£ 6.49

f8.69
£9.99

New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567

Watiard
131 The Parade. Tel: 92 34644

Cambridge
19.20 Markel Street. Tel: 0223 51791

Newcastle-upon-Tyne
142/144 Grainger Street.

Wigan
12 Woodcock Street. Tel: 0942 37977

Castleford (Yorks)
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066

Tel: 0632 21922
Norwich
In-Store at Bonds of Norwich.

Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel:0993 2414
Woking eurret)

Chelmsford

All Saints

Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183

5-6 Cornh ill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393

Cheltenham
287 High Street. Tel: 0242 22317

Oxford

Green. Tel 0603 60021

27 Chobham Road. Tel 04862 4926
Wolverhampton

Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/
511767

11 Salop Street. Tel 0902 23980

256

135 Shelf ielc Rate. Tel: 0246 34923

90/92 Cornwall Street..

NORTH WALES
38
Station
Cohvyn
BayRoad. Tel: 0492 30982

17 Tottenham Court Road. '

Chichester (Sussex)

Tel: 0752 60264

SOUTH WALES

Tel: 01-580 7731

12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562

Preston
51 ftshergate.

MitIord Haven

Tel:
185 01.631
Tottenham
1424
Court Road.

Colchester
49-55
North

Chesterfield

Tel: 0772 53057

Reading

90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078

Wokingham Road.
Tel: 0734 61416

Pembroke Dock
85 Queen Street. Tel: 06463 3251

Te
l: 0734 691758

103 Crockhamwell Road, Woodley.

Swansea
31 Oxford Street. Tel 0792 54747

130.131
Street.
Tel:
0734Friar
599527

Aberdeen
SCOTLAND

Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750

Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652

441445 Holburn Street. Tel 0224 25713
Ayr

38 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-723 3071
Londoi&SEI

Eastbourne
32 Grove Road. Tel: 0323 27362

Romford
38 North Street. Tel: 70 268403

115 High Street. Central Arcade.
Tel 0292 64124

23 York Road. Tel: 01-928 6843
LondonSE

East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787

Rushden
14 Church

Edinburgh
34 Northumberland Street.

38 Wetmore Road, Bromley.
Tel: 01464 2260

Fareham ( Hants)
135 West Street. Tel: 0329 233544
Gillingham (Dorset)

St. Austell
25 Trinity Street. Tel: 0726 5088
Salisbury

In.Storeat Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
.Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel:
Marble
01-636
Arch5979
W2

LondonSE18

131.137Bellegrove Road.
Tel: 01-303 5341/1211
London SW7
14 But« Street. Tel: 01-589 2586 REST OF BRITAIN
81
Aldershot
High Street Tel
. :
Amersham

0252 20728

16 Hill Avenue. Tel: 02403 21343
Aylesbury
8Bouroon Street. Tel: 0296 89419
Barking, Essex
7Station Parade Tel: 01-594 3626
Barrow
122 Dalton Road. Tel: 0229 20473
Bedford
29 St. Peters Street. Tel 0234 46058

Station Road.

Plymouth

Tel: 0206 49842

49

Croydon
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road,
Tel: 01-654 1231/2040
Dereham
(Norfolk)
8-10
Norwich
Street.

Tel: 0362 2323

The Square Tel: 07476 2474/2728
Harlow. Essex
2Westgete. Tel: 0279 26155
Harrow. Minds
10 Weald Lane, Harrow Weald.
Tel: 01-427 1227
Hartlepool
7The Shopping Centre. Tel: 0429 66347
Hastings
3Marine Court. St. Leonardson-Sea.
Tel: 0424 43915C
Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Ipswich
87 Norwich. Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Isle of Man
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437

Beverley ( North Humberside)
9Flerningate. Tel: 0482 882696

Kendal
185 Highgate. Tel: 0539 25728

Birmingham
35.37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323

68
Kettering
Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266

4
Blackpool
Deaesgate .
Tel: 0253 28357
Bolton
166 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Bournemouth
254 Old Christchurch Road.
Tel 0202 291524

Liverpool
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-7099898
Loughton,
152 High Road.
EssexTel: 01-508 0247
Manchester
25-29 Staten Road, Urmston.

17

Street. Tel:

Butcher Row. tel:

093 34 2342

Tel 031-557 1672
Glasgow Central
34CrArgyle Street. Tel 041 221 8958
Hamilton
8Cadzow Street. Tel 0698 283193
Kilmarnock
49 The Foregate. Tel 0563 34826
Wishaw
36 Caledonian Road
Tel:06983 73876
NORTHERN IRELAND ,
Elelfast

0722 22746

Shaftesbury

High Street. Tel: 0747 2649
Sheffield (Totley)
172 Bestow Road, Tel: 0742 360295
Slough
5Old Crown Buildings, Windsor Road.
Tel: 0753 37021
Southampton
33

37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434

23 Shaftesbury Square..
Tel 0232 40644
9Belmont Road. Tel 0232 40644
Coleraine (Co. Londonderry)
21 Railway Road. Tel 0265 52843

Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on- Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150

Southport
6 Princes
Stamford

Street. Tel 0704 36901

9 Red Lion Square Tel:
Stubbington (Hants)

CHANNEL ISLES

0780 2128

The Green. Tel: 03295 61144
Sunderland

Guernsey
Rue de Marais. Vale. Tel: 0481 55573

27

20-22 Waterloo Place Tel: 0783 57578
Swindon

WICLATC110
1==.
,',iiiird

91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel:0793 28383
Tunbridge Wells
•
67 Grosvenor Road, Tel: 0892 21069

Warwick
Ernscote Road. Tel: 0926 43796

Tel: 061 747 5181

HMI MARKETS
The placewhere people care about hi-fi

Head Office: Colonial Way, Watford,
Herts. Tel: 0923 27737
All Prices include VAT @ 15%

The Cartridge is the key

® Goldring

Sound pure and simple
G900 IGC
G900 Super EMk2
G900E

High Fidelity Stereo Magnetic Cartridges.
Send for our Cartridge Compatibility Chart which will
tell you which is the correct cartridge for ycur tone arm.
Goldring Products Limited, Angiiase Lane, Bury St. Edmunds. 1P32 6SS tel 0284 64011
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MC-3L+ FORMULA 4 Mk III
This is the sixth
of aseries of six
adverts.
This month:
Magazines
Next Month:
Normal Stock Advert

The best value in state- of- the art pickup
Geometry optimised for 12" LP Discs.
Stevenson, ' Wireless World', May 4 June, 1966
The only variable mass damped
arm for high or low compliance
Styli.
£4945

Reviewed by John Borwick, Feb. '79 Gramophone

MAGAZINES ARE MARVELLOUS—read all the HiFi mags and you
will learn all you need to know about choosing equipment.
MAGAZINES ARE RUBBISH—full of glossy ads, run by LINN loonies
or other nuts and constantly dispensing prejudiced advice and biased
reviews not worth reading.
BOTH STATEMENTS ARE OF COURSE UNTRUE. The better magazines maintain pretty high standards, bearing in mind the pressures of
maintaining advertising revenue, the difficulty of evaluating in any
absolute way the ability of electronic equipment to reproduce music,
and the inevitable colouring of .advice by the individual views of the

Super-polished special line
COIL CARTRIDGE. contact nude diamond stylus
for maximum information
£4945
retrieval.
T24 Universal MC Transformer, the quietest
best step-up available.
£4945

person writing It.
By all means read the good HiFI mags, you will learn a lot, especially
if you know enough to be discriminating in your choice of reviewers!
BUT, when it comes to the crunch, don't put your hard earned money
down on a sporting chance of making the right choice. Ring us and fix

REVIEWED BY REG WILLIAMSON SEPT. 'HI-FI FOR
PLEASURE' and GEOFF GILES DEC. PRACTICAL HI-FI'
ellignme.1

e•

Alignment Protractor Mk II
Improve your stereo image
Enables correct setting up of
all pickup arm and cartridge
combinations. Measures tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface
with Stevenson zero error points
for minimum distortion.
£345 post free '—
Devised by Percy Wilson, M.A. • Original ' HiFi News' Review available.

up a demonstration.
Let your ears make the choice—they will have to live with it.

APPOINTMENT
ONLY
To book an
appointment or for
details Telephone
Dawlish (0626)
863604
Gulliford House,
Kenton, Exeter,
Devon.

Cartridge MC-3L £49.45.
NEW
No step-up required.

High Output Moving Coil

MC-2C MOVING

GULLIFORD

9

.-•

All Items available from selected dealers or if in difficulty, from
MAYWARE LTD, (Dept HFN4)
PO Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH
Telephone: 01-958 9421

HOUSE LTD.
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KNOWIN TJK Ltd 37 ChurchillWay Fleckney
Leicester

0533-403331
I5

11,1VIEW
You don't need to spend afortune
to get quality; we give you our selection
of outstanding units...
Deserving special mention are
Mordaunt-Short, who seem to produce a
speaker at each price level which can be
thoroughly recommended. Starting with the
CARNIVAL at £88.00,
the FESTIVAL at £ 117.00,
the larger PAGEANT at £ 176.00 and
the top- of-the-range SIGNIFER at £515.00,
all these speakers . . . can be strongly
recommended against all their competitors.
It is highly unusual to find aCompany
producing such consistently good products
all along the line. For this they have earned
our sincere admiration.”

'Popular

HI-FI'
August, 1979.

e
/
/

•e
•

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

Designers and Manufacturers of High- Fidelity Loudspeakers
Dunford Mill, Petensfield, Hampshire, GLJ31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate ( SID. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
/
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For those who are
accustomed to the best

When we designed and built the Custom HiFi Centre studio and showroom, it was done with
one objective in mind, namely to provide the discriminating HiFi purchaser with the finest
acoustic conditions possible for the demonstration of the best in Hi-Fi equipment currently
available.
We have succeeded far beyond our greatest expectations and the Custom Hi-Fi Centre studio
built to conform to the specifications laid down by the International ElectroTechnical
Commission is without doubt one of the finest demonstration studios in the country. Now, in
the luxurious comfort and 'ideal acoustic conditions' of our studio or the pleasant surroundings
of our showroom, you can, under the, expert friendly guidance of our staff, see, hear and
compare atremendous selection of HiFi ranging from the popular to the truly exotic.
Please don't think that because we have one of the finest demonstration studio/showrooms in
the country that our prices are uncompetitive. Nothing could be further from the truth. Indeed
we are nearly always able to match any of our competitors' prices with the additional bonus of
providing the best demonstration conditions as well.
The Custom Hi Fi Centre is centrally situated with Holborn and Chancery Lane tube stations
close to hand, buses passing the door and ample car parking nearby. It is ideal for visiting on
aSaturday as there are no car parking problems whatsoever. In the morning ample meters are
available and in the afternoon there are no parking meters whatsoever, you can park right
outside our `door'. If you are not able to call, learn more about the Custom Hi-Fi Centre by
sending for our Free 44 page brochure.
Note, to avoid disappointment please ring and make an appointment if you wish to hear
equipment in our studios.

MONTH
at Custom Hi -Fi
We shall have on permanent display
and demonstration the complete
range of the New and incredible
KLH Computer Speakers that
have to be both seen and heard to
be believed.

Custom FliTi Centre
82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1

Telephone: 01-242 8354 Open Monday to Saturday, 9a.m. to 6p.m

Please send me your FREE 44- page Custom HiFi
brochure
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fact:
five New Shure Cartridges
feature unique, state-of-the-art
technology
Including...

Unprecedented
Stylus Protection

the M97 Era IV Series
pickup cartridges
Tip
Model

Stylus

Tracking

Configuration

Force

Nude

4
/
3

Hyperelliptical

grams

M97ED

Nude Biradial
(Elliptical)

4
/
3

M97GD

Nude Spherical

M97EJ
M97B

M97HE

Applications

to 11
2
/

to 11
2
/
grams

Highest fidelity
where light
tracking forces

to 1/
2
1
grams

are essential.

Biradial
(Elliptical)

11
/ to 3
2
grams

Spherical

11
/ to 3
2
grams

Where slightly
heavier tracking
forces are
required.

78 rpm Stylus Biradial
for all M97's ( Elliptical)

4
/
3

11
/
2 to 3
grams

(Dora

For 78 rpm
records.

"Shure writes anew chapter in the history of affordable hi-fi by
making the latest cartridge technological breakthroughs available in acomplete line of high-performance, moderately priced
cartridges; the M97 Era IV Series Pickup Cartridges, available
with five different interchangeable stylus configurations to fit
every system and every budget.
The M97 Series incorporates such vanguard features as
the Dynamic Stabilizer—which simultaneously overcomes
record-warp caused problems, provides electrostatic neutralization of the record surface, and effectively removes dust and
lint from the record—and aunique telescoped stylus assembly
which results in lower effective stylus mass and dramatically
improved trackability.
Each of these features.. and more.., has been incorporated
in the five cartridges in the M97 Series—there is even an M97
cartridge that offers the low distortion Hyperelliptical stylus!
What's more, every M97 cartridge features aunique lateral
deflection assembly, called the SIDE-GUARD, which responds
to side thrusts on the stylus by withdrawing the entire stylus
shank and tip safely into the stylus housing before it can bend!
The performance of the cartridges is highly faithful to the
recorded music. Hear it you must!
NEW! M97 Series Era IV Pickup Cartridges...
Five new invitations to the new era in hi-fi.

53 F-1 L) FR

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road,
Maidstone ME15 6AU, Telephone: ( 0622) 59881

Cartridge Clinic - Spring HiFi Show - Cunard Hotel - Stand No.26
Bring along your Shure Cartridge/Stylus for Free Inspection

Bob Dylan at Budokan, the Average White Band at Montreux, the Kinks at Carnegie Hall, Mozart
in the Purcell Room. Close your eyes and you're almost there. inragatimuninkez®
We sound better.
Illustrated: Turntable .fT4000,Amplifier PM400,Tuner ST400;Cassette Deck SDti000,SpeakerS HD550.At around £ 799. Rack MR505 extra. Marantz hi-fi sound equipment - arange of separates and complete systems
designed and produced to professional standards. Marantz is available from most good hi-fi stores. For farther details dial100 and ask the operator for Freephone 2347 or write to Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd, Debmarc House.
193 ._ondon Road,Staines,Middlesex.Saes and SeryiceTel: Staines 50132.

Lurking within the walls of
every record groove is awealth
of extraordinarily detailed
information. This is contained in groove
modulations of athousandth of an inch
at most, reducing in places to an
amazing one millionth of an inch.
The more of this complex data your
cartridge is able to extract, the less
you lose the subtleties that make
music an emotional experience —
rather than just sonic wallpaper
And no matter how good the rest
of the system is, it can't reproduce
information it never receives.
Over the 20- odd years of ADC's
history, we've made asuccession of

acknowledged contenders in the ' best
cartridge currently available' stakes.
(Remember the ADC 10E, and the
legendary ADC 25 and 26?)
'Ibday there's the remarkable
ADC ZLM with its unique Aliptic
stylus, acartridge which prompted
The Gramophone to write: "'lb say
that the results were staggering would
be an understatement?'
Our LMF carbon fibre tonearms
have been attracting similar
comments. "Firm, extended low
frequency range ... neutral mid-band
...precise stereo imaging ... the LMF-1
gains arecommendation..." (
HiFi
Choice).

But even•if you can't afford these
admittedly esoteric items, we still
have good news for you. The famous
LMG-1 headshell, renowned for its
rigidity and freedom from resonance,
can make asurprising improvement
to many systems for just afew pounds.
Even our budget range of
cartridges are renowned for their
performance. li-Fi Answers, for
example, reckon that our QLM36
Mk Ir... extracts alot of information
from one's records in amost delightful
way."
Need we say more? Except that if
you send us the coupon, we'll send you
further information.

r-

h: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me your brochure showing the
complete range of ADC hi-fi equipment.
Name
Address

5
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AD

Audio Dynamics Corporation. Adivision of BSR Limited.

LYoull hear more

from us.
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THE END OF OPEN
New BASF Chromdioxid Super
finally enables the cassette owner to
achieve aquality of recording as high as
that of reel-to-reel sound
The irrefutable case for chrome
Needles of Cr0 2are ideal for
optimising magnetic parameters like
coercivity and remanence so important
in sound recording. BASF alone control
.
every stage in the creation of Chrome
tapes. Their ability to optimise the
physical properties of Chrome explains
why BASF Chromdioxid Super cassett,s
are able to match the technical data df
open-reel recording tape.

The supremacy of Chromdioxid Super
is explained by six important factors.
i) Background noise
The homogeneous shape and
minimal size of BASF's CrOz particles
reduce background noise to the lowest
point possible today.
Studio performance in the
LF range
A 3dB dynamic improvement in the
low frequency range, compared to
conventional CrOz cassettes, puts
Chromdioxid Super (with Dolby) on the
same quality level as the famous BASF
Studio tape, SPR 50 LH at 38 cms.

iii) Double the performance at
high frequencies
The unsurpassed high frequency
MOL of Chromdioxid Super (see graph)
causes an up to 6dB improvement in the
10 KHZ to 20 ICHZ range, when compared
with ordinary Cr02 cassettes.
iv) Balanced MOL
BASF's new Chromdioxid Super is
the first cassette to achieve abreakthrough in the balance between low

REEL SUPREMACY
equency MOL and high frequency MOL
The factor which has, until now, kept
ecassette lagging behind professional
•
semi-professional, reel-to-reel
rstems is lack of output at the HF end,
¡using intermodulation distortion when
cording music with alot of top.
Chromdioxid Super breaks this
The truth about the recording
capability of cassettes

cr,

Studio Tape
BASF SPR SO LB
at 38 Innis
ver, critical music

y) Modulation noise
No other cassette surpasses
the modulation noise properties of
Chromdioxid Super

vi) Low headwear
BASF's unrivalled expertise with
Chrome explains why their Chromium
Dioxide cassettes wear less than most
Cr02 substitutes, especially on those
heads where wear is still a
relevant factor

SPOT-ON
SOUND

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Haddon House, 2-4 Fitzroy Street,
London W1P SAD. Tel: 01-637 8971.

E•3

ling level in compansC nto music energy ^,e.

MOL at 3- chstomon for all tapes has been set 0dB

particular sound barrier by greatly
improving MOL in the 10 ICHZ to 20 KHZ
range. This new cassette enables you to
capture the many hai-monics of critical
instruments without which your recording
will lack the reality and presence of a
live performance. With the introduction of
Chromdioxid Super the recording capability of cassettes can exceed
even that of 9cms reel-to-reel.

BASF
Chromdioxid
Super
LPR 35 Lil 9cm
Chromdioxid

ï 33
36

+

39
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TO CLAIM THESE ULTRA SPECIAL
CUT
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DISCOUNTS
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Carr PRICE TAPES
V

Attach this advertisement t your order or bring it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
C48

Save ° Dioxide
iorn
Cho°
C6o eas

LONDON EC2
MASONS AVENUE

(01-606 4102)

76p

Agfa Ferro Colour

-

soo•
1200'
18013"
1200'
1800'
2400'

5"

1800'
2400'
7"
3600'
104" 4200'
10i" 4200
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C60
66p

C90
Cl 20
91p £ 1.25

C46
73p

C60
C90
85P £ 108

C46
C60
88p £ 108

All orders POST FREE - mail
30 COLEMAN ST.

Agfa Carat

sr

BUY20AGFA HIGH ENERGY&ASK

Recommended by Aiwa • Aka, Alpha • Audiotronic • Beitek •
Hanirnek • JVC • Maranta •
NAD • Pioneer • Rotel • Sansui • Teas • Toshiba • Trio

FX-II Beridox
(chrome position)

85p £ 1.13 £ 1.49 '

7"
5"
5)*
7"

F

SPECIAL OFFER

I

59h

-

79p

99p

£ 1.08 £ 1.47
56p

76p £ 1.14

Agfa PEM

LP
LP
LP
DP
DP
DP

PE36
PE36
PE36
PE46
PE46
PE46

£ 1.92
£ 2.19
£ 3.14
£ 2.28
£ 3.14
£ 3.86

TP
TP
TP
Cine
NAB

PE66
PE66
PE66
PE36
PE36

£ 3.58
£ 4.70
£ 4.95
£ 8.43
£ 9.71

(matt)

5"
7"
101"
10¡"

900'
1800'
3600
3600'

LP
£2.73
LP
£3.84
Cine
£8.70
NAB £ 10.50

5"
7'
101'
10-.1"

1200
2400'
4200'
4200'

DP
£3.55
DP £ 5.96
Cine £ 10.12
NAB
El
14

The New SONIC., range
56p
77p
£ 1.05

CD Alpha - Super Pseudo Chrome
I
XLINSA type)

ICA switching)

C60
C90

only £ 1.07
only 1.40

(XL1/00 type) ( Normal Position)
C46
C60
C90

75p
85p
only E1.10

BHF - New Super Ferric ( HF type)
(Normal Position)

C46
C60
C90

(Mail
COO AGFA
order

C46

BASF Super
BASF Ferro Super 1
BASF Cr02
BASF F.C,
Hitachi LN
Hitachi UD

E1.06
£ 1.29

C60
C90

76p
91p

£ 1.62

C120

£ 1.12

izilErGY

-

C60
C90
C120
54p
73p
£1.19
88p £ 1.19 £ 1.55
91p £ 1.25 £ 1.79
£ 1 21
£ 2 23
£ 1 46 £ 1 90
58p
82p £ 1.18

95p £ 1.14 £ 1.54
Hitachi UDER lUDXLII
El 26 £ 1.58
Hitachi UDEX IUDXLIII
£ 1 26 £ 1 58Pyre) HiFi
70p
86p £ 1.16 £ 1 47
Pyral Optima
£ 1.16
£1 49
Pyre) Superlerrne f1.52
Et 95
ASK FOR ONE C90 OPTIMA FREE WITH EVERY
C90 SUPERFERRITE YOU BUY
Maxell UL
68p
93p £ 1.20
Maxell UD
81p
90p £ 1 . 24 £ 1.75
Martell UDXLI
£1.43 £ 1.79 Ma xell UDXLII
El 43 £ 1 .
79
Dynamic
AD
OD
SA
SA- X

56p
84p
-

65p
9317
£ 1.09
£ 1.16
£ 1.54

REEL-TO-REEL
AHF- Super Ferric Plus!

- Ferrichrome

C90
£1 35

FREE!

BASF LH

TDK
TOK
TOK
TDK
TOK

CHF - New Super LN
C60
C90
C120

to: ESTUARY AUDIO, De t.

LONDON N5

£1.18 £ 1.59

REEL-TO-REEL

MAIL ORDER ONLY
BUY 10 AGFA
HIGH ENERGY AT THESE
PRICES & ASK FOR 3C90 TAPE]
SUPER SOUND CASSETTES
stbso/ute/

Buy 3 Leda C,0 2 and ask for
1 ( same size) FREE!

SUPER
FX-I Pure Ferrix
(normal position)

-

Agfa 5E01

GUARANTEE

œ, kl SON 1r., BASF

C120

AGFA High Energy

Agra Superchrome

Fantastrc Introductory Offerl Genuine CiCia at an
mcredible saving. High Coerciyity; High Frequency Response; High Output) Low PrintThrough; Low Dropout NO RISK OFFER! II not
delighted return your Leda CO, within 30 days
for alull cash refund.

C46
61p

C90

GENUINE NEW SUPERCHROME AT A PSEUDO CHROME PRICE

C90 £127

FL

C60

5 YEAR

THIS MONTHS FREE OFFER
ORDER ANY 12 CASSETTES
(INC. FREE ONES) AND ASK FOR

BASF LH
Black Box Studio
TOK Audua
TDK Audua ( mart)
Memorex
Max& UDXL

7" LP 1800'
£4.50

75p * E1.17
£ 1 16 * E1.74
C1 58
Et 44 * £2.20 -

*SPECIAL PACKS ONLY
LIMITED STOCKS
7" DP2400
£5.80

£2.12
£3.65

10" LP3600

£10.74
£12.06

£4 42
£ 3.58
£5.10

VIDEO

PHILIPS Format bagful
vC30 60 C9 18: VC45/90 C9.40 VC 60 130 C12 50
VHS Format VHS60 [ 6.10 VHS120 £ 8.26: VHS180 £ 9.46
BETAMAX Format 1.500 £ 2 40. LISO £ 10 30

HF , la HIGHBURY STN., HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N5.(Callers welcome)

LONDON WC2

LONDON SE14

BIRMINGHAM

LEEDS

MANCHESTER 3 BRISTOL

ESSEX

LEICESTER SQUARE

NEW CROSS GATE

BULL RING SUBWAY

HIGHBURY CORNER

62 WELLINGTON ST

STATION Ticket Hell

6 VICTORIA STATION

29 DENMARK ST.

STATION

(Moor St. Station exit

113 RECTORY GROVE

(off City Square)

APPROACH

(Behind Hippodrome)

(Cranbourn St. Exit)
(01-439 92111_

(01-691 7294)

- oft Open Market)

LEIGH- ON- SEA

(01-607 0644)

(0532-444 692)

(061-832 4592)

(0272-290900)

(0702.-712861)

HIGHBURY STATION

021-643 17661

-

-

NEW

N.

HTINGALES

add anew
dimension to your
stereo enjoyment

FF1

FF1
(per pair)

(.;

STEREO SPEAKER
WALL
MOUNTING KIT ,
1
rs
Vibration proof
Swivel adjustment

•
•

ADJUSTABLE
STEREO
SPEAKER TROLLEYS
Easy manoeuvrability
• Easy to fit and install

•

FF3

£19.99

These are recommended retail
pricm and include VAT «D 15%

152 SA
STERKE
E
O
R
•

le

,„11111

Unique speaker
Tilt device
Adjustable
height

•

FIDELITY FASTENINGS LTD.

NM point 5

See and hear them at your authorized dealer. For full details
and dealer list, send a stamped, addressed envelope to:-

The Ridgeway, leer
Bucks Sb O 9HW
Tel :

24

£ 18.99

(per pair)

FLOOR STANDS

FF3

£ 7.25

FF2
(per pair)

leer 107531 654222

Nightingale Acoustics Limited, School Road, Bracon Ash,
Norwich, Norfolk.
NR14 8HG

feemostat

rwaiii

and
The only safe way to eliminate
static completely and have
clean, dust free records.
Permostat is auniquely formulated fluid
which, with just ONE application, totally eliminates
static electricity for the normal considered record life
expectancy of one hundred continuous plays....
without any change in either sound quality surface
noise or frequency response.
Today's PVC gramophone records are very
susceptible to electrostatic charging, particularly by
frictional contact which takes place when records are
merely removed from their sleeves or with their
attempted cleaning.
Not unlike acommon magnet attracting iron
particles, static scavenges, attracts and holds dust to
the record, particularly in the grooves, causing
premature record and stylus wear..., and audible
'crackles' that to-days sophisticated high fidelity
equipment will reproduce with alarming clarity.
To demonstrate Permostat's unique anti-static
qualities and prove its effectiveness, adust chamber
was used to perform accelerated dust pick-up tests.

A Untreated record _ average static charge reading:
15000 volts. The record readily attracted and scavenged a
considerable amount of dust.
8) Record treated with claimed anti-static product _. static
charge reading: 300 volts. Dust attraction reduced, but
still adirty record.
CI Record treated with Permostat _ static charge reading
0 volts. No visible evidence of dust pick-up.
Available in kit form and Refill Packs.
One standard 23 oz bottle of Permostat
treats approx. 25 LP's and one 8oz jumbo
Refill up to 80 LP's. Easy to use — just
spray it on — buff well — and Permostat
does the rest.

Pixall doesn't simply push dirt around and
around. It is the first cleaner actually to LIFT dust and
dirt from your records.
The key to Pixall's success lies in its specially
formulated adhesive tape, designed not -merely to
remove surface dust but more specifically to LIFT and
dispose of damaging microdust particles embedded
and held by static deep inside the grooves.
This unique British cleaner so impressed the
Jury at the International Stereo Compo in Japan that it
was aptly honoured with THE GRAND
PRIX AWARD.
Independent tests have shown that arecord
treated with Pixall visually results in leaving the
record in pristine condition, whilst audibly it makes
sound, sound better
Ill If you have difficulty obtaining supplies
please complete this coupon.
Milty Products Ltd.;
New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Road South,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
lbl: 061-480 8142/3. Telex: 667700.
State quantity required.
PRICE
P&P
INC. VAT EXTRA

Three records, one untreated, one exposed to
claimed anti- static devices and one treated with
Permostat were suspended vertically within the dust
chamber and simulated dust particles were
circulated creating an effective dust storm.
Only the record treated
with Permostat showed no dust
pick-up and no residual
charge.

—41

Pixall Roller

£4.50

Pixall Refill

£0/6

+ 10p

Permostat Kit

£5.75

+ 34p

....Permostat Refill

£3.92

+ 23p

....Permostat Jumbo Refill £7.94

+ 46p

Ienclose cheque/RO. value £
(Please do not send postage stamps.)
anti-static
tecord
preenative

NAME
ADDRESS

2
5ar,71 ,
POSTCODE
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE.)
Prices only apply to the U.K.

Milty —record care technology that works. I

+ 22p

AR Verticals, the finest speakers in AR hi.,toiy. Loll to right: AR9, AR92, AR91, AR90.
1rTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
High Street, Houghton Regis, Duri,,tuble, Beds.

Anew dimension in
speaker design
Research and development in loudspeaker design and
technology is adeliberate and painstaking process. AR should
know. For over aquarter of acentury they have been designing
some of the world's finest loudspeakers.
From this background has evolved the latest range of AR
Vertical Speakee Systems, delivering better efficiency, greater
accuracy and more satisfying listening than any AR speakers
in their history.
More than just "floorstanding" speakers. AR Verticals
were conceived and engineered with
the prime objective of giving •
maximum performance and truthful
reproduction when placed on the
floor of any listening room. It
should be obvious. And yet it's
surprising how many generations of
so-called " floor-standing" speakers
are so positioned only because size
and weight criteria have made them
impractical for their originally
intended role as "bookshelf"
models. Such loudspeakers are,
at best, acompromise as the
principles of good sound
reproduction, and thus the
loudspeaker design, must be
dictated by the intended positioning.

The AR Acoustic Blanket smooths the response of mid
and highrange speakers. Grey curve plots response of
AR91 from approximately 6,000 Hz to 18,000 Hz
without Acoustic Blanket. White curve shows smoother
response with Acoustic Blanket installed.

Conquering " wall dip". A
serious problem which affects the
faithful reproduction of floorstanding speakers is aconcept
which AR call "wall dip" — adip
in bass response in the 200-300 Hz
range — caused by secondary sound
waves reflecting off the walls and
floor, cancelling out primary waves
from the speaker cone. In the AR
Verticals, this problem has been
eliminated by re-designing cabinets,
crossover networks and the drivers
themselves, to give asmoother
response and greater accuracy
across the bass frequencies.

A AR cabinets are sealed environments,
constructed of acoustically damped material.
B Three-position switches control the output of
midrange and highrange drivers and allow the owner
to "tune" the speakers to room characteristics.
C Woofers mounted close to reflecting surfaces help
erase the "wall de created by reflected sound
waves.
D Liquid-cooling magnetic-fluid positions the voice coil
and dissipates heat thus allowing the tweeters to
• handle more power.
E Upper midrange drivers in AR Vertical Speakers are
also liquid-cooled.
F Lower midrange driver in the AR9 and AR90
reproduces the critical voice range accurately and
without strain.
G Vertical array of drivers on the front of the
enclosure ensures precise stereo imaging.
H The AR Acoustic Blanket is made of specially
developed material to attenuate reflections of sound
waves off the edge of the cabinet. It smoothes
response dramatically and contributes to sharp stereo
imaging.
1 Grille panels on AR Vertical Speakers are made of
acoustically transparent fabric.

Other Reflections. It is not
just bass response which is affected
by wave reflection. Mid and high
range drivers generate sound waves
which can be reflected from the
edges of the cabinet like ripples in
apond, again adversely affecting
the reproduction. To overcome this
problem, AR have developed and
patented the " Acoustic Blanket",'"
which absorbs these reflected sound
waves.
Stereo Imaging. Good high
frequency response is achieved by a
multiple configuration of high
range drivers. But when these
drivers are mounted in anything
but the vertical plane, frequency
interference patterns between
drivers occur, these patterns
spreading laterally in the room.
The result is aconfused stereo
image with different frequency
patterns from each speaker. Look at
the AR Verticals and you'll see the
high range drivers are in aprecise
vertical line, for acrisp stereo
image and for realism of original
recordings.

The System Approach.
Almost without exception, the
average home listening room is far
from acoustically perfect. Thus it is
pointless designing loudspeakers
which only perform at their best in
aperfect acoustic environment .
instead we've designed the AR
Verticals to give their optimum
performance in your room rather
than in our anechoic chamber. This
method of design is rather more
difficult for us but infinitely better
for you, the listener, making ` Truth
in Listening' areality for every
home.
1
Please send me your colour brochure and stockist list:
Teledyne Acoustic Research, FREEPOST, Dunstable, Beds. L1.15 5BR
Tel: 0582 603151.

Name
Address
HFN
L.
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Dynamic ( moving coil)
transducers for
optimum reproduction
of bass and medium
frequencies

Low mass, self
energising electrostatic transducers for
the ideal reproduction
of high frequencies

4

Technical innovation maximum fidelity
K 340

Features:
• Dynamic ( moving coil) transducers
for optimum reproduction of bass
and medium frequencies
• Low mass, self energising electrostatic transducers for the ideal
reproduction of high frequencies
• Excellent wearing comfort ensured by
means of specially designed padded
headband featuring an automatic selfadjusting mechanism.
The only possible choice for discerning
HiFi-enthusiasts and professional sound
engineers alike!

AKG Acoustics Ltd.
191 The Vale, London W3 7QS
TF: 01-749 2042 ( 5lines)
TX: 28938 ( akgmic g)

"Send this coupon for information about
AKG products
D HEADPHONES
D MICROPHONES
PICK UPS
REVERB UNITS
D TIME DELAY UNITS

adv 273/1/GB

With the intrOduction of the new
AKG modet K 340 headphones, another
major advance has been made in
-sound reproduction techniques.
utilising the tvvo-way principle=acombination of the advantages of
both dynamic and electrostatic
,transducer systems-AKG has created
stereo headphone capable of great clarity
and definition.

Name
Street
Town

YOUR ENTIRE
RECORD
COLLECTION
IS WARPED.
Sorry but there it is.
The way they manufacture records nowadays,
there's no such thing as aperfectly flat LP
Even your prized Supercut discs are chock full
of visible warps, invisible warps, micro-bubbles and
other vinyl imperfections. So what looks flat to you is
like aroller coaster run to your cartridge.
If you think all this doesn't really affect the
transcription quality of your hi-fi, we've some rather
bad news for you.
The trouble is, ordinary cartridges
cannot ride these imperfections without moving
in relation to the stylus.
At worst this causes mistracking and
serious record damage.
At best the movement is interpreted by the
•
cartridge as an ultra-low frequency of around 4-5 Hz.
This signal isn't audible, but it distorts those that are.

The whole process is called
intermodulation distortion, and it's quite as
nasty as it sounds.
But before you turn the page in
despair, we'd like to tell you about the new Ortofon LM
Series of cartridges.
LM stands for Low Mass. Which means that
this is one cartridge capable ofhandling warps and
imperfections with absolutely minimal stylus deflection.
Result? Drastically reduced intermodulation
distortion. Cleaner, crisper transients. And coupled with
astylus tip mass 30% lower than average, far more
accurate tracking of ultra-high frequencies.

Why not send off for full details of the
Ortofon LM Series by posting the coupon below?
You'll find we ve prepared acomprehensive
compatibility guide that will ensure aperfect match
between our cartridge and your tumtable/tonearm.
You'll also fmdprices range from £21.50 tojust under
£60.00.
But then with technology this advanced,
and with aname like Ortofon,
you didn't expect
them to come
cheap did
you?

Please send me
details of the new LM series
of Ortofon cartridges, together with a
comprehensive tone-arm matching guide.
Iwould also like details of the ultra low-mass
Concorde cartridge. D
Name
Address
Harman U.K., & John's Rd., Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 811R.
Telephone: Penn 049481) 5331.

HFM.0.4

Postcode_

ortofon

accuracy in sound
29

YOU'VE HEARD NOTHING

,

Wharfedale Lasers.A new range of high
technology, low distortion speakers from
Britain's most famous speaker specialists.
Distortion is all too easy
to hear, but much harder to
eliminate. For astart,you
can't see it.
Or rather, you couldn'tuntil Wharfedale engineers
\ swilimi,
found that,with aspeaker
cone in motion, they could produce aholographic image of its
behaviour by pointing alaser
beam at it.
The two cones shown
here were being fed exactly
the same signal when their
pictures were taken. Above,
amid-range cone at an early
stage of its development. Below, the same cone
after we'd gone to work on it.
The fewer contour-like marks there are,
the better the cone is behaving-and the less
distortion it produces.
As you can see. the Laser cone is
behaving remarkably well.

UNTIL YOU'VE LISTENED

êA LASER.

The Lasers' mineral filled homopolymer
bass units- developed for the exotic TSR
range- and lsodynannic tweeters are the result
of research every bit as advanced.
Not to mention the expertise of many
pairs of well-trained ears.
The result is acombination of technical
specifications and subjective sound quality
which is unsurpassed at the price.
The Laser 200 handles up to 60 watts
RMS, the Laser 400,120 watts RMS.
For detailed specifications, please write
to the address below.
And if you're in any doubt,a trip to your
Wharfedale dealer will convince you that
these Lasers are worth listening to.

LP1SEP pninGE

WHARFEDALE

Britain's most famous loudspeakers

For more details wore to. Rank H

Highlield Road.Idle.Bradford.YOrks.BDIOEISF

Distributed in Ireland by Kilroy Brothers Ltd . Shanowen Road.Whitehall. Dublin 9. Tel: 423966.

The pre-eminent pick-up arm

Whilst able to explore the best of the
present, the Series Ill precision pick-up
arm anticipates the greater engineering
elegance of impending miniature
cartridges which may weigh as little as
one and ahalf grammes.
Its unique patented balance system
minimises mass and inertia, presenting
optimum conditions for even the most
delicate transducer.
No other pick-up arm is as versatile, a
reason why the Series III is already
playing its part in the development of
tomorrow's cartridges.
Choose it for your listening pleasure today
with confidence in the future.

*Another accolade for SME: the
Series III precision pick-up arm was
one of the Design and Engineering
Awards at the 1979 U.S Summer
Consumer Electronics Show, the only
pick-up arm to be acknowledged in
this way.

1[1
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•

Series Ill precision pick-up arm

Write to Dept 0355
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex,

The best pick-up arm in the world

BN4 3GY, England

Aucio-T

Auc io-T

Aucio-T

Aucio-T

Aucio-T

Auc lo-T

EXPORT
Personal shoppers can take advantage of

Hi-

o
o

our ' over the

counter'

export scheme.

We also ship directly abroad, contact us
for tax free

price

quotes

and

delivery

costs to anywhere in the world.

H
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o
o

Koopt uw—Hi-Fi in Engleand,
dan bent u goedkoper uit.
.
\Nij exporteren direkt naar u

Si
opa
D
ail kin
anlaggning fran England kan
Du
spara
pengar. \li
at
speialister
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direkt ° di
c
personlig export.
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Wen n man Hi- Fi von England kauft, kann man Geld
sparen. VVir spezia
i liseren uns
i
n Direkt und Pr vatexpo rt
.

E

o
o

s achetez votre Hi- Fi
d'Angleterre vous pouvez faire
des economies.
dan Nous nous
specialisons
s l'exportation
directe
et
person ne l
le.
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o
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G82 INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER

ALL YOU EVER
WANTED TO KNOW
ABOUT THE MAKERS OF
THE FINEST HI- Fl EQUIPMENT

The G82 Amplifier is ano compromise, extremely high performance
100 Watt per channel integrated amplifier using new techniques to achieve
unsurpassed sound quality.
Tape monitoring for TWO ' three head' machines is provided, making
tape to tape dubbing very straightforward.
Overall the G82 gives clear, accurate sound free from harshness, dullness
or inaccuracies produced by conventional valve, transistor or F.E.T. designs.
A sound investment in G82 PURE SOUND GENIUS for years to come,
an amplifier that lets you listen to the music.

LOOK OUT FOR
THE REST OF THE GRIFFIN RANGE,
THE '85's, THE PARACOUSTIC TURNTABLE,
ALPHA AND OMEGA LOUDSPEAKERS, ANACOUSTIC TURNTABLE MATS

Pu

!
0 d Qnw

On most Tannoy loudspeakers, you won't find
the usual collection of separate tweeters and
bass units.
For the most part you'll see what appears
to be one speaker only, but which in
fact is two speakers in one and therein lies the Tannoy Dual
Concentric principle.
It is, in fact, ahigh frequency
compression driver positioned
centrally in adirect radiator
bass unit.
This Dual Concentric principle produces controlled
sound dispersion and overcomes most of the phasing

problems, producing superb natural
sound with minimum colouration.
Tannoy crossover networks incorporate controls for modifying the
frequency response to suit your room
and taste.
When you listen to Tannoy at home,
therefore, you hear more of the
music and less of the sound from
the shape of your room.
Let your ears be the judge.
Visit any of our Key
Dealers and hear the
music on Tannoy
Loudspeakers: it will be
anew discovery.

LF cone continues the exponential
curve of the HF horn keeping the
resonant frequencies outside
the pass band.

Horn loaded compression driver for high
frequencies.

NO OTHER SPEAKER
IS MADE LIKE THIS...

SO SOUND LIKE THESE

These Audio Specialists
will be delighted to
demonstrate Tannoy
Loudspeakers and give
you advice on your Hi Fi
system.
Addlestone Cosmic Radm(09321 54522
Barneey Barnsley Hi Fi (0226) 5549
Bedlord Tenstock H, » 10234) 56323
Birmingham Foru 417,102 1) 707 3640
Birmingham Hardman Radd (021)632 6303
Birmingham Nernin H. Field (021)622 2323
Bolton Clearione H, Fr ( 0204) 22636
Bournemouth Management Electronics (0202) 2156
Brighton Stinson, ( 0273)31082
Bristol Radford H, Fr (
0272) 422709
Cambridge University Audm(0223) 54237
Chelmsford Rush Hi Fr (0245) 57593
Chester Hardman Radio ltd. (0244) 317667
Colchester 0.4. Chuseman ( 0206)5921
Coventry Forum Hi Fr (0203) 451651
Eastbourne Jeff.= Hi Fr (03231 31336
East Beretta. F. Edwards 8500)2352) 2323
Edinburgh Audio Ards (031) 226 3979
Fleet Ken Rose(025 141 5053
Folkestone Kent Audm(0303) 55881
Glasgow McCormacks (04)1332 6611
Gloucester Robb, (0452) 23051
Guildford P.1. Equrpment (0483)1801
Greater London>
Balham H, Fr General 01.673 3614
Barnet Portograrn Radio 01.449 4183
F, Connections 01-658 3450
Beckenham HI
Bexley Muth Whornes Ltd 01.301 5601
Brent Cross Dixon 01.202 0722
Bromley Hermlyn H, Fr 01.464 2666
Chisvrick Massey Rae= Ltd 01.995 2738
Croydon Camera 8H,F, Centre 01-686 8393
Eafing Ealing 705 Ho Fr ut 01-567 8703
faster= Esstcote Fr 01-868 2946
»them Hermlyn H, F101-850 9518
LI Cavendish Sales 01-247 3453
EC4
Leisuresound 01-353 7935
Narrow Harr= Sound Systems 01-863 3400
Narrow KJ. Lersuresound 01-863 8690
Narrow Raysontt H Fi Ltd. 01427 1227
Neural= Delta (Hounslow) ltd. 01.572 2185
Mod Nu SOUIld 01.478 2291
Kingstonmpon.thames Southern Amaral-549 3194
New Malden Unite 01-912 9567
11.4 Mason Radio 01-272 1231
8.02 Analog Audio 01-445 1443
8.13 S.P.1. Sounded= 01.882 5888
8.15 5P.1. Sounded= 01.802 4466
4.16 Martins Hi F1 Centre 01.254 5053
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S.WI Analog Audio 01-834 1430

S.W.1 Harrods 01.730 1231
511.2 South London H, Fi 01474 4433
Waltharnstow No Sound 01-520 1906
Welling toppings 01-303 5341
Wembley Wembley Hi 7
,01-903 9506
Pfimbledon M O'Brien 01.946 1528
WI Lion House 01-637 1601
W.I Nandos Radio 01.723 6809
5.16, SOUld 0I•124 0454
87.0 Sonic Sound We 01-637 1908
WI AM ( London) LO. 01-580 4632
W.1 Chappell, Music Centre 01429 7600
5.1 Cant H, 7,01-580 9951
76.1 Custom 111 Fl Centre 01.242 7101
W.I 9.1. Lesuresound 01-486 8263
8111 Centre = Sound 01-229 1221
W.C.1 Berry's Radio 01.405 6231
S.C.) Saksons 01.278 8996
Nekton 1.1.1 Ltd (032 65)3801
Nigh Wycombe 8 11 Hi Fr (0494) 35910
Iludderafield Kenneth Lovell Ltd. (0484) 32294
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Leicester Mays H, Fl (0533) 58662
linerprol Hardman hd10 (
051)236 2828
Manchester Hardman Radm Ltd (061)832 6087
Nottingham Forum Hi F, (
0602) 601150
Paignton Upton Electronms(0803) 551329
Peterborough Paul Taylor (01E) ltd. (073)0 44059
Plymouth Frampton Cameras (0752) 60261
Preston Hardman Ridi0 Ltd. (0772)59261
Reading Serrards ( 0734) 599527
Rochdale lo hoczur (0)06) 42107
Rumford Cratt Hi Fi (0708) 28902
Bamford Rush HI
Fr ( 0708) 26840
St Albans W. Darby 6Co (POLIO (0727) 50961
Sennoaks Sevenoaks Hi Fr (0732) 59556
Sheffield Sheffield Sound Centre (0742) 23365
Southampton Hamilton Electron= (0703) 28622,
South Mansfield Forum Hi Fr (0623) 23716
Stockport Ward LVellums (061) 430 2934
Sunbury on Thames Massey Radio (093 27) 88963
Sutton Goldfield Pure Sound II (021)373 2645
Sewn= John Ham (0792150968
Swindon TV Hi 71 Con) ,.(
0793)28383
Tunbridge MO). Sevenoaks H, Fi (0892) 31543
=bridge K.1. lesuresound (0895) 33174
Waling Armstrong Smith (05))639 9257
5070,071 4L su
e"r
eso
("u%)(3
9
9
4)0545250

Vfilmalow Swifts of PAlmslow (099 64) 26213

Recommended retail prices
per pair (including 15% VAT)
A Cambridge T115 £ 169.50
B Oxford T125 f203.40
C Ascot T145 L305.60
D Chester T165 S305.60
E Dorset T185 C356.70
F Mayfair 1225 £407.80
G Berkeley S561.20
H Arden £608.20
I Windsor
Walnut £ 1420.90
Rosewood £ 1594.60
1 Buckingham
Walnut RRP £2248.90
Rosewood ARP £2484.00
Now available
Cheviot MK2 (not
illustrated) £499.
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You Hear The Music

St John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR Telephone Penn ( 049 481) 5221

The Tannoy 1115
Cambridge and 1125
Oxford feature separate
horn loaded compression
driver tweeter and bass
driver, providing similar
Tannoy qualities of reliable
reproduction of the music
but at alower price.

mwe-WIW%ir

3elgiums leading hifi company»
lieven bouwensstruct 24
industriezone"woggelwater"
8200 brugge- belgium
tel:50/32 02 11

telex: 81790 roelsb

*if

you want to know more, send a note to this address...
you will be surprised!

akai • ar • audio professional • b&o • bose • b& w • celestion • dual • i.m.f. •
infinity • j.b.l. • jvc • kef • lenco • luxman • marantz • onkyo • phase linear •
pioneer • quad • revox • sansui • sanyo • sony • spendor • stanford • teac •
technics • thorens • trio- kenwood • wharfedale • yamaha

import /export business
we import goods from all over the world, if you are a hiti dealer and
you have competitive prices please feel free to contact us
design:tiltart

JVC AMPLIFIER

oeroFon/

Model AS5

VMSZOE

30 watts

Magnetic

per channel

Cartridges

SPECIAL OFFER

ê79.95

criLye213.96-

C90 CRO2

Deposit £ 16

and 12
\át

BASF

KOSS

:TR

Stereo

JR149

Headphones

Cylinder

K650

Loudspeakers

Deposit £6 and

months

9 months at £3

2

FoRe2.70

£6.15 (£89.80)/ .Total credit £33)
)

or terms

"""
RC:MEL_

Ever Popular

with variable Bass

Linton XP2

e79.95
or Deposit £ 16 and
12 months at £6.15
.(Total credit £89.80).

PAIR

METAL TAPES

M95ED

C90

CARTRIDGES

LoNILyfses
419.gs,/ \,

STEREO SYSTEM
444q. c is
or terms

* 3 heads

with DOLBY

or Deposit £40 and

or Deposit £ 17 and
12 months at £6.50

ei99.9s

LED Display

168.95

12 months at £ 15

or terms

\

(Total credit £220)

ITEMS LISTED
SPECIAL PRICES
ARE ASMALL
EFFECTIVE
SELECTION
PERIOD
FROM THE MOST
"Ist-30th APRIL
COMPREHENSIVE
ONLY
STOCKS

All ,?g? Branches open all day Saturday

PRO 100

CASSETTE DECK

AM/FM with

BRADFORD 10 North Parade Tel. 25349
(Cloned Wed.)
BIRMINGHAM 30/31 Great Western Arcade
Tel. 021-236-1279 ( Closed Wed.)
CARLISLE 8 English Street Tel. 38744
(Closed Thurs.)
COVENTRY 17 Shelton Square,
The Precinct Tel. 25983 ( Closed Thurs.)
DERBY 97 St Peter's Street Tel. 41361
(Closed Wed.)
DEWSBURY 9/11 Kingsway Tel. 468058
(Closed Tues.)
DONCASTER 3Queensgate, Waterdale
Centre Tel. 63069 ( Closed Thurs.)
EDINBURGH 101 Lothlah Road
Tel. 229-9501 ( Closed Wed.)
GLASGOW 403 Sauchiehall Street
Tel 041-332-0700 ( Closed Tues).

COMPLETE RACK

CT? 500

CASSETTE DECK

Black or Silver

Terms as RD18F

P1ONEEs

Model 50 30

T60 Tuner

79.95"

SHURE

PUJ I

MA RANTz.

SANSu1

VVHARFEDA LE

RD18F
Cassette Deck

t,ÇTotal credit

SENNHEIsEi
STEREO
HEADPHONES
HD420

C

HULL 7Whitefriargate Tel. 20505
(Closed Thurs./
LEICESTER 32 High Street Tel. 56420
(Closed Thurs.)
LONDON 238 Edgeware Road W2
Tel. 723-1629 ( Closed Thurs.)
LEEDS 5-9 County Arcade, 8riggate
Tel. 458252 ( Closed Wed.)
LIVERPOOL St John's Precinct
Temporarily closed due to fee
All enquiries to Leeds

olomAsTER
LOUDSPEAKERS
Model MSL1

Walnut Finish

MIDDLESBROUGH 103 Lintnorpe Road
Tel 247096 ( Closed Wed.)
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 59 Grainger St
Tel. 21469 ( Closed Wed.)
NOTTINGHAM 19/19A Market Street
Tel. 48068 ( Closed Thurs.)
SHEFFIELD 13 Exchange Street ( Castle
Mkt. Bids) Tel. 20716 ( Closed Thurs.)
WOLVERHAMPTON 6Wulf run Way
Tel. 26612 ( Closed Thurs.)

F IR egiet_ce
or terms

*3 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Q 011P:4
17)

616 20oo

Sound Advice Nationwide

S.A.E. for FREE illustrated brochures. Please state main interest/s

DEPT. H AUDIO HOUSE, HENCONNER LANE,
LEEDS 13 Tel: 0532 577631

"GROOV-KLEEN"
Remaining few

Phone
Barclaycard,
ordersAccess
quoting& card
Trustcard
number accepted M

1.96"
I
36

VISA

MAIL ORDERS MUST NOT BE SENT TO SHOPS
E & OE prices correct at 18.2.80
ALL GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

i
n are

SOril(
Model PS212A
DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE INC
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

Ée14.e16"
or Deposit £ 17 and 12
months at £6.50
-.
Total credit £95.002/

IF You Mew)
Aken be lb/truism -ID
601Aloo APAIR e
SUM, oetwelo eftemt
eMíb you ego «go,
Miereegtehenvia,
Youb
Preet •
IWO Yodo 84ve ova
*co erne

The New
PHOENIX
Loudspeakers

£98.90 inc.VAT
Call into your nearest Hi•Fi
store now!or ring, for details
Griffin Loudspeakers
021.556 6823/6825

PURE SOUND GENIUS by GRIFFIN

Rabbit probably has
the finest hearing
in Britain...
..EM lln°,o, Llliowiln.
Cc) 237Fpncf,EC
the audio
equipment at
Let's chew over the facts
There's hi-fi and there's hi-fi see!
There's hi-fi that looks 'pretty' and there's hi-fi
that sounds great!
Sometimes the two are the same — more often
they're not. There's also alot more 'pretty' hi-fi than
hi-fi that sounds great.
That's what this ad's about really — identifying the
hi-fi that sounds great and Ishould know folks
being something of an authority on the subject of
reproduction!
Good value in hi-fi terms is about getting the best
sound your money can buy. You might spend £800
on asystem yet one costing half the price could
sound better.
It's all about balance really — if Ilean abit too
heavily on this speaker I'll likely end up flat on my
face. You could too; so to make the right decisions
you need expert advice about matching and
compatability.
Go and see KJ and chew ovar the facts — they've
got 15 years' experience to call on.
Hey — come to think of it that's more than my
lifetime!
Among the brands we stock are the following-.
A & R, Audiomaster, Audio Pro, Audio Technica, B.A.S., B & W, Bryston, Denon, Dual, Elite, Entre, Ferrograph, Grace, Hadcock, Hafler, Harbeth,
Hitachi, IMF, JR, JVC, Keesonic, Kef, Lentek, Linn Sondek, Lux, Mayware, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Naim, Nakamichi,
Neal Ortofon, Onkyo Pad, Philips Black Tulip, Pioneer, Quad Radford, Rappaport, Revox, SME, STD, Sansui, Sony, Spendor, Stanton, Stax, J. E. Sugden,
Supex, Syrinx, Systemdek, Tandberg, Tannoy, Teac, Thorens, Ultimo, Yamaha
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Let's look at smaller boxes first. The ultimate in
small speakers has to be the LS3/SA BBC designed
Most people seem to judge amplifiers by relating
bookshelf monitor — arevelation in openness stereo
power output to price. Sometimes less power with
imaging and transparency. Under £ 100 apair the
lower levels of distortion can be more effective,
KEESONIC KUB has little competition and the
although not necessarily cheaper to buy. Your
AUDIOMASTER MLSI has many imitators but
amplifier power requirement will be directly related to few serious rivals.
the size of your listening room, its degree of damping
In larger boxes the choice is very wide starting with
and the speakers you select.
the well reviewed AUDIOMASTER MLS4 at around
We've now got in stock the world-famous
£20() through the perennial SPENDOR BC1,
BRYSTON power amps (from Canada) atypical
HARBETH, PROFILE, KEF 105 to the new cult of
example of how good clean distortion-free
active speakers such as MERIDIAN and LINN
performance can sound louder than nominally higher ISOBARIK and SARA.
powered units. BRYSTON have received really
excellent reviews in North America and prices start
The facts about Turntables
from just under £300.
It's only quite recently that anyone took any notice
As agood companion with BRYSTON try the
of the poor old turntable. It used to be said that if it
new ELITE 600C pre-amp, aunique. compact and
revolved at the right speed then it was O.K.
thoughtful design with built-in MC input and zero
LINN made everyone aware that the turntable
audible noise level. You can set yourself up with a
does
make adifference and we now give alot of
really superb powerful pre/power amp combination
attention to putting together good turntables. The
for under £500.
LINN-SONDEK is still the most sought after
Less expensively the A & R A60 and SUGDEN
turntable in the world and with very good reason, but
A48 integrated amps still prove very popular and
not everyone can afford one despite the enthusiastic
rightly so. Just recently the SANSUI AU2I7 Mk. 2
has become well sought after and we can understand journalist who wrote recently that if you have £500 to
spend buy aLINN first and get whatever else you
why as its performance is well ahead of most of its
can to make up the system. Sorry. that's nonsense, we
Japanese rivals.
If you're handy with asoldering iron the HAFLER come back to balance and common sense. You might
Kits for both pre and power amps can certainly save just be able to get aLINN into asystem costing £650
you money and without any sacrifice in performance but more realistically one costing £750 plus.
Two exciting new products will be with us during
—they really do go!
the early part of 1980. We've got amodified version of
No review of high performance amps would be
the
THORENS TD160BC which improves
complete without mentioning MERIDIAN, NAIM
dramatically the performance of this low price unit.
and QUAD. They require little introduction from us
This should be selling at under the £ 140 mark. In
being already well accepted and very popular.
addition the new SYSTEMDEK developed by Peter
Just aword about value's — if you want to hear
something really special listen to the BEARD (B.A.S.) Dunlop will rank with the very best.
Other recommended models are the DUAL CS506
—there's one on dem' at Wigmore St.
(replacing the very popular CS504), the SANSUI
SR222 for low-cost high performance and for those
The facts about speakers
who want an inexpensive turntable on which to mount
Probably the most contentious area in hi-fi.
the arm of their choice, what better than the standard
Certainly more reviewers contradict each other about TD160BC. For those with limited budgets try one
speakers than in any other product category. We are
with aMAY WARE arm for just over £ 150 and we'll
going to confine our comments and recommendations even fit the arm for you.
to 'accurate' speakers or at least those we feel if fed
Incidentally you can make an audible improvement
with good source material will reproduce the most
to most turntables at acost of under £25. How? We'll
accurately.
let you in on the secret — get aPLATTER PAD — it's
the original high performance turntable mat from the
U.S.A.— come and have alisten, you'll be amazed!

The facts about Amplifiers

The facts about Arms and
Cartridges
If ever there was aneed for careful matching it's
between arms and cartridges. A mismatch can have
the most abysmal effect on your whole system. We
cover the spectrum of arms from the MAYWARE at
under £50 through to the superb LINN ITTOK at
£230, plus cartridges from £ 14 through to nearly
£500. Current favourites are the ELITE and
GRADO ranges with awide choice of moving coils
from the MAY WARE MC2C through to the
magnificent LINN ASAK at £ 184.
There are some really interesting accessories to
consider. The new ELITE alignment guages virtually
take all the error out of setting up your arm and
cartridge. If you're irritated by your arm not lifting
from the groove at the end of arecord try an AUDIO
TECHNICA Safety Raiser — it's really gorgeous.
Silver Litz headshell connectors also improve the
sound performance for arelatively small outlay.
And don't forget avery basic requirement — keep
your records clean. There's only one really effective
way to do this and that's by the KEITH MONKS
record cleaning system — it can make your records
sound like new again!
Our Fleet St. branch operates this service.

We sell the Elite MC555
Cartridge for £99
You can get one FREE!
Yes — if you purchase asystem with avalue of £800
we'll give you one — and if you don't want to go that
far then with asystem for £450 we'll give you the
superb Elite 500 Cartridge with parabolic stylus
that we normally sell for £45.

CREDIT FACILITIES
Up to £500 instant credit possible. There's a
KJ Budget account offering credit up to 20
times your selected monthly payment.

AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
CROYDON
89 London Rd. Tel: 01-686 1343
LONDON, WI 48 Wigmore St. Tel: 01-486 8263
HARROW
340 Station Rd. Tel: 01-863 8690 UXBRIDGE
278 High St. Tel: Uxbridge 33474
LONDON, EC4 53 Fleet St. Tel: 01-353 7935
WATFORD
101 St. Albans Rd. Tel: Watford 45250
(FLEET ST CLOSED SATURDAY S)

INSTANT CREDIT
.1\
Possible on balances
=
1
.1
up to £ 500
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Denon software.
On the right, our new range of DX cassettes.
The Denon double coating process reduces
distortion and widens the dynamic range, especially
in the upper frequencies.
Phase differential has been thoroughly
suppressed by improved tape transport.
And new standards in machining have
improved the cassette shell to exceed that of the
IEC standards.
As well as our new blank râssettes there is a
selection of our award winning PCM recordings.
They extend from selected classical
to selectedjazz works, constantly being added to as
new music is recorded.
Their specification is probably better than
most hi-fi equipment available today, and
should improve the sound quality of any set up.
Prove it for yourself.
Simply send us the coupon and we'll
send you the technical specification on our
products plus details ofyour nearest Denon dealer
Once you've heard Denon equipment
you'll realise you're left with little choice.

PPlease send me details of the Denon range of

cartridges D cartridge transformers D
record decks D tuners D amplifiers D cassettes D
cassette deck D PCM records E

Name
Address

Denon Customer Service Division, Eumig (UK) Ltd.,
14 Priestley Way, London, NW2. Tel: 01-450 8070.

DENON®

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD IN HI-FI.
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ALSO INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO NEWS, RECORD
NEWS, AUDIO RECORD REVIEW, THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
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HiFi News & Record Review is £ 13.00,
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Editorial comment

In ' Resolving the A- B Switchbox
Controversy', James Mitchell suggests that
our hearing mechanism is such that an A- B
test applies aweighting to audio distortions
response to accusations that we were too
and aberrations which differs from that
tentative in our judgements, not self-assured
occurring in normal listening to live sounds.
enough to declare, for instance, that certain
Thus those who complain of ' listening
types of transducer must be better than
fatigue' from devices which don't sound any
others. People tend to look for absolute
different from others when making instant
knowledge in aworld full of uncertain
comparisons, may not be kidding themselves
opinion, and in consequence notions which
after all. This is the conclusion to an
really belong in the wish- fulfilment bracket
intriguing argument which leans heavily on
are sometimes mistaken for branches of
the constantly changing, time- dependent
physics. Propagandists and advertisers are
well aware of this, but are sometimes devious nature of music, and on our need to draw
upon awider range of ' perceptual sets' than
enough to turn the tables by asserting the
is normally available at any one instant.
supremacy of personal taste over mere
Mr. Mitchell may or may not be right—and
physical measurements, on the grounds that
we must confess an inclination to moderate
as there are no proven objective criteria it is
more rational to adopt asubjective stance and scepticism—but no-one should be too hasty
to condemn afresh idea just because it could
purchase xor ybecause it obviously sounds
upset some convenient apple carts. As with
the best.
so much else in audio, the psycho- acoustic
As we have said before, this approach can
research needed to confirm or refute the
have its point with such imperfect devices as
hypothesis has not been done, and might be
loudspeakers—provided one is very careful
difficult to organise or finance. Unusually for
about program material and the set-up used
asubject spanning such opposite extremes as
for comparisons. At the other extreme, good
pure physics and pure fantasy, with hi-fi it is
amplifiers of asimilar power rating are
in the middle ground where we are most
notoriously difficult to tell one from another
ignorant. The psychology of perception has
when all the irrelevant variables have been
made notable progress in some areas, but we
eliminated, which seems to indicate that
rationality is here synonymous with finding a are all skating on thin ice when it comes to
our reactions to reproduced sound.
balance between facilities, appearance,
A tentative excursion onto that ice is
reliability and price. But even with amplifiers
attempted by Adrian Orlowski in this issue ( p.
there are still lingering doubts concerning
49). Being a philosopher, Mr. Orlowski is
differences not revealed by tensioncareful to qualify what he says, his nearest
generating A- B comparisons, yet felt to be
approach to provocation being asuggested
present over an extended period. Feelings of
equivalence of the subjective and the
this sort have led some equipment reviewers
phenomenal. But even that is nicely ambiguto arrange listening sessions so that each
ous, for phenomenology is variously defined
unit—be it speaker, turntable or amplifier—is
in our office dictionaries: from the simple
heard in a relaxed manner on arange of
program material, and is then replaced by the study of phenomena to asystem of thought
which declares that reality is ( and can only
next device for the same extended exposure,
be) what is experienced directly by the self
without any immediate switch- over.
Very reassuring, this latter, as people who
Martin Colloms adopted this practice in
response to suggestions and evidence from a disagree about reproduced sound qualities
needn't bother to argue any more, for
variety of sources, but recently acontributor
everyone's view is correct. But we are being
to The BAS. Speaker (
a lively debating
unfair. Adrian's gently sensible thoughts bring
platform provided by the Boston Audio
Society) has set out an interesting hypothesis awelcome, if provocative, breeze of clarity
and reason into afrequently muddled and
to provide a rationale for what many people
emotional subject.
have felt intuitively but could not formulate.

column that hi-fi is 'a blend of physics,
A
psychology and wish- fulfilment'. This was in
few years ago we declared in this
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Arms up
all those who think M.M.C.
stands for Mickey Mouse Club!

Just as we suspected. Amass outbreak of ignorance. Perhaps we'd
better spell it out for you.
Anyone who owns ahigh quality tone arm should know that MMC
stands for Moving Micro Cross. And fitting one of the new MMC 20
Series pick-ups is just about the best thing aman can do to the
business end of agood arm.
The Moving Micro Cross is abig advance on the conventional
moving iron technique because the equal and opposite push/pull
effect operating between the armature and the pole pieces cancels
non-linearity.
This puts performance in the moving coil class, but without the
weight, matching and screening problems inherent in moving coils.

Recommended tracking force:
Frequency range:
Channel separation 1000 Hz:
Channel difference:

An MMC cartridge weighs only 5.5 grams complete with its shell
fixing. And even our economy model, MMC 20S, tracks at an
optimum 1.5 grams with an effective tip mass of only 0.5 grams.
But if, as we believe, we are addressing the real elite among hi-fi
owners, we should point out that the pick-up most worthy of your
attention is our MMC 20CL with its naked contact line diamond and
single crystal sapphire cantilever. Look at the specification below
and compare it with the performance you are getting from your
present cartridge. Then compare our price with yours. No wonder
our MMC 20 Series is earning such praise from reviewers,
including two ' Best Buys' (MMC 20CL and MMC 20EN) and a
'Recommended' ( MMC 20E) from ' HiFi Choice.'

MMC 20S

MMC 20E

MMC 20EN

15 mN/1.5 gram

MMC 20CL

15 mN/1.5 gram

20-20.000 Hz -± 3dB

12 mN/1.2 gram

10 mN/1 gram

20-20.000 Hz -± 2.5 dB

20-20.000 Hz -± 2dB

20-20.000 Hz -± 1dB

.20 dB
2dB

--20

dB

-, 25

<2 dB

dB

--30dB

<1.5 dB

<1 dB
Contact line naked diamond

Stylus:

Spherical diamond 15 /£m

ETM:

Elliptical diamond 5x 17i£m

0.5 mg

Ellipt naked diamond 5x 17 gm

Compliance:

0.5 mg

20 ilm/mN

0.4 mg

0.3 mg

20 gm/mN

25 gm/mN
-0.6 mV/47 kohms

30 I.Lm/mN

Sensitivity mV/cm/s RMS:
Output 5cm lateral RMS:
Price around

.0.6 mV/47 kohms

-0.6

.2.12 mV/47 korrms

-2.12

mV/47 kohms
mV/47 kohms

7
,
-2.12 mV/47 kohms
For low mass arms only

£32

£45

£51

-0.6

mV/47 kohms

--2.12

mV/47 kohms

For low mass arms only

£95

about the MMC 20 series and reprints of current reviews am available on application
Bang 8( Olufsen Baole &information
Olufsen UK Limited, Dept. H4,Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 WE. Telephone ( 0452) 21591.
•
MUM----- IBM II. El
MI
1.1 111. .111
M

To Bang & Olufsen UK Limited,
Dept. H4,Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE.

Please send me full details of your pick-up cartridges together with alist of
stockists and free copies of current reviews.
Iam using a
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tone arm.

Name

Address

Postcode

Ultracraft AC 30

The Ultracraft AC 300 11
damped unipivot arm is regarded by
many Japanese audiophiles as one
of the world's best tonearmls, and
introduced to the UK at Harrogate
last year, it has gained a reputation
as having a high information retrieval characteristic rather than a
low level of coloration. Its price,
however, while reflecting construction, is a little off-putting, and the
importers, Osawa, are now bringing

-HeIght Adjuster
Rston Cormectng
Tube

and d'ap

0,1 Seal

Outer Sleeve

Lower Bearing

Lead Cyleder

Plston
Silizone
Da,
Oil

Canidever

Skid Housing
PTFE Sse

Z-track

A few years back, predating the
Shure
V15- IV- type
dynamic
damper, a couple of bolt- on products appeared which did the same
job, le, damping the LF effective
mass/compliance resonance. One
was American and the other, British,
was designed by Alec Rangabe,
who put forward strong arguments
for applying such damping near the
cantilever instead of near the arm-

Cable Fable

in its younger brother, the AC 30.
This, at £ 115 inc. VAT, is about half
the price and right in there with the
competition. Main changes are a
more utilitarian appearance and a
non- detachable arm tube. Details
from J. Osawa & Co. ( UK) Ltd., 10
Forge Court, Yateley, Camberley,
Surrey.
pivot, like SME, Infinity, Mission
etc. The idea never really caught on;
amongst other things there were
prototype
needletalk
problems
which took time to eliminate, but
now Zerostat, one-time distributors
of the US product, have introduced
what they call the Z- track. It is
basically the Rangabe design—a
low friction PTFE skid coupled to a
tiny silicone fluid- damped piston—
but now with much attention paid
to the production engineering. The
Z- track has an effective mass of only
2
1
-gram but it does effectively, we
found, damp the LF resonance from
being read and thus ' using up' amplifier power and causing excessive
cone movement. The PTFE skid has
to be parallel to the record surface
so that it rides on the ' lands' and
doesn't read groove information,
causing needletalk, and this is easily
adjustable. Fitting is easy; the only
resultant change is that apparent
tracking force must be I- gram
higher. Overall tracking ability also
seems to be improved with this
method of damping compared to
the near- pivot method. The Z- track
is competitively priced at £9-95;
details from Zerostat Components,
Edison Road Industrial Estate, St.
Ives,
Huntingdon,
Cambs.
PE17 4LF.
logue is the ' Beam Box', an indoor
electronic rotatable aerial without
any moving parts, which comes in
two versions. It sacrifices gain
somewhat for versatility, and would
thus be best used in a high signal
strength area with awide choice of
transmitters, such as a typical US
city ( we counted 21 FM stations in
Boston alone last year). Details from
Cambridge Audio Ltd., 105/109,
Oyster
Lane,
Byfleet,
Surrey
KT14 7LA.

Watch out for aspeaket cable which
is being marketed as though it were
the QED brand. The ' pirate' cable is
similar enough looking to confuse,
although it is in fact physically smaller and is not embossed with the
QED logo. As it is being sold for
much less than the real McCoy it
may seem a bargain, but it could
well be that an inferior grade of
copper is being used—we are still
not sure how important that actually
is but peace of mind must be assured with higher purity, surely?
To paraphrase Goebbels, if you're
going to make amistake, make it a
big one and we did just that in the
Products from BIC, the US firm who March issue on page 41 when we
first introduced two- speed cassette referred to the Meridian range . .
decks, have been available in being 'Japanese like
Nytech'.
Europe for some time and are now Apologies all round and we hope
to be imported by Cambridge we didn't start any takeover
Audio. BIC ( it stands for British rumours. You know they're English,
Industries Corporation, no relation we know they're English, they know
to the UK) started off with turntab- they're English; but the gremlins
les and then branched into louds- who are let loose on page proofs
peakers, backing asomewhat sus- after they have been passed for
pect 'Venturi- loaded' reflex idea. press were obviously suffering
Most ingenious model in their cata -under a misapprehension.

A Big One!

BIC
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'Positive Feedback this issue p. 73),
the controls give avisual analogue
of the implied frequency response.
This has been carried to its logical
conclusion with aseries of modular
units being introduced by Turner
Electronics. Licensed from Aragorn
Dynamics, it is based on what they
term a 'Graph Transducer', 20 precision slide potentiometers manufactured as a single unit. This is then
used either to plot and hence control octave frequency versus level,
as in anormal octave equaliser, or to
plot voltage versus time, ie, as a
wave- form
shaper—draw
a
sinewave on the controller and a
sinewave output is what you get.
. . are not the same company as Modules are available to extend the
Hitachi, but are instead a large waveform shaper or to interface the
Japanese manufacturer of cartrid- graph transducer to acomputer. The
ges, mainly for the OEM market. basic S201S 2- channel 10- band
They are now capitalising on their equaliser module, in asloped case
expertise by making an own- brand with psu, costs £ 142 plus VAT; the
range, called Glanz, which features •
S101 control/waveform source, sia ' moving- flux' generator. Basically •
milady in case with psu, costs £ 184
a patented one- point suspension *plus VAT. Details from Henry Turner
refined moving- magnet system, it is (Machine Tools) Ltd., 58 Upper
claimed to give ahigh output from a Tooting Road, London S.W.17. Tel:
low inductance coil, so optimising 01-672 8585.
the frequency response. Seven
models cover the price range from
£15•70 to £ 86-84 ( inc. VAT), varying on diamond profile, tracking
downforce etc, and there are also
two futuristic
fixed
headshell We reviewed their low output MCmodels. Details from Profi Audio 2C moving coil cartridge last April
unusually,
has
a conical
Imports, 8 Harford Street, Norwich (it
stylus) and now Mayware have
NR1 3AY.
introduced a high output model.
The
MC- 3L
cartridge,
which
doesn't need astep-up device, has a
tapered titanium cantilever fitted
with a nude line- contact diamond
One
advantage
of
graphic stylus, and price is very competitive
equalisers is that, despite theoretical at £49-45 inc. VAT. Details from
Ltd.,
PO
Box
58,
objections as raised by Wallace in Mayware
February ( p. 53 and see also Edgeware, Middx. HA8 9U H.

Glanz / Mitachi

High output
Mayware

Graphic Equaliser

Seeing Red

cost £ 199•18 plus VAT—are to be
distributed
by
Marshall's
the
electronic component specialists.
The kits will be available from
their shops in London, Glasgow and
Bristol, or by mail order from
Kingsgate House, Kingsgate Place,
London NW6 4TA. Details ( enclose
alarge SAE) from the same address.

The tiny Irish Ceol PSL 5: 15
speaker
has
been
attracting
interest—even Paul Messenger listened to it in
last month's
'Subjective Sounds'. Ceol have announced that Crimson Elektrik, the
kit people, will be the sole UK distributors of their speaker range,
which will include the PSL: 20, a
larger design which uses acomplete
PSL5: 15 for top and mid- range
coupled with a 200 mm bextrene- There is asplendid plan afoot next
coned bass unit. A PSL 5: 25 is also month to give a Scotch Master
on the way, again using the series blank C60 cassette, either
Scanspeak soft dome tweeter and ferric, chrome or ferrichrome, to
B110 as in the PSL 5: 15 but this each of the first 10,000 HFNIRR
time in the same cabinet as the readers who cares to fill in acoupon
woofer—we also hear that the poss- and post it. Now there's acompany
ibility of loading the woofer with .with confidence in its product: we
another driver—presumably in a .wonder if this advertising philosimilar way to the Isobarik—is also sophy will spread to amplifier
being considered. The PSL 5: 15 manufacturers. We hope that all
costs £ 189; the PSL 5: 20 will cost cassette freaks will buy aMay issue
£499 per pair. Details from Crimson as we intend to take advantage of
Elektrik, lA Stamford St., Leicester this exercise and conduct asurvey
on cassette machines and cassette
LE1 6N L.
In turn, Crimson Elektrik have usage. Hopefully we can then help
announced that their modular am- feed some facts into the current deplifier kits, which offer good value bate about copyright infringement,
for money—a complete 2x120 possible tape taxes, etc. Details next
watts into 4ohms amplifier will only month.

A Scotch
Giveaway
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SHACKMAN
For crystal clear
electrostatic sound
"THE SUPERB SHACKMAN ELECTROSTATIC MID/TOP UNIT."
Practical HiFi magazine, March 1977
Loudspeakers containing moving coil squawkers
and tweeters with their heavy moving parts, distort
the sound of music and produce widely varying
colourations which cannot be eliminated. If
loudspeakers were truthful, they would all sound
the same. Sadly, they all sound different.
The Shackman E.S. unit replaces both the
moving coil squawker and tweeter. The only
moving part is avirtually weightless gossamer thin
membrane which is driven over 100% of its surface
by the audio voltages fed from the amplifier
re-acting with the static field in which the whole
membrane is immersed. In consequence, the unit
is completely free from transient distortion and
delayed resonances, and. possesses aclarity
impossible to achieve with conventional units.
THE DYNASTATIC LOUDSPEAKER
Dynastatic loudspeakers incorporate the
Shackman E.S. unit together with ahigh quality
bextrene coned woofer. The loudspeaker has
reached astate of perfection dreamt of only as a
potential 25 years ago. Problems relating to power
handling have been solved and the E.S. unit
now carries a3year guarantee as evidence of its
reliability.
Leaflets—send SAE for full details

HOME CONSTRUCTORS,
USERS AND OTHERS

QUAD

Shackman E.S. units are also available either
in chassis form or in acoustically transparent
cabinets to incorporate in your loudspeaker
system. A volume control is fitted for you to
balance the sensitive E.S. unit with your woofer.
The units come ready to connect to your amplifier
but require woofers crossing over at 500 Hz. The
units are priced at £ 115 the pair in chassis form
or £ 140 the pair in cabinets. Prices exclude VAT.
Suitable woofers and bass enclosures are available
on request.
The Shackman E.S. unit demonstrably improves
the performance of the Quad E.S.L. without having
to modify the Quad unit in any way, and Quad
E.S.L. users are cordially invited to attend a
demonstration and check for themselves.
The Shackman E.S. unit is also suitable for use
as areplacement for the B&W DM70 E.S. unit
which we understand is no longer manufactured.
The Shackman E.S. unit will improve all makes
of loudspeakers, just disconnect internal squawkers
and tweeters and stand E.S. unit on top of the
enclosure. Free guidance is gladly given to all
those attending demonstrations.
Specialist consultancy service freely available to
those attending demonstrations.

SERVICES LIMITED
Proprietor Alex Shackman, 82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01-449 6605
Shop hours 09-30-18-00 Monday to Saturday. Closed all day Thursday.
We offer credit facilities and accept Access and Barclaycard.

NB
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E.S.L

=:=

Shackman speakers are also available from Wilmslow Audio, Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel: Wilmslow 529599.
who also deal with all export enquiries.

with awide dynamic range and alot
of information at frequency extremes ( see ' Subjective Sounds'
Mobile Fidelity, the American com- Oct. '79). Some of the earlier recordpany who show that consumers will ings, including the Decca ' Star
be prepared to spend over £ 10 for a Wars' with LAPO/Mehta, Steely
record guaranteed free of surface Dan's ' Katy Lied' and the Crusader's
noise and blemishes, are going from 'Chain Reaction', have sold out and,
strength to strength, judging by considering that a Mobile Fidelity
their latest releases. ( Wasn't it EMI Limited Edition' run of perhaps 30
who said that they could make per- thousand would represent healthy
feçt pressings but people wouldn't sales for a normal LP, shows that
be prepared to pay the high prices?) some people, somewhere in the
The Beatles' Abbey Road', Poco's bowels of the major record com'Legend' and Manhattan Transfer's panies, made some wrong decisions
'Live' have all been allowed by their back in the '70s. Details of MF
copyright owners to undergo Stan records, which cost £ 15 for asingle
Ricker's re- equalising and half- album, can be obtained in the UK
speed mastering process and, coup- from Lentek Audio Ltd., Edison
led with quiet vinyl, show that the Road Industrial Estate, St. Ives,
LP can still be ahi-fi sound source, Cambs.

Mobile Fidelity

Sir Edward Lewis
(1900-1980)

that took him to his seventh floor
office in Decca House.
There was one sure way of get-

It is impossible not to mention the
sad coincidence of the death of Sir ting the ear and attention of Sir
Edward as an employee; by show Edward Lewis at the end of January i
ng a proper appreciation of the
at the age of 79 and the takeover of great
the great record company that he
game of cricket. He was a
complete devotee and usually mansaved and established. The bids aged to make his travels abroad
were still being made when he died,
perhaps happy that he had kept coincide with an overseas test
series. As an employee of Decca
control of Decca till the end of his
days. For it is by his association with from 1952 to 1960, Iwould like to
end this tribute by recalling my two
Decca Records, in spite of all his
other activities, that the record- most vividly remembered confronbuying and music- loving public will tations with the boss; both of which
remember him, and the circum- involved cricket. As ajunior member
of the firm in 1953 and an equal
stances add both romance and enthusiast, and the Decca offices
poignancy to the news of his death. then being in Brixton near the Oval,
The son of Sir Alfred Lewis, Chief it was tempting to go there in the
be generally open as a ' one-off'
General Manager of the National lunch break and sometimes perhaps
subject to Associate Students.
Provincial Bank, Edward Robert to overstay the allotted time alittle.
Applications should be received
Lewis was born on April 19, 1900.
After education at Rugby School On the day that England were on the
Very sorry, but for the third April in1,400
before May 30th—over
point of regaining the Ashes after an
people are tackling the 1980 course
and Trinity College, Cambridge, he indecent interval, it took England
succession we've had a price infollowed the financial leanings of
crease. It's a rather stiff 20% this and entry is on a 'first come, first
the family and started his own Stock and Dennis Compton till rather late
time, in keeping with the go i
ng served'
basis. Details from the
in the day to make the winning
Exchange
firm
in the 1920s. ln 1928
inflation rate, and while we editorial Admissions Office, PO Box 48,
h
stroke
and Iwas rather disconcerted
ewas involved in the public share in the late afternoon to find myself
folk would prefer rising costs to be Milton Keynes MK7 6AB.
issue
of the
Decca
Record passing before the eyes of my manabsorbed by our publishers, they
Company. By 1930 the firm was in affi nu
- director. However, nothing
insist that readers and advertisers
financial trouble and E. R. Lewis was said till Ihappened to meet him
should bear the brunt. They're in
found himself sorting matters out in the corridor a week or so later,
charge, so 60p. it is! Once again,
and eventually taking charge. In
very sorry—but British magazines April, of course, is the month of the
1933, when the record industry was now trusting that my truancy was
forgotten. But E.R.L. stopped and
are still among the cheapest in the year renowned for Don Quillen and
at alow ebb. Decca had bought the
world.
American Brunswick label and said in his usual abrupt manner—
Barry Home's Spring London hi-fi
'An occasion not to be missed—but
show, held by long tradition ( this is
again found itself in trouble. not to be indulged in too often!'.
the third year) at the Cunard Hotel in
Finding the public response to share The next occasion he actually
Building the power stage of ahi-fi Hammersmith. Eighty-two exhibioffers not forthcoming he raised helped me to waste the firm's time
amplifier is part of the homework for tors, from Acoustical and ADC to
most of the money himself and when it was my task to prepare the
students taking the Open University Zeepa and Zerostat, not forgetting
became the chief controller of sleeve for a private recording that
new
second- level
course
on HFNIRR, will be there to show all
Decca's future.
was dear to his heart—some
Introductory
Electronics.
The the season's new ( and maybe not so
The acquisition of Brunswick cricketing speeches at a Lords
course, centred on circuit design, new—but since when did quality
brought Bing Crosby to the Decca Taverners' dinner. Itook it in for his
brings students to be point where sublimate with age?) gear. Dates are
fold which, added to ageneral pre- approval and came out an hour or so
they can tackle microprocessors. At Wednesday and Thursday, April
war boom in recording, put the later after a long discussion that
present, Introductory Electronics is 23rd and 24th for the trade, and
Decca Record Company in a followed my claims to have seen
only open to existing OU under- Friday .to Sunday, April 25th-27th,
flourishing state. The war saw Hammond batting at Oxford.
graduates but the 1981 course will for the public. See you there.
Decca expanding into the nationally
On behalf of all record enthusiasts
important radar and navigator busi- Iwould like to thank Sir Edward
ness, avital factor in the 1944 D Day Lewis for all the great things that his
Ambit. The 7- pin SIL ( Single In operations. The techniques deve- foresight made possible in the
Une) package uses Hitachi's new
loped here led to the development palmy days of The Decca Record
silicon surface process to produce
in 'ffrr' ( full frequency range re- Company.
exceptionally low noise characterisPeter Gammond
corded) sou nd which, under Decca's
The advantage of being avery big tics. A S/N ratio of 82.6 dB with an
chief engineer, Arthur Haddy,
electronics firm, as the Japanese equivalent input noise of 0.185 µV
placed Decca in the technical lead
have found out, is that you can • is claimed. Under standard RIAA
and meant vastly expanding sales in Old Murphy (' if it can go wrong it
make all the electronic components conditions THD across the audio
Britain and America. In 1950, Sir will') seems to have been at it again,
required and thus get a technolo- bandwidth of 10 V RMS output is
Edward and Decca again showed this time regarding part two of our
gical edge on your competition below 0.002%. Price is £ 1 - 57 for
their enterprise in taking up the Scratch Eliminator project ( Oct.
(well, some of the time anyway). one-off ( 99p each for 100):
challenge of the LP record while '79). In fig. 9 ( p. 107) there should
Hitachi, who do well with tuner ICs, Ambit International are at 200 North
rival companies were still slowly be a wire link immediately to the
also scored with the introduction of Service Road, Brentwood, Essex.
making up their minds. Sir Edward right of IC1 ( 4047) connecting pins
their power MOSFET.. Other manuwas now the head of a company 8and 9. In fig. 11 ( p. 109) the break
facturers, however, wanting to
employing over 10,000 people. in the Veroboard track to the right of
apply the technology to their deCROSSWORD SOLUTION
Decca thrived on the sale of luxury the lower connection of R63 should
signs, Hafler for instance, have had
recordings and only began to fail be on the left of it, le, R63 connects
to stand in line for devices, which
CIMICICICI when the hard times of the last two to the base of TR12 and not to R53.
leads to production bottlenecks.
13 D
Also, in our News item on J.
years saw the public less able to
This kind of problem might disapOCICIOCIII El Cl Cl
Kitchener's VHF/FM radio map of
spend money on such things.
pear, however, with the announceCI
D
CI
01313C10111
Edward Lewis was knighted in Western Europe ( p. 39. Feb.) we
ment that Hitachi have set up a
El
1961 but that did not change his gave the wrong house number. He
wholly- owned
subsidiary
in i01:101:10013111
basically introvert nature.
His actually lives at 6, Quebec Road,
CI Cl Cl CI II
Bavaria, Hitachi Semiconductor
(Europe) Gmbh, to manufacture ICs 1000130
LIOCIEICI friendship was greatly treasured by Norwich NR1 4AU.
those few who got to know him PCB Boards: double- sided pcbs
so that they can '... respond to
CI CI Cl CI CI
To the world and even to his for the MacArthur LED meter deEuropean demand and provide
Cl
OCICIEICIINICI well.
employees he remained aseemingly scribed on p. 67 are available for £8
better and more complete services
Cl
Cl
CI
shy and withdrawn figure. Those plus VAT from John Lovegrove,
to European customers'.
El 0 D CICICIUDO who worked in the same building Leazings, Leafield, Oxford OX8
Designers may like to note that
with him rarely saw more than the 5PG. Cheques payable to Audio
the Hitachi HA 12017 preamp IC is LICICICIBB B El CI
LI Ci
inCICICICIEI passage between his car and the lift Amateur UK.
now available in this country from

Our Annual
Boost
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0 U Electronics

Hitachi
trannies

Not up to Scratch
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"The electrical performance of the TD20A is, in
aword, awesome."

"The Actilinear circuitry... ensuring the recorder
against future obsolescence..."

"In this case good engineering has triumphed
over expensive high technology"

"The Tandberg TD20A open-reel deck is an
outstanding machine with unsurpassed flatness
of frequency response and very low distortion.

"Nothing is added which isn't truly useful and
nothing is spared if it will improve performance."
"...the performance of the TD20A is, at present,
"To those accustomed to the cacophany of
limited only by the quality and capability of the
conventional decks, the TD20A is eerily silent!" tape with which it is used."

THERE'S NOT MUCH MORE
YOU CAN SAYABOUT IT
49*'
e

Unease let me see the reviews from whic171
the above quotes are taken.
NAME:
ADDRESS.
HFN 4

TANDBERG

THE EUROPEAN ALTERNATIVE

L

Tandberg Limited,
81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 11IRTe!: 0532 35111i

TD20A 2or 4track 3/3/4, 7/1/2 or 7/1/2, 15 ips from £599 inc. VAT Receivers from £299 inc. VAT Cassette Decks from £347 inc. VAT
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OUNDINGS
Donald Aldous

has, to some extent, forestalled atopic on
T
which Ihave long intended to expatiate on this
HE Editorial Comment in our February issue

page. trefer to the buskers who sing or play
instruments in the tiled tunnels of London's
Underground railway network, and the Paris
Metro, taking up positions in the tubes so that
the sounds they are producing use the reverberant acoustics to best advantage.
Nevertheless, at the risk of repetition. Imust
expand—with even more vigour—on the prevalence today of 'canned' music infiltrating, nay,
saturating our ears and brains. Yes, Iam well
aware that this magazine exists for the collating
and disseminating of information on reproduced sound more than dealing with ' live'
musical performances and musicians in any
category of music. But today ' music' envelops
us—in dress shops. petrol stations. food stores,
lifts, restaurants, motor coaches, aircraft, railway
station waiting rooms and even dentists' surgeries, not to mention 'discos' and the ubiquitous 'tranny' carried around blasting forth the
latest 'Top 20' chart record, or the local
independent radio station's ' pop' emissions.
In case any of my friends are worried about my
knowledge of dress shops, let me add that the
noises penetrate into the street as one walks by!
Apart from the distortion present in many of
the sound sources Ihave listed here, for me the
final submission to anoisy world was having to
put 10p into ajuke-box to get a few minutes'
sound of silence recently whilst Idrank my beer
in a public bar.
•Television, radio ( ICE and in the home) are all
sound emitters, and so a new BBC statistic
caught my eye: 58.4% of transmission 'time
(radio) is devoted to music ( type unspecified).
There is no escape in this world—even the
funeral parlours now have taped music to despatch us on the way to wherever we're going.
'Live' music has, of course, been with us for
centuries and a fascinating treatment of 'street
sounds' and itinerant musicians was presented
(in stereo) over six programmes during February
and March by Bernard Miles and The Barrow
Poets on a Radio 4 late Saturday night series.
Hopefully the BBC may repeat these programmes if enough requests are received. Do write.
AMONG my regular readers ( both of them!) Iam
happy to include my friend, Arthur Ord- Hume,
Deputy Editor of the trade paper Electrical and
Radio Trading whO, incidentally, is shortly to
become Editor of another trade paper in the I
PC
Group. Arthur has rightly castigated me for
quoting Daniel Imhof as being the inventor of
the Orchestrion, a big clockwork mechanical
instrument ( Feb p. 51). In my defence Imust say
that, as an admirer of Arthur's several books on
mechanical musical instruments, Ihad doubts
when Iquoted this item, but did not verify it.
Although Daniel Imhof was among the
pioneers of these instruments, the Orchestrion
was developed in the Black Forest long before
by one Hubert Blessing. Arthur is the Editor of
the Music Box Quarterly (
the publication of the
Music Box Society) and is the author of three
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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major works on the subject: ' Clockwork Music",
'The History of Mechanical Music' and ' PlayerPianos'. The publisher of all these texts is Allen
& Unwin.
Whilst on this topic. I commend to your
attention a lecture- recital presented by Rex
Lawson on a' pianola'. Mr Lawson tours the
country giving programmes under the title—
which is aquote—' My Daughter has agreat foot
for Music'. Using a Steck Pianola -Piano, the
Duo- Art actually, it reproduces not only the
notes but, by employing abinary coding system,
allows the possibility of playing every note at
one of 32 ' dynamics', as he describes the
sounds.
In our search for ' pure' sound, this method
must come high on the list, as it enables one to
hear performances by such virtuosi as
Paderewski, Grainger, Scott Joplin, and many
other posthumous performers by means of a
selection of perforated piano- rolls. The performer pedals away and the works of Chopin,
Beethoven, Sousa, Stravinsky, Coates, plus all
manner of waltzes and foxtrots, delight the ears.
If you have never heard one of these performances, a fascinating experience awaits you, as
the reproduction approximates in every way—
other than visually—a programme played by
these pianists.
AS MY page this month seems to be devoted to
music, in one form or another, Iwould like to
bring to the attention of all classical musiclovers aseries of programmes under the heading
'Great Soloists of the World' which will be
transmitted on Sunday evenings at 6 pm on
Capital Radio ( 194 metres Medium- wave and
95.8 MHz stereo). Commencing with Yehudi
Menuhin on May 11, it will run on into July
(except on the first Sunday of the month when
Robin Ray inserts his programme) and the artists
include
Perlman,
Zukerman,
Williams,
Ashkenazy, Stern, Arrau, and Kin i
Te Kanawa. Of
course, one has to live within the field strength
area of Capital to pick up these programmes, but
if not, Istill have good news. These programmes, to be recorded ' live' in London, will be
made available to the ILR stations dotted
around the UK for subsequent transmission.
Again, Isuggest that you contact your local
commercial radio station asking that the company should book these programmes. As these
are ' prestige' programmes, make a point of
asking that they do not get radiated at 6am on a
Sunday morning just so that they can appear in
the schedules. ILR stations are not usually
attracted by 'classical' music presentations.
The IBA's 1980 Television and Radio
Handbook (£ 2.50) has recently been published,
and if you want to know what goes on behind
the scenes in commercial radio and TV, this is
the boiak to buy. The next two years are going to
be very busy ones for the authority: appointing
ITV franchises for the 1980s, ILR companies in
new areas, and the organisation of the Fourth
Channel.
Turning once again to recorded/reproduced
music, did you know that the I
LR companies are
required to spend aminimum of 3% of their net
advertising receipts on ' live' music. This term
covers material recorded by the stations in their
own studios, or in local venues, or performances
broadcast by ' live' relay. This has already provided over £ 3m in employment for musicians,
performances for local audiences and other
high- quality programming.

Capital Radio has its Wren Orchestra, directed
by Howard Snell, and young local musical talent
contests are sponsored by BR MB Birmingham,
Nottingham's Radio Trent, and Downton Radio
in Belfast.
My interests in radio and television are considerable, and Ihope that no reader will think, in
the light of my early remarks about bombardment of our ears with unwanted sound, namely,
noise, that Iam astuffy and senile reporter of the
audio scene. With the passage of the years, my
enthusiasm for hi-fi sound and ' live' music
remains undimmed and a recent audiometric
test showed that Ican still hear well into the
high- frequency end of the spectrum.
MY request for the names of attractive and sexy
voices ( Feb. issue) produced asmall but interesting response. Patricia Hughes ( BBC Radio 3
announcer) headed the list and two other names
intrigued me—Janet Street- Porter and Lorraine
Chase! Iwonder whether my correspondents
were pulling my leg or my ear? With suggestions
for an exciting male voice, almost every writer
named James Mason—who seems to appeal to
the distaff side—and actor Nigel Hawthorne.
KEITH Monks' Professional Record Cleaning
Machine was mentioned on this page last June.
Although not yet in full production, the SemiProfessional/Domestic version model, Cr.500,
is now on the way, priced at £ 260 plus VAT,
with an extra £ 5.20 if the plastic cover is
required.
It uses a mixture of methanol and distilled
water, which is pumped on to the disc through
an ' arm'. This moves by centrifugal force across
the record surface. The cleaning brush 'scrubs'
the record, dislodging fluff and any other deposits from the grooves. A nozzle, cushioned on
a moving nylon thread to protect the record
surface, creates some 20 lbs. of vacuum pressure, extracting detached foreign matter into the
container below and this results, the designers
claim, in a bone-dry, static- free surface. See
photo below.
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THE YEAR OF THE SPEAKERS
1980 may well be remembered as the year Auden Audio offered their first real challenge to
the loudspeaker industry. This new range of domestic loudspeaker systems, heralds the start
of arevolution for true sound reproduction. Join the rebels and insist cn hearing the contents
of record or tape as recorded. Gone are the days of honkey base, muffleo mid- range and
spiky top. Gone are the days of distorted vocals and unbelievable instruments; don't accept
that high power input is necessary for high quality output; we at Audan Audio have proved
otherwise.
If you have a pair of Audan 2, Audan 3, or Audan 7loudspeakers, you will know that you
now enjoy the best reproduction your equipment can supply, however, should you be one
who has not yet heard them and disbelieve our claims, challenge us to prove it.
If you live anywhere in England, just phone and arrange ademonstration in your own home,
we shall be happy to oblige without any obligation whatsoever on your part.

Please send details of the
Audan Audio Range of Speaker Systems
To:

Ayr:Dam
et n tej

188 Mill Trading Estate,
Acton Lane,
London, NW10 7NP, England

&EMI!' PED

Tel: 01-961 4300 & 01-965 8179

reason for this appears to be that the tonal
balances encountered in different concert
halls due to variations in the acoustics tend
to be rather worse than those occurring
in hi-fi equipment which meets the relevant
specifications.
But although this line of thought is in itself
correct, where coloration is the only accepted
'subjective' criterion it has this corollary: that
given two hi-fi systems about even in their
level of coloration, choice between them on
the basis of listening can rest only on tonal
preferences; and since these are genuinely
subjective, there are no further grounds for
using listening to make arational choice
between them. One must therefore resort to
specifications or to extrinsic factors like cost
per watt to make that choice. Ithink this is
simply wrong; and Idon't think it's what goes on in the minds of hi-fi consumers who take
the trouble of listening to the goods before
buying them.
In particular, given two such systems
matched in their levels of coloration, it is
usually possible to discriminate between them
on their ability to extract information from the
source, record or tape. This is my second
category. So what is ' information'? Here I
mean information about the music, the
musicians, the instruments, and also information about how the recording was made.
The latter is obviously afar more subtle sort
of information than the brmer, so it's useful
to distinguish between t,ern. High-level
information ( the less suatle sort) is of the
type which answers th ,;foltowing kinds of
question:
How many perform s are there ( in an
ensemble piece)?
Can they be heard all the time, during solo
and tutti sections alit&
How many singers are there? Are they
different people, or ti asame one multitracked?
Is it possible to determine what each one is
singing?
Is it possible to determine the melody? And
the counterpoint?
Is it clear in what sort of scale amelody is
pitched? ie, harmonic or melodic minor;
whole- tone or diminished?
Is the harmony identifiable? Is it possible to
hear astraight dominant 7th/tonic resolution
as written rather than asuspension?
I'll consider low-level information later, but
the difference between the two is one of
musical primacy and dependency.
In some sense the features identified by
these questions constitute the basis of
music—where they don't exist, music can't
exist either. And where these features are
confused by ahi-fi system to the extent that
they are no longer identifiable as such, then it
may justly be said that what is being
reproduced is not music, but ( some) music
and ( some) noise—which is pretty much
what asystem poor in information extraction
actually sounds like. As someone once said—
and he was only half joking—'system X had a
remarkable bass performance—it reproduced
•bass even when there wasn't any!'. So the
important point about high-level information
extraction ability is that it's ameasure of the
coherence with which ahi-fi system/item of
equipment renders the music.
This is sufficient to distinguish information
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retrieval from mere detail, which is acommon
confusion, and one which effectively
emasculates the concept of information
retrieval. However, an increase in detail—
brought about, say, by changing an elliptical
stylus for a 'fine- line' type—will not necessarily result in an increase in information; and
may actually result in an apparent decrease! It
becomes harder to see the musical wood for
the trees. Conversely, the suppression of
detail ( by masking, for instance) may result in
aperceived increase in high-level information,
and hence basic musical intelligibility. This is
an important point when appraising acheaper
hi-fi system, which may consequently sound
better than amore expensive one, even
though its level of coloration is greater.
It might be argued that this is an unhelpful
concept for the appraisal of hi-fi, because,
whereas we can evaluate, say, aloudspeaker
for coloration by comparing its reproduction
of an instrument with the sound of that
instrument as it really is, this is not the case
for information. We don't have independent
access to the information locked up in the
groove of the record or the magnetic domains
of the tape except via the loudspeaker. But
this is in away beside the point, since the
concept of information extraction, like that of
coloration, admits of degrees. Thus one can
still compare two items of equipment with
each other, if not the information actually
retrieved with the sum total of information
available. More important, criticism misconstrues the sort of information involved
here: the truth of the matter lies in that while
coloration is an attribute of the sound of
equipment, information extraction can be
judged only by listening to what that sound is
asound of, namely, an orchestra or band, or
steam-engine, or song- thrush, or whatever.
Perhaps the most significant objection is
that of the pragmatist who argues that
differences in tonal balance can affect the
rendition of information (
eg, shelf lift at HF),
so that the improved information ability of
one system compared to another is the result
either of engineering malpractice ( or
deficiences), or simply apreference by the
assessor for acertain tonal balance. There is a
valid point lurking here, but this objection is
more properly construed as awarning to
beware the pitfalls of 'subjective' evaluation,
which, like most other things, is askill born
of practice.
But its implied scepticism oversteps the
mark: in describing the sound of ahi-fi
system, if it is heard to possess acertain
attribute, then surely it is correct to say that it
actually possesses it, unless there are reasons
to the contrary—and this goes just as much
for low coloration as for good information
extraction. Consequently, ahi-fi system can
be validly said to be informative at HF, say, if
there are no grounds eg, perceived or
measured HF lift, for denying it. That's all
.there is to it—but it does presuppose, in
practice, knowledge of the vagaries and
anomalies in hi-fi equipment to forestall the
possibility of self-deception. Ideally, for
genuine scientific comparison, two hi-fi
systems should be identical in all other
parameters, le, frequency response, coloration,
etc. But if we actually did stipulate this, no
comparison would ever be valid or, in fact,
possible at all; the only alternative is to

accept the real world situation of the
equipment as it's given and proceed with our
evaluations and choices in areasonable
manner.
The third category of appraisal which I
think is valuable is 'control'. In particular, it's
especially pertinent to amplifiers, since the
sonic difference between them in respect of
my previou two categories—coloration and
information retrieval—is much smaller as a
rule than in other items in the hi-fi chain, and
where therefore it's even more necessary to
find criteria to distinguish between them. In
simple perceptual terms, control refers to the
degree of solidity and stability possessed by
the sound; and in particular, by the different
elements ( the timbres, tones of the different
instruments) which make up the music being
reproduced. The common descriptions of
sound as 'tight' or 'tidy' are only apart of
what's involved here, and although these are
typically associated with good damping
properties, the concept of control seems to be
wider than this. In turntables, for instance,
control seems to have more to do with
feedback than with acoustical or electromechanical damping; and in amplifiers ( which
all seem to have adequate damping factors)
damping doesn't seem to be aparticularly fruitful concept in explaining why
some amplifiers have better control than
others.
Like coloration and information extraction,
control is something which may not be
uniform over the whole frequency range. In
general, it appears that the measure of control
is harder to achieve at the frequency extremes
than in the mid- band. One problem in
assessing this feature of amplifier performance
is that the realities of the situation may be
obscured by similar problems in the electromechanical components at the frequency
extremes, eg, by the fundamental resonance
in speakers or the tip mass/compliance HF
resonance in cartridges. But in distinction
from coloration and information extraction
abilities, which may be better assessed in
mono than in stereo, control really requires a
stereo program, for the reason that appraising
the stability and solidity of the stereo image is
acrucial part of appraising the overall control.
In listening for control, the best test—as
with information—is to use afairly complex
(le, ensemble) piece of music, and to listen
for individual instruments in the sound matrix.
Regardless of its particular prominence in the
mix ( which, of course, is something unique to
each recording, with vocalists often mixed ' up
front') and regardless of how many, and

Stanton Cartridge

Chosen by record makers
for their faithful reproduction

Stanton cartridges are chosen by
professionals all over the world. The
top recording companies choose the
681EEE as the calibration standard
to judge the quality of their pressings.
Other 681 styli are used for playing
back the original ' mother' and a
special bi-pointed stylus is even
employed to play back the stamper.
Each 681 or 881 series cartridge is
individually calibrated with the test

rlease send me details of the range of
Stanton cartridges

«1

Name

results packed in each unit so the user
can evaluate performance precisely.
Record buyers can now purchase

the same professional standard
cartridges from any good hi-fi dealer.
They get the same excellent
performance, the same reliability as
the professionals and they get it for
no more than the price of competitive
commercial cartridges.
If you're as serious about record
reproduction as the recording
industry is about record production
choose the professional's cartridge —
aStanton. Ask your dealer for details
or clip the coupon.

STaNT011

Address

I Stanton Cartridges, Wilmex Ltd,
I Compton House, High Street,
LZew Malden, Surrey. 01-949 2545

Enjoyed by record buyers
because of their value
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what, other instr ients happen to be playing
at the same time ;very instrument's place in
the sound shout emain rock- steady ( given
that deliberate h . 1changes do happen). In
particular, it shc id not exhibit any tendency
to be merged o .ubmerged into the overall
matrix by the e yof other instruments or
voice parts, or
the occurence of large-scale
transients; like' Je, its stereo placement
should remain ':laffected, with no tendency
to wander or i , ver. Music containing many
transient comi inents, or involving percussion
or percussive..ype instruments (
eg, piano)
can be especi illy revealing: on these items,
the transient rdrumbeat should sound both
decisive and san, and should not mask
other instrurr its or any low-level information ( withir . ne limits, of course, of psychoacoustic mat king).
The three categories I've set out so far are
all distinctne and disconnected, so that
appraising an item in respect of control, say,
will give no clues as to how it will perform in
respect of coloration or information retrieval. I
think this is an important feature by which to
judge any efforts to erect criteria of assessment. But having said this. I'm going to admit
that my fourth category doesn't seem to have
quite the same independence, and seems to
have some connections with the other three.
If this is in fact correct, the inference to be
drawn is not that the category is invalid, but
that it's logically more primitive—more
fundamental. Which is to say that if there's
one category which is singly the most
important indicator of hi-fi goodness, it's this
one.
Perhaps the most suitable name for it is the
one coined by Paul Messenger, ' bandwidth
resolution', where resolution is the operative
word. To indicate some of the things involved
in it: low-level information, dynamics, detail
(with the proviso that there's some -high-level
information upon which it can hang), 'speed',
'clean edges'. These concepts are themselves
terms of the art, so that in fitting them
together into ' bandwidth resolution', Ihad
better explain what they individually refer to,
particularly the last two, which may seem
unnecessarily obscure or esoteric.
Low-level information is basically just highlevel information of asubtle nature, and it's
the sort of thing addressed in the following
questions:
Is there the same clarity in the rendition of
an instrument regardless of the number of
accompanying instruments; or is its rendition
confused by the presence of other
instruments?
Is ( pursuing an example of Roy Gandy's)
that acoustic guitar aMartin or aGibson?
Was that word ' pat' or ' bat'?
Can one hear singers breathing in, not just
breathing out?
Is any ambience coherent or delocalised?
Is that rhythmic pulsing more like tremolo
(amplitude variation) or vibrato ( frequency
variation)?
Clearly the information encoded in the
recording of apiece of music forms a
continuum, so that it's possible to determine
more of it from its reproduction on agood
system. And incidentally, Ido not think that
even state-of-the-art hi-fi has reached the
point where it's capable of extracting all the
information embedded in the grooves of a

record—which should be asobering thought
for all audiophiles, no matter how expensive
their hi-fi system.
Dynamics in the context of this category is
not co- extensive with the technical concept
of S/N ratio, although it borrows something
from it. In particular, some items of equipment seem to be better than others in
reproducing the range between very loud and
very soft ( insofar as the compressions in
recordings allow); and this is reflected in the
nuances of stress with which the individual
notes of amelody are rendered. On the better
system it becomes easier to grasp amusical
phrase as an entity because of this. The
reason for this is maybe an absence of spuriae
from the signal, and therefore less interference
with the wanted signal. This absence of sonic
spuriae or ' noise' permits low-level information and particularly its transient components
to be more easily identified, with the result
that the instruments seem to be more sharply
delineated, and to possess 'cleaner edges'.
Likewise, it also seems to be connected with
the rhythmic vitality, or clarity of pulse, and
hence the perceived tempo ( or 'speed') of
reproduced music, in that the rendition of
instrumental attack is improved.
Collectively, these facets of hi-fi reproduction comprise this category of bandwidth
resolution. Needless to say, as with the things
referred to by my other categories, it may not
be present at auniform level in agiven
system or item of equipment. And here it's
worth pointing out that companders are of
little use in alow- resolution system, as they
operate not only on the useful signal but on
any spuriae as well; they cannot create or
insert low-level information ( or even give an
impression of it) where this has been
smudged, degraded or destroyed by the
equipment's limited resolution.
To conclude: these four categories then

AUDIO PATENTS
PHILIPS have filed a patent application (
UK
2008 366) on an interesting approach to disc
record scratch noise suppression. All manner of
suppression circuitry is well known, e.g. as used
by Garrard, and usually this involves adelay line.
This stores the signal long enough to enable an
electronic decision to be taken over whether an
impulse should be suppressed or passed on
through to the reproduction system. No novelty
can of course be claimed in the basic approach
(even the basic concept of the Garrard
suppressor is unprotected by patents) and the
Philips invention is concerned solely with the
perennial bugbear of any impulse rejection
systems: how to distinguish between unwanted
noise impulse and wanted musical impulses.
The snag for designers is that some musical
signals, for instance those created by percussion
or brass, can produce transient pulse trains
which the suppression circuitry mistakes for
scratch pulses. Philips believe that the key to
success lies in their recognition of the fact that
the tiny intervals between pulse shaped music
signals are generally a few times smaller than
those between interference pulses caused by
41mnim
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constitute four distinct ways—four points of
view if you like—in which hi-fi sound quality
can be, and it seems to me actually is,
assessed. Seen in the light of these categories, the sonic differences in the performance of items of equipment stand fully
revealed, in much the same way that the
technique of chromatography can separate
and reveal the presence of many different
chemical compounds in agiven sample. The
following suggested comparisons of equipment will illustrate this far better than any
argument or analogy:
Turntables: Linn Sondek and Thorens
TD12611I.
Tonearms: Grace G707 and Mission 774;
ADC LMF1 and Hadcock GH228.
Cartridges: Supex SD900E Super and
Dynavector R100 Karat.
Amplifiers: Spendor D40 and Nytech
CTA252XDII.
Speakers: LS 3/5A and Ceol; KEF 105 and
Acoustic Research AR90 ( with lower- and
upper- mid attenuators set to — 3dB to cancel
the innate advantage the KEFs have in their
amore neutral frequency response).
It's possible that some will find my
characterisation of these categories obscure
or crude—as Isaid earlier, the topic is one
which still needs alot of work done on it.
But as aural distinctions these categories are
real enough, if sometimes tantalisingly subtle
And they go some way towards explaining
how and why individuals differ in their
judgement and choice of hi-fi equipment. In
addition, for those who feel that by itself
coloration is an inadequate way of describing
sound quality, this may be just the place from
which to start refining the language of hi-fi
sound. For it may be argued: how can audio
engineers start to improve the standard of hifi for us, if we as listeners can only gesture, or
talk of emotion and magic? •

Adrian Hope>

scratches on agramophone record surface. In
other words, pulses which are detected at ahigh
rate are more likely to be music signals than
pulses which arrive at alower rate.
As arule of thumb, if five or more pulses arrive
with arepetition rate of around 100 Hz, they are
almost certainly derived from music rather than
surface noise. With this in mind Philips propose
circuitry which constantly varies the threshold
of the pulse suppressor, depending on both the
overall programme level and the arrival rate of
any sensed pulses. The overall program level is
most conveniently evaluated by reading the
horizontal groove modulation of adisc, with the
noise signals sensed from the vertical
modulation, which is most sensitive for surface
scratches. Although the patent is lengthy and
difficult to read, and the concept hard to grasp,
the basic principle may be very simply summed
up as varying the suppressor sensitivity to
pulses, in dependence on the frequency at
which they arrive. It will be interesting to see
whether Philips build circuitry of this type into
future ranges of audio equipment.

,
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MFM/AM and TV AERIALS

Obvious
2Feb ' 80

T. S. Fowler
London N9 7AB

2February 1980

Fuba Uka Stereo 8FM aerial.
This is just one, although probably the best, of a
large range of FM and AM/FM aerials we have
available from 2 to 14 elements. We also hold in
stock avery wide range of TV aerials from the simple
to the most complex, and an even wider range of
accessories such as lashings, masts, rotators, cables,
amplifiers, filters etc.

Dear Howard Popeck,
About 4weeks ago, Ipurchased from you apair of loudspeakers
—Swallow RM200's and Ican only reiterate what you told me
when Ifirst enquired about the RM200's, super, fantastic, incredible.
Having heard the RM200's in comparison with a well known
speaker costing well over £ 1000.00 you would have had a hard

If it is for an aerial and you can't get it from us, you
probably can't get it at all.

job to convince me to part with another £500.00 supposing of
course that Ihad that amount of money in the first instance.

We have demonstration aerials on our roof, and
would be very pleased to demonstrate these to
callers.
Telephone advisory service available; just ring us.

You may remember when you delivered the loudspeakers you
had been delayed somewhat that night and did not reach my
place until late so Iwas unable to have achat with the designer
of the speakers ( he did put the wheels on the trolley stands
though— THANKS). Would you give him my humble thanks

Our new application note The Choice and Installation of FM Aerials"
will be sent on receipt of 15p in stamps.

for such an excellent speaker and at a very reasonable price.

to

I.

Audio Worksho psLtd
33 London Road, Southborough,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 OPB.

Iwould also like to thank you Howard for your excellent and
courteous service, thanks again.

Tel

aEE

1

e..,... ,--.j

Tunbridge Wells 108921 39222.

9a

Telex: 957043

Yours,
T. S. Fowler
Open all day Satu rday

demonstration in our 2 private listening lounges, but
strictly by • appointment.

Our motivation is the love of

listening— not the pursuance of blind profit.

Us? Well, I'm Mike Stephenson, the designer of all
Swallow speakers.

Me? I'm Howard Popeck—founder and proprietor of
Subjective Audio.
Mr. Stephenson at:

MJ3jECCiVE
AUDi0 nootr.i4

Mr. Popeck at:

blreiECtiVE
AUDi0

HI•FI CONSULTANTS

HI•F ICONSULTANTS

The Old School,

59 Grovelands Road,

St. Ann's Lane,

Palmers Green,

Godmanchester,

London N.I3,

Nr. Huntingdon,

England.

Cambridgeshire.
Telephone: 0480 59910

Telephone: 01-886 7289

U.K. ORDERS ONLY. Add 35p for P/P. Prices inc. VAT subject to alteration without notice
CASSETTES
C60
C90
CI20
VIDEO
Ampex High Bias ..
£1-28
£1-76 —
RECORDERS BY
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
64p
90p £ 1.20
AKAI, GRUNDIG
LH/SM Super
£1.07
£1-44 £ 1-92
Chrome ..
£1.44
PHILIPS,
£1.76 £2-29
Ferri Sup. LH/SM1
[I-12
£1-49 £ 1-97
HITACHI, SONY
Ferrichrome
£1-60
£2-13 —
AND V.H.S.
Super Chrome
£1-97
£2.90 —
E.M.I. X-1000 UD
75p
£1.07 —
Appointed stockists
Fuji FX I
£1-60
for Akai, AKG, Beyer,
Fuji FX 2
£1-28
Garrard, Grundig,
Fuji FL
...
84p
£1-17 £ 1.6 0
Hitachi, JR, NC, KEF,
Hitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
£1-12
f1.44
EI-97
Koss, Ortofon, Philips,
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaning)
70p
EI-01
EI-44
Black Tulip, Pioneer,
Hitachi EX or ER
£1-54
LI - 97
QED,
Rotel,
Maxell UD .
£1-33
£2.0
- 2
Sennheiser, Sharp,
Memorex MRX3
£1-17
(I - 54
Shure,
Sony, Tandberg,
Philips Ferro ..
64o
85p
L1-22
Technics, Uher,
Super Ferro .
75p
96p
Woolensaak,
Super Ferro I
85p
£1-07
Chrome
Wharfedale, Yamaha,
£1-28
£1-76
Scott.
Ferrochrome
£1-49
£1-92
Pyral Hi Fi ..
59p
85p
LI - 07
e
VIDEOTAPE BY
Maxima
94p
£1-28
Optima ..
PHILIPS, SONY
80n
£1-17
Super Ferrite
£1-44
£1-81
B.A.S.F., V.H.S.
Scotch Dvnarange
64p
96p £ 1-38
TDK AND
Sony CFH
64o
96o £ 1-38
HITACHI
AHF
C46 85p «.
£1-02
£1-30
co
£1-26
£1-66
TDK ENDLESS
Ferrichrome
C46
£1-50
£1-90
BHF
LOOP CASSETTE
90p
£1-07 £ 1-3 1
TDK Dynamic .. C46 70p
79p
—1 min £ 186.3 mini.
96p
El - 46
SA
£1-38
£2 08. 6 mins. a 39.
£2-03
AD ..
9 01,
£1-01
£1-33 £ 1-9 7
SAXC
e REEL TO REEL
£1.80
£2-80
Optimum
Appointed stockists for
£1.30
£1-87
Tandberg, Sony,
e AMPEX TAPES ( All ON r REELS)
Philips, Akai, Hitachi,
Series 2020 1800' £4.40. Ser. 292 back ctd. 1800' £2.08.
Uher and others.
Series 351, 2400' £3-67. Ser. 661, 3600' £4-20 Ser. 342 plus,
Mics., Mixers.
800' £3.47
Accessories.
Series 2020 10*" 3.600' £14.50.

e

e

SHAMROCK TAPES
7" 1200' £1-06, 7" 1800' £1-60,
5" 1200' £1.28.
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Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM

This unsolicited letter is available for inspection— however, more to the point, the speakers are available for

SPECIAL FROM

r 2250'

£2-34. 5' 900' £ 1-07

eOwn Service Dept.
eCredit facilities

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 6EG
Between St. Leonard's Church and Streatham Station.

Phone: 01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

waveform of atransient is lower ( this ratio being
the crest factor). It was the sudden improvement
of the phase relationships between Broadcasting House and their first PCM - linked transmitters that caused the early troubles with the
first PCM limiters.
The introduction of digital recording by the
BBC is probably an even more significant step
than the introduction of the PCM link system,
for it means not only avery flat overall response
and improved S/N ratio, but also an incredible
reduction in tape distortion. The BBC normally
peak about 3% distortion at middle frequencies,
and perhaps 10% distortion at high frequencies
on their analogue tapes, but the Sony system
has distortion of not more than about 0-02%
relative to full recording level across the audio
range. Even at 40 dB below peak level the
claimed distortion is below 0.5%; but this, of
course, is the distortion of asignal that is already
at alow level, so the distortion components are
hardly likely to be heard. Sony have loaned me
one of their 16- bit digital recorders, and Iwill be
HE IMPACT of digital recording in broadwriting at length about it in aforthcoming article
1 casting is now upon us, and during January
in HFNIRR; but my first reactions are that it is
the BBC recorded and later broadcast anumber
almost magical in its ability to recapture asound
of concerts, one of the most interesting involvwith startling realism. The distortion of the
ing the ECO/Jean-Bernard Pommier, recorded
complete chain, from the continuity suite
at the GEN. The concert comprised Mozart's
through the PCM link and transmitter to the
Serenata Notturna, Flute Concerto in Dand one
output of areally good tuner, can be as low as
of the Fmajor Piano Concertos, together with
0-2% at peak deviation, and the response can be
Haydn's ' Oxford' Symphony. As with the
virtually flat from below 40 Hz to 14-5 kHz. A
Christmas day broadcast of the Nine Lessons
digital recording made on site can give areproand Carols, the output from the Sony 1600
duced quality as near the quality of the output of
digital recorder was connected straight through
the control desk as any other recording medium.
to the continuity desk ( Radio 4 on this occaThe playback from adigital recorder directly into
sion). Ilistened to the live broadcast, and also
the continuity suite, therefore, is as if the contaped it on aStuder at 19 cm/sec, using Dolbytinuity itself were at the concert hall for the live
A processing, and with carefully aligned new
event, with no extra noise, distortion, response
heads, Icould hear a difference between the
or phase anomalies getting in the way.
transmission and my recorded sound, this
The BBC clearly intend to use their £ 20,000
mainly being one of HF clarity. Iwas somewhat
Sony recorder to the full, despite their recent
disturbed that both the flute and piano in the
acquisition of around ahundred top quality proconcertos were too close, and Ifeel that studio
fessional analogue recorders. These have almanagers will have to be careful to preserve a
ready established improved quality on general
more natural balance since they have a wider
recordings throughout the BBC, but the digital
dynamic range to play with. Inner orchestral
detail was definitely clearer than usual, and I recording technique offers such awide dynamic
range, and such superb quality, that it is clearly
noticed the odd music stand being touched here

Angus McKenzie

and there with what seemed more clarity than
on alive relay, and Iassume the dynamic range
must have been wider than usual to have
allowed this.
There was one particularly interesting problem introduced by the digital tape which reminded me of an identical problem which oc cured when the BBC first introduced their PCM
link system to Wrotham. The crest factor of the
output from the control desk at the hall was
preserved so accurately by the digital recording
that transients passing through the continuity
desk and finally through the PCM limiters, including the pre- emphasis limiter, caused much
more noticeable ducking than usual. This limiter
ducking ( sudden and dramatic gain reduction
followed by recovery within one second) was
particularly marked on the applause at the end of
the concert, and this will have to be watched
very carefully when digital tape is being used. It
seems probable that the BBC balancers will
have to hold applause levels down by several dB
if arecording is being made on digital tape, as
there is no phase distortion introduced ( which
can occur even on quite short landlines). The
effect of phase distortion, when the response is
flat, is to shift the energy components sideways,
so to speak, so that the peak-to-RMS ratio of the
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ideal for recording complete concerts, particularly where no editing is required ( although, of
course, digital recordings can be edited). It is
quite far-sighted of the BBC to be seen to be
going digital not only with their PCM links, but
with recording, and before too long the price of
digital recorders must fall to afraction of their
present cost. A 1- hour video tape cassette used
for recording the audio of half aconcert takes up
much less shelf room that two NAB reels. The
BBC will also benefit from the fact that any
analogue tape they copy from digital will be as
good as an analogue one made at the concert
hall, or if a digital copy is made it should be
identical in quality to the digital master. This will
mean that the foreign broadcasting organisations will be even more encouraged to take the
already popular BBC broadcasts. Thus the new
equipment may well pay for itself in quite ashort
time. The dramatic improvement in quality when
the PCM link reached Kirk o' Shotts in Scotland
gave much greater listening enjoyment in the
area, and if the digital recording activities
expand it will almost certainly be very worth
while to improve the quality of the tuner in one's
hi-fi installation.
Two final considerations are worth bringing
up again, the first being the unfortunate choice
of 50 jts pre- and de- emphasis for European
FM, requiring elaborate pre- emphasis limiting
to avoid transient over- deviation, and the
second being the inability of the existing transmitter network to provide more than about
70 dB dynamic range, which would of course
be inferior if the de- emphasis were decreased.
As it is, BBC balancers are used to bringing up
the quieter passages and slightly reducing louder
ones—this unfortunately required for AM and
fringe area listeners. With more band space
becoming available at UHF we are likely to see
digital broadcasts requiring special tuners
which incorporate a D- to- A converter, so
wouldn't it be convenient if the BBC could
adopt the same standard for this as will be used,
for instance, in the digital disc system? In the
event that digital broadcasting is considered we
should all press for a14- bit system, for 13 bits is
not quite enough for awide range hi-fi system.

FROM THOSE
WONDERFUL PEOPLE
WHO BROUGHT YOU
THE A60

We've got alot to live up to.
Since introducing the A60 amplifier
three years ago, our reputation has
grown steadily, and the amplifier has
won acclaim from all quarters.
So when we thought about
launching arange of cartridges we had
to be certain that each facet would be
totally consistent with the standards
that make the A60 the amplifier that it
is today.
And that's just what we've done.
We proudly present arange of moving

e

magnetic cartridges which offer you
high sound quality at affordable prices.
Advanced technology is used
throughout the construction of the
stylus cantilever assembly and each
cartridge is fullycompatible with most
modern pick-up arms.
The body is common to all
three cartridges, and each stylus
assembly is fully interchangeable,

allowing you to upgrade at any time.
For full technical specifications of
this brand new range of cartridges write
to us at the address below. Or pay avisit
to your nearest A & R (CAMBRIDGE)
appointed dealer and take alook (and
listen) for yourself.
You'll find that all three cartridges
give you quality and reliability that
usually comes only with cartridges
costing much, much more.
But then, isn't that what we've
always given you?

The 'PAROC Stylus

In two of the cartridges we have fitted the famous Weinz `PAROC parabolic diamond stylus. Each 'PAROC is finished to an exceptionally
high standard of polish which dramatically lowers groove friction, resulting in surface noise reduction and better high frequency tracing.
Because of the fact that the stylus is 'grain-oriented' and is parabolic rather than elliptical, record wear is reduced considerably and stylus
wear is cut to almost athird of that of aconventional stylus.

THE C77
This is the basic model in the range. An inexpensive
cartridge equipped with aspherical diamond stylus and
dual aluminium cantilever. The C77 is robustly built and
has excellent performance characteristics, with asmoother
sound than most cartridges in this price region.

MR
Cambridge

Sound Reliability.

THE P78
The topof the range As wellas being fitted with the
'PAROC' parabolic dianmand styles, it has acantilever
constructed from asolid boson red which gives abetter
stiffness'weight ratio. This results in greater ar,dible
improvements, particularly in thearea of transient
response.

THE P77
Also comes with a 'PAROC parabolic diamond stylus
but fitted to an advanced dual tube aluminium cantilever.
This is more rigid but has asmaller effective mass than a
comparable single tube version. The combination gives you
unbeatable sound quality for its price.

Amplification & Recording ( Cambridge) Ltd.,
French's Mil, French's Road, Cambridge CM 3NP.
Telephone: Cambridge ( 0223) 354507
tf
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. . . about David & Goliath

and most outstanding difference to be in the
spaciousness of sound that comes from such a
large cabinet. Resonance free, and driven at 4
o'clock on the Quad volume control, the
Wharfedales spread awarm yet clinical separation of voice and instruments across the room.
Switching to the KEFs, we needed 7/8 o'clock
on the Quad and the sound immediately sprang
back into two boxes, losing spaciousness. We
judged the top and middle of both systems to be
very sweet, but were both disappointed in the
passive bass reinforcement in the KEF system.
We were, finally, left with this great difference in
spaciousness of the large set-up against the
'trapped' sound of the KEFs.
For me it was an interesting experiment,
though Imust add that when Imoved the KEFs
out of the music room into the lounge, without
the competition of the big cabinet they gave a
very good account of themselves and were no
doubt equal to many systems costing much
more. It is no way my intention to cast aspersions on KEF speakers, which are excellent if
you cannot resort to stone or concrete, but if
only Icould have brought the old system into
the lounge....
Yours faithfully

From: Edward Rowen, ' Coastway', Tinkle
Street,
Grimoldby,
Louth,
Lincs
LN11 SSW
Dear Sir, A few years ago Idescribed in this
magazine the conversion of my integral garage
to amusic room (" From Garage to Music Room',
March 1976). Apart from furnishings this room
is still the same, with a1-1- metre opening leading
to an 1' shaped lounge. A York stone cabinet
stretching across the 2-1 metre width of the
former garage houses two 38 cm ( 15 in.) paper
coned Wharfedale speakers some 30 years old,
crossed over with anetwork of the same age to
. . about an epistolatory war
20 cm ( 8in.) Wharfedale RSDD units, then to
From: N. E. Grant, 33 The Gattons,
7.5 cm ( 3in.) tweeters. The cabinet is filled with
Burgess Hill, W. Sussex, RH15 9SW.
fibreglass type material, and the top- board,
Dear Sir, Ianticipate that if you print this letter
fascia and cill are of 18 mm chipboard. There are
you may well be sanctioning afutile epistolary
no vents and no internal division. The room is
war between seried ranks of classical and
panelled in wood and thickly carpeted.
rock/pop devotees. Isay this because the reRecently, during a visit from two BBC
sponses to your October ' 79 Editorial demonengineers it was suggested that Imight be
strate acomplete misunderstanding of what you
pleasantly surprised by the capabilities of
said. The letters from Mr. Choong and Mr. Kerr
modern compact speakers, and after a lot of
(February, p. 59) both exemplify the sort of
thought Ibought apair of KEF 104 ab kits and
thoughtless reaction that Ifear may provide the
built two cabinets to exact specifications, with
impetus for an extended harangue. Still, Ifeel
recommended stands. Ihad been impressed by
the praise received by these speakers, though I their comments to be so unjustified that Ican't
resist the opportunity of apreliminary skirmish.
have read scores of reviews which lead areader
Mr. Choong accuses the older generation of
to believe that most small modern speakers are
'pseudo- intellectualism' and correlates musical
the equal of units in large cabinets. Ihave never
satisfaction with spontaneity—whatever that is.
believed that you could build acello as small as a
He states boldly that pop listeners generally
violin, but who am Ito argue with sophisticated
have less money than those who prefer classical
computer designs and crossovers? With this
music ( I'd bet against that if Ihad any money to
thought in mind I decided to try a direct
spare), so they aie more discerning in their
comparison.
purchases. As atwenty-seven year old pseudoHaving equalised the volume from each pair
intellectual geriatric, may I, with quavering
of speakers, Ilistened and made notes for an
voice, ask him what he's talking about? Your
evening, using an assortment of records and my
Editorial speaks from no intellectual heights.
own system of A- B switching, which allowed
You do not condemn pop or rock per se, so far as
me to make instant comparison and also to cut
I
can see. Your argument was surely restricted to
out the rear speakers. For the second listening,
keeping my own findings to myself, Iasked a a moral denunciation of crude and mindless
quasi- musical commercially inspired discofriend, who is both musician and hi-fi enthusiast
babble rock/pop. The adjectives are not implicit
and who owns top- class equipment himself, to
in the nouns. If pop/rock listeners are so inpecuwrite his comments. Iwas surprised, but cernious, then why do most record shops Ihave
tainly pleased, to find that we agreed on most
visited ( apart from the pseudo- intellectual, patpoints. The equipment used was Quad 33/303,
ronising ones) subordinate their classical stock
FMT 3, Thorens 160B Mk. 2, SME Mk. 2 arm
to pop material?
with Shure V15/3 cartridge.
And why is spontaneity an index of musical
The results of the test showed that my giant
cabinet won most of the rounds, as one famous satisfaction? Of aparticular social and organic,
commentator used to say: 'a good big ' un'll singalong, foot- tapping genre perhaps, but not
always beat agood little ' un.' Even allowing for in any lasting sense. Which leads me to Mr. Kerr,
the shape of the . room and the eigentones who is honest enough to concede that ' pop
generated therefrom ( which were the same for music is, after all, intended more to please than
the KEF), in the low bass my outfit gives a to last.' Does that mean that music which lasts
stunning performance; but in the event this was cannot please? If so, why does it last? He also
not the most impressive difference. My friend admits that 'there is plenty of rubbish about, but
tabulated his report and we noted that our that . . . is an inherent shortcoming of music
results were very similar in finding the obvious which is designed to gratify more immediate
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needs.' Voila! So where is the argument? Let's
hope he never feels the need to defend classical
music. Like Mr. Choong, he too makes the
assumption that you were launching awholesale attack on rock/pop.
Isuggest that both gentlemen, and any others
of like mind, re- read your Editorial with care,
whilst trying to shake off the chip- on- theshoulder prompting which leads to low taunts
of ' pseudo- intellectualism', etc. This behaviour
is surely a parallel to the imagined abuse we
'patronising' senior citizens apparently hurl at
them. Ishall now retreat behind abarricade of
boxed sets and several copies of HFNIRR.
Yours faithfully

about record bathing
From: Andrew J. Bruce-Chvvatt, 255A
Old Kent Road, London S.E.1.
Dear Sir, For those of your readers who don't
have a local shop with a professional record
cleaning service, may Isuggest the following
cheap and simple alternative.
Over the bath, give asquirt of Fairy Liquid
onto both playing surfaces and then, with asoft
brush ( Iuse a spare roller from a Dust Bug)
under a stream of cold water, first work the
detergent and water into the grooves and then
continue rinsing until quite clean and the water
drains off freely. Spin off the excess water and
now flood the record with isopropyl alcohol
(lsopropanol B.P.—available from your local
chemist at afew bob for 500 ml) and repeat the
'scrubbing'. Finally, spin off the excess alcohol
and allow to dry in a cool, dust free place.
Purists—and those who live in hard water
areas—can follow the tap- water rinse with a
distilled water rinse.
This procedure is simple, cheap, safe for the
records, and gives a glittering 'factory fresh'
record with all the gunge and dust removed from
the bottom of the groove. The audible improvement is amazing.
A few words of warning: don't blow yourself
up ( isopropanol is fairly inflammable); don't
wear rings ( they'll scratch the record); and don't
drop the record ( the detergent makes it hellish
slippery). No matter how hard you try, you are
bound to wet the record label, and occasionally
the paper dye may run; this doesn't seem to
matter—though the resulting technicolor bath
can be interesting.
Yours faithfully

The following four letters are printed in the style
and order in which they were received and sent,
for reasons made apparent at the end of the last
letter.
. . . about British hi-fichauvinism
From: Ted Meyer, 244 Seminole Drive,
Chapel Hill, NC 27514, USA.
Dear Letters,
Having been and still am an avid audiophile for
the past twenty years and for the last eight years
one of the United States leading record
reviewers—I've been putting writing this letter
to your publication ( and The Gramophone) off
for a long time but am so tired of your audio
chauvinism that I've had it! When one reads
your magazine and The Gramophone it seems
that no other equipment exists except those
manufactured by the British. Pure hogwash.
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When: it comes to -assembling a hi-fi System' ther'S::
Sbméthing You can't afford to lose.
Information
You will understand that transient information lost at the
:first stage of reproduction cannot be retrieved later.
So don't gamble with cartridges.
Take Grado for instance
Grado Laboratory Series cartridges employ the unique Flux
Bridger principle. This highly efficient electro- mechanical
design overcomes many of the distortion products of
modern cartridges.
The

result is open, uncoloured music reproduction.

Couple to this a cantilever suspension system, which was
designed to afford compatibility with justabout every popular
pick-up arm and you are assured of producing a signal of
correct tonal balance.
Tight bass and extended top end.
Grado cartridges are also incredibly light, and of course
the less weight the arm and cartridge present to the ultra
low mass stylus, the better its ability to trace valuable
information.
You'll want all the information you can get out of your
discs, so don't gamble.
Play Grado.

LABORATORY SERIES
Please send me details of the Grado Laboratory.
Series and the name of my nearest dealer

I

IName
Address

et
•A„

rTurntable
II Transonic Imports ( Acoustical) Ltd.,
i Brooks Court, Stamford, Lincs.
I
BM Iliffl
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criticise home- produced equipment and praise
ear fatiguing, the IMF ' Monitor' line is
What rankled me most in your section in the
imported items! Ihave always made it clear that
monstrous—and, now, your own braggidoccio
October, 79 issue 'American Letter' by a Nate
as long as Iam in charge we shall judge
that the mini Rogers is the 'World's Standard' is
Garfinkle ( whoever he is) and his totally unequipment on its technical/subjective merits,
simply incredible! Iwouldn't even use these
founded statements re the U.S.'s ' underground'
regardless of the country of origin. This being
boxes
in
my
car—they
are
so
shrill
and
to
imply
maniacal audio magazines (who are more
so, I'm sure that if and when the bigger and
that by adding a subwoofer makes this dual
opinionated and misinformed than the English
better American amplifiers to which you refer
system a ' reference' system stretches one's
audio ' geniuses') citing the ARC amps and
appear on the U.K. market and are submitted for
patience!
I
happen
to
own
the
Infinity
Quantum
preamps as their reference equipment is totally
review, we shall find them to be superb devices.
Line Source ( completely brought up to date)
false.
Regarding loudspeakers, here Ithink that
and Ihave never heard anything that even
Ido not subscribe to these so-called ' undercomes close to the sheer magnificence of these there really is a pattern of British superiority,
ground' rags as all the reviwers of equipment are
speakers and even although Iowned years ago arising largely from the influence of the BBC on
'expletive deleted' and they wouldn't recognize
the design philosophy of many engineers in
the SME arms, the new Series Ill is aquantum
'live' music if they were dragged into aconcert
industry. Whatever you may declare about
leap
backwards
with
that
plastic
black
tank
hall and they are the laughing stock of all
towards the rear of the arm that must have a Quads being ' awful' and KEFs 'screechy', if
equipment manufacturers in the States who
speakers are judged as nearly as possible
mass of 30 grams and that ridiculous dangling
hold them in utter contempt as Ido. If you have
against original live sound sources ( and the
anti- skating device went out of style with the
ever read the lunatic comments, arrogance and
BBC have unique opportunities and experience
'twist'. Have you ever listened or tested the
contemptuos remarks of Mr. Peter Aczel,
in such things), it soon becomes clear that the
superb Infinity Series II Black Widow pickup
Editior and Publisher of the worst of them all The
Quad ELS, for instance, is still one of the world's
arm? Idoubt it. In addition, your subjective claim
Audio Critic you would die laughing! But getleast colored reproducers, while speakers which
that the Linn Sondek is the 'world's finest'
ting back to Mr. Garfinkle—he knows absolutely
may sound ' screechy' on typical American
turntable is pure rubbish. Ihad in my bedroom
nothing from whence he speaks! There is only
close-miked commercial program material will
system a far superior turntable, the Ariston,
one state-of-the-art amplifier in the United
sound very well balanced on ungimmicky sourwhich Isadly sold as who needed a $4000
States and that is manufactured by Threshold
ces. As Ihave pointed out on a number of
system in one's bedroom but it was far superior
and not because Iowned the 400A and now
occasions, there is atendency in the U.S. for
in performance and workmanship than the Linn
own the untouchable 4000 along with, no
speaker manufacturers to aim for pleasing
(with its flimsy dust cover and that ugly hinge
reservations the only state-of-the-art preamsound on inherently over- bright programs, and
and absolutely no isolation from acoustic feedplifier around, the Mark Levinson ML- 1 ( with
thus to build in adrooping top which sounds
back! Another British example of false supthe D6 cards for a moving coil cartridge—the
dim on impeccable sources. I'm not saying that
remacy
and
falsehood
and
to
think
your
readers
superb Denon 103D). There isn't asingle amp or
this is universal, but the pattern is there.
believe all this gibberish! Iwon't even mention
preamp manufactured by the British that can
Regarding other small points in your letter,
Monitor Audio or Mordunt Short speakers as
even claim to be in the same league with the
please note that we are almost on our own
the old RJ speakers were far superior than these
aforementioned. Garfinkle's erroneous stateamongst British hi-fi magazines in not autodisasters. I'm just curious whether your jealousy
ment again that the innane Audio Critic claims
matically promoting the Linn turntable—
of Americans spills over to our far superior audio
the Precision Fidelity preamp is 'the finest
whatever any isolated contributor may say in our
preamp available today' is sheer hyperbole and a equipment in all areas—arms, amps, preamps,
pages from time to time. Indeed, we have poked
speakers and tuners. Iam so tired reading your
falsehood. The issues of The Audio Critic Iread
fun at our contemporaries on this point and are
blatant ' peacock' hyperbole regarding ' Britain
in audio stores just for amusement at least has
hardly on speaking terms with the Linn-Sondek
makes the finest audio equipment' or ' if it's
some taste by stating that the Mark Levinson
people. We use the word 'valve' simply because
British made it's the finest'—you'll never prove it
ML- 1 is the finest preamp in the world today
that is the conventional British term for atherby this audio perfectionist. Ipersonally invite
that money can buy—and here Iagree with the
mionic amplifying device, just as the American
any
of
your
equipment
reviewers
to
visit
my
mad Mr. Aczel. How would he know, as he
word is 'tube'. Why it is prudish ( of all things) to
home and listen ( with the wax cleaned out of
listens to equipment whereas Iaudition records
use the normal word appropriate to our culture is
your ears) to American components that are
with my equipment and the only reason Ihave
beyond me. It would be just as silly to call you a
truly SOTA and if you don't agree I'll call up the
pursued the heretofore unobtainable quest for
sex maniac for saying 'tube'. Finally on these
men
in
the
white
jackets
and
have
you
peaceSOTA gear was to get as close as possible to the
trivialities, your point about the mass of the
fully put away in acell and subject you to aGE
'real' thing in one's home and now Ihave finally
plastic tank on the SME arm escapes me. It
radio for the rest of your lives. My dear English
achieved this evasive goal!
doesn't move with the arm, it merely contains
friends, the sun set along time ago on the British
The British preoccupation and even Mr.
the viscous fluid in which the damping paddle
Empire
and
especially
your
country's
audio
Garfinkle's reembalming of 'valve' ( why don't
sits.
products—so enough with unfounded and
you prudes break down and use the right
Regarding Nate Garfinkle and the American
idiotic claims re the superiority of English gear
word—tube) equipment is insane as they went
'underground press', as Nate is an American
and 'valve' renaissance and Mr. Garfinkle
out ( tubed equipment that is!) as soon as we put
citizen ( as far as Iam aware), and has long
should throw away his Stromberg Carlson conon the market the first transistored amp—the
dealings with hi-fi matters over there, it would
sole and admit he belongs with the lunatic fringe
Dynaco 120—which Igave up my then SOTA
perhaps be best if he saw your letter for separate
people of The Audio Critic, The Absolute
Marantz 7preamp and 8B amp for and there was
comment. So I'm sending him acopy, and this
Sound, et al. In closing, nothing can touch U.S.
no contest—and there will never be! There is
reply, in case he wishes to defend himself
high fidelity components ( and you are fortunate
absolutely no comparison between tubed
separately.
Ididn't bring up the Jim Rogers ice cream cone
equipment and properly designed transistor
Finally, while Irealise that your letter was sent
speakers which I'd be ashamed to advertise in
equipment for reasons too numerous to go into
for possible publication, its manner is so exyour publication! They are the worst I've ever
here and for you British to exhume from the
treme that Ijudge it best to respond with this
heard in twenty years. So, as Ed Morrow said,
grave a Model T Ford in the form of 'valve'
reply rather than expose ' one of the United
'goodbye and good luck!'
equipment is insane and totally misleading to
States leading record reviewers ' to ridicule.
Truthfully
your readers. You let me hear one piece of tube
Besides, Iwould have to inflict on you the
equipment against a top designed transistor
indignity of sorting out your plural and singular
amplifier and Iwill climb Big Ben if the tubed
From: John Crabbe, Editor, Hi -Fi News &
expressions, and other points of grammar. We
counterpart even comes close to the magnifiRecord Review
English are so very fussy about such things.
cent sound, of say, aThreshold 400A or their
Yours sincerely
Dear Mr. Meyer, Thank you for your letter ( or
larger and more powerful model, the 4000!
should
I
say
'diatribe'?),
which
manages
to
be
And the ads in your publications in England
From: Ted Meyer
every bit as chauvinistic on behalf of American
which blatantly claim that the ' English speakers
Dear
Mr. Crabbe, As your famous writer ( whose
products
as
you
allege
us
to
be
vis-a-vis
British
are the world's finest' is another untruth. In all
authenticity is doubtful as was your typically
ones. Iam especially intrigued that we should be
my years of listening to loudspeakers Ihave yet
snide invidious letter!) espoused .. . ' me thinks
accused of being irrationally pro- British, as the
to hear one English speaker that Iwould even
the gentleman doth protest too much.
usual pattern is for dissatisfied readers to regret
have in my bathroom! The Quads are awful, the
Overleaf
that we should so often go out of our way to
KEF's are screechy, the Celestion Ditton Line is
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First of all while living in NY for almost sixteen
years, and so-called traveled amongst the
'beautiful' people comprised of the transplanted
English and French, I found both of the
aforementioned caustic, insanely jealous of
Americans and typically nasty and unfriendly
(but notice how they came to the US to get their
grubby English hands on the almighty—then—
dollar!) Your letter in reply to my justified
criticism of your 'superior' British audio products is exactly what Iexpected in the country
whose sun set years ago and vicariously attacks
anything American which the oh, so proper
English find offensive and profane and oh so
uncouth!
Your baseless statement ' regarding loudspeakers, here Ithink that really is a pattern of
British superiority' doting on the hallowed BBC
use of said speakers! Pure hogwash and just
what makes the BBC the 'standard' of what is
good and what is not? If the BBC just annointed
the dreadful B&W 801 'their' official monitoring
transducer—than heaven help the English! They
are no better or worse than the Quads ( absolutely no bass and total breakup over 6db!),
the equally awful KEF 105's, the Spendors, the
Celestions et al—if these were made out of gold
Istill wouldn't have them in my bathroom.
You have the gaul to compare these
monstrostities to the Beveridge, Koss One A,
Fulton Modular J, the Hartley Concertmaster
and, especially, my own state-of-the-art
speakers—the Quantum Line Source speakers
by Infinity which, after 20 years of searching for
the best speakers to be had, are it! No ifs, ands or
buts! The Infinity EMIT high frequency drivers
run circles around the Quads or any other pure

electrostatic designs without the inherent faults
of these drivers. And the QLS Watkins dual drive
woofer is the equal to all the English bass drivers
stacked one .on top of another—and still put out
better bass!

of-the-art audio equipment and where you ever
dug him up even Alfred Hitchcock would shudder at. He must be a non da plume for Lord
Snowdon! And his absurd opinions you publish? Simply amazing!
The ' new' SME arm is a disaster ( and Idid
And as for your not having the 'guts' ( adirect
own all the previous models as at one time they
American expression) to print my critical letter in
were the best of the lot—which isn't saying
your 'esteemed' magazine is nothing short of
much about pickup arms). It is absolutely antecowardice. I imagine if I signed off with
diluvian for SME to still employ the idiotic
'Faithfully' ( how archaic!) you might have conhanging anti- skating ' ball and chain'—that
sidered publishing said letter in your ' bible'. And
went out of style with the Model A Ford and for
as to ' inflict on you the indignity of sorting out
SME to have the nerve to use the phrase 'the
your plural and singular expressions and other
greatest pickup arm in the world' is the biggest
points of grammar' it wouldn't bother me in the
hype of all time! Poppycock! The ( in)famous
slighest as Itell it like it is and if Ioffend your
SME is a thing of the past—as is the British
delicate and sensitive English ears, forgive me—
Empire and if you haven't heard or even tested
we Americans aren't as 'couth' as you English
the marvelous Infinity Black Widow Series II
but we manage to be the world's greatest power
pickup arm ( which / own) you, in all justice, can
and if it weren't for us crass Americans during
hardly qualify as an expert in audio gear. The
the Second World War, your monarchy would
Decca arm is a total disaster as is their
have been in ashes. You British have such short
cartridge—not one model of either has ever
memories! Iassure you we are more 'fussy' than
performed properly as is the case of the dreadful
you English but our skins are slightly thicker
Mayware arm. Come off it Mr. Crabbe, the
when it comes to criticism ( if justified!)
genteel English manufacture products that are
And to think Iagreed with your savage attack
impossible to play over 26 db as Iimagine your
on the Da hlquist speakers—the first and only
genteel ears can't stand the sound of concert
instance where Iagree with you as they are
hall realism. We Americans do go to live conhorrible and I owned them for one month,
certs and this is our basis of comparison—live
played them twice and returned them postmusic and not statistical graphs et al. Iwonder
haste for the good old AR 3A's ( which then and
just how often you and the other English audio
are far superior than anything English made
'critics' attend live concerts and, if you did, Ifind
today—but are now obsolete!)
it impossible to even mention the Quads, KEF's,
Must end now and have agood old American
Spendors, Celestions and the Rogers rip-offs in
dinner of medium rare steak, sweet potatoes,
all sincerity.
brown wild rice and maybe a piece of sweet
As to ' Nate Garfinkle' ( whoever this is!), he
potato pie. Eat your heart out!
knows absolutely nothing about what is stateto page 63

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
It was about two years ago that we at Reading Cassette
and Hi Fi opened our sister shop, Brighton Cassette and
Hi Fi Centre.
Since then, Craig and Arthur have worked hard in
Brighton, building a reputation for being knowledgeable
and honest guys. Knowledgeable in the intricacies and
technicalities of this Hi Fi jungle, and honest in their
advice on same, and backed by a wide ranging selection
of equipment, from budget to esoteric.
But the time has come when Craig and Arthur feel
that they have reached the point where they are ready and
able to ' go it alone' as it were. In the past two years they
have formed their own ideas and philosophies, and are
beginning to feel held back by their dependence on
Reading.
One thing we pride ourselves on at Reading is our

ability to keep abreast of all the latest developments in
this ever changing industry, and even indeed to do our
own little bit toward encouraging some of these changes,
if we feel that benefit is to be gained by them. ( We all
have our little pet hobby- horses, don't we?) And we feel
that there is a benefit to be gained by all concerned if our
'Brighton Branch' is allowed to develop the full potential
of its own beliefs.
And so, as the sun sinks slowly over the wreck of the
'Athena B', we bid a fond farewell to BRIGHTON
CASSETTE

AND

HI

FI

CENTRE,

Keddelie
rezzi>e

BARCLAYCARD

S-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
READING, BERKS. Tel. (0734) 585463.

welcome

r„oet

things, we suspect that hard work and dedication will
be a much larger influence on their future.

Both shops open Tuesday-Saturday-9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Entrance to Brighton Shop in Trafalgar St.

geeceeize«

and

BRIGHTON HI FI. Ian, Keith and Simon (the Reading
crew) wish Graig and Arthur all the luck they wish
themselves, and although luck plays a part in most

1
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I YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. (0273) 695776
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Abelow- resonance loudspeaker
Heinz Lipschutz
describes an alternative
approach to speaker
design
OST good amplifiers have a response
lvi curve as straight as ruler, from below
20 Hz to 20 kHz and more. These days even the
lowly cassette recorder can boast a response
substantially flat from 30 Hz to 15 kHz when
using a good tape. Contrast this with the
response curve of a loudspeaker of moderate
price and size, and it becomes immediately
apparent that, strictly speaking, the speaker is
not even hi-fi.. It usually provides a wiggle
instead of astraight line, and aresponse which
generally excludes awhole octave of bass. True,
there are some speakers which do extend down
to 30 Hz, but apart from myself ( who was
prepared to put up with two fridge- sized boxes
in the living room) not one of my aquaintances
has speakers extending to lower than about
60 Hz, due to the inability of moderately sized
enclosures to produce the required bass and the
unwillingness of most people to put up with the
necessary large cabinets.
If one looks further to the efficiency of
contemporary speakers it becomes clear that
development here lags well behind the rest of
the audio chain, while other limitations are
going to become even more obvious with the
advent of digital audio. Thus loudspeakers fall
short of requirements in three parameters: size,
efficiency and quality. As most buyers would
prefer the convenience of small size if given the
choice—provided everything else were at least
the equal of bigger speakers—Idecided to
develop such a small speaker. As the size
problem is normally caused by the woofer, my
approach concentrated on that part. •
Bass drivers are usually enclosed in abox in
order to avoid cancellation of the pressure
waves between front and rear. The size of the
enclosure is normally governed by: ( a) the
requirements of resonance of the system as a
whole; ( b) the type of enclosure, ie, sealed box,
transmission line, ported reflex, horn, etc; and
(c) the cone area, which ideally should increase
in proportion with the increase in wavelength
towards the lower bass.
Below about 120 Hz sound directivity is
minimal from any radiator of practicable
domestic dimensions, so it does not matter
which way the driver(s) face. It is therefore
possible to increase cone area at least fourfold
without increase of box size simply by utilizing
four sides of the box instead of the usual front
only, with adrive unit in each side. The result
would be an improvement in efficiency equal to
an increase in amplifier power of approximately
12 dB. This makes it possible to operate the
speaker below the LF resonance, astep which
designers have previously been loath to take due
to the loss of efficiency. Thus by increasing bass
efficiency, i.e. by lifting the base- line of
operation by the same amount as the loss, it
should be possible to reduce box size and
relinquish the gain normally derived from the
effects of resonance. A further advantage of
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FIG 1 Enclosure with four KEF B139 units
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quadrupling the cone area is the equal
quadrupling of voice- coils, so that amplifier
power for agiven sound output is handled with
considerable reserve, allowing additional bass
boost to be applied without fear of overheating
or bottoming of the drivers.
In order to test the above theory awoofer with
these features was built, employing abox sized
so that the resonance occurred at approximately
110 Hz, with agraphic equalizer substituting for
an active•crossover before the power amplifier.
The gain in acoustical efficiency was traded off
against the absence of the usual rise in output at
resonance, the crossover frequency being
placed at 110 Hz with a roll- off of 12 dB per
octave towards the bass end in order to
compensate for the increasing output as the
frequency rises towards resonance. The voicecoils of four bass drivers of a type which
happened to be available ( KEF B 139s) were
connected in series- parallel, although drive by
individual power ICs would ideally be better,
and had been contemplated. The woofer ( fig. 1)
was then partnered by a medium/high
frequency unit itself consisting of aseparate box
containing five 3- inch units ( four to the sides
and one facing front, fig. 2) and the combined
speaker was connected to astereo amplifier of
70 watts per channel, with the right channel
driving the woofer and the left channel the
medium/high frequency unit.
The result was aspeaker with an efficiency
similar to that of atransmission line model of
about ten times the volume, with the additional
advantage of voice- coils affording four times
the heat dissipation of comparable conventional
designs, and therefore increased output reserve.
Furthermore, as the ' box' comprises little more
than a frame for the four bass drivers, it is
extremely cheap and simple—and quite stiff as
well.
Ideally, each of the four speaker units should
be driven directly from its own amplifier, which
would not add greatly to the cost as nowadays
20 Watt ICs are available costing less than
f7.00 per pair. In any case, some of the
electronic costs could be traded off against
savings arising from the very simple box
construction.
In listening tests the speaker was compared
with highly recommended transmission- line
types of commercial manufacture. Every listener
so far has preferred the sound of the prototype,

FIG 2 Experimental full- range
speaker

5- UNIT MID/TOP
ARRAY

4- UNIT
BASS SYSTEM
AS IN FIG I

on which no further development work had
been carried out, which indicates. that the
reduction in size apparently had no adverse
effect on other parameters. But although the test
proved that reduction in size and operation
below resonance was possible and effective,
there still remained the disadvantage that such a
speaker would ideally have to be sold with an
integral amplifier, as it could not just be
connected to an existing amplifier with a flat
response curve.
In order to overcome this drawback a new
type of drive unit was devised, and patents
applied for. In order to understand how this new
driver works, it is best to look again at the basic
acoustic problem. When aspeaker is mounted in
a sealed box the enclosed air is alternately
compressed and rarefied as aresult of the cone
movement acting like the piston in a pump.
These pressure changes can be quite high when
the enclosed air is of small volume. The air thus
acts like aspring of known stiffness and rate and
behaves like a centring force on the cone,
adding to the similar action of the drive unit's
suspension. The added stiffness of the enclosed
air not only causes the resonance of the speaker
61
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F: The Agfa Superferro with the 2DB atety
SC: The Agfa Supe chrom. with the flatter frequency C: The Agi aCarat, our FeCr tape with just the r
ght balance between the
margin if arecording swings into the ed.
response right across the musical spectrum.
ch orne topcoat and the ferric undercoat.
The Agfa Ferrocolor has colour-coded cases and atape that makes acompact portable sound awhole lot bigger.
—

Because now, there's arange of Agfa cassettes to get the best
performance out of any kind of deck on the market
We have two CRO2 cassettes— the Stereochrom and our new
Superchrom, which can give abetter response across awider range of
frequencies than any of its competitors. Contact us and we'll send you
the proof.
The Agfa Carat is for FeCr settings, with the precise balance
between the chrome topcoat and the ferric undercoat'to get the best
from both materials.
The Superferro has athicker coating of particles than most.
So if arecording does swing into the red, it can handle an extra
2decibels without protesting.
And our Ferrocolor cassettes make aportable sound better than
aportable should: they suit so many players we could never begin to
list them all.
Otherwise, use our Tech chart to take the trduble out of finding
the right cassette for your machine. If it isn't listed here, see the larger
wall charts at your Agfa dealer or write to us.
more minutes to play with.
%.! The other trouble that all cassette users face is the tape that
runs out too soon. So all Agfa + 6cassettes give you 3more minutes
playing time on either side— for when the standard C60 or C9Os aren't
quite long enough. Agfa cassettes even give you longer life as well as
longer recordings. All the components are manufactured at our West
German factory, so we can keep atight control on quality. Switch to a
cassette that matches your recorder and your recordings. It's at your
Agfa dealer now.
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to rise in frequency, possibly creating unwanted
peaks in the response curve, but also impedes
the wide swing of the cone that is required
below system resonance in order to balance the
output at higher frequencies. This causes loss of
efficiency, i.e. afalling slope of 12 dB/octave,
thus being wasteful of amplifier power.
However, this problem can be overcome by
making use of the fact that the reaction of the
enclosed air to the movement of the cone, i.e. its
pressure change, is known, predictable, and
always the same for agiven cone movement,
and can therefore be balanced by an equal force
acting in the opposite direction. Such a force
can be produced in several ways, but preferably
electromagnetically. Accordingly, means can be
provided ( in addition to the normal parts of a
speaker) to produce a force which can be
adjusted to balance a proportion of the
combined centring forces of cone suspension
and enclosed air, and so compensate for the
excessive stiffness.
Thus all that is necessary is to add two more
coils, e.g. one to each end of the voice- coil, and
connect these two ' balancing' or servo' coils to
a DC supply in such away that the magnetic
field thus set up is opposite in the two coils.
When the cone is now moved off-centre by the
normal action of the voice- coil, the balancing
coil at one end moves closer towards and into
the magnetic flux gap, which then produces a
force pulling it further, thereby assisting the
voice- coil to overcome the excessive centring
force of the enclosed air. Naturally the balancing
coils have to be wound with asuitable shape,
and the DC supply has to be adjusted so that the
force produced is just enough to overcome the
opposition of the enclosed air to cone
movement. If too much DC is applied the cone
would tend to be unstable and possibly move on
its own, while with insufficient DC the
balancing would be nil and all the work would
have to be done by the voice- coil, i.e. the
amplifier. By suitable adjustment of the DC
LETTERS

f

continued

You've messed with the wrong person, Mr.
Crabbe and thank God for John Borwick who
knows what he is talking about even although I
disagree with him upon occasion but he is
certainly not as dogmatic as you Mr. Crab ( oops,
Imean Crabbe.)
'Faithfully'
From: John Crabbe
Dear Mr. Meyer. Thank you for your further
letter. Iapologise if my earlier comments seemed
snide, and lam sorry to hear of your off-putting
experiences of the English in New York. Ihave
been more fortunate, as my contacts with
Americans in London have been almost entirely
amicable. Indeed, apart from adislike of overweening down-market commercialism and
some irritation at the mid- Atlantic accents
sometimes heard on British radio, Ihave no
particular bias against things American. If Iam
intolerant, it is of silliness or extremism as such,
regardless of nationality, and since you seem
intent on connecting my audio opinions with
my British background, perhaps I
should make it
clear that for the last 35 years Ihave regarded
anything beyond a token loyalty to one's
country as either silly or extreme. Iwish that our
leaders would abandon their atavistic greatpower posturings and let us concentrate on
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FIG 3 Two possible arrangements for DC biasing coils
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supply the balancing forces can therefore be
adjusted to provide just the right proportion of
work to be done, and thereby relieve the
amplifier of this pumping' load represented by
the enclosed air. Furthermore, by suitably fixing
the length of the balancing coils their
effectiveness is limited to normal excursions of
the cone, thereby preventing excessive swing.
There are various possible coil configurations,
two of which are shown in fig. 3.
By balancing the greater part of the centring
force, not only is bass response retained to the
lowest octave, but linearity is also improved
since the balancing force can be tailored to the
correct rate for this purpose. Furthermore, the
apparent efficiency of the speaker is greater too
due to the servo- action of the system described.
DC supply is directly available for car or
portable speakers, and in the home can be
obtained from rectified mains. Thus by using a
box with quadrupled drivers of this type asmall
being creative and making aliving.
As acontribution to the latter, British loudspeakers do sell very well abroad and have
found frequent favour in the U.S. We must
obviously agree to differ over their quality, but
from your comments one would almost think
that my remarks about atendency in American
speaker design constituted an attack on the
particular U.S. models which you mention,
whereas Ihave good reason to respect some of
them as among the world's best. They just don't
happen to be generally available in the U.K. and
have therefore not been submitted for review. I
agree that SME's hanging weight looks crude,
but it does do its job quite well; change for
change's sake is another silliness. Incidentally,
we do now have a Black Widow arm in for
review, and we also go to concerts. Regarding
the latter, whenever Imonitor live music with a
portable sound- level meter I'm pleased to note
that the typical peak levels of 90-95 dB are
easily and frequently simulated in my listening
seat at home, where—such is my anti-American
prejudice—Iam presently using apair of AR9s.
But Ido actually prefer KEF 105s for the nearest
approach to concert- hall realism on live BBC
broadcasts, the best of which can shatter an
unsuspecting American visitor. By the way,
what on earth do your quoted levels of 6dB and
26 dB relate to? It certainly can't be the standard
threshold reference.

but highly efficient speaker can be obtained,
with extended bass and without need of an
integral amplifier, which can be substituted for
any other speaker.
This idea may not herald the end of all other
speaker designs, but could well exist alongside
conventional systems, especially for the woofer
part. For the range 100 Hz to beyond 20 kHz
there are some other new developments on the
way, mostly like electrostatic or ribbon types
making use of very lightweight diaphragms
driven not from the centre but through forces
acting on the whole area. These are capable of
approximating asquare- wave signal output as
well as covering most of the audio spectrum
without need of a crossover—except for the
woofer range. So it may not be all that long
before speaker design makes a long overdue
leap forward into the new audio age, with higher
quality allied to reasonable size, efficiency and
cost. •
On the matter of last October's American
Letter', Iunderstand that Nate Garfinkle has
now written to you in defence of what he said,
refuting some of your allegations with factual
chapter- and- verse, and explaining among other
things that the valve ( sic!) cult about which he
wrote was an American craze on which we
British tend to be sceptical. Isee that Nate also
reminded you that Infinity's Quantum Line
Source loudspeaker ( which you regard so
highly in its updated form) was actually upgraded in accordance with suggestions made in
The Absolute Sound, one of those opinionated,
misinformed and maniacal magazines which
you so hate. You may also be interested to learn
that the EMIT radiators used by Infinity derive
directly from Strathearn's ( British) design, and
that the polypropylene cones they now favour
were pioneered here. But now I'm being
chauvinistic again!
Thanks for a lively correspondence, which
perhaps should be published after all. My original reasons for not printing your first letter were
exactly as stated, but as you now accuse me of
cowardice Isuggest that we go ahead and
publish our little debate, your letters and my
replies, so that readers may judge the various
issues for themselves. Perhaps they will be
repelled by my dogma and beguiled by your
reasoning.

Yours sincerely
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300THROYD STUART

MERIDIAN

Something New from the World's Most Experienced Manufacturers of
Active Loudspeaker Systems.
The M2 active loudspeaker is a 2 way integrated loudspeaker system. Careful alignment of the
enclosure and the electronic crossover with the two high power long throw bass- mid drivers has
resulted in a totally new low frequency system giving an 8th order response.
This piovides a
smooth firm bass response down to 37Hz with accurate transients. The dome tweeter istime adjusted
with respect to the bass drivers. This clever loudspeaker system benefits from our yearsof experience
in the design of loudspeakers, amplifiers, and active loudspeakers and represents a true systems
approach. The M2 incorporates an adjustable stand for floor mounting but is equally at home on a
bookshelf. The power amplifiers, power supply and crossover are contained within the cabinet. The
M2 stards just 36 inches high, is 7inches wide, 15 inches deep and can be ordered in Black Ash or
aselect;on of veneers. The product is ideally driven from the Meridian 101 Control Unit or any otner
suitable quality pre-ampllier.
Come and hear us at HI Fl ' 80, Cunard Hotel, London.
This product conforms to the mutually agreed specifications of the
ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER STANDARDS ORGANISATION.
BOOTHROYD STUART LTD., 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON,
CAMBRIDGE, PE18 7EJ, TELEPHONE ( 0480) 57339, TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN).

perfect, and Icould nit-pick at length on such
beside it could seem subjectively rather benefithings as the lack of visual acknowledgement,
cial. To get back to the point, ashort period
on the set, of receipt of aremote instruction, and
with these two fine sets was enough to conother such trifles. But ' Hi- Fi TV' does offer
vince me that the ethos of high fidelity was just
worthwhile benefits, and Iam going to find it
as applicable to video as to audio. The quality
very hard to part with either of these boxes.
and detail/information that one could assimilate
from the best transmissions—notably the
advertisements—was far superior to sources
Ribbon
such as UK and US network material, for
example. Ifeel that video in general would prove
£300 cartridges don't seem to come up to the
to be aworthwhile and fertile ground for imexpectations their price demands, in my exproved consumer discrimination.
perience, for not only was the Ortofon MC30 a
The Philips' external appearance is fairly nondisappointment some while ago, but the highly
Paul Messenger
descript, though it is imposingly large. Frankly,
esoteric Nagaoka/Jeweltone or what- have- you
the design is adequate rather than inspired, and
'moving- ribbon' cartridge, labelled officially on
although copious facilities are provided, their
the box as Nagatron HV9100, serves to relayout is atrifle haphazard and the general 'feel'
inforce this. Starting off on an inauspicious
Subjective sights
plasticy; the remote control unit looks unlikely
note, the cartridge is integral with a ' universal'
to survive being trodden upon by asturdy shoe.
(SME/JEI etc) headshell of significant mass
Audio quality could perhaps be described as
(17 g?). As detachable head arms are significITH SPRING hopefully in the air by now ,
the lighthearted opportunity of an April 'lusty' rather than neutral, tending to sound a antly inferior to the best of today's fixed heads,
the cartridge consequently started with someissue allows this column to look at television little loud, untidy and ' overblown', with some
thing of a handicap. When tested in a Rega 2
rather than audio—or, more particularly, to bass and treble exaggeration—this did, at least,
(which is apretty respectable detachable head
listen to acouple of TVs which are new to the make one aware that there was something
system, even though something of a price
market and have certain pretensions to audio approaching arespectable bandwidth present.
mismatch) the general impression was of a
fidelity. It is well known that TV manufacturers Though Ifound the K12's sound alittle marginal
sweet, smooth and uncoloured sound with
generally pay less attention to the sound of their by current hi-fi standards, it represents an engood firm bass, unacceptably marred by what I
products than even transistor radio producers, ormous improvement over normal TVs, and it
can best try to describe as a 'spitty' extreme
though at the same time it is acknowledged that really did give an extra dimension of enjoyment,
treble. ( This may be somewhat preamp-dethe potential sound quality of the signal can be particularly, of course, when the extra amplifier
pendent, as it seems less objectionable when
comparable with that from FM radio. A couple power could come into its own with music.
used with the Precision Fidelity valve preamp
of specialist devices are available so that the hi- There were always agreeable surprises, like the
than with Nakamichi or Naim, reports JA.) A
fi enthusiast can independently tune TV sound, extra realism of the horses' hooves on awestern
further possible disadvantage to this design is
but most attempts to upgrade the sound quality soundtrack, the portentious thuds of the
the high step-up gain required ( x60), which
of the TV receiver have failed to survive the test Mastermind intro, and the general excellence of
restricts the number of suitable step-up devices.
of time ( for example, the Decca Sounds of yore, the work of David Attenborough's sound crews.
Frankly, the results Ihave obtained so far are
and the late lamented NatPan rack component). Although Ifound it difficult to discriminate
between the two sets on picture quality, as Iwas
adisappointment, so Iwill not dwell any further
Now we hear talk of stereo TV sweeping Japan,
unable to ensure identical signal quality input,
on the device, nor gloat on the delights of
and plans for it then to sweep the US ( prethe colour balance on the Philips was certainly
velocity transduction. Isuspect the only likely
sumably to phase the production from the
the more natural and neutral, though overall I appropriate accompanying arms for the
Japanese factories optimally; no doubt Europe
Nagatron are the similarly exotic Dynavector or
will follow eventually). In the meantime, the found the B&O generally the more relaxing set
FR64S devices, neither of which is readily
European companies seem to be making most of to watch.
The B&O is not really designed as a ' hi-fi' TV
accessible to me. Hopefully, Iwill be able to
the running in attempting to improve the lot of
report less critically when such as these bethe TV listener, Philips and Pye, in particular, as such, but it has ahealthier than usual power
come available, or more likely when Ican try
creating media waves about their ' hi-fi TV' ( the output and separate bass/mid and HF drive
the traditional + in. mounting format version in a
two sets apparently differing only cosmetically). units, plus an array of useful audio interconnecreally good arm.
Idon't pretend to have any technical expertise tion sockets. Design and ergonomics are wonin the video field, so this must be very much a derful, indeed atour de force in making the best
layman's user- report. The two sets examined so of that very bad job, the 26 in. colour tube. The
set is so discrete it proved usefully baby- proof,
Useful Accessories (!)
far are the Philips K12 and the B&O 8800 (
I
am hoping to get hold of a Grundig at some and the phallic metal billet remote unit appeared
While accepting that accessories are the getpoint). Both apparently share the same 26 in. well-nigh indestructible. Sound quality was not
rich- quick area of hi-fi, Inormally accord them
up
to
the
Philips,
with
considerably
more
mid
tube and possess other similarities, but their
short shrift. However, two new items have
contrasts proved very interesting. My personal coloration and less bass extension; substituting
attracted my attention, and are worthy of brief
one needs to be careful of
set is hardly a reasonable reference base ( a an external LS315A (
comment. Audio Technica's Safety Raiser
stray
magnetic
fields
causing
picture
colour
14 in. Mitsubishi colour set of several years'
vintage and rather dubious history), and it was fringing) gave asatisfying improvement, but I is a delightful pun describing an expensive
(£13) but beautifully designed and made device
immediately apparent that the B&O and Philips suspect something less exotic, like aVideotone
for providing auto- lift on manual turntables. The
were in a different league regarding picture Minimax or Wharfedale Shelton, would be a
delicate wire trip seems to produce no mechaniquality. However, a chat with a couple of more cost-effective solution. Video quality was
cally undesirable effects, and the preplay primprofessionals suggested that while these two marred perhaps by a colour balance that was
ing, pushing the platform down, poses no real
were good, they were not perhaps particularly definitely alittle on the 'warm' side—atouch of
problems, even with the ' bouncy' subchassis of
exceptional in comparison with other new sets. the 'tinted sunglasses' that gave aslight yellow
a Sondek. Second accessory is a telescopic
One was a committed Decca man, and as a filter effect. It was nevertheless very watchable
speaker stand which allows swivel and height
service engineer he pointed to the significantly and, if anything, seemed marginally more stable
adjustment ( 11-20 in.), the latter being parlower spare parts costs on UK sets; the other than the Philips, though this could have been
ticularly useful for most speaker designs. The
professed an overall liking for the latest due to aerial differences.
TSS1 stands, from the unlikely- sounding
The Philips would certainly appear to offer
Mitsubishis, and made the interesting though
Activity Play Ltd, offer this at ' under £ 30', and
not entirely relevant ( or valid) psycho- slightly better value, as it is also slightly
my only reservation with this otherwise neat,
cheaper
than
the
B&O.
But
the
superior
design
videoacoustic observation that M's projection
versatile and stable design, is that the top
TV system beams the sound at its screen so that and ergonomics of the latter should not be
platform would benefit from a locking grubthe listener receives it after reflection; although ignored even if one also has to lay aside some
screw like the telescopic joint. Clearly auseful
this may appear acoustically somewhat un- £30 extra for an extension speaker, and the
device which offers more than most, at a not
desirable, the extra realism of the sound coming optional add-on teletext facility of the B&O ( at a
unreasonable price.
directly from the picture rather than from just price) is an added attraction. Certainly neither is
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A Sound
Nflti rovement
Only £ 7•oo

The look to match
the sound!

mietc:e
• ,
The QED 79 Strand
Speaker Cable will produce
an audible improvement
over all other standard
speaker cables, with an increase in clarity across the
full frequency range.

a

The 79 Strand cable is
safe with all amplifiers
because, unlike some special
cables, this multi strand

ïiâi?I '
É
1.014004.1

type will not present ahigh
capacitance load.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Number of strands: 79 per conductor
D.C. resistance:
0.0076 ohms/metre
Current rating:
20 amps
Wire size:
79/0.2mm 2
Contact area:
Identification:
Colour:

Approx. 40mm 2
Fin Rib
Black

Price: 70p/metre inc. V.A.T. @) 15%
•

(•A typical installation using two 5 metre lengths would cost only £ 7.00)

Encore Record Storage Systems are tough, elegant and
adaptable. Designed in white and smoky- grey to match
any interior, the basic five- bay unit (holding 100 discs)
can be added to indefinitely as your collection grows. It
can be stacked, or fitted with castors to make handy,
robust audio trolleys.
The companion Encore cassette holders, manufactured in
satin finished aluminium, are designed to be free-standing
or wall mounted. Available in three sizes for 15, 25 or 40
cassettes in library cases. Fill in the coupon below for full
colour folder on the Encore range — the look to match the,
best of modern styling.
•

IMEDAUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
112 Windmill Road. Sunbury-on-Thom.Micielles•x TW16 7H0 Tel:Sunbury 87344

C ri sBrook..
Audio

Consultants

"It is a fine thing to be honest,
but it is also very important to be right."
Sir Winston Churchill

BARCLAYCARD

ARTIFACT DESIGNS LTD • 35 QUEEN STREET
HENLEY-ON-THAMES • OXON RG9 lAR
TEL: 04912 6037/8

When choosing Hi -Fi equipment, don't bother to ask the
dealer for his honest opinion, as if he actually has three
opinions, but only one of them's honest.
Assuming for a moment that he is honest, it doesn't
necessarily mean he's going to be right.
The best approach without a doubt, is to get a comprehensive, unbiased demonstration, and on the basis of what you
hear, make the final decision yourself.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF:

•

To: Artifact Designs Ltd • 35 Queen Street
Henley-on-Thames • Oxon RG9 lAR

•

•

Please send nie colour folder on the Encore range.

•

•

•

•

•s.T.D. •
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

... available by appointment Monday to Saturday until 6 p.m.

NAME
ADDRESS
HFN
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•

LINN SONDEK
REGA RESEARCH
JBE
LINN ITTOK
SYRINX
GRACE
HADCOCK
LINN ASAK
SUPEX
ENTRE
GRADO
ORTOFON • ULTIMO • CORAL • AUDIO
TECHNICA
NAIM
BOOTHROYD STUART MERIDIAN
NYTECH AUDIO
A& R CAMBRIDGE
SUGDEN
MICHAELSON AND AUSTIN TVA
LENTEK
SWALLOW •
A.R.C.
MORDAUNT SHORT
S.K.S.
LINN ISOBARIK
CEOL

4

Chris Brooks Audio Consultants
Retailers of specialist HiFi equipment
FOUR WAYS, 16 BROOKFIELD ROAD, LYMM,
NR. WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE
Telephone LYMM ( 092-575) 2311

An instantaneous power meter
Duncan MacArthur describes an LED design to reveal those voltage peaks*
affect its operation, with the exception of the
5.1 volt reference, which should be well
isolated from the other supplies.

ooo4e

10 40 40 40 0 10 0 40 40

44 - 30 - 22 - 24 - 21 - 18

15

C) C) C) 40 0 0 0 11 0 40 0 0

B

Y NOW MOST of us have realised that
the output meters so commonly found on
power amps are nearly useless for measuring
music signals; the meter needle cannot move
fast enough to keep up with the peaks in the
signal. Even expensive peak- reading meters
are often unclear about what a given meter
reading corresponds to in terms of actual
power output.
The LED power meter can react almost
instantaneously to an input signal and
displays the result clearly and unambiguously.
Idesigned the prototype for use with a 60
watt ( avg)/channel amplifier; it has 12
indicators ranging from + 3dB to — 30 dB in
3 dB steps with 0 dB representing 60 watts
into either 4 or 8 ohms. The 0 dB level,
number of steps and step size are easily
changed if so desired.

and 330 ohm resistors, the LEDs are still
adequately bright.
The circuit's power supply can be quite
simple. Reasonable amounts of ripple will not

CONSTRUCTION
Although this circuit could be built on a piece
of perforated board, Irecommend that an
etched circuit board ( Figs 2, 2a) be used
mounting all components on the board except
the switches and readout LEDs.
First build the power supply section ( T,,
D,- D,, C,- C,, C8-C,,,R,, R2. ,R4,IC,). IC,
must be mounted on a heatsink; in the
prototype Iused a U-shaped piece of black
* Reprinted with permission from the Audio Amateur. PO
Box 176, Peterborough, NI-f 03458. USA. The AA is
available in the UK through John Lovegrove. Leazings.
Lea filed, Oxford. OX8 5PG

DESIGN
For analysis we can divide the circuit into
three blocks: an analog input and switching
section ( Fig. 4), a digital logic and display
section ( Fig. 1), and a power supply ( Fig. 4).
An Op Amp lowers the input voltage from
the power amp to a level compatible with the
rest of the circuit: 2.20 volts output corresponds to a + 3 dB reading. Since this is a
voltage- measuring device, the power will
depend on the associated speaker system's
impedance. The values Igive for R, and R,
are for 4 ohms ( 120 W = 22-0 V) and 8 ohms
(120 W = 31 V). The rest of the input circuit is
a precision fullwave rectifier from Walt Jung's
/C Op Amp Cookbook, which gives a
positive- only output to drive the meter's
digital section.
R1,to R 28 comprise avoltage divider. With
the reference 5.1 volts applied, we adjust R1,
so that the test point ( between R,, and R17 )
is at 2.20 volts. Since we want 3 dB steps ( in
power), each successive resistor then divides
this voltage by a factor of .\/2. We then compare this series of reference voltages ( in IC 4,
IC, and IC,) with the voltage output from the
first section. Whenever this voltage rises above
a given reference voltage, the comparator
switches, turning on the associated LED. The
LM339's current output capability is marginal
for driving LEDs directly, so we use a pair of
Hex inverters to drive them. Iprefer the
74H04 to the 7404 as it can sink more
current. With the 220 ohms current limiting
resistors specified the LEDs run fairly brightly,
so they are easier to read under adverse
conditions, but using ordinary 7404 inverters
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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aluminium with 2in. x 11- in.
fins. After mounting these, temporarily connect the power cord to
T. Check all four voltages. You
should get two at about + 5 volts
and the other two at ± 8 volts or
so; don't worry if the last two are
a bit off.
Aftey checking the power supply,
wire the rest of the board. If you
don't want switchable impedances
you can use only one of resistor
R, or R 7 and wire ajumper in
place of S 2 . Use sockets for IC I,
IC, and IC 3,as you may neéd to
replace these. Observe the correct
orientation of all diodes, electrolytic capacitors, and ICs.
The recommended PC board has
foil on both sides. All components
(except the integrated circuits)
should be soldered to both sides
where foil pads are available. The
ICs need only be soldered on the
reverse side of the board. A number of feed- through connections
link the two sides of the board.
Insert ashort piece of wire through
these and solder on both sides. If
the power meter doesn't work correctly, check to make sure all
components are soldered on both
sides.
Mount the LEDs in an aluminium
front panel. The best way is by
using plastic clips in
in. holes.
Arrange the holes in horizontal
lines, vertical lines, meter- shaped
arcs, or whatever else looks good
to you.
The LED power meter can be
connected to any amplifier with a
common ground between its outputs ( check with aschematic or
the manufacturer if you're not sure).
he two amplifiers together. S,
D, protects the digital circuitry
should be MBB ( make- beforefrom overvoltages, but you might
break) type so that IC, does not
possibly damage the input stages
generate large transients on switchif you apply asignal greater than
ing. ( Note: due to changes in
R5/R, x5 volts.
design.
R 3 and D, do not exist.)
If you use S, and S2, make sure
you get the correct types of switches.
S, must be a BBM ( break- beforeMODIFICATIONS
make) type: if you use another,
To change 0dB power level or the
you will connect the outputs of
speaker impedance, all you need
68

Foil pattern for underneath of pc_b ( Full size)

0.0

do is adjust
R5

R5,

R6,and R,.

,i(+3 dB pwr) Zs
2.20

where (+ 3dB pwr) is the desired
full scale power, and Zs is the
nominal speaker impedance. ( Note:
R5/R, is determined by the same
equation.)
If 1% resistors aren't available,

you can substitute asmall trimmer
potentiometer. Changing the step
size of number of steps is a bit
more difficult. If we analyze the
voltage divider, we get the
following results:
Vee
I —
• ( R,+...+R N +R o)
for 3dB steps
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FIG 2a
V, = -F,J2x V1
so
) N-1 vN

v

R

1

)N-1

vN

Then we can find the others.
1r
(‘/2

i

VN
I

To change the number of steps,
pick atotal R ( say 10 k- ohms),
determine N and VN,and then
calculate the resistance values. If
you want to change the step size
you have to adjust the relationship
between Vi1., and V (
le, for 6dB
steps V11. = 2V 1). All this is best
done on a computer if you have
access to one. Iwill consider
reasonable requests for other
calculations.
FINAL THOUGHTS
My unit is quite accurate although
Iused 5% resistors in the dividing
network. If you set the 0dB point
exactly, — 30 dB is within 1dB of
correct. The two channels match
very well due to the use of 1%
resistors in the input and asingle
reference voltage chain. If there are
problems: with balance at low
power readings, try switching
around the three input ICs;
imperfections in these and in D,
and Dg can cause problems.
On my unit all the LEDs light
briefly at turn- on: Ibelieve this is
due to the power supply charging.
At any rate, it doesn't seem to have
any bad effects.
This meter is more 'active' than
you may be used to. It follows the
signal so exactly that peak
detection is limited only by your
eyes' ability to see the short flashes.
Ifeel it does give agood idea of
the instantaneous power output •
Foil pattern for top of pcb. (Full size)

top. 71

By splitting the board into two, one for
the input circuitry and one for
the digital, it is possible to construct the meter using one of the
ubiquitous Verobox range.
These pictures show the HFNIRR
protoype. As can be seen, nominally
identical LEDs can have different
brightnesses. Buy them all from one
source.
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Progress isrit agradual business. Every so
often, something is born that makes you revise
all your previous standards of excellence.
It happened last year, with frie arrival of the
Philips Black Tulip range.
But hear Black Tulip for yourself, in one of
the select band of hi-fi specialists shown below.
They agree it's in aleague of its own.
\ Now you judge.
BLACK TULIP

Simply years ahead
ABERDEENSHIRE C Bruce Millen 22-28 Loch Street. Aberdeen. AVON Green Bros of Bath, 19 New Bond & rect. Bat h. Radford 11.1Fi, Gloucester Road, Bristol. AYRSHIRE Vannai Audio. The Arcade. 115 High Street, Ayr.
BEDFORDSHIRE Tavistock HiFi, 21-23 Tavistock Street. Bedford.CAMBRIDGESHIRE University Audio, 1-3 Peas Hill. Cambridge CHESHIRE The Hifi Centre, Green Lane. Wilmslow. New Dawn Hifi Centre, I-3
Castle Street. Cliester. CORNWALL Hydrovolt, 32 Meneage Street, HelstorcHydrovelt, 91 Market Jew St.. Penzance. CUMBRIA Misons, 11 Warwick Road. Carlisle. W Foster and Son, 32 Main Street. Distington, Workington.
Dearrham's of Kendal, Kent Street and Stramongxte. Keudal. DERBYSHIRE Bucklanes, 41-49 London Road. Derby DEVON Rediffusion ( South West) Ltd., 8Guildhall Shopping Centre. Exeter. Rediffusion, 12 Cornwall Street.
Plymouth. Peter Scott (Exeter) Ltd.. 76 South Street. Exeter. Peter Scott, 2Tornhill House. Higher Union Street. Torquay. DORSET Direct Vision Ltd.. 22Gervis Place Bournemouth. Godden & Curtis, Greenhill..Sherborne.
DUMFRIESSHIRE Jardine and Malcolm, 75 English Street, Dumfries. DYFED Milford Audio, Robert Street. Milford Haven. ESSEX Fordham's, 9Crouch Street, Colchester. Fordham's, 141High Street, Dovercourt. Teleview
Ltd., 52C High Street, Southend on Sea. GLAMORGAN Hob FGFi, 8 Portland Street. Swansea. Houlden HiFi. Morgan Arcade, Cardiff. Tele-Elec Service., Caroline Street, Bridgend. GLOUCESTERSHIRE Ralph Hales
Hi-Fi,24 PittvilLe Street, Cheltenham. R Lewis and Co. Ltd., The Green. Stonehouse. GWENT HiFi Western, Cambrian Way. Newport. HAMPSHIRE Hopkins HiFi, Fratton Road, Portsmouth. Rediffusion (South West) Ltd.,
16 iliigh Street. Winchester.HEREFORDSHIRE Audiographic. 16 Church Street. Hereford. HERTFORDSHIRE Anglia Sound & Vision, 23 Queensway South. Stevenage. KJ Leisuresound, 10rSt. Albans Road. Wadi:rid.
HUMBERSIDE Grimsby Hi Fi Centre, 71 Cartergate. Grimsby Simply Hifi, 9Flemiagate. Beverley. Simply lifi, 7Mill Street. Prospect Centre. Hull. KENT HC & C Coppins, 131/137 Bellegrove Road. Welling. Gordon
Fiance, 67 Grosvenor Road. Tunbridge Wells. The HiFi Shop ( Dover) Ltd., 43 High Street. DoverMaidstone Hi.11, 77 King Street. Maidstone. Photocraft Hi Fi, 40 High Street, Ashford Westgate Hi Fi, 2Station Road West,
Canterbury. LANARKSHIRE Robert Smith, 156A Buchanan Street. Glasgow LANCASHIRE F eenfell Ltd.. 78 Westfield Road.(Ansciell Road). Blackpool, LEICESTERSHIRE Tape Recorder Centre, 70-72A Churchgate.
bricester. LINCOLNSHIRE Stamford Hi Fi Centre. Rodger & Green ( Hi Fi) Ltd 9 Red Lion Square. Stamford. LONDON Francis of Streatham, 169-173 Streatham HighRoad. SW16. Harrods Ltd., Brompton Road,
Knightsbridge.SW1. KJ Leirturesound. 48 Wigmore Street, WI. KJ Leisuresound, 53 Fleet Street. EC4. Martin's HiFi Centre, 125 Stoke Newington High Street. N16. REW Audio Visual Co., 230 Tintenham Court Road, W1.
Audio Visual Ce., Charing Cross Road. WC2. Selfridges, Oxford Street, WI. MANCHESTER JH Letchford Ltd., 75-79 Market Street. Droylsden. MERSEYSIDE Armstrong-Smith Electronics, 65 King Street. Wallasey Audio
Corner, Portland Street.Southport. C B SDevelopments, 128 St Johns Precinct, Liverpool. MIDDLESEX KJ Lefturreound, 278 High Street. Uxbridge. Templeton TV, Staines Road, Hounslow. Templeton TV, 53 King Street Parad,
Twickenham. MIDLANDS James Beattie Ltd.,Warwick Road, Solihull James Be
Ltd., 71 Victoria Street. Wolverhampton. Norman H Field HiFi, Albany House. 35 Hurst Street. Birmingham Griffin Radio. Bristol Street,
Ifirmingham. Hocken Sound Ltd., 1193-5 Pershore Road. Stirchley. Bireningham.Pure Sound II, 130 Warwick Road. Acocks Green, Birmingham. W ITaylor (
Music) Ltd., 126-130 Hawthorn Road. Kingstanding, Birmingham.
MIDLOTHIAN Audio Aids (Edinburgh) Ltd.. 52 George Street. Edinburgh. NORTHAMPTONSHIRE JamesBeattie Ltd., 37 Newland Walk, Grosvenor Centre, Northampton. Kettering HiFi Centre, Rodger & Green
(1SFi) Ltd., 68 Stamford Road. Kettering. Rushden HiFi Centre, Rodger & Green (HiFi) Ltd., 14 Church Street. Rushden. NOTTINGHAMSHIRE PeterAnson Ltd., 523 Alfreton Road, Bobbers Mill. Nottingham.
OXFORDSHIRE Witney Audio. 29 Corn Street. Wicney. PERTHSHIRE Concord, 41-43 St Johns Square. Perth. SHROPSHIRE Avon Hi•Fi, Wyle Cop, Shrewsbury SOMERSET Gregory'sRadio, 17 Market Place. Wells.
Watts Radio, 1West Street. Somerton. STAFFORDSHIRE Hi•Fi Studios. 20 Lonsdale Street. Stoke-on-Trent. SUFFOLK Ford ham's, 43 Buttermarket, Ipswich. John Wells Photo & Audio Ltd., 44 London Road North.
Lowestoft SURREY Aerco, 27 Chobham Road. Woking. KJ Leisuresound, 89 London Road, Croydon. Merrow Sound Ltd., 21-22 Tunsgate, Guildford. Spalding, Electrical Ltd., 354 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon. SUSSEX
Complete Audio Systems, 32 Grove Road.Eastbourne. Jeffries HiFi, IAlbert Parade. Green Street, Eastbourne. Merrow Sound Ltd., 28 Queen Street, Horsharn John Rees, 2High Street, East Grinstead WARWICKSHIRE JCV
HiFi, 8/9 Sheep Street. Stratford upon Avon. Taylors Musical of NuneutoaLtd„ 118/119 Abbey Street. Nuneaton. WORCESTERSHIRE Ralph Hales HiFi, 154 Worcester Road, .Malvern. YORKSHIRE Audio Projects, 45
Heacfingley Lane. Leeds 6. Cathedral Studio and Camera Shop, 4Kirkgase. Ripon. Erricks' of Bradford, FotosonicHouse. Rawson Square, Bradford. Sheffield Sound Centre, 101 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield 11 CHANNEL ISLAND/
Teresk ill Ltd. 3High St. St.,Peaer Port. Guernsey.

PARTS LIST

Number in brackets indicates parts required for stereo.
(4)
(3)
(4)
(26)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(12)
(3)
(6)
(4)
(1)

D,- D,,
D. D9
D,, D.
LED
C,
C2
Cy,C,5,C,,
C.
C,, C„, C9,C,,,
C, 2,C, 3
IC,, IC 2,IC,
IC., IC,, IC,
IC,, IC s
IC„

(2)
(1)
(2)
(4)
(2)
(8)
(2)
(2)
(24)
(26)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

13,, Ft,
R.,
R5
R., R„
R,

IN4002
5.1 volt 400 mW Zener
IN914
LED
2200 pF 25 V elec.
1000 p.F 25 V elec.
47 uF 25 V elec.
100 uF 10 V elec.
0.1 pF ceramic disc
1458 dual op amp
LM 339 quad comparator
7404 Hex inverter (see text)
LM 340-5 regulator (see text)
220 o
510 a
100k 1%
10 k1%
7k07 1% ( 2 resistors in series)

Re• Ff<i• Rio , R13
R12
R,.
pull up resistor
dropping restrs
R„
R,,
R,,
R,.
R, s
R„)
R„
R„
R„
R„.
R25
R„, .
13,„

20 k1%
15 k
6k2
10 kil
220 a
2k7 trimmer
4k7
1k3
910 0
620 0
430 0
330 0
220 0
160 0
110 0
82 0
560
39 o
( ) R, 3
91 0
All resistors + 5% 1W unless otherwise specified.
Miscellaneous
S, 4P2T BBM switch (see text)
S, 2D2T MBB switch ( see text)
T, 16 VCT 640 mA
Case, hardware, knobs, mounting clips for LEDs,
PC board, heatsink, etc.
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FIG 4 Input stage & Power supply
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A double- sided pcb for this project is available from Old Colony Sound Lab.. PO Box 243, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Price on application.
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From the innovatorsa14-inch giant
among loudspeakers

Bitaff DM12
the unobtrusive revolutionary

We could have built something even smaller, but we
were determined to build aminiature speakerthat rises
way above the limitations hitherto imposed by asmall
enclosure. In particular, we wanted to achieve wider
response and more realistic sound levels in the low
frequency range. We also wanted safe power- handling
capacity Thanks to our unique resources in computer
and laser technology and the sheer creativity of our
design team, DM12 achieves all this and more.
It's certainly small.
Just 355 mm ( 14 in) high x220mm (83
4 in) wide
/
X270 mm ( 10 1
/ in) deep.
2

106dB.
That's the surprising peak sound pressure
level DM12 produces from its 12 litre enclosure

Monitor standard.
Frequency linearity ± 2dB 85Hz to 20 kHz.

APOC-protected.
B&W's exclusive audio- powered overload
circuit protects completely against
accidental damage or overload.

Our listening panels have found that
the miniature DM12 does surprisingly
well in comparative tests with
Model 801, the system chosen by EMI
as classical music monitor at their
Abbey Road Studios and on location
world-wide. Between these twoour smallest and largest- come the
other four members of our musical
family: DM11, DM14, DM7Mk2, DM2/II.

Ask your B&W dealer about DM12-or drop us a line if
you would like to have specification details mailed to you.

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex

BN11 2RX

B&W DM and Series 80 are registered trade marks of B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

Mere FEWar-o)
FURTHER NOTES ON GRAPHIC
EQUALISERS

In response to Mr. R. H. Wallace's article raising
doubts on the value of graphic equalisers,
[February p. 53)—there are some salient features of graphic equalisation which are worth
elaborating.
As Mr. Wallace pointed out, no form of
equalisation will improve an inherently bad
system—it is merely atool to resolve the maximum potential of awell designed system. This is
probably just as well, since ahigh quality graphic
equaliser will cost.at least £ 500, and only those
seeking perfeCtion are prepared to consider
such acost. -This might seem relatively expensive, but to purchase ahigh fidelity system in the

response of ahigh quality equaliser ( fig 2and
photo) shows that the response is very similar to
the visual setting on the equaliser. This is a
function of very careful filter design which is
equally important to obviate ' ringing' found in
budget equalisers. The lower trace in fig. 2
shows the response when faders are set at
maximum and minimum alternately.
As far as standing waves are concerned, it is
virtually impossible to eliminate them with
graphic equalisers, especially if the loudspeakers are facing dissimilar acoustic conditions. Room symmetry is very important; consider the usual situation where one speaker may
be near aglass window, the other near abrick
fireplace. The inevitable difference between the
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egion of £ 1000, and yet leave to chance overall
system room response linearity is something of a
aise economy. Most manufacturers go to great
engths to attain response linearity, in the loudspeakers especially, but that presupposes the
purchaser's listening environment will have the
same acoustics as an anechoic chamber. In
other words, the chances of any hi-fi system
having total response linearity within say
+1 dB is extremely remote. Most of our work is
in the recording studios, where the acoustics
can be tailored so as to be almost perfect with
speakers costing in the region of £ 2000 apair.
Nevertheless, fig. 1shows atypical studio room
response curve, and what can be achieved with
equalisation.
Experience tells us that most faults lie in the
area of the cartridge and tonearm interface, and
the loudspeaker and room interface. These
interfaces are very relevant, since each of those
four items can be perfectly adequate, but not
necessarily tolerant of one another.
Mr. Wallace mentions graphic equalisers in
the region of £ 100, but it is unfortunately impossible to produce adevice anywhere near that
cost without sacrificing either quality or number
of bands. Firstly, a one- octave, or even a half
octave device is apoor compromise, since the
ear is critical to response deviations over such a
wide bandwidth. In order to correct response
deviations without untoward audible effects,
the filters must respond within the critical bandwidth of the human ear, and
octaves are
internationally recognised as satisfying this requirement. Also, since we now have up to 30
bands per channel, in order to reduce noise,
distortion and ringing, solid-state equalisers
must give way to those using bulky and expensivefprecision-wound inductors.
Mr. Wallace rightly mentions the poor actual
response of acheap equaliser, but plotting the
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speakers
might—according
to
spectrum
analysis—require a2dB boost on one .channel
and a 2dB cut on the other. Under these
conditions you have more than twice as much
energy radiating from one loudspeaker than the
other, and although a 'flat' response at the
listening position may have been achieved,
there exists at that particular frequency an image
shift relative to other frequencies.
Since our ears were primarily designed to
perceive direction by image shifts, the brain/ear
system is highly sensitive to aberrations of this
kind—in other words, it is better to leave the
equalisation out for it is creating more problems
than it is solving.

Whilst the speaker/room interface is important, it must be remembered that when equalising from the listening position, one is largely
equalising for flat reverberant information.
Again, the system response may be 2dB down
at one frequency, and the interaction of reverberant information is 2dB up—so once
again we are back to the ' brick and glass'
situation.
'Tune for maximum smoke' really applies to
system equalisation—being an electroacoustic
expert is only half the problem. An ear for music
and alot of experience in setting up the system is
equally important. There has to be a careful
selection of compromises between what the
analyser 'says' should be done and what the ear
and experience tells us on finally adjusting the
system. One has also to consider the inevitable
phase shift that results from equalisation.
Although our ears are not so sensitive to absolute phase shift as opposed to relative phase
shift, the general rule of thumb is that any
situation requiring more than 5dB of correction
at any frequency produces undesirable effects
and requires room modifications or equipment
replacement. Again, in practice, simply moving
the speakers around for best results usually
obviates the need for structural modifications.
We have been offering this service for several
years, where initially spectrum analysis of the
complete system is taken, and the equalisers are
then installed and set up accordingly. Whilst
clients agree that the often staggering difference
is cost-justified, acomplete analysis and set of
equalisers cost in the region of £750. As mentioned previously, this is only justifiable when
the system already approaches apeak in sophistication; in other words, there is agood chance
that a £ 1000 system plus equalisation giving a
total cost of £ 1750 will sound considerably
better than a £ 1750 system without any form of
equalisation. The alternative is an inexpensive
equaliser as described by Mr. Wallace, which is
rather more like asophisticated version of the
existing amplifier tone controls •

Stephen Court
Court Acoustics Ltd,
35139 Britannia Row,
London N1 8QH
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IT LOOKS BETT
WAY UP
At Pioneer, our first aim is to be heard.
Not just to be seen.
Despite the slim design of our new
PL- 200X, and its total lack of pretension, the main
appeal lies underneath.
In its stable hanging rotor system.
Effectively, what this achieves is much
lower wow and flutter.
A matter of gravity.
By rearranging the centre of gravity of
the rotor assembly, we reduced wow and flutter
to less than 0.025%. (W.R.M.S.)
And increased the signal-to-noise ratio
to more than 75dB. (DIN B)
But for everything it adds up to in hi-fi
performance, it adds up to less than you'd think
Around £ 100.
Though you'd never tell from listening.

No howling errors.
The PL- 200X features coaxial suspension.
By incorporating this into the unit, we've
virtually eliminated subsonic and infrasonic
howling.

As well as putting an end to unnecessary
vibration.
And to ensure accurate platter speeds,
the PL-200X has afour-stripe strobe and
aspeed control.
Why the PL-200X gives you
cleaner music.
We designed the PL- 200X with all the
major controls outside the dust-cover.
So each time you use them, you don't
expose the platter and records at all.
Keeping all the important parts free from
dust and other airborne particles.
Direct-drive for £ 100?
The PL-200X is adirect-drive,
auto-return deck.

RTHE WRONG

Which, together
with all its other features, could
have you wondering how we can do
it for around £ 100, (including the moving
magnet cartridge).
At Pioneer, as the world's leading hi-fi
manufacturer, we're not only concerned with
bringing you realistic hi-fi sound.
We're also concerned about doing it at
arealistic price.
And, in our position, that's something
we're able to achieve.

To Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB) Ltd, PO Box 108, Iver,
Bucks. SLO 9JL.
Please send me full details of the PL- 200X and
other turntables in the Pioneer range.

Name
Address
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EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.

You're not going
to believe this...
3head, 2speed,
metal tape,
double Dolby .£2.1.9!
TAP._ ', El
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(metal tape)at'9.5cm/S: 35Hz-19.5kHz. Speed selector: 4.75 or 9.5cm/s.
Mic/line mixing facility. 3head system with "combi sendust" alloy
head. Record monitor ffinction. Selector for standard, Cr02, FeCr and
metal tapes. Dual Dolby
Damped door mechanism. LED bar
meters. Two mic inputs, headphone jack. Compuskip

*Approximate selling price including 15% V.A.T. ** T.M. Dolby Labs Inc.
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Maranta Audio UK Ltd., Debmarc House, 193 London Road, Staines, Middlesex.
London
Acton Cameras
86 High Street, London, W3.
A-ZDistributors, 70 Shepherds Bush Road, London, W6.
Ellis Marketing, 57Arlington Parade, Brixton, London, S.W.2.
Lin House, 22, -229 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
Nusound, 3,6 Edgware Road, London, W.1.
SPI. Sound & Vision. 359 Green Lane, London, N.13.
Cambridge
Andrew Mcuulloch

Gallery. King Street, Cambridge.

Channel Islands
Sound Engineering, 69 King Street, St. Helier, Jersey.

Cheshire
New Dawn Hi Fi, 1/3 Castle Street, Off Bridge Street, Chester.
Essex
A.C.L.,1 North Mall, Grays, Essex, RM17 6NY.
Craig Hi Fi, 13 South Street, Romford, Essex.
Rush
6Cornhill Precinct, Chelmsford, Essex.
Gloucester
Ray Electrical, 287 High Street, Cheltenham, Glos.
Hertfordshire
Herts Hi Fi, 166 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts,
Lancashire
Benfell, 78 Westfield Road, Blackpool, Lancs.

P & A Audio, 63 Liverpool Road, Crosby Liverpool, Lancs.
Lincolnshire
Oldnds Limited,
11-17 Strait Bargate, Boston, Lincs.
Nottinghamshire
Superfi,15 Market Street, Nottingham.
Surrey
Partons, 72 High Street, Godalrning, Surrey
Unilet Product Ltd, Crompton House, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey
Sussex
John King Films Ltd. 71 East Street, Brighton, Sussex.

Wales
Ownes Hi Fi, 38 Station Road, Crosby Cowlyn Bay, N.Wales
Warwickshire
Norman H. Field,.Hurst Street, Birmingham.
JCV, 44 Emscote Road, Warwick.
Wiltshire
Blackmore Vale Radio & TV, 17 Butcher Rovx Salisbury Wilt
Yorkshire
Turner Electrical, 47 King Street, Bridlington, Yorks.
All Branches of Comet, Tempo & R.S.C.

for textural balance, with fairly ( but not too)
Particular reference was made to the huge Auto
close-up miking of the voices in front of the
da té scene, where B.S. felt that the ' balance,
nicely focused orchestral sound. Instrumental
clarity and sheer sensual splendour chalk up an
basses are ( perhaps) alittle bit apparent at times,
hoping that things will fall into place with a effortless star'. Well, it so happens that we have
but it all feels right. Rating confirmed, leaning
measure of sense, we shall start with opera and on many occasions used the same scene—
towards
astraight star.
especially
the
latter
part,
where
Carlos
draws
his
finish with solo guitar. There are four starred
Klaus Tennstedt is an East German conductor
operas this quarter, two on single discs and two sword upon his father Philip II—from the earlier
whose live Mahler performances we feel go
EMI/Giulini recording as a demonstration of
in boxed sets.
straight to the heart of the music, so it is
Puccini's One Act Suor Angelica (
featuring Verdian splendour, and we must confess that
gratifying to see his recordings faring well. In
Sutherland, Ludwig, National Philharmonic and we prefer 1971 Walthamstow to 1979 Berlin. At
December, C.B. starred his recording of
choruses under Bonynge on Decca SET 627) this point on the new recording, Carlos and
Mahler's 5th symphony and the No. 10 adagio
was starred by P.G. in December as an 'excellent Philip seem ( relatively) so weak and distant that
(EMI SLS 5169) for both performance and
recording [which] has aset- piece atmosphere high-tension vocal passion is sacrificed on the
recording, but made the surprising statement
about it rather than an intensely dramatic feel- altar of huge orchestral/ choral impact.
that on his first playing, he found the sound'...
ing' ... performed in 'agentle, transparent sort of Elsewhere, things are not so extreme as this
blurred, the standards of playing and interpreacoustic' to suggest the convent which provides might imply, while the recording as awhole is
tation elusive ..." but 'with aSyrinx arm ... the
Puccini's static vehicle for the all- female cast. conceived with atremendous sense of space,
logic of the recording, the beauty of the LPO
Made in the tried and trusted Kingsway Hall, this musical drama and sonic impact. At times it's
execution came into the sharpest focus'. We
is anear- perfect example of the sort of balanc- quite terrific. This is in the Karajan tradition for
should hope that the music would always be
QM October
ing act required of heard- but- not- seen opera. Verdi opera, as with his Trovatore (
apparent through the fog of the sound, but with
By purist standards the voices, beautifully rethis record's dense textures and resonant sound,
corded, are indeed sometimes too dominant in •
we agree that only the most analytical
Re- assessment of recent 'star' quality
relation to the rather urbane sounding orchestra,
cartridge/tonearm combination will bring out
recordings; comments based on actual
but it is all very clear and clean as well as
the delicate separation between individual tone
spacious and smooth. As P.G. said: ' It is afirstreleases, not test pressings. Following
colours. The moment in the first movement
rate
studio
performance'.
Rating
conequipment employed: Cartridges: Entré 1,
when the timps quietly echo the opening fanfare
Dynavector 100R Karat, Goldring G900
firmed.
alone, for instance, becomes aresonant smear
A very different sort of set- piece is Richard
IGC, Ortofon VMS20E. Arms: Mission,
on less-than- superb equipment, instead of the
SME Ill. Turntables: Linn Sondek LP12,
Blackford's delightful opera in six scenes: Sir
pinpoint drum image remaining clear within the
Thorens TD 125/150. Preamps: Quad 44,
Gawain and the Green Knight. Performed by
dome of ambience. This is technically one of the
Meridian 101 MC. Power amps: Quad
various soloists, with the chorus and orchestra
best EMI releases of recent times, with alarge
405, TVA 10. Integrated amps: NAD
of the RCM Junior Department and members of
dynamic range and good bass extension; the
3020, Nytech 25ZXD. Loudspeakers:
the Handel Opera Chorus conducted by the
surfaces of our QM copy were also beautifully
composer on Argo ZK85, this was also starred
Quad ELS, KEF R105, Rogers LS3/5a,
quiet. We look forward to Tennstedt's Mahler 3
AR9, Mordaunt Short Signifer, Celesby P.G. in December. It was also recorded in the
and the star for 5 and 10 enthusiastically
tion 332, B & W DM5.
Kingsway Hall, but there is so much going on
confirmed.
here that it has nothing of the previous work's
Staying with EMI and Mahler, back In
static quality. It's areal miniature drama, full of
October C.B. gave asurprising C rating to the
'78) and Otello (
April '75), the latter especially
that special sort of verve associated with childPittsburgh recording .of Previn's version of the
paralleling this new one with asomewhat overren performing at their best—and drawing upon
fourth symphony (ASO 3783), complaining that
bright orchestral balance. Cymbals and forthe talents of Argo's production team to great
it seemed to have been produced in a 'cynical'
tissimo brass really do seem inflated and brash at
effect. Clear yet spacious, with wide dynamics
way to reveal every strand in an exaggerated
times, but it's magnificent stuff with which to
and splendid presentation of some unusual
fashion: a 'grotesque essay in multi- mono.' We
blow unwary guests out of their seats.
instrumental and percussion effects, coupled
can certainly see ( hear!) what was meant, for the
From the grand, overtly 'operatic' gestures of
with the nicely contrasted and positioned voices
apparently changing perspectives, emphasised
Verdi to the intimate psychological nuances of
of children and adults, this is an extremely
lower bass, varying ambient backcloth, and
Debussy's Pelléas et leelisande is a big move
pleasing and frequently exciting recording.
seemingly cramped dynamics are all tiresome—
indeed, the clear-cut, outspoken manner of the
Such are the acoustic perspectives, that Haflerat times to the point of irritation. However,
style
pseudo- quadraphony
can
add
a former ( hence its suitability as a demo piece)
cannot go all the way with C.B. when he says
easily swamping the subtle shading and motivic
worthwhile bonus. We thought at the outset
that the recording 'degenerates into mere noise'.
understatement of the latter. The common facthat a plain A would have been an adequate
Artificial though it is in many respects, the sound
tors are Karajan and the BP0 ( here with von
rating, but it is so frequently outstanding that we
is always clean and free from distortion of the
Stade and Stilwell, etc. on HMV SLS 5172).
finally agreed with P.G.'s unqualified star.
gross old kind, and there are fair stretches of A
A.K. awarded asplit rating in his enthusiastic
Now to a 31- disc opera ( the eighth side is
quality to offset the frequent C episodes. So,
review in Feb, presumably because of the occablank): Verdi's mighty Don Carlos on HMV
overall we would ease the rating up to B. But we
sional submerging of the voice beneath the
SLS 5154, featuring Carreras, Freni, Ghiaurov,
don't expect this will cause astampede to the
'orchestral luxuriance'. We were less perRaimondi, et al, with the German Opera Chorus
record shops.
turbed by this, feeling that the overall vocal
and Berlin Philharmonic under Karajan. B.S.
At the other extreme of modern recording
clarity, together with the spacious, deep orgave this astar in December, notwithstanding
quality ( but, ironically, involving the same
chestral canvas were absolutely right for
the fact that the orchestra overpowers the voices
Producer and Conductor: .Suvi Raj Grubb and
Pelléas. The recording reflects Karajan's fine ear
at times—as would happen in the opera house.

widely as ever within an overall ' classical'
TIframework.
Without any particular logic but
WENTY-FIVE titles this time, ranging as
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MEMOREX MAKES MUSIC COME ALIVE
On Memorex as your ears listen your eyes see.
Because Memorex high frequency fidelity gives you
sharper clearer reproduction for better truer sound.
When you record on Memorex High Bias you'll get an
exceptional flat frequency response. high output. low noise.

and an excellent signal to noise ratio.
You'll find that when you record on Memorex an extra
dimension emerges.

Now you can capture that elusive quality that turns sound
into music and then makes music come alive. MEMOREX

ively full-bodied brass may perhaps convey a
André Previn) comes EMI's first digitally masless soup—between the sounds of individual
sense of ' power'. However, we found some lack
tered release—DebussY's Images coupled with instruments. With the half- speed mastering and
of tonal brilliance, a rather dead and small
l'Après-midi on ASD 3804. Featuring the LSO good quality vinyl producing audible and
sounding acoustic, and somewhat mundane,
recorded in Abbey Road No. 1Studio, this was measureable ( see Oct. '79 p. 111) improveunexpansive dymanics. With great respect to
starred in December by A.K. in areview mostly ments in S/N ratio and extension at frequency
B.S., we think this must be one of those cases
devoted to sonic aspects, as well it might have extremes, allowing this clarity to be preserved
where afine performance of some unexpected
been. Above all, it is the absolutely stable stereo on the analogue disc, the sound of these discs is,
music, coupled with an admittedly very clean
imaging and completely convincing, natural not surprisingly, stunning. However, in the same
sounding recording, has rather swept a critic
balance which strikes one here—also the won- way that the digital recording laid bare the
into all-round enthusiasm. Sorry, but we must
derfully silent recorded background ( spoilt on multi-miking on the Gould disc, so is the somedemote this to 'good', with some aspects 'very
the QM copy by some pressing clicks) and an what anomalous stereo produced by the three
good': B/A.
apparently wide dynamic range achieved with- spaced omni-microphone technique used on
Two releases in Oiseau Lyre's series of
out any stress. From the tiniest contribution the Telarc discs. The precision of both lateral
Academy of Ancient Music records gained stars
from the back of the orchestra to the loudest and depth imagery that it is possible to get with
this quarter: in January P. le H. gave an A*/A to
tutti, one never doubts that everything is exactly crossed- pair or multi- mono techniques is lackthe recording of the original Et,version of Bach's
as it should be. We are told by Christopher ing, giving an overall amorphous image.
Magnificat with the Choir of Christ Church,
Parker, the engineer on the sessions, that the Splitting the rating into A* for sound and B for
Oxford, under Simon Preston ( DSLO 572); and
revealing quality of the digital tapes forced the stereo reflects this minor dissatisfaction with the
in February P.T. starred Volume 4in the Purcell
production team to use very simple—almost stereo, which, however, we feel is still more than
Theatre Music series ( DSLO 550). One is of a
offset by the superb overall sound. These discs
purist—microphone techniques. Unfortunately,
large work and the other more intimate, but both
although this has worked wonders for the sound will stretch your systems to the limit; the soonhave much in common recording- wise. The
to- come Telarc digital recording of the 1812,
it reveals asomewhat dull performance, which
pungent sound of the original instruments is
with Cincinnatti Orch., has recorded cannons
makes one ponder how many recordings there
clean and precise, while voices can have an
which
have
proved
to
be
almost
untrackable
and
may be which are basically not really very good
almost magic mid- band clarity, given good
adynamic range which, if the quietest passages
as performances but have ' benefited' from sonic
disc- playing equipment. The 0- L team have
are set to be just audible, has the peaks driving
cosmetics applied at the mixing desk.
worked together for so long now that their
any amp of less than at least 100 watts rating
January and December saw the first batch
efforts can be regarded as amongst the best to
into clipping. PCM recordings have the potenof American digitally- mastered records, which
be achieved using non- purist microphone techtial of being totally undomestic—a full 90dB
have all been recorded with Tom Stockham's
niques, with anomalies rarely troublesome.
dynamic range on record is unrealistic except for
Soundstream recorder, which is now also being
Practice can indeed approach perfection. A*/A
the super rich—and we hope that judicious
used for all RCA's American classical recording.
would be an accurate rating for both discs, as
control of dynamics will continue to be used.
In January K.D. starred some music by Morton
we feel that there is a slight departure from
Back to analogue reality: starred by C.B. in
Gould, with Gould conducting the LSO ( Varèse
reality in the final balance—almost too good.
January was another Tchaikovsky 4, the
Sarabande VCDM 1000.10), because of the
Maintaining the religious music tack, we
Concertgebouw/Haitink recording ( Philips
clarity, depth and absence of extraneous noise.
come to the Mozart Requiem and Guilini's fine
9500 622). After the superb Telarc, this sounds
We found it extremely impressive, with the
performance with Tear/Donath etc and the
rather on the dim side. Stereo imagery is exmulti-miking giving clearer imagery than that
Philharmonia
chorus/orchestra ( HMV
tremely precise, apart from the timps, but confrom the three-omni approach used by Crystal
ASD 3723). K.D. awarded astar in his January
centrating on the sounds of individual instruClear for their direct- cut LPO Gould recording
review, remarking on the finely drawn balance
ments revealed that even when set well back
which also took place, almost coincidentally, at
of soloists, chorus and orchestra. True, indeed,
depthwise, woodwind or horns, for instance,
Watford Town Hall. A dem-standard disc, with
and in the quieter passages we agree totally;
they have a 'close' sound. An impressive and
percussion aplenty, as are all these Americans,
everything is there, nicely placed and with
warm conventional multi- mike collage recordbut it does reinforce the point that the excepexcellent detail. The more urgent passages,
ing, but we were disturbed by some mike spilltionally clean PCM recording makes it easier to
however, produce a somewhat constricted
over. On the fanfares, for instance, the trumpet
see the 'joins' in a typical multi- mike collage
sound—witness the 'Agnus Dei'— in which the
images remains sharp but with adiffuse pool of
recording. When digitally- encoded versions of
image crowds and there is asense of strain ( no,
ambience appearing as they play louder. A
these digitally- recorded discs are commercially
we don't need a new needle). This could
available, we conjecture that we might then not qualified star, therefore, would be in order, but
possibly be apressing anomaly, in which case
be so enthusiastic about confirming the recordperhaps we have been spoilt by the clarity of
the star is provisionally confirmed ( try before
ing star.
the digital recordings.
you buy if you can), but if it isn't, asplit rating is
The other digital records, starred in December,
Another Philips starred by C.B. in January
preferred.
were from Telarc, who came to our attention ( 9500 445) was the Rotterdam PO/de Waart reStill vocal, but secular and of chamber dimenwith a disastrously close- recorded direct- cut cording of Rachmaninov's 1st symphony. After
sions, Wolf's ' Italianisches Lieder' in a new
disc with Cleveland/Maazel back in 1977. Their the Tchaikovsky, like C.B. we found it rather
recording from Ludwig, Fischer-Dieskau and
present recordings caused some dissention 'cloudy', though not unnaturally so, apart from
Barenboim on DG 2707 114, was warmly
within the ranks: with ' Symphonic Brass', some obscuring of the woodwind image, and
received by J.F. in January, although his comCleveland Symphonic Winds/Fennell (Telarc there is much to be recommended in the sound.
ments on the recording itself were not exhaust5038), getting an A*/B from JA., Stravinsky However, we were again slightly bothered
ive. Certainly the acoustic isn't ' overFirebird plus, Atlanta SO/Shaw (Telarc 10039), about the 'close' sound of instruments—the
reverberant and the singers are excellently capan A*/C from D.H.; but Mussorgsky's Pictures lower strings in particular sound alittle too good
tured, but the piano tone sounds really quite
at an Exhibition plus, Cleveland/Maazel (Telarc to be true—which are, nevertheless, set in a
woolly and muffled, perhaps somewhat re10042), and Tchaikovsky's 4th symphony,
convincing perspective. So, again a qualificessed. Part of the effect may be attributed to the
Cleveland/Maazel ( Telarc 10047), earning uncation of the star is necessary, we feel.
on ies, the instrument, but this alone would not, surely,
qualified stars from H.O. and C.B., respectively.
Completing this run of symph
account for the separate acoustic surrounding
Both J.A. and D.H. were worried about the Japanese composer Saburo Moroi's second
the piano and voice(s). Very good, yes, but not
imagery, but all four critics agreed on the symphony, played by the Yomiuri Nippon SO
we feel quite starworthy, so down to A.
tremendous impact, clarity, dynamics, and sheer under Yamaoka and recorded on Varèse
From ' Italian' songs of the 19th century to
impressiveness of the sound. Whereas convenSarabande VX 80162, was awarded a double
Early Italian Violin Music of the 17th played by
tional analogue recording presents what could star by B.S. in January; but while the performMusica Antique Köln on DG 'Archiv' 2533 420.
be best regarded as asound 'soup' which varies ance may well be starry, we were alittle disapR.B. gave this a star in his January review,
in texture and flavour across the stereo stage, pointed with the sound. B.S. referred to excepapplauding Archiv's 'crisp, bright definition' and
digital recording, with its inherent lack of 'mod' tional power and delicacy, ' beautifully rendered
'fine, natural balance'. Absolutely! This is a
noise and odd- order distortion, enables the instrumental timbres' and a 'very wide dynamic
marvellous recording in a resonant, but not
harmonic overtones of instruments to be prerange'. Certainly the various instruments are
over- resonant, acoustic setting which ideally
served in something more resembling the cor- well presented and spatially identifiable, while
complements the 'string edge' of these finerect order, resulting in exquisite separation— an overall rounded sonority and some impressHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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You can hardly expect Sugden
HiFi to sound anything like mass
produced equipment, as indeed,
the sound is as individual as its
manufacturer. The clear, natural and
transparent way in which Sugden
equipment allows you to hear into the
very heart of the sound being
reproduced, is arevelation which few
others can offer.

"Quality above all:'
At Sugden we have never forgotten
the original meaning of ' manufacture'
which means made by hand: and it is
in exactly this way that our products
are assembled—one person building
an individual unit with aresultant
pride of achievement, impossible to
attain with mass production
techniques.

This refreshing experience,
one which you will never grow tired of,
is adirect result of our philosophy-

With such an individual approach,
is it surprising that Sugden
equipment is outstanding in its ability

to reproduce sounds faithfully or that
we can confidently guarantee our
workmanship for life?

Individual & Hand Built

J.E. Sugden & Co. Ltd.,
Carr Street, Cleckheaton,
West Yorkshire BD19 5LA.
Teiephone: Cleckheaton 0274
872501.

The Sugden range consists of the A48 Integrated Amplifier, T48 Stereo Tuner, C51 Control Unit, P51 Amplifier,
R51 Stereo Tuner & 051 Four channel matrix unit to match the R51
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MUST confess that Ilook at the monthly
I release lists sent out by some companies
more in sorrow than in anger—rather sad for
their sakes that they have to sell such an
unexciting collection of Bach, Beethoven and
Brahms. Not that Ihold anything special against
these composers, though my own taste is for
composers in the second part of the alphabet
whose names begin with the letters from M to Z.
It is just that there is plenty of theirs about and a
new version of their better-known works by a
modern semi- conductor ( to use a technical
term) is not calculated to send the blood pulsing. But there is no such complaint when the
lists come along from Lyrita, for here is acompany which, even within its
devotion to British music,
always seems to have
something Iand
most of my musical
friends are dying
to hear. There's a

Peter
Gammond

LOOKING
BACK
Quality Monitor
sounding period instruments. Particularly effective here are the layered effects in Marini's
'Eco atre violini'. Superb pressing too.
Jumping wildly across three centuries in a
mammoth cultural leap we arrive at a disc of
music by the contemporary Norwegian composer, Ame Nordheim. The tenuous connexion
with the Italian disc above, and the most remarkable feature of Greening, one of the three
works on HEAD 23, is its extraordinary divided
strings writing in up to 48 parts ( sort of outTallis-ing Tanis!). B.S. provided asplit rating in
December for reasons not entirely clear from the
text of his review. The RPO/Dreier are captured
by the Decca team with an impressive display of
sensible balances and good focussing. The
sensible balances and good focusing. Wind
textures are arguably too forward, yet there
setting of Ezra Pound written for and here sung
by Peter Pears) is nicely distanced in the centre
stage—clear and at a plausible level. All good
stuff and probably assessed accurately in the
split rating.
Still on the subject of music for strings, A.O.'s
January review of the Enigma recording of
Stravinky's Apollo and Orpheus from the
Orchestra of St. John's, Smith Square, under
John Lubbock ( K53585), intrigued us. We have
used both master tapes and finished pressings
of this recording in a number of loudspeaker,
tonearm and amplifier listening tests over the
last year or so, and found it invaluable for
assessing equipment. We feel that, as an example of the accurate stereo positioning and
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record of six overtures by Alwyn, Arnold, Bush
(Geoffrey), Francis Chagrin, Walter Leigh and
Rawsthorne ( Lyrita SRCS95), none of which
is currently available and only two of which I
have in my own collection. Isay to myself that
not only is this good thinking but that Isimply
must hear it. And here, indeed, are six fine, jolly
works that are well worth hearing and eminently
enjoyable. If you have not met Beckus the
Dandipratt you should, and lovers of good light
music will adore Chagrin's Helter Skelter. Iwas
beaten to it by amile by one friend who likes to
fool me with rare items when, hot off the
presses, he played me William Hurlstone's Piano
Concerto ( Lyrita SRCS100, coupled with
Variations on a Swedish Air). Idon't know
whether it is acompliment or not, but Ididn't
even think in terms of an unknown English
concerto; it seemed to be one of those works
that you ought to know. Now Iam thinking of
forming a Hurlstone Society. Which also reminds me that there is another very fine Piano
Concerto also available on the Lyrita label—
namely John Ireland's, written in 1930
(SRCS36)—a lasting monument to ragtime.
In spite of all that governments can do to us,
we still have our English music. In fact, Ifeel so
anglophilic this month that it is only by going via
Beecham that Ican tear myself away to listen to
foreign musics ... such as afriendly collection of
French Lollipops ( HMV SXLP30299) with
music by Chabrier, Debussy, Fauré, Gounod
and Saint-Saëns, played with tremendous flair.
Don't miss the Beecham revivals at present
around while records are still affordable. Some
of them may never appear again! For those who

coherent ambience that it's possible to get with
Blumlein miking, it's extremely hard to beat. A.O.
didn't offer any reasons for his B (
good) rating,
but we wonder if it's indicative of the fact that
stereo realism is only part of the makeup of a
good recording. If the original sound as realistically picked up by acrossed- pair is not good
enough by ' absolute' ( and admittedly subjective) standards, then that will set aceiling on the
maximum technical rating attainable. Perhaps,
strictly speaking, the recording rating should be
itself split into two, with one rating for realism,
ie, how near is the sound to that which would be
heard in the recording venue; and one for the
overall sound, ie, is it the most appropriate for
the music? Obviously, this would make the
rating scheme unwieldy, but in the meantime we
would retain A.O.'s B but add an A* for the
stereo presentation, which is superb, giving the
inverse of the rating arrived at for the digital
Telarc recordings mentioned earlier. Perhaps,
with the apparent closedown of Enigma ( and
Nonesuch) by WEA, this is afutile exercise, but
one day all the right ingredients will come
together in one recording and we will have to
redefine the ratings.
A change from the light textures of the
Stravinsky works comes with the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble, whose records have made a
habit of appearing in QM. This is, no doubt,
thanks to the work of the long-term PJBE
producer Chris Hazell ( aided this time by engineerJohn Dunkerley instead of Stan Goodall).
'Modern Brass', their recording of works recently composed for the enlarged 10- piece

need to get a reliable set of the Tchaikovsky
symphonies, indeed a great set, they come
handily packed in abox that bears aportrait of
Karajan looking old and wise ( DG2740 219) to
match the maturity and wisdom of the performances, which are carefully contrived and true
record performances. I don't rush to hear
Tchaikovsky these days, but when he is played
like this Istop and listen.
There is so much music around that you can
go on listening for years without hearing everything. It is always an intriguing experience to
receive arecord with music that is entirely new
to you. Ishould have heard it ( and there are four
recordings available), but the Beethoven
Serenade for String Trio Op. 8 had just not
crossed my path before. It is one of those robust,
direct Beethoven works, like the Septet, which
will appeal to anyone who gets pleasure out of
Beethoven and his period—which should be
most people. It is backed by the Dohnanyi Trio
Op. 10, which is modelled on the Beethoven
and avery pleasant work in its own right. Maybe
these will be adiscovery for someone else as
well ( CBS76832). Ishould be less alone in my
ignorance of George Rochberg's Violin
Concerto, commissioned by the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra and played by them, conducted by Previn with Isaac Stern as soloist,
which bravely gets awhole LP to itself ( CBS
76797). More than prepared not to like it
(particularly after reading the sleeve notes), I
found it an interesting and fairly enjoyable work
that Ishall try again. So if you want to try some
modern music of anot too painful nature, follow
my footsteps.

ensemble (Argo ZRG906), earned arecording
star from P.G. in December, although he wasn't
so enthusiastic over the works, the ' fearsomely
difficult to play' of the sleeve note being translated to 'fearsomely difficult to listen to'. We are
forced to agree, both with his comments on the
music, and those on the recording, which is up
to Argo's best. Stereo presentation is excellent
and there is anice balance between the direct
sound and ambience which never obscures,
only illuminates.
Finally, we move from the potentially loudest
type of ensemble to one of the quietest solo
instruments, the acoustic guitar, this quarter's
specimen being a wide-ranging recital of arrangements by Liona Boyd on CBS 73879. P.T.
awarded this aqualified star in January, noting a
well focused image, natural instrumental size,
and ' every subtle timbre and colour caught'. His
one reservation concerned asuspicion of 'added
echo' on aDebussy piece, although listening via
headphones ( practically essential if one is to
study the ambience around asmall solo instrument) reveals several distinct changes in this
aspect of the sound. Apart from on one doubtful
band, where the direct instrumental image
seems to shift leftwards, the guitar itself stays
put; but the quantity and quality of
reverberation—be it natural or otherwise—does
vary from piece to piece. This is most easily
apprehended by switching between doublemono and stereo. But this is all much less
evident on loudspeakers in a room, while the
actual tonal qualities of Miss Boyd's guitar are
splendidly rendered. A*/A rating confirmed.
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Colour Xerography by Ralph Denyer

N MAY 13th this
year Stevie Wonder will reach his
thirtieth birthday; for
the past twenty years
he has been making
records.
He is proud to be a
black man and
celebrates his African heritage. He has always
been adeeply spiritual person, and has been
even more so since his near- fatal accident in
1973; in discussion of any subject he will
inevitably refer to 'The Creator' or 'The
Supreme Being'. His commercial success is
hard to quantify. Suffice to say that when he
last renewed his recording contract, he was
guaranteed to earn $ 13m over seven years.
Stevland Judkins Morris was born on May
13th 1950, but as the birth was premature by
awhole month, his survival depended on his
being kept alive in an incubator. As far as
anyone can now tell, the reason for Stevie's
blindness is that the oxygen level in the
incubator was too high, adanger not realised
in 1950. Stevie rationalises his blindness,
remembering that agirl born in the hospital
the same day as him has had the same treatment in an incubator but died. He considers
himself fortunate and laughs off his blindness,
always turning an awkward situation into a
happy one with his own brand of humour. He

mastered the
little instrument and
could soon
play snatches
of hornpipe
dances, some
of which
would be
slipped in on his first successful single,
'Fingertips'. He was given toy drum sets but
destroyed them by continual playing. When
the charitable Lions Club gave aparty for
blind children in Stevie's neighbourhood they
heard about him and gave him areal drum kit.
His early collection of instruments was completed when anearby neighbour moved away
from the Detroit ghetto and left Stevie the
piano.
By the time Stevie was nine years old he
was aregular little character. He had apartner
named John Glover whom he referred to as
Juniorl—and together they formed a
dynamite back porch duo called Steve and
John. John's cousin was Ronnie White, a
member of the Miracles group who were an
early signing to Berry Gordy's Hitsville USA
record label, the small beginnings of the
mighty Motown empire. John had pestered
his cousin Ronnie for some time, telling him
about his partner who could sing or play
anything, and whether by design or accident,

Stevie Wetcler Qtt reœrd
by Ralph Denyer
is likely to ask you to adjust the colour on the
TV and after you've done it without thinking,
he'll laugh his head off. When as achild he
gradually became aware of being unsighted—
knowing, he was different from other kids but
not understanding why—the world must have
been frightening for him in away that sighted
people can never fully appreciate. His mother's
influence resulted in him becoming amember
of the Whitestone Baptist Church Choir, in
which eventually he sang lead and became a
junior deacon. ' Ihad visions of becoming a
minister but in the end Idecided to become a
sinner instead', he said at the time.
Stevie was just crazy about music and
would spend hours virtually glued to the
radio. A friend of the family, alocal barber, who
knew the small boy was nuts about music in
general, one day gave Stevie aminiature fourhole harmonica which was on achain. He

one day when Ronnie was visiting the Glover
family, Stevie and John were there. After a
demonstration of Stevie's abilities the Miracle
was more than impressed and took the boy
along to the Hitsville recording studios.
During the course of an afternoon Stevie was
taken round and shown all the various
instruments and recording equipment.
Though it is not quite clear whom he met
first, Ronnie then introduced the boy to Berry
Gordy and Brian Holland. In 1960 Stevie
signed afive year recording contract with
Hitsville. From that time on Stevie would
spend every possible moment he could
hanging around the studio. As soon as school
finished at three, he would race to Hitsville
where he would play any instruments he
could lay his hands on, ask questions, listen
to what was going on, freeload hamburgers
and generally hang out. At least, that was,
until around dark, when he would leave
because if he didn't get home by his allocated
time, he'd be due for another 'whuppin'.
Although Berry Gordy's record company
was not yet called Tamla Motown, the astute
black man was already operating in the
fashion which was soon to become synonymous with that name.
Performers were regarded as just that. They
were chosen for natural singing and performing abilities: Berry would then have each act
groomed by teams of writers, choreographers,
record producers/arrangers and costume
designers. You did it Berry Gordy's way or
not at all.
Early success came as a live artist rather
than on record. Before his first hit single,
'Fingertips ( Part ID', in June 1963 ( released
on Oriole in the UK but not a hit), previous
single releases included ' ICall It Pretty Music
But Old People Call It The Blues', ' Little
Water Boy' and ' Sign My Contract On Love'.
Berry Gordy had problems booking out his
all black 'TAMLA REVIEWS', but his policy
was always to send out his artists looking
and sounding great, even if the venue was
located in the poorest of ghettos. Stevie's
performance as an opener on these shows—
when he was around eleven years of age—
was show- stopping. Audiences loved him
for his uninhibited harmonica extravaganzas.
The first three records had not sold very
well at all. Gordy was well aware of the rare
talent Stevie had and the fact that that talent
was manifesting itself best in live performances, so he took the virtually unprecedented
step of recording Stevie live, amove unheard
of at that time for a new performer. A
complete concert was recorded and one track,
the harmonica instrumental ' Fingertips ( Part I
and II)' was released as asingle. It entered
the Billboard Top 100 a month after release
and was soon No. 1 record in the United
States. Though the record failed to chart in
Britain, those with discerning ears became
aware of the fact that another uniquely
talented artist had been nurtured by Gordy.
Stevie's first album, Recorded Live— The
Twelve Year Old Genius was released in
1963, and was a live recording of the concert
from which ' Fingertips' had been taken. The
album is a historical gem, capturing the
amazing empathy between audience and
performer as well as displaying avirtuoso
talent that, ten years later, would change the
course of black music.

Part of the Motown policy was to move
their artists towards what they considered to
be different or wider markets. Stevie was just
a boy and easier to influence than the other
adult artists on Motown.
Thus his fourth album indicated an attempt
to prepare Wender for and bring him to the
notice of the MOR supper- club audiences.
Characteristically Motown took note of the
other market trends at the time. When Jan
And Dean and the Beach Boys took off in a
big way with surfing music Motown put out
Stevie At The Beach and had him appearing
in cameo rôles in two surfing movies! ( You are
about as likely to find a blind black kid from
the ghetto on aWASP surfing beach as you
are to find a pork pie at aJewish wedding.).
Though Motown had their shortcomings
with some 60s albums, it should be pointed
out that so did virtually every other record
company of the period. They were all at their
best with singles. Wonder's next seven
albums were patchy but featured many tracks
that were to become all-time soul classics.
By the time he was fifteen his voice had
broken and he gave us ' Uptight', the song
which many people regard as the anthem of
soul music. The album of the same title was
also innovative in including the first soul
interpretation of a Dylan song, ' Blowin' In
The Wind'.
The albums that followed were Down To
Earth, IWas Made To Love Her, Someday At
Christmas, For Once In My Life, Alfie, My
Cherie Amour and Signed Sealed And
Delivered.The instrumental Alfie album was
released on the Gordy label and credited to
Eivets Rednow ( Stevie Wonder spelled
backwards). He had put the arrangements
together for a projected album with Wes
Montgomery. Sadly, the great jazz guitarist
died before they could get into the studio.
Stevie co- wrote many of his most successful
earlier songs in tandem with up to three
other—usually Motown—writers.'Signed
Sealed And Delivered' included Syreeta
Wright in the songwriting credits. When it
sold two million copies, Stevie and Syreeta
realised they had something going together
on a professional level. They also did on a
personal level, and eventually married.
In the late sixties winds of change began
blowing throughout the staid popular music
world. The Beatles were turning attitudes
upside down, resulting in their piece de
resistance, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band. Closer to home for Wonder, Sly And
The Family Stone had emerged with something called funkadelic music and Ritchie
Havens was stretching far beyond the
pragmatic framework that up to that time
had limited many American black artists: you
didn't make it big without emasculating black
music to make it acceptable to the white
markei. Stevie was knocking on the door of
manhood and going through changes.
Popular music was changing, some would
say growing up, and Wonder was aware of
the fact that the Motown modus operandi
was becoming outdated or unnecessary.
By 1970, Stevie was in the final year of the
second five-year term of his Motown
contract. He wanted to experiment and
progress musically but felt that he couldn't
while working within the constraints of the
Motown music machine. He recorded his last

album for the company under his existing
contract. Where I'm Coming From was the
title. Though the album gave an indication of
Wonder's future experimental direction, many
critics felt that it did have definite shortcomings. Both the lyrics and the musicality were
questionable; as atransitional album, the set
just did not jell. Nobody wanted Stevie to fail
but the response to the album was one of
disappointment. Stevie was used to being
called agenius, so being told by the media en
masse that he had delivered aturkey must
have smarted. He'd slipped, he'd stumbled but
he didn't quite fall—he went back to the
drawing board to do some hard rethinking.
In 1971 Wonder came of age. The laws in
the United States relating to child entertainers
are extremely strict with regard to education,
finances etc. Up until the age of twenty-one
Stevie had to make do with acouple of
dollars pocket money per week. The rest of
the money went into atrust fund which could
not be touched; Stevie couldn't buy a
new home for his mother or even invest in
instruments. At twenty-one, however, he got
his money and was amazed to discover the
amount was only one million dollars—he had
sold in excess of thirty million dollars' worth
of records for Motown. He had the company
investigated through the courts and it was
discovered that Motown had honoured their
end of the contract to the letter. The company
simply paid all of its artists very poorly.
Wonder went to Motown and told them he
was now twenty-one and that he did not
intended to toe the line anymore. In fact, he
was not under contract to the company for
several months.
With Syreeta and asmall team of aides,
Stevie moved to New York. There followed an
intense period of activity and research. He
also studied music for awhile at the
University of Southern California.
He was becoming more and more interested in music synthesisers, which were then
still at an early stage of development, with
Walter ( now Wendy) Carlos and Robert
Moog carrying out their pioneering work;
Ritchie Havens was working in the studios
with Robert Margouleff and Malcom Cecil,
the two technocrats who built their own
mammoth synthesiser, named Tonto—resulting
in the milestone album, Tonto's Expanding
Headband. Wonder began working with
Margouleff and Cecil after an intro from
Havens, amassing new knowledge and
expertise. With a much extended range of
keyboards and instruments he took up
residence at Electric Ladyland studios in New
York and started recording. After spending aquarter- million of his own dollars he returned
to Motown with the tapes for Music Of My
Mind and a new lawyer, Johannan Vigoda.
Motown could see the changes going on in
the music industry just as well as the next
company. After six weeks Vigoda and the
Motown lawyers reached agreement. The
contract ran to astaggering 120 pages and
gave Wonder, for the time being, the freedom
he wanted.
The release of Music Of My Mind totally
outweighed the failure of Stevie's previous
album. Apart from ' Love Having You Around',
which featured atrombone solo by Art Baron,
and ' Superwoman', which featured some
guitar played by Buzzy Felton, the rest of the

A
simple
answer
to apressing problem.

Everyone who buys LP's knows that
very, very few of them are perfectly flat.
In fact, all records have some degree of
warp which, in extreme cases, makes
the record unplayable.
Others with amilder degree of
warp show adifferent symptom — but
one that's equally undesirable. Next
time you play anoticeably warped
record, take the grille off one of your
speakers and study the bass cone.The
effect of the warp can be seen in the
movement of the cone which occurs
even before the music starts.
Every arm/cartridge combination
has alow frequency resonance,
determined by its total effective mass in
relation to the compliance, or stiffness,
of the stylus cantilever suspension.
Record warp can trigger off this
resonance with asubsequent
degradation in sound quality due to
amplifier and loudspeaker overload,
and the change in stylus tracking
characteristics caused by warp
resonance.
Now there is asimple cure for
these problems.The new Z-Track is a

precision cartridge damper weighing
less than 1gram, which you can fit
between cartridge and headshell in
minutes.
The key to its operation is atiny
piston which moves up and down in a
silicon fluid filled dashpot which, in turn,
rides the record surface on avery low
friction PTFE pad. Any tendency for the
piston to move in the dashpot due to
warp or resonance is immediately
damped by the silicon fluid, thus
stabilising the position of the stylus
relative to the cartridge and arm.This
action minimises warp and resonance
effects.

Tracking is improved. Previously
unplayable records become playable.
Warped records sound like they should
—perfectly flat.
The Z-Track is adjustable to almost
every arm/cartridge combination and
costs just £9.95 inc VAT from your local
stockist. Or fill in the coupon below and
send £9.95 plus 20p p&p to Zerostat
Components Ltd., Edison Road,
Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs. PE17 4LF, allowing 21 days for
delivery.
Think about it. It's like getting a
perfect record collection for the price
of two LP's.
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To: Zerostat Components Ltd., Edison Road,
Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.
PET? 4LF
Please send me
Z-Track tonearm/cartridge
damper(s) at £9.95 + 20p p&p each.
I
enclose P.O./cheque for £
Allow 21 days for delivery.
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A here recently and told me how, in contrast

POLISH musician friend ol mine was over

to the situation in the West, gramophone records are a rare commodity in Poland. It's not
that you can't buy them, but if you wish to
exercise choice over the artists and repertoire
you have to have considerable luck in finding
what you want. The main problem appears to be
that there is no duplication of repertoire on the
official Po/skie Nagrania label and a record,
once made, stays in the catalogue for ever. Stays
in the catalogue, Isay, but not in the shops once
the initial stocks are exhausted. This happens
very quickly and it is not possible to order the
records as in this country. Even if you succeed in
finding the exact record you want, the recording and pressing quality are more often than not
even lower than the poor standards which we
have come to expect in Great Britain.
A trip to London took us to the record shops
and, having told my friend of several excellent
diScs listed in the current catalogues, which are
indispensable for any serious collector, it was

Stevie Wonder on Record
coritInucd
instruments were all played by Stevie. His use
of synthesisers and keyboards set new
standards of tonality, performance and
rhythmic structure.
1972 to 1975 was the period when he
could do no wrong. He came up with four
killer albums, Music Of My Mind, Talking
Book, Innervisions and Fulfillingness' First
Finale. Not only were the albums innovative,
popular and astoundingly musical, they also
included some of the best songs/singles of
the early seventies.
Innervisions was released in the US and the
UK on August 3rd 1973. At the time Stevie
was out on the road touring with his band.
On August 6th Stevie and his drummer were
being driven to Raleigh, North Carolina for a
one night stand. Driving was Wonder's aide
and cousin, Steve Harris. Reports vary in
detail. What is certain is that the car was in
collison with either a lumber truck or lumber
from the truck. While Wonder slept, a log
pierced the front windscreen of the car and
struck him squarely in the front of his skull.
Bloody and unconscious with his head
unrecognisably swollen, Wonder was taken to
hospital in Salisbury and then moved fo
nearby Winston-Salem for intensive care
treatment. He remained in coma for four days
and semi- coma for afurther week. No-one
was willing to say if he would recover.
On September 25th—only seven weeks
after the accident—Stevie walked on stage at
an Elton John concert at New York's
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not much fun to be unable to purchase these
because we were told either. 'We don't stock
that label' or ' It must have been deleted, Ihaven't
seen acopy for ages'. It appears that even in the
most comprehensive record stores one can only
buy what is displayed in the racks. Glossing over
this problem, though ( my friend was already
impressed In the 'lumber of records on view),
and in fairness pointing out that most of the
shops did promise to try to order what we
wanted, we settled down to choose from the
available stock. It was in the specialist shop of
Henry Stave [ which has since ceased trading]
that we found the greatest bargains: hundreds of
second-hand records. These were not confined
to the sort of record you and Iwish to part
company with after playing half a side but
included many classics of the gramophone. We
bought, for £ 2.50, Klemperer's 1955 recording
of the Eroica Symphony in its original, mono
issue ( 33CX1346) and, despite the passage of
maybe twenty years or more, both the sleeve and
disc were in mint condition. Now it is hard to
believe that anybody could own this record
without playing it; so Iconclude that it has worn
well, since there were fewer surface blemishes
on it than on most of today's new offerings.
This particular recording of the Eroica was
reissued with the mono versions of Symphonies
5and 7and several overtures, in 1974. All were
recut in fairly innocuous mock- stereo and all are
generally agreed to represent the best of
Klemperer's Beethoven recordings. They are
quite different performances from Klemperer's
later stereo versions and this is probably the
reason why they will eventually reappear, being
presently deleted. But many other mono EMI
Madison Square Gardens to jam with the
English ¡performer on ' Honky Tonk Woman'.
His recovery had been astounding, though he
had headaches and was to be on medication
for some time to come.
In 1974 Stevie was presented with five
Grammy ( record equivalent of the Oscar)
awards. They were Album Of The Year:
Producer—Innervisions, Album Of The Year:
Artist—Innervisions, Best Pop Vocal
Performance: Male—'You Are The Sunshine
Of My Life', Best R & B Male Vocal and
Best R & B Song—' Superstition'.
In 1975 he won the same Grammy awards
for Fulfillingness' First Finale and the two
songs from the album ' Etbogie On Reggae
Woman' and ' Living In The City: When in
1976 Paul Simon won the Grammy Album Of
The Year award for his There Goes Rhymin'
Simon, during his acceptance speech he
thanked Wonder for not putting out an album
that year!
After adelay of two years and the widest
pre-release media coverage for any album,
Songs In The Key Of Life was released in
September 1976. The media found the price
of the two- album plus one- extended- playrecord plus 22- page booklet too high for their
liking. Another thing to which they took
exception was Wonder's latest contract with
his record company. This time Motown
agreed to an even higher royalty rate and
guaranteed Wonder $13 million.
My personal view is that the double album
ranks with Wonder's previous releases and he
proved himself amaster at the steel fist in
avelvet glove approach, with thoughtprovoking lyrics presented against superb

recordings will probably never again see the
light of day. These are the ones which were
made simultaneously with early experimental
stereo recordings. Examples are Karajan's versions of Falstaff and Rosenkavalier and many
Klemperer recordings. Now at that time the
stereo operation was a sideline and the artists
and producers often never even heard it and
took little interest in the engineers hidden away
in aseparate control room. Consequently there
was no allowance given to the stereo engineers
if their equipment malfunctioned and they
missed recording the take which eventually
became the master. Few people Cared in those
days whether the stereo was agood recording or
not and consequently the stereo tapes were
often not edited to form amaster. Now we have
in several cases stereo verskens on the market
which have been edited many years later, often
using different takes and often sounding much
less good than the mono versions. Compare, if
you can, the stereo and mono versions of'
Klemperer's Brahms First Symphony recording
and you will see what Imean. The mono is fullblooded and powerful, while the stereo is recessed and thin and covered in tape hiss.
Now that all the hoo-ha over mock stereo has
died down. Isuggest that it is also time for EMI
to reissue a recording in mono whenever the
balance or timbral qualities of the instruments or
voices can be shown to sound better than the
stereo or when it is the only version to have
received approval by the artist and original
producer. Maybe similar comments could be
made about other large companies and perhaps
our present situation is in reality not much better
overall than that in Poland.
musical backdrops.
So, on to the last album from Stevie to
date. Stevie Wonder's Journey Through The
Secret Life Of Plants was inspired by asemidocumentary film The Secret Life Of Plants.
Considered as asoundtrack album it works
extremely well, with Stevie taking the listener
through avast range of beautifully recorded
tonal and textural sound pictures. Much of
the album is instrumental and closer to the
work of Vangelis than Wonder's previous
music. Actual songs on the album are just as
skilfully crafted as Wonder's earlier work in
the seventies. Prior to this album there was
always atouch of musical alchemy in
Wonder's music. Somehow, however, he
would always manage to get the ingredients
just right in order to make everything work
perfectly. In fact, for some time he has' only.
been in competition with himself. But amoral
to the story might just be that ' Even the most
effective movie score doth not necessarily a
great pop album make'.
The best answer to criticism that included
cries of 'self-indulgent' came from Wonder
himself during a Capital Radio Nicky Horne
programme last October. Talking about the
album, he said: ' Number one, it was something
Ihad to do and something Ithink Iwas right
to do. Musically Ihad things to express. The
Creator has given us no boundaries, we can
go infinitely for as long as we are able to
think and be open to unique ideas expressing
music, expressing thought. For me as an artist
to feel that Icannot be expressive of those
things that Ifeel .. . if Ican only live a life of
categorisations, then Iwould prefer not to be
an artist.' •
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There is aproblem built in to this tuner/amplifier
combination. It is not one of looks, price, reliability or
performance. It resides in the word that appears in the top
left-hand corner of each unitStudy the picture and you will
read the word Grundig.
Briefly stated, Gru nd ig have not been that active in
the HiFi arena for some time. True, we have had anumber
of products on the market that certainly fulfil the technical
requirements for HiFi. But, cosmetically, we haven't exactly
been aturn-on forthe British market (Asituation, i
ncidenta Ily,
that's not true for the rest of Europe.We're number one in
Germanyand second,behind Philips,forthewholeof Europe.)
As aresult we've not been appearing on the shopping list of
the enlightened audiophile.
This will change in the next few months. The V5000
amplifier andT5000 tuner you see here will radically change
the way in which Grundig is perceived in Britain.
Wère already getting playback from dealers that is
very favourable. Similarly, the reaction from the specialist
press is highly encouraging Gordon JKing writing in HiFi
for Pleasure, said at the conclusion of afour page review:
"It is good to see Grundig in the upper reaches of
HiFi again. If you are in the market for astate of art system

you must certainly give due consideration to this Grundig
combination':
The tuner offers 30 presets on AM and FM.
Tuning is achieved by quartz lock synthesizer and is aided by
the Gru nd igTu noscope system.Sensitivity and noise is such
that the FM system of broadcasting is challenged by the
performance of the tuner. To quote Gordon JKing again:
'The tuner was found to be outstandingly
sensitive, and would resolve quite weak stereo signals with
the least background `hiss'. "
Main functions are microprocessor controlled and
output may be adjusted to ensure optimum matching
Also integral to the design of the T5000 is aquart
controlled timer that can be programmed to switch on both
the tuner and the amplifier at aspecified time.
The V5000 amplifier delivers 100 watts RMS into 4
ohms with less than 0.02% distortion at 1kHz Transient
lntermodulation distortion is less than 0.01% at full power. All
inputs, includingthe moving coil, give betterthan 70dB noise,
while tape and tuner inputs give 100dB or less.
Power output may be limited to match speakers with
alow power handling capacity while the sensitivity of the
cartridge input may also be varied to optimise performance.

Ore it'
pre'ri

continuously variable contour control enhances top and
)ottom end frequencies at low listening levels.
Rather than conventional tone controls the V5000
sfitted with separatefour-band equalisation facilitiesfor both
.1-iannels.These ensure that individual frequencies can
.
De lifted to compensate for specific listening room acoustics
3nd programme deficiences.

To return to Gordon JKing for our summary:
'The quality of reproduction was well to the top of
HiFi standards..."
Pretty soon everyone in the market for Hi-Fi is going
to know it

oFt unpio

Grundig International Limited, Newlands Park, London SE26 5NQ.
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The 'fabulous' Wieniawski
There were two Wieniawski brothers and as astudent Iwas always
getting confused over which one
composed the Valse Caprice for
piano and which wrote the violin
Étude Caprice, not forgetting concertos. Others were equally confused, Ifound, so shall we clear up
this point at the outset by saying it
was Józef ( 1837-1912), the younger brother, who played the piano
and composed for that instrument.
The one who died acentury ago
was Henryk ( Henri) ( 1835-1880),
the violinist born, like Józef, in
Lublin in unhappy Poland not long
after the Russians had put down
one of the periodic revolutions.
Wieniawski's father was a military
surgeon and his mother was asister
of Édouard Wolff, a distinguished
Polish pianist. Henri's first violin
teacher led the Warsaw Opera orchestra and his second was Stanislav Scrwaczynski, who also taught
Joachim.
When Henri was eight years old
Scrwaczynski advised his parents to
send him to the Paris Conservatoire.
There he spent two years in Clavel's
care before being passed on to
Joseph Massart, a famous and
much sought-after teacher according to Carl Flesch. Wieniawski completed the curriculum in 1846 when
he was eleven, winning first prize,
but continued to study with Masud
for another two years.
His debut caused asensation and
he made a triumphant tour of
Europe, eventually arriving in St.
Petersburg, where his virtuosity and
musicianship astonished both his
colleagues and the public alike.
In 1869 Henri was appointed to
the Russian Court, where he remained until 1872 under amicable
arrangements which left plenty of
time
for concerts throughout
Europe. Then, in 1872, he teamed
up with Anton Rubinstein in what
was to become an extended ( two
year) tour of the United States.
In 1875 Henri was asked to deputise for Vieuxtemps, violin professor at Brussels Conservatoire,
who had fallen sick. Perhaps be-
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'Come on Galway, keep up'
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cause he was fed up with
Rubinstein he accepted the temporary appointment and stayed in
the Belgium capital for two years.
In November 1878 he was in
Berlin to play his second concerto.
The performance had actually started when the heart ,disease which
was to kill him only eighteen
months hence first manifested itself
and he was forced to withdraw.
After an interval he tried again
seated on a chair, but suffered a
second attack and gave up the
attempt.
Painfully and slowly Weiniawski
made for Russia and his beloved
Moscow, where he died on 31
March 1880 in some poor hostel.
He has variously been described
as 'one of the most remarkable executants since Paganini', or possessing ' beauty and fascinating quality
of tone', and of having an 'unrestrained Polish temperament perfectly blended with tenderness,
warmth and poetry'. Ysaye, who
played the Wieniawski D minor
concerto at his own debut, rated the
Pole as the greatest of his contemporaries, and Szigeti in his
second book describes Henri as 'fabulous'. Other notables of the time
paid tribute to his fine quartet playing ( he often took the viola part). He
was seemingly without peer in
technical perfection in executing
double- stopping, octaves, tenths,
pizzicati and staccato playing: and
all these are constant features in the
scores of his compositions.
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astonishing. It is not for small hands
according to Ida Haendel who, in
Woman with Violin, speaks of
'having conquered this devastatingly difficult work'. When Ihear the
jagged leap of the orchestra in the
introduction Irecall the theme of
ecstasy which permeates Scriabin's
famous Poème, and the similarity is
reinforced when the soloist enters
with those daunting and declamatory tenths. As the movement
sweeps along upon its own fiercely
ardent momentum the solo part on
the score resembles more some
pages from the Chopin Études. The
larghetto
movement,
labelled
Preghiera (
prayer) is undistinguished and short, but it leads straight
into a joyful rondo which Ernest
Newman in another context once
likened to afox and hounds game
between the soloist and orchestra
on the one hand and a couple of
racy themes on the other.
The second concerto, D minor
Op, 22, is fine and fully mature with
abeautifully written solo part which
abounds
in
the
composer's
favourite technical devices. The first
movement, allegro moderato, falls
richly and satisfyingly upon the ear
and it moves splendidly towards the
Romance, a sad beautiful song
floating over ( mainly) strings. The
curious flattening of the tune in the
second half of its statement gives it
Because he was aPole you would aSlavic flavour and its restatement
expect to find Polonaises and when the soloist soars above a
Mazurkas among his works and broad string bass creates a quite
they are there, agreeable and com- ethereal effect. A cadenza passage
petent if hardly rivalling Chopin. By breaks the mood and leads into the
contrast the Adagio élégique gypsy tunes and Brahmsian dances
Op. 5 is strangely passionate. It at the last movement.
frequently rises to ff, ends upon a
Pedagogues
have
roundly
delicate recitative, and has a big abused all this genial music as
piano part. The titles of two of his showy, as though it were an offence
works underline the fact that he for magnificent players to want to
admired Russia and the Russians: show off their consummate skill.
the once popular Souvenir de Fortunately, though, there is little
Moscou Op. 6 and Le Carnaval chance of that jaundiced view ever
russe Op. 11, an adagio theme lead- prevailing.
ing to 12 short variations in which
Wilson Lyle
technical problems abound. There is
aFantasy Op. 20 based on ' Faust'
Recommended recordings:
themes.
Legende Opus 17:
His three most important works
Campoli ECS 663
are for violin and orchestra:
Menuhin SXLP 30249
Légende Op. 17 and the two conViolin
Concerto No. 1:
certos. The first is astrange, single
movement work, 'Slav in style and David 110 1837
emotion.
The
accompaniment Perlman ASD 2870
cossets the violin, never letting it
out of sight, and the close texture
produces an almost hypnotic effect
with the gently swaying tune and
rhythm.
The first concerto, Fsharp minor
Op. 14, was composed when he
was a teenager and is therefore

Violin Concerto No. 2:
Perlman ASD 2870
Ida Haendel SUAST 50687
Second Polonaise Brillante Op.
21 Obertass '
Encores Vol 2'
Perlman ASD 3810'
See chi, trontl, ,›

Harmonia Mundi
As from the beginning of this month
(April) the Harmonia Mundi label
will be distributed over here by
Parnote
Distribution,
45/47
Chalton Street, London, NW1 ( 01
388 9906/7/8). In these somewhat
gloomy days of change in the record
industry, particularly at home, it is
good to see such an enterprising
label with, for the most part, fine
performances, beautifully recorded
and well pressed. HM themselves
will also be distributing Acanta and
Calliope.

Carreras career
Our note on Carreras in Feb
(Gramophile p. 77) may have given
the impression ( although it did not
in fact say as much) that he is now
committed to record only with EMI.
This is certainly not the case, for he
will continue to honour his existing
arrangement to make at least two
recordings ayear for Phonogram.

Wrong number
Our review of Arie Antiche', arecital by Montserrat Caballé in last
month's issue ( p. 101), unfortunately gave the wrong record
number. It should read SXL 6936.

Bryan Cogent
Despite endless protestations from
the diehard anti- ' plink plonk seria !ism' lobby, there is still asubstantial
group of composers who find that
by imposing predetermined systems
of pitch or rhythmic ( or both) control on their music they are able to
give full rein to their creative impulses and at the same time guarantee a high degree of motivic and
structural unity. One such is Bryan
Cogent, a young and not unsuc- .
cessful composer presently working
in Sussex. As yet none of his work
has been recorded, although this is
asituation which, hopefully, will be
remedied in the near future.
Cogent was born in Portsmouth
in 1947 and studied music at
Southampton
University.
Subsequently he went to Cardiff for a
three-year research project during
which he made an exhaustive analytical study of the late 'serial' music
of Stravinsky. The particular technique of pitch manipulation that
Stravinsky adopted after Threni
(notably similar to that used by
Ernst Kfenek in his Lamentations of
Jeremiah) had a strong appeal to
Cogent, allowing as it does specific
tonal references to be established
within the confines of ahighly organised pitch structure and it was,
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perhaps, inevitable that a similar left (' rotation' in Stravinsky's par- 'transposition rotations' yield the
system would ultimately affect the lance) and then subtracting the remaining series in the matrix. The
procedures in his own compo- amount required to convert the new rhythmic content of Kontryk is defirst number back to 1 ('transpo- termined according to the numerical
sitions.
Since the mid- 1970s Cogent has sition') from each of the numbers— values so produced. Particularly
produced asmall number of tautly e.g. P: 1is obtained by beginning interesting is P: 8, the final row
written chamber works, all of which with 3 ( the second number in P: 0) which is used at the end of the work.
are highly regarded in academic and subtracting 2from this and all If one substitutes the letters of the
circles and a few of which have the remaining numbers: 3-2 = 1, alphabet ( A = 1, B = 2, C = 3, etc)
15-2 = 13,
etc. for the numbers shown one obtains
been tentatively recommended by 12-2 = 10,
the more enlightened critics. All of Subtracting 2from 1as is required not only 'the key to my entire muthe works in this post-Stravinskyan for the final ( ex- first) number gives sical raison d'etre', to quote Cogent,
aloop, 18 but also the purpose of this assay.
vein have the prefix Kon: Konstraynt 17 because Cogent usee Ivor Humphreys
(1974) for flute, oboe and string going back again to 1. Successive
quartet; Konteste (
1977) for piano
vibraphone
and
percussion;
Kontryve (
1978) asetting of Phyllis
Bryan Cogent: Kontryk
Stein's 'What now the purpose?'
for unaccompanied soprano and
4
15
18
18
9
15
12
3
1
P:0
synthesiser. In his latest piece,
Kontryk (
1979) for harpsichord,
2
17
13
16
16
7
10
13
1
P:1
treble recorder and glass chimes,
Cogent has reverted to amore con10
11
8
4
7
7
16
4
1
P: 2
ventional,
almost
baroque- like
tonal idiom, using anumber matrix
7
16
5
8
1
4
4
1
13
P:3'
to determine only the rhythmic
content.
7
4
14
11
13
7
10
10
1
P: 4
Shown here is the matrix in
question. This is aparticularly inter16
10
13
2
4
5
16
1
1
P: 5
esting structure and it repays detailed analysis. The original nine1
10
16
13
4
2
5
16
1
P: 6
number series or ' prime', P:0, is
shown along the top line and each
4
13
4
1
16
7
5
1
8
P.: 7
successive line, P: 1, P : 2, etc., is a
variation on this determined by first
12
15
15
6
12
18
9
16
1
P: 8
moving the series one place to the

OW that mixers are readily available and

N many DIY enthusiasts have built their own,

there is a growing interest in amateur sound
recordings which combine-anumber of original
tracks blended to produce the finished work.
Everyone understands how important mixing
has become in producing amarketable popular
music product, and this has signposted the way
to much more sophisticated amateur recordings,
particularly of music. Multitrack recordings, as,
for example, those .combining a number of
different instruments Which have been recorded
separately and consecutively and then mixed,
have become commonplace in tape contests.
Often the same person has composed the music,
played each of the instruments in turn, and then
edited the tape.
The Association Suisse des Chasseurs de
Sons, which organises amateurs in Switzerland,
is organising aweekend rally at the end of May
featuring arecording exercise which may appeal
to some readers. Certainly, it provides asearching test of the ability to produce amontage.
Swiss competitors are asked to obtain eight
recordings, which they may have made themselves or obtained from a commercial source,
taking elements from all of them and then, by
editing and mixing, produce a new work of
musical montage. The eight constituents are: 1,
aBeethoven symphony; 2, aJ. S. Bach organ
piece; 3, a Medieval or Renaissance composition; 4, aBeatles recording; 5, aRock, Poi),
Jazz or Punk recording; 6, arecording of achild,
or children, singing; 7, arecording of aSwiss
folklore orchestra or yodeller; and 8, 'any other
sound'. With these elements atape not exceeding three minutes has to be produced! And each
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of the elements must have aduration of at least
ten seconds and must be clearly identifiable
within the finished production!
The organisers warn competitors that the
'musicality' of the tape and the skill of the
editing and mixing will be the criteria for judgement. Ithink this is certainly the most difficult
competition Ihave ever encountered in this field
but, knowing the manipulative and musical skill
of the Swiss amateurs, ! am confident that some
of them will produce remarkably effective tapes.
WE ARE back in the season of tape competitions. Entries are already in for this year's
Federation of British Tape Recordists contest
for members, and for the Leslie Guest TapeSlide contest for those who combine recording
and photography. For those who missed these
opportunities, though, there remain the 1980
British Amateur Tape Recording Contest and
the AngloSonic Recording Contest. For the first
of these there are three months available to
produce entries in any of the eight different
classes. Virtually any kind of tape production is
admissible i
none or another category—dramatic,
documentary, musical, wildlife or any other—
but it is necessary to observe time limits and
certain other basic rules, so get information and
an entry form, before commenci ng work, from the
Contest Secretary, John Bradley, 33 Fairlawnes,
Maldon Road, Wallington, Surrey SM6 8BG.
The Anglo Sonic is a residential event.
Participants pay £ 45 for an 'all- in' weekend in a
delightful residence in rural Buckinghamshire—
from Friday May 2 to the following Tuesday
morning—and they are expected to produce
creative tapes on subjects which are revealed

Crabbe on Berlioz
Our editor John Crabbe's long
awaited book about Hector Berlioz
has just been published. It is not an
ordinary biography, but an investigation of the composer's ideas, beliefs and feelings, setting him
within a nexus of social, political,
religious, philosophical and literary
influences to provide a ' biography
of the mind'.
Berlioz was the first composer
whose musical output is almost entirely literary or historical in subjectmatter or inspiration, while his temperament encompassed a unique
blend of romantic feeling and
rational poise, providing an apt
spiritual and intellectual framework
for the work of a creative genius.
The author has also dug up some
intriguing facts concerning the
composer's Irish connections, leading to aspeculative appendix which
verges onto the occult and will
probably cause some controversy.
Hector
Berlioz:
Rational
Romantic will be reviewed in our
book section in due course and is
published in London by Kahn &
Averill ( at £ 5.25) and in New York
by Crescendo Books ( Taplinger), It
is hoped that Beethoven's Empire of
the Mind, a parallel study, will
follow later.
to p 93

(Douglas Brown.
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only at the first session of the programme.
These weekends offer opportunities not only
to improve one's recording technique ( and
possibly to win some useful prizes) but also to
meet other amateurs socially, often including
some from the Continent. Details are obtainable
from Terry Devereux, 32 Windmill Lane,
Southall, Middlesex UB2 4ND.
For ten years the 3M company organized a
very popular Scotch Wildlife Competition and
another contest for poetry recordings made in
schools. A spokesman for the company tells me
that neither event will take place this year. Tapes
of both kinds are eligible in the British Amateur
Tape Recording Contest, though, so would-be
competitors need not be disappointed.
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The great name in tape cassettes
TDKTape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XW Eire: Peat's Wholesale Ltd., Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.
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O DESCRIBE Murray Perahia as
'unassuming' is really to say
very little; faced with an interview,
few artistswouldsurely wishto project anything otherthan asympathetic, wholehearted image. Similarly,
an atmosphere of quiet dedication is
no more than one would expect
from a major recording artist—as
Volker Straus put it some time ago
when Iremarked on the smoothness
of one of his sessions, ' I'm always
surprised when people expect
things to be otherwise. What else
are we here for?' So what is it that
distinguishes a conversation with
Murray Perahia ( or one of his recording sessions) from scores of
others? Simply that the selfeffacement and dedication are of an
artless, even childlike kind. Neither
facial expression nor turn of phrase
is calculated or intended for effect;
both are utterly spontaneous.
A few days before our meeting
last October I had discovered an
American Library of Congress recording ( American Turnabout TVS
34615) featuring Murray Perahia in
the Mozart Clarinet Trio, K498. On
mentioning this early disc ( and one
frequently reminds an artist of such
things at one's peril!) his reaction
was neither self-congratulatory nor
falsely modest. 'That's right! . . . I
must have been about eighteen or
nineteen at the time. And Ido much
less chamber music now, which in a
way I'm sorry about. Iused to play
practically everything in that repertoire, but with the Leeds competition in ' 72 Ifound there wasn't
any way Icould keep up the amount
of chamber music that I'd been
doing. Ifound myself at aslight... I
won't say disadvantage, but perhaps Iwas a little disturbed at not
having as much solo repertoire as I
imagined most people would have
at that level. And now Ihave to keep
up the solo music, so that any free
time is spent learning more of that.
Of course I'd love to get back to
doing more chamber repertoire, and
in away that's why Ido the Mozart
concertos with the ECO.'
The point was brought readily
home at aCBS session for K595 at
Abbey Road last June, where the
conversational give and take between soloist and woodwind principals would not have seemed out
of place at a rehearsal of Mozart's
Piano and Wind Quintet. ' Yes . . .
Roy [ Emerson] calls it our committee
meeting!—and
there
are
passages which are like wind quintet writing with piano accompaniment. Istill love playing Mozart with
a sympathetic conductor who can
take care of these things, but even
so, one's concern for the whole has
to be the most important thing and
there are certain concertos—the C
minor and the later E flat for
instance—where the shaping beHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

about how to play amelody that I
wanted to find for myself. Things
that somehow you have to explore
on your own, not just play once or
twice aweek to your teacher. And in
the end, especially if you have a
good teacher, you finish up by accepting only what he or she thinks is
beautiful instead of following your
own vision of beauty.' Was this,
then, the major drawback of the
Master Class, in which the ' master',
however great an artist, is able
merely to pass on a personal approach to this or that passage—a
view which may rest uncomfortably
with the artistic personality of the
student? ' Yes, Iagree ahundred per
cent that a bit of music probably
sounds wonderful when it's played
in acertain way by the teacher. And
Ithink Master Classes are doubly
difficult because they're not really
classes. They don't completely fill
the student's needs because for one
thing you have to go very quickly...
in a sense they're theatre. But
they're interesting too, and they
should be done. I've learnt alot from
going to many Master Classes and
I'm very grateful that I've done
them, but in the end Idon't think all
that much teaching goes on. It's
more acase of the teacher explaining his own ways of working and if
the student understands that, it
won't do any harm.'
It is surely in this light that
Perahia's large collection of pianists
on record should be viewed. They
include, most notably, Horowitz,
Fischer, Cortot, Schnabel, Serkin
(an important figure for Perahia;
at Marlboro they used to play
Mozart Sonatas for four hands) and
Curzon. ' Ilove the sound that man
K595 is all one take except for that
section at the end for flute, violins makes. It's playing that's inspired—
it takes off, it's not academic. And
and piano—that's the only insert
it's
very
scholarly,
very
there is ... yes, isn't that afabulous yet
bit of writing? He didn't orchestrate cultured'—two qualities which are
quite like that anywhere else. And I reflected in Perahia's own Mozart,
think it's come over well on the as those who have heard the finelyrecord—at least, it sounded that graded crescendo throughout the
way when Ilast heard it!' Like many latter half of the first movement
development of K466 will agree
CBS artists, Perahia takes a r, i/s
(CBS 76651).
tape away from the sessions.
As far as the late Bflat Concerto is
From the end of his period with
Jeanette Haien ( who had taught concerned, few pianists see any
reason to use anything other than
him for the greater part of his teens)
until his mid- twenties, Murray the two cadenzas written by Mozart
himself. However, no such readyPerahia made the decision to study
alone, taking only a handful of made solutions exist for the E flat
Concerto, K482, and if Perahia's last
lessons
from
M ieczyslaw
Horzowski and Artur Balsam. two or three performances are any
Would he, Iwondered, recommend guide ( he has recently recorded it
this
unusual
approach
as
a with the Hummel alternative), his
guideline for certain other artists? ' I choice of cadenzas is nothing if not
wouldn't advise anything 1did for spontaneous. ' Idon't know about
that Hummel! Ilearnt many cadenanyone else! It was an inner decision, not one Ieven thought about zas for K482—four, in fact: BaduraSkoda, Hummel, Edwin Fischer and
that much; inside Iknew Ihad to
Benjamin Britten. We were doing a
play for myself, and if Iwas going to
play constantly as my teacher tour of Scandinavia followed by the
recording of 482. Ireally wanted to
wanted me to play Iwouldn't end
write my own cadenza but someup fulfilling my own musicianship.
how getting involved in all these
And there were just simple things

MURRAY
PERAHIA

talks to Andrew Keener
tween winds and piano is so crucial
to me that Ithink now Iprefer to do
it myself. Ilove discussing it with
the ECO, to do it their way and viceversa; I have to know how they
want to breathe and to phrase, as
well as suggesting certain ways
with which Ifeel more comfortable.'
A few months ago in these columns (
October 1979 p. 143), an
ECO colleague contrasted Murray
Perahia's approach to recording
Mozart
with
that
of
Daniel
Barenboim, summing up with the
observation that ' with Murray,
there's tension . .
everything's
meticulous,
rehearsed,
which
makes for a completely different,
equally good result'. Tension there
is, naturally. Following the departure of the orchestra from the sesSiOnS last June, leaving only cadenzas and a solo passage to be set
down, Perahia became increasingly
self --absarbed—a striking contrast
to his earlier mood. If, however, the
words ' tension' and ' meticulous'
suggest an obsessive, note- by note
approach to recording, then in practice this is far from the truth. 'As it
turns out, the slow movement of
APRIL 1980
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The newest, simplest and really effective way to
clean your treasured records.
Disc- Mask is applied to the record as aliquid film.
When dry, it is simply peeled off taking with
it any foreign matter whether dust or grit.
Disc- Mask comes in a500 cc applicator
and is enough for approximately 70 L.P. sides.

Now available
Zeepa record stands for
use with Disc- Mask
-set of six £ 1.05 inc VAT.
.There's a lot more
to be seen on
stand 37 at
Hi Fidelity
'80

15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey, England
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things meant Ididn't have time about playing music for four hands could but now .... no, Idon't think
(eventually Iwill). Now what Ican sometime, although this was right so. And it's aquestion of time.'
Perhaps also aquestion of time. I
learn from these cadenzas is how before his heart operation; he was
these people played, how they'd finishing Death in Venice and I thought, was this poised and intel- continued !win p 89
look at a concerto—and if the knew he'd always taken an interest ligent Mozartian's avoidance of
Hummel isn't really suited to the in pianists. So Ithought 'fine', went much of the Romantic concerto
TGS Weekend
repertoire. More than most ( for such
style, it does have some of the to Pears' Master Class the next day
A
galaxy
of talent from the musical,
things
can
be
deceptive),
the
record
festive qualities of the concerto— and returned to London thrilled but
record and hi-fi worlds graced the
it's avery festive cadenza. It is too not really envisaging anything hap- catalogue allows afair indication of
Perahia's sympathies: in addition to 10th Musical Weekend organised
festivel-1 realise that, but Ienjoy pening. Then at the next Edinburgh
playing it, and the orchestra enjoys Festival where I was to play a those by Mozart is the pair of by the Torbay Gramophone Society
concertos
with in Torquay, last November.
listening to it, so in the end we Mozart concerto one afternoon, Mendelssohn
The broad scope of the progrecorded that one. Now the Britten there was aseries of performances Neville Marriner, some highly disand
thoughtful ramme can be gauged from the
cadenza is fascinating. The first time of Déath in Venice. Idon't know tinguished
opening presentation of rare archive
Iplayed it Ididn't tell the orchestra what got into me that day; Ithought Schumann, and Chopin's Second
films by John Huntley, film hisand
Third
sonatas.
Also,
by
the
end
'Peter
Pears
must
be
here
in
the
what Iwas going to do ( they were
of '79, Perahia hoped to have re- torian, of musical personalities ( inexpecting
the
more 'correct' hotel, so why don't Icall him and
cluding Sir Henry Wood, Toscanini,
Badura-Skoda). Well, first of all they maybe we could have some tea?' ... corded the Chopin Impromptus
Paderewski, Myra Hess, and Sir
('though
each
time
I've
been
on
the
anyway,
it
wouldn't
hurt—though
thought I'd had amemory slip—Ido
verge of doing them it's been can- Malcolm Sargent) to the closing
occasionally, like everyone else. I'd never done anything like that
celled, so I'm getting worried!) as session by Lady Barbirolli and piaThen they thought Iwas going before or since. So we talked, and
well as the E minor concerto with nist Iris Loveridge.
crazy! And there's nothing quite like he asked if he could come and hear
Record company representatives
Mehta. There is a Bartok disc in
my
Mozart
concerto.
Well
afterexchanged glances inside an orincluded the effervescent Ray
chestra! At the end of the movement wards he came backstage and we prospect, and he would also like to
do the Schumann concerto. With Burford of CBS, Ray Crick celebrateveryone looked at me, and Ijust arranged breakfast for the following
Kubelik, perhaps, whom Perahia ing 50 years of RCA in the UK.
smiled, and everybody started gigg- day First of all we didn't talk about
particularly admires? The recent and John Kehoe on three decades
much
in
particular,
and
then
he
said
ling! Well afterwards afew players
CBS symphony cycle whets the of Decca's Vienna Phil recordings.
"You
know,
Ben
hasn't
been
feeling
said "You can't do that, it's an
EMI's Suvi Raj Grubb intrigued
impossible piece", but others said it very well, and he can't play any appetite. As yet there are no concertos by Brahms, Rachmaninov or the audience with background
was very interesting because while more; would you like to do some
Tchaikovsky, and although we stories of his early days in Madras
it wasn't really right stylistically ( it Schumann with me at the Festival?"
were fortunate enough to hear (where he had never heard a ' live'
well,
I
nearly
dropped
my
teaff
I
quotes shamelessly from the two
his lyrical Albert Hall performance symphony orchestra) through to the
movements which haven't hap- said of course, and from then on it
60s, when he became assistant to
pened yet) it has many beautiful started. Schumann was the first of the Beethoven G major concerto,
the Emperor still awaits Perahia's Walter Legge, and to his work as a
thing
we
did
in
the
Festival,
and
things to it that come from the
attention. ' My teacher never delved producer for Klemperer, Barenboim,
period after Peter Grimes, for inst- then we did aWigmore Hall, then a
ance. The themes from the concerto tour of the States followed by the into that repertoire, and Ithink she Giulini, etc.
Among the other personalities
was more conscious of my physical
are referred to, but they're seen in Bergen Festival, and we've come
abilities than Iwas. And I'm not sure taking part were Harold Rosenthal,
such acompletely different light as back to the Wigmore Hall every
Editor of Opera magazine, who
to show the piece through Britten's year. And of course there's that this was good in the end, because I wasn't challenged with talked about Colin Davis at Covent
Aldeburgh every summer.'
mind.'
At the age of seventeen, Murray things like the Emperor, which I Garden, with many musical illustOur conversation had come
would have liked to do. Actually I rations from his Philips sets.
neatly to rest at Aldeburgh, with Perahia enrolled at the Mannes
To celebrate the centenary of Sir
which Murray Perahia has been School of Music in Manhattan, not did do Brahms' First, not with an
orchestra, but Idid study it and I Thomas Beecham, John Amis introclosely associated over the past se- to concentrate on piano, but instead
have plans to do both that and the duced Lady Shirley Beecham, who
veral years. Londoners are also fam- on composition and conducting, in
Emperor, so Iwill be going more discussed the man, his wit, manners
iliar with his Wigmore Hall lieder which subject he emerged with a
and music, and showed arare prerecitals with Sir Peter Pears, and B.S. depree. All the more puzzling, I into that repertoire.'
And so to the inevitable question war film of the LPO in action and
CBS have released their recording thought, that his recent Festival Hall
of Schumann's Liederkreis (
76815), concert consisting of two Mozart about hobbies. The reply was a extracts from aTV discussion be•shade rueful. ' None!
oh, well, tween Beecham, Maria Callas and
made within afew days of the recital concertos had opened with the Linz
when
I'm
on
tour
I
have
to
read in Victor Borge. Jennifer Bate, interSymphony,
directed
from
the
first
at the end of 1978. The genesis of
this partnership is delightful, and its desk by ECO leader José -Luis order to gain some kind of sanity, or national concert organist, gave a
talk relating some of the amusing
unhurried course of events reveals Garcia. 'Well first of all Ineed the else I'd just go nuts! There's too
much music, too much of the life aspects of life in and out of the
much about the speaker's person- opportunity to prepare my own
ality. 'Well, I'd heard the records work—not only concertos but solo that's divorced from a very quiet organ lofts of the world.
personal life. What kind of books?
A lighthearted pot-pourri of
with Britten of Scháne Mullerin and repertoire too. Then Idon't consider
Really
everything. popular classical music was the
Winterreise and I'd been struck by myself aconductor. Despite my time 'Everything.
Novels, from Jane Eyre or Second peak item on the Saturday evening.
the loving, very deep quality of at Mannes Idon't think it can be
War spy
thrillers,
to It was presented by Richard Baker
these performances; it isn't often taught and in any case Ifeel it needs World
you hear records which touch you experience and practice. You also biography—I'm reading one on who outlined his career as Naval
officer, actor, and author of several
like that. So Ibought tickets for all need acertain kind of authority, to George Sand just now .... and Ilove
best-selling books on music.
four of the concerts Pears and know the way most instruments reading the Bible; thanks to the
George Hooley and Chris Hugill
Britten did in New York, and Ivery work, the way they hear themselves Gideons it's in hotel rooms all over
the place in the States. And occa- of B & W provided the finale on
in
relation
to
others.
All
those
things
much wanted to meet them. I'd just
Saturday, comparing ' live' woodwon the Leeds competition, and a need time to go into, and Idon't feel sionally Igo to the cinema, but
wind playing with recorded sound
friend told me she had abungalow that because Imight have some that's less and less now, because I
quality.
in Aldeburgh and if Iwanted to concept of how the Linz should go I have engagements almost every
Despite a few equipment hicother
night.
I
haven't
been
out
in
should
get
up
and
conduct
it
out
of
unwind after the competition I
London as much as I'd like this coughs, most visitors agreed that
the
blue.
For
the
concertos
I
think
could stay there. Well, Britten and
this yèar's event was among the
Pears were going to do aconcert of it's worth the inaccuracies and a summer, for instance. But Ido like
most successful to date. The TGS
English music—Ithink it was the certain lack of experience on my seeing friends of different circles
have already booked the 1980
(though
they're
all
in
some
branch
part,
because
apart
from
anything
last one in which Britten played for
dates: November 14 to 16, at the
Pears in England—and again Iwas else, when you play, the orchestra of music) and my free time very
same venue.
incredibly impressed. The next day I get the ideas from your playing ... often gets occupied just doing
Donald Aldo us
met Britten for lunch and he spoke but symphonies? Iused to feel I that!' •
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Pickups irt
Cartridges
ENFIELD 01-363 7981
191 Chase Side

Enfield • Middlesex EN2 GOZ

ILFORD 01-518 0915
442-444 Cran brook Rd • Gants Hill
Monday

-

Ilford • Essex RM 82DZ

Saturday10.00-1a00

CARTRIDGES
ADC
QLM 32/111 .. £9-80
RSQ32..
QLM 34/III .. £ 10-75
RSQ34..
QLM 36/111 .. £ 17•55
RSQ36..
VLM Ill ..
as so
RSV ..
XLM Ill . .
£37.25
RSX ..
ZLM .. £ 58-15
RSZ ..
AEG
P8ES • . £ 63.00
X8S
P8E . • £55-20
X8E ..
P7E • . .. £ 29-90
X7E ..
P6E .. .. £ 19-75
X6E ..
P6R . • .. £ 15-15
X6R ..
AUDIO TECHNICA

£.80

£10-35
£15.60
£18.70
£22.85
£33.25
£40.25
£35•15
£16•10
£10-25
£13-30

ATIIE .. ..
E9-60
ATSIIE
£8.40
ATI3Ea .
£16-80
ATN 13
£ 14.05
Signet TK5E. TK7E, TK7 SU
..
P.O.A.
DECCA
London Maroon £44-90
Manufacturer exchange
London Exp Gold £59-90
Manufacturer exchange
EMPIRE
2000E IV
2000 X..

£ 15 45
S2000E IV .. £9-50
f2975
S2000 X .. £ 19•9S
GRADO
From stock
P.O.A.
ORTOF.ON
FFIOE Mk II . • £ 9-95
NFIOE II .. £8-05
FFISE II
. • £ 14•25
NFI5E II .. £ 10•60
F15E II .. • • £22-50
NISE II .. £ 13•15
VMS20E/11 .. £29•50
D2OE II .. £23.25
M20E Super • • £48-75
020E Super .. £31-00
M20FL. , £57-65
D2OFL Super .. £37.80
MC 20 .. • . £63-45
STM 72 Transf.* £ 23-50
i.m2o .. • • £34-40
MCA76Pre-amp* £80.25
LM30 .. • • £48-10
MCAIOPre-amp• £ 61 80
SHORE
M44-7 .. • •
E6-95
N44-7 .. £4-35
FISSE
..
£8.40
N55E .... £5-45
M75-65• . £ 7-15
N75-6 .. £4-50
M75811• • £ 10-05
N75811 .. £5.15
M75E1 II • • £ 12-30
N75E1 U .. £7-35
M7SED II • . £ 14.3S
N7SED II .. £ 10-65
M95E1 .. • • £ 13-15
N95E1 ....
M9SED .. £ 19-35
N95ED .. £ 13-90
VIS III/V15 HE £47-70
VN35E/VN3SHE £ 17-40
VIS IV .. £63-70
VN4SHE .. £24-90
SFG2 Scales .. £4-130
N75-3 (78 stylus) £5-30
M9SHE .. £20-35
N9SHE .. £ 14-80
SON US
Blue Label ..
no-ao
Blue .. .. £38•25
Gold/Blue .. £77-90
Gold/Blue ..
P.D.A.
STANTON
500A .. . ¿ Il 85
D5107A .. £7-55
500EE .. . £ 15-25
D5100EE .. £ 11-95
68IEEE
£ 37.20
D6800EEE .. £21-60
8815
. . ..
£71.80
D81 .. .. £38-60
ULTIMO
IOX .. .. £54-80
Through importer
20A Mk II ..
£75-90
Through importer
2013 Mk II .. £105-130
Through importer
20C .. £ 110-40
Through importer
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 15%
Postage: Cartridges 25p; Styli ISp; Except • 50p
N.8.-All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E. & 0.E.

A. T. LABS
191 Chaseside, Enfield, Mdx.
Please send the following items by re urn post
(Recorded Delivery). UK only

Qty.

Make

Type

Cost

( inc. postage)

Access/Barclaycard No.

I

c at

..„, ,,
th
rc
se.
d.
iscu r
nrt
oc
ro
. ulan
os apdrictece changes excepted.)

sp e ci

I
I

STYLI
Shure M95 HE £23-85
ADC RXL
£ 15-75
Shure M30
£4-90
ADC RVL
£ 12-95
Shure M44-7 £6-94
ADC RSZ
£24-25
Shure M44E £7-55
ADC RSX
£ 17-80
Shure M55E
i.o.35
ADC RSV
£ 13-90
Shure M75-65 £6-49
ADC RSQ36 £ 11-90
Share M7513/11 £ 10-04
ADC RSQ34 £7-80
„M75E0/11 £ 12-85
ADC RSQ32 £8-70
„ M75E1/I I
£ 12-30
ADC RSQ30 £7-20
,M75G/I I
£ 15-95
ADC Headshell £4•35
iltire M95ED £ 17-80
Shure N3D
£3-25
Shure M95E1 £ 13-15
Shure N44-3 £5•45
Shure M24H £27-85
Shure N44-7 £4-70
Shure VIS III £44-85
Shure N44E
L5-3.5
Shure V 15 IV
f.S7-85
Shure N55E £ 5.44
Shure M9I E
£ 16-50
Shure N75-6 £4-49
Shure M9I ED £ 14-16
Shure N75-3 £S-27
Shure M93E £ 10-07 „ N75B Mk II
£5-14
ADC ZLM
£54-90 „ N7SED Mk 11 £ 10-64
„ XLM Mk Ill £33-90 „ N75E1 Mk II £7-35
„ VLM Mk III £23•90 „ N75G Mk II £9-75
„ QLM36 Mk Ill £ 13-90 _„ N95-3
£5-88
„ PLM34 Mk Ill £8-89
Shure N9SED
E13-89
„ QLM32 Mk III £9-75
Shure N95E1 £7-79
.,QLM30 Mk Ill £8-40
Shur e VN35E £ 16-55

Address

N4

.11

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
i

Ortofon VMS
20E Mk II £28-90
()neon F1SE
Mk II
£ 19.45
Ortofon FFISE
Mk 11
E13.90
P & P 25p.

Es
(il

Shure VNISE £ 15.64
Shure VN78E
E16-35
Shure N24H £ 14-99

F,

ruen„

ALL MAIL 10 ESTUARY AUDIO, DEPT. ACM

LONDON N5 16070644 / CALLERS WELCOME

i
n 1HICHBURY

STATION, NICIIBURY CORNER,

hub I.iAETuIliJu12In I.'

RIl7I ,IuT7I1ef':II;1'H, u11 ri

New XGate
Leicester Sq. Stn.
Station ( Ticket Hall
01-691 7294
Cranbourn SI. exit)
01-439 9210

Ill

I

I

MOW

BRISTOL
29 Denmark Street
(behind Hippodrome)
0272 290900

I

Send by RECORDED DELIVERY

Masons Ave.
30 Coleman SI.
01806 4102

Bal Ring Subway
IMoor SI. Stn. exit)
IIf Open Market)
021.643 1766

ESSEX
MANCHESTER 3 LEEDS2
113 Rectory Grove 6Victoria Station 62 Wellington St.
Leigh:NIS«
Approach
loll City Square)
0702.712861
061-832 4592
0532 444692

_
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& record review
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on
Advertising
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The
Advertisement Manager

0 1 - 6 8 6 2599

Name

For Demonstration,
Installation and
After Sales Support.

I CARTRIDGES hSTYLI

Contact

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to
A. T. LABS

SlIPZRr,i1EALIERS

maw
rittach this advertisement to your order or fetch it
with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

GREATER LONDON
Atkinsons ( Kensington> Ltd. at:7Pembridge Villas. WII. 82 84 New Kings Rd. SW6.
Car Radio Services. 1144 High Rd.. N20,
Car Radio Station at60161 Albert Embankment. SEI.
299 Edgware Rd.. W2.
45 Lordship Lane. East Dulwich. SE22.
Car Sounds. 325 London Rd.. MITCHAM.
Chelsea Car Stereo. 559 Kings Rd.. Chelsea. SW6.
Dawnfern Ltd.. Auto- Audio Installations.
The Arches. Wood Lane. WI2.
Harrow Auto Ignition. 55 Lowlands Rd.. Harrow
Kaymar. 70 High St.. Edgware.
London Car Radio Centre at
25 Taunton Place, NWI.
Lion House. Tottenham Ci. Rd.. WI.
Hi Fi Care. 245 Tottenham Cl. Rd.. WI.
Budget Sound. 242 Tottenham CI. Rd.. WI.
1
,2Bensham Lane, CROYDON.
Mr. Cad, Bromley High Si.. BROMLEY.
Molson Distributors. 345 ,347 High Rd.. ILFORD.
Sextons ICE. au.
23 York Rd.. Waterloo. SEI.
180 Grays Inn Rd.. WC1.
Stereo City 370 Grays Inn Rd_ WCI.
Stereo on Wheels. 22 Chiswick Lane. wa.
Turners Car Radio. 329 Brighton Rd.. SOUTH CROYDON
ABERDEEN. Reids Motor Supplies. Froghall Rd.
Roy Thomson Ltd.. Cults.
ALDERSHOT Powell Mania. Ash Rd.
Roadsounc1.182 Victoria Rd.
AYR. Scotia Motor Factors, 22 Peebles St.
BALDOCK. Baldock Car Radio Co., 3Hitchin Se.
BASINGSTOKE. Drivesound 193 May St.. Queens Rd.
BELFAST. Paddy Hopkirk Ltd.. 20 'french Rd.. Hydepark
Industrial Estate. Mallusk. Newtonabbey.
BIRMINGHAM. Studio Musica. It The Grosvenor Centre.
Northfield.
Pl. Evans. 81-91 John Bright Sr
BOLTON. M. Bell Electronics. IDaffodil Rd.. Farnworth,
BOURNEMOUTH. Autoradio. 106 Castle Lane West.
BRADFORD. Autosound Services. 15 17 Spring Gdns.
BRIGHTON. Dials Car Radio. 187 Lewes Rd.
BRISTOL. R. T Crabbe. Lawnwood Rd.. Easton.
BURNLEY. Burnley Car Radio. 392A Colee Rd.
CARLISLE. Rickert/ Ltd.. Currock Rd.
CARDIFF. BOB. Auto Services ,4 Romilly Cres.. Canton.
Howells Garage. Newport Rd.
CASTLEFORD. Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Rd.
CHELMSFORD. Molson Distributors. 61 Broomfield Rd.
CHESTERFIELD. Car Radio Centre. 390 Derby Rd.
CHIPPENHAM. J. D. Stereo Centre. Station Hill.
COLCHESTER. Essex Car Radio. 27a Nth. Station Rd.
COLNE. Weeks & Davies, Brakel House. Khyber St.
COVENTRY The Parkside Garage Ltd. Warwick Rd.
DERBY. Autolec. 234 Norrnanton Rd.
W G. Wright Auto Elect. 103 Ashbourne Rd.
DINNINTON. Motor Sounds. 916 Laughton Rd.
DONCASTER. Autosound Services. Carr House Rd.
DORCHESTER. Autoradio IVRSL North Square.
DRIFFIELD. FE. 6i). Thompson. 18 Market Place
DUDLEY. F. H. Jennings. Cinclerbank. Netherton.
Studio•Musica. IThe Trident Centre.
DUNDEE.ExpressIgnition.49 51QueenSt.. Broughty Ferry.
EDINBURGH. Eastern Car Radio Ltd.. Costorpnine Rd.
Geo. Thomson. Rodney St.
EGHAM. Thames Car Radio. 158 High Si,
GAINSBOROUGH. Johnsons Ltd.
GLASGOW. Motorsound Ltd.. Lockleven Rd.
GLOUCESTER. Moons. Shell Show House.Eastern Ave.
GRIMSBY. C. H. Turner. 1.5 Corporation Rd.
GUILDFORD.. Norman Richardson. Walnut Tree Close.
HADLEIGH. Molson Distributors, 313 London Rd.
HASTINGS. In Car Radio. 117 Sedlescombe Rd. Nth..
St. Leona rds.
HAZELGROVE. Car Home Stereo. 219 London Rd.
HIGH WYCOMBE. Morolec. Desborough Rd
HILLINGDON. S.K. Radio. 3New Broadway
HOLMFIRTH. R. E. Ward. Woodhead Rd.
HUDDERSFIELD.Autosound Services.89 91 Bradford Rd
HULL. A.C.C. Ltd.. 38 Boothferry Rd.
IPSWICH. Car Radio Services. 139 London Rd.
Ipswich Car Radio. 313 VVoodbridge Rd.
KENDAL. Andrew Brown Ltd.. Wildman St.
KIDLINGTON. Hartwells of Oxford Ltd.. Oxford Rd.
LEAMINGTON SPA. Clarendon Ltd.. 75 Clarendon St.
LEEDS. Autosound Services. Ila Cherry Row.
Uni.Car ( Leeds/ Ltd.. 11 Kirkstall Rd.
LEICESTER. A. B. Butt Ltd . Frog Island.
Castle Motor Co.. Abbey Lane.
Car Radio Services. Vtrelford Rd.
LEIGHTON BUZZARD. Camden Car Radio. Lake St
LINCOLN. Eastern Tapes Ltd.. 173 Burton Rd.
LIVERPOOLLiverpool Mobile Racho.1 3Warrenhouse Rd
LUTON. Morolec. Dallow Rd.
MACCLESFIELD. Car Home Stereo. 44 Sunderland St.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE.BritishEngines1.14.St Peters.
Dennis Car Radio. 18 Scolswood Rd.
K. G. Metcalfe Ltd . Dinsdale Place.
NORWICH. Norfolk Car Audio, 128 Dereham Rd.
NOTTINGHAM. PCP Electrical. Broadholme St
Autosound Services. Mansfield Rd.
London Car Radio Centre. Leisureonics. 30 Market SI
OLDHAM. Autosound Services. 2Huddersfield Rd
OTLEY. Autosound Services. Walkergate
PERTH. Car Radio Services. 9Greiff Rd.
PETERBOROUGH. Auto Sound Centre. 1110 I.incoln Rd
PLYMOUTH. Turnbulls Garage, Bretonside.
PORTSMOUTH. Car Entertainment. High Si. Cosham
PRESTON. Car Radio Preston. 290 Blackpool Rd.
READING. Motolec. London Rd.
RIPON. Ripon Auto Electrics. Blossomgate.
ROMFORD. Molson Distributors, 187 South Si
SALE. Car Radio Centre.183 Washway Rd.
SHEFFIELD. Autosound Services, 306 ,310 Shalesmoor
SHIRLEY. Studio Music& 182 Stratford Rd.
SLOUGH. Motolec, Kelpatrick Rd.. Cippenham
SKIPTON. Car Radio Skipton. Devonshire Place.
SOUTHAMPTON. Anglesea Car Radio. Church Si . Shirley
Sextons IC.E. 37 Bedford Rd.
SOUTHSEA. Portsmouth Car Radio.
Wadham Stringer, Waverly Rd.
STAFFORD. G. T Autos. Drummond Rd.
STRETFORD. Autosound Services. 708 Chester Rd.
STOCKPORT TS .A Car Radio. 33 Greek St.
Specialized Equipment Ltd.. 341 Wellington Rd. Nth.
STOCKTON. British Engines Lid..Portrack Lane.
SUNDERLAND. Auto Save, II Windsor Terrace. Clown,
TAUNTON. RN. Hickley Ltd.. Castle St. Tangier
VIRGINIA WATER. Wentworth Car Radio. 409 Stroud Rd.
WATFORD. Auto Sound Services. 80 Queens Rd.
WELWYN GARDEN CITY Inca Car Audio.
Woodhall Shopping Centre.
WEYBRIDGE. Thames Car Radio. Westfield New Haw
WIRRAL. Wirral Car Radio. 2Bermuda Rd.. Moreton.
WOKING. S.K. Radio. 45 Chobham Rd.
WOLVERHAMPTON. Charles Clarke. Clifton Si.
WORCESTER. Mobile Electors lid.. Gregory. Mill St.
YORK. Autosound Services. 1Oft Green.
FSt S. Motor Accessories Ltd.. 148 Micklegate

PUSH RADIO
PULL BALANCE

TS- I07 Dual cone speaker

NOW PIONEER MAKE AUTO-REVERSE
ASOUND FEATURE
Ease of operation has for along time been the attraction of autoreverse cassette decks. Provided of course the system was reliable.
Now Pioneer introduce the KP-4800. 3waveband FM stereo radio
with integrated auto-reverse cassette deck. And it's reliable. An important
Pioneer feature.
Aspecial circuit guides your favourite cassettes safely through.
And of course, with Pioneer, sound quality is always afeature.
For example on the KP-4800 we offer an overall frequency response of
30 to14,000 Hz. That means better bass and improved treble.
And that's not all.
Both radio and cassette benefit from
aswitchable loudness control. At low
volume the human ear requires treble and
bass frequencies to be boosted. Aloudness
control is the answer.
But why switchable?
Because at high sound
eaoerp
oe•opo
levels the loudness circuit just isn' t
TS-168.3 way
444-4e.
needed. Particularly important when
speaker system. ' e
I
I
at alater stage you add ahigh power
amplifier or graphic equalizer.
AD-50. Graphic equalizer booster Max power 25 watts pe rchannel
But remember. These sound features can
only be fully appreciated using Pioneer speakers. As your Super Dealer
will be glad to demonstrate.
I

.

eD PIONE

CR°

s-reneo
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER
CAR

Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB.) Limited, Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire.
Telephone: Iver ( 0753)652222. Telex: 847533.

GIVE YOUR CARTRIDGE
THE BOOST IT NEEDS
If you own, or are thinking of buying, alow output moving coil cartridge,
give it the boost it needs with the A & R (CAMBRIDGE) HAIO moving coil
cartridge pre-amplifier.
Designed with the same painstaking care and attention to detail that went
into our A60 amplifier, the HA10 features very low noise and distortion.
Combined with high overload margins, this ensures the best possible sound
quality.
Inside there is abank of five switches with gold plated contacts so that you
can adjust the input inpedance and gain. This means you will always get the
best out of whichever low output moving coil cartridge you choose.
With our A60, you won't need any batteries or power supplies as the HA 10
will be powered from the A60. If you want to use it with any other amplifier you
only need to add our inexpensive stabilised mains power supply model MPSU.
You can buy the HA 10 fitted with any combination of DIN
and phono connectors.
Take alisten through the HAIO at your nearest A & R
(CAMBRIDGE) appointed dealer.

THE HAIO MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE PREAMPLIFIER
Amphhcation & Rerorrhno (Cambridge) Ltd
French's Mill French's Road Cambrudge CB4 3NP
Teli ,phone CambrIdge (0223) 354507

JORDAN

SPECIFICATION
Sensitivity ( for 2 mV
output)

65µV ( high gain)
130uV ( low gain)

Distortion

THD less than 0.01%
10 Hz- 50 kHz at
200 mV output

Overload Margin

40 dB 10 Hz - 20 kHz

Noise — Cali ARM weighted
(via RIAA equaliser
Less than — 60 dB
and referred to
(high gain)
2mV 1 kHz at
Less than — 63 dB
HA I0 output)
(low gain
Input Impedance

Resistance swiichable:
330/100'30'10 ohms
Capacitance
switchable: 10 nPlgF

ilk

Cambridge

50 mm MODULES
SYSTEMS
and
DESIGNS

IF you AppRECIATE

• •
ThE ULTIMATE IN TRUE

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers
having a cone diameter of 50 mm, a frequency range from 100 Hz to
22 kHz with a peak power capacity of 50 w. Quite exceptional is the
very low distortion level and the transient response is better even
than that of electrostatic systems.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES will, therefore, reproduce the finest
detail in the most complex sounds with extreme accuracy.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used as the heart of a complete system
do most of the work and greatly simplify the optimum design requirements for the associated bass system.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used singly or in multiples provide for
a virtually limitless range of systems design and power requirements.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used in our unique LINEAR ARRAY
designs achieve an unprecedented standard of concert realism by
effectively recreating the full breadth and depth of the live stage performance with stable stereophonic images irrespective of the listening
position throughout the width of the room.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE please write for our free
brochure which contain full details of the JORDAN 50 mm Modules,
Crossovers, Bass units and our Design Services.
ALSO AVAILABLE is our new JORDAN MANUAL, price £2.00,
which contains full D.I.Y. constructional details of a range of superlative loudspeaker systems including LINEAR ARRAY designs together
with an invaluable reference article by E. J. JORDAN which answers
many questions on the theory and practice of loudspeakers design and
use.
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BOOK
REVIEWS ,

edition, with some 30 of the latter by
reading, if only to help destroy the myths that
Siegmeister himself. There are . eight main secstill bind opposites together as musical twins.
tions, covering folk music ( 12 articles), conMahler and Bruckner, for example.
Clearly,
Robert
Simpson's
book
is
struction and musical form ( 25), the major
indispensable to anyone who cares about
classical composers ( 30), music for stage and
Nielsen's music. As yet, it stands alone in
film ( 10), the music of non- Western cultures
offering acomprehensive and learned study of
(6), 20th century composers ( 45), folk, jazz and
the composer's work from one whose
rock in the American context ( 12), and avery
understanding and commitment to its cause are
useful section (45 items) on American classical
CARL NIELSEN: SYMPHONIST by Robert
('art music') composers. While the articles are
Simpson. 260 pages, nine halftones, many music evident in every page. My only reservations ( and
well worth reading in their own right, it is easy to
examples, price £6.95. Published by Kahn & Ayerill, perhaps Iam being unreasonable to expect one
25 Thurloe Street, London SW7.
book to be all things at once) concern the
get at any particular subject by means of a
comprehensive 26- page two- column index.
WERE IT NOT for Robert Simpson's energetic complexity of the virtual note- for- note musical
Thus Beethoven, who receives his own 12
pioneering and a small but reasonably analyses which rather exclude those coming to
pages in an excerpt from Paul Henry Lang's
comprehensive assortment of gramophone the music for the first time with little or no
Music in Western Civilization, has well over half
records, the music of Carl Nielsen would almost theoretical knowledge. By any standards, this
a page of index references to his works as
certainly have remained acomparatively closed aspect of the book does lean heavily on the
mentioned in numerous other contexts.
book outside his native land. Even now, with academic side, though I appreciate the
Of course, in such a huge gathering of mafamiliarity spreading and the unquestionable problems of discussing or describing Nielsen's
terial from diverse sources there are bound to be
genius behind the notes firmly rooted with the music in any other terms, since, as Simpson
inconsistencies and the occasio,hatjarring viewestablished, one rarely sees
his music points out, Nielsen hated the whole concept of
'programme' music, using the process only as a point. But it is all put together so sensibly that I
programmed
in
this
country
and
the
shall not hesitate from now on to supplement
basic ' idea' from which the music could
opportunities to make deeper aquaintances,
my references to ' Grove' or Sandved's World of
For
example,
his
subtitles:
other than through records, with the operas, for germinate.
Music by turning to this volume—especially on
'Expansiva', ' Inextinguishable', ' Sernplice'.
example, or the six symphonies, are all too
all aspects of American musical life. Let
Perhaps themost satisfactory solution is to turn
infrequent.
Siegmeister himself have the final say: ' Included
to these analyses only after some initial
Back in the early fifties, when a visit to the
in this book are many sorts of writing, scholarly,
acquaintance with the music, so that 'science',
Edinburgh Festival by the Danish Radio
intimate, casual, passionate, full of conviction..
so to speak, doesn't blind one from the essence
Symphony Orchestra contributed greatly to
. . . If the opinions expressed are sometimes
of what this exhilarating music is saying.
kindling the initial excitement over this as yet
undiscovered and individual talent, Simpson
The biographical section of the book is •contradictory, so much the better.'
John Crabbe
and agroup of musicians and other enthusiasts
concise but thorough, though ( one more
set about trying to organise aNielsen Festival in
grumble) at this price Iwould still have hoped
for glossy, plate reproductions of the few
London. Sir Thomas Beecham was interested
and agreed to conduct all the symphonies in a photographs that are included, not the
THE WAGNER COMPANION: Faber & Faber have
asked us to point out that apaperback edition at £ 6-95
series of Festival Hall concerts. Simpson, in an
somewhat fuzzy samples offered here.
was published simultaneously with the £ 12-50 hardEdward Seckérson
impossibly short space of time, was to provide a
cover ( reviewed p. 81 February). Apologies for the
biographical and analytical book to coincide THE MUSIC LOVER'S HANDBOOK edited by Elie
oversight.—G.J.
Siegmeister. 620 pages, numerous half- tones, many
with the start of the event. Sadly, through lack of
simple music examples, hard covers, price £9.95.
funding, and in spite of Beecham's prestigious
Published by Adam & Charles Black, 35 Bedford Row,
Also Received
involvement, the whole enterprise foundered.
London WC1R 4JH
INDEX TO AUDIO EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
MY FIRST reaction to this massive volume
Simpson's book, however, survived and
1978. Music Library Association Technical Report
between the time of that first edition and this
(111k 81-k 2 ins) was to feel that it is certainly no
No. 6, compiled by A. J. Arneson and S. Milligan. A
fairly substantial revision it has remained,
handbook. A lap or desk book, yes, but too
23- page booklet listing items of hi-fi equipment
exuberance and universality of his music
heavy to peruse in comfort when held in the
(under 14 headings) reviewed during 1978 in ten
audio journals—including HFNIRR, Records &
composer's work in any language. As the author
hands. Also, most of the text comprises excerpts
Recording and The Gramophone from the U.K.
himself points out, Nielsen was never destined
from material previously published elsewhere,
Published by A- R Editions, Inc., 315 West Gorham
delving as far back as Parry's Studies of Great
to become acult figure in the way that Mahler or
Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53703, U.S.A.
even Sibelius, his exact contemporary, were
Composers and ( in two extreme cases) quoting
passages by Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin
BRITISH MUSIC YEARBOOK 1980 edited by
eventually to burst upon the music world.
Arthur Jacobs. The established pattern repeated,
For all the profound strength, heart-warming
Franklin! The latter give a clue regarding the
with
performers,
events,
musical
works,
book's origin, this volume being the British
exuberance and universality of his music,
organisations, services, festivals, statistics and
edition of a 1973 American tome, which was
Nielsen's growth, in terms of the public's
practically everything else concerning serious
itself amassively revised and updated version of
appreciation, has been slow and totally
music- making in Britain all gathered together for
easy reference under ten section headings. This
Elie Siegmeister's 1943 original.
unsensational—as
befits
his
whole
year's ' Musician of the Year' is Sir Alexander Gibson,
Having said that, and after thumbing through
compositional philosophy. Only the notoriously
who celebrated his first twenty years with the
it for some days. I'm full of praise for what turns
controversial premiére of his Fifth Symphony
Scottish National Orchestra last year. 637 pages plus
out to be a splendid compendium. Like
(and the storm of disapproval that broke out
xvi, soft covers, price £9.50. Published by Adam &
Bacharach's Musical Companion (
1934) and
over the now infamous renegade side- drum
Charles Black, 35 Bedford Row, London
Schole's Oxford Companion to Music (1938), it
part) appropriately stood apart as perhaps the
WC1R 4JH.
was obviously sufficiently well conceived to be
single most crucial point in his musical
THE GOLDEN ART OF RECORD BUYING 1980.
This is the golden jubilee year of EMG, the London
development, and did so with a bang, not a worth updating and re-editing after three declassical record shop which provides good oldcades. The early writings are still for the most
whimper.
fashioned stocks and advice, and publishes the
part sensible and relevant, while comTo the immensly detailed musical analyses of
famous Monthly Letter with its concise reviews and
poser/writer Elie Siegmeister ( born 1909) has
the book's original format—the symphonies, the
useful ratings. Review findings as presented in the
done asplendid and highly literate editing job to
three concertos and a collective survey of his
latter are updated each year in 'The Art of Record
bring
the
whole
project
into
line
with
the
Buying', here given agolden boost to celebrate the
vocal and chamber music—Simpson has added
firm's jubilee. Comprehensive and generally reliable
modern world of mass-media and cultural
a chapter on ' Sibelius, Nielsen and the
in the usual style, this new edition incorporates the
cross- currents.
Symphonic Problem' and completely reslightly changed rating symbols introduced to The
Apart from introductory and reference maassessed his views on the Sixth Symphony,
Monthly Letter last July. 273 pages, hard covers,
terial, the book covers ahuge span of subjects in
which he felt he had misjudged originally and
price £ 10.10. Published by EMG Hand Made
a
total
of
185
articles
or
essays,
53
of
which
Gramophones Ltd., 26, Soho Square, London
whose truth had eluded him for over twenty
seem to have been written specially for this
W1V 6BB.
years. The Sibelius chapter makes fascinating
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Between the disc and the electronics.

the Dynamic Interface.

Amplitude —>

Few things improve the performance of your
System Matching
Hi Fi equipment so much as fitting anew, highGreat care has been taken in the electrical
quality phono cartridge.
design to give excellent performance, virtually
And nothing gives you so much improveindependent of the input capadtance of your ment at such reasonable cost, whatever the total
turntable/amplifier system, thus eliminating the
value of your system, as anew Dynamic
need for capacitance-balancing cables etc.
Interface cartridge from Empire.
The Inertially Damped Tuned Stylus (IDTS)
Years of patient research, detailed product
All Dynamic Interface cartridges have
engineering and careful listening and testing
carefully designed stylus suspension systems
have produced this outstanding series of six
which are unique in their price range. In partimodels, designed to suit all pockets and all kinds
cular, the two top models 500ID and 600LAC
of Hi Fi systems, from the domestic music
feature the patented Empire IDTS system,
centre up to the most esoteric, state-of-the-art
whereby the micro-diamond tip is fixed on a
enthusiast's equipment.
special, tapered, hollow cantilever arm of lightYour Hi Fi deafer will advise which Dynamic
weight vapored Boron Aluminum alloy,
Interface cartridge is best for you. He will also
containing an 'inner iron,' elastomer-mounted
give you abrochure containing all the technical
in such a way that the resonance effects of
information; here are just a few facts to whet
stylus and iron are self- cancelling. The result
your appetite.
(see diagrams) is avery much flatter frequency
20% lower mass
response, acomplete absence of harmful
By using lighter materials combined with
resonance effects, and aspectacular improvesome newly- developed
Stylus Mechanical
Overall
Original Mechanical
ment in tracking ability.
Resonance
Stylus4.1à Resonant Frequency
micro-assembly techni\ Cartridge
The 600LAC model
Response
ques, we have cut one
also has the celebrated
fifth off the total mass of
•
ff,
Cartridge
'Large Area of Contact'
E "Double Tuned"
Electrical Response
each Dynamic Interface
Mechanical Response
stylus design,
cartridge. You hear the
Frequency --I>
introduced last year in
Frequency
benefit of better tracking
Frequency response c't aconventional
Frequency response us ng Empire's
the EDR9 model, which
stylus assembly
patented Inertially Damped Tuned Stylus.
—particularly on records
enables the tip to follow
Outer Elastomer
that are not perfectly flat.
Tapered Cantilever
Armature
the most complex
High Output
musical wave forms, up
Diamond Tip
Inner Iron
All models in the
Inner Elastomer
to and beyond the limits
Empire's patented Inertially Damped Tuned Stylus.
series use new
of audibility.
Samarium- Cobalt magnets which give higher
Talk to your dealer and try out a Dynamic
output, less distortion and greatly improved
Interface cartridge for yourself. You won't
microphonic isolation.
believe the difference till you hear it.
\\
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cLassicaL neviews
regarded as the definitive Messiah
recording. The answer is complex.
In certain respects Christopher
Hogwood's performance does representan overall improvement, yet in
others there is room for conjecture.
Let us first examine the respective
merits of some of the previously
mentioned versions. The first of
these ( the Argo recording) was in
fact edited by Mr. Hogwood who,
incidentally, also happens to appear
in the recording as a continuo
player. In my original review of this
performance Isaid it was a 'stunning, creative new reading' and I
praised it in the most profuse terms,
according it astar rating.
The Mackerras recording, too, is
forming practices of the period.
Thus, a number of very successful excellent and has the advantage of a
interpretations became available, splendid counter- tenor in Paul
the best of which were those by Esswood, who gives abreathtaking
Neville Marriner ( Argo D18D3), account of ' But Who May Abide',
Charles Mackerras ( HMV SLS774), and Dame Janet Baker, who offers a
Colin Davis ( Philips 6703 001), and, deeply moving rendering of ' He
more recently, Raymond Leppard Was Despised'. The choral contri(RCA ' Erato' STU70921) and David bution is exemplary, tempi are lively
Willcocks ( SLS845). The present and ornaments tastefully presented.
version shows the work in an en- The recording is superb.
Colin Davis also gives us asplentirely new light since it takes
authenticity astage further than its did account of Handel's masterpredecessors by utilising instru- piece, in which Miss Watts' animments of the period rather than their ated rendition of the ' Refiner's Fire'
is superlative. The LSO offers magmodern counterparts.
In 1976 John Tobin gave us a nificent, if modern, string tone while
most
interesting
account
of the John Alldis choir is notable for
Messiah (
GFH 1-4), full of orna- its beauty and precision in the most
ments and stupendous cadenzas demanding of Handel's intricately
(even the solo trumpet was given a woven choruses. The recorded
cadenza). This was advertised as sound is excellent.
John Tobin's performance is dishaving 'the original accompaniments', but emphasis must here be tinguished by its prolific ornamencadenzas.
placed on the word 'accompani- tation and dazzling
ments', which should not be taken Unfortunately, however, some of
the tempi seem atrifle ill-conceived.
to mean instruments.
With so many excellent Messiah The grave of the overture is pedrecordings currently available ( Ican estrian and the climactic peak of the
remember when there were only work, the ' Hallelujah', sounds heavy
two versions, those of Sargent and and prodding, almost bordering on
Beecham, and neither of them any the ponderous. The recording is
good), the question arises as to good rather than outstanding but is
whether this new version eclipses worth acquiring for the ornaments
all others and whether it can be and cadenzas.

Handel's
Messiah

Victor McAloon considers
various approaches
HANDEL: The Messiah'
Judith Nelson & Emma Kirkby
(sops) ICarolyn Watkinson ( alt) I
Paul Elliott ( ten) I David Thomas
(bass) I Choir of Christ Church
Cathedral
Oxford I AAM I
Hogwood
Oiseau- Lyre D 189D3 (
3records)
(£15.75)
Messiah is a monumental edifice
whose profundity eluded most
nineteenth
century
conductors
(for example,
in the
Handel
Commemoration
performances).
Many interpreters of those times
were led astray by arrangers such as
Ebenezer Prout and even Mozart,
who imagined that he could improve on Handel's original. It was
not, generally speaking, until the
early sixties that musicologists
began to realise that in order to give
a meaningful rendering of the oratorio it would be not only essential
to return to the original manuscripts
but also obligatory to study
Handel's own performing practices.
Subsequently there emerged anew
and enlightened school of conductors and musicians who, instead of
using Messiah as a vehicle for an
ego trip, with bigger and better
choirs and orchestras, respected the
composer's wishes regarding the
size of the ensemble and the per-

Returning once again to Mr.
Hogwood's offering, which attempts to re-create the performance
given at Covent Garden Theatre on
5th April 1754, it must be appreciated that this version differs
somewhat from other recorded versions. For example, the parts originally written for the male alto
Guadagni are here heard in their
transposed format, ie, sung by a
soprano. 'Why do the nations' and
the Pastoral Symphony are heard in
their shortened forms, while ' He
shall feed His flock' is sung by a
soprano throughout.
The sumptuous sounds of the
period instruments undoubtedly
lend agreat deal to the flavour of the
oratorio, and subsequently to one's
enjoyment of this fine performance.
Tempi are brisk and alert, and in fact
the overture, delightful as it sounds,
is just atrifle too jaunty in the grave
introduction. I found the B flat
minor mocking recitative interpreted to perfection and Iparticularly liked the way in which the
cadencing chords of the recitatives
were telescoped. The choral singing is always assured and it is interesting to hear the major choruses,
including the F major ' Lift up your
Heads', performed with the addition
of natural horns. This practice appears to have originated with
Handel's Foundling Hospital performances. All the soloists have
pleasing voices, but Ifeel that they
might have been just a little more
adventurous in their use of ornaments and cadenzas, particularly in
the Da Capo arias.
The recording is splendidly clear
and resonant with excellent stereo
perspective, and the sounds of the
Academy of Ancient Music's lovely
instruments are, as usual with this
series, captured in splendid depth
and detail. Ido wish, however, that
the brass instruments had been
more
prominently
positioned.
[A*/A: 1 ]

An Apology: Last month, we claimed ('Gramophile; p. 73) that Richard Stoker's new Gaudeamus record was £ 5.90 We-were misinformed ( and unfortunately
passed on our misinformation to the readers): KRS33 is in fact £4.75.—Records Ed

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual

pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

RECORD RATINGS

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:
(monophonic)
III ( stereo transcription)

PRICES

We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
just after we go to Press. Also, record companies
sometimes fail to inform us of increases.
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0 (
quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
01) refers to a UK reissue
Compatible () records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.

Recording
A
D

H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor

Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H (or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: cg, B: 1*, A*: 2 or (exceptionally) A*: 1*. 0 HiFi News & Record Review.
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Best of the month*

Double- starred Paillard Art of Fugue
Two Stars: Bernstein's Beethoven Symphonies
Dvorak: Cleveland/Ax with panache
Double- starred Previn Enigma/Tallis
Extempore approach to Anthony Holborne
Double- starred Abbado Alexander Nevsky
Leonhardt's compelling Scarlatti sonatas
Best Tchaikovsky Pathétique? Haitink so!
Two Stars at the Digital Frontier
Double- starred Sound of Trumpets
Penman's breathtaking Encores, again
Remarkable World of the Harp
ALB INONI: Six Concertos and Six Sonatas,
Opus 2
/So//sil VenetilScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 71234 ( 2 records) (£ 10.98)
Albinoni's Opus 2 was published in 1695, when he
was 24. It consists of six concertos ( all of them rather
brief works in three movements; just one work is in a
minor key) and six sonatas ( all are in the four.
movement pattern slow- fast- slow- fast; they are
considerably longer than the concertos, and two of
them are in minor keys). Albinoni lends himself well to
the vogue of the boxed set; indeed, ISoUsti Veneti
already have complete recordings of the Albinoni
concertos of opus 5 and opus 7 to their credit, and I
Musici have done the posthumously published opus
10. Friends of the Italian early baroque concerto and
sonata as well as admirers of ISolisti Veneti will rightly
hasten to buy this latest issue; tmust say that, finely as
this famous group plays and interestingly varied as is
the music, there is for my taste a somewhat artificial
brightness to the sound quality and a larger- than- life
emphasis on expressive devices of loud and soft. The
string bass line is sonorous, the harpsichord rather dull
and in the background. There is abundant vitality to the
fast movements and often tender melancholy to the
slow. Fine music, richly and expressively played; but I
would have preferred a more modest approach and a
more reticent acoustic. [ B: 2] Peter Branscombe
AVISON: Six Concertos: 8in e, 9in D, 10 in C, 12
in A 0 op. 2, Nos. 1 in g, 3 in e
Linnhe Robertson ( hpd) IBournemouth Sinfonietta I
Thomas
HMV ASD 3842 (£ 5.40)
Charles Avison (
c. 1710-1770) was born in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and lived and worked there all
his adult life as Cathedral organist, refusing many offers
of more prestigious appointments. He organised
subscription concerts in his city, on a scale not
previously known in England, thereby making a
notable contribution to the musical life of the country;
but a far more notable contribution lies in his
compositions, though in his own day he was better
known as awriter on music than of it. His work is now
being rediscovered; and this record shows how
undeserved has been his neglect. Avison was apupil of
Geminiani, who was a pupil of Corelli, and hence
inherited the tradition of the Concerto Grosso, which
he followed, and published in two editions, the second
(used here for the most part) being very different from
the first. ( It would have been interesting if both
versions of one of them could have been included
here.) These concerti are tuneful and stylish to adegree,
but they are much more than that: Avison was aman of
fine musical intellect. In his Essay on musical
Expression. Avison stated that the function of music is
'to divest the soul of every unquiet passion . . . and
to fix the heart in a rational, benevolent and happy
tranquillity'. This, we may well feel, is adescription of
one of music's functions; but such was Avison's intent,
and well he executed it: these concerti are adelight to
linger over.
Such is the cult of period instruments these days that
one begins to miss them! We don't get them here, but
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we do get some admirable playing and skilful direction,
together with a fine harpsichord continuo by Linnhe
Robertson, who also contributes a valuable sleevenote. The recording is free from all obvious faults,
leaving us with the music. This is a beautiful issue.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner
J. S. BACH: Ode of Mourning BWV 198 0
Ascension Oratorio BWV 11 D Cantata 58 'Ach
Gott, vvie manches Herzeleid' D Cantata 78
'Jesu der du meine Seele'
Soloists IEnsemble Vocal & CO de Lausanne ICorboz
RCA ' Erato' STU 71099 ( 2 records) (£ 10.98)
Four splendid works are included here, tidily boxed,
with useful notes ( by Carl de Nys), sensible translations
and—above all—thoroughly thought-out and prepared performances and recording techniques. Good
music deserves such respect, yet until the Telefunken
series got well under way, it often seemed that Bach's
choral music was among the least carefully prepared
and considered work undertaken by record companies.
All that has fortunately changed, as these records
help to demonstrate. The complex textures of the
Trauer-Ode are handled authoritatively by all concerned; the contralto Naoko I
hara— a name new to
me—gives asplendidly graceful account of the famous
aria of the Ascension Oratorio, and excellent work
from the tenor John Elwes and the bass Philippe
Huttenlocher combines to produce acompelling reading of the magnificent canata 'Jesu, der du meine
Seele'—a favourite of Mendelssohn, Tovey and others,
but today not one of the composer's most familiar
works. Corboz seems to favour a romantically warm
tone, and this has been assisted by what strikes one at
first as a very resonant, yet direct and immediate,
recording. However, all is clear and tidy simply because plenty of thought has been put into the planning
of articulation.
There are certain shortcomings: some of the solo
singing is unsteady ( BWV 198, mvts. 9 and 10, BWV
11, mvt. 10); there is too much harpsichord continuo in
the last three works, where Iprefer organ alone; some
listeners will find the instrumental phrasing a little
brusque; and there are traces of pre- echo. However,
this is one of the better modern-style recordings of
Bach to have been issued in the last few years.
[B: 1/1*]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Clavier Concertos in d ( BWV 1052),
in A ( 1055) and in f ( 1056)
Maria Joào Pires (pno) I Gulbenkian CO Lisbon I
Corboz
RCA ' Erato' STU 70891 (£ 5.49)
To those who expect me to be up- in- arms at the
performance of Bach's harpsichord music on the piano,
Ihave several answers; my usual one is that even a
modern Steinway ( as Erato have specified here) is
little less appropriate to Bach than many of the
harpsichords we hear in his music today. There is, of
course, the additional point that Bach himself made
certain arrangements from the works of others, as well
as his own, and that arrangements are best judged by
their results, rather than by their methods.

I like Maria Joào Pires' Bach very much; it is
rhythmically positive, elegant and evocative in line,
poetically effective in the slow movements and un.
extreme in dynamic shading. She is supported nimbly
and stylishly by the Lisbon orchestra which, it is
clear, Corboz has trained with his customary attentiveness. Ihope that we may also hear some Mozart from
these performers in due course.
The recording—made about 3 years ago— is quite
acceptable; the Steinway sounds just right ( in tone and
perspective), and the orchestra's position and breadth
are sensible and realistic. A record to delight those
who can—like me—actually enjoy Bach's music on the
piano; oh yes, and we do, of course, even have proof
today that, towards the close of his life. Bach did own a
pianoforte ( or fortepiano)—that's another of my stock
Stephen Daw
answers. [ A: 1]
J. S. BACH: ' The Art of Fugue' ( BWV 1080)E
'Wenn wir in héchsten Nothen sein' ( 668a),
both arr. Paillard
Paillard COIPadlard
RCA ' Erato' STU 71121 (
2 records) (£ 10.98)
Jean- François
Paillard
has
arranged
Bach's
masterpiece skilfully and tastefully for an ensemble of
strings,
two
harpsichords
and
double-reed
instruments; the latter group includes an instrument
listed as Hautbois Baryton, which rare breed sounds to
me different from what Iremember of my one hearing of
atenor or bass Hecicelphone. This may be its début on
disc.
The arrangement is slightly unorthodox, in that the
polyphonic lines do not always stay with either
appropriate oboe or violin, but rather tend to alternate,
even to double, between. However, this is so deftly
managed by both editor and performers as to be
unobtrusive, or at least not so obtrusive as to be
distracting. The performances are throughout pleasant
in tone, appropriate ( or so it seems to me) in tempo and
expression. Art conceals art, and we find that, rather
than marvelling at the ingenuity or ' expressive' ability
of the performers, we are actually drawn to reflect on
the beauty of the music; it sounds as though the
performers were too—Bach's Art suits chamberensembles very well.
Top marks must also go to the ( 1977) recording. This
too is unobtrusively excellent—sensibly proportioned,
fine in detail, rich in spectrum. In the two Contrapuncti
(17a & 17b) for two harpsichords, a distinct stereo
separation helps to clarify the vitality of the partwriting, yet it sounds perfectly natural and unforced.
The only weakness is the out-of-date documentation
(wrong date of start, wrong projected final version,
wrong attribution of ' deathbed' chorale manuscript...). This is, however, the best of the chambermusic versions. Easily [ A*: 1 *].
Stephen Daw

J. S. BACH: ' The Art of Fugue'
Marie-Claire Alain ( org)
RCA ' Erato' STU 70878/9 ( 2 records) (£ 10-98)
In the booklet accompanying his Harmonia Mundi
recording ( 165-99793/4), Gustav Leonhardt makes a
strong case for the harpsichord being the most suitable
instrument for this most ' pure' of music. Ms. Alain
doesn't try nearly so hard to ' prove' the organ was the
intended vehicle, tacitly implying that score reading
was the correct way to experience it and justifying the
transcription for organ by drawing analogy with 18th
century practice. Ultimately, it becomes pedantic to
discuss 'correct' instrumentation and it only is
important when it affects adversely or beneficially the
musical transmission. The organ appears to work as
well as other media, its unlimited lung capacity
enabling you actually to hear the pedal tonics at the
end of some of the fugues, while some of the inner
harmony gets rather confused, despite an intelligent
use of stops. Ms. Alain plays the instrument in the
church of Saint Laurence, Rotterdam, which enables
her to use different settings for every piece, perhaps
unnecessary on a pedantic level but justified in the
notes. It's certainly apolicy which helps the listener to
enjoy the set more as a performance, rather than a
textbook.
Olivier Alain lends a hand in the ' mirror' fugues
(played from the score version rather than that for two
keyboards, to avoid an overthickening of texture) and
Ms. Alain includes the ' unfinished' Contrapunctus 19.
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The sound is excellent but close, which does, however,
aid the following of individual lines. [
A: 1]
John Atkinson
J. S. BACH: Italian Concerto in F ( BWV 971)0
French Overture in b ( 831) o'French' Suite 5in
G ( 816)
Andras Schiff (pno)
Decca. ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD-R 564 (£ 3.99)
Andras Schiff is a clean and a distinguished Bach
player. His first record—for Hungaroton—appeared
here in the early 1970s, and Iremember feeling that
already then—he was only about 20—he had captured
the subtle art of Bach's disciplined romanticism. The
new record stems from Japan (' recorded for King
Record Co. Ltd... in the Ishibashi Memorial Hall,
Tokyo' in June 1978). and it bears the strong imprint of
further study, notably with George Malcolm in
London. Schiff now plays Bach with avery thorough
sense of purposeful drive, although he has also
retained much of the poetry and all of the translucency
of his earlier record. Ilike his highlighting of inner lines
in the finale of the Italian Concerto, his decorated
repeats in the two suites, and even his blunting of the
ostinato in the Concerto Andante. However, some of
the playing now seems just a little rushed.
The recording is not of aquality to deceive listeners
into supposing that they are hearing a recital: it is far
too ' boxy' and limited in bloom for that. However,
piano enthusiasts have often in the past had to settle for
just this kind of quality, and at least the faults are
consistent, so that one becomes accustomed to them.
As for Schiff, he might well challenge Gould for
mastery of the piano- Bach market; and, if he did, and
he allowed himself to play his Bach alittle more as he
plays Mozart, he would win the duel. In 1978, and with
this quality of recording, he must still be accounted
only as prospective challenger. [
B/C: 1/2]
Stephen Da vv

details in Bach's lines that one has not noticed before,
and although there is absolutely no evidence that either
of these Bach works was played on the flute at COthen
or Leipzig, there certainly was a tradition of
substitution at that time.
The worst aspect of this record is the documentation.
Apart from several howlers ( Alfred Dürr's articles in the
1757 Bach-Jahrbuch is the best), they are ill-informed
on Bach and his musicians ( for 1964, let alone today),
and the translation has been bungled on important
details ( sol mineur = G major. indeed ...). The notes on
Telemann seem to be less suspect, although the
translator makes a' mélodie aux basses'
bassline
tune ...) into a 'melody played by the double basses' in
the lovely D major Concerto. [
B: 2] Stephen Daw
BARTOK: String Quartet no. 3 ( 1927) / RAVEL:
String Quartet in F
Sequoia Quartet
Delos DMS 3004 (£ 8.80) digital ( Unicorn)

The quality of this new disc is startling. First of all Ican
truthfully report that—on my copy at least—there was
not asingle click to be heard anywhere, Why then, if
cutting technology evidently permits it; have Inever
encountered such athing before? Of course, the effect
of this on these performances is nothing but beneficial.
It allows niceties such as asuperbly unanimous subito
piano at the end of the Ravel second movement to
register unhampered instead of merely exposing a
frisson of hiss, rustles and pops. And there is much
beautifully quiet playing on this disc—just before the
accompanied cello recitative in the slow movement, for
instance, or in the middle section of the second
movement.
And yet... heard live, would Ibe as conscious as Iam
here of the sound of bow moving across string, of the
edge on the cellist's vibrato? Never is the sound
strident, but it is brightly lit to the extent that
occasionally Ifelt as if in physical contact with each
instrument. Yet Imust emphasise that the impression is
in no way edgy or crude in the manner of a
J. S. BACH: Fantasia in G. BWV 5720 Prelude
conventionally overbright, close recording. In its way it
and fugue in E 6, BWV 552/REUBKE: Sonata on
is very refined indeed, perhaps it is the church- like
the 94th Psalm
resonance which fails to ring true. This is invariably
Jennifer Bate ( org)
under control—details are never smudged—but it
Unicorn RHS 368 (£ 4.75)
detracts from the essentially private, intimate quality of
Miss Bate again uses the RAH organ, which is once
the Ravel. Iput on the Stuttgart Melos' disc ( DG,
more off- pitch in at least two ranks. Reubke is given a reviewed Nov. 79) and was impressed once again by
tidy performance, though one that lacks the fire and
the more contained acoustic. Imust say, too, that their
poetry of the Psalmist, while the Bach is angularly
expression is of an altogether simpler, more natural
phrased ( which, with the added ornaments, detracts
kind; there is greater repose, evocation and mystery
badly from the majestic harmonic progression of the
than the impeccably blended American ensemble
middle section of BWV 572) and BWV 552 is treated in
provides ( together since 1972, they are Quartet- intoo cavalier a fashion, for this hearer at least. Not a Residence at the California Institute of the Arts). As
typical performance, it should be added.
might be expected, the Bartok suits them—and the
The recording has rather too much hiss—probably
recording—rather better; this is asuperlative reading.
wind noise—which is anuisance in the soft passages,
Intonation, rhythmic unanimity and blend are all
and one final chord is curtailed. Otherwise it is clean
flawless, and the sui ponticello effects possess a
and well-balanced, though an overall recommendation
tingling presence. Again, the silence behind the sparse,
for the issue is hardly possible. Among the few
often single- line writing is often disconcerting, and
alternatives for the Reubke, Kynaston on Mitra
here the realism is truly staggering. That aclose balance
(Gamut) gives a fine performance in a C- rated
such as this can still accommodate the heaviest writing
recording, and the best all-round choice is probably
with no trace of discomfort whatsoever is remarkable
Thalben- Ball ( Vista, A: 2). [ B/C: 3]
indeed. Fortissimo chording is true, substantial, and
Trevor Attewell
clean as awhistle. Bearing in mind my suspicions that
the vividness is occasionally too good to be true, I
J. S. BACH: Concertos arranged for flute in g suggest [
A*: 1 (
Bartok) /2 ( Ravel)]. ( But an oddity of
from BWV 1056 in f & a 0 from BWV 1041 ( for
perspective suggests that the channels may be reversed
yin) / TELEMANN: Flute Concertos in C & D
in the Bartok! Any comments, Quality Monitor?)
Andrew Keener
Jean-Pierre Rampal ( fit) ISarre Radio CO IRistenpart
RCA ' Erato' STU 70241 (£ 5.49)
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1-9
The recording, which dates from 1964, wears well;
Gwyneth Jones (sop) IHanna Schwarz (con) IRené
there is less of asense of dramatic ' presence' than there
Kollo ( ten) I Kurt Moll ( bass) I Vienna State Opera
is in most recent recordings, but the proportions are
Chorus IVP0 IBernstein
neatly delivered—balance good, acoustic setting rich
DG 2740 216 (
8 records) (£ 29.00)
and warm but undistracting, frequency- range wide
Many know of the legendary Toscanini Philadelphia
enough for agreeable sound, good editing and
Schubert Ninth: how 750 hours of restoration work
production.
went into crumbling acetates which had been badly
The performances are better in the Telemann than
stored. If something similar happened to these tapes
the Bach, mainly because the opening movements of
and all that remained was the Choral finale, one could
the Bach transcriptions are taken rather slowly, and the
still say that Bernstein must have been the most allplaying sounds laboured as a result. The Telemann C
embracing Beethoven interpreter of our time. Uniquely,
Major work also starts alittle slowly, Ifeel, but its style
makes it more acceptable at the slowish speed chosen;
Bernstein's VP0 cycle is derived from live concerts, and
for once the claim of a series culminating in a great
however, the D Major work is areal 'find', and here the
Ninth is justified. DG offer a most elaborate
tempi chosen strike me as very judicious. Rampal
accompanying booklet, in which Bernstein speaks of
plays well throughout, although Ifelt that there were
his recent discoveries in this score; he also describes
occasional breathing problems in the G minor Bach.
how working in Vienna brought fresh insights into
The Violin- Concerto transcription sounds to me
conducting Beethoven. Certainly, nothing could be
attractive; hearing the violin- line on the flute brings out
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more in contrast with his Bavarian concert
performance of the opening movement of the Fifth; the
gestures here would be unacceptable from amusician
of lesser convictions. As it is, many will dismiss the
reading as too wilful, too subjective, yet for me the
freedom of imaginative approach focuses not merely
the dramatic aspects of the movement, but also its
structural logic.
It is a pity the contemporary Sixth does not quite
share the same sound quality: there is inevitably some
variation through the sixteen sides, which are
constantly of tremendous impact. Bernstein's readings
are enormously helped by the engineering ( nowhere
more than in the recitatives to the Choral finale—a
superbly cut side). The balances give. a 'wrap round'
closeness; the bite of the orchestration is strong, with
prominent tympani. With exposition repeat Bernstein's
first Eroica side is 3510", and the sound is beautifully
maintained. Surfaces permit appropriately high replay
levels, but there is afair amount of rostrum thumping;
one or two faint voices can be detected in quiet
passages too—eg, Seventh symphony, last bars of
introduction—perhaps those of television crews.
Bernstein, like Furtwángler, finds his greatest
inspiration in the Eroica funeral march, the first
movement of the Fifth, the Ninth ( where the Adagio,
daringly slow, has the Vienna Philharmonic united in a .
hushed rapport; where the finale theme emerges as if a
cosmic improvisation; where the choir's ' Vor Gott' has
atenuto of unprecedented length and grandeur). Both
conductors realise the Grecian beauty of the Fourth
Adagio in the simplest way. And neither, it could be
argued, seems quite at one with the Seventh . .
although awhirlwind finale shows the virtuoso facet of
this new set. Some writers have taken pains to explain
that the Eighth, for Herr X, is not a ' little' symphony. But
Bernstein really does show what it is. Free of
mannerisms, this is asuperbly paced account—notable
too a VPO/Salzburg tape of Furtwangler, recently
issued in Cetra L0530 ( 3- LP C) ). To some extent
Bernstein must subscribe to the 'even numbers'
concept. Or to put it another way, Bernstein renews our
perspectives: he has the vision, the breadth of technical
resources, to assert the theatricality, the gruff humour,
the striving, and the spiritual radiance of the Beethoven
symphonies. [
A/A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 1in C, Op. 15 02
in BI), Op. 19
Radu Lupu (pno) IIsrael POI Mehta
Decca SXDL7502 (£ 5.99) digital
This record has the convenience of the First Concerto
complete on one 33- minute side. The technical quality
by no means supersedes the excellent sound secured
twelve years ago for Barenboim/Klemperer ( EMI
records recently recut for the boxed- set reissue);
indeed, few would recognise that the Decca was
digital. If anything, Ihear something of the old ffrr
characteristic. These Tel Aviv productions have the
sharpest focus on the upper strings, revealing stray
intonation in the B- flat exposition. The piano,
however, is nicely balanced with the orchestra. Both
sides of the test pressing were noisy, with left- channel
rasps on side 1.
Zubin Mehta secures amore stylish accompaniment
in the C major, but in neither concerto is there anything
truly memorable in the playing of the Israel
Philharmonic. Klemperer may have taken doggedly
slow tempi in these youthful works, yet how
authoritative
and
convincing
his
Beethoven
conducting was. If only one could combine Klemperer
with Lupu. Radu Lupu's control of dynamics, fluency
of runs, and secure chording have something of the
keenness of vintage Kempff performances on records,
yet without that pianist's brittleness; something of the
roundness and luminosity of Ashkenazy's Beethoven,
yet without the occasional vehemence of attack. He
has replaced the composer's so-called Hammerklavier
cadenza in Op. 19 with asuitable cadenza of his own;
in Op. 15 the Beethoven cadenza is included. A disc to
recommend, principally for the unfailing sensitivity and
musicianly execution of the solo parts. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Quartet No. 7 in F major, Op. 59
No. 1 ( Rasumovsky) / HAYON: From Quartet
Op. 103 ( unfinished)
Busch Quartet
CBS 61888 0 (£ 3 39)
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'A MAJOR STEP FORWARD'
RECORDINGS OF ASTONISHING FIDELITY AND EXCITEMENT

TELARC&F DELOS
DIGITAL RECORDS

imported and distributed in the UK by

UNICORN

all recorded with the superb `SOUNDSTREAM' Digital Recorder.
Issues to date are listed below and there are some MARVELLOUS items to come.
TELARC

ARNAUD OLYMPIC THEME, LA CHASSE. OLYMPIAD
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
.00CATA MARZIALE & FOLK SONG SUITE
GRAINGER LINCOLNSHIRE POSY & SHEPHERD'S HEY
CLEVELAND SYMPHONIC WINDS/FENNELL

PRESSED BY TELDEC, GERMANY
RAP £8.80 (FACTORY SEALED)
HOIST SUITES 1 & 2
HANDEL ROYAL FIREWORKS SUITE
J. S. BACH FANTASIA IN G
CLEVELAND SYMPHONIC WINDS/FENNELL

The Vaughan Mauls and Granger ewes are spectacular Fe makes 01 reperioue
lhal Fennell °mealy recorded over 20 years ago welch are now collectors dents

10050

rrpgre g a ten transparency coupled we an enormous dyne.. lane and tierce
transients that can you to your chair , that Is oveneelmingly nvoressive Fir I, News

DELOS

10038

STRAVINSKY FIREBIRD SUITE
BORODIN
OV. PRINCE IGOR & POLOVTSIAN DANCES
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA & CHORUS/SHAW

SUPERLATIVE PRESSING BY JVC JAPAN
RAP £ it.80 (FACTORY SEALED)
HAYDN & HUMMEL TRUMPET CONCERTOS
THE YCHAMBER ORCHESTRA OF NEW YORK with
GERARD SCHWARZ Soloist and Conductor

Al Me end ol I.e 1rO chorus of Ihe PdlOvIstan Dances listen go the roll ol IrrnPanr
and bass &urn whIch should make you feel as rl a thunderstorm has erupted in your
roorn US High Frdelry

The sound rs unbehevady line and Me perlOrMances are reghl on Ihe mark
US Hugh Frdelay

10039

DMS 3001

CHOPIN RECITAL BY MALCOLM FRAG ER
ON THE BOSENDORFER
IMPERIAL CONCERT GRAND
including POLONAISE IN A FLAT
& MAZURKAS OP. 6NOS 1-4

CONCERTOS BY
ALTENBURG, VIVALDI, TORELLI, TELEMANN & BIBER
SONATA
NEW YORK TRUMPET ENSEMBLE with GERARD
SCHWARZ Soloist & Conductor
Thee are skinning nedermemes rePreenling Perhaps Ise most vaboge solo

'A disc valh very vade dynansc range arid Hal response re the row I
regionces
US S10040
eo Renew

elemental work piel b be escrobed by an audaphole label A matn, stride lonsnni
SOund lePrOduClen rs essclen1 US &aboard Magadne

DMS 3002

TCHAIKOVSKY 1812 OVERTURE
with cannon ( 19th Century) & bells
CAPRICCIO ITALIEN & COSSAK DANCE' FROM
MAZEPPA
CINCINNATI SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA/KUNZEL
It ma knock you out of the chair rl il does nol blowup yOur speakers YOu don

THE AMERICAN BASS QUINTET play
SCHEIDT BATTLE SUITE
& Music by MORLEY, DOWLAND, FERRABOSCO,
GIOVANNI
AND ANDREA GABRIEL! & OTHERS

iust
hear the cannons you reel the concussion night down lo you , toe rig »no, muscat
reservanons as« this tor? han audaphre's dream but be sure Ina; everything .

Stunnegly clayyc rhythmically buoyant. Deaublully textured and unlarsngry
accurate ' New York TrrneS

battened dOwnand yOur play-hack ecloMment or top Mat. Celcre you try ,lout
US Stereo Renew

DMS 3033

10041

Referring to the above three records John Borwick of 'The
Gramophone' said:
'Playing, engineering and pressing quality on all three records
is brilliant. brilliant. brilliant:

MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL
PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION & NIGHT ON A BARE
MOUNTAIN
(arr. Rimsky Korsakov)
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA/MAAZEL
The results hewer superlahves

RAVEL STRING QUARTET
BARTOK STRING QUARTET NO. 3
THE SEQUOIA QUARTET

Ilancy loe conduces , was reveling or Use deep

bass whalkes as much as Iwas You all loe It your eqrapmenr can rake rt anti your
nerghbours downstairs are ouI aired an 'H' bOmb test is talong place over heir
heads US Hugh Frdelrly
10042

Pul aconventenal well recorded chamber rnusm record no the iurniable aller
Succumb's; to the blandishments of the DeloS and it is rrkery lo sound washgchour
and puny USEMboard Magi:tone

DMS 3004

'MACHO MARCHES' ireluding BARBER
COMMANDO MARCH. FUCIK FLORENTINER,
SOUSA STARS & STRIPES FOR EVER plus 8others
CLEVELAND SYMPHONIC WINDS/FENNELL

'THE WORLD OF THE HARP'
Music for Concert, Paraguayan and Irish Harp by
SALZEDO, ALBENIZ, WATKINS, DEBUSSY AND OTHERS
SUSAN McDONALD, Harp

another elect. Issng demonstration of the sld scarcely plumbed powers and wycl
naturalness or lire new technology US High Feebly

An esquele recrial recorded

10043

WATER MUSIC OF THE IMPRESSIONISTS'
including THE SUNKEN CATHEDRAL and other pieces by
DEBUSSY & music by RAVEL, GRIFFES & LISZT
played by CAROL ROSENBERGER on the BOsendorfer
Imperial Concert Grand.

'NATURALLY' MEL LEWIS AND THE JAZZ ORCHESTRA
PLAY THAD JONES.
Big Band Sound as you have never heard it on disc
before.
10044

This MSc re maniellCuSst unpres,rve because of the quarry of lire perkarnances and
lhe ocredbly realistic :genes, of the Instrunent Chbago Sum Tines
Flaushing eteganl parssrn New York Togs

BOITO PROLOGUE •MEFISTOFELE'
VERDI TE DEUM
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA & CHORUS/SHAW

DMS 3006

Perlormances and recordings or awesome power

WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE CHALFONT
AND VARESE SARABANDE DIGITAL RECORDS

10045

BIZET CARMEN SUITE
GRIEG PEER GYNT SUITE
ST LOUIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA/SLATKIN
A nmst eroding & rrnmensely exhdaraing 'Carmen Sude

10048

SOund olncreMble subsely and br ilbance

CMS 3005

WE SHALL BE PRESENTING AN EVENING
DEMONSTRATION OF DIGITAL RECORDINGS ON THE
FINEST EQUIPMENT ON AN EVENING IN MAY IN
LONDON. OUR NEXT MONTH'S ADVERTISEMENT WILL
CARRY FULL DETAILS. ALL WILL BE WELCOME.
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in the catalogue, the record companies should try
These recordings were made for American Columbia,
harder than this. [
C: 2]
John Crabbe
and Iimagine they date from the late 78 rpm period,
presumably between 1940 and 1950, since Adolf
BLOCH: Concerto grosso / MARTIN: Petite
Busch, the leader, died in 1952. The quartet was
Symphonie Concertante
founded as early as 1912, and was world famous for its
Osian Ellis ( hrp) ISimon Preston ( hpd) IPhilip Ledger
performances of works by Haydn, Mozart and
(pno) IASM IMarriner •
Beethoven in particular. Although this recording must
HMV ASD3732 (£ 5.40)
be called ' historical', it is nevertheless quite satisfying
acoustically, with very little surface hiss, and areasonThese are both eclectic works, the Bloch a prelude,
ably wide dynamic range. The bass is full and firm, and
'rustic dances', and good-humoured fugue for strings
the balance between the four instruments is excellent. I with piano obbligato ( Francis Grier); the gravely
can recommend it to all but the most dedicated sound
conceived Frank Martin is nothing if not the Swiss
quality enthusiast to whom stereo is a prerequisite,
alternative to Bartok's masterpiece Music for SP&C,
since the difficulties encountered in recording a large
combining harpsichord, harp and piano, against
orchestra at this particular period did not apply to
strings. The undoubted ruggedness of the Bloch
anything like the same extent to a small instrumental
contrasts with the Martin, which for all its careful
combination. But of course it is the performance above
construction creates an unhealthy atmosphere, with
all that will interest the prospective buyer, and this is
bouts of frustrated energy subsiding into passages of
quite brilliant. The quartet really play as one man and
sweet introverted lyricism.
with an obvious delight in this great music. The
For all its many accomplishments in baroque and
ensemble, the phrasing and the clarity of the inner parts
early classical music, the Academy has often proved
are something that can only be achieved by a
strongest in 20th century scores. These are resilient
combination who have played together over many
performances, the Bloch richly recorded. The Martin is
years. The record sleeve bears the quotation 'The
decidedly 'studiophonic', somewhat overblown, with
legendary Busch Quartet recording', and Idon't think
close focuses that resolve the natural balance problems
this is overstating the case! [
H: 10, 1
of the three solo instruments. [
B: 1]
John Freestone
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN:
Quintet
in
C,
Op.
MENDELSSOHN: Quintet in
Op. 87
Guarneri Quartet IPinchas Zukerman ( yin)
RCA RL 13354 (£ 4.99)

29 /

The performance of the Mendelssohn string quintet on
this record offers direct competition with the recent
issue by the ASM ensemble, on which it was coupled
with a splendid interpretation of the Octet. Although
that performance was good, Ihad some reservations
about how far it delved into the spirit of the work.
About the performance given here by the Guarneri plus
Zukerman Ihave no such reservations. Their string tone
is by no means as lush as that of the ASM ensemble,
but this does enhance the clarity of the texture as does
their more equal balancing of the instruments; yet there
is no lack of passionate, rich sounds when these are
called for. Each movement, and the whole work, is finely
balanced so that even the relatively lightweight final
movement acquires real significance in the overall plan.
Apart from adding aslight edge to the relatively spare
tone of the ensemble, the RCA recording is lifelike and
immediate. This sympathetic performance has done
much to renew my interest in this work.
The Beethoven quintet fares not nearly so well.
Primarily the fault lies with the recording, which is set at
much too low a level. Turning up the volume only
increases the background noise and, most annoyingly,
the rumble present on this side of the disc. The players
are also set farther back for this work and thus the
impact of their performance is diminished. Their
interpretation is, appropriately, more lightweight than
for the Mendelssohn and tends towards the genial
rather than the dramatic, so that the whole effect is a
subdued one. Despite this disappointment, Iwould still
want this disc for the Mendelssohn. [
A/C: 1*/2]
Doug Hammond
BERLIOZ: Fantastic Symphony
NYPOIBemstein
CBS 61910 (£ 3.39)
Just over two years ago EMI offered a Bernstein
Fantastic from France which inspired little enthusiasm
either as performance or recording, and I'm bound to
say that much the same applies to this CBS version
from New York—first issued some years back but
soon withdrawn. Having hear more performances and
recordings of the work in ten years than most musiclovers would in several lifetimes, Imust be on guard
against expecting too much; but despite some nice
touches it must be said that this is a rather routine
performance, perhaps just about in the 'good' category
if one could apprehend it properly in the dark glass of a
very disappointing recording. The latter has aslightly
coarse quality, but fails mainly due to a frustrating
degree of dynamic compression: practically the whole
work is presented mezzo- forte. This is especially
noticeable if one compares concerted string passages
in the Pastoral movement with the great tutti climaxes
elsewhere, without altering the volume control. There
is nothing like the contrast one might reasonably
expect, while true pianissimi are notable for their
absence. When there are over twenty versions of awork
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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BRITTEN: Les Illuminations Op. 18 oSerenade
for Tenor, Horn and Strings, Op.31$
Robert Tear ( ten) I Dale Clevenger ( hm) I Philharmonia I CSO IGiulini
DG 2531 199 (£ 5.50)
This record provides contrasts beyond those ( inevitably) centred around Tear versus Peter Pears, for it
also juxtaposes the results of Giulini's telling effect on
two quite disparate orchestral string bodies—the
Philharmonia and Chicago—in works essentially
similar in genre. The Philharmonia in Les Illuminations
are controlled and objective ( although for my taste the
violin solo in 'Antique' is rather too lush, with an overmilked vibrato) with amarvellously rounded tone, yet
they seem less instinctively sure-footed than the
Chicago in Serenade, who are more effortlessly
disciplined, more spontaneous. Giulini's control is
magical throughout, though. ( One is reminded of his
fine 1960s recordings of the Peter Grimes interludes
and Young Person's Guide.) Ifind the French settings
somewhat laboured here ( though, paradoxically,
rushed in the seamless, measured lines of ' Departure')
and the Serenade works best for a greater sense of
propulsion. Dale Clevenger ( principal horn of the
Chicago) produces some fine playing here: superb
control and expression at the most hushed levels (
cg.
the Blake ' Elegy'), deft and effortless in the fast music
(Johnson's ' Hymn').
Although Tear does not equal the integrity of
Pears' masterly vocal inflexions, he does nevertheless
provide cogent and viable alternative readings. A few
of his mannerisms jar alittle: the tendency to produce a
somewhat hard- edged tone in order to penetrate the
more strident passages ( in this respect, especially, one
could take issue with the symphonic proportions of the
string bodies used here), although this is contrasted on
occasion by the most superb. Flushed control at the top
of the register when he needs it—witness ' Strophe' in
Illuminations; climbing onto some notes from below; a
somewhat pointed vibrato ( the ' Dirge' in Serenade)
and some rather posed phrasings ( Ifind the ' Interlude'
in Illuminations alittle affected). But these are quibbles
really and do not detract greatly from the overall
insights of these thoughtful accounts.
The recordings are very good indeed, although the
acoustic surrounding the Philharmonia is a little
cavernous and the spotlighting of horn ( in particular)
and tenor in the drier Chicago acoustic is rather contrived. There's lots of detail, though, and the balances
are generally good. [
A: 1]
Ivor Humphreys

BRU BECK: La Fiesta de la Posada
Bryn- Jason (sop) I Tucker ( ten) I Gardner (bar) I
Stephens ( bass) IDale War/and Singers ISt. Paul CO I
Edith Norberg's Carillon Choristers IBrubeck (pno) I
etc IDavies
CBS 73903 (£ 4.99)
It is perhaps alittle out- of- season for the reviewing of
this issue, which is sub- titled 'A Christmas Choral
Pageant', but it has only just come my way and its

interest certainly goes beyond the celebration of one
specific Christmas. The Posada is a custom enacted
throughout Latin America, with regional variations, on
the ten days leading up to Christmas. A procession
centred around Joseph leading ayoung girl, dressed as
the Virgin, on adonkey and children carrying models of
the Christmas story and its personalities passes
through the streets, knocking on various doors, to be
turned away with the words 'There is no room'. They
eventually arrive at the appointed Church and
Christmas is celebrated in song and music following a
ritual pattern, ending with an instrumental pidata. This
modern recreation has music by Dave Brubeck and
words by Iola Brubeck. From this one might expect a
jazz version, but, apart from instrumental jazz sections
and latin-american rhythms, the music is set in amore
general musical idiom that has hints of everything, from
traditional Christmas Music to Britten and Orff. In the
end, the flavour of the amalgam must be Brubeck. In
any case, it is highly effective and has a degree of
memorability about it, enforced by some emotional
writing of a kind that is not often heard nowadays.
There is certainly no need to wait for Christmas to hear
this movingly simple and effective piece. The
performance is more than adequately done, with
fervour and sincerity, and it is interesting to note how
well the occasional bit of Brubeck piano fits
unobtrusively into the general religious mood. It seems
eminently successful. The recording has a 'pop' quality
about it, close-miked and therefore not particularly
natural. Yet, again, it all seems to add up to acohesive
sound that suits the work and gives it the right
impact. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
DVORAK: Piano Quintet in A, Op. 81
Emanuel Ax (pno) ICleveland Quartet
RCA RL 12240 (£ 4.99)
This performance offers an interesting contrast to that
of Firkusny and the Juilliard Quartet on the CBS
recording of August 1977, the last of this strangely
under- recorded masterpiece to appear. Firkusny is an
acknowledged master of Czech piano music, which he
plays with restrained yet impassioned control, and he
shares these qualities with the string players. Emanuel
Ax and the Cleveland Quartet are clearly as
impassioned but perhaps not quite as tightly
controlled. Theirs is aperformance of youthful ardour,
forceful and urgent, especially in the opening
movement, which seems at times to conjure up
memories of Brahms' own masterpiece; yet the Dumka
is full of rich melancholy, with noticeably romantic
overtones in the keyboard playing. The two remaining
movements are more characteristically Czech in feeling
and are delivered with confidence and apanache that is
quite winning. The recording, though forward and
resonant, is more palatable than the CBS and perhaps
adds alittle to the dramatic impact of the music—which
is to its disadvantage, since it would be better if it were
neutral. In one respect CBS have an edge, and that is
that they have contrived to fit in asplendid version of
the Bagatelles, Op. 47, whereas RCA spread the
quintet over two complete sides. Choice is rather a
matter of reaction to a specific style of interpretation;
for my part Iwould not quarrel with either and indeed
am happy to welcome both: though if Ihad to decide I
think the cooler approach of the CBS team might just
tip the balance. [
A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: Enigma Variations, Op. 36 / VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS: Overture ' The Wasps' 0 Thomas
Tallis Fantasia
LSOIPrevin
HMV ASD3857 (£ 5.40)
A photo- montage of Elgar's friends, portrayed within
the Enigma, was an excellent idea for the sleeve of this
release, but it has been treated fustily by the artwork
department: the cover has, adated appearance. It would
be apity if this lost sales for what is unquestionably one
of Previn's finest achievements on records. Few
conductors have penetrated the inner world of the
Ta//is Fantasia, with its blend of stillness, mystery and
passion, as completely as here. A reading rich in detail,
unfailing in its sense of growth, played with apparent
dedication by the strings of the LSO, and in asuperb
production by Suvi Grubb.
Superb too are the couplings, by Christopher
Bishop. Iwill leave QM to expand on this, but aword
of praise is due to the EMI cutting engineer. Enigma is
complete on side 1, and the first 'dash' Ihave compares
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well with the outstanding Philips Concertgebouw
version, where the finale is cut on the second side.
There is, perhaps, avery marginal diminution in quality
in EDU but this in every way a satisfying disc, sadly
dating the Philharmonia/Barbirolli transfer.
One must not be too chauvinistic about this music; in
fact,
English
conductors
on
records
are
outnumbered—Barenboim, Haitink, Jochum, Mehta,
Monteux, Solti, Toscanini ( Enigma); Karajan, Silvestri
(Tallis); Ormandy, Steinberg, Stokowski (?) ( both
works). If the Amsterdam Orchestra set high technical
standards, these are matched in the virtuoso variations
in this LSO Elgar recording. Previn's Enigma starts
unassumingly, the Variations are neatly characterised,
but it is not until Nimrod that the true perceptiveness
and magic are focused. Elgar had in mind adiscussion
about Beethoven, and how wonderfully the orchestra
is balanced under Previn, the bass registering its
ghostly references to the Sonate Pathetique againsj the
quiet 'conversation'. The climax is beautifully judged,
the tension electrifying. What apity the tapes were so
obviously cut, bringing us down to earth before what is
atouching portrayal of Dorabella. (
But that's the way
records
are
made!)
Another
exquisite
and
spontaneous- seeming
gesture
is
the
cellist's
suggestion of portamento at the beginning of BGN—
Douglas Cummings, Iwonder? Arguably Barbirolli
caught the amateur cellist more acutely than Previn,
content to realise the lovely cantabile here.
Previn's earlier 'Wasps' was a marvellously
rumbustious account for RCA, recorded in the very
best Decca -RCA Kingsway manner. He has refined the
reading, making it neither closer to nor more distant
from the Boult tradition. The first theme, after the
waspish introduction, is slower now, but Waltonian
where Boult suggests—far slower—folk music. Boult
too was snappier at the beginning, as was Previn
before, but all three in their different ways bring
exhilaration. [
A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

FRANCK: Symphony in d D Symphonic
Variations•
'Ilse von Alpenheim (pno) IRPO IDorati
Turnabout TVS 34663 (£ 2.99)
Not the most obvious choice of label for this 1976
Kingsway Hall production; Iwonder why it did not
appear on a full- priced Decca. Certainly not on
account of its sound, which is clean and full with
consistent stereo placing and, apart from some
occasionally close string basses, naturally balanced.
No concessions to a bargain- priced release on that
score; the quality would not be out of place under SXL
colours.
Ifeel less happy about the performances, however.
In both outer movements of the Symphony, Dorati
obviously has his eye on the non troppo part of the
Allegro markings, and this is fair enough. What worries
me is the lack of impulse behind the measured tempi;
both movements struck me as at once heavy and
metronomic in feeling. No-one could accuse Dorati of
pulling the work about; there is not one unmarked
change of tempo throughout his interpretation. On the
other hand, those that are specified Dorati observes, it
seems to me, to the point of severity. Although,
admittedly, no preparatory rit, is indicated, the abrupt
slamming on of brakes for the Lento bars at the end of
the first movement is surely aprime instance of musical
instinct sacrificed, at all costs, to the letter of the score.
More than many, this Symphony relies on the gentle art
of transition to help it hang together ( something
which, above all, Beecham realised), and such ablackand- white approach to its tempo directions serves only
to highlight much of its episodic nature. The playing
itself is assured and reliable, but it strikes me as
ultimately undistinguished and lacking in conviction
and motivation. It sounds at its most alert and wellrehearsed in the central Allegretto—swift and, once
again, a little unyielding, although here this approach
brings its own reward in the light, crisp unanimity of the
repeated violin semiquavers from bar 108.. With the
entry of the clarinets (
espress. dolce) alittle further on,
the movement assumes a gentle, sad quality which I
hadn't previously associated with it.
A plain, solid view, then, neither as cultured nor
imaginative as Beecham, nor as texturally luminous as
de Waart ( reviewed Feb.). Dorati adds horns to the
chromatic viola/cello line eight bars before the first
movement recapitulation, admittedly not without
precedent but, to my way of thinking, avulgar sound,
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uncharacteristic of the composer, especially when
reinforced as heavily as it is here.
The Symphonic Variations are, by contrast, less
severe and unyielding; even so, there is a world of
difference between unegocentric music- making and
pure simplicity, and Moura Lympany's unaffected yet
imaginative account ( HMV Treasury HLM 71790)
serves to highlight the self-conscious expressiveness
of the newcomer—for some idea of the distinction of
Lympany's recording, listen to the quiet mystery as the
music drops into Fsharp ( bar 230).
For many, the indisputably finer recording of the new
disc may provide sufficient inducement; with both
works set beside such keen competition, however, its
bargain price begins to seem like false economy.
[A: 2/3]
Andrew Keener
GIANELLA: Concerto in d/ GIANELLA ( attrib.):
Concerto Lugubre in co Concerto Militaire in D
Jean-Pierre Rampal ( lit) IISolisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 70849 (£ 5.49)
Luigi Gianella ( 1778 1817) proves to be quite afind,
or at least, these works for flute and orchestra, written
to please Parisian audiences around 1800, are quite
some discovery. It is easy to play recognition- games
with all three works: the best dramatic strokes might
remind us of Boildieu or the young Schubert and
Weber, the more lyrical passages recall the chatty style
of Cimarosa or even some Rossini, the opening of the
Concerto Lugubre ( possibly written, we are told, in
memory of Cimarosa on his death) even has atouch of
Mozartian tragedy. However, so lively is the invention,
Ind so infectious the rhythmic patter, that Ipreferred to
consider this music in its own right, on its own terms.
As long as the listener isn't expecting to be profoundly
moved, and as long as he can enjoy the complete
domination of the flute for much of each work, he can
expect from this record afeast of musical joie- de- vivre.
Rampal seems to have entered into the spirit of the
music with zest, and Scimone's augmented ensemble
plays with point and grace. The sound, which dates
from 1975, is acceptable if alittle shallow. We are told
that Rampal and Scimone themselves discovered these
works in the library of the Naples Conservatorio. We
can only hope that more Gianella ( or even more
possible-Gianella) will yet come to light, and that it
may be performed with similar panache. [
B: 1]
Stephen Daw
GIULIANI: Variations on a Theme of Handel O
Gran Sonata Eroica D Variations on ' I bin a
Kohlbauern Bub' 0 Grande Ouverture
Pepe Romero (gtr)
Philips 9500 513 (£ 5-45)
A short while back Ihad pleasure in commending a
recording by Pepe Romero of the Rodrigo concerto
(Philips 9500 563). We are now given asolo recital of
music by Mauro Giuliani ( 1781-1829), who was a
prolific composer and avirtuoso of renown in his own
time. His music certainly calls for virtuosity—sample
the Grande Ouverture— and in Pepe Romero he has an
interpreter for whom such challenges might have been
made. Any reservations Ihave about the performances
here arise from my feeling that Romero is insufficiently
analytical in his study of the music: his playing is full of
delights, and his technical accomplishment often
staggering; yet one often senses that one is missing
shades of colour and expression of phrasing such as,
for example, Julian Bream produces with such
exquisite precision. Ishould not wish to press this
point; and Romero has plenty of time to mature into a
great interpreter. He will certainly never be inhibited by
technical problems.
The music here is brilliant and showy rather than
profound, but highly agreeable and easy on the ear,
besides giving full scope to the exuberance of the
performer. Some of the variations—especially those on
the ' Harmonious Blacksmith' theme—are masterly, and
there are some fine swings of mood: this is very
accomplished stuff, well worth lingering over.
The recording is most enjoyable: a steady, central
image with full range and fine clarity; Iknow a few
recordings which Ishould place higher, but not many.
This is typical Philips chamber- music: a very close
approach to the original sound. [
A*: 1 ]
Peter Turner
GRÉTRY: Arias from ' La Fausse Magie' 0
'Anacreon chez Polycrate' CI '
Richard Coeur de

Lion' 0 • Cephale et Procris' / PH ILI DOR: Arias
from ' Melide ou le Navigateur' ;, ' La Belle
Esclave' D '
Les Femmes Vengees' 0 ' Tom
Jones'
Christiane Eda-Pierre ( sop) IASM IMarriner
Philips 9500 609 (£4.45)
François André Philidor was the most famous of awellknown family of musicians. He was born in 1726 in
Dreux and died in London in 1795, where he was also
well known as a great chess player, and was indeed
given apension by the London Chess Club in return for
the promise of annual visits. He composed along series
of French comic operas, beginning with Blaise le
savetier in 1759, and including a musical version of
Fielding's Tom Jones, an air from which is included in
this recording.
Grétry is probably better known on this side of the
channel. He was fifteen years younger than Philidor,
and had an even greater popular success. Much of the
music by both composers reminds me of the immature
works of Mozart without ever suggesting the style of
his later years. It is light, pleasing, frequently making
considerable technical demands upon the singer, but
always highly competent.
Christiane Eda- Pierre has alight soprano voice and a
good coloratura technique, and her singing is always
stylish and well controlled except for very occasional
stabs at notes in alto, which are rather too open. Neville
Marriner and the Academy provide excellent orchestral
accompaniments and the recording has good
definition and stereo separation. This is an enterprising
and highly enjoyable record of unusual music. [
A: 1 ]
John Freestone
HAYDN: Mass no. 10 in ( Theresienmesse)
Spreckelsen (sop). I Scheer ( con) f Elwes ( ten) I
Brodard ( bass) I Ensemble Vocal dé Laqsanne I
Lausanne CO ICorboz
RCA ' Erato' STU 71058 (£ 5-49)
But for Argo's distinguished championship of Haydn's
six masses for Prince Esterhazy, it is sobering to realise
that, hitherto, only the Paukenmesse and the
Schdpfungsmesse would be represented in the
catalogue—and those rather unsatisfactorily. The
Theresienmesse was written in 1799, a year after the
Nelson Mass and, like that work, is economically
scored for two clarinets ( rather uneventful parts), two
trumpets, timpani, strings and organ; 1799 was ayear
of reduced orchestral forces at Esterháza. Bassoon
parts are also extant, although it is difficult to decide
whether or not they have been used in this new
recording. Typically for these works, it is the contrapuntal, inventive violin writing that commands attention. As far as recording balance is concerned, a
more sharply focused timpani and trumpet sound
would have been welcome, especially in the ' military'
Dona nobis pacem (
the Academy trumpets ring out
splendidly here), but otherwise this is an enjoyable,
thoroughly prepared account of the Mass, if not a
revelatory one. The Lausanne chorus sound to be fairly
large, and sing with true intonation and reliable ensemble, if not always with sufficient attack. Even so,
they sound well in the passages with solo quartet, an
important issue where the doubling of asoloist with a
choral section is concerned; Haydn's integration of
chorus and soloists in these Masses is particularly
inspired. The solo team itself is well-chosen ( although
Hanna Schaer, not helped by a plodding triplet accompaniment from the violins, sings Gratias here with a
fluttery, narrow vibrato) and the voices are especially
well- blended during the quiet, sinister Crucifixus with
its timpani and low trumpets. The sound quality itself
is bright, clean and well- separated, displaying the
generally alert string playing to good effect, although
Side 2of my copy was a 'swinger', and the last inch or
so showed some LH discomfort. A safe alternative to
the all- male St. John's version—otherwise, better to
buy their exuberant Argo disc. Either way, not awork
to be without. [
A: 2]
Andrew Keener
HAYDN: Symphony 94 in G, ' Surprise'
Symphony 104 in D, ' London'
Pittsburgh SO IPrevin
HMV ASO 3839 (£ 5.40)
With around 16 versions of the ' Surprise' and more
than adozen of the ' London' available, the wonder is
that this pairing does not crop up in the current
catalogue. Here, then, we have two of Haydn's
grandest symphonies, in broad, spacious, big- band
performances by one of America's numerous fine
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orchestras, under aconductor whose popular appeal is
based on sterling musical merits. He lets plenty of light
into the textures, savours detail without losing sight of
shape. Occasionally a drop in tempo, or a later
speeding- up, may raise acritical eyebrow; but there is
no striving for effect ( except perhaps towards the end
of the slow movement of 94, where the pulse slackens).
If the Andante of the ' London' brings out the
muscularity rather than the contrasting wistful
delicacy, at least the wind details emerge to telling
effect. Strong if not flawless performances, recorded
with ample spaciousness and precision; one or two
noisy patches in 104 only emphasise the otherwise
excellent surfaces. [A: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Harpsichord Concertos: in D, Hob.
XVIII/11 O G, Hob. XVIII/9
F, Hob. XVIII/3
Christiane Jaccottet ( hpd) IEnsemble Instrumental de
Lausanne ICorboz
RCA ' Erato' STU 70989 (£ 5.49)

All three of these concertos are included in the
Turnabout set made by lise von Alpenheim and Antal
Dorati and issued here at the end of 1977. They include
the ever- popular D major concerto with the Hungarian
rondo finale, and the Fmajor one that is also available
on Supraphon from Valentina Kameniková, but also the
G major XVIII/9 of which the authenticity is
questionable: it is avery nice piece—more striking than
some of Haydn's undisputed early concertos—but I
think it belongs elsewhere. Christiane Jaccottet
recorded the works in 1975 on a Dobson harpsichord.
They are played unfussily, apart from aggressive
cadenzas, and Miss Jaccottet phrases warmly in the Un
poco adagio of the D major work. It is not her fault that
the tone of the instrument emerges as rather brittle; the
strings are somewhat wiry, and the bass is
undernourished. In Haydn's day the fast movements
would surely have been taken at a more moderate
tempo—though ' hasty' is too negative aword for the
sprightly readings we are offered here, with neat
accompaniments from Michel Corboz and his
ensemble. Iwish the recording had given them more
equal balance—though in other respects it is good and
lively. [ B: 2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Violin Concertos in C ( Hob. Vila ), in
A ( 1/1 la 3) & in G ( Vila 4)
Gérard Jarry IPaillard CO IPaillard
RCA ' Erato' STU 70770 (£ 5.49)
Since Hob. Vila 2 is a work of which we know, but
which has disappeared since the eighteenth century,
this record contains Haydn's 'complete' violin concertos, although we might be led to question the
authenticity of Haydn's claim to the G major work.
These Concertos are certainly not negligible, although
prospective buyers should, perhaps, be reminded that
the works are early ( two from the early 1760s, one from
the 1770s) and conservative in stylistic idiom, especially in comparison with the Symphonies and the
String Quartets.
Jarry is an extremely tidy and nimble soloist, with a
pleasant tone and alaudably direct manner of expression. Possibly he could pause and phrase alittle more
flexibly, but it is asmall point. The Paillard Orchestra
accompanies well, although Ifelt that the whole of the
A major Allegro was taken too moderato, presumably
not their fault at all. Although there are faults in the
recording, it sounds as though the musical performance was balanced, and the illustration on the cover
indicates close positioning of soloist, conductor and a
sensibly small- scaled chamber- ensemble.
The recording dates back to 1973. Ifind the soloist
too close, the oichestra too distant in perspective—
presumably aresult of recording techniques rather than
performer- distribution. Also, the orchestral contribution is lacking in that three-dimensional aspect that
is so vital if arecording is to sound lifelike. However,
the actual tone- colouring is agreeable, and the music—
with the performances—held my attention easily.
[B/C: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
HAYDN: Cello Concertos in D & in C
Frédéric Lodéon ( v/c) I Bournemouth Sinlonietta I
Guschlbauer
RCA ' Erato' STU 70869 (£ 5.49)
With competition from Du Pré, Tortelier, Fournier and
Rostropovich now ( or recently) available. Icannot see
how this record will prove competitive. The young
Frenchman Frédéric Lodèon has some clever tricks of
bowing and fingering up his sleeve, but the performHIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ances lack overall stature and attention to detail. It
sounds as though either the orchestra or the soloist—
and very probably both—have been taped on the
wrong day, or in the wrong mood: there are numerous
imperfections in detail, and the Sinfonietta's upper
strings, which actually have quite a good reputation
nationally today, here sound forced in tone and uncontrolled in tuning for much of the time. The recording
dates from 1974, and the quality of the sound is quite
good; however, the contrast and blending of soloist
and orchestra has not really been properly resolved, so
that the total effect is alittle confusing in direction. This
record was available here soon after its original publication in France. However, it was not then distributed
by RCA, and it is now, like other Eratos reviewed,
recently more easily available. [ B/C: 3]
Stephen Davy

HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in E / HUMMEL:
Trumpet Concerto in E
Gerard Schwarz IYChamber Symphony of New York I
Schwarz
Delos DMS 3001 (£ 8.80) digital ( Unicorn)
Here is avery exciting and impressive demonstration of
what can be achieved by digital recording. The degree
of clarity, cleanness and faithfulness is quite unusually
high— it extends, entirely naturally, to clicks of keymechanism and the odd tap against amusic-stand. But
the silence of the surfaces, the sense of the musical
performance beginning and ending in silence, is very
impressive. Musically, the performances are sharp.
focused, crisp, extremely lively; the solo playing is
brilliant, showy, but also warm and tender. In the slow
movement of the Haydn concerto Iwas surprised at,
and slightly disconcerted by, the degree of
embellishment added to Haydn's line ( the cadenza to
the first movement, as'so often, goes beyond what is
called for). But the dynamic variety and the smoothly
flowing lines are very fine. The Hummel, played in its
original key of E major, is also very exciting in a
Romantic way; Iprefer a player in the Andante who
shares the limelight with the orchestra more modestly.
The orchestra is very good, and Mr Schwarz combines
his two functions equally. Irefrain from starring the
sound- quality only because the perspective seems to
shift: when the soloist is playing, the orchestral
contribution recedes. The reader who wants these two
concertos, but is frightened ( as lam!) at the price of this
new issue, might well consider William Lang's
coupling on Unicorn. [ A: 1/2] Peter Branscombe
HINDEMITH: Requiem: When Lilacs last in the
Dooryard Bloom'd
Louise Parker ( con) IGeorge London ( bass- bar) INY
Schola Cantorum INYPO IHindemith
CBS 61890 (£ 3.39)
Hindemith's Requiem, ' For those we love', was written
in 1945 and first performed in New York in 1946. It was
one of the composer's favourite works, and he hoped
that Americans might come to accept it as their own
since it has threefold associations with American
public mourning. The text is Walt Whitman's When
Lilacs last in the Dooryard bloom'd, which appeared in
the second volume of ' Drum Taps' in memoriam
Abraham Lincoln, while Hindemith's use of it fulfils the
dual function of paying homage to the country's war
dead and, on amore personal level, expressing his own
feeling about the ' death of Roosevelt in 1945.
Unhappily, his hopes do not appear to have been
fulfilled. It was not as well received as he expected
though he seems not to have been able to admit it to
himself. He recorded it twice, once in Vienna for Vox,
and on this occasion, presumably in his last year, 1963,
when he conducted it in New York with the
Philharmonic.
It is a large work, unusually expressive for
Hindemith, who had something of a reputation for
keeping his feelings close to his chest, though Mathis
der Maier shows that he was capable of declaring
himself if he had to. It is aheavily scored, rather dense
work, yet not without amajestic quality that declares
itself most effectively in the contralto part and even
more in the magnificent choruses. The baritone solos
do not make their true mark in this recording, however.
Hindemith had a reputation for being easy-going at
rehearsal, but one cannot help feeling that he would
have welcomed atauter vocal line than George London
gives him, and the final chorus ends in such awavery
fashion that one might have expected the composer to
call for a retake. The sound is close and somewhat

attenuated: not good, but not uncomfortable. A new
recording would help to bring out some of the detail;
but there are few enough of Hindemith's own
recordings still available, and any representative and
acceptable one has to be welcome [ C: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

ANTHONY HOLBORNE: Instrumental music
Extempore String Ensemble
Meridian E77027 (£4.35) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
As chance would have it, Ifirst heard this recording
early one sunny spring morning, and in many ways
nothing could have been more suitable. Immediately,
one is struck by the zest- filled performance, the nimble
playing, and the invention of the players. Those who
know their earlier record, ' Consort Music of the English
Renaissance' ( Meridian E77003), will be aware that
the Extempore String Ensemble specialise in English
music of the 16th and 17th centuries, performing it on
stringed instruments popular at the time and using a
great deal of improvisation, a practice which was
universal among performing musicians of the period.
And very successful they are too. There is alovely sense
of freshness about their playing, and some of the pieces
begin to unfold as musical events rather than routine
performances. This, Isuspect, is a result of the free
extemporisation,
and
the closely- knit
musical
ensemble evident throughout the album.
The
recording
largely
features
wire- strung
instruments, a sensible choice, since these were
Holborne's particular speciality. Cittern, orpharion,
bandora and lute are joined by viols and, making an
interesting appearance, the ' English' or triple harp.
There is, therefore, apleasant variety of sounds among
the dozen or so pieces on the record.
It is interesting, incidentally, that the recording was
made using an AKG stereo microphone, asingle tape
recorder and a supply of Agfa tape, and a complete
absence of the heavyweight equipment frequently
used for recording. The sound might lack the sparkle of
some other commercial recordings, but it is completely
natural and well-balanced. And, on reflection,
completely appropriate. [ A: 1*]
Colin Evans
HUMMEL: Concerto for Mandolin & Orchestra
Introduction & Variations for Oboe • &
Orchestra Op. 102 O Rondo de Societe for
Piano" and Orchestra Op. 117
Andre Saint-Clivier ( mdn) I 'Jacques Chambon
(obo) I • ' Anne Oueflélec (pno) IPaillard CO IPaillard
RCA ' Erato' STU 70700 (£ 5.49)
This recording dates back to 1972, but both performances and recording sound professional and completely up-to-date. The three concertante works all
hold some interest, and if it is easy to poke fun at
Hummel's music—composed, we must remember, to
delight, rather than to impress—it certainly does it no
harm to let it be better-known in readings that are as
good as these. Strongest, both as music and as a
performance, is the oboe piece, adiscovery for me and,
Ithink, afirst recorded account; beautiful playing by all,
and the mood captured nicely by atalented soloist. The
Mandolin Concerto aims higher, is longer, and is more
familiar; although it has been performed a number of
times on disc, Iunderstand that it suffers from heavy
editorial cutting in most of these; although the editions
are unknown to me, Isuspect that this reading is less
severely truncated than most. The soloists in both this
and the Piano Variations strike me as just alittle cool;
even if Hummel was not exactly 'aromantic', his music
does surely call for affectionate and involved treatment.
Ihave seldom been disappointed with Erato's recording; this, however, is an especially well- managed
orchestral record, with good balance and depth, realistic tone, unobtrusive editing and silent surfaces.
[A: 1]
Stephen Davy
KHACHATU RIAN: Flute Concerto ( trans. from
the Violin Concerto by J- P Rampal)
Jean-Pierre Rampal ( fit) IORTF IMartinon
RCA ' Erato' STU 70586 (£ 5.49)
Khachaturian's Violin Concerto enjoyed aconsiderable
vogue after its wartime London première. David
Oistrakh, its dedicatee, recorded it at least twice,
although Ricci's twenty- year- old recording on Eclipse
is now all that remains in the catalogue. It is a
colourful, melodious work, full of characteristic fingerprints even if, like so much other Khachaturian, its
engaging material is not so much developed as re-
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new interpretation for some time, though Brendel's
typically stylish one with Marriner for Philips was
reissued quite recently. Perahia's version is highly
competitive, though there appears to be a slight
confusion about the trills in the first bars of the solo in
the first movement—they are played at the phrase
repeat yet only partially first time round—an editorial
problem unlikely to bother the ordinary listener much.
[A: 1 ]
Kenneth Dommett

peated at too great a length for its own good. The
bustling ideas in the outer movements, for instance, are
similiar enough to each other to induce a feeling of
déjà-vu without really doing anything to tighten up the
overall structure, and like so many composers of
facility, Khachaturian is at his best with quick, energetic
music: how much more difficult it is to sustain concentration with fewer notes at one's disposal.
This transcription for flute was made in 1968 at the
composer's suggestion, and Rampal has carried out
MOZART: Flute Concertos in G, K313 & in D.
surprisingly little surgery on the original violin part:
K314 1:1 Andante in C, K315 for Flute and
here, perhaps, a rapid passage of broken octaves has
Orchestra
been recast ( for aviolinist asimple matter of crossing
Jean-Pierre Rampal (fit) I VSO IGuschlbauer
strings), and there, a bar or two of decorative solo
RCA Erato' STU 70330 (£ 5.49)
writing has been transposed up an octave or even reJean-Pierre Rampal has just the right qualities for
shaped.. The work's origins are more immediately
Mozart—asensuous tone, great sensitivity to contourapparent in the first movement cadenza which, subing, humour and brilliance. His account of the
stantially re- written as it is, retains the original first
Concertos is magnificently impressive, yet it is from
eighteen bars with their inescapably violinistic grace
delicacy rather than bravura that its power is derived.
notes, arpeggiated from the strings below. More
Unfortunately, the VSO provides an accompaniment
immediately striking, though, is how well most of it all
that doesn't quite live up to the occasion; although
sounds on the flute—the quick, repeated note figure of
there is plenty of warmth and enthusiasm, there seems
the first movement is as tailor-made for the flute as it is
to be an overall lack of strictness and disipline, a
for the violin, although the long stretches of perpetual
looseness that one would not associate with the
motion must now make it ademanding piece to play.
The soloist is never silent for long, and in the hands of a Vienna Philharmonic or even the orchestra of the
Vienna Staatsoper; least of all is lax rhythm to be
lesser player it could all sound rather fraught and
associated with Mozart.
breathless. It is also harder for the flute to play forte.
However, things go much better in the Andante,
molto espressivo in its lowest register, as the violinist is
presumably because this is less familiar to the orasked to do in the slow movement reprise, and
chestra, or simply easier to understand instinctively;
Rampal's beautiful, coaxing sound alters the persothere is, after all, considerable subtlety in the Concertos
nality of this whole passage to ravishing effect.
proper.
The disc seems to have taken its time to reach this
Although the gap between soloist and accompanicountry. Its sound quality, while perfectly adequate,
ment sounds wide interpretatively, this is not the fault
tends slightly to coarsen when things are going at full
of
the engineers, who have achieved a fair sense of
tilt—the acoustic is alittle too resonant—and the solo
balance; however, the recording dates from 1966 (!),
image occasionally veers a little too far 'left of centré.
and by the best standards of those days ( let alone
Is the disc, on the whole, worth buying? Ithink it is;
today), it is hollow in orchestral tone, shallow in depth.
this is one of Khachaturian'emost attractive scores, and
Apart from afew lapses of taste in his ( own) cadenzas,
comparison with the original is fascinating. [ B: 11
however, Rampal here plays so well that the record is
Andrew Keener
well worth having for his playing alone. [ B/C: 1 )
MOZART: Piano Concerto 12 in A, K414 D Piano
Stephen Dew
Concerto 19 in F, K459
MOZART: Flute Concertos in G, K313 & in D,
Maria Joào Pires (pno) ILausanne CO IJordan
K314 O Andante in C, K315 for Flute and
RCA ' Erato' STU 71057 (£ 5.49)
Orchestra
It is quite awhile since these two concertos were last
Jean-Pierre Rampal (fit) IIsrael Music Centre CO I
recorded, and only Barenbourn paired them, back in
Stern
1974. To have them in good, at times excellent
RCA ' Erato' STU 71144 (£ 5.49)
versions, well recorded, is therefore very welcome.
This brings the present tally of recordings of these two
Maria Joào Pires is making her way slowly through the
concertos to about ten, some good, some very good
series, and comparison with earlier releases suggests
indeed, so that an outright recommendation becomes
that she is gaining in confidence as aMozart interpreter
difficult. Rampal is, of course, one of the great flautists
and improving her technique.
She plays both
and his performance can be taken largely for granted.
concertos—each of them a gem, incidentally—quite
The orchestra is less well known, and though
straightforwardly: as with Engel, no attempt is made to
creditable there are performances on record just as
fill in apparently blank spaces, but, again like his, the
good. There is, for example, Richard Adeney's
playing is characterised by liquid passage work and a
excellent account of all three works with ECO/Leppard
firm attack which, coupled with a sound rhythmic
on aCFP issue that is well enough recorded to make it a
sense, is very satisfying. The orchestra is not one of the
challenger, and James Galway with Baumgartner's
world's most famous, but is avery competent one with
Lucerne Festival Strings on RCA. Both are cheaper,
agood wind section that shows its paces in K459, and
and are equal to this Erato recording, good though that
the conductor, again not very well known here, has a
is in matters of balance and general sound. Ibelieve
good command of the music and, more importantly,
there is another James Galway performance with an
appears to be in full accord with the soloist. Their
Irish orchestra, but Ihave no acquaintance with it. Also
efforts are aptly caught by a recording that is well
to be considered is the performance by William Bennett
focused and acceptably bright and resonant. As is
with the ECO, this time directed by George Malcolm,
usual these days and in this kind of performance the
released last October, but that is one of the few
pianist is slightly forward, but not oppressively so, and
recordings not to include the alternative Andante.
the balance is preserved. [
A: 1/2]
Disciples of Jean-Pierre Rampal will not, however, be
Kenneth Dommett
disappointed, and it is only right that his new version
should be added to the virtuoso performances of these
MOZART: Piano Concerto 12 in A, K414
Piano
concertos on record. [
A: 1 ]
Kenneth Dommett
Concerto 27 in B', K595.
MOZART:
Serenade
5
in
D.
K204
D Serenade 6
Murray Perahia (pno) IECO IPerahia
in D, ' Serenata Notturna', K,239 D Divertimento
CBS 76731 (£4.99)
No. 1 in D, K136
Murray Perahia's latest contribution to his series of
Rainer Küchl ( yin) I Vienna Mozart Ensemble I
self - conducted performances brings together two of
Boskovsky
the most delectable works in the canon. Both respond
Decca 'Jubilee' JB88 (£ 3.75)
particularly well to atouch of poetry and each gets its
It was with some surprise that Idiscovered that these
due share here. The B flat is especially successful, a
three works had not previously appeared as part of
glowing performance which combines strength of line
Boskovsky's extended excursion into the Mozart
with delicacy of feeling. The balance between piano
Divertimenti and Serenades, which began so long ago
and orchestra is as good as we can expect with a
that several of them have now been deleted. The big
modern piano set against a modern, albeit small,
Serenade, K204, has never been much of a favourite
orchestra. Perahia offers some intellegent and tasteful
compared with its companion K203, and it must be
'lead- ins' and modest though appropriate decoration
admitted that musically it is on the whole less
of the solo line. The ' little' A major, also recorded by
compelling. Edo de Waart made avery good case for it
Maria Joào Pires in an attractive performance on Erato
with the Dresden Orchestra for Philips, aversion which
(see previous review), has otherwise not received a
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cLassicaL

is still available. This one has all the hallmarks of
Boskovsky's style, strong rhythmic inflexions, a light
and buoyant touch, and a lively approach to speed
Balance too is good, the small weight of strings
comparing well with the more solid manner of the
Dresden performance. But perhaps Boskovsky shares
some of the reservations about the music, for he omits
most of the repeats and the introductory march— but as
he recorded all the marches separately this is perhaps
not so surprising. De Waart gives us full value and
possibly makes a better case for the work as a
consequence. But he cannot include anything else,
and Boskovsky does give us quite attractive versions of
the two more popular pieces, the Serenata notturna
and the Salzburg 'symphony'. There is a relish about
the playing that is quite infectious, and the elegant
violin playing of Rainer Küchl in the concertante
movements of the big serenade compares most
favourably with that of De Waart's soloist, Uto Ughi.
The recording, made as usual in the Sofiensaal, is
spacious and perhaps a trifle resonant. but on the
whole very acceptable. [ A: 11 Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade 11 in E
12 in c, K388
London Sinfonietta IPay
Argo ZRG 911 (£ 5.50)

K375

Serenade

This seems to be the only single currently available
version of these two masterpieces. All the others, and
they are few, are part of multiple sets. The latest was
Klemperer in January, a reissue of the C minor and a
first time release of the Eflat. Both are excellent and are
accompanied by an equally acceptable version of the
Serenade for 13 wind instruments at a bargain price.
The other two principal contenders are the Netherlands
Wind Ensemble, a3 record set, and the London Wind
Soloists, a5record album. Both are fine, especially for
the collector who wants everything, or nearly
everything Mozart wrote for wind instruments. If one is
content to have two of the three unquestioned
masterpieces, this exceedingly persuasive account of
them should be more than adequate. The London
Sinfonietta have the advantage of first class ensemble
and beautifully modulated tone which at no time
sounds in any way effete. Added to these obligatory
qualities are a relaxation denied to the Klemperer
performances and which comes only from players used
to one another and freed from the constraint of a
conductor, and a fine recording quality which lends
realistic perspective and a natural ambience to the
performances. Highly commended. [ A: 1 ]
Kenneth Dommett
PENDERECKI: Violin Concerto
Isaac Stern ( yin) IMinnesota Orch ISkrowaczewski
CBS 76739 (£ 4.99)
Started in 1974, this concerto is Penderecki's second
work for solo violin and orchestra. It was written for,
and is dedicated to, Isaac Stern, who has played it in
Europe and America since 1977. This recording dates
from 1978, being recorded the day after these artists
gave the work its first New York performance. The
concerto is a sombre, nearly tragic work cast in one
long movement. The pervasive tempo is slow and much
of its thematic material is ominous, particularly the
heavily pulsating drum beats which form amotto for it.
Once the soloist enters, he seldom leaves the scene, but
varies his material, which ranges from long- drawn
pedal points through rhapsodic melodies to brilliant,
virtuosic passage work. There are also two cadenzas.
The first comes shortly after the half - way mark and is a
passionate outburst in double stops punctuated by
short, clipped brass calls; the second ( near the end) is
also interrupted—this time by woodwinds. The style of
the whole work is strongly 19th Century in its ethos
and texture. The violin has almost indulgent cantilena;
the orchestra sounds like an oppressive M ahleria nslow
movement. There is very little of Penderecki's avante garde string writing ( characterised by clusters, bands
of 'solid' sound and extreme pizzicato effects): in fact, it
sounds less modern than the Berg Violin Concerto.
Isaac Stern plays the work with both passion and
control, thus projecting the heavy mood of the work
across its long, loose span with asense of complete,
inevitable mastery. The Minnesota Orchestra play with
suppleness of rhythm and afull, rich and well-balanced
sound. The recording highlights the soloist ( but not
excessively so), and offers awide dynamic range and a
good depth of image. [
A: 1 )
Benedict Sarnaker
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MATTED DA PERUGIA: Secular works
Medieval Ensemble of London
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 577 (£ 5.50)
Little is known of Matteo da Perugia, who died towards
the end of the second decade of the fifteenth century.
He was the first maestro di cappella of Milan Cathedral,
and this record includes twelve works which between
them provide contrasts of musical form and style.
Curiously, perhaps, although his name indicates Italian
nationality, almost all his music is written in the French
style and uses French texts.
Some of the music is very remarkable, not simply in
terms of musical history, but as an artistic expression in
its own right. Particularly beautiful are the aria- like
songs, often surprisingly long. Pies du soleil and Helas
merci are of this type, with meandering melodies which
seem far more modern than they actually are. In the
virelai Dame que j'aym Perugia uses the highly
mannered style of the ars subtlior, in which there are
many syncopations, unusual divisions of the beat, and
conflicting time signatures in different voices.
Throughout the record, the performances are
compelling and thoroughly musical. The works
recorded are predominantly vocal, and the singing from
Messrs.
Penrose,
Elwes and
Hillier is most
commendable.
It is a pity, though, that the sound is not quite as
good. It lacks just that touch of immediacy, which
would be nice in this essentially small-scale music.
[6:1]
Colin Evans
PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky, Op. 78
Elena Obraztsova ( in- sop) ILSO & Chorus IAbbado
DG 2531 202 (£ 5-50)
Abbado's Festival hall performance of this cantata
proved a memorable occasion for London concertgoers, not least for the moving lament sung by Elena
Obraztsova. But how can this mighty work, with mixed
chorus, full orchestration including bells and
percussion, its ' Battle on the Ice' and songs of tenacity
and rejoicing, be rendered down for domestic
listening? It would be misleading not to note that at
times this record sounds too dense, too demanding—
the star is accorded not for impossible spatial
•
realisation but for the way in which the music is
accommodated. In arecent ' Deja Vu' paragraph on the
Svetlanov reissue ( SXLP30427) I mentioned the
difficulty of reproducing certain bands: these have
been 'cleaned up' with the Linn arm, but interestingly,
in his thorough note for DG, Ates Orga describes how
Prokofiev deliberately sought some distortion when
supervising the making of the Eisenstein film soundtrack. Orge writes a long essay on both the political
context in which Prokofiev worked and the association
with film.
Where Svetlanov strikes one immediately with the
grimness and stark nature of this score ( and in the
'battle' he releases a powerfully atmospheric and
violent imagery) Abbado develops the music from a
lesser intensity; the effect is one of fastidiousness,
yielding awealth of inner detail. The first choral entry
has a wonderful aura about it, and thereafter one is
pitched into the full force of the work, with production
in DG's expected manner—always clean, however
massive the sound levels. Some clicks on my copy, but
[A*: 1*].
Christopher Breunig

PURCELL: The Tempest
Rosemary Hardy, Jennifer Smith .( sops) I Carol hall
(m- sop) IJohn Elwes ( ten) IStephen Varcoe ( bar) I
David Thomas, Roderick Earle (basses) IMonteverdi
Choir & Orch IGardiner
RCA ' Erato', STU71274 (£ 5-49)
Purcell was not the first to find himself composing
music for a Restoration adaptation of Shakespeare's
play. There had been at least two musical versions in
previous years: one in 1667—a collaboration between
Davenant and Dryden—and asecond one in 1674 for
which Matthew Locke composed the incidental music,
with substantial contributions from Banister, Humfrey
and sundry other composers. ( The music from this
production, incidentally, is available on OSLO 507).
This version was replaced in the 1690s by a newer,
more Italianate setting, the music of which has always
been attributed to Purcell. This is the version which
appears on the present recording, but there is still some
doubt as to how much of the music Purcell actually did
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write. Like the earlier setting of 1674, it may also
include the work of other composers.
Despite the doubts regarding authenticity, this
record is particularly welcome, since the only other
available version is now getting abit long in the tooth.
This new recording uses aspecially prepared edition
which has evidently taken into account the earliest
surviving source of the work.
The performance, though, strikes me as something of
acurate's egg. Although the opening Masque of Devils
seems alittle too mannered, the Monteverdi Orchestra,
using baroque instruments, produce alovely restrained
sound. In the Dance of the Winds the playing is
beautifully nimble, and the ensemble is tightly held by
John Eliot Gardiner. The vocal work is competent, but
not especially outstanding. The Devils are not
particularly menacing, and Ariel is a bit too timid.
Jennifer Smith's Amphitrite and Stephen Varcoe's
Neptune are rather more compelling. But there is some
lovely music on the record, and some most attractive
choral work from the Monteverdi Choir. [
A: 2]
Colin Evans
PURCELL: Suites 1-8 for harpsichord ci Various
pieces
Laurence Bou/ay ( hpdlvgl)
RCA ' Erato' STU 71162 (£ 5.49)
The suites, of course, make up the bulk of the record,
but they are interspersed with various musical tit- bits
which include A Song Tune, Riggadoon, A New
Ground, Hornpipe, Sefauchi's Farewell, A New Irish
Tune, A New Scotch Tune and Trumpet Tune (
the
famous one). While the Suites are played on acopy of a
Rückers harpsichord, the small-scale pieces are
appropriately
performed
on
a virginal.
Both
instruments are given a splendid recording, the
harpsichord sounding lovely and clean in the lower
register, and the virginal having asurprisingly full and
mellow quality.
Ihave a few reservations about the performance,
though. Some of the playing strikes me as a bit
wooden, and there are times when the music seems to
plod. Imust confess to preferring Robert Woolley's
recording of the complete harpsichord works on a
double album from Saga, which are, Ithink, musically
more interesting and compare favourably in price.
[A: 2/3]
Colin Evans
RACHMAN I
NOV:
Symphonic
Dances
Russian Rhapsody
Vladimir Ashkenazy & André Previn ( two pnos)
Decca SXL 6926 (£ 5.50)

0

The partnership of Ashkenazy and Previn is already
well known for its championship of the music of
Rachmaninov through the much admired series of the
Piano Concertos, and here they explore another aspect
of his piano music. There are no alternative versions of
the Symphonic Dances available in this scoring, and
although very much more well known in its orchestral
version, it transfers well to the two- piano medium—in
fact there may be an increase in rhythmic tautness
when performed by a duo of this calibre. The coordination of the two piano parts is faultless and,
needless to say, the Dances are performed with close
attention to detail and with great panache. The filler of
the Russian Rhapsody is aless significant work and is
altogether
more 'popular',
but
nonetheless
convincingly performed for that.
Surprisingly, the recording sounds a little cramped,
without the brilliance of many other Decca recordings
of Ashkenazy. The stereo separation of the two pianos
is not marked, and while this close texture may be seen
by some to be a benefit, it does bely the true stereophony of the two piano medium. [
B/C: 1 ]
Roger Bowen
•
RAMEAU: cantatas: ' Orphée',
Le Berger
Fidèle' O '
Air du Rossignol' from Hippolyte et
Aricie
Colette Herzog (sop) Il Solisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 71214 (£ 5,49)
These days, Rameau's fame rests largely upon the
harpsichord collections and the works for the stage,
and one could be forgiven for not recognising the two
cantatas on this record. They are what musicologists
charitably call 'minor works', and are solo cantatas for
voice and string orchestra, composed during the
1720s. They therefore pre- date the major stage works
by several years, but are interesting in that they display

many of the features of Rameau's musical style found
in his later works: the fluid rhythms, the unpredictable
modulations and the often surprising melodic lines.
Colette Herzog is acompetent soprano, but her wide
wavering vibrato, and her habit of swooping up to
notes, is very much amatter of personal taste. Isuspect
that it conceals, at times, some slightly suspect
intonation. There is some nice, tight string playing from
I Solisti Veneti, and Claudio Scimone holds the
ensemble well. One would have thought that works as
little known as these need some useful information
about them, or even some texts and translations,
but none is forthcoming. Instead, the sleeve carries a
rambling, curiously sentimental piece ('... this is the
path that leads to the revelation, through the mists of
tremulous dawns, of the sunshine of Rameau's music'),
which attempts to elevate Rameau at the expense of J
S. Bach, who suffers afew verbal blows in the process
It's all very silly.
An unusual record, but Iwould think it would havE
interest only for devoted Rameau supporters. [
A: 2/3:
Colin Evans
RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs and Dances—Suitee
1-3
LPOILopez-Cobos
Decca SXL6846 (£ 5.50)
Intensive listening comparisons between the three full.
priced versions of these Suites leaves me with z
subjective list of likes and dislikes, amounting to ar
overall preference for the Boston SO/OzawE
production ( DG 2530 891). Neville Marriner and hi:
LA CO would seem ideally suited to thesE
arrangements of French and Italian 17th/18th century
material, and the palm certainly goes to this group in
Suite 3 ( strings). However, in the two orchestral suites
the other conductors do more than skim and polish the
surface, and the EMI sound is rather 'white', with atoobusy harpsichord balance. ASD3188 ir differs from the
DG/Decca discs with Suite 3 divided across the sides,
and the omission of movement scrolls. All three discs
are prone to pre- echo effects, the Decca being the most
clean-cut, although affected by Kingsway rumble.
The DG was severely criticised for lack of range ( July
'79 [A: 1*]), although in my opinion the dynamic
contrasts are excellent; the DG sound offers a blend
where this new Decca, rather fulsome, has much closer
balances and greater separation. Iespecially like the
spatial definition in 1/Vil/ene//a with its strings and
solo flute, oboe. harp. But those expecting chamber
music sonorities will find instead (
cg, in the opening
Balletto) something like the old-fashioned full
orchestra Brandenburg performances, with massivE
string bass support etc. Lopez-Cobos conducts in ar
affectionate but overall somewhat solemn way. Hit
method of achieving variety in 3/Italiana is to repeat a.
aslower speed, where Ozawa makes dynamic changer
but keeps a flowing speed. In 3IArie di corte thE
Barber- ish strings' espressivo is surely overdone—anc
cf. timings of 8'02" against Ozawa's 6'38". The LPO if
excellent in 218ergamasca: Gianoncelli was clearly E
16th century Aaron Copland! Finally, though, it ir
Ozawa who scores with aptness of scale, acompellinç
intensity and technical certainty that comes from r
closer working association between players anc
conductor. [
A/A*: 1]
Christopher Breunig

SAINT-SAËNS: Violin Concerto no. 3 in b
Havanaise, Op. 83 D Introduction and Rondo
Capriccioso, Op. 28
Pierre Amoyal ( yin) INPO IHandley
RCA ' Erato' STU 70985 (£ 5.49)
If Pierre Amoyal's musicianship here leaves a less
positive impression than the disc of Fauré Sonatas
(reviewed November), then a large part of thé blame
must surely rest with the music itself. Let me point out
.straightaway that all of the characteristics that distinguished the Fauré record are equally to be found
here: a firm, refined tone which, however vigorous a
down- bow, never loses focus or control, an ability to
make the violin sing and, above all, faultless taste and
judgement which have no place for empty display. His
is alikeable, open musical personality with an unfailing
purity of style, and there, perhaps, lies the clue to my
lingering sense of disappointment with these
performances. Iheard the Fauré disc first, and while I
found Amoyal's eager, clear-eyed response to the
music entirely appropriate, I'm convinced that, for their
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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slenderness of content to be successfully concealed,
any performance of these Saint-Saëns pieces must
possess the widest possible reserves of colour,
imagination and violinistic guile. Just as Isuspect that
there are more half- lights than Amoyal found in the
Fauré E minor first movement ( my sole reservation as
far as that disc is concerned), so those half - lights
should be brought to bear, for different reasons, on this
altogether more decorative music. Amoyal is always
stylish, his technique flawless, but to hear, say, Kyungwha Chung ' float' the opening melody of the
Havanaise with arubato so subtle as to defy analysis is
to encounter an order of imagination not quite
approached—yet—by the Frenchman. To describe
these performances as plain would be both harsh and
unfair, they are not that. Such beautiful sounds as
Amoyal brings to the harmonics with clarinet at the end
of the second movement are ajoy in themselves—but
once again, the ebb and flow ( rubato is too strong a
word) with which Milstein invests them ( SXLP 30159)
bear the mark of asupremely imaginative artist.
Vernon Handley's accompaniment is sensitive and
generally well- played; his divided first and second
violins open out the texture nicely, especially in the
concerto's Finale ( the antiphonal phrases on pp.
99-100 of the Durand miniature score for instance) and
the orchestra is well, if alittle drily, recorded; pizzicato
violins are rather heavy with individual instruments too
much in evidence. More than one distinguished
colleague thinks highly of Amoyal's recording of the
Prokofiev concertos, also on Erato; that music, surely,
represents a stronger challenge to this immensely
gifted artist. [
A: 1/2]
Andrew Keener

reminiscent of Haydn, a brilliant and powerful piece
that Schubert's brother referred to as 'the great
Magnificat'. Coincidentally, it is in C major, and was
probably written to accompany the Mass in that key.
For many years Schubert wrote no religious music but
then in the last few months of his life indulged in a
spate of such works, including the fine 6th Mass in E,
and this Offertory in Be in October 1828. Receiving its
first recording here, we discover awork of great depth,
serenity and beauty, a setting of some of the Latin
words from Psalm No. 5, informan extended tenor aria
with orchestral, choral and organ accompaniment. The
accomplished forces from Lausanne, who are
appearing on record fairly frequently at the moment,
under Michel Corboz give us straightforwardly
exultant performances that satisfy the needs of the
music. The recording is clear enough but Iwould have
liked a more spacious sound for it to be ideal. The
orchestra and choir seem a little compressed, each a
block of sound with no detail behind the soloists, who
are more clearly defined. Which is not to say that it is a
bad recording, indeed it is generally good, but just a
little lacking in character. [
B: 1] Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Fantasy in f, 0940 D Andantino
varié in b, D823 0 3 Marches militaires, 0733 0
Rondo in A,
0951
0 Duo in a,
D947
'Lebensstürme' D Sonata in C. 0812 ' Grand
Duo' 0 Variations in A7 on an original theme.
D813 0 6 Polonaises, 0824
Anne Oueffélec and lmogen Cooper (pnos)
RCA. ' Erato' STU71044 (
3 records) (£ 14.97)

Who would have thought the time would come when it
was difficult to make achoice between so many issues
of Schubert's piano duets? They seem to have come
thick and fast in the past year or so, and one of the
difficulties is that none of them has been beyond
The harpsichord sonatas on this record are taken from
recommendation. For an outstanding single disc the
the ' Essercizi per Gravicembalo' published in 1738 and,
one by Emil Gilds and his daughter can certainly be
selected as quite exceptional playing. But here we
for those who have set themselves the daunting task of
collecting recordings of all Scarlatti's keyboard
have a very useful 3- disc compendium containing a
sonatas, consist of the following: K3, K183, K184,
wide selection of music, although it is not particularly
cheap. Had this been at amedium price it could have
K227, K238, K239, K52, K192, K193, K208, K209,
swept the board. Firstly the recording, made on a
K252, K253 and K191. The collection includes a few
that are not otherwise available on record: K3, as the
Steinway grand, is of apleasant warm tone and realistic
nymber suggests, is an early sonata, rich on
enough to make you think you have two accomplished
chromaticism: but with .a silly flourishing phrase that
pianists in your drawing- room. As to performance,
there. is much variation of quality. There are some
can either amuse or get on your nerves. Some of the
especially fine performances where the duo show their
others are examples of Scarlatti's ' Spanish' sonatas,
warm regard for Schubert in beautifully balanced and
but my own favourite in the collection is K192, abright,
'together' performances; the Fantasy in f is one of
sunny piece with a noticeable Viennese quality.
Leonhardt's performance is thoroughly compelling
these—a lovely flowing, lyrical performance. The
Grand Duo is similarly well handled; in fact, the larger
as usual, and there is an attractive sense of enjoyment
works seem to come off best. On the other hand Ihave
about the album. The sound is bright and clean too,
heard better and brighter performances of the Marches
although the instrument ( a modern copy by
Militaires. Every now and then the playing lapses into
Skowroneck after a Dulcken original, and tuned a
sounding simply like agood bit of sight-reading, but
semitone below pitch) sounds abit podgy in the lower
perhaps this is inevitable among so much duetting.
register and benefits from a bass cut. The sleeve
And it is the best music that gets the best treatment.
proudly announces that the record is a German
Mainly this is very searching playing that conveys a
pressing. And very good it is too: no bumps, and not a
sense of enjoyment and adeep love of the music. For
trace of surface noise. [
A: 1*]
Colin Evans
its own sake it can be highly recommended but you will
have to look among other choices with regard to
SCHUBERT:
Stabat
Mater,
D383
0
repertoire and financial resources, when there are even
Offertorium, 0963 0 Magnificat, 0486
alternatives on the Classics for Pleasure label
Armstrong I Schaer / Ramirez I Huttenlocher 1 available. Brendel offers a persuasive commentary in
Ensemble Vocal de Lausanne ILausanne CO ICorboz
the booklet, which is very kind of him when his
RCA ' Erato' STU71262 (£ 5.49)
recording is the only alternative for the Grand Duo!
[A: 1]
Peter Gammond
This is an important record for the Schubert collector,
brir,aing to light some of his sacred music that is not on
record and which has not been for a considerable
SCHUMANN: Symphony 3 in E?, Op. 97, 'The
time— if at all. It is all new to me. Beyond afew of the
Rhenish' D Symphony in g, ' Zvvickauer'
Masses, Schubert's sacred music, of which there are
NPOI lnbal
forty-three items in the Deutsch catalogue, is even less
Philips ' Festivo' 6570 152 (£ 3.25)
familiar than his operas. It is astrange thing that, while
This performance of the .Rhenish was recorded in 1971
the music of so many lesser composers has been
but has not been released in this country before. In
discovered on record, so much of amajor composer like
comparing it with Tennstedt's recent version, one of
Schubert is overlooked. If some of it is lesser music by
the inherent problems of performing this symphony
his standards, without his distinctive melodic gift, it is
becomes obvious: that of balancing it. Tennstedt goes
still very fine and more effective than its neglect would
all out in the first movement for a powerful and
suggest. The Stabat Mater is a large-scale work of
profound effect and in so doing overpowers the rest of
oratorio proportions, written in 1816 to aGerman text
the work; Inbal does not seem to aim for such great
by Klopstock. Schubert's very personal approach to
depths
but manages to pace and proportion the five
church music and his slight deviations from Catholic
movements better. Ultimately, his is the more satisfying
requirements did not help its circulation. Some of his
interpretation. The new Philharmonia produce a
Masses were written for specific occasions but there is
balanced sound in which the strings are not too
no record of the Stabat Mater (
the second that he
dominant, and together conductor and orchestra
wrote) being performed in his lifetime. The thorough
produce a good, standard performance with few
and informative sleeve- notes tell us that it was inspired
by Pergolesi. The Magnificat of the same year is more quirks. However, the NPO can do little to ameliorate
D. SCARLATTI: Harpsichord Sonatas
Gustav Leonhardt ( hod)
RCA RL 30334 (£ 5-49)
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the blandness of musical ideas and their treatment in
the two movements of Schumann's prospective G
minor symphony, which are included on this disc. For
musicological interest, though, it is useful to have them
on record.
After nine years the recording quality is still
acceptable although there is some congestion when
volume increases and, especially noticeable in the
fourth movement, the sound sometimes has a dulled
edge to it which seems to result from inaccurate
reproduction of transients and slight treble cut.
However, this is not so serious that it should put off the
prospective buyer, and there is compensation in the
accurate stereo image, the natural acoustic and, of
course, the quality of the performance. ( See ' Deja Vu'
for Syms 1 & 4 on 6570 151.) [
B: 1]
Doug Hammond
SIBELIUS: Symphonies 5 in E?, Op. 82 Li, 6 in d,
Op. 104
Moscow RSO1Rozhdestvensky
HMV ' Melodiya' ASD3780 (£ 5.40)
With the recoupling of the Bernstein Sibelius
recordings, on CBS Classics, this is the only pairing of
symphonies 5and 6. The performances were originally
available from Collets in Russian pressings ( 3with 5, 6
with 7) in 1977.
As Edward Seckerson wrote in his March review of
Berglund's
new
Shostakovich
set,
Russian
performances have pungency and daring: the qualities
that shine
in
these
Sibelius
readings
from
Rozhdestvensky. The brashness of the Moscow brass
section is asmall price to pay for the sense of musical
immediacy here, added to which is agrand scale of hall
sound secured by the engineers ( albeit not with a
'crossed pair'), which Iliked very much. There is not the
refinement that characterises Karajan's Sibelius for EM I
or DG, or the beauty of the Boston/Davis Sixth. but the
sweep of Rozhdestvensky's vivace and the elemental
strength of his D- minor finale offer thrilling
alternatives. Side 1of my finished copy was marred by
a long invisible blemish at the rim ( stamper 2YR M
1582-1 R 1). [
A/B: 1 /1*]
Christopher Breunig
TARTI N I: Concertos for Flute in G, for Violin in
a ( D.115) & for Cello in D 0 Sonate aOuatre in G
for String Orchestra
Jean-Pierre Rampal ( fit) IPiero Toso ( yin) ISeverino
Zannerini ( v1c) 1ISolisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 70626 (£ 5.49)
This enterprising recording dates from 1971, but its
sound is quite acceptable. Tartini is little-known,
considering his high standing in Italian music at an
important period. It is hardly surprising that the Solisti
Veneti emphasise the Venetian side of his music, and
we find that, as with Vivaldi, the distinctive feature of
each concerto tends to be underlined, espeçially in its
slow central movement. All three soloists play particularly well there, too, which mustn't be taken to
imply anything particularly weak about any of their
playing elsewhere here, since they prove to be avery
able team. The four- movement Cello Concerto in • D
(not the better-known one in A minor) is amarvellous
work; and its splendid third movement (
Grave in the
headings, Adagio in the cover- notes) should be eligible
for many desert islarrds and hundred bests.
I was just a little disappointed with the String
Sonata; maybe it wciuld benefit from a much gentler
interpretation, but even then Iwonder if there aren't
better pieces by Tartini that might have been preferred.
Generally, however, an excellentlrecord, reminding us
of Italy's magnificent unexplored heritage from the
eighteenth century. [
A: 1]
Stephen Davy
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 in f, Op. 36
Nat. POITieknavonan
RCA RL25050 (£ 4.99)
Evidently made three or four years ago, this is not a
competitive Fourth. The acoustic is very resonant,
woodwind choirs sometimes occupy a distinctly
separate and remote perspective, fading down of tracks
can be detected, the dynamic range is compressed, and
the resulting sound is grubby and obscured, although
bold. Some ff passages are not really much louder than
scoring marked p— grazioso. Finally, the cutting of the
disc has not been accomplished with proper care: what
could be less apt than apre- echo at the 9/8 Moderato
(bar 27), where the markings are only pp—p
espressivo? If the interpretation had real distinction,
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Schubert
for the weekend!

... or the E.L.O., or Karajan,
or Bob Dylan or virtually
any other recording artiste,
group or orchestra you
care to name.
As amusic lover yourself,
you know just how much
new records and cassettes
can cost. But did you know
you can save alot of money
by hiring your recordings from
The Wilson Stereo Library?
You can borrow from our vast
collection of classical, opera,
jazz, rock and pop recordings, for
as little as 6p aday for stereo or
quad disco, and 5p for cassettes.
You're not limited to the weekend
either— in fact, you can hire our
records or cassettes for as many
days as you like. If you decide
you want to buy aparticular disc
on hire, you can—and at avery
advantageous price!

How The Wilson Stereo
Library Works
You simply join the Record Library
(£3.90 ayear) or the Cassette
Library (£3.75 ayear), choose the
recordings you want from our
Catalogue ( which is free to
members) and send us the list. We
post your recordings by return in
batches— without fuss or bother.
To find out just how good our selec
tion of recordings is, why not buy our
Record or Cassette Catalogue, or
both, before even becoming a
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these technical lapses ( surprising, as the procedure is
credited to Gerhardt/Auger) might be discounted, but
the playing has some scrappiness and Tjeknavorian
loses the sense of forward momentum. The heaviness
that dogs the first movement—accompaniment figures
oddly underlined at the expense of melodic line—
extends into the Andantino, and a hectic Scherzo
comes too late. Too often the Armenian conductor
seems to be beating his way through Tchaikovsky's
music with no real architectural concept in view,
although I
suspect his intention may have been to make
abig ' new broom' effect with this recording. The heavy
accenting and determinedly slow tempi do not come
off. [
C: 3]
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony
'Pathétique'
Concertgebouw IHaitink
Philips 9500 610 (
f545)

6 in

b,

Op.

74

For all their musicianly qualities, neither of Haitink's
recordings of Tchaikovsky's Fourth has suggested that
by temperament he was the ideal interpreter. The
Pathétique
is
a different
matter:
the
1970
Concertgebouw version was dignified, classically
poised without being prosaic, or diminishing the
emotional intensity. But the new disc represents
considerable
technical
advances,
effectively
superseding the 1970 Sixth—although in one or two
isolated details Iprefer that performance. The brass
triplets are not as cleanly articulated at 67, 69, the
bassoon entry (
mofto-pianissimo)at 130 is not quite as
unobtrusive this time, and in the original recording at
the very end of the final coda the lower strings
produced asound that made you feel the sadness and
emptiness of the finale. The 8- sec pause between the
last two movements has been extended to 12 seconds:
I think that is too long ( interestingly. Horenstein
requested no break in his HMV disc).
As you can see, these are hair-splitting details. For
arguably this is the most satisfying of current
Pathétique records. Haitink's account is too eloquent
in its own language to bear translation into words.
Philips have yet to perfect violin tone en masse—at 70,
108 in ( i) it is either blurry or disembodied, but in quiet
passages this is an exemplary sound. The recent de
Waart Franck Symphony is the most beautiful
Concertgebouw record Ihave ever heard, and from it ( a
shortish work for two sides) one might speculate on a
Tchaikovsky 6th cut from these master- tapes on four
LP sides. [
A/A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture, Op. 49 0
Capriccio Italien, Op. 45 o Mazeppa; Gopak
Cincinnati SOIKunzel
Telarc DG- 10041 (£8.80) digital ( Unicorn)
Immediately impressive is the extended range of these
Telarc digital recordings, the clarity of percussion
transients, the comparative freedom from distortion,
the smoothness achieved by careful cutting and
pressing, the ease with which one listens. Sadly,
however,
these
are
mundane
performances—
outclassed by Rostropovich in the Capriccio and by
Boult in the Cossack Dance filler. 1812 is arguably a
milestone in recording progress, like Dorati's original
Mercury production, and the first Decca ffss version
conducted by Alwyn. An Ohio carillon and three 19thcentury cannons were recorded ( adetonation from the
latter demolishing adistant college window!), and the
Cincinnati Orchestra was augmented with brass band
in the finale. The sleeve has a wrapper showing the
extraordinary groove- spacing accommodating these
cannon shots, stated to extend as low as 6 cycles: the
actual groove looks wide enough for dynamite charges
to be embedded in the vinyl.
Such might well be the case. ' It is interesting to
watch the physical action of the stylus', it says on the
sleeve—Quad ESL owners can turn the lights off and
watch from the arcing of their speakers! These grooves
were certainly beyond the capabilities of my
Asak/Ittok/LP12 combination, so that gaps in the
continuity of the music registered; however, an
alternative ( Supex 900/Ittok/LP12) could cope with
the entire side. My enjoyment was spoiled by alarm at
seeing white light flashing behind the speaker grilles, at
which point Idecided this was not such a ' fun record'.
What one wants is a pickup which discriminates
against the exceptional dullness of the orchestra
(Kunzel's previous MCA recordings have included an
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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oratorio by Dave Brubeck), since the 1812 bells are
worth hearing. Those wanting the Gopak will find the
LPO/Boult to be one of EMI's analog demonstration
recordings ( ASD3093); the disc includes Op. 45. but
here the BP° is preferred on DG ( 2531 112) Similarly,
the production is amodel of its kind, technically. Telarc
rating: like musty chocolates in abeautiful packaging.
Or: [
A*: 3]. [
See also QM, p. 79, for comments on the
other Telarc digitals.]
Christopher Breunig

cLassicai

performance is so positive without suddenness and
flamboyance, could have given an impression of lack of
involvement. That, however, is something quite foreign to Corboz. The documentation is good, but ' In
Furore' has been omitted from the listing for Side 4, and
its RV number—see above—is therefore not included
anywhere. Probably the best account of all of these
works on record. [ B: 1/1*]
Stephen Davy

VERDI: Rigoletto'
Sills /Kraus I Mines IRamey IDunn IAmbrosien
Opera Chorus IPhilharmonia IRudel
HMV SLS 5193 (
2,
1 records) (£ 12-95)
Rigoletto is so central to Verdi's work and to our
operatic repertory, that no one can blame a record
company for giving its contract artists a chance to
record this masterpiece. But the returns diminish as
each new recording competes with its predecessors—
and thus it is with this new one. Its virtues are many.
The recording is very good indeed: with a great
dynamic richness and clarity it verges on star quality—
only a too constantly close balance deprives it of the
highest accolade. The pressing ( made in Germany- ha!)
is beyond criticism—silent, flat ( well, virtually) surfaces
allow its sonic splendour to be fully enjoyed. The
singing is also good. Sherrill Milnes is in his vocal prime
and sings the whole of his difficult role with strength
and variety of tone. His powerful characterisation of
Rigoletto's bitter- and- tender temperament is well
judged, although he doesn't always penetrate the
subtler aspects which the words demand. At the
beginning Beverly Sills sounds too mature, too richly
varied in tone, for the innocent Gilda. but her singing
and portrayal of the character after Gilda's seduction
offers many insights and vocal pleasures. It is hard to
make the Duke of Mantua an interesting character—
mostly the role relies on great melodic richness and
vocal excitement. Alfredo Kraus' singing has much
vigour but little dramatic distinction, and his rather free
rubato belongs to an expressive style which wears
rather badly. The choral and orchestral contribution is
professional and finely polished, and Julius Rudel's
direction is sensitive and strong. In all as arecording
this is strongly commendable ( and does us the extra
service of adding an extra. French text, aria for
Maddalena)—but it stays in the middle of the road as an
interpretation. By avoiding a really vivid dramatic
performance it makes repeated listening comfortable,
but the experience less deep. [
A: 1/2]
Benedict Sarnaker

VIVALDI: SACRED MUSIC, Vols. 2-4
Magnificat RV 610 0 Beatus Vir I RV 597 0
Beatus Vir RV 598 o Dixit Dominus RV 595 CI
Lauda Jerusalem RV 609 o Canta in Prato RV
623 0 In Furore RV 626 o Huila in Mundo Pax
Sincera RV 630 0 0 Dui Coeli RV 631
Smith, Staempfli, Schweizer, Sprechelsen (sops) I
Schaer ( con) IMaurer ( ten) IHutten/ocher, Brodard
(bass) IEnsemble Vocal de Lausanne ILausanne CO I
Corboz
RCA ' Erato' STU 71003-5 (
3 records) (£ 14.97)
Volume 1of the Erato Vivaldi Sacred Music consists of
settings of sections from the Ordinary of the Mass—a
Kyrie, a Credo and the familiar Gloria RV 589. These
next three .volumes include the Magnificat although
not in aversion that everybody will find familiar, with
the splendid Dixit Dominus (
Iprefer it to Handel's,
even) and both versions of Beatus Vir. The last four
items in my list above are solo motets for soprano and
strings, in which the solos are shared; despite some
awkward diction, Ienjoyed Jennifer Smith's Nulle in
Mundo most, because its style struck me as the most
alive. The real strength in the performances lies in the
large numbers, however; Corboz has trained his choir
into afine lyrical body with well-balanced inner lines
(yes, really adequate tenors), tidy discipline, good
style- sensitivity, and he knows how to get the best out
of amodern chamber- orchestra, too. The effect of the
performances might strike some listeners as surprisingly un percussive and dynamically undramatic, but I
think that such things are relative; what certainly does
come over very well is the sincerity of Vivaldi as a
Catholic composer of the first rank.
The recording is—as with Volume 1 of the same
series—surprisingly distant in effect; all is heard ( even
the solos) ' as in a glass, darkly', which, since the

VIVALDI: L'Amoroso: Concertos RV 271, 401,
523, 547
Pina Carmirelli ( kiln) IAnna- Maria Cotogni ( yin) II
Musici
Philips 9500 301 (£ 5.45)
Philips offer an interesting and varied selection of
concertos which will appeal to those who have ataste
for the string textures of Italian baroque music. The four
works presented here exhibit a wide variety of
contrasted modes ranging from the languorous
(L'Amoroso) to the melancholy ( the C minor Cello
Concerto). It is interesting to notice that the Concerto
in B flat for violin, strings and continuo is one of only
two such works which are known to survive. It is a
work of consistently high quality which affords much
delightful dialogue between the soloists.
IMusici are at apeak of perfection in this enjoyable
anthology. Orchestral string tone is gloriously rich and
resonant and the soloists play with a faultless intonation. Tempi and dynamics are well considered and the
harpsichordist provides a welcome sprinkling of
harmony in the lower registers. The recording is warm,
clear and nicely balanced. All in all, asplendid addition
to
the
library
of
recorded
baroque
music.
Recommended. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
VIVALDI: Violin Concertos: RV581
in C
Assontions di Maria Vergine o RV212 in D La
Lingua di San Antonio' o RV579 in 13, Concerto
Funebre'• 0 RV286 in F Solenita di San Lorenzo
Piero Toso, 'Juan Carlos Rybin ( vins) IAlessandro
Bonelli ( obo) I ISoiisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 70968 (£ 5.49)
This is acompanion disc to previous performances of
the more popular Violin Concertos by these artists, the
present disc released in France in 1976 being devoted
to Violin Concertos with religious associations, although each also has links with non- religious works.
There are the usual borrowings from other works and
moreover RV286 also appears as one of the 12 works
forming La Cetra. However, none is currently available
elsewhere in its present guise. As is often the case
with similar works, this disc benefits from not being
played right through at one sitting. The concertos are
respectively for violin, double string orchestra and
continuo ( RV581); violin, strings and continuo
(RV212, RV286); and violin, strings, hautbois, clarinette and continuo ( RV579). If asampler is required I
would suggest RV579 which is a noble, restrained
work with asense of solemn mourning, marred only by
someone knocking amusic stand at one point. This is
not the only fault, as RV286 suffers from an obtrusive
tape edit plus pre- echo. As for the recording, while this
is generally clear and sharp and is fairly well balanced,
the harpsichord continuo is often slightly recessed and
we occasionally hear breathing noises from the soloist.
Turning to the performances, these are stylish and
intimate with good rhythmic vitality and attack, but to
my ears seem too mercurial and over- impressive—the
latter possibly not helped by the recording. As for the
soloists. Toso has a predeliction for robato which
occasionally jars, while Rybin plays with a thinner,
wirier tone.
Bonelli, however, is excellent and
Scimone accompanies energetically. If you like to hear
Vivaldi played like abat out of hell then this is for you—
personally Iprefer a more restrained approach.
[A/B: 2]

Noel Bell

VIVALDI: Oboe Concertos, Vol. 2
Concerti in C (RV 64, 448 & 451), in F ( RV 455 &
456), & in B flat ( RV 465)
Pierre Pierlot ( obo) ISolisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 70404 (£ 5-49)
Possibly I am guilty of misjudgement, but I find
Vivaldi's Concertos for this instrument his least inspiring. Even the one from Opus VIII ( RV 64) strikes me as
inferior to its fellows for violin, and although all of the
pieces on this disc are tuneful, pleasantly played and
sensibly recorded, Ifound the experience interesting
rather than engaging.
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Pierlot and Scimone's Solisti are no strangers, and
they combine well here, as usual; those who favour the
French style of oboe technique will particularly like
Pierlot's style of delivery, which is probably closest to
Anthony Camden's in English music. The whole recording has been well managed as far as balance and
timbre are concerned, Scimone has—as usual—
thought seriously about the shaping and characterisation of the music, and all really does go well. Ienjoy
nearly all Vivaldi, Iadmire all of these performers, but I
find Ijust can't get excited about this record. Ihope all
this doesn't sound ungrateful. [
A: 1/2]
Stephen Davy
VVIDOR:
ORGAN
SYMPHONIES:
3 in
E
(extracts) [34 in F 06 in G
Gothic Symphony
Marie-Claire Alain ( org)
RCA ' Erato' STU 71165 ( 2 records) ( f10 -98)
Widor's ten
organ symphonies comprise two
numbered groups of four, followed by the named
Gothique
and
Romane.
They
are
important
contributions to the organ repertoire, which they have
certainly influenced, though the earlier examples are
more typical of suites than of symphonies. This
selection is played on the 1967 Haerpfer - Erman organ
(which could have done with the tuner's attention) in
the church of St. Germain. St. Germain- en- Laye, and
the performance is typical of Marie-Claire Alain at her
authoritative best—asure guarantee of enjoyment on
the musical plane.
Regrettably, the same cannot be said for the
recording. Cut at high level, it is somewhat too close,
has too much coloured ambient noise and is breathysounding in mid- band and a bit hard in the top. For
these reasons, and despite the fine playing here, RCA's
boxed set of symphonies 1-5 is abetter choice in so far
as they overlap in content—this is the only current
source for No. 6 and the Gothic. A 'come-on' flash
enclosed with this box erroneously substitutes No. 5
for the last-named, adding ' avec la célébre toccata'
Another adman who doesn't know his Opus from a
hole in the record? [
C: 1]
Trevor Attevvell

cLassicaL
coLLections
Vocal
ADIEU MADAME: Songs for a Tudor King
Pro Cantione Antique: Kevin Smith, Peter Penrose ( c.
ten) I James Griffett, Ian Partridge ( ten) I Brian
Etheridge, David Thomas ( bass) IMark Brown ( dir)
Harmonia Mundi 065-99833 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)
This wholly delightful recital is taken from three
manuscripts in the British Museum: ' King Henry VII l's
Book', the ' Fayrfax Book', and the Ritson Manuscript.
They give a survey of song- writing approximately
between 1470 and 1520. To place this in perspective, it
is worth recalling that Byrd was born in 1542 or 43;
Tallis between 1505 and 1510; Weelkes about 1575;
and Morley in 1557. Not surprisingly, therefore, most
of the songs here are anonymous. Two are attributed to
Henry VIII, one to William Cornyssh and one to Richard
Davy, who is the youngest known contributor, having
been born in 1519. Thus we have here the early
evidences of that great movement of Tudor music,
which is among the highest achievements of English
art. They lack the elaboration, and often the depth, of
the later compositions, but the mood is already there.
So is the charm, verbal sense and above all joy in
making vocal music. It is, however, notable that there is
astrong French element in the scope of the three MSS.
Most of the songs here are chordal or homophonic, but
there is one—' Come o'er the Burn, Bessy'—which is
contrapuntal.
There is great richness and variety here: the conventional love- songs are there, of course, together with
some far- from- delicate ballads and rumbustious ditties: the selection is excellent. So, too, are the performances, though Iremain uncertain as to whether they are
to be seen as a version of contemporary style or
modern: afew pronunciations are 'tudorised' where it
might have been better to go the whole hog or nothing.
But this is to carp.
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We are also given avery nice recording: clear, clean
and undistorted, making the strands of harmony and
counterpoint easy to follow. This is a notable issue.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner
THE CHOIRS & ORGANS OF BRADFORD
CATHEDRAL
Choir of Bradford Cathedral I Rhodes I Jonathan
Newell ( org)
Abbey APR 306 (£ 4.99) ( Gamut)
At Bradford they have no choir school and no
professional singers. Nevertheless, they have two
complete choirs, named Coates and Hooper after
former masters. In general, the Coates choir takes the
choral services, while the Hooper performs at the
parochial functions; both combine for major works.
Much of the material is this selection derives from
those who have connections with the Cathedral. The
period covered runs from the 17th century to our own
day ( Britten, Howells, Mathias and others less wellknown). There are five pieces for organ solo, played on
acomprehensive instrument originally by William Hill,
with restorations and improvements as recently as
1977. A full specification is given.
The singing fully demonstrates the dual character of
this cathedral: that of parish church and that of
diocesan centre. For both purposes, a high standard
has been achieved which shows clearly the devotion
and dedication of the voluntary singers. There are no
complex choral masterpieces here, but neither is there
any banal fill- in: one can listen with musical pleasure
even if one has not the slightest interest in the liturgical
purpose of the music.
The building itself was enlarged and remodelled in
the fifties and sixties: the reconstructed East end
produces a very lovely sound, and has given the
engineers a much easier time than they had at
Rochester or Liverpool. The sound is fresh, full and
natural, and adds considerably to the enjoyment of a
very good issue. [
A: 2]
Peter Turner
CHRISTMAS MUSIC
Works by Anon, Bach, Handel, Praetorius, Sibelius
Tapiola School Choir IE. Pohjola IJaana lkonen ( org)
IO. Pohjola ( fit)
BIS LP- 132 (£ 4.79) ( TOL)
The Tapiola School Choir consists of children rather
older than the Children's Choir, but its approach to
music- making, under the same director, is largely the
same. There is acertain over- solemnity about it, even
when singing the joyful music of Christmas. This is an
interesting recital, because not much of it is familiar and
all is enjoyable. The second side consists of asetting by
E. Rautavaara ( who acts as narrator) of the 50th rune
from the Kalevala, with the title Mar/atta, lowly
maiden—aversion of the Christmas story with narrator,
chorus, various individuals and accompaniment from
organ, flute, violin and percussion. It is an interesting
study of the impact of ancient myth on acontemporary
composer.
The standard of singing is very good, but the manner
rather unvaried and unadventurous: this choir could
easily tackle more elaborately- worked music than this.
The single- pair technique gives a very natural perspective and aremarkably clean sound. The soloists are
well placed and balanced.
It must be said that this disc, like all the other BIS
releases Ihave received this month, was rather badly
warped: not a general failing, Ihope. [
A/B: 2]
Peter Turner
PLACIDO DOMINGO / VIENNA
Music by Bach, Bizet, Eybler, Faure,
Herbeck, Kienzel. Luther & Schubert
Placido Domingo ( ten) I Vienna
Johannes Sonnleitner ( org) IVienna
RCA RL30469 (£4.99)

BOYS' CHOIR
Franck, Handel,
Boys' Choir I
SO IFroschauer

In a popularly- slanted collection of items such as
Adeste (ide/es. Ave Maria, Largo and Ranis angelicus,
Placido Domingo is in a comfortably relaxed, warmhearted mood and his powerful notes ring out like
church bells. Domingo in good form is promise enough
but there is a nice sauce to the confection here in the
very distinctive and equally enthralling tones of the
famous Vienna Boys' Choir to back him and take the
limelight every now and then. So this record should
please anumber of tastes in the middlebrow range. It is
recorded in awarm, echoing vein; very good but alittle
more separation could have earned it astar. There is a

sleeve- note in three languages of such a warmly
sentimental nature that one is in danger of spilling tears
onto the record. It is all avery nice and heart-warming
experience to lighten this naughty world. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
SOUNDS OF FINLAND
Music by Sibelius, Hannikainen, Putro, Koskinen,
Kuula, Panula, Pacius, Rautavaara, Sallinen, Ogura,
Yamamoto
Tapiola Children's Choir IE. Pohjola IEspoo CO IP.
Pohjola
BIS LP- 94 (£4.79) ( TOL)
During a tour of Japan, the choir was christened
'Sibelius' elves', and that, from the photographs, seems
an apt and charming name. It is rather apity that on this
record the elves are not allowed to be more themselves:
again, the tone is rather solemn for such young voices,
and one is glad when the programme finally goes into a
good romp with aJapanese folk- song. Almost everything about this recital is delightful—above all, of
course, the sound of these young voices, so well
disciplined yet so very alive. The most extended piece is
a Mass by Rautavaara: Latin. the words unaccompanied. with each section followed by what is called a
'meditation' for chamber orchestra, it is a somewhat
self-consciously modern piece, but attractive.
Here the single- pair recording technique leads to a
somewhat distant image of the choir, and the level is
low—doubtless to avoid trouble with high fortissimi.
Perspective, however, remains firm and accurate, and
the overall sound is very good. A very likeable record.
[A/B: 2]
Peter Turner
FINNISH VOCAL MUSIC
Music by Medetoja, Pylkkanen, Sallinen, Kokkonen,
Kuu isisto
Taw Valjakka ( sop) IRalf Gothóni (pno)
BIS LP- 89 (£4.79) ( TOL)
This is an interesting and well- presented album of
songs by five Finnish composers. The oldest is
Madetoja, who was born in 1887 and died in 1947, and
the youngest are Sallinen and Kuusisto, both of whom
were born in 1935. Most of the songs take a rather
fatalistic view of life and are definitely melancholic in
mood, but each in its way has moments of great beauty.
The exceptions are the works of Madetojá, which are
love songs, and the amusing song cycle by Kuusisto,
entitled ' Finnish Husbandry. Recipes from Helena
Vuorenjuuri's book—" Come over to our place" '. These
are light- hearted and witty settings taken from a
Finnish cook book! And so with this record you get two
things for the price of one—some well written songs,
well sung and accompanied, and also some traditional
Finnish recipes! What more could one ask for?
Seriously, though, the record is well made, with good
balance between the singer and the pianist, a commendably quiet surface, and, thank heavens, the full
texts of all the songs in Finnish and with English
translations. If you would like to sample some unusual
songs. then this record can be recommended. [
A: 1)
John Freestone
HANS HOTTER— RECITAL
Music by Marschner, Rossini, Verdi, Wagner
Hans Hotter, various supporting artists, orchestras and
conductors
Acanta DE 22017 (:)( 2 records) (£ 7.00) ( Harmonia
Mundi)
For almost twenty years following the Second World
War, Hans Hotter was the leading exponent of the
major baritone roles in the Wagner music dramas, and
his singing of the title role in Der fliegende Hollander
and Wotan in Der Ring des Nibelungen was unequalled in its day and was considered the finest since
Friedrich Schorr and Rudolf Bockelmann. In his younger days he was also well known for his Verdi and
Mozart roles.
The recordings included in this album were all made
between 1939 and 1944, when his career was restricted because of wartime conditions, but he was
already a highly gifted artist. The excerpts from Aida,
Otello and Falstaff show his dramatic powers and his
intense feeling for words, but his voice is not really
suited to the famous ' Slander Song' from // Barbiere di
Siviglia, being too baritonal in quality for this essentially bass aria. His Wagnerian recordings fully confirm
his unchallenged supremacy in roles like Wotan and
the Dutchman. All the artists associated with him in
these selections had distinguished careers and the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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recording is quite acceptable for its period. The orchestral sound is rather wooden but reasonably adequate and the voices come over clearly and without
distortion, except for some exaggerated sibilants in the
extracts from Der fliegende Hollânder. If you can
tolerate your Verdi and Rossini in German translations,
there are many compensating factors in this recital,
while the Wagnerian selections are really first- raté. The
sleeve notes give biographical details of Hans Hotter's
career in German, French and English. [
H: 1]
John Freestone

SIEGFRIED JERUSALEM—Recital
Arias by Flotow, Meyerbeer, Mozart, Smetana,
Tchaikovsky, Wagner, Weber
Siegfried Jerusalem (ten) IMunich Rundfunk Orch I
Chmura
CBS 76829 (£ 4.99)
Siegfried Jerusalem was a name new to me, when I
listened to abroadcast on TV of aGala evening from the
Vienna State Opera a few months ago. On that
occasion he sang Siegmund's ' Liebeslied' from Die
Walküre and, to put it charitably, Iwas not impressed.
The voice sounded strained and unsteady. Iwas told,
however, by an opera lover who heard him at Bayreuth,
thát he was highly impressive there, and certainly this
recital record is very well done. The opening bands
contain two of Lohengrin's most famous solos, ' In
fernem land' and ' Mein lieber Schwan' and the voice is
well produced, with afine lyrical quality and resonant
top notes. The diction is above reproach, and the
singing well in character and authoritative in manner.
The Meistersinger prize song is not on quite the same
plane, but is well sung, and all the other items reveal a
fine heldentenor voice used with skill and occasional
restraint. On the whole the interpretations are straightforward rather than subtle, but there is no denying the
excellent quality of the voice, and the intelligent and
musical use of it by the artist. Icannot pretend that Ilike
Vasco da Gamas air from L'Africaine in German, but
always provided that you find the language acceptable,
Siegfried Jerusalem gives awell sung account of it. The
recording is clean and forward with good balance
between the orchestra and soloist, and the surface of
my review copy was very quiet. This is the first record of
the tenor that I have heard, and certainly, if he
continues to sing like this, he will be in demand, for
heldentenors seem to be in short supply at present!
[A: 1]
John Freestone
LEONA MITCHELL
Excerpts from " Madame Butterfly', ' La Boheme' &
other Puccini operas; ' Le Nozze di Figaro', 'William
Tell', ' Ernani'
Leona Mitchell (sop) INational Phil IAdler
Decca SXL 6942 (£ 5.25)
This is basically apopular selection of operatic arias for
soprano with one whole side devoted to asample from
each of the well-known Puccini operas, ' Un bel di
vedremo', '0 mio babbino caro', etc, the other side to
Mozart, Rossini and Verdi. Recorded in the Kingsway
Hall in May 1979, it has the expected pleasant overall
sound of that venue, clear with just enough echo to
give it afull-blooded quality. It is not, in any sense, the
theatrical sound that some might prefer; essentially a
recorded concert. Leona Mitchell sings, and is
accompanied, in a straightforward, unfussy manner,
with a warmth and sincerity likely to please a wide
public. An occasional swoop, but on the whole she
performs well and convincingly. If there is any strong
criticism it is that she belongs to the wordless school of
sopranos. It is all sound and no sense, and if the arias
were not so familiar we would have no idea of the texts
(which are thoughtfully provided). Because of this it is
not a penetrating experience of opera, but pleasant
enough to be commended. [
A: 1/2]
Peter Gammond
MONKS, POETS AND SCHOLARS
Sacred and secular songs of the Middle Ages
Munich Capella Antigua IRuhland
RCA RL 30336 (£ 5.45)
Many of the songs on this recording are typical of the
golliards' music, those travelling musicians who were
not necessarily rogues and vagabonds, but frequently
scholars who spent their time wandering from one
school or monastery to the next. They earned their
living by playing and singing in towns and villages, and
were evidently much in demand. But as well as being
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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purveyors of popular song, they were also responsible
for the spread of church music. The sacred and profane
existed side by side, and there was a constant
interchange of musical ideas. This record, then, serves
as a cross-section of some of the vocal and
instrumental music of the Middle Ages.
However, despite the scholarship which typifies the
work of Munich Capella Antigua, the record turns out
to be a fairly routine collection. The ensemble have
been going for well over twenty years, with a good
many recordings to their credit, especially on the
Telefunken ' Das Alte Werk' label. Ihave mixed feelings
over this one, though, largely because some of the
instrumental work seems pedestrian. In Stantipes, the
playing is rather rustic, and there are moments when
the players are plainly not together.
The vocal work is far more convincing, and the
record contains some attractive vocal items, particularly the lovely autumn song De ramis cadunt folia.
The record contains some interesting medieval
songs, and the album has been well recorded, with nice
bright sound and agood vocal balance. [
A: 2/3]
Colin Evans

A SHROPSHIRE LAD: Songs by I3ax, Butterworth,
Gibbs, Gurney, Ireland, C. W. Orr, Peel, Somervell
Graham Trew ( bar) I Roger Vignoles (pno) I Coull
Quartet
Meridian E77031/2 (
2 records) (£ 6.90 until 1st
June, then £8.70) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Though the once immense popularity of Housman's
poems has waned, there can be few with a sense of
poetry who do not occasionally respond to his blend of
nostalgia and despair. It is childishly easy to pull the
verse to pieces; but something remains, even did we
not now understand more of the roots of Housman's
unhappiness.
These poems have attracted many composers—not
always to Housman's joy, be it said—of whom the best
known is Vaughan Williams, none of whose settings is
included here. To my ears, VW must take the prize; but
on these records we have settings by other
composers—including, Iwas delighted to see, three by
C. W. Orr, who died only last year at Painswick, and
was acomposer who will one day be discovered. It is
natural that some poems should have been set by more
than one composer, and the several examples here
make it possible to compare. It is also notable how
much more Butterworth made of his tune for ' Loveliest
of trees' when he used it for his Shropshire Lad
rhapsody. As one who always keeps a copy of the
poems in his car, Iwelcome these issues most warmly.
Candidly, however, Iam not sure that Graham Trew
is the best interpreter: for me, his approach is somewhat
operatic and strong for all but the few jollier and
happier poems; but he has a fine voice. The quartet
enters only for the fourth side— Ivor Gurney's cycle.
Whereas the balance between singer and piano is
excellent, in the quintet cycle the strings seem recessed
and lacking in richness—quite unlike the VW cycle on
HMV HOS 1236. In other respects the recording is a
nice one; and this set is amust for all who enjoy English
song. [
13: 2]
Peter Turner

Orchestral
EXPLORING THE DIGITAL FRONTIER
Music by Ginastera, Williams, Falla, Widor, Gould,
Addinsell, Newman
LSO IGould ICarlo Curley ( org)
Chalfont CVS 55001 (£ 7.97) digital ( Unicorn)
A most desirable sampler record, made up of material
available on either the Chalfont or Varese Sarabande
labels, together with four hitherto unreleased tracks.
Using the Soundstream PCM digital system, the music
featured—sonically brilliant, spectacular in colour,
extreme in dynamic range, vivid in imagination—
exploits the advantages of the system to impressive
effect. Enjoying the advantage of an immaculately
silent pressing, each excerpt offers superlative channel
spread and depth and extreme frequency range, clean
and distortion- free climaxes, memorably 'floated' solo
playing, and some finely balanced and detailed
orchestral ensemble, the whole captured within an
overall ambience that in its avoidance of the
excessively dry or the over- resonant produces perhaps
some of the most flatteringly ' natural' sound available
on disc today.
Among the best demonstration tracks, the irresistible

Malambo from Ginastera's Estancia, a superbly
projected, expansively felt version of the poetically
contoured Princess Leia theme from Star Wars,
Newman's heavily Gershwinesque Street Scene and
Morton Gould's own Conga from his Latin-American
Symphonette must be singled out. All find the LSO in
their most scintillating trans- Atlantic form. [ A*: 1*/1 ]
Ates Orga
RUSSIAN CONCERT
G LI ÈRE: The Red
Poppy—ballet suite /
R1M SKY- KO RSA KOV:
Sadko—symphonic
poem / SHOSTAKOVICH: The Age of Gold—
ballet suite
Seattle SOIKatims
Turnabout TVS 34644 (£ 2.99)
The last time Icame across the Seattle Symphony
Orchestra on disc was with their Dohnanyi coupling of
the Nursery Song Variations and the Suite for
Orchestra, the latter of which came as awelcome gapf
iller ( even more welcome, though, would be aConcert
Classics reissue of Sargent's fine second recording
with the RPO). It had to be admitted, though, that the
playing was hardly in the virtuoso class, with some
especially precarious horn playing. Matters are agood
deal better on this new recording, although in the
soaring, Khachaturian-like violin melodies of The Red
Poppy there is some want of opulence. Both playing
and conducting in this work are nevertheless better
than on the only current rival ( also on Turnabout), and
there is at present no other version of Sadko (
atonepoem, begun some thirty years earlier than the opera of
the same name). A useful bargain collection, then,
rather brashly recorded with atouch of congestion in
the tuffis, although well enough balanced. [3: 2]
Andrew Keener
SCANDINAVIAN MUSIC
GREIG: Elegiac Melodies, Op. 34 / SIBELIUS:
Valse Triste, Op. 44 / NIELSEN: Little Suite, Op.
1 / DAG WI REN: Serenade, Op. 11 / SIBELIUS:
Rakastava, Op. 14
ASM IMarriner
Argo ZRG 877 (£ 5.50)
This is an attractive collection of well- tried favourites
coupled with some beautiful though not- so- wellknown Scandinavian miniatures. Neville Marriner's is a
well- controlled view of these works in which the
Romantic elements are never in danger of getting out of
hand. In most cases this serves the works excellently
well: the Elegiac melodies are more moving when not
overcooked; the Dag Wiren Serenade is a generally
busy piece and benefits from the breezy approach
adopted here. However, the interpretations of the Valse
Triste and the first movement of the Rakastava suite do
tend to be a little straight-laced.
The overall sound produced by the Academy is up to
their usual standard with generally spot-on intonation,
good dynamic contrast, excellent phrasing and rich
timbre. The recording is one of Argo's best, retaining
both the clarity and mellowness of the orchestral
sound, and the placing of the instruments is very clearly
defined. None of the pieces is a major work, but
collected together like this they make avery enjoyable
52 minutes of listening. [
A*/A] Doug Hammond
THE SOUND OF TRUMPETS
ALTENBURG: Concerto for 7 Trumpets /
BIBER: Sonata in C for 8 Trumpets /
TELEMANN:
Trumpet
Concerto
in
D /
TORELLI: Sonata a Cinque No. 1 / VIVALDI:
Concerto in C for 2 Trumpets
New York Trumpet Ensemble IY Chamber Symphony
of New York'Gerard Schwarz ( con & tpt)
Delos DMS 3002 (£ 8.80) digital ( Unicorn)
On the evidence of these renditions Iam inclined to the
opinion that The New York Trumpet Ensemble might
well be regarded as aserious rival to the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble, which has earned such a fine
reputation in recent years. The basic difference
between the two groups would appear to lie in the
fact that the one features only trumpets ( as the title
would imply), while the other has both trumpets and
trombones.
The Vivaldi Concerto in C which features Gerard
Schwarz and Norman Smith as soloists is given a
dazzling performance, full of vivacity and brilliance.
The work is magnificently ornamented and the strings
and continuo offer admirable support throughout. The
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MURRAY PERAHIA
CHOPIN:

The Preludes, complete
76422 • • 40-76422

CHOPIN:

Sonata No.2 in B flat minor, Op.35;
Sonata No.3 in B minor, Op.58
76242 • • 40-76242

MENDELSSOHN: Piano Concertos
No.1 in G minor, Op.25 and No.2 in D minor, Op.40
Neville Marriner/
Academy of St. Martin- in- the-Fields
76376 • • 40-76376
SCHUMANN: Davidsbrindlertânze, Op.6
Fantasiestricke, Op.12
73202

MOZART:

Piano Concertos
No.14 in E flat, K.499 and No.24 in C minor, K.491
English Chamber Orchestra
76481 • • , 40-76481
Also available as 3- record set
79317
140-79317

MOZART:

Piano Concertos
No.12 in A major, K.414
and No.27 in B flat major, K.595
English Chamber Orchestra
76731 • • 40-76731

SCHUMANN: Papillons, Op.2;
5Posthumous Studies; Symphonic Studies, Op.13
76635 • • 40-76635
SCHUMANN:

Liedericreis, Op.39;
Funf Lieder, Op.40; Sechs Gedichte & Requiem,Op.90
Sir Peter Pears,Tenor
76815 • ' 140-76815

MOZART:

Piano Concertos No.9
In E flat major, K.271 — Jeunehornrne
and No.21 in C major, K.467 —Elvira Madigan
English Chamber Orchestra
76584 "! • 40-76584

MOZART: Piano Concertos No.11
in F major, K.413 and No.20 in D minor, K.466
English Chamber Orchestra
76651 • • i40-76651
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Biber Sonata, too, receives asplendidly vivid reading
and that goes too for many other items on this disc.
Impeccable performances, imaginatively ornamented
and sensitively accompanied, demonstrate the solo
trumpet to perfection.
The present recording is of the digital variety. It cannot be faulted. It is remarkably realistic, admirably
balanced and set in an appropriately resonant
environment. The pressing is superb. [ A*: 1*]
Victor McAloon

sonata dates from 1882-83 and is rich in Brahmsian
texture and manners ( if not his brand of very strong
tension). Its three movements fill Side 1 and give a
valuable glimpse of the young Strauss. Ingvar
Lidholm's Quattro Perri (
1955) were written after an
extended stay in London 'to renew my contacts with
international music'. Short and strongly contrasted,
they start with a muscular and firmly driven Rubusto,
followed by a slow, dark- toned exploration of the
cello's wide pitch range (
Fantastico). The succeeding
«Ritmato is shaped by brisk, sharply articulated rhythmic
motifs and the final Con espressione ( an exploration of
atheme from Luigi Dallapiccola's opera II Prigioniero)
is a passionate and searching long cantilena— the
strongest and most moving piece of the four. Bohuslav
Maninu wrote three sonatas for cello and piano. The
first was composed in Paris for Pierre Fournier in 1939
just after the Nazi invasion of Czechoslovakia, when
Martinu realised that he could not return to his homeland. Predictably it leans towards darker, serious expression to which the performers respond very well.
The recording is finely balanced ( with the cello just
slightly more prominent) and with avery well focused
perspective and a wide and realistic dynamic range.
[A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker

FLUTE AND GUITAR
Works by Anon, Ginastera, Handel, Ibert, Pepusch,
Scheidler, Villa-Lobos
Christian Lardé ( fIt) I Turibio Santos ( gtr)
RCA ' Erato' STU 71127 (£ 5.49)

The
literature
for this seemingly
improbable
combination of instruments is not large but, as this
record shows, it is not inconsiderable. The first side
consists of short items, which include adelightful short
Sonata by John Christopher Pepusch ( 1667-1752).
The second side is devoted to two more fully- workedVIENNE: DANSES 1850
out sonatas: one by Handel ( an early work which
Music by Diabelli, Lanner, Mayer, Stelzmüller, J.
repays study as well as hearing) and one by Christian
Strauss I, J. Strauss II, Strohmayer & anon
Gottlieb Scheidler ( 1752-1815) which lacks the
Ensemble Bella Mus/ca de Vienne IDittrich
stature of the Handel but is yet full of interest and
Harmonia Mundi HM 1013 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)
charm. The whole of this recital—which includes a
If to many people the music of Vienna is big sweeping
version of Greensleeves—is well worth while.
waltzes by Johann Strauss played by the Vienna
It is also most beautifully played. Christian Lardé is
Philharmonic, this record takes us a bit nearer to the
an artist of great merit and talent, with agorgeouslytrue scene, certainly as it was in the early golden days
rounded tone which he is able to hold even down in the
around 1850 before the music had become to some
lowest register of his instrument; and that is not
extent commercialised. This is the music of the average
common. One feels that a degree of extra
dance- hall, of the wine cellars and other places of
adventurousness in his interpretations would be a
entertainment, where it would have been played by a
good thing, but his playing is never less than adelight.
group of the proportions to be heard on this record—
Turibio Santos appears here rather much in the role of
flute, 2 violins, viola, cello, bass and guitar—or even
accompanist: a role which he carries out with
smaller, the typical Schrammel quartet being perhaps a ENCORES: Volume 2
sympathy, restraint and excellent taste. When he
Itzhak
Perlman
(
On)
I
Samuel
Sanders
(pno)
clarinet, guitar and 2violins. The unceasing demand for
emerges into the forefront, he shows himself the
HMV
ASD
3810
(£
5.40)
this kind of music was adequately answered by the
accomplished artist one knows from his solo
professional musicians, of which Vienna had more than
There is only one question Iask about this record: Do I recordings.
like the music? ltzhak Perlman is obviously one of the
its fair share, including those who were to become
Added to these pleasures is a distinguished
famous like Lanner and the Strausses, or others whose
finest artists performing in our time, and the sheer
recording. The flute is ashade too closely-miked, and
fame was more localised. It is a music that is a brilliance of his work here is breathtaking; no technical
reveals breath- and keying- noises which one would
fascinating mixture of lightness and gaiety with a hurdle seems to cause him amillisecond of difficulty, in
prefer not to hear, though no player can avoid them; but
curious undertone of sadness and longing, as if the
any part of the range: he is always and totally in control.
this is better than adistant and unrealised sound. The
surface polish and suavity would not hide the perilous
As an exercise in virtuoso playing of the highest order,
balance is well- engineered and shows no sign of
nature of life. It is aflavour of aspecial kind that needs
this record can stand with any; while the backing he
manipulation. In all, avastly enjoyable issue. [A: 1 ]
an understanding interpretation. It will quickly be
gets from his pianist gives all the atmosphere he needs.
Peter Turner
recognised that the Bella Musica group have their
The music is adifferent matter: there is nothing here
MUSIC FOR FLUTE & GUITAR
hearts and souls in this music and understand its needs.
which transcends the Palm Court—indeed, one often
GIULIANI: Duo concertante for Flute and
It is agently tranquil and nostalgic record, with playing
heard better music of aSunday night in the early days
Guitar / BARON: Concerto in C for Flute and
of sweet accord and lilt and asoftly clear recording that
of the BBC. If you enjoy Trad. arranged by ...,
Guitar / GALILEI: Six pieces for Guitar /
is rightly attuned. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
Wieniawski, Vieuxtemps, Paradis and Castel nuovo SCHEIDLER: Sonata in D for Flute and Guitar
Tedesco, your choice is simple. If not, sample before
Diego Blanco ( gtr) IGunilla von Bahr ( fit)
you buy. You may feel that exercising such talents on
BIS LP- 90 (£4.79) ( TOL)
Chamber
'Yankee Doodle' is something of a waste. The
Though these works are boldly titled as being for flute
recording will not disappoint you, any more than the
and guitar, none was actually written for that perhaps
AMERICAN
BRASS
QUINTET
PLAYS
playing: both piano and violin are superbly rendered.
unlikely combination. Even the Galilei pieces were
RENAISSANCE,
ELIZABETHAN
AND
This issue is not billed as a " digital' one, but it easily
written for the lute: this is a programme of arrangeBAROQUE MUSIC
could be. For my taste, the violin is ashade too close,
ments by Diego Blanco which, on the whole, go very
Delos DMS 3003 (£ 8.80) digital ( Unicorn)
and reveals certain noises which one would prefer to
well. Balance is, of course, the major problem—the
have
excluded,
but
that
may
be
the
price
one
has
to
pay
Anyone acquainted with the records and performances
flute being apenetrating instrument and the guitar the
for the possibility of counting every hair on the bow. In
of the Philip Jones Brass Ensemble will recognise on
opposite. Both artistic and recording decisions have
every way, save—for me—the musical content, this is
this American import the tried and successful recipe:
done much to overcome this problem.
an outstanding issue. [
A: 1*]
Peter Turner
pieces originally written for brass featuring plenty of
It can be said, I think, that all the music here
virtuoso display, tasteful arrangements of some of the
possesses more charm than substance: it is easy on the
MUSIC OF THE ENGLISH HOME ( 1570-1670)
most popular and appealing Elizabethan madrigals and
ear, but, if unheard, would not deprive one of a
Works by Byrd, Gibbons, Purcell, Dowland et al
fancies, and brass playing of the highest standard.
indispensable experience. The Galilei lute- pieces are,
English Consort of Viols IJames Bowman ( c- ten)
The sound of the American ensemble is pleasingly
to me, the most interesting: the father of Galileo must
Turnabout TVS 34709 (
f2.99)
homogeneous, and their intonation consistently true.
surely have had something to say!
The choice of music, too, is pleasantly varied, with
Coming from the Golden Age of English music, the
The performances are very adequate, very accomsufficient changes in mood and texture to ensure that
pieces on this record show us the typical musical
plished even; but Ihave to say that they did not inspire
the brass sound never palls. The pieces vary from the
entertainment enjoyed by an Elizabethan household.
me, as the performers sound as though they weren't
famous Battle Suite by Scheidt, through Elizabethan
Not for them the dilemma of the fourth channel:
terribly inspired either. If you think this music might be
Fancies by Coperario, arrangements of songs by
'Supper being ended, and musicke bookes, according
for you, try to get a hearing before you buy. [
Et: 2/3]
Holborne, Weelkes and Morley, to Canzone and
to the custome, being brought to the table, the mistress
Peter Turner
of the house presented me with a part, earnestly
Ricercare by the two Gabrielis and finally two
FROSUNDA WIND QUINTET
Contrapuncti from Bach's Art of Fugue. The involved
requesting me to sing...' ( Thomas Morley, 1597).
NIELSEN: Wind Quintet Op. 43 / FARKAS:
The fact that some of these pieces were written for
contrapuntal writing of these last pieces is perhaps the
Antique Dances / IBERT: Three Short Pieces /
domestic consumption does not mean that they are
least effective in this scoring, but as no specific
ARNOLD: Three Shanties
instrumentation was stipulated by Bach the result is a musically lightweight, and some very fine viol
Frosunda Wind Quintet
Fantasies (
particularly those by Purcell) are here
valid and interesting realisation.
BIS LP-136 (£ 4.79) ( TOL)
performed with great persuasion by the English
The digitally produced recording is clean and true,
Consort. The songs are by Byrd and Giles and also
No sooner has one welcome recording of Nielsen's
unlike another digital from the same company, 'Water
Music of the Impressionists'. The ensemble is well
include the affecting anonymous setting of ' 0 Death,
Wind Quintet arrived to bridge another gap in the
placed, and my only reservation is that the acoustic is
current
catalogue ( the Athena Ensemble's recent disc
Rock Me Asleep'. James Bowman's authority in the
sometimes over- reverberant; it is entirely appropriate in
vocal
music
of this era
needs no
further
of Nielsen Wind Music on Chandos ABR 1003), when
another promptly emerges in hot pursuit.
the Gabrieli Canzone with their open, spacious feel, but
recommendation here, and there are only one or two
In contrast to the Athena Ensemble's rather more
it is perhaps less suited to the more intimate English
instances
of
doubtful
intonation
in
these
pieces. [
A: 1]
Roger Bowen
valuable enterprise of featuring the bulk of Nielsen's
performances, which date from 1976. What is very
music for wind, the young Swedish ensemble have
regrettable is the distortion which effects the vocal line
CELLO AND PIANO
opted for an entertainingly diverse programme which
in almost all of the songs. The viol accompaniment is
STRAUSS: Sonata for Cello and Piano Op. 6 /
they don't actually match in terms of character, range
unaffected, but whenever the line, or the volume, rises,
LIDHOLIVI: Quattro pezzi / MARTINÚ: First
and personality. They're a touch too polite about
aconsiderable amount of distortion becomes evident.
Sonata
Malcolm Arnold's sea shanties, for example ( nothing if
The voice is also far forward and it lacks the
Elemér Lavotha ( v/c) IKerstin Aberg
not outrageous), and when it comes to the acute mood
integration with the accompaniment that some of these
BIS LP- 121 (£4.79) ( TOL)
changes incorporated so prominently into Nielsen's
pieces warrant. The works without voice deserve a
ingenious Quintet, they're simply no match for the
higher recommendation, as the consort is well placed
Elmér Lavotha, with arich and expressive string tone,
and the acoustic clean, but overall [
C: 1/2].
sinuous pungency of the Athena Ensemble, where the
and Kerstin Aberg, playing with delicacy and strength,
music is at its most impudent.
Roger Bowen
offer agood ( if atrifle earnest) programme. The Strauss
IIIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The more immediate Chandos recording assists in
fattening individual timbres ( though not uncomfortably so) in a way that might have benefited our
Swedish friends agreat deal. [
B: 2]
Edward Seckerson
THE. WORLD OF THE HARP
Susan McDonald ( hrp)
Delos DMS 3005 (£8•80) digital ( Unicorn)

MASTERS OF THE KEYBOARD IN ENGLAND
ARNE: Sonata in F / BYRD: Malt's come downe
/ BLOW: Suite in d / BULL: Piper's Galliard /
HANDEL: Air— Vo' Far guerra ( arr. Babell) /
LOCKE: Suite in c
Harold Lester ( hpd & pno)
Harmonia Mundi ' Musique d'Abord' HM 227
(£2•50) ( Parnote)

The most interesting work on this record is undoubtedly William Babell's transcription of the aria ' Vo'
The harp is an ancient instrument, widely diffused..
Far guerra.' On this record the title is erroneously given
Miss McDonald is a collector of harps, from the
as 'Grand lesson, pour ( for) Pianoforte', when in fact
primitive to the fit- octave concert, and performs on
the piece is taken from a collection which was first
them all. On this record, she uses Concert, Paraguayan
published around 1717 ( long before the piano was in
and Irish examples, all with the same mastery: one does
current use)'under the following title: ' Suite of the most
not teach at the Juilliard School without being a
Celebrated Lessons Collected and Fitted to the
master. The variation in instruments provides a
Harpsichord or Spinet by Mr. Wm. Babell with Variety
welcome and interesting exploration of differing
of Passages by the Author'.
sounds and styles.
This transcription gives an indication of the freedom
A recital of this kind is designed to demonstrate the
with which 18th Century opera arias were performed
sound and range of an instrument rather than to explore
and at the same time affords the listener arare glimpse
the resources of music itself: the piectes are short,
of how Handel's famous improvisations at the
contrasted, and with a large element of virtuosity. Of
keyboard actually sounded. The entire aria with its
that, Miss McDonald has an abundance: this is a
stupendous
cadenza is atour de force which exhibits
brilliant example of harp technique, ranging with equal
virtuosity as a means of expression. In the present
ease from the slov4 and languorous to cascades of
•
recording it is given on a fortepiano, possibly manuflashing glissandi. Many of the arrangements are by
factured by Broadwood in the year 1787, and although
Miss McDonald herself, and she shows an interest in
the result is quite rewarding Ifelt that a harpsichord
the deepest register of her instrument. It would be
would have been better suited to the style of the piece.
difficult to imagine anything which Miss McDonald
For example, the final cadenza is not unlike that of
could not do in exploring and extending the
Bach's fifth Brandenburg ( first movement), although
possibilities of her harps.
the Handel/Babell composition is far more demanding.
Such aprogramme tends to keep one concentrated
The FMajor sonata of Thomas Arm lends itself more
on the sounds even more than upon the music—much
readily to the dulcet tone of the fortepiano, but still
of which, by the nature of things, is not profound and
one feels that the music is essentially harpsichordmay even be trivial. On this record, one would
oriented.
concentrate on the sound in any case, at least initially,
From the late 18th Century the programme harks
for it is quite splendid—certainly the best harpback to the time of the Elizabethan Era. Here all the
recording Ihave come across. It is somewhat on the
pieces are in fact performed on a harpsichord. The
resonant side, but never so much so as to confuse the
instrument employed is a very fine c. 1800 2- manual
individual strings. The harp has avery wide frequency
model by Joseph Kirckman. The performances are very
spectrum, and the whole of it seems contained within
pleasing and, all in all, this half of the programme tends
these recordings, from the flickerings of the highest
to receive amore assured performance. The recording
notes to the humming bourdon of the lowest. The
is good and again the harpsichord tone seems to come
dynamic range is very wide, the brilliance and clarity of
over better than that of the piano. [
B: 2]
the whole remarkable. The sleeve- notes are hardly
Victor McAloon
reticent in self - praise, but one cannot disagree with
them. [
A*: 1]
Peter Turner
PIANO AND GUITAR
WEBER: Divertimento assai facile, Op. 38 /
THE HOROWITZ CONCERTS 1978/79
DIABELLI: Andante con espressione in G n
LISZT: Consolation No. 3
Mephisto Waltz,
Rondo in C 0 Marcia in D / MOSCH ELES: Grand
No. 1 / RACHMANINOV: Barcarolle Op. 10
Duo Concertante in A, Op. 20
Humoresque,
Op.
10 /
SCHUMANN:
Leo
Witoszinskyj ( gtr) IRosario Marciano (pno)
Humoresque, Op. 20
Turnabout TVS 34728 (£2.99)
Vladimir Horowitz (pno)
RCA RL 13433 (£ 5.49)
A wholly delightful, undemanding anthology of period

All of the pieces on this disc were recorded ' in
concert'—at unspecified venues and on unspecified
occasions. Fortunately, the recording lacks many of the
features which characterise ( and ruin?) so many ' live'
recordings; extraneous noises ( from both audience and
performer) are minimal and the overall sound
approximates to many studio- produced recordings.
Horowitz's performances of these 19th century
works are, needless to say, technically accomplished
and very polished. He grasps immediately the essential
character of each of the pieces in Schumann's almost
kaleidoscopic Humoresque and, even if his approach
does differ from Arrau on SAL 3690 or Ashkenazy on
SXL 6642, one is struck by his overall conception.
Rachmaninov and Liszt are very much Horowitz
territory, and his sheer virtuosity carries through the
musically lightweight Rachmaninov pieces. The
elegiac Consolation No. 3 has elicited a richer tone
from some pianists, but the warhorse of the Mephisto
Waltz No. 1. despite some confused welters of sound,
and some harsh playing in the treble register, sweeps
one along with breathtaking momentum.
The Schumann is particularly well recorded for a
concert performance and the image is well- centred,
clear and true, if tending towards dryness. The dynamic
range is also well produced, but adimness affects the
upper registers. The Rachmaninov and Liszt were
evidently recorded on another occasion, as the sound
is a little fuzzy and more recessed. The massive
fortissimo chords in the Mephisto Waltz fare rather
badly and aloss of tonal definition affects anumber of
passages in this work.
The Horowitz Concerts 1975/76 and 1977/78 are
still available on ARL1 1766 and RL 12548, and this
issue makes a fine third. [
B/C: 1]
Roger Bowen
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drawing- room music for guitar and piano. Weber's
Divertimento, dating from 1816 ( the year the composer
resigned his Prague appointment to take up his new
post as conductor of the German Opera at Dresden), is
cast in the same informally tuneful mould as his piano
duets, not to mention his songs with guitar
accompaniment. Including a chain of Waltzes, an
Andante con variazione and aconcluding Polacca, this
is music of Schubertian elegance born in the euphoric
aftermath that was the honeymoon of the Vienna
Congress. The Diabelli, slightly more heavy-Mnded, is
in 'cobbler- patch' vein: music for unashamed
commercial exploitation.
The Moscheles, less ephemeral, seeks to express
grander, more substantial issues. A pupil of
Albrechtsberger and Salieri, commissioned by Artaria
of Vienna to make a vocal score of Fidelio under
Beethoven's supervision, one of the foremost postHummelian, pre- Liszt piano virtuosi of his day, a
sometime director of the Philharmonic Society in
London, and subsequently first professor of the piano
at
Mendelssohn's
newly
founded
Leipzig
Conservatoire, Moscheles was one of the dominant
forces of the 19th century, whose concertos show him
to have been capable of sustained, even symphonic
thought. The present Duo Concertante, an early work,
contains much that is potentially interesting despite
occasional undue length .and repetition (the first
movement, for instance). Unusually, the scherzo, a
Schubertian Iândler in conception, is placed second
Both guitar and piano are treated as equal protagonists
in the textural and musical argument of the whole ( a
true duo in the Beethoven- Schubert sense), and both
are preoccupied with parts of considerable difficulty
and ornamental filigree. The concluding Pastorale

contains some marvellously imaginative moments of
colour.
Witoszinskyj and Marciano respond to the music
with an excellent sense of style and vitality, and they
know how to communicate their enjoyment. A
resonant acoustic does not distract. [
B: 1/2]
Ates Orga
THE ROMEROS: MUSIC FOR FOUR GUITARS
GI
M EN EZ: El Baile de Luis Alonso / MAD INA:
Danza Rapsodica / MOLLEDA: Triptico /
TORROBA: Estampas
Los Romeros: Celedonio, Pepe, Ce/in and Angel
Romero ( gtrs)
Philips 9500 296 (£ 5.45)
Pepe and Angel Romero are both well-known soloists,
with agrowing list of recordings to their credit; but their
musical life has always centred around their family
group. This is the first record to come my way of the
quartet without orchestral accompaniment; and Iwas
immediately struck by the quality of sound which is
produced by a combination of guitars. A good
individual player can produce awide variety of tonecolour and special effects, but a quartet offers much
greater scope, and the Romeros know how to exploit
that, making this issue something of asonic feast.
While Idid not find it so much of amusical feast, all
the pieces except the Gimenez are uncommon, though
one does hear odd items from Torroba's Estampas as
concert- works. What the Romeros seek to do is to
convey the mood of living Spanish composers ( though
Gimenez died in 1923), and in that they succeed
admirably: there is no trivial music here, even though
one cannot describe any of it as great. The
performances are almost always excellent, though Idid
note one example of less than perfect ensemble.
Tonally, the music is supported by a very nice
recording. What Ifound curious about it is that the
players are strung out between the speakers in what
sounds like a straight line. Although this technique
enables one to hear each instrument separately, the
effect is rather unnatural. One soon learns to ignore this
and to enjoy the musical offerings; and they are very
enjoyable. Guitar- lovers will need this record; guitarhaters might find it changing their minds. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
VIRTUOSO BASSOON
TANSMAN: Sonatine for Bassoon and Piano /
BOUTRY: Interferences / ARNOLD: Fantasy
for bassoon Op.'86 / HINDEMITH: Sonata for
Bassoon and Piano / BLOMDAHL: Little Suite
for Bassoon and Piano / VON KOCH: Monolog
No. 5 for Bassoon
Knut Spstevold ( bsn) IEva Lnardahl (pno)
BIS LP- 122 (£4.79) (TOL)
Though this record might delight amateurs of the
bassoon, for most listeners it may prove too much of a
good ( or the same) thing. Nor will the recording please
greatly, with its over- prominent bassoon and a piano
tone which varies from atubby fatness to arather brittle
thinness. Nonetheless, the playing is good and some of
the works are well worth hearing. The Tansman
Sonatine (
1952) is a pleasant but passé piece. Roger
Boutry's Interferences (1972) pits the bassoon against
the piano and explores the sounds of that collision
(hence the title). The bassoon part is avery taxing and
showy one, but the argument is thin and overextended.
Malcolm Arnold's Fantasy (
for solo bassoon) is much
better, being both virtuosic and well shaped, with
touches of well-timed wit. Hindemith's Sonata for
Bassoon and Piano (
1938), despite its relative brevity,
is the most substantial and best- worked piece on this
record—and the most interesting to listen to. Blomdahl
was much influenced by Hindemith at this time, which
shows both in the texture and treatment of ideas in his
Little Suite (
1945). Erland von Koch ( b. 1910) ends this
record with another bassoon solo—this a mixture of
virtuosity, folksiness and ( asuperficial) vanguardism.
Knut Sestevold plays with great technical skill but
with less than ideal musical penetration. [
D: 2]
Benedict Sarnaker
WATER MUSIC OF THE IMPRESSIONISTS
LISZT: Les Jeux d'Eaux a la Villa d'Este /
GRIFFES: The Fontains of the Aqua Paola /
RAVEL: Jeux d'Eaux 0 Ondine / DEBUSSY: La
Cathedrale Engloutie D Jardins sous la Pluie 0
Reflets dans l'eau O Poissons d'or 13 Ondine
Carole Rosenberger (pno)
Delos DMS 3006 (£8.80) digital ( Unicorn)
HI-FI NEWS 8c RECORD REVIEW
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This is one of the first digital recordings to come my
way, and I can do nothing but express my
disappointment. The recital was plainly not recorded in
an empty concert hall with the microphones placed in
the foyer, but the sound quality, with its distant image
and unacceptably resonant outline, might easily lead
one to believe that it was. The tonal range in the outer
registers gives very little scope for praise, and the
recording fails to convey the true feeling of 'attack' so
vital to any piano sound.
Ms. Rosenberger displays considerable facility in
these pieces and the showers of notes certainly
cascade. When compared with some of the alternative
versions, however, her performances cannot be
wholeheartedly
recommended—she
cannot,
for
example, match Ashkenazy's virtuosity in Ravel's
Ondine (
Decca SXK 6215), nor Michelangeli's
mercurial grace in Poissons d'or (DG 2530 196):
indeed, some of her Debussy sounds distinctly
waterlogged. [
C/D: 3]
Roger Bowen

Organ
CHRISTMAS MUSIC FOR THE ORGAN
Music by d'Aquin, Bach, Duprè, Pepping, Reger
Hans Fagius ( org)
BIS LP-130 (£ 4.79) ( TOL)
The music is based on French Noëls and Advent
chorales, and is played on the 1975 Christensen organ
in Hârnósand Cathedral. The Noëls are somewhat
over- deliberate in execution, the first being rather slow
(a couple of wrong notes appear in another), thereby
losing a good deal of their customary sparkle. The
remaining works are excellently rendered, and make
most enjoyable listening.
Simple techniques and a minimum of electronic
gadgetry help to make this asplendid recording, except
for a trifling amount of wow, and it has adequate
warmth and a smooth response, including wellpreserved bass. The fact that the producer gets away
with putting the loudest Bach chorale on the inside
track is, however, not sufficient excuse for doing so,

particularly when the sequence is changed for the
purpose! [
A/B: 1/2]
Trevor Attewell
CARLO CURLEY GOES DIGITAL
Music by Bach, Clarke, Mozart, Pierne, Widor
Carlo Curley ( org)
Chalfont SDG 303 (£ 7.97) digital ( Unicorn)
Despite the title, Curley hasn't actually fallen to ' bits'. In
taking such liberties as he sees fit with these popular
works he is merely following his declared aim to ' please
the crowds', and it would be superfluous—and
pompous— to offer conventional musical comment on
something evidently intended as light entertainment,
and which can only appeal ( or otherwise) accordingly.
The rating assumes this intention.
However, the recording itself is worth comment—it
is of excellent standard, very crisp in detail, with good
frequency extension and dynamic range, but it is not
significantly better in these respects than really good
pressings from the better analogue tapes. It is very
slightly hard at the top end, but, with the original sound
coming from loudspeakers instead of pipes, the cause
is not clear. The sleeve claims for the digital system a
flat frequency response to 0 Hz, distortion below
0.004% at line level, S/N and dynamic range both
90 dB, wow and flutter unmeasurable, but it should be
pointed out that these data exclude mics, mixer ( if
used), mastering, pressing and replay. For example, a
finite signal on the disc would require an infinite
amplitude as the frequency tends to zero! I'm not
knocking a very good product—merely pointing out
that only one part of the chain has yet benefited from
digital working. [
A: 1]
Trevor Attewell
AN ANTHOLOGY OF EARLY ENGLISH ORGAN
MUSIC
Music by Byrd, Gibbons, Keeble, Tallis, Walod, Wesley,
S. S. Wesley
Hans Fagius ( org)
BIS LP- 141 (£4.79) ( TOL)
A small modern Swedish organ at Norra Asarp ( 21
stops, 3M + P) is used to good effect in this interesting
recital. The organ has something of the brilliance of the
early English organ, derived from Italian influences, but

dassicaL

less of the sweetness attribututed to early accounts,
though these matters are distinctly speculative. Most of
Side 1 is pre- Commonwealth in origin, and the whole
forms an excellent survey of British organ music up to
the 19th century. It is superbly played throughout, and
Fagius has clearly studied the genre with great care.
The recording is basically excellent, with arefreshing
absence of complex miking and mixing. It gives very
good stereo imaging, with arealistic balance between
organ and building, and has a wide frequency
response. The only snag is a little hollow ambience,
characteristic of some recording situations, but not too
objectionable. The specification and registration are
given, and this disc is thoroughly recommended for all
its content, much of which is not otherwise available.
[A/B: 1*]
Trevor Attewell
ORGANS OF PALMA DE MALLORCA
Music by Bohm, Fischer, Pachelbel, Scheidemann,
Scheidt, Sweelinck
Francis Chapelet ( org)
Harmonia Mundi ' Musique d'Abord' HM 948
(£2.50) ( Parnote)
A bare sleeve attests to the reason for the lower price,
and the sole information given on an insert slip ( French
only) concerns the organ. There is no specification, but
it is possible to piece this partially together from the
given facts. The present instrument is arestoration by
Grenzing ( 1970) of an 18th century original by
Mattheu Bosch. It shows northern European influence
to the extent that the chosen programme is very
fitting—the tonalities are not what one might expect
from the location. Of the playing it need only be said
that this is fully up to the high standard characteristic of
this performer, clearly delineating the salient features of
what is sometimes unjustifiably dismissed as
'organist's music'.
A high-level recording sounds somewhat close and
aggressive, but it plays well at reduced volume, if
lacking a little in building contribution. It is free from
any real problems, and has the all too rare attribute of a
good signal-to-noise ratio. Musically and tonally this
record will interest the specialist in particular, to whom
it can be recommended. [
A/B: 1] Trevor Attewell

HMV Classics

A reissue roundup conducted by John Atkinson, Boger Bowen,
Christopher Breunig, Peter Gammond, Doug Hammond,
David Pickett and selected members of the record review team
Orchestral/Symphonic

W

E step back into the world of the
18th century galant with the
Collegium Aureum performing J. C.
Bach's Symphony in E/, Op. 18 and
Sinfonia Concertante in A for orchestra,
violin and cello on Harmonia Mundi 06599827 (£ 5.25, Parnote). Youngest son of
J. S. Bach, J. C. Bach exhibits—
particularly in the Sinfonia with its graceful
themes
and
suave
rhythmic
gestures—many of the 'classical' attributes of his one-time pupil Mozart. The
sound of this 1965 recording is spacious
with the two soloists standing out well,
both from each other and from the orchestral texture. The overall sound is
fairly lush, but this does not preclude the
clean outlines of the upper strings and
the sparkle of the harpsichord continuo
showing through. [
El: 1]
R.B.
We seem to have missed RCA's disc of
Bach / Stokowski transcriptions ( with
the LSO on ARL 10880) in 1975, but
these now reappear on GL 42921
(£3.25). Eight pieces ( only one from an
organ work, the G - minor ' Little Fugue')
include some of Stokowski's less wellknown Bach conversions. But the old
magic touch is there for much of the time,
to remind us of the depths of emotion and
panoplies of splendour to be extracted
from J.S.B. by a modern orchestra. For
sheer brilliance try the Prelude, derived
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

from a partita for solo violin. Sound
generally good, but our pressing was
slightly off-centre, giving a touch of
wow. [
B: 1/1*]
J.C.
Leipzig Gewandhaus/Masur give an
eccentric account of Beethoven's
Eroica Symphony on Philips ' Festivo'
6570 165 (£ 3.25). The tempi are fairly
traditional but rhythmic details are often
disturbing and blunt the conviction of the
performance. Things are even worse in
the Coriolan Overture, which suffers from
downright untidiness in the ensemble
between cellos and violins. The sound of
the Eroica is cavernous but with the
bonus of a very rich and clear doublebass line. However, at the start of the
funeral march, the oboe is very distant
and most of the rest of the woodwind are
inaudible. This may also be agood thing
as the principal oboe plays with a pronounced bleat. Unfortunately, not in the
top five recordings of this work. [
13: 3]
D.P.
On
its
1970
release,
Giulini's
Beethoven Pastorali Egmont Overture
(HMV SXLP. 30313, £ 3.45) was regarded as among the best of modern recordings, with Giulini expressing '... agreat
feeling for the inner textural makeup, so
that one assimilates all the strands properly'. Almost exactly 10 years later, I'm
not so sure. Without doubting the commitment or excellence of the performance, there is a certain, almost ' clumsiness' about the reading which disturbs.
APRIL 1980

MI have recently issued a batch of
eight 12 in. ' HMV Classics' discs, but
these are LPs with adifference: the speed
is 45 rpm. The primary technical reason is
for sound quality ( the series is called
'Dynamic Sound"). Our tests on these
discs—including achangeover comparison with the original LPs—revealed a
significant increase in recorded level ( up
to 6dB). The advantages accruing from
the increased speed include potentially
reduced surface noise and the publicised
wider dynamic range as well as, in theory,
better HF performances. The records are:
Elgar & Coates (RLPO / Groves),
HMV1; Tchaikovsky (
BSO / Silvestri),
HMV2; Mozart (RPO / Davis), HMV3;
Ravel (
NPO / Maazel), HM V4; Strauss
II
(
Vienna /
Boskovsky),
HMV5;
Sibelius (
BSO / Berglund), HMV6;

Famous Opera Choruses (ROH
Chorus & Orch. / Gardelli), HMV7;
Borodin
(
Orc h.
de
Paris /
Rozhdestvensky), HM V8 (£ 1.99 each). A
marketing benefit for the audiophile is
that it is not necessary to buy an LP
(costing £ 5 upwards) when, perhaps,
only one or two pieces are required. For
example, Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture I
Capriccio Italien (HMV2) and Ravel's
Bolero I La Valse (HMV4). In turn, of
course, these couplings mean a limited
playing- time, from around 9: to 17 mins,
unless more sophisticated groove pitch
equipment is used on the cutting lathe.
The higher groove velocities did occasionally present tracking difficulty with a
few pickups, but on most hi-fi equipment
there should be no problems, and the
sound was exciting and impressive. The
ratings for recording are overall [
A/8][
See also p. 141.]
D.A.

Perhaps it is that the tempi are pulled
around too much, and that everything is
slightly overstated. Iprefer the early 60s
Karajan recently reissued on Heliodor
2542 106; listen before you buy. [
A: 1]
J.A.
Otto Klemperer's gaunt recording of
Beethoven's Choral Symphony (HMV
SXDW 3051, £ 5.99), with wilfully slow
scherzo — repeats taken — and fast
Adagio reading, suggests a later conducting phase than 1958. But how forcibly
this
set
recalls
Klemperer's
Philharmonia concerts . . the painful
walk to the desk, that curtest of acknowledgements to his London audiences! And in the coupled King Stephen
Overture there is, if not Bernstein's
exuberance, some characteristic humour.
Leonora Ill is the other item here. The

sound of the Ninth is rather harsh and
reverberant, but the arrangement of
string forces is well presented in the
finale recitatives. Pressings were disappointingly noisy. [
B/C: 1]
C.B.
On atop- class system the 1968 Monte
Carlo
recordings
of
Borodin's
Symphony 2 and Rimsky-Korsakov's
'Tsar Saltan' Suite are quite impressive
(from Philips ' Universo' to ' Festivo'
6570 105, £ 3.25). The bass is well extended and hall ambience is persuasive;
there is, however, some sectionalisation
of the orchestra. Roberto Benzi secures
better. than expected playing from the
Opera Orchestra: not as good as Nat. PO
/Tjeknavorian in the Borodin, but—for
instance—comparing well with LSO /
Previn ( RCA) in Flight of the bumblebee.
Incidentally, we recommend only the
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The
XK50
arrives
with many
advanced
features,
extremely low
mass being the
order of the day. A
plug-in arm pipe of
heat hardened
aluminium alloy with
integrated headshell weighs
amere 9.5G. Gold plated
connectors and computer type
teflon coated silver leads keep the
signal pure.
Our unique Dynamic Tracing
System sets the tonearm pivot on the
same level as the stylus tip for easy
tracing of the most severe modulations
and warps. Silicon damping in the
horizontal plane ensures solid, precise bass
reproduction while in combination with
medium to high compliance cartridges the low
frequency resonance peak is ideally located
between 10-12 Hz. A refined bias compensation
device offers elliptical, spherical and line contact
settings.
That's awhgle lot of advanced technology for £ 119.95
inc VAT. Visit one of our hand picked Signet dealers or clip
the coupon for full specification plus details of Signet Moving
Micro-Coil and Dual Magnet Cartridges.
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Strauss' Alpine Symphony reappears studied care that occasionally borders on model as Sc h um ann 's own). The piano
boxed- set transfer of the ( RCA version)
both the transcendental and the boring. sound is del ight
fuland is faithfull yca pon Heliodor 2548 175 tj (£ 1.95). The
Borodin symphony. [
A/B: 1]
C.B.
The recording ambience is generally ap - tured by HM with only a little tape hiss
mono recording by Bohm and the
Boyce's Eight Symphonies were conpropriate to the instrument and the and some pre -echo. De m us pla ys the
Dresden Staatskapelle is not up to the
sidered rather old-fashioned in their time
music, although slight hiss mars t
he
pieces simp ly,asthe ydemand, and there
best standards of the period ( 1957). The
(c. 1760), but fashion plays no part today
overall sound quality. [ B: 2 ]
D.H. are only occasional rhythmic stu mbl es
sound is very dim and distant and, alin our enjoyment of these diverting and
Four
Handel
organ
concerti,
nos.
10,
when the ancient mechanism refuses to
though the playing is excellent, Behm»s
engaging pieces. Yehudi Menuhin and
11, 12 and 13, from the 19 76 box by cope. This all adds to t
heapp eal and the
interpretation is not particularly remarkthe Menuhin Festival Orchestra play
Daniel Chorzempa with the Concerto whole issue is heartily recommended.
able. Kempe and the RPO on RCA
them as well as anybody could wish
[
A: 1 1
OH.
(GL 42697) are much better value from Amsterdam conducted by violinist Jaap
(CFP 40326, £ 1.99), and Neville
Schroder, make up Philips ' Living
Renato Fasano co nductin g the Virall points of view. [ H: 2]
Boyling's edition and recording sound as
tuosi di Roma recorded an 'aut henic
There are excellent mid- priced reissues' Baroque' 9502 022 (€ 3.75). ' Original instylish now as in 1973. [A*: 1*] O.P.
realisation' of Vivaldi's The Four Seaof Tchaikovsky's Manfred Symphony struments' performances at low pitch, the
Second to be re-released from the early
(Markevitch / ' Festivo' and Maazel / sound is excellent, but somewhat dis - sons as long ag o as 1960, yet the sound
70s Dresden Staatskapelle / Sanderling
turbed by mechanical noise from the
of its HMV ' Concert Classics' reissue
'Jubilee), but Rostropovich's LPO reBrahms cycle, the Symphony 2 and
antique organ ( of the old Catholic ( SXLP 30419, £ 3.45) is better than many
cording is so immensely satisfying that
Tragic
Overture
appear
on
RCA
Church at Haarlem). The organ, however , amodern first-time issue. The style of the
the extra cost is worthwhile ( HMV
GL 25266 (£ 3.25). Licensed from Ariola
performance does not co nform to toda y's
ASD 3730 4, £ 5.40). From the 1977 does sound beautifully appropriate and
Eurodisc, this is quite aclose recording in
boxed set. Overall slightly 'soft', this Dr. Chorzempa plays both with scholar - concepts of ' authentic ity' , but neither
a reasonably resonant acoustic, and the
does it suffer from R omantic excess, and
recording has plenty of bite in climaxes, ship and fire, excellently supported by
new disc lacks a slight ' hardness' apdrawing
upon the
performance and reco rdin g combine to
and some depth in the staging is sug- the ensemble,
parent on the original issue. An impresskeyboard suite no. 2 and the Op. 1 give a full -blooded , wa rm but clear
ive account which .has long been a gested. Only rarely is one aware of the
sonatas
for
the
improvisatory
passage
sound. The market is, however, already
multi-miked approach. [ A: 1*]
C.B.
favourite, it is marked by good ensemble
but composing the necessary cadenzas
over -stuffed with equ all y commendable
Fillers from the LSO / Previn Kingsway
and clarity of texture. Sanderling does
himself. A well- recommended release.
versions of this wo rk. [ A: 1]
D.H.
omit the 1st- movement repeat, however. Hall Vaughan Williams symphony
[A: 1]
J.A.
[B: 1/2]
JA. cycle are reissued on RCA GL42953
Emerging from aboxed set are four of
Vocal/Operatic
Previously on HQS 1126, the classic (£3.25)—the 'Wasps' Overture, concerHaydn's late piano trios ( H. XV No. 39 in
1959 RPO / Beecham Delius recording tos for tuba and violin, the ' England of
F H XIV No 6/H XVI No .6 in G; H XV
of Dance Rhapsody No. 2, Over the hills Elizabeth' Suite. Valuable performances,
ACH's B Minor Mass has a195 4 star
line-up on a 3- record mono set
and far away, and Florida Suite, is re- especially John Fletcher's, marred by
(HMV RLS 746®, £ 10.25). Karajan conreleased on HMV Concert Classics SXLP transfers that compare unfavourably with
ducts; Schwarzkopf, Gedda, Heffgen,
30415 (£ 3.45). It is not worth elaborat- the originals, and by unwelcome presB/C: 1]
C.B.
and Rehfuss sing the solo parts; Gareth
ing on the Beecham and Delius relation- sing noise. [
colourless titles. Charles
ose
aptly
Morris, Sidney Sutcliffe, Peter Newbury,
ship, but if this ( perhaps over-) tuneful
characterises the works as piano sonatas
Chamber/Concertos
and somewhat ' decadent' ( despite
Dennis Brain, and Manoug Parikian prowith obbligato violin and cello C. . . the
vide
the instrumental solos. The performFlorida being an early work) music apmost brilliant piano works before
RIGINALLY part of the 1974 compeals, then this album is essential. The
ance is Romantic in the extreme, but
Beethoven . . ..) and they are most enplete ' Orchestral works' box, the
stereo is unforced and relaxed, with some
although the chorus clog the textures in
joyable. Playing and recording are totally
woodwind spotlighting, the only signs of ECO / Leppard recording of three J. S.
the slower sections with their ubiquitous
natural and would be hard to beat by any
age being occasionally obvious tape Bach harpsichord concerti, nos. 1, 2and standards. [
vibrato, the soloists more than comA*: 1*]
D.P.
compression and hiss, and arather shrill 4, reappears on Philips ' Living Baroque'
pensate with a radiant control that is
In the absence of any other currently
9502
002
(£
3.75).
Leppard
leads
from
frequency balance. [ C: 1*.]
J.A.
magical — Schwarzkopf, Gedda and
available coupling of Haydn's three
the
harpsichord,
as
well
as
acting
as
Morris in the Domine Deus should not be
Schoenberg's Orchestral TranscripOrgan Concertos cautious recommenmissed. Recording proximity, level and
tions of Bach's Prelude & Fugue in E7 soloist, and the ECO follow him with dation can go to the reissue of Franz
precision.
As
soloist,
hiss varies greatly but is generally just
(St. Anne) and of Brahms' piano quartet impeccable
Lehrndorfer's versions ( July 1978) with
less than adequate. [
D: 1*/H]
O.H.
in g Op. 25 ( conducted by Robert Craft Leppard is flamboyant without losing Faerber's Württemberg CO ( Turnabout
on CBS 61881, £ 3.39) were first issued contact with the music and at mid- price, TVS 34694, £ 2.99). The performances
J. S. Bach's Seven Motets BWV 225as part of the boxed set of Schoenberg's this record is preferable to Stuttgart CO / (on ashamefully unidentified but pleas - 231 are sung on a2- record set from Harcomplete works. They cast fascinating Malcolm on 'Jubilee'. Recording is warm ant organ) are ashade too fast and busy , monia Mundi ( 151-99 616/17, £8.40,
light on Schoenberg and, through him, and detailed but the harpsichord is alittle
and the recording is distinctly muddy , Parnote) by the Kantorei BarmenJ.A.
onto Bach and Brahms. The Brahms is close and wide. [A: 1 ]
Gemarke, directed by Helmut Kahlheefer
Stephen
Bishop- Kovacevich
and with some bad patches. They do never - and accompanied, where appropriate, by
particularly fine and virtually transforms
theless provide the chance to gain fam Colin
Davis
return
to
the
catalogue
with
this chamber work into a symphony.
the Collegium Aureum on original instruiliarity with agreeable if hardly impressive
Unfortunately, the playing is stiff and their fine performance of Beethoven's early Haydn concertos. [
ments. These are straightforward, perC: 2]
P.B.
clinically inclined, and the recording is 3rd Piano Concerto ( Philips ' Festivo'
haps even obvious, performances of
Among the earliest of the Barenboim
wiry in sound and flat in perspective. In 6570 135, £ 3.25). The orchestra on this
these works, that are let down occasioncycle, Mozart: Piano Concertos K175
1971
recording
is
the
BBC
SO,
and
the
both respects the Brahms ( Chicago SO)
ally by lapses in tuning. The 1968 recordsound can best be described as spacious.
and K271 ( HMV Concert Classics SXLP
is better than the Bach ( CBC SO), but
ing quality is very good except for an
Scmetimes the wind sound larger than 30418, £ 3.45) first appeared in 1969. The
overall this record makes for strained
over- generous :
reproduction of sibilants
life and the string sound does lack alittle
D major is spirited, the Eflat rather better
listening. [ D: 3]
B.S.
and slight pre- echo. Although the acousbite, having aveiled quality. There is tape
than it seemed originally but still manOf I
nbal's early 1970s performances of
tic is not dry, neither it nor the performnered compared with rival versions.
the Schumann symphonies currently noise, but the transfer and surfaces are
ance obscure the contrapuntal detail.
Sound has survived the years well and is
appearing on the Philips ' Festivo' label very good. One hears also the action
Unfortunately, the additional eighth
(see p.109 for No. 3etc), those of 1and 4 noise and a clanking sound from the superior to the only other recording of motet. Ich lasse dich nicht, has not been
pedals.
The
original
issue
included
the
this
particular
coupling
in
all
respects.
coupled on 6570 151 (£ 3.25), from
included. [
A/B: 2]
D.H.
[
B: 1/2]
K.O.
1971, are the most satisfying. lnbal Pathétique Sonata but no filler has been
Montserrat Caballé has made a
provided
here.
Recommended
nevertheConnoisseurs
of
authenticity
of
sound
balances the winds and strings of the
number of complete opera sets for Philips,
A: 1]
D.P.
if not necessarily of performance will
NPO ideally and then allows the music to less. [
and some of the principal arias from
Saga
are
re-releasing
the
famous
delight
in
the
reissue
of
a
1974
BASF
speak for itself. Some HF restriction rehalf a dozen of these have now been
recording by Hans Deinzer and Hubert
minds the listener that this is arecording Borodin Quartet / Richter version of
reissued on Philips 9500 358 (€ 5.45).
Crüts
respectively
with
Collegium
but Ithink the slight edginess in the string Brahma Piano Quintet in astereo remix
The earliest dates from 1974 and the
on Saga 5448111, £ 2.75. This is amarvelAureum in Mozart: Clarinet Concerto
sound is natural to this orchestra and is
latest is part of the Mad Scene from the
and Horn Concerto K447, on rlarmonia
not imposed by the engineers. However, lous 1950s performance but the record1976 Lucia di Lammermoor. Caballé is in
Mundi 065-99829 (£ 5.25, Parnote).
neither of these points really detracts ing quality is tiring at times, with wiry
excellent voice in every case, and the
string tone in loud passages, some hiss,
Deinzer is using areconstructed ' bassetfrom the performances. [
A: 1]
D.H.
excerpts from IMasnadieri and II Corsaro
frequency limitations, and aslightly overclarinet' so that he can play the concerto
Although a pioneer Sibelius intershow her at her brilliant best, with some
résonant acoustic. Yet, the burning inspias Mozart really wrote it, with those
preter, Eugene Ormandy disappoints in
soft singing of ravishing beauty. The only
ration
of
this
interpretation
shines
wonderfully
rich
lowregister
notes;
the
Second
Symphony:
a 1976
band Ifound disappointing was ' Vissi
Crüts uses a reconstructed ' inventions
Philadelphia recording, briefly available through and as there are only two other
versions of this work in the catalogue at
horn' and plays it with such security of d'arte' from Tosca. The attack on some of
here in imported CD- 4transfers, now on
present, one only available as part of a5tone and skilled manipulation that only the high notes is not quite clean, and
RCA GL 42868 (£ 3.25). The orchestral
there is adefinite tremolo on the top Bflat
record set and the other at full price, this
occasionally is the absence of valves
playing is excessively opulent—as reat the climax, but all in all this is a fine
noticeable. Slightly resonant recording,
corded, the lower strings' pizzicati in ( ii) mid- price reissue has much to offer.
selection. The recording in every case is
[D: 1*]
D.H.
but really superb playing by all con
sound like a Madame hitching up her
clean and well-balanced between voice
Julian
Bream's
1967
recital
of
Lute
cerned.
[A:
1*]
K.D.
skirts. But the sound, and pressing
and orchestra. [
A: 1]
J.F.
Music from the Royal Courts of Europe
Another in the recent series of reissues
quality, rule out any sort of recommendA vastly- improved German pressing of
from Harmonia Mundi of Rug Demus
ation; the compression on violins in ( ii) is reappears on RCA ' Gold Seal' GL 42952
ha 16 h
d early 17thplaying period pianos is 151-99775/6 ( 2 a selection of Dowland's Ayres and
quite disgraceful for a modern producLute- Lessons is issued on Saga 5449
tion, and the review copy was largely century pieces, by composers as famous recs, £ 8.40, Parnote). On this 1976 re(€2.75). James Bowman and Robert
unplayable. Side 1also had inner groove as Dowland and Alfonso Ferrabosco and cording he plays Schumann's Album for
Spencer provide a representative selecdistortion. [
D: 3]
C.B. as obscure as Dlugoraj, are played with a the Young on an 1839 Graf ( the same
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REVVING UP

Direct Drive. Belt Drive. Differential Drive. Left Hand
Drive. Shaft Drive. Turbo Drive. Worm Drive. Servo Drive.
Silent Drive. And Gear Drive. Interstellar Overdrive.
It's enough to drive you out of your mind.
And that's just for starters. Because, even though there
aren't that many turntable drive systems, there's more to
choosing aturntable than merely deciding between the
merits of Direct Drive and Belt Drive.

You also have to worry about such factors as the motor
the platten, the choice of tone-arm. As well as speed stability, tracking accuracy and arm resonances. Not forgetting
rumble, acoustic breakthrough, wow and flutter.
The list goes on.
But, even then you still have some way to go before you
reach your destination. Once the mechanics are resolved,
you have to listen to each turntable in turn. Because the
musicality of turntables is now an accepted fact. So you
have to find one with asound that agrees with you.
No wonder it's all too easy to become confused. As if
the technicalities weren't enough, you have to choose
between some 228 different turntables and tone arms from
65 individual manufacturers.
The problem is to know what to do. But before you run

out of road, and end up in frustration settling for aturntable that might turn out to be something less than you
desired, make adetouitowards the latest issue of HiFi
Choice.

In HiFi Choice: Turntables & Tone Arms, Martin
Colloms has selected 100 turntables and tone arms of particular interest. Each and every one has been carefully measured and tested. Each and every one has been extensively
and exhaustively listened to. Every result and comment has
been carefully noted, compared and analysed. And then,
and only then, has Martin Colloms selected various models
that he considers to represent exceptional value for money
in various price categories.
Needless to say, aconsiderable amount of time, effort
and planinn2 went into researching and writing HiFi
Choice: Turntables & Tone Arms. It contains all of Martin
Colloms' findings, and it's about the length of any.bestselling paperback. But, more important, it's written in such
away that even if you don't know the difference between
rumble and resonance, you'll understand what's being
said.
HiFi Choice: Turntables & Tone Arms is indispensible
reading for anybody thinking of buying equipment. Think
of it as amap, designed to guide you through the hi-fi
jungle.
Other volumes in the series include Cassette Decks &
Tapes, Loudspeakers, Stereo Systems, Amplifiers, Receivers,
Cartridges & Headphones and Tuners.
Each and every one has been written with the same care
and attention to detail.
Make sure you get the copies you need today. HiFi
Choice is on sale at most good newsagents or use the
coupon to order direct from the publishers.
Please send me the following copies of HiFi Choice. Add
35p p&p for each issue. (Overseas postage 50p)
copies of Turntables and Tonearms @ £2.00
copies of Cassette Decks @ £2.00
copies of Systems @ £2.00
copies of Loudspeakers @ £2.00
copies of Tuners @ £ 1.50
copies of Cartridges and Headphones @ £ 1.50
copies of Amplifiers @ l.50
copies of Receivers @ £ 1.50
HiFi Choice Binders (holds acomplete set) @ £ 1.95
each including p&p
Name
Address
HFN

Ienclose acheque/P.O. for £
payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd. Allow 3weeks for delivery. Mail coupon to:
Hi Fi Choice Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London WIP IDE.
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lion, performed with scholarship and
charm. Dowland being an undoubted
genius, the result is pure joy. [
A: 1]
p.T.
Callas reissues continue apace, this
time with her 1959 Puccini Manon
Lescaut (
HMV RLS737 ®, 3 records,
£11.95), which is kept mono and un titivated. It was always considered afirstrate recording of Puccini's first operatic
success, slightly outpacing the contemporary Tebaldi set on Decca by virtue of
Di Stefano's rather more sensitive playing of the Chevalier compared to Del
Monaco, Serafin's excellent tempi and,
of course, the great Callas herself in fine
dramatic form. The magic words ' Teatro
alla Scala' always suggest the right atmosphere for such as Puccini. The recording was also considered good in its
day and has stood the test of time well.
An extremely rich sound of great depth,
old-fashioned in its full-bodied impact,
with the voices very clearly and boldly
caught. Apart from the compression of
the mono effect and aslight distortion of
top notes it still provides a fairly enjoyable sound [ C: 1*/1 ]
P.G.
Harmonia Mundi reissue on HM 207
(£3.80, Parnote) the Deller Consort's
performances of Purcell's Te Deum, '
In
Guilty Night', and the Funeral Sentences
'Man that is born of Woman'. These 1968
performances evidence Alfred Deller's
authority of interpretation, and even if
one takes exception to certain of the

vocal timbres, the grandeur of the Te
Deum and the poignancy of the Funeral
Sentences more than compensate. The
recording of all the pieces is clear, but the
Te Deum has been engineered to present
the soloists, choir and orchestra as if they
were in receding terraces, and while this
may comply with the liturgical placings,
here the practice emphasises the solo
voices at the expense of the choral parts.
The dynamic range also suffers, with
climaxes for choir and orchestra losing
much of their impact. Stereo separation is
good and is particularly evident in the
shorter pieces, which generally fare
better in recording quality. [
B: 1] R.B.
A veteran LP, dating from 1953 and in
mono ( HMV ALP3843 (
D, £5.40), restores a Schubert recital by the freshvoiced Schwarzkopf of almost thirty
years ago accompanied by the great
veteran pianist Edwin Fischer, who died
in 1960. It is a curious mixture now
grown interesting by virtue of the rare
partnership. Schwarzkopf is not at her
very best and for some of the time seems
to be singing rather carefully as if not
quite sure of her accompanist. And
indeed Fischer is slightly vague and does
not provide an accompaniment of the
quality we would expect of Gerald
Moore. But he was agreat Schubertian.
One gets pleasure out of listening to him,
especially in the introductions, while
Schwarzkopf gets it all going well in
songs such as An Silvia, Wehmut and

cLassicaL

Ganymed. The sound quality is still quite is clear, with good separation of the vocal
good and not particularly impaired in lines and good balance between singers
and instruments. The image is forward
such music by being mono. [
C: 1/2]
A/B: 2]
R.B.
P.G. and well in focus. [
A recital of 15 songs by Tchaikovsky,
Miscellaneous
Rachmaninov, Hahn, Fauré, Debussy,
Liszt, Villa-Lobos, Braga, Guarnieri and
A RECORD called At Your Request
Buchardo, sung by Gérard Souzay, ap(EMI ONCR528, £ 3-45) and bearpears on Serenade (
RCA GL 42922,
ing the name of Semprini is rather sur£3.25). Souzay's artistry is well disprisingly somewhat less than half taken
played on this disc, as is that of his able
up by examples of his popular talents as a
accompanist, Dalton Baldwin. However,
pianist in items by Grieg, Tchaikovsky
the recording sounds historic although it
and the like. The rest comprises orwas only made in 1969. Annoying hiss,
chestral arrangements by Semprini, some
wow ( especially noticeable on the piano
involving the piano, but quite a number
sound), restricted frequency range, and a
without. Dating from 1966 to 1979, the
claustrophobic acoustic all have to be
recordings are mainly in the hands of
listened through, but these performances Vilem Tausky and Kenneth Alwyn, who
are worth the effort. [
D: 1]
D.H. offer some pleasant, lightly romantic perOrazio Vecchi was an important
figure in the musical life of Italy in the formances. Semprini admirers may regret
the rationing of his playing but otherwise
years before Monteverdi, and his charmwill admire his other musical talents. [
A:
ingly unpretentious L'Amliparnaso is
P.G.
performed by the Deller Consort and the 1/2]
For those interested in the classical
Collegium Aureum on Harmonia Mundi
065-99816 (£ 5.25,
Parnote).
The European organ, the important Riepp
Trinity
( south
side)
organ
at
characters and romantic plot of this
has
been
reissued
Comedia Harmonica are taken from the Ottobeuren
commedia dell'arte and the action takes (Harmonia Mundi 065-99612, £ 5-25,
place entirely through aseries of 5- part Parnote). Gustav Leonhardt does full
madrigals, no use being made of conven- justice to an arc of music sweeping from
tional operatic techniques. These 1962 Belgium via north and south Germany to
performances are crisply enjoyable, but France. The building is exceedingly rethe practice of scooping up to the note verberant, but essential clarity is mainadopted all too frequently by the sop- tamed, only a little wow and rumble
ranos becomes wearisome. The acoustic intruding very slightly. [ B: 1 ]
T.A.

cassettes
reviewed by Peter Gammond

Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc
record sections, readers should be aware tliát mass production techniques
can degrade cassette sound quality between samples, and that the ' recording' ratings given here apply only to our review copies. KEY: P—Performance;
R—Recording; D—Original review of disc version, when discoverable.

'Concert Classics' TC-SXLP30415
Classics' TC-SXLP30315
D: 1959. R: Still sounds eminently mu- D: 1975. R: Impressive sound. P: Bold
sical. P: Excellent—notable Florida suite, and impressive. [
A:1 ]
[C: 1*]
PROKOFIEV: ' Alexander Nevsky'—
ELGAR:
Falstaff
O Cockaigne Avdeyeva IRSFSR Chorus IUSSR SO I
Overture—LPO / Barenboim—CBS Svetlanov—HMV '
Concert Classics'
'Classics' 40-61883
TC-SXLP30427
D: 1974. R: Congested, bold. P: D: 1967, DV Feb'80. R: Boldly effective.
Indulgent, highly charged. [
B:1/2]
P: Gripping. [
A/C: 1*1
FRANCK:
Symphony
in
d— SCHUBERT: Wanderer Fantasia 0
Concertgebouw I De Waart—Philips Piano
Sonata—Richter—HMV
7300 727
' Concert Classics' TC-SXLP30297
D: Feb'80. R: Nicely distanced and clear. D: 1963, DV Jan'80. R: Not as good as
P: Well conceived. [
A:1]
the disc. P: Superb. [
A/B:1*]
Symphony
No.
2—
GRIEG: ' Peer
Gynt'—Beecham SIBELIUS:
Philharmonia
I
Karajan— HMV
Choral Society I Hollvveg I RPO I
'Concert
Classics'
TC-SXLP30414
Beecham—HMV '
Concert Classics'
D: 1961, DV Jan ' 80. R: Warm, soft. P:
TC-SXLP30423
13:1*1
D: 1959, DV Feb'80. R: Thickish. P: The Imaginative, subtle. [
STANLEY: 6 Organ Concertos, Op.
Beecham touch. [
B/C:1]
JANACEK: Sinfonietta D Taras 10—Gifford INorthern Sinfonia—CRD
Bulba•—Chicago SO IOzawa I ' RPO I CRDC4065
'Kubelik—HMV '
Concert Classics' D: Mar ' 80. R: Organ good, orchestra

sparkle. P: 1 dull, 8 well detailed.
[A/B:1/2]
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
6
'Pastoral' O Egmont Overture—
NPO
I Guilini—HMV
'
Concert
Classics' TC-SXLP30313
D: 1970. R: Warm but clear. P: Warmly
romantic. [
A:1]
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9
'Choral' D Leonora 3 o King
Stephen—Soloists
I Philharmonia
TC-SXLP30420
edgy. P: Spirited. A/B:1]
Chorus & Orch I Klemperer— HMV
D: 1971/ -1959. R: Generally good. P: TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4—
'Concert Classics' TC2-SXDW3051
A/B:1]
Philharmonia
I Muti—HMV
TCD:
1958/60/64.
R:
Thickish.
P: Both effective. [
KERN: Songs (
arr. Richard Rodney ASD3816
Masterful, in the grand style. [
13:1]
Bennett)—Tuckwell I Bennett letc— D: Mar'80. R: Good all-round quality. P:
BEETHOVEN: Quintet in E2, Op. 16
Satisfying. [
A:1]
/ MOZART: Quintet in
K452— HMV TC-ASD3844
D: Mar'80. R: Good. P: Interesting as an VERDI: ' Callas
Portrays Verdi
Nash Ensemble—CRD CRDC4067
A:21
Heroines'—Callas
I Philharmonia I
.
D. Mar 80. R: Spacious and wellbalanced. P: Nicely integrated. [
A: 1 ]
MAHLER: Das Lied vo n der Erde-- Rescigno—HMV TC-ASD3817
BERLIOZ: Harold in ltaly—Menuhin Ludwig IKoUo IIsrael PO IBernstein— D: 1959, UV March ' 80. R: Pretty good.
I Philharmonia
I
Davis—HMV CBS ' Classics' 40-61884
P: Genius. [
B:1*]
'Concert Classics' TC-SXLP30314
D: 1974, DV Feb ' 80. R: Hard. P: Lacks
COLLECTIONS
D: 1963, DV Jan ' 80. R: Good. P: the Mahler magic. [
8:2]
BEECHAM CONDUCTS FRENCH
Sensitive and convincing. [
A:1]
MOZART: Piano Concertos Nos. 5 LOLLIPOPS.
Music
by
Chabrier,
SINGLE CASSETTES
BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 1— &
9—Barenboim
I ECO— HMV Debussy, Fauré, Gounod & SaintJ. S. BACH: Italian Concerto 0
Dresden State I Jochurn—HMV TC- ' Concert Classics' TC-SXLP30418
SaérisRPO /
Beecham— HMV
Overture in the French Style—
ASD3825 ,
D: 1969. R: Slightly bass- heavy, other- '
Concert Classics' TC-SXLP30299
Tureck—H MV ' Concert Classics'
D: Mar:80. R: Clean and clear. P: Well- wise good. P: Attractive. [
A/B:1]
D: 1961, DV Feb'80. R. Clear and warm.
TC-SXLP30416
controlled. [
A:1]
MOZART: Piano Concertos Nos. 9 P: Flair and understanding. [
13:1*11)
D: 1961, DV Jan'80. R: Un natural. P:
CHOPIN: 16 Waltzes—Magaloff— & 10 (
2 pianos)' — Brendel I ' Cooper I CHORAL
EVENSONG
FQR
Persuasive, expressive. [
13:1]
Philips ' Festivo' 7310 050
ASM I. Marriner—Philips 7300 714
ASCENSION DAY. King's College,
J. S. BACH: St Matthew Passion—
D: 1976. R: Natural. P: Clear and D: Feb ' 80. R: Equable. P: All in happy Cambridge Choir I Trotter ( org) I
excerpts—Haelliger I Berry I Giebel I
eloquent. [
A:1]
accord. [
A:1]
Ledger—HMV TC-ASD3764
Hafgen I ConcertgeboyW IJochurn—
CIMAROSA: Requiem—Ameling I MOZART:
Credo
Mass
E D: Feb'80. R: Well- used echo. P: Power
Philips
7310 011
A:1]
D: 1966, DV Feb ' 80. R: Muffled bass, Finnila I Lausanne Orch I Negri— Coronation Mass—Donath IKnight' and appeal. [
Philips 7313 005
Davies IDean ILSO IDavis—Philips LIVING BAROQUE. Music by Bach,
sudden changes. P: Likeable, but not a
D: 1969. R: Pleasant. P: Atmospheric. '
Festivo' 7310 025
Clarke,
Handel,
Pergolesi,
Purcell,
great one. [
13/C:1/2]
[A/B:1]
D: 1971, DV Feb ' 80. R: Muffled. P: Rameau, Torelli & Vivaldi—ASM I
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1 & 8—
DELIUS: Florida Suite 0 Dance Controlled and sensitive. [
B/C:1]
Marriner—Philips 7431 127
Gewandhaus
I
Masur—Philips
Rhapsody 20 Over the hills and far PROKOFIEV: Symphony No. 5— D: Mar ' 80. R: Generally good. P: Ditto.
'Festivo' 7310 131
Beecham—HMV LSO
I Previn—H WI V ' Concert [
Al]
D: 1975, DV Feb ' 80. R: Fair but lacks away—RPO /
BOXED SETS

DEBUSSY:'Pelléas et Mélisande•—
Stilwell I Von Stade I Van Dam I
Raimondi IDenise IBarbaux IDeutsche
Oper Chorus I BP() I Karajan— HMV
TC-SLS5172 (
3 cassettes)
D: Feb ' 80. R: Perfect except for occasional domination of the orchestra. P:
Dramatic and perceptive, fine orchestral
playing: [A*/A:1 */1 ]
Delibes: '
Coppélire—Rotterdam PO I
Zinman—Philips 7699126 (
2cassettes)
D: 1979. R: Clear and open. P: Light end
lively. [
A:1]
VERDI: Requiem—Scotto I Baltsa I
Luchetti I Nesterenko I Ambrosian
Chorus I Philharmonia I Muti—HMV
TC-SLS5185 (
2 cassettes)
D: Feb ' 80. R: Good balance and atmosphere. P: Hard-pressed, though good in
the quieter moments. [ A:2]
•
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What a source!
Audiornager

e

Wharfedale

!!f4

It's got to be Grado
Just take a look at some of the
loudspeakers you will find at Perfect Electronics
in Birmingham.
Loudspeakers can only give as good as they
get, which is why we are very careful over
source material.
For the tape enthusiast we stock Ampex
Revox and Teac reel-to-reel machines. All very
high quality units.
And for the disc man, we've got Grado
cartridges. We recommend Grado for many
reasons but particularly for their ability to get
more information out of the grooves.
GRADO F3E+
The most popular of these Flux
Bridger cartridges, this modestly
priced device has a fine
reputation for realistic sound
reproduction. Compatible with
most pick up arms and amplifier
inputs.

There's a fine range to choose from, each
compatible with almost any pick-up arm and at
all price levels.
They are all very good value too. Take the
Grado FCE+1 for instance. This budget model
makes a mockery out of the cartridges supplied
with
many turntables
these
days.
The

difference is plain to hear, even for afirst time
buyer, and at less than £ 15 the FCE+1 is one of
our 'best buys'.
Further on up the range, the Grado F1+ fills
the requirement for a sophisticated product
which is still rugged enough for installation in
typical integrated turntable systems. It has a
dynamic, detailed sound which has already got
a bit of a reputation for ' realistic' reproduction.
GRADO G2+
Expensive, but no more so than
many moving coil plus step up
combinations. For around £ 115
you get high sound quality,
impeccable tracking and utter
reliability. A must for the serious
listener.

At the top of the range is the Grado G2+
Twin Tip. No, this isn't a 'flip- over' stylus, it's a
precision grinding which places apair of minute
sphencal points of contact exactly where they
should be — in the information path of your
records' groove. This means that you will get a
smooth,
highly detailed sound with an
especially low level of background noise.
As you can see, we're keen on Grado and
feel confident that you will find a Grado
cartridge to fill your requirement too.
Check them out, at Perfect.

PERFECT ELECTRONICS LTD
508-516 ALUM ROCK ROAD, ALUM ROCK, BIRMINGHAM B8 3HX 021 -3271497 or 021-327 6313
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ROCK
Are741.
Fred Dellar
' Whatever happened
Gruppo Sportivo?' is anTHEto QUERY

swered by the arrival of Buddy
Odor Is A Gas (
Ariola ARL 5045),
the debut album of The Buddy Odor
Stop, a band headed by Peter
Calicher, a.k.a. Van DeFruits, once
Gruppo's mainman. Ex-Gruppo vocalists Meike Touw and Josee Van
lersel plus drummer Max Mollinger
also get their names onto the list of
credits—but there the cheering
stops, for The Stop is awhole different clog- full of Euro rock to
Gruppo, forsaking the original ' 60s
schlock- rock approach and heading off in avaguely Zappa - like direction. Isay vaguely because the
band never really settles in the same
place twice, the album's second
side being titled Pop For Jazzholes
and featuring such items as Love
You Madly, which has little to do
with Ellington but everything to do
with fast- paced brassy shuffles, and
Cats Hiss, a kind of out- to- lunch
Manhattan Transfer affair on which
some daft lyrics get handled in best
dreamboat
harmony
fashion.
Sometimes it's fun and Buddy
Odor's gas would appear to be of
the laughing kind. Unfortunately,
it's mainly the sort that sends you to
sleep and is definitely not recommended for cooking purposes. [
A:
3]
Reverting to things electric, mention should be made of John Foxx's
Metamatic (
Virgin/Metal Beat
V2146), Foxx being the latest addition to the ranks of those who
have heard Bowie and Eno's refrigerated synthesiser forays and
been duly impressed. So, as with
Gary Numan, we get dead- pan
vocals set against the sounds of
science: Pinter meets Asimov and
the
bleak
inherit
the
earth.
Immaculately produced and recorded, it's effective up to apoint and
has acertain Gothic beauty. But no
sun ever shines through Foxx's
stained glass windows and everything gets so damn cold! [
A*: 2]
'Foxx is dominated by syntheHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

sisers but we are not', Geoff
Downes and Trevor Horn recently
explained to me. And, on the evidence of The Age Of Plastic
(Island ILPS 9585), this is undoubtedly true. For Downes and Horn,
who
together
comprise
The
Buggles, have something of away
with
electronics,
producing
keyboard- based pop that possesses
style as well as a great degree of
commerciality. The two hits- Video
Killed The Radio Star and the less
obvious Plastic Age—are included,
along with: Elstree, arevamp of the
Radio Star theme in a film setting;
Clean, Clean, another chart cert if it
ever makes it onto a single; Miss
Robot, which is far more human
that it seems; and Astroboy, another
of the duo's multi- layered jobs that
hits above and below the surface.
The ultimate crossover band, providing hooks that six-year- olds can
whistle, lyrics that one can actually
chew over, and sounds that send
studio mags scurrying around the
interviews, The Buggies are important in their own plastic way. [A*: 1
]
Next in line is a Phil Spector
album—which
End
Of
The
Century (
Sire SR K6077) happens
to be, despite the fact that it's credited to The Ramones. The problem
with The Ramones is ( to quote an
apt phrase) that they were born too
late. They'd rather have been The
Beach Boys, The Monkees or, better
still, Question Mark and The
Mysterians. But they came up
during the ' 70s and found the tide
going out when they turned up with
their surfboards. Nevertheless, they
still sing songs about Alan Freed,
Murray The K, guys named Danny,
watching Get Smart on TV, main
street cruisin', high-school and
Moulty, who, for the benefit of the
millions who don't know, was the
one-armed drummer with The
Barbarians, a legendary outfit that
once appeared with the Stones in a
'64 movie. So the liason with
Spector was anatural even though,
when it comes to the final analysis,
maybe neither Spector nor The
Ramones will garner much critical
acclaim from such an association.
Still, it's fostered arevival of Baby I
Love You and is more than a little
fun. Which is something to be
thankful for. Personally, I'd rate the
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even Hampstead but emerges more
as akind of tract aimed at so-called
developers who develop little more
than their own bank- balances. An
update on Daniels' Jimmy The Mod
Ouadrophenia character is provided
in Penultimate Person, a week - inthe-life-of saga;
Wet Day In
London, a rejig of the 'What- doyou - wanna-do, Marty?' problem;
and Welcome To The Party, adrinkup, records- on- the- Dansette tale in
which the teenage hero flatters his
partner of the night with the phrase
'You're Chekov, you're Tolstoy,
you're Fox, Olivier, You're Motown,
Beethoven, B. B. King and Doris
Day'—a cert pulling- line south of
Kentish Town. Meanwhile, down
among the reggaes, shuffles and
tear- ups, Daniels injects awaltz, a
real flugel- horned beauty, not a
thousand tunes removed from—of
all things—Mancini's gooey Dear
Heart. And, just like the recording
quality of this Teleny Production, it
works out fine. [
A*: 1/2]
Back at the disco, Lowrell
Simon's Lowrell (
AVI AVLP 504)
seems likely to achieve the distinction of not only keeping the dancers
happy but also finding favour with
those who still talk about the golden
age of soul. The main reason for this
can be found in a seven- minuteslong cut called Mellow Mellow,
Right On, ahypnotic item that earns
an instrumental repeat just one track
later. '
Too much of agood thing!:
you might cry—and you'd be right.
But there are so few really good
things happening in disco right now
that
Lowrell
still
remains
a
worthwhile proposition and will
probably still be gaining afew plays
long after those countless outpourings from ill-advised Continental
ladies have been rightly turned into
flower pots: [
A: 2]. Finally, in an
attempt to persuade all hi-fi lovin'
rockabillies they are not being entirely ignored, Ioffer a few kind
words about Shakin' Stevens' Take
One (Epic EPC 83978), certainly
the best thing that Cardiff's most
brylcreemed rocker has done since
he and Dave Edmunds got together
for 'The Legend' album, back in
1970. With Albert Lee, plectrumbusting to the fore, and with such
admirable sidekicks as steelie B. J.
Cole and boogie baron Geraint
Watkins also around, little wonder
that Stevens is able to supply spirited versions of Ernie Ford's Shotgun
Boogie, Thurston Harris' Do What
You Did, Ral Donner's / Got Burned
and other long-standing crepeQ. burners. Those who have already
cn availed themselves of the Matchbox
13 hits plus those who readily tuned in
-0
o to the revived Oh Boy! will no doubt
t, already be on their way down to the
nearest stockists. But for those of
„
b you who have remained behind, I
offer an [
A: 2] rating.

album around [
A: 2]—but if you're
word-perfect on the lyrics to Da
Doo Ron Ron, you can add apoint.
On the other hand, if you'd rather
sing- along to Remember ( Walking
In The Sand), then you can check
out the version on Aerosmith's
Night In The Ruts (CBS 83680),
though I can think of far better
things to do. The Boston Bruisers,
now sans guitarist Joe Perry, still hit
tin- tacks with sledge- hammers and
boogie in lead- filled boots. Subtlety
is aword omitted from Aerosmith's
heavy-metal dictionary, even if, unfortunately, success isn't. All Ican
say is that Ihope they and Cox and
Danks will be very happy together!
[A: 3]
Returning to the subject of real
rock, it's not surprising that Ian
McLagan's Troublemaker (Mercury 9111 063) possesses aStoneslike feel, for both Ron Wood and
Keith Richards aid Johnny Lee
Schell in the guitar department, assisted by a support squad that includes Stanley Clarke, Bobby Keys,
Jim Keltner and Ringo Starr. And
because McLagan's voice is better
than that of Woods, this album
edges in front of the latter's recent
CBS offering by a reasonable
margin. And though even that
hardly qualifies it as an essential
listening proposition, I doubt if
anyone will be moved to ask for his
money back. [
B: 2]
Even more to my liking is Phil
Daniels And The Cross (RCA
PL25259), a rock view of London
N1 as visualised by the Quadrophenia star and an impressive little
band formed by Peter- Hugo Daly
(keyboards), Barry Neill ( bass) and
John McWilliams ( drums). Vocally
a cross between Jimmy Pursey,
Tommy Steele and maybe even
Anthony Newley ( a Bowie influence, you'll remember), Daniels
hands out abrasive lyrics with the
alacrity
of
a
Kings
Cross
newspaper- seller
flogging
the
classified
edition.
Being
so
London- oriented, little wonder that
Cromer Aroma in not about the
smell of East Coast kippers but
rather an invitation for certain personages to march down astreet just
off the Gray's Inn Road and get their
come-uppance, while The Pond has
little to do with village scenes or
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\For the first time in abudget loudspeaker
you can enjoy asound quality that results from
the sophisticated engineering normally applied
only to far larger and costlier systems.
Imaginative use of recently developed structural
foam materials plus Celestion's tried and
proven acoustic expertise combine to produce a
loudspeaker that is exceptional for its modest
dimensions.
Put advanced loudspeaker technology on
your bookshelf with the new Celestion Ditton 121-.
,
Overall Dimensions H395 mm, W265 mm,
D226.5 mm.
Internal Volume 18 litres.
Weight Packed 13.5 kg per pair.

nc
erjechno

ed 6lçg each.
rail Frequency Response 60 Hz to
18kHz(±6dB);
Impedance 8ohm ( nominal).
System Resonance 75Hz.
System Q 1.2.
Sensitivity 2.5 watts pink noise input produces
90dB SPL at 1metre in anechoic conditions.
Crossover Frequency 4kHz.
Power Handling 1. Maximum rated power
40 watts programme ( without clipping).
2. Continuous Sine Wave voltage rating -9.0V
20 Hz 4kHz; 4.5 V 4kHz — 20 kHz.
Amplifier Requirements 10 — 40 watts.
Finish Teak, Walnut, Bladç.

celestion rem
international WO

F
a„, send me full details of the new Ditton 121.
Rola Celestion Limited, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road,
1MM•Mn
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IIpswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP, England.
ITelephone: Ipswich ( 0473) 73131.
ICables: Voicecoil -Ipswich. Telex: 98365.

IName

I
Address
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piece, but basically it's pretty not jazz, but that doen't matter. It is,
.straightforward. Then we're into the however, heavy atmospheric stuff,
next piece, which is more interest- conjuring visions of smoky, steamy
ing, with five quite separate lines caverns with devils plying their
vying for your attention. The bass tradeit's eerie, and perhaps disturbplayer, Jamaaladeen Tacuma, sus- ing, and although it would make
tains interest by playing bass guitar excellent film music, it's difficult to
like aguitar which has bass strings. listen to right the way through.
He's not bound by any stereotyped [B:2/3]
Perhaps more than any other kind
bassist's
strictly
defined
role.
Similarly,
drummer
Shannon of music, improvised music is a
Jackson has found alogical way of take- it- or- leave- it form. In other
playing the drums—he plays the kinds of music you can criticise
drums. Most jazz drummers don't performances according to the
play the drums—they play the cym- standards the form demands. Of
bals. The only time they play the set course there are standards in free
of drums at their disposal is when music—but they vary from band to
they come off the cymbals to play a band, with individual concepts of
solo. Consequently the energy from what's being sought after. While it
Ken Hyder
the whole group simply flies off the doesn't all come off for me. Opera
speakers.
It's
heady
music— by Will Evans, Richard Beswick and
recorded in late 1976 at the same Matthew Hutchinson has a lot to
VER SINCE his appearance at time as ' Dancing In Your Head'— offer. Ilike, for instance, their sense
Bracknell Jazz Festival two and already the music has deve- of space, and the contrast they achyears ago, local musos have been loped. But still there's nobody even ieve when they go for density and
arguing about Omette Coleman's approaching this direction. When I textural sounds. There are moments,
new direction. The most popular say this is an important album, I however, of hesitancy where you
view is that he's gone commercial., mean that one day people Will say get the impression that the players
with abass guitarist and two electric that it had to come: [ A: 1:k]. Tales are not sure what to do next, and
guitarists. The rest of the band is of Captain Black by James Blood when they do something to fill in the
out- to- lunch, out of tune and un - was recorded two years later with space, they're not sure if it was the
together. Itake the minority view— Omette on alto, with Tacuma on right thing to do. If nothing else, this
music needs total conviction, and
that Omette has opened up awhole bass guitar and Ornette's son
new area to play in. Besides, if the Denardo on drums. Blood is one of unfortunately the economics are
sidemen are so sloppy and out of Ornette's guitarists, so the music such that bands rarely get achance
tune, how can it be commercial? has a lot to do with Omettes con- to record in a relaxed way. Studio
The truth is that what he's doing cept. Some of the rhythmical ap- time ( and money) ticks by, creating
doesn't sound like rock ' n' roll to me, proach is nearer to rock than on extra- musical pressures. At its
although there are trace elements of Ornette's own album, but it's by no best—like on April Hours, say—this
furik and blues in there. But there's a means jazz-rock. Denardo Coleman is an absorbing album of dedicated
lot more besides. Rhythmically punches out the rhythm in ajerky, playing, and if this trio stick together
can
expect
to
hear
a
much of Ornette's new group music direct way which nevertheless we
appears to be based on North flows freely, tumbling over itself strengthened, more consistent perAfrican drumming, the main distinc- with twists and turns and short formance in the future. It's on Bead
tion of which is its falling- over- sections where it speeds up or slows 13 which can be obtained from 1
backwards effect created by playing down for effect. This rhythmic Chesholm Road, London N16, tel.
most of the accents behind the beat. movement within the rhythm is an 01-249 7543. '[ B: 2]
On a previous Charlie Haden
He also uses what he calls aharmo- interesting device. Normally such
Iodic approach in which the line of variation is frowned on, but used album one of the high spots was a
each instrument is of equal value. deliberately, as here, it adds to the duet with Hampton Hawes, so As
vocabulary.
The
bass Long As There's Music comes as
There's also adifferent relationship band's
between pitches which might player's playing is even more im- a welcome addition, being a duo
sound odd at first. Someone said pressive on this disc. He brings ex- album with the bassist and pianist.
that it sounds like Chinese music, tra facility to the music here, pro- Charlie Haden's talents are perhaps
but of course the Chinese get used pelling the momentum of the band well known and widely recognised
to the pitch their musicians use, and with consummate ease. Blood is a already, but although the late
it doesn't sound odd to them. To call fascinating guitarist, pummelling pianist's ability should have been
it punk- jazz as some have tried to unusual chords under Ornette's more fully recognised, it wasn't. It
describe it is to miss the point. The wailing alto, and soloing with con- may be with the release of material
music may sound hit-or-miss rhyth- fident sparseness at times, - let- like this that his name will be taken
mically and melodically to some ting a note hang in the air a while more seriously. Certainly it adds up
people, but after hearing Ornette's before testing your ear with the to afinely balanced album. Hawes
band play live, I'm convinced that choice of the next one. Although it's comes out of his older style and
they know exactly what's.going on a challenge to the ears, like the loosens up, getting—especially in
and there's no approximation in the Omette Coleman album, Blood's the opening track—into the Keith
playing. What he's setting up is the disc is full of direct unpretentious Jarrett area. Only there's more
possibility of playing new jazz with emotional playing. On Artists House warmth and less glibness. It's an
rhythm in a way which is neither AH7, it's got to be on your priority enjoyable, satisfying album and it's
on Artists House AH4. [
A:1/2]
old-fashioned nor cliché- ridden list. [
A: 1*]
A new Sun Ra album is a rare
with rock or funk licks. Some pieces
The music on Pandemonium—
.work better than others. Body Atem 7003 ( distributed by The event, and before you put it on the
Meta on Artists House AH1 opens Other Labels) is pretty much what turntable there's no way of guessing
with an easy- to- listen- to track con- you might expect. It's à work by what you're about to hear. Cosmos
the
French
Cobra
label
structed round avariation of the old French composer Jean Baptiste on
Bo Diddley rhythm. The flailing and Barriere, and played on synthesisers COB 37001 is much straighter than
whining guitars put an edge to the by him and Jean Marie Barriere. It's you might expect. For the most part
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the basis is straight ahead big band
blowing with a few Sun Ra twists,
and turns and variations. There's
Sun Ra's outer- space keyboards,
sometimes sounding like space-age
synthesisers, and sometimes like a
cross between aguitar and aharpsichord ( the sleeve calls it a ' rocksichord'). At times, like Neo Project
2, the band takes a simple riff and
never lets it go, while various horn
players challenge the simplicity of
the operation with spare but outrageous comments. Standing out—
and Iwish he had more space to
blow—is John Gilmore, the Sun Ra
tenorist of so many years. Gilmore is
arobust player whose style is both
mainstream and out at the same
time. While there are pleasant moments here from this quirky band of
cosmic musicians, the music isn't a
patch on what I've heard Sun Ra
perform, and so it must remain a
record for the more avid of his fans.
[B/C: 2/3]
The back cover picture of The
Touch Of Your Lips shows Chet
Baker looking like aman who's seen
too much of hell ever to become
fully re-established on earth. But
once you slip the record on there's
something about Chet Baker's
trumpet playing—and his vocals—
which pulls you into the music. He
plays more like a laid-back saxophone player with his fluffy soft
tone and his smooth attack and
phrase- shaping. His lines don't leap
about with animated dexterity, but
in their simplicity and roundness
create a mood of almost fragile
melancholy. It's one of the few
drummerless jazz albums where you
don't miss the drummer. Doug
Raney's guitar fits into the easy
swing of the trumpeter's approach,
and his own solos are succinct and
unflashy.
Nils- Henning OrstedPedersen's bass playing is as astounding as ever. He propels the trio
along with aspot-on precision, and
he solos with aremarkable fluency
and an accuracy few bassists can
match. The smoothness of the
music on this album shouldn't fool
you into thinking this is just another
easy- listening middle of the road
jazz album. I'd recommend it highly.
It's on SteepleChase SCS 1122 .
[A:1/2]
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folk
Paul Oliver

'Cajun' music, played by the
A
descendants of the refugees from

YEAR AGO Iwrote at length of

Novia Scotia who settled in the
bayou country of Louisiana. At the
time Imentioned "Zydeco" too, but
didn't have the space to discuss this
parallel form. Cajun music is essentially played by white musicians, but
zydeco is the black music of the
Louisiana coastal regions. Though
there are highways through the
cypress swamps and bridges over
the still waters of the bayous, it's still
a remote part of the United States,
and as 'country' as any that you are
likely to find. The black farmers,
rice- growers and hunters of muskrat pelts and alligators have a culture which is very similar to that of
the Cajuns, but their music has a
strong seasoning of blues.
Seasoning is the right word:
'zydeco' is a corruption of Les
Haricots sont pas sales (" beans
without salt'), a local 'gumbo' dish
which gave its name to atune and
the music itself. Baby Yum Yum
(Flyright FLY LP47 01) is a reissue
of the first zydeco record to be
issued in Britain. When it appeared
on Flyright then, ten years ago, its
'lowdown swamp sound' was much
admired. Now, it has an earthiness

that has almost disappeared, avital
but raw quality that comes right out
of cypress groves. The pick-up
group was led by Wild Bill Pitre,
who played guitar and 'alley fiddle'
and sang the hoarse, punchy vocals.
Gonna Walk you to School or Baby
Yum Yum are fast, jumpy numbers
ideal for the exhausting dancing
that goes with the music. But there
are slow blues too, like Moanin' for
my baby, which is unusually contemplative for this style. / wanna
know has harmonica over the traditional accordion and a throbbing
Fender bass: this is the folk music of
the recent past. [ B: 1 ]
Zydeco blues ( Flyright FLP
539) is the 14th issue in a series
devoted to the recordings made of
local musicians by Jay Miller from
Crowley, Louisiana, who also cut
the tracks by Wild Bill's Blue
Washboard Boys. On this record
one side is devoted to Clifton
Chenier, the one zydeco musician to
gain
a
national
reputation.
Chenier's recordings were made in
the late fifties, and they have aheavy
blues sound. Everybody Calls Me
Crazy is aforceful blues which has
good piano backing by Katie
Webster, a woman whose own
groups are of considerable interest.
Chenier plays accordion and sings
above the throbbing group, in a
style that recalls Jimmy Reed without the ' mushmouth' effect. Marcel
Dugas, the accordion player on Wild
Bill's sides, has atrack to himself on
this record, Going Back to Big
Manou (
aplace, not aperson). His
old-style " chuntering" technique
emphasises the more modern ap-

ted. Sylvia Anders is the Lenya-like
soloist on a disc called Hollywood- Elegien ( and other songs),
Acanta DC 23.259 ( Harmonia
Mu ndi). The sequence of songs that
gives the record its main title is to
words by Brecht, who also supplies
Peter Gammond
some of the Sieben Lieder über die
Liebe. This is afairly serious disc, in
a modern Lieder vein. There are
ITH SO FEW operetta records some very attractive songs, eg
becoming ava i
la ble at the moVerfehlte Liebe, which is Schubert
ment a new recording of Kálmán's in modern terms and has words by
Countess Maritza would have Heine. An unexpected and attracbeen welcomed. This month's issue, tive record for those who like the
a recording taken from a Cologne modern German flavour. [A: 1]
Radio production of 1962 ( RCA
Stuart Burrows, now earning
GL30315), is of special interest popular fame and fortune as a
because the tenor lead is taken by Sunday night TV star, neglects the
the late Fritz Wunderlich and, as we operatic stage for a while with a
might expect, he is in his usual backing up album of Victorian and
persuasive form, singing beautifully Edwardian ballads ( Oiseau -Lyre
and with dramatic insight, domina- DSL042) called The Simple Joys
ting the performance—which is of Life. Stuart Burrows is an old
well cast and performed, under hand at this sort of thing and does
Franz Maszalek with the Cologne them all in fine full-blooded, manly
Broadcasting Chorus & Orchestra. style with excellent accompaniment
Gretel Hartung is agood Countess from John Constable. Ionly wish he
and Gorner, Kusche and Hofmann hadn't started with the awful
all play their parts well. The sound, Mother o' Mine, quite the worst
considering its origins, is not bad song here. Otherwise a first-rate
but tends to be a bit shrill at times album: [A: 1 ]. Almost as asecond
and some of the editing is a bit course to the above, The Second
sudden. [ B/C: 1 ]
Festival
of
Welsh
Mixed
The music of Hanns Eisler Voices ( EMI NTS 194), recorded
(1898-1962) inhabits much the live at the Albert Hall, has fifteen
same world as Kurt Weill's German choirs in full spate. The predomioutput, of the same period and nant flavour is Welsh religious but
equally influenced by the flavour of there are snatches of Borodin and G
Brecht, with whom both collabora - & S. The recording has coped well
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proach in Chenier's playing. Fernest
Arceneaux, a younger player, has
four titles on which the shadowy
influence of Fats Domino in tempo,
tune and piano is evident on Lonely
Lonely Nights. He is a typical
French- Speaking
black
from
Louisiana, and though the title of
Nobody Wants to Dance with Me is
given in English he sings in patois.
The most sonorous blues on the
album is by Rockin' Dupsee; simply
titled Blues, it has a dark, compelling quality, just right for after-hours
slow dragging. [ B: 1 ]
Two records have just been released devoted to recent sessions by
Rockin' Dopsie—the same player,
in spite of the change of spelling.
His actual name is Alton Rubin and
he comes from Lafayette, Louisiana.
Rockin' Dopsie & the Twisters
Play the Blues ( or 'Zy-de-Blue',
as he calls it) is on Sonet SNTF 761.
It opens rather badly with See See
Rider, on which he has trouble with
the time, but things are swinging
with Lucille and his voice takes on
Wild Bill Pitre's hoarse intonation.
Chester Zeno plays the washboard,
so-called; actually aribbed zinc vest
which he wears over his shoulders
and plays with a spoon in the
manner popularised by Cleveland
Chenier, Clifton's brother. When I
Lost my Little Girl has the characteristic zydeco blues rhythm, emphasised by both rub- board and
drums, and Dopsie's own accordian,
and is sung in French to the tune of
Betty and Dupree. [
A: 1/2]
Iprefer Doin' the Zydeco by
Dopsie and his Twisters ( Sonet
SNTF 718), which is more the kind

of zydeco that Iheard twenty years
ago in the same region: pulsating,
compelling and getting into your
bloodstream. Ma Negresse, a 'standard', is the kind of thing, which has
some fine playing by Chester Zeno
out in front. Jolie Blonde, another
favourite of the zydeco bands, is a
bit heavy on the off- beat but Dopsie
sings it well. His group has atenor
sax, which somewhat upsets the
traditional balance, but on Jump Up
Auguste Charles gets a chance to
blow and Major Handy puts in some
thrusting guitar. In all, a good example of contemporary swamp
music [A: 1 ]
If you do find this primitive but
exhilarating music to your liking you
may wish to know where you can
hear other examples. Unfortunately
the black cajun music which preceded zydeco is little represented on
record and Les Blues du Bayou,
featuring
Alphonse
Bois- Sec
Ardoin on Melodeon MLP 7330, is
ararity—but well worth hunting for.
Easier to obtain is Zydeco on
Arhoolie F1009, which is an anthology
that
includes
Amade
Ardoin's Les Blues de Voyages
made as far back as 1934 and the
earliest example known. Arhoolie
have issued several albums of
Clifton Chenier which show why he
is the undisputed ' king' of the music
(he wears acrown to prove it!). But
try Clifton Chenier ' Live', recorded at a French Creole dance in
Richmond,
California,
for the
flavour of this exciting music being
played for the function for which it
is really intended. Let the good
times roll!

with such demanding forces but it Thing ( Worid Records SH354). All
does tend to be asplash of sound
rather than the clarity we are used to
As dessert to their Victorian colin the studio.
: [ B/C: 2]; the sort of lection reviewed last month, the
sound we get in the similarly slanted King's Singers have a fine new
20 Welsh Male Choir Favour- album of modern material called
ites ( EMI NTS191), which features New Day ( Columbia SCX6629)—
four choirs and recordings made Lennon-McCanney, Legrand and
between 1962 and 1979. [A: 1 ]
special arrangements. Some clasThe notable Playing the Halls sics here, like Don Schlitz's The
(World Records SH350) is another Gambler; an excellent selection
archivist's treasure-trove, restoring superbly sung, as we would expect:
to our welcoming ears music-hall
[A: 1]. I'm not sure whether a
record called Illusions ( EMI EMA
material recorded between 1901
and 1915. The names speak for 791) should be in the classical, the
themselves— Harry Champion, Tom jazz, the pop sections or here. By a
Leamore, Albert Chevalier (The group of four saxophone players
future Mrs. 'Awkins—a lovely called Winds of Change with addisong), Marie Lloyd, Gertie Gitana, tional help from percussion, strings,
Dan Leno and many more. An in- synthesisers, etc, it deals with both
credible feast of the well and less classical and pop- cum-jazz music
well remembered. Taking us to the with an extraordinary degree of
years between 1935 and 1940, The sensitivity and imagination. From a
Great British Dance Bands fascinating selection I found the
Play the Music of Jimmy Pachelbel Canon superbly satisKennedy and Michael Carr fying, and the title piece Illusions.
(World Records SH340) means The Recommended to all who want an
General's Fast Asleep, The Sunset adventure in music without losing
Trail, Hometown and other such touch with tradition: [ A: 1*]. A
gems that graced my boyhood gentle, probing talent is displayed
listening. Another rich feast of nos- by Arthur Hendrie on I Found a
Friend
in
You ( Symbiosis
talgia. The excitement that the disSR11979) where, in his own comcovery of the singing- trumpetplaying Valaida caused ( SH309) positions, he accompanies the exhas prompted the release of the rest pressive singer Sue Downer on
of the recordings this wonderfully piano, organ and guitar. It is the
relaxed, swinging lady made in kind of music where one hears the
1936/7. Terrific—atrack like Mean composer thinking, contemplative,
to me is really superb. The new inventive and pleasant—again jazzalbum is called Swing is the cum- pop in its flavour. [A: 1]
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Five diverse cassette decks
reviewed by Denys Killick

The convention of recording and reproducing overall frequency response plots at alevel significantly below maximum was adopted. In every
case the 20 Hz-20 kHz sweep tone was recorded at 20 dB below 0 VU
indication on the internal meters of the recorder under test. However,
where the machine included avariable bias facility without any reference
mechanism for the user to establish his own 'correct' adjustment, aspot
frequency check was also undertaken. The object was to establish abias
setting that would achieve a response curve closely approaching flat
under defined recording conditions. Where applicable the detailed results
are quoted for each tape formulation used.
It is important to clarify the method used for measuring noise and
distortion. For noise measurements each cassette was first bulk erased and
then asection of tape was recorded with the record gain control set to
minimum. The resultant noise on that section of tape was then measured
on playback relative to the standard IEC reference level of 250 nWb/m.
Linear and A- weighted measurements were taken under both noise
reduction ' in' and noise reduction ' out' conditions for every tape; the
weighting network used conforms to the ! EC specification and the meter
was true RMS reading. Space limitations make it impossible to quote all
the results in full but attention will be drawn to discrepancies where they
were noted.
For distortion a333 Hz signal was recorded on every tape at alevel to
give 0VU indication on the internal meters in the cassette deck under test.
The third harmonic content in the playback of that signal was noted. At the
same time the output level of that playback signal in relation to standard
reference level of 250 nWb/m was observed. Recording levels were then
increased until the third harmonic content on playback reached just 3%.
The output level of that signal was then again related back to 250 mWb/m
so the result is quoted as a3% third harmonic distortion content within a
recorded tone whose playback is so many dB above or below standard
reference level. This result is very important because it materially affects
own.
the manner in which the visual record level indication on the deck should
be interpreted by the user in relation to the particular tape in use.
Measurement procedure
Other measurements include wow and flutter, which in every case is
The laboratory measurements were taken in the same way and to the same
quoted to the DIN quasi- peak standard, long-term speed stability obstandard as in the December 1979 review and therefore direct comtained by counting out electronically the actual playback frequency of
parisons between the published figures will be valid. For the sake of new
atone recorded on alaboratory calibration cassette, etc, etc. All measurereaders the procedures are now briefly outlined again. •
ments were taken at the phono ' line in' and ' line out' sockets.
First, the playback characteristics for each machine were established by
plotting the response from TEAC test tapes, MU- 216 Fe for 120 is
The Failures
playback equalisation and MU- 316 for CrO, 70 Its playback equalisOf the five cassette decks investigated in December, no fewer than three
ation. Where the recorder included facilities for the use of dual layer FeCr
had to be replaced during the course of the investigation. On this occasion
tapes and/or metal tapes, the playback response was also checked to
only the Marantz SD 6000 ( a very early sample) was replaced at the
ensure that these positions of the tape selector switch also provided the
distributor's request. The reason was because the results obtained by
agreed 701.is equalisation. Plots were taken for both channels to show
measurement were not in their opinion representative of the performance
what imbalance, if any, was present.
standard of the general stock. Consequently all further comment on the
These TEAC calibration cassettes are of course manufactured in the
SD 6000 in this review relates to the investigation taken on the second
laboratories of TEAC Japan, but it is claimed that they conform to the
sample.
current I
EC standard. Other calibration cassettes also claiming to conform
In fairness, it should be added that Hayden Laboratories Ltd asked to
to I
EC are manufactured elsewhere, typically those prepared by BASF in
submit asecond sample of the Dual C839RC because of anomalies in the
West Germany. It might be thought that since both are said to conform to
bias levels of the review sample. Unfortunately, when this came to light
the same standard they would be identical; unfortunately, as is well known
to engineers, there are certain differences that will be obtained when these there was insufficient time remaining to permit re- measurement of the
second recorder, and so this point should be borne in mind when reading
two nominally identical cassettes are reproduced in the same deck. For
this reason both BASF and TEAC calibration cassettes were used during
the review.
the course of these investigations and where the discrepancy seems
significant it will be commented upon in the text.
Dual C839RC
It is well known that different kinds of tape formulation can widely differ
This recorder is designed and manufactured in the Black Forest area of
in the parameters involving recording and playback of individual cassetWest Germany by Dual, famous for their turntables. It is unusual in
tes. This is why we have different bias and equalisation characteristics for
providing full record and playback facilities for both directions of tape
the four groups of tape. However, it is not generally widely appreciated
travel. Apart from the mechanical complications that such a system is
that significant specific electro magnetic differences can exist within the
bound to introduce, such an arrangement may also create difficulties in
range of commercially available cassettes in a single tape group. The
maintaining similar standards of performance in right- to- left tape mode to
widest differences occur within the plethora of ferric oxide tapes ( group I)
that in left- to- right mode. This characteristic was examined during the
now available, but there also exists a striking variation in performance
course of the investigation.
among the tapes of group II ( Cr0 2), group Ill ( FeCr) and group IV ( Metal).
With this situation in mind, it was again decided that the major part of
the technical investigation should use areasonably wide selection of tape
formulations so as to give some guidance on what tape to use on a
particular machine ( in terms of both economy as well as performance).
This was felt to be important because the advertised claims of tape
manufacturers—and even the published recommendations of hardware
manufacturers—cannot always be accepted at face value. The number of
commercially available cassette tapes is now so vast that the selection of
formulations is bound to be inadequate. However, personal discretion has
been used in making the final choice, which this time varies slightly from
machine to machine but is intended to cover as broad afield as possible.

'HIS investigation follows the same lines as my previous composite
I review published in HFNIRR December 1979. On this occasion,
however, the price spectrum is even wider, ranging from under £ 140 to
around £450. Again there are striking dissimilarities: for example, it is
perhaps significant that only the Optonica RT 5100 (£ 139) does not have
aclaimed metal tape capability, while only the Technics RS- M63 (£ 225)
uses the now old fashioned ' piano key' tape transport control instead of a
'feather- touch' logic system. Two of the recorders, the Marantz SD 6000
(£250) and the Technics RS- M63, include fine bias adjustment controls,
while another, the Dual C839 RC (£ 399), provides achoice between six
switched bias and equalisation positions with two bias levels each for
Ferric and CrO, formulations. The Dual is unusual in that it provides
facilities for reverse direction recording and playback together with
automatic switching, while the Marantz provides standard and double
speed operation. Two of the machines tested, Philips' N 5748 (£450) and
the Technics RS- M63, use separate record and playback heads ( with
associated preamps) while the Philips incorporates their own DNL noise
reduction system as well as Dolby- B. The Philips is the only one to retain a
mechanical metering system—all the others use various forms of electronic display.
Iwould like to emphasise that the results should be regarded as specific
only in relation to the actual samples tested, and in the same way
measurements on tapes are specific only for the individual cassettes used.
It is not possible for ashort-term programme of laboratory measurements
and subjective listening tests to cover long-term reliability and longevity,
neither is it possible to include every conceivable technical test to which
the recorders might have been subjected. Again I
was given an entirely free
hand to use my discretion in the selection of parameters to be investigated
and also to determine the extent to which any particular investigation
should be pursued. Responsibility for omissions is therefore entirely my
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Dimensions
495mm x250mm
X255mm
Finish
Walnut with (lark
brown grille
Stand (
Optional)
Brushed Chrome,
overall height
318mm

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM S4
The Lentek S4 two way loudspeaker system
offers unusually smooth and uncoloured
reproduction of all programme material. It
preserves the depth and definition of stereo
information available from modern recordings and
radio broadcasts.
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The S4 is designed and manufactured to the
highest standard. The cabinets are veneered on all
surfaces and supplied in mirror image pairs.
The compact dimensions of the S4 allow it to be
used where space is at apremium and compromise
of sound quality is not acceptable.
We invite you to audition the S4 and compare it
with larger and more expensive systems— we think you'll be surprised.

Lentek Audio Limited
Edison Road Industrial Estate St Ives Huntingdon Cambridgeshire PE1 74LF England
tel St Ives (0480) 62225 telex 32303

The Dual C839RC facilities are indeed comprehensive. Tape transport is
logic- controlled with an array of touch buttons positioned vertically and
centrally, calculator style, each with its own LED. Incorporated within the
same panel is arotary pitch control providing + 4% of speed variation in
relation to the central zero detent. It was pleasing to note that the
designers have arranged the mechanism in such away that this control is
always inoperative in the record mode and only functions on playback. It
would, of course, be dangerous to produce non- standard- speed recordings, since these would be non- compatible.
Bias selection is not variable in the sense of afine bias control, but the
combined bias and equalisation selector comprises arotary switch with six
marked positions: Fe, Fel, Cr, Crl I, FeCr and Metal. Other switches on the
front panel include alimiter, atimer, acombined Dolby- B and MPX filter
switch and a memory on/off/play control. Headphone socket output is
variable ( afacility too rarely found these days), while separate twin rotary
controls are provided for line/DIN and mike inputs.
Level indication is by two arrays of twelve LEDs, green for up to 0and
red for above. Ihave previously commented that the accuracy of such
electronic displays is dependent upon the number of segments or LEDs
incorporated. Dual have very sensibly faced this problem by arranging the
circuitry so that from — 1to + 5dB the indication is by asingle LED unit per
dB. This is bound to give a reasonable standard of accuracy within the
important area of maximum modulation and overload.
The record/playback head used is Sendust and cassette loading is by
direct insertion without the use of cassette carriers and their accompanying ( often inefficient) eject mechanisms. The Oriental record mute facility
appears here as afade edit on/off.
Line in and out phono sockets positioned in adeeply recessed rear panel
are supplemented by output presets for each channel, together with a
record/playback five- pin DIN socket. Another rear panel socket provides
for the connection of the receiver half of an infra- red remote control.
In order to establish playback characteristics BASF calibration tapes
were used. It was assumed that because the manufacturer is of West
German origin these were more likely to have been used than the Japanese
versions. Accuracy was found to be within 1dB up to and including
10 kHz, apart from a1.5 dB emphasis at 40 Hz. This was measured in the
left- to- right direction of tape travel. The procedure was repeated for rig htto- left, when surprisingly similar results were obtained. This indicates the
probability that the Dual engineers have taken into account the need to
correlate performance parameters whichever the direction of tape travel.
Overall response performance was first investigated by the use of BASF
LH Super, which was correctly defined in the instruction manual as
requiring the use of the Fe ( not Fe I) tape selection position. It was found
that on the LH channel without Dolby- B, the response was down by
approximately 2 dB at 10 kHz and was — 3dB at 15 kHz. The 15 kHz
performance on the RH channel was similar. With noise reduction
operative these figures deteriorated to approximately — 4dB at 10 kHz and
—10 dB at 15 kHz on the left, while on the right performance was alittle
better.
Switching to the Fe Ibias and tape selection position, the performance
of BASF LH 1was investigated. This was found to be very good indeed
with avirtually flat response to within 0.5 dB at 15 kHz on the LH channel
with a tolerance of only + 1dB on the RH. The effect of switching in
Dolby- B was, as anticipated, to increase the deviations from flat—but
these were still wholly acceptable.
Problems arose with Maxell UDXL I ( also Fe l). Here, on the left channel
the response began to decline from 5 kHz to — 2dB at 10 kHz and — 4 dB
at 15 kHz. Results were a little worse on the right channel. With the
inevitable accentuation caused through the use of Dolby- B we have
measurements of — 2dB at 5kHz, — 5dB at 10 kHz and a completely
unacceptable — 8.5 dB at 15 kHz.
These results contrast, interestingly, with those obtained from TDK AD,
where the response was virtually flat to 15 kHz on both channels. This
tape has an unusually high coercivity, and it is therefore probable that if a
recorder is set up to provide aflat response on this material it is bound to
provide adeclining response at high frequencies on other tapes of lower
coercivity.
This was made quite clear when using TDK OD, where the output
was 3dB down at 10 kHz and 6dB down at 15 kHz on both channels,
while the budget TDK D produced curves that were not dissimilar.
AG FA SFD Iproduced results similar to TDK OD and D, so the bias
switch position was changed to Fe instead of Fe Iand the measurement
was repeated. Lo and behold, we immediately had aresponse flat to within
0.5 dB right up to and including 15 kHz.
The result of this experiment indicated that the bias levels obtained
through the use of the tape selection switch are not compatible with the
majority of modern high coercivity formulations. This was confirmed by
the use of Memorex MRX3, where in the Fe Iposition the output was
down by approximately 2dB at 5kHz, — 4 dB at 10 kHz and — 5dB at
15 kHz. Results on EMI Hi- Fi were similar.
All the above measurements were taken in the conventional left- to- right
direction of tape travel and some of them were repeated in the right- to- left
mode. It was very satisfactory to note that there was awholly acceptable
correlation between them. Nevertheless, it was at once apparent that the
recommended tape selection bias/EQ switched positions published in the
owner's instruction manual cannot be relied upon to give adequate
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information insofar as awide choice of tape formulations is concerned. It
was of some interest to establish whether or not this criticism should apply
to tapes other than those of Group I.
First, using Maxell UDXL II in the CHI bias position ( as recommended),
the result was very poor indeed. Output at 10 kHz was — 4.5 dB, while at
15 kHz it was — 7dB on the left channel with similar results on the right.
Repeating the procedure in the Cr -biased switch position, results were not
dissimilar. When the tape selection switch is in its Crl Iposition the
sensitivity of the record input sockets is increased by at least 3dB. This is
strange because, while there is certainly some merit in recording Cr0 2type
formulations to a level commensurate with their low- to mid- frequency
distortion performance characteristics, it is difficult to see why there
should be adifferentiation between tapes that are allegedly suitable for the
Cr bias position and those for which the manufacturer claims the Crl I
position is preferable.
A popular tape in this category is TDK SA which, as is well known, will
give a flat response to at least 15 kHz under appropriate recording and
playback conditions. However, when switched to the recommended Crl I
bias position, the output was 2.75 dB down at 10 kHz and 4-5 dB down at
15 kHz. With Dolby- B operative the 15 kHz output was — 6dB. Faced
with this problem, an attempt was made to achieve a flat response by
switching to the other Cr bias selection position. This gave acurve with a
small shelf of — 2 dB centred at 2 kHz, and a ' knee' of + 1dB at 15 kHz on
the left channel with somewhat similar deviations from flat on the right.
Certainly this standard of performance is to be preferred to that achieved
through the use of the recommended bias setting.
It is reasonable to assume that, as aGerman manufacturer, Dual would
favour tapes produced by compatriots. Accordingly, BASF CrO, Super
was recorded as recommended in the first Cr bias position, and it was
found that this gave a response rising from flat at 3 kHz to + 2dB at
15 kHz, with a — 2dB shelf centred at 2 kHz on the left channel. The effect
of introducing Dolby- B was to increase the deviation from flat.
It was something of a relief to turn to FeCr formulations, where the
operator is not provided with the confusion of choice!
Sony FeCr was disappointing, with a curve that was 1.5 dB down at
1kHz, 4 dB down at 10 kHz, rising to — 3-5 dB at 15 kHz on the left
channel. Surprisingly, the right channel was more consistent, with a
response flat to within 1dB right up to 15 kHz. The result of switching in
Dolby- B was disastrous, with the output on the left channel down by
about 5dB at 10 kHz.
BASF FeCr was even worse, with left channel curves at — 6.75 dB
without Dolby at 10 kHz and — 7.5 dB at the same frequency with Dolby
in.
Metal tape is expensive. One of its claimed advantages is an ability to
accept relatively high levels of HF signal compared to the lower- cost Fe,
Cr0 2 and FeCr tapes. To prove the point laboratory measurements have
included recording at an indicated 0VU, — 10 dB and — 30 dB as well as
the conventional — 20 dB. Using the recommended 3M Metafine, results
with the Dual C839RC were far from impressive. At — 20 dB ( the same
level at which all the other overall response performance plots were taken),
output was down by about 3dB at 10 kHz and by fractionally more at
15 kHz on the left channel, while these measurements tended to be
accentuated by Dolby- B. Surprisingly, when the recommended 3M
Metafine was replaced by Sony Metallic and TDK MA- R, the results were
quite different. The Sony plot at — 20 dB was flat within 0.25 dB to about
17 kHz, while the TDK formulation provided aslight ' knee' of + 1dB at
15 kHz and a flat response at 16.5 kHz. Ihave to ask myself why 3M
Metafine is recommended for use in this recorder when out of three metal
tape formulations used, it gives the least satisfactory results
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Many of the above overall frequency response curves were repeated in
the right- to- left tape travel mode with commendably similar results. This
shows that there is a good correlation between the two modes—to be
scrupulously fair, results here were far better than was expected before
beginning the examination.
All the tapes referred to in the overall frequency response tests were
measured for noise and results were regarded as acceptably good with Aweighted figures of — 61 dB ( and — 62 dB A- weighted) with Dolby for Fe,
and improvements to an outstanding — 65 dB for BASF Cr0 2 Super,
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-67 dB for Sony FeCr, and aslightly less good but acceptable - 64 dB for one common objective: to attempt to overcome the disadvantages of
working at slow tape speeds and on narrow tracks. We have even seen a
TDK MA- R and 3M Metafine.
The 3% distortion content in arecorded signal on the groupl tapes was more drastic attempt to overcome the problem in the design and release of
the Elcaset system some years ago, using the 9-5 cm/sec tape speed and
regarded as very acceptable, with TDK OD and Memorex MRX 3 at + 5dB,
followed closely by Agfa SFD 1at + 4.5 dB. TDK AD was not far behind at standard width tape. The fact that the system was not commercially
+4 dB with BASF LH Super at + 3-5 dB. TDK D and Maxell UDXL Iwere successful had nothing whatever to do with technical performance, which
both very acceptable at + 3dB, while BASF LH 1and EMI Hi- Fi reached was outstandingly good.
From the purist point of view there is no doubt that the ethically correct
the 3% third harmonic distortion content at + 2dB.
The surprise here was to find how well the group 11 tapes performed at approach to overcoming the limitations of the cassette is to change those
this low- to- mid frequency. Maxell UDXL II reached 3% third harmonic basic design features that introduced them in the first place. It is, of course,
distortion in a333 Hz tone at alevel as high as + 5dB, while TDK SA was not practicable to increase track widths as this would completely destroy
the last vestiges of machine- to- machine compatibility. By doubling tape
+4.5 dB. Because of the problems arising in frequency response plots,
Maxell UDXL II was recorded at the Cr ( instead of the Cal) bias setting, speed, however, Marantz have provided the owner with an immediate and
and the still very acceptable result of + 4dB was obtained. Somewhat simple means of achieving quality improvement, while by retaining the
isolated in this pattern of distortion performance measurements was BASF standard speed the compatibility of 4-75 cm/sec recordings is maintained.
Cr0 2 Super, where the 3% level in a 333 Hz tone was reached at Of course, high speed recordings will not be compatible with decks that
do not provide such afacility and, of course, tape costs are doubled. As a
+0.25 dB.
There was aremarkable similarity between the distortion performance of matter of interest it should be noted that some other manufacturers, the
Sony and BASF FeCr tapes, both of which reached 3% distortion at American company BIC being the first, are also exploring the possibilities
+6.0 dB. Switching to metal, very acceptable results were obtained from of the multi- speed cassette deck, with particular attention being given to
Sony Metallic and 3M Metafine, which were + 6and + 5-5 dB respect- the opposite approach: half- speed running at 15/16 i/s, in order to exploit
ively, with TDK MA- R somewhat less good at + 3.25 dB. The distortion the claimed advantages of metal tape and to halve its effective cost. The
adoption of such a philosophy will of course inevitably bring about a
performance of this formulation was commented upon in December.
There was some interest in discovering just how accurate the pitch degree of quality degradation.
control central zero detent might be. It was satisfactory to find that at the
Table 1 Marantz SD- 6000 Bias settings
beginning and at the middle of arecorded cassette, the speed variation at
GROUP II
this setting was so close to absolute accuracy as not to make it worth
GROUP I
TDK SA
- 6
mentioning any tiny deviation. At the end of the cassette the speed was a
+12
TDK AD
negligible 0.25% slow. Similarly, wow and flutter performance was found
BASF CrO,S + 15
O
TDK D
to be very acceptable indeed, measuring 0-09% at both the beginning and
UDXL II
- 15
+ 9
MK OD
middle of acassette, deteriorating to only 0-1% at the end. A detailed
Sony CD- It
0
+ 6
Agfa SFD I
examination of the pitch control showed that the variation was closer to
- 6
Sony FeCr - 9
Agfa Ferro
+5% than the specified 4%, but this is immaterial.
0
Fuji FX 1
GROUP III
Examining the LED level indicators showed that on both channels a
0
UDXL I
BASF FeCr - 9
50 ms attack signal registered full deflection, while IEC reference level of
+
4
5
BASF LHI
Agfa Carat - 9
250 nWb/m indicated + 3-0 dB on both channels.
- 6
BASF LHS
Master Ill - 9
•
A lot of features in the Dual C839 RC were liked. The tape transport
+
6
MRX 3
GROUP IV
mechanism, with its pushbuttons and associated LEDs, is excellent, and
0
EMI HI-FI
TDK MA- R
- 15
the manufacturers are to be congratulated for adopting avery sensible and
Sony Metallic - 15
technically correct method of tape loading. Incidentally, as afinal gimmick
Metafine - 15
to put one over on the Far Eastern competition, aplastic head cover rises or
falls automatically as mains power is switched off or on. This wholly'
practical feature is not found on other decks and will materially assist in
To return to the Marantz SD 6000, this uses a logic- controlled tape
keeping the heads and capstan/pinch wheel assemblies clean. As for the
transport system with LEDs indicating play, pause and record. Tape
reverse direction of tape travel, it can only be said that if this is afacility you
selection is by an array of four pushbuttons marked Normal, Cro„ FeCr
and Metal. Switches provide for memory operation, timer opération,
want, then this is the deck for you.
As is apparent from the notes above, Iwas concerned with the
Dolby- B and multiplex filter. Separate twin rotary controls, one pair for
inadequacy of the bias level alignment, which, if interpreted literally in
microphone and the other for line input, are used in association with two
conjunction with the provided recommendations for use, would, on the
bar- graph type level displays described as ' peak reading'. Playback output
review sample, provide less than optimum performance results. It was for
is variable by another front panel rotary control, and another knob, with
this reason that asecond review sample was offered but which could not
numerical scale and centre click stop position, provides for fine bias
be accepted due to lack of time. As aconsequence, no certainty can be
adjustment. The recorder does not incorporate internal oscillators or other
expressed as to whether or not the performance anomalies observed are
mechanisms to assist the owner in bias level assessment.
general to the stock held or whether they are peculiar to the review sample.
The rear panel carries clearly marked phono sockets for line in and line
Sufficient to say that caution should be used and that some of the
out together with the usual five- pin DIN record/playback socket. There is
techniques explained for the use of fine bias adjustment in conjunction
also amulti- pin socket for the connection of an optional extra accessory
with other machines included in this review could appropriately be put to
remote control device, and the mains lead is fully detachable by plug and
use to establish whether or not your bias level is correctly adjusted in
socket: afeature too rarely found.
relation to your selected tape. As afinal comment, it should be mentioned
The investigation into playback characteristics—at 4-75 cm/sec only.
that on delivery it was found that the upper surface of the casework of the
because calibration cassettes at 9-5 cm/sec do not exist—was frankly
recorder was bent—it had obviously received some kind of impact in
disappointing. The 10 kHz response from the TEAC MU- 216 Fe tape was
transit via normal parcel service. The nature of the damage would not
down by about 2dB on both channels, with the 14 kHz measurement
influence performance, but the fact that it occurred at all is a relevant
being about - 5dB. There was also evidence of poor tape- to- head
comment on the adequacy of the packaging.
contact. Results from the 70 is CrO 2MTT-316 cassette showed slightly
more HF attenuation, again with evidence of significant high frequency
instability. The test was repeated using BASF calibration cassettes with
very similar results, and finally the heads were cleaned and the measurements were checked again without achieving any significant improvement. This standard of performance can only be regarded as poor.
Before examining overall frequency response performance it was
necessary to consult the owners' instruction manual for advice on
adjustment ot the tine bias control. Ihe instructions suggest recording an
album with an exceptional high- end response ( no reference to legality!)
using each setting of the fine bias control, and by comparison to select the
bias level that provided sound quality most closely resembling that of the
original source material. Since there are no fewer than eleven numbered
points on the scale, and since the recorder does not provide after- record
monitoring, this is likely to be asomewhat time consuming operation.
However, guidance is given for what are claimed to be appropriate bias
Marantz SD6000
levels for awide variety of tapes in all four groups. Unfortunately, it was
This direct- loading cassette deck is unusual in offering double- speed
soon established that in many cases the instructions are grossly in error,
operation at 9-5 cm/sec ( 3i i/s) as well as the standard speed of
while some of the named tapes are either obsolete or unobtainable in this
4-75 cm/sec ( 1i i/s). The inherent limitations of the cassette system have
country. The settings finally used in the laboratory are given in Table 1.
spawned abewildering variety of ingenious quality improvement devices.
We have noise reduction systems, dynamic range enhancement systems, This is published for guidance only, since results will be specific only in
relation to the review sample recorder itself and the cassettes used.
and, of course, the complications of new tape formulations. They all have
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A serious view has to be taken of these discrepancies and inadequacies
since the provision of afine bias control should be aimed at enabling the
owner to improve his recorded sound quality; if the printed recommendations in the instruction manual are hopelessly in error, then adherence to
them will have adirectly contrary result.
For example, using the new TDK D. ahighly satisfactory response curve
was obtained on the LH channel with only 0.5 dB deviation from flat all
the way to apoint closely approaching 15 kHz, at which frequency output
was down by just 2dB. This, however, was achieved by using a bias
setting of zero ( that is, the central click stop position). Had the printed
instructions been followed, the tape would have been recorded at - 12,
giving an absurd high frequency emphasis. TDK OD is not mentioned at
all ( we used + 9 satisfactorily), while the recommended setting for
TDK AD is correct at + 12. We have drawn the attention of Marantz ( UK)
Ltd. to this matter and they have promised to include amended information. It was found that with appropriate bias setting all the Fe curves were
satisfactorily flat up to about 14 kHz, after which there was quite asharp
fall- off in output.
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When using group II tapes, the response was extended with TDK Super
Avilyn, and gave equally satisfactory results with Maxell UDXL II and
Sony CD - le. That is, provided my bias settings, and not the manufacturer's,
are used. BASF CrO, Super was not found satisfactory, with awideband
-3 dB shelf centred on 2 kHz without the noise reduction system in
operation; this increased to - 5dB with Dolby- B.
A reasonably satisfactory bias setting compromise was achieved for the
group Ill FeCr tapes. This was found to be - 9. The tapes used were BASF
FeCr, Agfa Carat, 3M Master Ill and Sony FeCr. Unfortunately, in all cases
the 15 kHz output was down significantly compared to the results from
the tapes in groups Iand II.
Three group IV metal tapes were used: TDK MA- R. Sony Metallic and
3M Metafine. Again, results were disappointing. The optimum bias setting
was found to be - 15 for all tapes, in other words the metal bias is generally
set too high. The least good performance was obtained from 3M Metafine,
with aplot showing an output of - 4 dB at 15 kHz. The other formulations
were more reasonable, but did not show any indication of justifying the
additional cost of this new material since the curves were no better than
those of groups Iand II formulations.
All these tests were of course taken at the standard tape speed.
Switching to double- speed operation, an immediate improvement was
obvious, with outputs virtually flat to 20 kHz. Throughout the measurement programme, it was continually found that results at 9.5 cm/sec tape
running speed were consistently and significantly better than those
obtained from standard speed operation. This was, of course, only to be
expected. These results do, however, immediately bring into question the
real value of very costly tape formulations. Only the prospective purchaser
can decide for himself whether or not they are worth bothering with.
During the course of the tests referred to above, the recorder was
producing asignificant level of audible hum. Accordingly, anoise analysis
was undertaken and this showed that the components on the LH channel
were 50 Hz at - 55 dB, 150 Hz at - 54-5 dB and 250 Hz at - 55 dB.
Slightly different results were obtained on the RH channel, with 50 Hz at
-57 dB, 150 Hz at - 52 dB and 250 Hz at - 56 dB. This combination of
the fundamental mains frequency, together with its derivatives, produced
asubjectively very irritating effect. It is interesting to note that despite the
presence of these tones at the levels stated the actual A- weighted noise
measurement obtained from TDK AD with Dolby in was as good as 58 dB
below standard reference level. One of the problems of noise measurements is that they need to be carefully stated and interpreted, as otherwise
they can convey a false impression of performance characteristics.
Because of the hum problem, which might be peculiar to the review

sample, it was decided not to proceed with further noise measurements on
other tape formulations since the results would be influenced by the
established hum levels and in any case would be likely to be misleading.
Sufficient to say that the noise produced by this deck was regarded as
subjectively unacceptable.
Distortion measurements on Fe tapes were generally satisfactory,
Memorex MRX3, TDK OD and Agfa SFD Ireturning the best figures, with
signals 3.5 dB above standard reference level containing 3% third
harmonic distortion in a333 Hz tone. Close behind were Maxell UDXL Iat
+3 dB with EMI Hi- Fi + 2.5, BASF LH I + 2.25 and BASF LH Super + 2.
Fuji FX Iwas + 1.5 dB, the same as TDK AD, while the budget TDK D was
+1 dB. The low-cost Agfa Ferrocolor was unacceptable at - 2dB.
Distortion performance of group II tapes at this frequency is always
found to be less good than that of Fe, and among the tapes tested TDK SA
was the best at + 0-75 dB. All the other group Il tapes used reached 3%
third harmonic distortion in a333 Hz tone at levels below 250 nWb/M:
Sony CD- S - 0-75 dB, Maxell UDXL II - 1dB and BASF Cr0 2 Super
-2-5 dB. Significant improvements should be noted in the performance of
dual layer FeCr materials, but these were found to be less good than might
have been anticipated. BASF FeCr and 3M Master III were both + 3.5 dB
with Agfa Carat + 1-5 dB. The best was Sony FeCr at + 4dB. Mid- to- low
frequency distortion in the group IV metal tapes is important and it was
found that Sony Metallic measured + 2-75 dB with 3M Metafine
+2.25 dB. Least good was TDK MA- Rat - 0.25 dB. Generally, distortion
performance can be summarised as very acceptable for the tapes of group I
but with reservations on the performance of formulations in all the other
tape groups.
Wow and flutter, measured to the DIN quasi- peak standard, was around
0.1% at the beginning and the middle of acassette, improving to 0.09% at
the end. Long-term speed was acceptable at - 0-5% at the beginning and
middle, deteriorating only to - 0-6% at the end. The action of the electronic
bar- graph level indication displays was regarded as very satisfactory, with
an accurate reading of a50 ms attack signal and an approximate + 3dB
indication on the playback of areference level Fe tape with atape flux of
250 nWb/M. Although described as 'peak reading', it must be emphasised
that the action of these devices is more akin to that of aVU meter than a
PPM.
It is not easy to summarise in afew words the performance of this deck.
Its weakness lies in poor playback response characteristics, inadequate or
incorrect bias adjustment advice, inadequacy of overall response performance characteristics for group Ill and IV tapes, and obtrusive hum and less
than excellent distortion performance for all tapes other than those of
group I. On the credit side there is the advantage of high speed operation,
together with excellent wow and flutter performance even at the standard
running speed. Obviously the manufacturer will have to take the trouble to
remedy some of the gremlins that plagued this investigation before the
recorder can be recommended without qualification.

Optonica RT -5100
After grappling with the exotica of reverse direction tape travel and
double- speed operation, it was something of a relief to consider the
unashamed simplicity of the Optonica RT-5100. Its only claim to
distinction lies in the use of logic- controlled tape transport with colour
coded LEDs indicating record and pause, together with the well known
Sharp Auto Programme Search System (APSS) which, on test, was
shown to work surprisingly well. This is designed to stop the tape
accurately within the pauses between different items of recorded repertoire in either the rewind or fast- forward modes of operation. In fact, it
was found that when the concluding bars of a piece of music had a
recorded level of - 20 dB or less it tended to trigger the system. However,
since this is obviously designed primarily to assist in the selection of
recorded pop items where the dynamic range is rather limited, it will
almost certainly satisfy the needs of those for whom it was intended.
Others will doubtless be content to begin apiece of classical repertoire at
the beginning of the first movement and to have the patience to listen to
the end of the last movement without invoking the intervention of such
technical wizardry.
The Optonica RI- 5100 is a basic front- loading cassette deck incorporating Dolby- B noise reduction, with switched tape selection
claimed to accommodate Fe, CrO 2and FeCr tapes. It does not have ametal
tape capability. Record gain is controlled by apair of rotary knobs. These
are used in conjunction with an electronic bar- graph- type level display
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which has an associated ' peak hold' facility. The recorder does not include
amultiplex filter, and neither is there amemory device associated with the
three- digit tape counter. There is, however ( somewhat unnecessarily), an
illuminated display to show the APSS mode of operation and aswitch
intended to be used in conjunction with an externally connected mains
timer so that the recorder will either record or play back in the absence of
the operator.
On the rear panel there is the usual pair of phono line in and out sockets
(clearly marked) together with a five- pin DIN record/playback socket.
Unusually for a relatively low-cost recorder, a continuously variable
output control is provided on the front panel.
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The investigation of playback response characteristics began with
measuring the output from TEAC MIT- 216 Fe calibration cassettes where
it was found that at 10 kHz the output at both left and right channels was
acceptably accurate at — 1dB. Performance deteriorated only slightly to
—2 dB at 14 kHz. Using the 70 is equalisation Cr0 2 calibration cassette
MIT- 316, anot dissimilar result was obtained on the RH channel but with
the left showing a deterioration of about 1dB. These results could be
considered to be surprisingly good as compared to those obtained from
some of the other machines in this review.
The RT-5100 was delivered complete with three cassettes: Maxell UD
(Fe), Maxell UDXL II ( 70 lis) and Sony FeCr ( old type), all C90. All three
cassettes were therefore recorded both left and right channels, with and
without Dolby, as the first stage in establishing overall frequency response
performance.lt must be said at once that all the curves were exemplary,
either extending right up to, or falling only afraction short of, 15 kHz, with
no more than 1dB deviation from flat. This was surprising because
separate two- position push buttons are provided for bias and equalisation
tape selection with the compromise setting of Fe bias and Cr0 2 equalisation used for dual layer FeCr materials. The proof of the pudding,
however, is in the eating, and on this machine, using the supplied
cassettes, the system undoubtedly worked.
Not content to allow the matter to rest there, Inext investigated the
overall response performance characteristics of aselection of tapes. This
produced a highly satisfactorily consistent standard of performance. As
might be expected, BASF LH Super produced adeclining HF response
which measured — 3dB at 10 kHz. This is because the tape is of relatively
low coercivity. By contrast, BASF LH Iwas up by 2dB at 14 kHz. The high
coercivity TDK AD was + 3dB at 14 kHz while OD was approximately flat
at the same frequency. Memorex MRX 3 was within 1dB of flat all the way
to 15 kHz, while the Agfa SFD Icurve exhibited very similar characteristics. EMI Hi -Fi was flat to within 0-5 dB to 13 kHz.
Among the tapes of group II, TDK SA was outstandingly good,
displaying acurve within 0-5 dB of flat right up to 15 kHz, while BASF
Cr0 2 Super had a small mid- frequency shelf followed by HF emphasis
without Dolby, accentuated to an unacceptable — 4dB centred on 2kHz
with Dolby. Sony CD- Œgave aperformance that left little to be desired.
It was with some scepticism that Iinvestigated the FeCr tapes, but
despite the bias and equalisation switching compromise, all the curves on
Sony FeCr ( new type), BASF FeCr, Agfa Carat and 3M Master Ill extended up to and beyond 15 kHz with amaximum of 1dB deviation from
flat. This is astandard of performance which should be regarded as mandatory from acostly cassette deck, but which can only be described ( without being patronising) as unexpectedly satisfactory in a budget model.
Noise measurements were taken against the IEC reference level of
250 nWb/m as is the consistent practice throughout these reviews. It
could therefore be of some interest to readers to compare with the results
obtained on other machines, since all such comparisons will be valid. First,
using the supplied cassettes, it was found that the A- weighted noise
measurement obtained from Maxell UD with Dolby- Bwas — 63-5 dB. The
measurement for group II Maxell UDXL II was — 66 dB, with an identical
reading for the supplied old type Sony FeCr. The result of anoise analysis
revealed that hum is almost entirely absent on the left channel, with the
third harmonic of the mains fundamental measuring only — 65 dB, while
on the right channel 50 Hz was present at — 62 dB. So long as hum can be
kept to these low limits it will not be obtrusive, and will not mar listening
enjoyment.
Measurements were equally good, if not sometimes better, from my
own selection of tapes. Most of the Fe formulations referred to in the notes
on overall frequency performance returned A- weighted figures ( with
Dolby) of around — 65 dB, while the tapes of groups II and Ill measured
between — 65 and — 67 dB. There are machines at many times the price
that could not do so well.
All the distortion measurements were thoroughly acceptable without
being exceptional. The supplied Fe cassette, Maxell UD, was far from
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outstanding, reaching 3% third harmonic distortion in a 333 Hz tone at
only 0-5 dB above reference level, while the best of the other group I
tapes, Agfa SFD I. could hold asignal of + 3-5 dB for the same distortion
content. Other tapes between + 2 and + 3dB included Memorex MRX 3,
TDK OD, Maxell UDXL I. BASF LH Iand BASF LH Super. EMI Hi- Fi
measured + 1-5 dB, TDK D + 1dB, and TDK AD was the least good at
0 dB.
By contrast, TDK SA was outstanding among the group II tapes with a
measurement of + 3dB, while the supplied Maxell UDXL II was + 1dB.
Sony CD- awas + 0-5 dB, with BASF Cr0 2 Super adisappointing — 2dB.
None of the group Ill tapes was quite as good as we would have liked to
find, but the best BASF FeCr reached 3% third harmonic distortion,
333 Hz, at + 4dB, which is quite acceptable. All the other formulations
tested, Sony FeCr ( new type), the supplied Sony FeCr ( old type), Agfa
Carat and 3M Master Ill, reached the 3% point at or slightly above + 3dB.
It is a fact of life that quality engineering is required to produce
outstandingly good speed stability, and that engineering is not likely to be
cheap. Wow and flutter measurements were therefore the subject of some
interest, since this machine must be firmly placed in the budget category. It
was therefore with a mixture of surprise and pleasure that Inoted DIN
quasi- peak readings of 0-08% at the beginning of acassette and 0-07% at
the middle and end. This standard of performance is as excellent as it is
unexpected at the price level of the RT-5100. It was also found that longterm speed was utterly consistent throughout the length of a cassette,
measuring 0.5% fast at all points.
An examination of the level- metering devices showed that they read a
50 ms attack signal correctly with avery fast rise- time and clear indication.
Here too there was another surprise, because standard reference level of
250 nWb/m on playback read + 1dB on both left and right channels. It
had already been noted during the course of distortion measurements that
a333 Hz tone recorded at zero indication produced an output very close to
reference level. It follows that these meters should be regarded as more
closely approaching apseudo- PPM type rather than VU, and should be
used with some care since their readings will relate more directly to actual
recorded levels than would otherwise be the case. Very roughly, the
quoted 3% distortion points can be interpreted directly into meter readings
on this recorder.
The ' peak hold' pushbutton provides apractical and useful facility, but it
was noted that the indicated level can rise very slightly when the control is
depressed.
The technical investigation of the Optonica RT-5100 can be summarised with some enthusiasm. Performance and facilities all exceeded
expectations, apart from group II ldistortion. With this one reservation, the
measured performance can hardly be criticised.

Philips N5748
At aretail price of approximately £ 450, the Philips N5748 is the highest
priced recorder in this review. Part of the Philips ' Black Tulip' range, it is
styled to match the other components in that series.
The front panel carries what at first glance appeared to be abewildering
number of controls dominated by apair of rotary knobs travelling against
numeric scales. These are not, as might be thought, record level controls
but unusually provide for variation in level and balance at the headphone
socket.
No fewer than seven identical switches are provided near the base of the
machine, and under conditions of practical use it was found to be easy to
confuse one with another. The first of these provides switching between
off- tape and source monitoring—this is athree- head deck with full A/B
facilities. The next switch in line controls both amultiplex filter and radio
interference filter, then we have Dolby- B on/off followed by DNL on/off,
while the next two switches control equalisation and bias marked 120 and
70 its for the former and Fe. CrO, and Metal for the latter. There is no
indicated FeCr facility and the owner's instruction manual advises against
its use. The final switch provides on/off for post- fading, aPhilips facility
which allows the operator to fade out unwanted parts of arecording while
the tape is running in the playback mode. The on/off switch is associated
with a locking device and aslider which varies the time of the fade.
Immediately adjacent to this is apair of sliders controlling record gain,
used in conjunction with two adjacent mechanical meters. The meters are
supplemented with peak level LEDs marked + 4 dB and + 7 dB. The deck
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channel and by 1.25 dB on the right at 20 kHz. It is acomment on the
superlative performance of this recorder that it should be necessary to use
the word ' disappointing' in respect of measurements that under other
circumstances would be regarded as very good indeed! It is really not fair
to comment further other than to remind readers that the sample metal
cassette provided should not be taken to indicate the performance of the
stock that will be commercially available.
Results from other tormulations were entirely predictable. Modern high
coercivity tapes gave an extreme HF emphasis, with TDK AD measuring
+8.5 dB at 20 kHz on one channel and + 9.75 dB on the other. These
effects were exacerbated with Dolby- Band were not very dissimilar to the
results obtained on TDK OD and even on the lower coercivity TDK D.
Agfa Super Ferro was also dramatically up at the extreme top end, with the
20 kHz measurement reading as + 5.75 dB. Changing to the lower
coercivity Agfa Ferrocolor, the curve more closely approached flat with an
emphasis of only + 3dB at 20 kHz; BASF LH Super gave the closest
approach to aflat response at + 1.25 dB at that frequency. The other tapes
tested, including EMI Hi -Fi, Memorex M RX 3,BASF LH 1, Maxell UDXL 1
and Fuji FX 1, all gave varying amounts of HF emphasis, with the lastnamed tape producing the most acceptable curve. This is in no way a
comment on the value or the merit of the named formulations, but is
entirely a matter of compatibility with the bias setting that the manufacturer has seen fit to use.
One has to ask oneself why atop line, top quality machine should have
its bias set to suit what ( apart from BASF LH Super) are generally regarded
as medium quality low-cost budget tapes!
As soon as the tapes of group II were examined it was immediately
obvious that the situation here is very different. TDK SA produced a
superb curve on the LH channel, virtually flat to 20 kHz, while on the right
aslightly rising response produced acurve that was 1.5 dB up at 20 kHz.
Dolby- Bdid produce some aberrations but these were only on the order of
about 1dB and so can be regarded as insignificant. The curve from BASF
CrO, Super was quite a different matter. Reminiscent of the pattern
produced by high coercivity Fe formulations, the response was + 6dB at
20 kHz, which again indicates that this particular tape is somewhat
isolated within group II in terms of its bias requirements.
Maxell UDXL II provided aslightly falling HF response with the output
down by 2dB at 20 kHz, while Sony CD- awas very similar to TDK SA,
with avirtually flat curve all the way up to that frequency.
Amongst the metal tapes, it was surprising to find that TDK MA- R and
Sony Metallic both exhibited HF emphasis; the Sony formulation registered + 3.5 dB at 20 kHz whilst TDK MA- R provided an HF emphasis just
1dB above that level. This contrasts interestingly with the pattern from
3M Metafine, where the output at — 20 dB was 1dB down at 20 kHz.
These results should confirm to readers that there is no inherent magic in
the word ' metal'; it is as necessary for the owner to be as selective in his
choice of recording materials from this group as he should be in all the
others. It is worth mentioning that during the course of measurement
procedures it was noted that the line input sensitivity changes by about
2dB when the tape selection switches are in their metal position. Iregard
this as avery proper technique to accommodate the higher levels of HF
energy that metal can satisfactorily handle.
All the noise measurements were found to be very satisfactory indeed.
expected to produce HF emphasis.
The Philips Fe formulations returned A- weighted figures with Dolby of
around 62 dB below standard reference level, whilst the corresponding
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Measurements from the tapes of group II were consistently around
Super Ferro tape is described as ' high quality ferro suitable for machines
—64 dB, whilst in group IV 3M Metafine at — 65 dB and TDK MA- R at
with low/medium bias, usually of European origin'. As was suspected,
and despite the manufacturer's description of his own material, the SF —64.75 were very fractionally better than Sony metallic at — 64 dB.
One of the problems associated with setting the bias level of amachine
cassette gave aresponse on the left channel that rose from 5 kHz to + 3dB
at 20 kHz. A similar but exaggerated effect was noted on the right channel to suit low coercivity tapes is the probability that mid to low frequency
distortion performance will not be as good as that of higher coercivity
where the curve rose from 2 kHz to + 4.5 dB at 20 kHz. The effect of
switching in Dolby- B didn't produce any significant aberrations, but this materials. The point is made clear if we compare results from the three
could well be due to head saturation effects at extreme high frequencies. Philips Fe tapes. The 3% third harmonic distortion point in Philips Ferro
Philips Super Ferro Iis described as ' high quality ferro suitable for (which returned the best overall frequency response curve) occurs at
machines with medium/high bias, usually of Japanese origin'. Despite 1.25 dB above standard reference level of 250 nWb/m. cligher outputs
this description the SF Icassette produced curves very similar indeed to are obtained on Philips SF and SF I. the measurements being + 2.5 and
+3 dB respectively, but of course the overall frequency response curves
those from SF.
After changing the bias and equalisation to the Cr0 2 settings, the display what many will regard as an unacceptable amount of high'
performance of Philips Cr0 2 was investigated. Results here were dramati- frequency emphasis.
Looking now at the other two recommended tapes—recommended that
cally good, with only the tiniest deviation from absolute accuracy all the
way up to 20 kHz. This is really quite remarkable. The effect of switching in is in terms of frequency response only at this stage—we find that the 3%
the Dolby- B circuit was to produce only small variations, and with the distortion point on Agfa Ferrocolor is reached at 2.5 dB below standard
reference level, whilst on BASF LH Super it is 2.75 dB above reference
multiplex filter in the curve maintained its flat characteristic but very
level. This clearly indicates that of the two formulations the latter is to be
properly showed asharp cut-off above 15 kHz.
Because the owner's instruction manual recommends against the use of preferred. The other Fe tape with the least amount of HFemphasis, Fuji FX
dual- layer FeCr materials, Philips FeCr was not used. Results with Philips I, measured + 0.5 dB. Most of the other formulations provided outputs of
Metal were more than a little disappointing after the superlative curves between + 1.25 and + 3dB for the same distortion.
Results in group II were excellent for TDK SA and Maxell UDXL I, with
obtained from Cr0 2.At — 20 dB, output was down by 3dB on the LH

has a memory facility and automatic repeat. Tape transport is by touch
button logic control. Rear connections are housed in a deeply recessed
panel which, with its almost illegible inscriptions, proved to be aconstant
source of irritation during the investigation. The usual phono line in/line
out sockets are provided, together with two five- pin DIN sockets, one
of which is output only for monitoring purposes. There is also aremote
control socket.
Playback response characteristics were first investigated with standard
BASF calibration cassettes. It was pleasing to find that using the Fe
cassette recorded to 120 is time- constant, the output was very flat indeed
with deviations of no more than a fraction of a dB from 125 Hz up to
10 kHz. The 31-5 Hz output was up by 1dB on the left channel and'this
increased to + 2 dB on the right. Output at 63 Hz was — 1.25 dB on the left
but within 0-25 dB of flat on the right.
Results after changing to the 70 lis Cr0 2 tape were a little different.
Here, the response begins to rise from + 1dB at 6.3 kHz to + 2-25 dB at
12.5 kHz.
It will be appreciated that these measurements can be influenced by the
setting- up tapes used by the manufacturer. It is reasonable to assume that
Philips, as a European manufacturer, would be likely to use European
calibration tapes—probably those of their own manufacture, which would
give results very similar to those obtained from the tapes produced by
BASF. Changing to TEAC calibration tapes ( of Japanese origin), there
was a marked difference in Fe performance with the output rising to
+2-25 dB on the LH channel at 10 kHz and to + 3dB on the right. The
figures for 14 kHz ( not included on the BASF tapes) were + 3.5 and + 4 dB
respectively. The TEAC 70 is tapes also showed arising high frequency
response, but this was less marked. Output at 14 kHz on the LH channel
was + 1.25 dB and on the RH + 3dB. The trace obtained from both BASF
and TEAC cassettes showed remarkably good HF tape- to- head contact.
These plots were the best obtained from any of the five recorders.
Philips had very kindly supplied me with acomplete set of cassettes of
their own manufacture, so the first overall frequency response tests
were taken using these. The tapes comprised Philips Ferro, Philips SF,
Philips SF I, Philips Cr0 2 and Philips Metal. Some reservation must be
expressed about the results obtained on the latter, since this metal
formulation is not yet commercially available; it was pointed out to me that
the sample submitted might not be representative of the final manufactured batch which, it is hoped, will be with us in the reasonably
near future.
Beginning with Ferro tape, which is described as ' low priced for general
use', the result was truly surprising. On the LH channel, the curve was flat
to within 0.5 dB up to 15 kHz, rising to + 1.5 dB at 20 kHz. The RH
channel curve was virtually identical. With Dolby- B, a — 1.5 dB shelf
appeared centred around 3 kHz, output was within 0.5 dB of flat at
17 kHz and approximately — 5dB at 20 kHz. The same shelf, slightly
exaggerated to — 2dB, appeared on the RH channel with a minor HF
emphasis at 15 and 16 kHz.
These results are considered to be phenomenally good, but did give rise
to some anxiety since the tape used, Ferro, is likely to be of lower coercivity
than the better quality Philips tape products. If this should be so, then
these latter, together with most of- the modern Japanese tapes, might be
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the 3% point being reached at + 3.5 dB and 3-75 dB respectively. Sony
CD- u measured + 2.25 dB, whilst the BASF Cr0 2 Super reached 3%
distortion precisely at reference level. It should be borne in mind that the
overall response curve obtained from that formulation in this particular
machine exhibited asignificant departure from flat.
Turning next to the metal tapes of group IV, 3M Metafine measured
+4-25 dB, with Sony Metallic following very close behind at + 4.25 dB
The odd one out here was TDK MA- R, where 3% distortion was reached
at just 1dB above reference level.
The wow and flutter measurements to the DIN quasi- peak standard
obtained from the Philips N5748 are amongst the very best that have ever
been noted in this laboratory. Consequently, at the beginning, middle and
end of acassette the result was 0.06%. This really is outstandingly good;
without doubt the actual stability of the machine is below the tolerances of
the test cassette itself which will have influenced the measurement. Long
term speed was also exemplary, measuring 0-25% slow at the beginning
and middle of the cassette, changing only to 0-3% slow at the end.
It has already been mentioned that the record level indication system
comprises apair of mechanical meters supplemented by two LED peak
level indicators, and Ihave a marked preference for this combination.
Reproduction of a50 ms attack signal showed that the meters under- read
by approximately 4dB, whereas the reproduction of a333 Hz tone with a
tape flux of 250 nWb/m gave areading of + 1dB, thus the method of
operation lies somewhere between VU and PPM types. This would be
unsatisfactory without the additional facility of peak level indication. An
investigation showed that the + 4dB indicator actually begins to
illuminate at + 2.75 dB, whilst the + 7dB indicator reacts at + 6dB.
Reference to the mechanical action of the meters and the noted distortion
performance clearly shows that these deviations from stated fact are more
of an advantage than a disadvantage. It would have been better to
calibrate the LEDs to read 0dB and + 4dB.
One can summarise the technical examination by describing performance as exemplary in every way other than the provision of arather strange
bias setting that in my opinion does not accord with the quality of the
product. Idon't think it is unkind to mention that as amanufacturer of
cassette recorders Philips, despite having invented the system in the first
place, have not always been amongst the first names one thinks of in
terms of very high-standard equipment. The advent of the N5748
completely changes the picture. This is arecorder that can be taken very
seriously indeed by the most devoted purist.

Technics RS- M63
With aprice label of around £ 225 the Technics RS- M63 must be regarded
as a medium-priced recorder. Nevertheless, it is athree head machine
providing full A/B monitoring facilities, with variable adjustment for bias
and ametal tape capability. One does not have to look too far to see where
the commercially essential economy has been made. Tape transport is
controlled by mechanical push piano- type keys instead of the light touch
logic system incorporated in the other four decks of this review. On
investigation it was found that if the mains power be cut while the
machine is, for example, in the play mode, the mechanism will stop and the
capstan and pinch- wheel will remain under pressure. Since this could
cause wear, resulting in adeterioration of wow, and flutter performance, it
should be avoided. By the way, if the incorporated timer switch is correctly
used it will protect against this occurrence up to the point when mains is
switched off, so if your external time switch has an off setting, beware.
Tape selection is by asingle three- position switch marked Normal, FeCr
and Cr0 2,with a supplementary switch to provide the metal facility.
Dolby- B noise reduction is provided, with aswitchable multiplex filter.
Separate twin rotary controls are provided for line and microphone gain
and these are used in association with apair of electronic bar- graph type
indicators marked ' peak'. Bias is adjusted by means of arotary control with
acentral detent. No numerical scale is provided, neither are there any
internal oscillators to aid the user in his bias level assessment. A memory
device is associated with the three digit counter and an electronic display
indicates the routing of the program by illuminating symbols representing
the erase, record and playback heads together with input, source and
output. As afinal gimmick the intensity of the illumination of the bargraphs is variable. The usual phono line in and line out sockets together
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with a five- pin DIN record/playback socket are positioned in a rear
recessed panel.
Measurement of playback response characteristics using TEAC calibration tapes showed the output to be slightly down at 10 kHz for both Fe
and Cr0 2.For the former, the figure was — 2dB and for the latter — 1.25 dB
on the LH channel, and — 0.25 dB on the right. Unfortunately at higher
frequencies more significant losses occurred. Using the Fe tape the
readings at 14 kHz were — 6dB Fe left and — 5dB right; with the Cr0 2
calibration tape, output was — 5dB at 14 kHz on the left and — 2.5 dB on
the right.
There was some instability in the high frequency trace and so the matter
was investigated alittle further. It was found that slight movement of the
cassette within its housing whilst in the run mode is possible, and this of
course introduces changes in HF output level as the azimuth changes. This
is asmall point that is worthy of the manufacturer's attention, but it should
be checked by the prospective purchaser before actually buying. This can
be simply done by removing the plastic cover and applying light pressure
to the cassette by the fingers whilst the tape is running.
Before checking overall frequency response it was first necessary to
investigate the functioning of the fine bias adjustment control. Reference
to the owner's instruction manual was uninspiring. This book is based on a
vast number of diagrams which, with captions in seven languages, tended
to defeat the modest intellect of this reviewer. Bias settings are, however,
more clearly stated, but are obviously wrong. For example, the indicated
position for Philips formulations ( without defining which) is near to
minimum whilst BASF LH Super is firmly positioned at + 2. TDK AD is
awarded the same bias level as Maxell UDand is positioned at + 4together
with BASF LH I, Maxell UDXL I, Fuji Range IV and Sony HF. In fact Fuji
range IV is not obtainable in this country and Sony HF has been
superseded by Sony BHF.
Faced with this dilemma it was thought necessary to establish more
appropriate settings, and it was soon discovered that provided the
adjustment is reasonably correct then the response will be flat to within
1dB tip to 15 kHz. Table 2gives the figures for the tapes tested, but again
this is published as no more than aguide since there might well be sample
variations in both hardware and software. As is usually found to be the
case when abias adjustment facility is correctly used, there was amarked
similarity in all the curves, so there is no point in discussing them
individually.
The recommendation in the instruction manual is for owners not to use
the variable bias when recording on tapes other than those of group I; it
should be left in its central, click-stop position. This was therefore the
procedure adopted.
Amongst the group II tapes, TDK Super Avilyn was 1.25 dB down at
10 kHz and — 3.25 dB at 15 kHz on the LH channel but was less than 2dB
down at that frequency on the right. Switching in Dolby- B created
something of adisaster area, with the left channel measuring — 2dB at
10 kHz and — 5.5 dB at 15 kHz. BASF Cr0 2 Super produced asomewhat
unstable plot but with abetter 15 kHz response that was close to flat; but
again performance deteriorated with Dolby- B in action. Maxell UDXL II
was the least suited of these group II tapes, with the output — 3dB at
10 kHz and — 5dB at 15 kHz, while Dolby- B increased these losses to
—4 dB at 10 kHz and — 9dB at 15 kHz.
Sony FeCr produced much better figures and because the curve was
more nearly flat in the first place the effect of the noise reduction circuitry
was less marked. The same comment applies to BASF FeCr, Agfa Carat
and 3M Master Ill where, although the curves were not particularly liked
because of instabilities in the pattern—quite possibly due to the inadequacy of the cassette retention system—they did not display the severe
losses noted amongst group II formulations.
Table 2Technics RS- M63
TDK OD
TDK D
Agfa SFD I
MRX3
UDXL I

GROUP I
+5
EMI HI- Fl
+5
TDK AD
+3
Philips SF
+3
Philips SFI
+3
BASF LHS

+3
+5

o

+1
—1.5

Central position used for Groups II, III & IV.
Three metal tapes were used: 3M Metafine, TDK MA- R and Sony
Metallic. In all three cases, measured at — 20 dB, the response was virtually
flat at 15 kHz, falling away to between — 4and — 7dB at 20 kHz. Dolby- B
introduced a + 2dB shelf centred around 2kHz and slightly attenuated
high frequency measurements.
These results fall short of optimum performance standards and there
was some concern felt about the confusion introduced through the
publication of what is regarded as incorrect information. In order to make
the point absolutely clear, additional overall response curves were taken
using BASF LH Super at the recommended bias setting of + 2and then the
operation was repeated at my own setting of — 1.5. In the first case the
15 kHz response was down by about 4dB; in the second, output was flat
.at that frequency. Because most owners use Dolby- B noise reduction
when recording, and because awell-known characteristic of this circuitry
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is to increase deviations from flat by up to double, it seems apity that the
manufacturer did not bother to include an amendment sheet giving the
owner the benefit of user advice related directly to the modern tape
formulations that are now becoming available. Perhaps after reading these
comments they will take the necessary steps to improve matters.
Care was taken to use the same bias settings for noise and distortion
measurements as referred to in the table. Results on Fe tapes were very
acceptable—the least good A- weighted measurements with Dolbyarose from TDK D at 61 dB below reference level. The best was TDK
AD at — 63-5 and the others were positioned in between. An analysis of the
noise spectrum showed that 50 Hz was commendably low at — 59 dB on
the LH channel and — 58 dB on the right, while there was an almost
complete absence of derived harmonics.
Noise measurements on the tapes of groups II, Ill and IV all returned
figures around 64 dB below reference level. It was noted that Sony
Metallic measured — 63 dB, with TDK MA- R — 63-25 dB. This contrasts
with some of the best measurements in groups I
Iand III which could be as
good as — 65 dB for 3M Master Ill, Sony FeCr and BASF CrO, Super.
Some of the distortion measurements on Fe formulations were so good
as to require rechecking in order to ensure accuracy. For example the 3%
third harmonic distortion point in TDK OD was reached at 6-5 dB above
reference level. Agfa SFD Iwas not dissimilar at + 6dB while Philips SF I
was extremely close at + 5-5 dB. BASF LH Iand EMI Hi- Fi were jointly
bottom of this table at + 1-25 dB, with TDK D, Maxell UDXL 1and Philips
SF all reaching + 2-25 dB. TDK AD was + 3.75, with Memorex MRX 3
at + 4-25 dB.
Performance of tapes in group II showed that in this respect Maxell
UDXL II was the best at + 3-5 dB, with TDK SA measuring + 2-75 dB. The
least good was BASF Cr0 2 at — 0.5 dB.
The dual layer group Ill FeCr tapes provided the anticipated improvement over group II materials, with Sony FeCr outstandingly the best at
+7.5 dB and Agfa Carat + 6dB. BASF FeCr came next at + 5.25 dB, with
3M Master III + 4-75 dB.
As is usually found, the group IV metal tapes are generally less good in
terms of low to mid frequency distortion than the group Ill formulations.
3M Metafine was the best at + 3.5 dB with Sony Metallic + 2.75 dB. The
TDK MA- R formulation trailed with 3% third harmonic distortion in a
333 Hz tone precisely at reference level.
Wow and flutter performance of the Technics RS- M63, measured to the
DIN quasi- peak standard, was very acceptable with figures of 0.1% at the
beginning and middle of atape, improving slightly to 0-09% at the end.
Long-term speed was, however, somewhat worrying. Absolute accuracy
was observed at the beginning with a deterioration of — 0-25% at the
middle and — 0-5% at the end. This amount of variation indicates alack of
mechanical ability to handle adequately the weight of tape on the take-up
spool.
As might be expected from an electronic display, the meters accurately
indicated a 50 ms attack signal. However, standard reference level of
250 nWb/m provided an illumination at + 3dB, coinciding with the
Dolby Mark which should relate to 200 nWb/m. Playback of aDolby level
calibration cassette provided indeterminate results because of the
inaccuracies—or perhaps expressed more correctly the tolerances—of the
bar- graph illumination.
A dispassionate appraisal of the results so far indicates the probability
that Technics have been at pains to provide the consumer with anumber
of sophisticated technical facilities but at the expense of basic performance qualities. While it is my opinion that A/B monitoring and variable bias
are highly desirable features, they should be complementary to, rather
than substitutes for, accuracy in the basic performance parameters. Unfortunately the Technics RS- M63 appears to concentrate rather more
on what the manufacturer believes the consumer wants, than on those
fundamental features that he really needs.
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Subjective assessment took the form of recording and reproducing
selected musical repertoire with the addition of the following associated
equipment: Technics SL110 turntable with a Shure Vis -IV cartridge
tracking in an SME arm; Trio KA7300 amplifier, and apair of KEF R105
loudspeakers. The music was deliberately selected to embrace the widest
possible characteristics and included extracts from full orchestral performance, operatic selections, solo piano, solo organ, string quartet and solo
soprano with piano accompaniment. In addition, commercial recordings
of a known quality standard were reproduced, and in the case of the
Philips machine some older non- Dolbyed recordings were played back, in
order to assess the performance of the DNL circuitry.
For record to playback tests, asingle tape formulation was chosen.
Because of the wide disparity in performance noted in the Fe overall
response frequency curves it was thought to be unfair to use asingle Fe
tape formulation on all the recorders. This would not have given afair
comparison. I
nstead atape from group Il was employed and since TDK SA
provided the most consistent results on all five recorders it was the one
selected.
The validity of comparative subjective tests of this kind is questionable
because so much depends upon the perception of the listener(s), the
characteristics of the associated equipment, the acoustics of the listening
room and of course the quality of the original source material. It is useful,
however, in the assessment of ergonomics and general ease of use and it
will clearly reveal obvious aberrations.
The first point noted was that the hum found present in the Marantz
SD6000 was sufficiently obtrusive to spoil musical enjoyment. What apity
that was, because it tended to mar the enjoyment that was keenly
anticipated from high speed operation. Let us hope that the phenomenon
is peculiar to the review sample. Readers are advised to listen carefully
before buying—at the levels reported it is clearly audible. The record gain
controls in the Marantz are not particularly easy to use in unison but it was
found that the bar- graph type meters are clear and easy to read. As with all
the other recorders used in these subjective tests, meticulous care was
taken, by reference to the quoted laboratory measurements, to avoid
distortion.
The Dual C839 RC proved to be amost interesting machine to use. The
overall layout of the machine with its multiplicity of controls, was
positively frightening for the inexperienced and it was found to be easy to
switch into the wrong direction of tape travel. Care is needed here since
such an error could result in the erasure of awanted recording. The LED
meters worked extremely well and were very visible under all lighting
conditions. Thoughtfully, the manufacturer has provided aswitch so that
they need not become asource of irritation by flickering during playback.
Since preparing my technical report on this recorder Ihave received a
letter from the British distributors, Hayden Laboratories Ltd, advising that
the queries Ihave raised on bias levels are being fully investigated by the
manufacturer and in the meantime their own service engineers will
individually check every machine before it is allowed to leave the
warehouse. Iregard this as satisfactory and appropriate action, and have
no doubt that it will be carried out to the letter. One of my worries
regarding reverse direction tape travel lies in the knowledge of the
complexity of the mechanism required. In the case of Dual, however, the
engineering standards of the company are so high that the owner need
have little fear of being let down in this way. The sound quality of
recordings was liked but it was felt that this is arecorder that needs to be
studied very carefully by the owner to familiarise himself with its various
modes of operation before it can be used with absolute confidence.
By contrast the Optonica RT-5100 is the simplest of the five to operate.
It also has the most brilliant and easily legible bar- graph displays. The only
real difficulty experienced was in setting recording levels accurately
because, as suggested in the technical review, it is only too easy to run into
distortion. However, noise levels are exceptionally good and so it is
possible to err on the safe side and fractionally under- record while still
maintaining an adequate dynamic range.
Conscious of the fact that this is the lowest cost model, Itook
some trouble to compare the sound quality of recordings with thosê
produced by the more costly machines. There were differences, particularly in comparison with the Philips deck, but it is believed that these
are so small as to defy identification by any but the most hypercritical of
listeners. The Philips recorder had aslightly brighter sound together with
an internal clarity within the music that could not quite be matched by the
Optonica. Apart from this one qualification, the machine worked very well
indeed, and in particular the logic- controlled tape transport system was
found to be thoroughly efficient despite the modest price label.
Turning next to the Philips N5748, the immediately obvious difference
was the convenience provided by the three head A/B monitoring system.
If you can afford it, it really is ajoy to use. Unfortunately the deck controls
can be very confusing, while the meters are small and not easily legible at a
distance. However the peak LEDs provide positive danger signals—at
least the + 4dB one does; the + 7dB indicator is almost superfluous—and
of course the reported technical quality of this machine really did produce
superb results.
One reservation was whether or not that clean, bright top was just alittle
too good to be true ... !
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<19" - ACTIVE - 120dIa>
RED PROFESSIONAL is a 2-way selfpowered loudspeaker
system incorporating four drive units and a modular electronic
assembly, housed in a 19in cabinet. The unit is mains powered
with active electronic overload-proof input signal processing and
filtering circuits, two independent l'50W power supplies, and
separate output amplifiers ( two 100W for 1f units and one 50W
for the hf units) directly driving two indepedently baffled Sin 1f
drivers and two specially positioned lin hf radiators. Typical
frequency response is 40- 18.000i-1z + 3dB ( in-situ 1/3 pink noise
front sound-pulse measured) and the maximum undistorted peak
programme level is 120dBSPL/lm ( in- situ measured). Input
facilities include sockets for all internationally used audio plugs
and adjustable sensitivity for input signal range 300mV-30V from
balanced or unbalanced sources.
Size of unit is 345x480x335mrrà ( hwd). Overall volume 32 Ltr.
Weight 32kg.
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When it was first introduced many years ago there was aconsiderable
amount of criticism levelled at the Philips Dynamic Noise Limiter system
because of its alleged ' breathing' effects. It is not intended to be a
substitute for Dolby- B because it performs a completely different function; it reduces subjective noise when reproducing cassette recordings
that have not been encoded in any way. As such Ipersonally find it to be
extremely useful and in my opinion the coming- and- going of background
noise described as ' breathing' is far less objectionable than the sustained
high level of noise that would otherwise be present. Playing back some
older cassettes the results were good enough to be described as surprising
and the provision of this facility is regarded as avery worthwhile addition
that will be particularly useful to those who, like myself, have acquired a
heterogeneous collection of cassette tapes over the years.
Lastly, the Technics RS- M63 also provides the convenience of A/B
monitoring, but with the inconvenience of older style tape transport
controls. It must be confessed that after becoming accustomed to the
smooth operation and uncanny efficiency of modern control systems a
return to piano- type keys was not looked upon with favour. Apart from
this one drawback the deck was easy to use, but it was noted that the
variable illumination to the bar- graph meters produces too little change in
illumination intensity. Sound quality generally was alittle disappointing,
possibly due to the reported lack of stability within the cassette housing
and to inadequate group II tape performance. This is a recorder that
provides a lot of facilities at a medium price and as such, for example, it
offers the opportunity to acquire athree- head machine with ametal tape
capability at unusually low cost. However, one cannot help wondering if
the designers would not have been well advised to be less ambitious in
those directions and to have devoted more attention to basic performance
parameters.

Conclusions
It must be remembered that the function of a reviewer is to criticise.
Criticism implies personal opinion. The specific measurements referred to
in this review are to the best of my belief accurate and irrefutable; they
apply, however, directly to the review samples examined which might or
might not be truly representative of the distributor's entire stock and
therefore might or might not be exactly parallelled in the particular
machine you buy. Quite apart from this, Isee no reason to suppose that
my personal opinion will be identical to that of every reader of this
magazine, and neither do Ipresume an awareness of your real needs, your
musical preferences, or indeed the extent of co-operation you can expect
to receive at the hands of your bank manager. Iwould like, however, to try
to give some guidance.
It is quite clear that if it is felt that the advantages of reverse direction
tape travel are important then the Dual C839RC is your only possible
choice. You will not be disappointed in its performance provided bias
levels have been properly adjusted.
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EADER
ROBLEM
examined by
Crossover

Why Higher Record Speeds?
Dear Sir, Iam puzzled to see that HMV have
recently re- issued some classical recordings on
45 rpm discs in aseries called ' Dynamic Sound'.'
They claim that the higher speed somehow
improves the quality, yet Ihave always understood that better sound came from a slower
speed—as when the LP superseded the ' 78'.
What is this all about?
G. P., Walton on Thames
You have certainly been wrong in assuming
that alower speed will give better sound. Apart
from the huge bonus of lower background noise
from the new vinyl material when LPs were
launched, if the reduced record speed had not
been accompanied by a corresponding reduc•See reviews, p. 117 — Records Ed.
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If out-and-out audio quality, regardless of cost, is your prime consideration, then there is another equally obvious choice. It must be the Philips
N5748. This is a superb machine about whose performance I am
enthusiastic, but you must be warned that if you use modern high
coercivity Fe tapes, it is probable that your recordings will be over- bright.
Those of more modest means who are attracted to three- head operation
will doubtless consider the Technics RS- M63 seriously. On the basis of
my review work it is not amachine that Ipersonally would wish to own,
but hopefully your sample might prove to be consistently better than
mine. Beware of the bias adjustment and do not accept the manufacturer's
recommendations without checking them for yourself. Try recording FM
inter- station noise, monitoring after record, and use the bias setting that
gives the best source comparison. Before buying remove the head cover
and check cassette stability as advised in the text.
The Marantz SD 6000 has the advantage of including double speed
operation, a feature that is unique amongst this collection of decks.
Unfortunately its performance at normal tape speed and the presence of
clearly audible hum makes it impossible to recommend this recorder on the
basis of my review investigation.
So now we come finally to the Optonica RT-5100. In terms of value for
money this is clearly and outstandingly the best buy of the five. It will not
provide you with ametal tape facility, neither will it give you variable bias
nor off- tape monitoring. What it will give you ( provided the review sample
is representative) is thoroughly gdod quality sound at such a level of
excellence that you would have to pay avery great deal more to improve
upon it; even then you might not be able to detect audible differences. Thé
logic- controlled tape transport system worked as efficiently as those in
more costly decks and is at all times a pleasure to use. The ' Automatic
Programme Search System' incorporated is regarded as something of a
gimmick, but since it has no practical disadvantages it could be regarded
as asmall bonus.
One of the sad points to emerge clearly from this comparative review is
the need for manufacturers, perhaps in collaboration with their distributors, to be much more careful in both quality control and the publication of
advice to owners. There is no point in providing sophisticated features
designed to improve audio quality if, through the use of inadequate or
inaccurate instructions, they degrade rather than enhance performance.
All the five machines examined could in their basic design and manufacture be described as offering good value for money; in adetailed analysis
of actual performance, three models exhibit characteristics that tend to
negate the designers' obvious and honest original intention. The lack is in
the relatively minor factors which unfortunately can so easily produce
major changes in the end product, which must be nothing more or less
than the accurate making and reproducing of recordings.
Such, then, is my advice. It is necessary only to add that every purchaser
has one single obligation—to make up his own mind for himself. •

tion in groove dimensions and stylus radius,
sound quality would have got a good deal
worse. In fact, the speed ratio of 2.3 . 1 ( 78 to
33) was a little more than offset by the stylus
change from 2.5 mil to 1mil, while the minimum
recorded inner radius was also increased, so that
in the event there was an overall improvement.
But the speed change alone was a negative
move from all points of view except playing
time. This is why in the early LP days there were
some specialist American records which coupled the new vinyl disc material and microgroove
cutting techniques with the old 78 speed, to
combine the advantages of a small stylus and
high speed.
The old bogy of 'inner groove distortion'
arises because at any given number of revolutions per minute the actual linear speed of the
groove past the stylus must fall as the recorded
radius falls. In other words, even on asingle disc
there is acontinuum of groove speeds, ranging
from maximum velocity at the outer edge to
minimum near the label. The lower the speed, the
smaller the length of groove on which any
particular stretch of music is carried, and thus
the more cramped the recorded waveforms.
High frequency overtones in the latter produce
the most closely spaced 'wiggles' in the groove,
and the point is eventually reached where a
stylus of given radius is too large to follow the
details accurately. Then we have tracing distortion, which for all the above reasons is most
evident at the inner grooves.

For these reasons, the intermediate speed of%
45 rpm ( coupled with the normal LP stylus,
which is now seldom above 0.7 mil to accommodate the additional complexities of stereo)
has areal advantage over 33 rpm provided the
inner recorded radius is not reduced in proportion to the speed increase. The latter does
happen on pop singles, which also tend to have
very high recorded levels; but the same musical
material cut to the same peak level as on a
normal LP, and going no further in towards the
disc centre, will offer lower overall distortion at
45 rpm. Alternatively, for the same level of .
tracing distortion the peak recorded level may be
raised, thus improving the dynamic range
capacity.
Incidentally, analogous arguments apply to
tape recording, where I'm sure you must be
aware that high speeds always give the best
quality, and that only by a process of gradual
improvements in tape and tape heads has it been
possible to retain. high quality at lower speeds.
As tape systems operate on the principle of a
constant linear tape speed past the tape- head,
there is of course no equivalent to 'inner groove'
effects; but each time the tape speed is halved
the music has to be contained within half the
tape length, which leads to acramping of high
frequency signals very similar to that on discs.
The waveforms are stored magnetically, not
mechanically, but there is a similar retrieval
problem, set by the tape- head 'gap' width
instead of the stylus radius.
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Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950's. Expert
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manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by a cheque
card. Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

order by phone 01-952 3238

CR620 Receiver .. £ 159.00
.CR820 Receiver ..
619895
,CR1020 Receiver ..
£
260.00
CR2020 Receiver .. £2954/0
(Carriage and insurance add £5 per
item)
Full two-year guarantee

Receivers
Aiwa AX7300
Aiwa AX7700
Aiwa AX7800
Akai AA1125
Akai AA1135
Akai AC3SOOL Cass./Rec.
Armstrong 625 FM ..
Armstrong 626 AM/FM ..
Hitachi ..
Marantz
Pioneer 5)(590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer SX890
Pioneer SX980
Pioneer SX 1080
Pioneer SX1980
Rotel RX203L
Sansui RSO
Sansui R70 ..
Tandberg
TR2045/2060L/2080
Yamaha CR220
Yamaha CR420
Yamaha CR620
Yamaha CR820
Yamaha CRI020
Yamaha CR2020
Yamaha MS6 Music Centre..
Yamaha MS8 Music Centre..

Aiwa Mini SCE 11 (pair) .. £69.00
Akai Mini SVV7 (pair) .. £72.00
Celestion Ditton 121 (pair) .. £69.50
Celestion County (pair) .. £9800
Celestion Ditton I5XR (pair) £ 110.00
Celestion Ditton 22 (pair) .. £ 155.00
Celestion Ditton 332 ( pair) £239.00
Celestion Ditton 442 (pair).. £290.00
Celestion [Acton 551 (pair).. £345.00
Celestion Disuse 662 (pair). . £ 119 00
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk 2 P.O.A.
IMF Electronics all models..
P.O.A.
Jordan-Watts Janet (pair) ..
£
6900
Jordan-Watts Juno (pair) .. £90.00
Jordan-Watts GT (pair) .. £ 125.00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£159.00
£199.95
£260.00
£295.00
£225.00
£315.00

KEF Celeste Ill
KEF Corelli ..
All
KEF Calinda
normally
KEF Concord Ill
in stock
KEF Cantata
Prices on
KEF Model 101 ..
application
KEF Model 104AB ..
KEF Model 105 Series II
JR 149 (pair)..
£128•50
P.O.A.
JR Super Woofer ..
P.O.A.
Manna ..
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2
P.O.A.
Mordaunt.Short Festival 2..
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short Pageant 2
RAM ..
P.O.A.
Spendor Ba Mk II
P.O.A.

Aiwa ADM200 .. .. £
120.00
Aiwa AD2000 Dolby .. £
14650
Aiwa ADL40 Dolby/Met .. £ 149-00
Aiwa A136700 Dol/Met/Rem. £26800
Aiwa ADM600 Dol/Met .. £
173.00
Aiwa ADM700 Dolby/3H/Met 27.5.00
£
Aiwa AD6900 Mk 11 Dol/3H/
Rem/Met .. .. .. L39800
Akai GX4000D Reel/3H .. £219.50
Akai GX4000DB Reel/Dolby £259.00
Akai CS7030 Dolby .. £94.50
Akai GXC704D Dolby .. £ 125.50
Akai GXMIO Dol./Met. .. £ 140.00
Akai GXM30 Dol./Met. .. £ 159 51).
Akai GXMSO Dol./3H/Met. £224 50
Akai GXF80 Dol./3H/Met. £299.50
oter
Akai GXF90 Dol./3H/Met. £359.50

N

Hitachi 0405 .. £ 115.00
Hitachi D7SS .. £ 170 00
Maranta
..
..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF500 Dolby ..
£89 00
Pioneer CTF600 Dolby .. £ 109.00
Pioneer CTF6S0 Dolby/Met £ 171.95
Pioneer CTF750 Dol/Met/Rev £213-95
Pioneer CTF850 Dol/3H/Mec £233.95
Pioneer CTF950 Dol/3H/Met £333.95
Pioneer CTF1250 Dol/3H/Met esso.ps
Sansui 090 .. .. ..
019.00
Tandberg TD20A Reel ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD320 Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD440A Dol./3H/Met
P.O.A.
Yamaha TCS20 Dolby .. 614800
Yamaha TCIOODD Dolby ..
P.O.A..
,
1

Tuners

ADC 1700DD/XLM..
Akai AP206
Aiwa AP2400
Aiwa AP2600
Garrard SP25/6 M75-6 ..
Garrard 00130 M75ED/2
Hitachi HT3S6
Linn Sondek LPI2
Pioneer PLSI2 .. • •
Pioneer PL200X
Pioneer PL300X . •
Pioneer PL400X .
Pioneer PL600X
Pioneer PLLI000
Sansui SR222 Mk 11 ..
Thorens 1016013C/Mk Il
Thorens TD104
Thorens TD105 •
Thorens TDI26BC/Mk Ill ..

El 11.50
£85.00
£125.00
£155.00
£46.00
£88.00
£98 00
P.O.A.
£49 50
£89 50
£112 00
£13100
£204 00
£409 50
£64 00
£98 80
£86 95
£104 50
£192 00

Systems
Akai Pro 100
Aiwa Micro Campo
Pioneer Mini 3000 ..
Pioneer X33/55/77/99/
its:stems . • •

N

P.O.A.
All
IStock

/1/

Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Hitachi FT4000
Hitachi FTS000 • •
Hitachi FT8000
Marantz
Pioneer TX408L • .
Pioneer TX608L • .
Pioneer TX9800
Pioneer TXDI000
Quad FM3 .. •
Sansui T60
Sansui T80
Sansui TU2I7
amaha T550/TI/T2

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan-Watts Module .. £25 00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit .. £ 10 75
KEF 104 AB Kit .. £ 130 00
KEF Cantata Kit .. £208 00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit £40 00
KEF T27 .. .. £895
KEF B110 .. • • £ 11.50
KEF 13200
£ 12.75
KEF 8139
..
£26.50
KEF DN 12 (T27/B I10/B139) £7.75
KEF DN13 (T27/13200) ..
f5.50

Pick-Up Arms,
Cartridges& S Ii

Tape Decks 8( Recorders

noeoo

£164.00
£264-50
£125.00
£139.00
£255.00
£193 50
£222.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£99 50
£129-50
£203.00
£264.00
£398.00
£449.50
£735-00
£98.00
fI19.00
£155.00

Demonstrations, expert guidance
and after sales service.

Speakers

SPEAKERS Complete

Amplifiers
ADC 551 Soundshaper
£61 00
ADC SS2 Mk II Soundshaper £ 141 95
ADC SLM2/Meter • . £40.75
Armstrong 621
£ 122-50
Hitachi HA4500S • • .. 611150
Hitachi HAS700S • • .. eno.00
Maranta
Pioneer SA408
.. £ 9.50
£4.00
Pioneer SA508
Pioneer SA608
£128-50
Pioneer SA708
.. £ 169.50
£L3850
Pioneer SA7800
£282-50
Pioneer SA8800
.. £367-50
Pioneer SA9800
£589-00
Pioneer Spec 3/4 ..
P.O.A.
Quad 33/44/303/405
.. £89.95
Rotel RA4I4..
.. £ 109.95
Rotai RAI000
.. £ 109.95
Sansui AU2I7 Mk 11
£166.95
Sansui AU3I7 Mk 11
.. £210.00
Sansui AU4I7
Sansui AU7I9
.. £310-00
.. £69.00
Sansui A40
.. £99.00
Sansui A60
.. £ 129-00
Sansui A80 ..
Yamaha A450/A550/AI

All prices include VAT at 15%.
Please add 3•00
£
per item towards
carriage and insurance (cartridges
and styli post 75p).

£137.00
£106.00
£89.75
£143.00
£206.00
P.O.A.
£59 50
£94 50
£225.00
£254.50
P.O.A.
£6800
£9875
£105.00
P.O.A.

maxell

TAPE BARGAINS
UL60
80p
UL90
99p
UDXLI C90
£ 183
UDXL2 C60..
fI45
UDXL2 C90..
£ 183
lust arrived VHS video tape
7" UD Reel ..
E4 30
7" UDXL Reel
£540
10¡" UDXL Reel
E12 40

ADC LMG1 Head Shell ..
£500
Formula 4 Mk Ill
£49 45
SME 3009 Improved .. £57 00
SME 3009 52..
£62.50
SME 3009 Mk Ill
6107.00
SME F0200 Damper £ 13.75
Cartridges
Price
Styli
*ADC QLM36 3 Imp.
£17.50
P.O.A.
*ADC VLM 3 Imp. £25.00 £ 19.00
*ADC XLM 3 Imp. £36.75 £23-00
*ADC ZLM Imp.
f.59-50 £33-50
GoIdring DI10 (Styli for G800) £4-00
Mayware M/C 2C £4800 Mayware T24 Trans P.O.A.
vise° P.O.A
- .
Ortofon FFISE2
moo P.O.A.
0 rtofon FISE2
Ortolan VMS20E 11
£32.50
P.O.A.
£825 £6.00
Shure M44/7
Shure MSS/E
£.50 £850
Shure M75/E.12
£1150
£10.00
Shure M75/ED2
meoo £13•75
£1.00 £ 17•50
Shure M95/HE
£54.00 £21.50
Shure VI5f3HE
Shure Vf5/4
£66.00 £29.50
£7•00
Shure N7S/6 (Styli)
£ 10.50
Shure N93/E (Styli)
*With free LMGI Headshell

HEADPHONES
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Yamaha
Yamaha
Yamaha

5E205
5E305 ..
SESOS . •
Monitor 10
HPI
HP2
HP3

£12.75
£19-50
£40.00
£38-00
£35-00
£26-00
£19.50

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex HAS 7HE
Telephone:
01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat. A.,
except
(oGwAgi
Thursday,
Ini ,44
closed all day.
Easy Parking
q
(at rear) () ma. ST
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Laskys specialise in the
We offer the HiFi enthusiast an unequalled range of equipment. And by that we don't just mean
random alternatives. But equipment that, on acarefully selected value-for-money basis, effectively
demonstrates the vast choice in terms of performance and functions available from today's
leading manufacturers.

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER ON AN
EXCEPTIONAL. CASSETTE DECK
WORTH OF
CASSETTES
AND
ACCESSORIES

Superb sophisticated deck. Unique bias Flat Response Tuning
System, Dolby, double needle level meters, cue/review,
memory re-play, feather touch buttons and many
other features.
No deposit and just £13 monthly through Stereoclub.

AIWA AD6900

Laskys price .\

£98

FREE

WITH EVERY

AIWA AD6900
PIONEER SX590

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
20 watts RMS per channel. Twin
power meters, tuning meter
Connections for 2pairs speakers.
Previous price £124.90.
No deposit and just
£5 monthly through
•
Stereoclub.

Laskys price

99»
JVC A-S5 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Amazing value. 0.03% harmonic
distortion at the full 30 watts per
channel. Tape dub facility and
outputs for two speaker systems.
Laskys price

No deposit and just
£5 monthly through
Stereoclub.

£743°

/PIONEER

/ SYSTEM X33

Laskys price

£299.9°

Convenience plus
superb performance.
20 watts RMS per
channel amplifier; belt drive
turntable with cartridge; Dolby
cassette deck; LW/MW/FM stereo
tuner; stylish cabinet with glass
door. Previous price £ 339.90.
No deposit and just £13 monthly
through Stereociub.

KIM

!ZS(

TRIO KD1033B STEREO
TURNTABLE

Budget model highly acclaimed Laskys price
by the HiFi press. Belt drive, £54.90
resonance free tone-arm.
No deposit and Just £ 5monthly through Stereoclub.

psaun

Buy through Laskys
Stereoclub. Once you
have your card you get
instant no deposit credit
right up to your limitbased on 24 times your monthly
payment. For just £ 5amonth
you would get credit up to £120.
Interest charged at 2.3% per month on monthly balance
outstanding. Equivalent to annual rate 31.38%. Interest
rate anti prices including 15% VAT are correct at time
of going to press arrd subject to alteration without
notice.

world's finest HiFi...
Since we're specialists ourselves we can also offer you equipment from leading specialist
manufacturers - like these world famous AR speakers from the States. And here we are proud to be
able to offer such arange. Especially the AR9 models which probably represent an ultimate
expression of the state-of-the-ad in speaker design.

Value, choice and
service
These pages show just some
models from Laskys enormous
range of HiFi equipment and
accessories. Laskys huge buying
power means that we can bring
you many special purchase .
bargains and exclusive offers.
And your local Laskys gives you
even more than great prices
and agreat selection to choose
from. You'll get expert demonstration from our assistants
and wise advice on matching
and compatibility. You'll get free
after sales service. And we'll
take the pain out of paying with
the Laskys Stereoclub. So ask
Laskys first when you want to
buy great Hi Fi.

25

Laskys price

SPEAKERS

new design. Superb
029» Brandperformance
two way

system with 250mm woofer and 32mm
pressure highrange. Highrange
contour control switch. Handles up to
100 watts per channel. Beautifully
finished walnut veneer cabinets.
No deposit and just £6monthly
through Stereoclub.

Laskys price

.90

JR 91

SPEAKERS

These fine speakers incorporate
alarge 12" woofer,11
2 "
/
mid range
driver and 3
4 "
/
tweeter. The mid
range and tweeter each have a3
position level. control. Efficient power handling
up to 300 watts per channel. Superb
performance is complemented by an attractive
finish in walnut veneer.
No deposit and just £ 20 monthly through Stereoclub.

12e"/

IN 9SPEAKERS An exciting design with

exceptional performance. Five drive units
comprising two 12" woofers for highly
extended bass response, 8" lower mid range,
1
1
e upper mid range and se tweeter. The
two mid range units and tweeter each have
a3position level control. Separate inputs for
the upper range and bass units allow
'bi-amping: Power handling up to 400
watts per channel.

Excellent value 2way system with
cone tweeter and 8"
woofer. 100 watts PMP. Laskys price
Tweeter level control.
Attractive finish.

No deposit and just £ 39 monthly through
Stereoclub.

No deposit and just £ 5monthly through
Stereoclub.

mmilM MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
• Mail Order: If you can't get to your local Laskys just post your order to:

LAIMPE The Hyde, London NW9 6JJ or telephone 01 -200 0444.
Acd £450 per item Securicor delivery.

Fle

Please send me
Payment details: please tick where applicable
1. Please charge to my Stereoclub account!: MI account no

WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU BUY GREAT HI-FI

would liketo apply for aStereoclub account D
3. I
enclose full cash paymente

Central London Tottenham Court Rd. ( 3branches), Edgware Rd. ( 3branches', Fleet St.

Birmingham, Br)stol, Cardiff, Chatham, Colchester, Croydon, Dartford, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Golders Green, Kingston, Leicester, Manchester,Northampton, Nottingham
Oxford, Reading, Richmond. Romford, Sheffield, Slough, Southend, Tunbridge Wells,
Watford and Wolverhampton. New Branches - Oxford St (Boumes)
Hardman Hi-n Centres

SPEAKERS

Chancel House, Neasden Lane, London NW10 2XE. Registered No. 347447.

chegue/P0 no

lien

4. cease charge to my Barclaycard/Access account 0

Barclaycard no
Access Card no
To be refunded if I
am not delighted
I

(Mainland only)

Nali

IAddress
Sgiature

LLg.

Date_

A,low 28 days for delivery. Delivery subject to availability.
Ma nlandonly
BM MMMMM fflIMIM
MI
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CASSETTES

e
Fuji
EVEN LOWER PRICES!!
FX I

EUROPE'S TAPE SPEC/AL/ST

For normal bias use. Precise
mechanics and smooth tape
coating provide distortion free
clear sounds even at high
recording levels.
C60
C90

HEADPHONES

FX II

SENNHEISER

£0.61
£0.59*
£0.79*
£1.25
£2.97

Ci Y
CC
N
4EA
60M I
C
C90
C
C1
6
2
0
0

... Top performance
Superb comfort
Excellent reliability
Compatible with
virtually anything

AMIC

orn
C:62
,
0u m oyNAMIc

CO
SUcCPE6(70 AVILYN
C690
METAL

CHF
C60
C90
C120
BI-IF
C60
C90
C120
AHF
C60
C90
ALPHA
C6o
C90
FeCr
C60
C90

SENNHEISER headphones will not hurt
your ears,
hearing
or pocket

Export
Etaquiries to TOP TAPE, Bridle Path, Watford;
Herts,.England.
Tel: Watford 33016.

£0.99
£1.35

Strongly recommended by both Japanese

£1.7 9

and European Hi Fi manufacturers.

£1.09
£1.59
£1.19
£1A8*
£3.35
£4.59

R-C6 0
*pROMOTION OFFERS

See your
nearest
Top Tape
dealer for
prices.

HD400
HD414X
HD420
H0424X
HD430

ALLOY

For high bias use. Beridox. Fuji's
pseudochrome tape coating,
produces awide dynamic range
and high MOL to give recordings
of the finest reproduction when
played in the chrome position.
C60
C90

f0.96
£1.09*
ACC:
19
81(
05"C "

£0.85
£1.09

£0.59
£0.79
£1.09

E60
E120
E180

£0.79
£0.96
£1.17

Other brands of VHS cassettes normally available.

BETAMAX
SONY

L125
L250
L370
L500
L750

30 mins
65
90
130
195

LVC120
LVC150

120 mins £ 13.40
150
£ 14.95

PHILIPS
ie#

MAIL ORDER to: TOP TAPE, Bridle Path, Watford, Herts. Tel: Watford 33016.

LONDON
KJLeisuresound
53, Fleet Street
Tel: 01-353 7935

Postage 45p - Orders over £ 15 POST FREE.

BATH

CAMBRIDGE

SW3

BEDFORD

SW13

F. H. Hellyar
145 Church Road
Barnes
Tel: 01-748 5484

VV1

KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street
Tel: 01-486 8262

ELSEWHERE
ABERDEEN

Holborn hiFi
441 Holburn Street
Tel: 25713

ALDERSHOT

Bryants
81 High Street
Tel: 20728

BROADSTAIRS

Thanet Audio
78 High Street
Tel: 0843 61587

Hampstead HiFi
63 Hampstead Hign St.
Tel: 01-435 6377
Chelsea
305 Kings Road
Tel: 01-351 0200

APRIL 1980

Herbert's HiFi
2Newmarket Square
Tel: 22157
Paul Green HiFi
Harpers Furnishing
Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Tel: 316197

NW3

'

BASINGSTOKE

Tavistock HiFi
21 Tavistock Street
Tel: 56323

BELFAST

The HiFi Shop
RAC House
71 Chichester Street
Tel: 40644

BOURNEMOUTH
Suttons
10 Gervis Place
Tel: 25512

BRADFORD

Erricks
Fotosonic House
Rawson Square
Tel: 22972

BRISTOL

Radford HiFi
52 Gloucester Road
Tel: 422709

£4.89
£5.65
£5.99
£7.25
£9.45

VCR

Prices include VAT at 15%

EC4

£6.29
£8.49
£9.79

60 mins.
120
180

EDINBURGH
Audio Aids
52 George Street
Tel: 031:226 3979

EGHAM

Speechley
1Hawthorn Was'
Chesterton
Tel: 312120

Runnymede HiFi
172 High Street
Tel: 5036

CROYDON

EXETER

KJLeisuresound
89 London Road
Tel: 01-686-1343

DARLINGTON

Gilson Audio
76A Skinnergafe
Tel: 61922

DAR WEN

Datwen HiFI Centre
219 Duckworth Street
Tel: 75201

DONCASTER

Quadraphenia
19 Bradford Row
off Flallgate
Tel: 21215

EASTBOURNE

Jeffries HiFi
4Albert Parade
Green Street
Tel: 31336

Peter Scott
76 South btreet
Tel: 73309

GLOUCESTER

Robbs of Glos.
15 WorcesterStreet
Tel: 419777

HARROW

KJ Leisuresound
340 Station Road
Tel: 01-863 8690

HINCKLEY

Hinckley Sound Centre
Unit 3Castle Street
Tel: 611541

HITCHIN

Spectrum
.106 Bancroft
Tel 52248

KINGS LYNN

Eastern Audio
53 Norfolk Street
Tel: 64111

LICHFIELD

Speckmead Audio
52 Bakers Lane
Tel: 23025

UVERPOOL

CBS Audio Visual
105 St. John's Precinct
Tel: 051-709 0388

MANCHESTER 4

Newman Electronics
30 Shudehill
Tel: 061-832 7710

MANCHESTER 14

Shadoos
162 Wilmslow Road
Tel: 061-224 4215

MIDDLESBROUGH

Boro Electronics
118 Borough Road
Tel: 217166

NEINBURY

Herbert's HiFi
62 Northbrooke Street
Tel: 42378

NEWCASTLEUPON-TYNE

HiFi Opportunities
33 Handyside Arcade
Tel: 27791

NOTTINGHAM

Nottingham HiFi
156 Alfreton Road
Tel: 76919

OXFORD

OER
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 53072

READING
Herbert's HiFi
130 The Butts Centre
Tel: 56363

SHIPLEY

Erricke
2Westgate
Tel: 581597

SOUTHAMPTON

Suttons
421 Shirley Road
Tel: 772069

STEVENAGE

Anglia Sound
23 Chieensway
Tel: 55336

STOCKTON

McKenna & Brown
81 High Street
Tel: 69995

UXBRIDGE

KJLeisuresound
278 High Street
Tel: 33474

WATFORD

KJ Leisuresound
101 St. Albans Road
Tel: 45250

WEYMOUTH

Dorset Radio
29 Walpole Streei.
Tel: 785729

WOKING

Aerco
27 Chobham Road
Tel: 4667

WORCESTER

Johnsons Sound
43 Friar Street
Tel: 25740

WORKSOP

Sheffield Sound Centre
39 Carlton Road
Tel: 87762

YEOVIL

Yeovil Audio
3Princes Street
Tel 25430

147/K

You get even more now at

BIG SAVINGS
ENABLE YOU TO BUY
EVEN BETTER HI-FI FOR YOUR MONEY

Why not visit our superb showrooms at
49/55, North Station Road, Colchester,
Essex. Where you will find Hi -Fi
Equipment on permanent demonstration
and service second to none, plus of course,
in keeping with the usual Wicks policy,
some of the keenest prices in the country.

•MASSIVE RANGE ALWAYS
IN STOCK • FULL AFTER
SALES SERVICE • BIG
DISCOUNTS • HELPFUL
COURTEOUS SALES STAFF
•ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

WHERE PEOPLE and PRICES MATTER!
When customers come to Wicks

we

lik e t
o thi n k - i
n f
act

we

know

-that customers leaveourshop more than satisfied with theservice
we give. Why? Well we are very selective in the staff we employ;
they are all Hi- Fi enthusiasts eager to share their own experiences
and give unbiased advice on Hi -Fi and audio reproduction and
help in choosing just one piece of
equipment or acomplete stereo
system with equal enthusiasm.

We offer the
KEENEST PRICES
AVARAKE
Please ring us
for details
148

If you don't see
what you need in
this advert. Please
give us aring.
This advertisement shows
only asmall selection from
our vast stocks. If the
equipment you require is
not listed please telephone
or write for details.

AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AM2350
£124-00
AM2450 .. £ 129.95
AM2650 .. £ 195-00
AIWA
AA8700 £265.00
ARMSTRONG
621 .. £ 124 95
CAMBRIDGE
P.80 .. £ 195.00
HITACHI
HA2500 £79 00
HA3500 £89.95
HA4500 .. £ 109 90
HA7700 .. £235.00
HMA8300 £365 00
HCA8300.. £ 165.00
HA5700 .. £ 165 00
MARANTZ
PM500 . • £ 159-90
PM700 • • £ 199 90
PM200 • • £79.90
PM250• • £ 99.90
PM400 . • £ 129.90
NAD
3020
£79.00
3030 ..
£89.95
3045 .. £145.00
3060 .. £199.00
3080 .. £239-00
PIONEER
SA408
£69-95
SA508
£89.95
SA608
£124.95
SA708
£165.00
SA506
£84.95
SA606
£114.00
SA706 .. £149-95
SA7800 .. £240.00
SA8800 .. £279-00
SA9800 .. £350.00

••
••
••
•

SG9500
£220.00
SG9800
£240.00
SPEC 3 .. £165-00
SPEC 4 .. £385.00
ROTEL
RA300 ..
£59.95
RA350 ..
£84.90
RA2I 4 ..
£64.95
RA3I4
£79.95
RA4I4
£99.95
RA7I 4 .. £129-90
RA2020 .. £238.90
RE700
£72.95
RB1000
£109.90
RC 1000 .. £109.90
RAI000
£129.90
ROGERS FULL
RANGE
P.O.A.
SONY
TA3 I
3 •. £99.95
TA333 •. £89-95
TAF30 •. £92.95
TA535 •. £ 139.95
TAF40 • • £ 139.95
TAF3A • • £ 124-00
TAF4A • • £ 124.00
TAF5A . • £ 170.00
TAF60 •. £ 179.90
TAF70 . • £299.95
SAE
1800 equal £229.00
5000 Noise
Red .. £ 145•00
2200 Pow.A. £329.00
2400L
Pow.A. £555.00
2100L Pre.A. £515-00
3000/3100 £464 00
C3 Cab .. £29.00
R2 Rack .. £ 155.00
TECHNICS
SU8022 .. £ 124.00

TRIO
MD600 ..

£349.00

YAMAHA
CA410
CA5I0
CA7I0
CA810
CAI010
CA2020
Al
A450
A550

£99.95
£139.95
£145.00
£199.00
£299.95
£399.95
£320.00
£114.95
£139.95

•

RECEIVERS
AIWA
AX7400
AX7600

£ 159.95
£210.00

ARMSTRONG
625
626

..
..

£ 179.00
£209.00

HITACHI
SR303L
SR304L
SR504L
SR604
SR804
SR903

£119.00
£115-00
£139-00
£169.00
£220.00
£250.00

MARANTZ
SR 1000L
£129-90
SR2000L
£159-90
SR4000L
£219.90
SR6000
£299.90
PIONEER
SX590
SX690 •
SX890 . •
SX980
SX1080
SXI980

£122.95
£145-00
£265.00
£360.00
£450.00
£750-00

ROTEL
RX300 £94.90
RX203 £94-90
RX203L .. £ 104.00
RX303 .. £ 114.95
RX304 £ 114.95
RX404 £ 129.95
RX604 .. £ 180.00
RX504 .. £ 140.00
RX 1000 .. £ 149-95
NAD
7030 ..
7045 ..
7060 ..
7080 ..
SONY
STR2 1
2L
STR3I3L
STR232L
STR333L
STR434L ..
STR4800
STRV4L

£ 149.00
£ 199.00
£255.00
£315.00
£99.00
£ 119.95
£ 114-95
£ 149-95
£239.00
£ 199-00
£239.95

TECHNICS
SA 100L .. £ 124.00
SA200L £ 159.95
SA300L £215-00
SA400L .. £242.00
SA500 .. £299.95
SA600 .. £349-00
SA700 .. £466.00
SA5460 .. £250.00
TANDBERG
TR2080 £450.00
TR2060L £299.00
TR2045 .. £250.00
TRIO
KR2010L .. £ 109-00
KR3010L .. £ 149.00
KR4010 .. £ 189.00
YAMAHA
CR620 .. £249.00

We are appointed agents for
0 AR Q AKAI 0 AIWA
0 ARMSTRONG 0 CAMBRIDGE
CELESTION Q GOOOMANS
O GRUNDIG 0 HITACHI
0 IMF 0 KEF 0 MARANTZ
0 MONITOR AUDIO Q NU
0 PANASONIC Q PIONEER
0 ROGERS 0 ROTEL 0 SAE
SME 0 SONY 0 SPENOOR
0 STANTON 0 SHURE
O TANDBERG 0 TECHNICS
0 TRIO Q UHER
o WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA

The best HI-FI 8t AUDIO- always at the best prices
eDEMONSTRATIONS

Some of the
reasons for
buying from eCREDIT FACILITIES
WICKS 9

--- srenz «

Make use of your ACCESS/
BARCLAYCARD. Give us your
number by phone - doit before
12 noon and we will guarantee
same day despatch.

£279-95
£320.00

TURNTABLES

TUNERS
AIWA
AT9700 .. £239.95

AIWA
AP2200
AP2400
AP2600
AP3000

£99.95
£129.95
£220-00
£475.00

ARMSTRONG
623 .. £135.00
624 .. El 10.00
CAMBRIDGE
T55
£210.00

HITACHI
HT324
HT354
HT356
HT660

£60.00
£89-00
£95-00
£175-00

HITACHI
FT4000 ..
£89.95
FT5000 £ 139.00
FT8000 £ 199.00

MARANTZ
6170
£99.95
6025
£49.90

MARANTZ
ST300L £ 109.90
ST400L £ 149.90

NAD
5020 ..

£74-95

PIONEER
PL200 ..
PL300 ..
PL400 ..
PL600
PL630
PL5 12 ..
PCL590 ..

£89.00
£109.00
£128.00
£199.95
£189-95
£49.95
£299.95

PIONEER
TX606
TX408
TX608L
TX7800
TX9800
ROTEL
RT300
RT726
RT1000
NAD
4020
4030
4080
SONY
ST212L
ST333L
STA3OL
STJ60

£92.95
£68-00
£89.95
£172.50
£219.00
£62-90
£99.95
£104.90
£79.00
£89.95
£155.00
£99.95
£89.95
£92.00
£164.00

TECHNICS
ST801 1 .. £94.95
ST8055 .. £16495
YAMAHA
CTS 10 . •
CT6 10 . •
CT7I0 • .
CT8 I
0 • •
CT1010 • •
T1
T550 . •
TRIO
KT4I 3

£124-95

£124.95
£149.95
£179.95
£199.00
£220-oo
£114.95
£124-95

Anything considered. To personal
callers only.

Lshowrooms.

C

CR1020 ..
CR2020 ..

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

Our staff have an intimate knowledge of all the
Hi -Fi apparatus we stock and will provide a
complete and leisurely demonstration in the
relaxed atmosphere of our demonstration

ROTEL
RP3300
RP1000

£99.00
£89-95

SONY
PS2I2A • •
PSTI . •
PS333 . •
PSX40 . •
PSX35 •.
PSX70 • •
PSTI5 • •
RS8000/
TTS8000

£84.95
£79.95
£94.95
£12495
£10495
£210.00
£84.95
£320.00

TECHNICS
SLB2
£69.95
SLQ2
£124.95
SLD2
£89-95
SL150
£139.95
SL 150/SME
£179.95
SPEAKERS
AR
18

£550 00
£90 00

25 ..
90
91 ..
52 ..
14 ..

£160.00
£550-00
£425.00
£365.00
£ 175.00

CASTLE
RICHMOND

£95

CELESTION
County
£89.90
I
5XR
£114.90
22 .. • • £159.90
25 .. • • £279-90
33 .. • • £199-99
44 • . £259.90
66 .. • • £449-90
121•.
£69-90
332 • • £239.90
442
.. £299.00
551 • • £349-00
662 • • £495-00
GOODMANS
RB65
.. £ 129-00
.. £ 110.00
X1335
.. £ 129-95
XB45
IMF
MONITOR
AUDIO
£275.00
MAI
£325-00
MA2
£210-00
MA4
£165.00
MA6
£99.95
MA84 .. £275.00
Mini Mon.
£110.00
KEF
104AB ..
Calinda
Celeste 3..
Concord . •
Correlli

£275.00
£239.00
£99.00
£179.00
£139.00

MARANTZ
£49.95
AVON • .
5M k. 2 . • £145-00
HD440 • • £109.00
HD550 • • £220.00
HD660 • £250.00
£350.00
HDT70 .
£79-95
4G3

PIONEER
CS333 ..
HPM5OX
HPM7OX ..

£59.95
£169.95
£220.00

J. R. ROGERS
FULL RANGE
P.O.A.

GUARANTEE Everything from Wicks is covered
by the manufacturer's own guarantee - usually
1or 3years. During the guarantee period, we will
service the equipment free of charge. If you return
the goods via acarrier, you pay the forward
carriage, we pay the return. From Wicks, there's
a99% chance of a24- hour turnround service.

h,

ex_ ohyoute

e'

0560 .. £140-00
D580 .. £179.00
D777 .. £195.00
0850 .. £ 189.00
0900 .. £240.00
D980 .. £265.00
D5500A
£410-00

JRI49
£135.00
JRI50
£210.00
SONY
SSE20
£49-95
SSE30
£
6900
SSE50 . £ 100.00

MARANTZ
SDI 000
£99.90
SD3000
£129-90
SD4000
£219-90
NAD
6020 ..

£89 95

SPE N DOR
BCI .. £275.00
BC II .. £295.00
SA1 .. £ 169.95

PIONEER
CTF500
CT F506
CTF600
CTF650
CTF750 . •
CTF850
CTF950
CTF1000

£98.00
£99.95
£119.00
£169.00
£205-00
£225.00
£325.00
£375.00

ROTEL
RD300
RD I
000 ..
RDI5F

£79-90
£169.90
£99.00

CASSETTE
DECKS
AIWA
AD2000 .. £14495
AD6350 .. £149.95
AD6600
£239-95
A D6700 . £325-00
AD6900
Rem. . £350.00
ADM I00
£99.00
ADM200 . £12495
ADL40
£219-00

SONY
TCU2 •.
TC1.15 •.
TCU30 • •
TCU60 • •
TCK35 • •
TCK45 . •
TCK55 ..
TCK60 . •
TCK65 • •
TCK75 ..
TCK96R
TCK7B
EL5 ..

£89.95
£158.00
£119.95
£189.00
£119.95
£149.00
£175.00
£240.00
£220-00
£249.00
£249-95
£319.00
£275.00

AKAI
GX725D .
GX730D ..
GX750D

TECHNICS
RS61 1 .. £88.00
RSMI7 .. £119.95
RSM33
£190-oo

WHARFEDALE
Denton ..
£52.50
Shelton ..
£6400
Limon ..
£77.90
Glendale .. £109.95
E30 .. £199-00
E50 .. £290.00
E70 .. £350-00
Dovedale
£180.00
YAMAHA
NS 100M
£
650.00

HITACHI
D3OS
D4OS
D755
D230
D550
D555

£235.00
£275.00
£399.95
£95.00

£110.00
£15900

£85.95
£119 00
£114-0

TAN DBERG
TCD320 .. £310.00
TCD440A
£595.00
YAMAHA
TC520
8175.00
TC720 . £ 199.00

TC920
TCI000 ..

£240.00
£375 00

TAPE DECKS
AKAI
1722 .. £240 00
GX4000D
£210 00
GX4000DB £259 00
GX635D .. £539 00
Remote
Control
£25.00
GX650D
sp. off .. £525 00
GX620D
£375 00
SONY
TC399
TC645
TC765
TC766/2
TC5I0/2

£23900
£279.95
£475.00
£535•00
£410-00

HUER
SG631

£499.00

TAN DBERG
TD20A 2 tr. £693.00
TD20A 4tr. £640-00
CASSEIVERS
AIWA
AF3070
£289.95
AF3090
£375.00
SONY
HST49A .. £199.00
14ST89A .. £249.00
HST99A
£350-00
TELEVISION
HITACHI
CAP 162 .. mum
CWP300
£235.00
P57 .. £199.95
PANASONIC
TC2203
£350.00
TC48I
£320.00
TR602
£89.95
TR5010
£145.00
SONY
KV I
400
KV 1820
KV 1822
KV2200
KV9000
KV2022

£275.00
£310.00
£325.00
£410.00
£320.00
£425.00

RADIO
CASSETTE
TELEVISION
HITACHI
K62 ..
CKP 100 ..

£199.00
£269.95

PANASONIC
TR500 I
G
£210.00
MUSIC CENTRES
& SYSTEMS
AIWA
AF5600 .. £395.00
Micro system £399-00
HITACHI
SDTI20/
/
ss6220 £ 199•95
SDTI50/
ss6220 .. £220.00
SDTI70/
ss8270
£275.00
SDT400/
ss8470 .. £350.00
SDT300/
ss8470 .. £349.00
SDT7785 .. £354.00
SDT2000/
ss8470 .. £359.00
PANASONIC
SG 3000/
SB500
£239.95
SG 5000/
513500 .. £395.00
SG5070L/208 £379.95
SG5090
£429.00
SG6070 . • £599-00
SONY
HMK I1iss33
HMK33/ss33
HMK55
HMK80
HMK7000
HMK9000

£199.95
£249-95
£275.00
£370.00
£410.00
£629.00

SYSTEMS
PIONEER
3000
Mini syst.
X33 system
X55 system
X77 system
X99 system

£620.00
£339.90
£449.90
£508.90
£621.95

WICKS -- THE HOME OF ALL THAT IS BEST IN HI-FI • AUDIO • ETC
ORD RING i
mply write telling us what you ORDERING BY
want enclosing cheque or Postal
By posi Order to cover cost plus £ 5
TELEPHONE

DELIVERY BY SECURICOR
Order by post or telephone with confidence
- you'll receive your order in 72 hours by
Securicor. Please add £ 5for deliverY.

e

t'
;
4'

de

•

time to call personally or send your

de livery charge by Secuncor.
settlement by post.
mmi

SAVE
TIME USE
THIS ORDER
FORM

Such nice peopld

t

To reserve equipment in stock, just ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and well
hold it for you for 48 hours giving you

4.

SEND TO: D. T. Wicks & Co. 49/55, North Station Road, Colchester,
Essex. Telephone Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4
Please supply
(give make and
model number)

I 1enclose cheque/P.O. for
made payable to D. T. Wicks & Co. or

D. T. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., debit my Access/Barclaycard account.
COLCHESTER, ESSEX.
TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (
0206) 49842/3/4 I (delete as aPolmable )

NAME:
ADDRESS:

.

After hours: Colchester 42166

Telephone Orders: Colchester 78807

I Signature

HFN4
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We don't advise anyone who's bought

another turntable to listen to this one.
For it's more than likely
you'll be amazed ifnot upset
at the improvement the
RD11S deck could make to
the sound ofyour system.
There again many ofyou
will be more than surprised
to discover just how much a
turntable dictates the quality
of sound to asystem_ If so,
ask an Ariston dealer for an
AB comparison test, then
you'll find out for yourself
the difference.

But certainly one thing you
won't find on the RD11S are
any superfluous controls, just
asuperbly balanced handbuilt unit that matches
simplicity of design with
optimum performance.
Ifyou'd like to know the
fill story on the RD11S, send
for our leaflet telling it all.
We'll also send you our list of
dealers throughout the U.K.
But we do feel we have to
warn you that you'll never

be satisfied with another turntable after you've listened to
this one.

0
ARISTON RD 11S
sheer perfection
Ariston Acoustics Limited,
Society Street, Maybole,
Ayrshire, Scotland. KA19 7BH.

Shown above: Ariston RD 11S Turntable The Revolutonary Anston Mat Ultracraft Tone Arm: The 14D 11S Turntable Plinth is finished in Teak. Walnut or Black.

You won't find the
Ariston RDllS turntable
just anywhere,
but here's where you will.
ENGLAND
LONDON
Berdette T.V. Radio Services, 175.177 Holloway Road.
Billy Vee Sound Systems, Lee High Road. Lewisham.
K. J. Leisure Sound, 48 Wigmore Street..
K. J. Leisure Sound, 53 Fleet Street.
Nusound Custom Hi Fi Centre, 82 High Holborn.
REW. 114.116 Charing Cross Road.
Subjective Audio, 59 Grovelands Road. Palmers Green.
HOME REGIONS
Guildford Hi.Fi. 270 High Street, Guildford. Surrey.
K. J. Leisure Sound, 101 St. Albans Road, Watford.
K. J. Leisure Sound. 278 High Street. Uxbridge.
K. J. L.eisure Sound, 340 Station Road. Harrow.
K. J. Leisure Sound. 89 London Road. Croydon.
Rush Hi Fi. 5-6 Conhill, Chelmsford. Essex.
Speldings, 352.354 Lower Addimombe Road, Croydon.
Tech...mound. 3D The Gallery. Acodale Centie. Luton.
Linnet. 355 High Street. New Malden. Surrey.
Weetwood & Mason. 46 George Street. Oxford.
OUTER HOME REGIONS
Berks. Hi.Fi & Video, 125 Bridge Road. Maidenhead.
B & K Hi Fi. 3Marine Court. St. Leonardeon-Sea.
East Sussex.
Complete Audio System.. 32. Grove Road. Eastbourne.
E. Sussex.
Peter Ellis Audio, 29 Kirkgate. Newark.
Hampshire Audio, 8 & 12 Horsley Road. Chandlers
Ford. Nr. Southampton.
Hi Fi Consultants. 13e Whitsed Street. Peterborough.
The Hi Fi Shop, 43 High Street. Dover. Kent.
Reading Cassette & Hi.FI Centre. 6Harris Arcade.
Friar Street, Reading. Berks.
Louis J. Rutter. 17 The Brittox. Devizes. Wilts.
Salisbury Hi•Fi. 3Butcher Row, Salisbury. Wilts.
Stevenage Hi•Fi. 26 Market Place. Stevenage. Herts.
Stinsons ( CAS) Rottingdean, 36 High Street.
Rottingdean, Brighton.
Westgate Hi.Fi, 2Station Road West, Canterbury.
SOUTH WEST REGIONS
F. F. & F. Audio Visual. 18 Market Street. Highbridge.
Somerset.
Paul Green Hi Fi. c/o Harper Furnishings. London
Road. Bath.
HoMe Sound Music Centre. 145 Sidwell Street, Exeter.
Howard Exeter Ltd., 90 Sidwell Street.
Radford Hi Fi, 52.54 Gloucester Road. Bristol.

exeter.

EAST ANGLIA
Critics Choice. MA High Street. Lincoln.
Eastern Audio. 87 Norwich Road. Ipswich.
Fi. 27IA High Street. Lincoln.
Lincoln Hi Norwich Hi Fi, 22 St. John. Maddermarket, Norwich
MIDLANDS
Birminghern Tape Recorder Centre. 35-37 Hurst Street.
Birmingham.
Five Ways High Fidelity, 12 Idington Row.
Edgbaston. Birrning_ham.
Mays Hi Fi, Audio & T.V., 27 Churchgate. Leicester.
Midland Hi- FL Old Hall Street. Wolverhampton.
Nottingham Hi Fi. 156 Alfreton Road. Nottingham.
R. F. Potts, 66.68 Babbington Lane. Derby.
Ray Charlen Audio. 83 Bndige Street. Walsall.
Superfi. 15 Market Street. Nottingham.
W. J. Taylor Ltd., 126.130 Hawthorn Road.
Kingstanding. Birmingham.
NORTHERN REGIONS/
MANCHESTER/MERSEYSIDE/
LANCASHIRE/CHESHIRE
Ashton Audio Centre, 139 Old Street. Ashton under
Lye..
P. ai A. Audio Ltd.. 63 Liverpool Road. Crosby.
Liverpool.
Badgertracks Ltd.. 46 Wood Street. Lytham St. Annex.
Lancs.
F. Benfell Ltd.. 78 Westfield Road. Blackpool.
Bond & Mason. 94 Church Road. Stockton on Tees.
Cleveland.
W. A. Brady di Son. 401 Smithdown Road. Liverpool.
G. D. di M. Dunglinson. Victoria Viaduct. Carlisle.
Cumbria.
Gilson Audio. 234 Linthorpe Road. Middlesborough.
H. D. Kirk ( Stereolectrite) Ltd.. 203 St. George's Road.
Bolton.
Joe Komur. Yorkshire Street. Rochdale.
Lintone Audio, 7.11 Park Lane. Gateshead. Tyne &
Wear.
Uoyd & Paton Ltd.. 34 Moorfield Walk. Urrnston.
Greater Manchester.
New Dawn Hi.Fi, 1-3 Castle Street. Chester.
Regent Studio, 7The Shopping Precinct. Hartlepool.
Sound Centre. 2Bold Street. Altrincham. Greater
Manchester.
Southport Hi•Fi, 6 Princes Street. Southport.
Swift of Wilmslow. 5-Swan Street. Wilmslow.
YORKSHIRE
Audio Centre. 284 Glossop Road. Sheffield.
Audio Projects. 45 Headingley Lane. Leeds.
Erricks of Bradford. Fotomnic House. Rawson Square.
Bradford.
Huddersfield Hi Fi, 2/4 Cross Church Street.
Huddersfield.
Goff Jackson Gramophone. 14 Hyde Park Corner.
Leeds.
Sheffield Sound Centre. 101 Egclesall Road. Sheffield.
Simpl Hi'Fi. 7 Mill Street. Peunpect Centre. Hull.
Tape
. kaoorder Centre
E. Wiley, 64 Beancroi'Kings
tRoad. Castleford.
WALES
Houlden Hi Fi. Morgan Arcade. The Hayes. Cardiff.
Milford Audio Centre. 90 Robert Street. Milford Haven.
SCOTLAND
Audio Aids. 52 George Street. Edinburgh.
Hi Fi Corner. IHaddington Place. Edinburgh.
Holborn Hi•Fi, 445 Holborn Street. Aberdeen.
Orpheus Hi.Fi. 141 St. George's Road. Glasgow.
Russell Hi Fi Ltd.. 44 Cow Wynd. Falkirk.
Vennal Audio, 115 High Street. Ayr.
Vennal Audio. 49 Foregate. Kilmarnock.
Victor Morris, 340 Argyle Street. Glasgow
NORTHERN IRELAND
The Hi Fi Shop. 21 Railway Road. Coleraine

LINSLEY HOOD
30 WATT AMPLIFIER
Printed circuits and full kits
to Hart professional standard
will be available for this
design.
Our free list of all kits is
available upon telephone

The Sound
of
Expedence
The first headphones introduced by
Howland- West many years ago broke
new ground by offering the highest
quality at extremely competitive
prices.
The most recent additions to our
range, illustrated below, offer the
latest in technology whilst retaining a
competitive price level.

request or send us a

HOWLANDWEST
CIS 1750.
Twin
Speaker
Headphone.
Around f47
inc. VAT.

9" x4" SAE.
Have you seen our kits for
the Linsley Hood Cassette
Recorder ?
HART ELECTRONIC
KITS LTD
PENYLAN MILL
OSWESTRY
SHROPSHIRE
Tel: Oswestry (0691) 2894 Telex 35661 HARTEL G
HOWLANDWEST
CIS 850.
Lightweight
Headphone.
Around £ 19
inc. VAT.

IT HELPS
TO MENTION

HI-FI NEWS
HOWLANDWEST
CIS 950.
Lightweight
with Volume
Control.
Around £20
inc. VAT.

when
answering

For full details of the complete range
of Howland- West Headphones write
to:

advertisements
3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8E0.
Fe1:01-609 0293
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k'ORDHAMS
Philips and Pye atrio
Quality .
•

Over the past two decades, we at Fordhams have steadily built up an
unparalleled reputation as exclusive Philips and Pye stockists and are
geared to supply virtually anything from the co m pre hens i
ve ranges o f
these two internationally renowned companies at spec i
a lM a il O rder

of

prices.

AMPLIFIERS Er PRE- AMPS
PYE
A
6003
A
12000
PHILIPS
AH
270
AH
280
AH
305
AH
3%
AH
370
AH
393
AH
384
AH
386
AH
551

This months selection
Pye Model TA12000 Stereo Receiver
Separate signal strength and centre tuning meters
Phase- lock stereo decoder.
Ceramic filters
Separate integrated
circuits for AM
reception.

Contour and High Filter
switches.
Microphone mixing facility
Triple stereo speaker

AH
AH

590
594

ONLY
£239.75.

89.96
114.75

PHILIPS

TUNERS
POE
PHILIPS

Pye Model 5684 Turntable
Belt drive 2 speed turntable

Automatic and manual play

Variable pitch controls

T
AH
AH
AH
AH
RH
AH
AH

8030
103
170
180
186
640
690
694

TURNTABLES with cartridges
PYE
5673
5684
5877
PHILIPS
GA
209
GA
212
GA
312
GA
418
GA
427
GA
437
AF
677
AF
685
AF
729
AF
777
AF
829
AF
877
AF
977

Floating sub- chassis
Stroboscope
for tine speed
control.

Viscous damped cueing
device.
LED strobe light
Philips GP401
Super- M Mk. II
Cartridge.

CASSETTE SLAVE DECKS
PYE
3533
3537
3543
3630
PHILIPS
N
2415
N
2515
N
2521
N
2533
N
2534
N
2537

SPECIAL
PRICE:
£77.95.

N

2538

139.95
152.95
122.75
386.95
139 95
69.75
87.95
99.75

57.95
77.95
124.95
118.95
114.75
77.75
43.95
39.95
5475
75.95
59.75
117.95
86.95
162.95
124.75
199.75

84.75
129.75
129,75
249.75
59.95
66.75
199.75
88.95
109.75
153.25
133.95

II

Piease send cheque/postal order made payable to Fordhams
or complete your Barclaycard/Access number in the appropriate squares.
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MODEL No
MODEL No

I

£

All goods new and guaranteed fo r 12
Registered No 750598

I
mo
%
as

am

mon th s.TOTAL

£

D
RDHAMS
mu
The Best From Philips & Pye

NM IIIIII MIN MI

189.95
229.75.
199.75
219.75
134.75
379.00

Mx1
Mk2
MO
Mk2
Mk2

684

9.95
11.95
15.75
36.75
53.75
139.75.
199.75
564.75
789.00
399.96
389.95
569.00
499.00
99.95 .
199.95
99.95'
79.75
79.75
49.75
649.00

POE BOOK OF AUDIO
0.95p
POE Et PHILIPS catalogues
Er Price Lists
0.20p stamps
Philips Black Tulip
Catalogue Et Price List

NAME

DELIVERY ADDRESS

£

£

979
985
988
989
990
994

BOOKS- CATALOGUES

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

MODEL No

6600
970
972

129.75
122.75
129.95
157.50
207.75
196.75
298.95'
149.95
17625

AUDIO/STEREO SYSTEMS
PYE
ZU
5i
LU
530
SX
5292
6090
PHILIPS
AH
590
AH
5905
AH
594
AH
683
RH
802
RH
837
RH
852
N
2415LS
N
2415WE
'Loudspeakers NOT included
AF
380

£

I

1600
1601
1602
1604
1605

SUPER M CARTRIDGES
PHILIPS
GP
400
GP
400
GP
401
GP
412
GP
422

MODELS REQUIRED
MODEL No

94.75
14.95

AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH

AH

41 75

23
29.75
42.50
37.95
54.75
66 75
595.00
152.75
234.95

lens
TAPC
AH
AH

194.75
289.00
710.45

470
482
484
485
486
487
505
585
587

AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
RH
AH
AH
MUSIC CENTRES
POE

PHILIPS

113.95
163.45
139 75
145.95
529.00

5777
460

AH

IBM
ArOrders
i
to: FORDHAM'S AUDIO Et HiFi. 50 Lloyds Chambers. Cornhill
IPSWICH. IPl 3HE. Suffolk. Telephone Ipswich 210738

2541
2542
2543
2544
2554

OPEN REEL DECKS
PHILIPS
N
4512
N
4515
N
4520
LOUDSPEAKERS singly
PYE
5775

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS/RECEIVERS95
PYE
TA
«100
129.75
TA
6000
169 75
TA
9060
199.75
TA
12000
239.75
PHILIPS
AH
602
192.75
AH
603
332.75
AH
604
129.95
AH
666
214.75
AH
452
139.75
AH
683
179.75
AH
684
229.75
AH
686
279.75
RH
743
99.95
AH
794
179.75
AH
799
336.25

outlets.

N
N
N
N
N

139.95
157.75
11875
249.00
169.75
199 75
162 95
293.45
144.95
162.95
117.75

BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS No

Prices quoted above include VAT & carriage and will be honoured for
60 days from publication date subject to Government VAT changes
Order with conf Idence Every order acknowledged Goods despatched
quickly and efficiently rn original boxes
Carriage and Insurance
covered for all dew.' ies in England Wales & Scotland
NOTE- IMPORTANT- PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME at
Showrooms: 9 Crouch Street. Colchester. Essex
141 High Street. Dovercourt, Harwich. Essex.
43 Buttermarket. Ipswich. Suffolk

our

0.20

550E

En 'ye Hill Offers!
13ritaMS Premier

Terrific Range of Hi Fi, TV, In- Car,
Portables,TV Games Video etc.,from
,the World sLeading Manufacturers

HOME 14 IN-CAR
LEISURE STORE

/ SONY SANYO PIONEER JVC TECHNICS HITACHI AKAI
BANG & OLUFSEN SANSUI NATIONAL TANNOY ETC

l

Exclusive Purchases at
Exclusive
Prices TELEFUNKEN /

B&W
SPEAKER

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Z
e

V

tse

:

INSTANT
CREDIT
FACILITIE

at

Del14 Frequency Peso
-, 5dB EICtHz to 20 Hz.
Sens 624., rms for 5.5 I.
of 95dB at 1m
Power Suitable amps 10-50w
rms. into Bohm.
slitetm. noctuse £ 139. 95

DMS. Freg Rest) L.:5dB 100 Hz
o20HZ. Sens 74V ems for
s.p Iof 95dB at 1m
Power Suitable amps 10-25w
s. into 8ohms.
...Me MAMMA« £99.95

ROTEL
El

-

f4 Of

TELEFUNKEN
SYSTEM 3201
Music Centre with
Speakers £ 199.95

TECHNICS

SUPER SYSTEM OF THE MONTH!
ROTELRX403 Amp
SANYO TP1100-2 Turntab,e
Pair B&W Speakers
SF1URE M75 EJ Cartridge
at SONIC PRICE £26990

Lut
SANYO N141SYSTEM
comor.s.ns
XX 2400K SII41.0 Tuner Amp,
TP 1100 owe ow, Turman..
'et. Stn.. ME! cane w
PAIRNIel 3
RO 5300cssustr. Dec*
£398.50

•
if

II ROTEL RECEIVERS
RX 303
RX403 2,
,varts RMS Chan 20 watts RMS Oran
.00 8ohms mer I
ull band.
Into 8ohms from 20wus hTotafflarrnon¢ Ois20.000 Hz with no
tort mn less than 02%
more than 02% THO
High Perfoenance value for
OUR SPECIAL
money OUR SPECIAL
PRICE £71.95
PRICE £81.95

E.& 0.E.

SONY

SONY FINK 80
Music Centre
Stereo Dolb, Sys -cm
Exc
Speakers £249.95

e, SA N YID
SANYO SPEAKERS (
Pain)
bookshelf enclosure
125 wens ( Pert ,£57.75

TWC,Vay

éllel 245 wartstParrt, £74.75

I

E.8. 0.E.

I I 4Ï,L+JJ
SANYO
JCX 2400K (
Illust). ANFKA
Stereo Tuner Amplifier.
50 watt ,ch. £ 125.95
I

JCX 2300K
JC X 2100K

£ 109.95
£84.50

Ill-Fl 360 watts(Pairli £89.75
SONY STR V6
Stereo Receiver
115 w/ch. 2aHz-20 kHz 8ohms
Free res t 11.5 dE.5 Hz - 50 kHz
Sens 1.30/ tSiN - 26dB)
£264.50

£230.00

esANY0

TURNTABLE
BARGAINS

TP 1100-2 Direct Dove
Turatable Recessed St rober
Anti- Skating device Stylus
condition reversing mirror
£72.95

- 011

tà0-11;

TP 636

Even with our Low, Low Prices
SONIC SOUND now offer you
3YEARS
GUARANTEE ON ALL HI-FI
OPEN 9 00am
.4

VU Meters
RD 5300
•RD 5500

£82.95
£109.95
£139.75

-urrtable

Belt Drive

FMT200KM WFM
Stereo Tuner. Fm Muting.
Push Burson £46
FMT 1001K £ 57.50

In our demonstration studios
select from 4,800
combinations of
audio modules
by hearing
them at the
press of a
button.

Inc! Cartridge £65.50

LONDON'S LEADING HI-FI SPECIALISTS

(Parts & Labour)

=

CASSETTE DECKS
RD 5150 Front Load
Dolby Cassette Deck
Tape Counter alummated

SONY STR VS
Stereo Receiver
85 ve/ch. 20 Hz- 20 kHZ 8ohms
Frec '
es ± 95 dB. 5Hz-50 kH
Sens 1.4aVIS/N - 26dB)

De)
•

TECHNICS RS-M33
Vert. Hold Cassette Deck
2-colour FU meters and
FG servomotor Auto
re-wind. £155.25

-

6 00pm Mon- Sat

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, DINERS CLUB& AMERICAN
EXPRESS WELCOME. INSTANT CREDIT FACILITIES

ONIC SOUND AUDIO
248-256 Tottenham Court Road. Londoni.N1
Telephones: HI-FI Dept. 01-580 9311. RADIO Dept 01-637

1908

153

FOTRONIX
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
MOVING
Micro Seiki LC8OW
Ortofon MCIO
Ortofon MC20
Ortofon SL20Q
MCA- I0 Preamp
STM72 T'former
MC I
0+ STM72
Entré-Icartridge
Lentek Preamp
Mayware MC- 3L
Mayware MC-2C

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
GEN UINE ARTICLE IN MAKERS BOX Post 30p
Cartridges with Styli
Replacement Styli
ADC ZLM
£57.14
RSZ
£26.53
ADC XLM Ill .. £36.29
RSX
£ 18.35
ADC VLM Ill .. £25.04
RSV .. . • £ 15.08
Go'dring G900E £ 15.10
D140E .. • • £9.75
G900SE/II .. £30.20
DI4OSE.• £ 15.10
G900 IGC £45.30
DI40 1GC • . £27.20
Grado FCE+ I £ 13-75
FCE-S .. • • £8-25
Grado F3E+ £ 19.25
F3E-S . • £ 11.55
Grado F2+ .. £2910
F2-S .. • • £ 19.50
Grado Fl+ . £41.25
FI S .. • . £24.75
J.V.C. Z2E £38.33
Z2E Stylus .. £ 19.90
J.V.C. X2 .. £69.51
X2/X1/Z1 • • £37-S0
Nagaoka MPIO £ 12.00
N-10 MP • .
ES SO
Nagaoka MP II £ 1410
NIl MP• • £ 7.00
Nagaoka MPI5 £28-00
N- I5 MP • • £22-00
Nagaoka MP20 £33.00
N-20 MP . • £25.00
Nagaoka MP30 £42.00
N-30 MP .. £35.00
Ortofon FFI5E 11 £ 14.90
NFI5E 1or 11 .. £5
1.25
FISE 11 .. £22.20
N I5E 1or II .. £ 12.25
VMS20E 11 .. £29.90
D2OE 1or II .. £21.40
M20E Super £47.90
D2OE Super .. £27.80
M20FL Super £55-99
D2OFL Super .. £34.30
Concorde 30 £53.20
CL30 .. • .
E31-00
Concorde 20 £39 SO
CL20 .. • . £23-00
LM30/30H .. £46.70
L3OM .. • . £31-00
LM20/20H .. £33.90
L2OH . • £23.00
Stanton 881S .. £66-55
DEIS
£33-60
Stanton 681EEE £36.99
D6800EEE . • £ 18-80
Stanton 680EE £22.80
D680 . • £ 13.99
Stanton 500EE £ 15.20
DSIOOEE • £ 10.40
Shure M75ED
£14.62
N75ED• • £ 11.76
Shure M9SHE £20.95
N95HE• • £ 14.99
Shure M95E1 £ 13.44
N95E.1 . • [8.79
Shure M95ED £ 19-58
N95ED..
E1S-08
Shure VI5/111 .. £46.00
VN35E.. £ 1199
Shure V15/IIIHE £51.60
VN3SHE • • £ 17-99
Shure V15/IV , £61-30
VN45HE £2210
Sonus Blue Gold £7110
Sonus Blue Stylus £35.78

PICK U il> ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
Ultracraft AC 30 £ 104.00
SME Series Ill.. £ 105.29
Dynavector 505 £225.00
SME Series IIIS £75.30
Hadcock GH228 £55.20
Damper for IIIS £ 10.20
Hadcock Unilift £9.20
CAI Arm Tube £ 1S-28
GH228 D type £81.75
SME 3009 Fd. Hd. £57.24
Formula 4 Mk III £49.45
SME 3009/52 .. £62.36
ADC LMF-I
£
64.35
FD200 Damper £ 17.38
ADC LMF-2 £70.53
Zerostat Pistol £6.66
ADC ALT- I .. £3310
Z-track Damper £8.99
ADC LMG-I shell
£
4.60
Discwasher: SCI
Monitor Audio Cable
Stylus Cleaner
£3.60
Flat 3.6 pairs .. £ 14.26
D3 Disc Cleaner £6.66
5m pairs .. £ 17.37
03 Fluid 6oz £4.75
7.5m pairs £25•30
03 Fluid I6oz
£
8-99
10m pairs £30.15
Gold Ens leads
M/A Record Clamp £7.50
Phono 0.5m
£5- SO
M/A Stylift £5.99
Phono Im
£6.25
QED 79 Std per m
70p
Phomo 2m .. £6.99
Avon Audio Mat £9.00
DIN-4 phono ..
£8.50
GA " Soundisk" £ 12.99
Vac-O-Rec 11 ..
£16.95
Disk 5E22 mat £ 12.99
TDK Head Demag £9.75
Spectra mat .. £ 17.95
Microsorber FEET £9.00
Yulon Disc Clamp £710
Metrosound Clamp £4-24
P & P: Arms, Vac-O-Rec, Turntable Matts, M/A Cables,
£1.00. QED cable, 50p. Other items, 25p.

For many years we have been selling specialist Hi-Fi
equipment of the type preferred by the discerning Hi-Fi
enthusiast and music lover. We favour the type of product that will stand the test of time, whilst offering good
value for money and the finest standards of stereo reproduction. For example we find the following system to be
avery successful combination for about £850.
Thorens TD160 BC Mk. Il, choice of arm and cartridge.
Hafler DH101 pre-amplifier, Quad 405 power amplifier,
Spendor BC1 loudspeakers.
A & R ( CAMBRIDGE),

HEYBROOK,
NYTECH,
THORENS,

CASTLE,

KEF,

QUAD,

MERIDIAN,
REGA,

TRIO,

DUAL,

MISSION,

SANSUI,

DENON,

BBC

GALE,
SONY,

ORTOFON,

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

ADC TURNTABLES (
Carriage [6.00)
1500FG/QLM34-3 £6810
1600DD/QLM 36-3 £8710
1700DD/XLM-3 £ 110.00

(OXFORD) LIMITED

WE STOCK:

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

C • L CARTRIDGES (
P.P. 30p)
£85 -00
Satin MI I7Z £40.84
£41 -SO,
Satin M 1I
7G .. £61.28
£61 .60
Satin M1175 .. £98-08
£79 .95
Ultimo Karat R £82- SO
£S8 .40
Ultimo 10X .. £51.06
£22 .40
Ultimo 20A 11 £75.00
£58. 40
Ultimo 30A .. £95.00
P.O.A.
Fidelity Research
P.O.A.
FRI Mk II .. £56.40
£49.45
FRI Mk IIIF £81.52
£49.45
Mayware T'former £49.45

WESTWOOD & MASON

AUDIOMASTER,

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

LS3/5A,

ARISTON,

HADCOCK,

HAFLER,

MORDAUNT-SHORT,
SPENDOR,

ADC,

SUGDEN,

CORAL,

ENTRE,

GRADO AND MANY OTHERS.

WESTWOOD & MASON (OXFORD) LTD.,

QUAD 33, 303, 44, 405, FM3 ELS
Prices on application_
CONNOISSEUR TURNTABLES (
Carr. [3-00)
BDI Turntable Kit ( P.P. £2.00)
£ 1915
Standard Plinth/Cover for BDI
£24.02
BD101 in Plinth Cover-no arm .. .. £57•65
BD1 Kit/SAU Arm/Plinth Cover (Pack. deal) £5110
SAU2 Arm (P&P [ I-00)
..
£ 1915
THORENS TURNTABLES (
Carriage £6.00)
TO 126 Mk IIIC £255.95
TO 104 .. £89.59
TD 126 Mk Ill B/C £20915
TD 105
£ 108-95
TO 160 11 B/C £96.95
TD 160 ' S' .. £ 13715
TEST RECORDS, CASSETTES AND TAPES
Ortofon Direct Cut, £ 11.00. Shure TTRII5-ERA/IV,
£S.06. HFS75, £3.45. Shure TTRII0, £4.26 ( post 65p).
Cassettes: Dolby, £2.95; Azimuth, £2.95; Frequency
Response, £11.00 (
post 2Sp). Open Reel: Dolby,
£4.00; Azimuth, £4.70; Frequency Response, £11.00
(post 25p). Crystal Clear Direct Cut Records, £9-00.
HEADPHONES (
post £ 1.00)
Sennheiser
Micro MX5 ..
HD400 • • £ 11.70
Stax SR44
HD4I4X • • £ 17.95
SRX3/SRD6
HD424X . • £2711
SR5/SRD6
HD224X £37.52
Lambda SRD6
HD420 • • £23.00
Sigma/SRD6
HD430 • • £2995
Yamaha HPI
Koss K6ALC . £ 19.95
Yamaha HP2 ..
Koss PRO4AAA £44-95
Yamaha HP3 ..

£69.95
£59-80
£134-93
£86-63
£153-23
£211-60
£35.42
£26.37
£19.78

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at Feb. 1980. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the
right to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & O. E.

AUDIO PRIORITIES

Have you ever wondered why we have been variously described as ' the doyen
of Hi-Fi music' ( Penguin's London Shopping Guide), '
Britain's leading Hi -Fi
specialist' (The Observer) or as 'epitomising all that is most civilised and musicoriented in the British audio scene' (High Fidelity, USA)? Our involvement
with audio over almost forty years, of course, has something to do with it;
more important, however, is our deep understanding of music and of the
technical problems, allied to an unchanging policy of utter frankness and total
fairness towards our clients which leads to permanent relationships based on
trust-trust in our advice, in our help in installing any selected equipment and
in our comprehensive after-sales service (which includes entitlement to a
substantial discount on all discs and tapes once equipment has been purchased
from us).
When you first consult us about a new music system for your home, we place
great emphasis on ' getting our priorities right'. In our list of priorities, splitting
technical hairs so as ` to please any passing bat' (as Flanders & Swann so aptly
put it) figures nowhere; what we care about is the best possible musical
performance your projected outlay will permit, the long-term reliability of the
chosen components (including first-rate back-up by manufacturers or their
agents in the UK) and visually attractive design.
Although musical performance and reliability must obviously take precedence
over elegant appearance ('cosmetic Hi -Fi' as such, designed primarily for
'with it' visual appeal, cuts little ice with us), it is now possible to put together
admirable systems which, for a comparatively modest outlay, will produce
results to delight the serious music lover, allied to superb reliability, compactness and the kind of appearance to satisfy all who put great store by visual
style. Thanks to the technical advances of recent years, loudspeakers now
combine sound of the highest excellence with a degree of compactness which
remains aconstant source of amazement to those who visit our studio for the
first time, while amplifiers, tuners and receivers are becoming neater and more
attractive year by year-thus the new Onkyo TX2 0 Receiver surely deserves
whatever award may be on offer for functional elegance. Where major installations of some complexity are concerned- including, where required, TV sets
and video recorders of top quality-we like to collaborate with architects and
interior designers in our striving for an ideal blend of musical excellence and
visual appeal.
LIVE RECORD REVIEW
LRR, which has been functioning at our studio each Saturday from 2 p.m. to
4.30 for almost aquarter of acentury fulfils several purposes: these free recitals
featuring the latest classical recordings may simply be enjoyed -for their own
sake, they can be used as an agreeable and painless way of 'getting to know us',
or they may assist you in discovering what loudspeakers (unquestionably the
dominant components in any music system!) would best suit your purpose.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.

46 GEORGE STREET,

MUSIC IN THE HOME

OXFORD.
Tel.: Oxford 47783.
Mon

154

_
ADC SOUND SHAPERS (
Carriage [3.00)
SSI 5- band .. £57-24
SS I10 10- band £95.00
SS2 Mk II .. £ 149.24
SS3 I2-band £207-75
SLM2 Sound Level Meter ( P & P [ I.00) .. £38.84

(Heinitz & Kirk Ltd.)
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01-229 2077
Basic opening hours
Tues Wed Sat 9.30-5.30
Thurs 9.30-1
Fri

9.30-7

Why are people going
the Radford Way...
... because our accessories
departments are well stocked
and include tape at prices hard
to eqUal

..., because we offer perhaps
•the most extensive
demonstration facilities in
the business

Wause our qualified
engineers give an after sales
service second to none

... because we back this up
with friendly professional
advice

... because of our credit facilities
which include our new " in-house"
credit card
... because of our Mail Order service
and Personal Export service
... because of our new "Super" and
"Economy" plans ( full details on request)

... because of our prices.
CASSETTE DECKS

RECORD DECKS

JVC "
KD720
KD1OB
KDA5
KDA2

ARISTON

258.00

RDII-S

LINN
Personal Callers only 294.40
MICHELL
Focus One
Hydrualic Ref.
Electronic without
arms

209.00

STD
305D
305M

265.00
239.00

HITACHI
D3OS
D75S
D980

125.00
179.00

THOREN'S
TD160BC
113.104
TDI05

106.00
99.00
120.00

DUAL
506
606
7140
7310

107.00
151.00
259.00
293.00

SONY
PS212A
PS333

88.00
103.00

TECHNICS
SLB2

PIONEER
CTF500
CTF600
CTF650
-CTF1250
SAN SU
SC1330
SC3330 SC5330
TECHNiICS
RSM10
RSM17
RSM22
RSM33.
RSM63
SONY
TCU2
TCK35
TCK65
TCK75

69.00
89.00

SLD2
SANSUI
SR222Il

98.00
127.00
215.00
99.00

Prices Include VAT

99.35
122.50
172.90
429.00

140.00
196.00
253.00

103.00
119.00
149.00
2116.00
229.00
101
123
237
266.00

TANDBERG
TCD320
TCD440A

69.00

99.00

170.00
269.00

312100
599100

AIWA
ADM200
AD2000
ADL40
ADM700

119.00
149.00
225.06
279.00

RECEIVERS

A&R
A60
T21

189.00
172.00

HAFLER
(Kit) DH- 101
(Kit) DH-200

184.00
284.00

MERIDIAN
101
103
1030
105 Mono
104

189.00
198.00
299.00
205.00
223.00

Mission 772

680.00

QUAD
33
303
405
44
FM3

135.00
128.00
201.00
249.00
128.00

RADF0FiD
ZD22
ZD100
TT100

230.00
424.00
661.00

SUGDEN
A48
T48

253.00
149.00

Radford Hif Lim'ted
Tel. ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315
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PIONEER
SX590
SX690
SX790
SX980
SX1080
SX1980

127.50
152.00
203.00
398.50
459.95
737.95

SONY
ST RV3 L
STRV4L
STRV5

178.00
258.00
330.00

TECHNICS
SA100L
SA200
SA300
SA500

119.00
165.00
220.00
321.00

YAMAHA
CR220
CR420
CR640
CR840

124.00
1192.00
235.00

285.00

SPEAKERS
Audlomaster MLS1
Auckomaster MLS4
AR18
AR90
B&WDM2/11
B&WDM7

119.00
195.00
89.00
673.00
325.00
433.00

Free Securicor delivery on above items only

B&VVDM6
434.00
B&W801
1025.00
GALE GS401A
445.00
KEF Celeste
109.00
KEF Concorde
179.00
KEF 104ab
274.00
KEF 105
730.00
KLH 331
99.00
KLH 317
. 139.00
Mission 710
149.00
Mission 770
365.00

RAM
ISM/11
100
150
200

127.00
162.00
203.00
254.00

Linn Isobars
Infinity RS2.5
Infinity RS.4.5
Quad ELS

1099.00
997.00
2099.00
518.00

MERIDIAN
M1

1560.00

RADFORD
T90
M90

310.00
477.00

ROGERS
LS3/5A

183.00

SPENDOR
BC1

310.00

BOSE
901/1V

626.00

YAMAHA
NS1000M
lit1S1000

599.00
880.00

While Stocks Last

If you are in the Bristol Area manager
Tony Revelle and his staff will be
'happy to assist you...

d
52/54 Gloucester Road, Bristol BS7 8BH

101.00
128.00
206.00
153.00
306.00

SE-001

PRE- AMPS
AMPS and TUNERS

Personal No-VAT Expcirt Facilities

TECHNICS
SU8011
SU8022
SU8055
SU-CO1

If you are in the London Area
manager Paul Stephenson and his staff
will be pleased to see you at our new
branch in Windsor.
Radford H'f Limited
43 King Edward Court, Windsos
Tel. 1075351 56931 •
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for Latest Price
+ Expert Advice

Cavendish
Britains
leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre
Major stockists of ADC,AR Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestinn, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Marantz, NAD, Nakarnichi,
Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac, Tannoy, Toshiba,Trio, Wharfedale, & Yamaha
Akai AM2350/2450/2250
POA
Aiwa AA8700
259.95
Aiwa 8100
75.95
Amstrad EX 330
57.95
Eagle A7600
89.95
JVC AS3/AS5/22/44
POA
Hitachi HA3500/4500/5700
POA
Sony TA212A/TA333/TAE 30 POA
Trio KA 305
92.95
Technics SU8011/6022
POA •
Yamaha A450
POA
Pioneer SA 508/408
in stock
Technics SU8011
69.95

;

Our

£61.95

TRIO K/4100

JVC A-S5
Oseentiful 25w per channel stereo
Beautiful 30W per
ampiifi,t 'inint no more than 0.1% total shame' stereo integrated amplifier
harmoreadistortion, loudnuns switch,'
with the noun esm
- ud circuitry.
input solectoefor phono, tuner or aux. - Frequency response of 2011:40Hz and
trtmendouipost/performance ratio. distortion of only 0.06%.

£ 58.95

Amstrad Mini 15101

99.95

pRS

411117.31
Si * .e..t"-Our

Our

Price

Pnce

AR 18/25/91
Celestion Simon 22/121
Celestion Dimon 15/3(8/County
JVC SK1/SK 700/500
JBL 19/40/50
KEF Complete range
Maranta 4G
Monitor ruTso Mini Monitor
Mordaudi Short Range

/
£69.95
£8695

Geodmans X825
Tannoy/KLH Complete rsfige
One of the new range of Stereo Speakers Technics X1/2/3
from Goodmarn to suit amplifier rated
Videotone Minimax
at 10-60 watts RMS. Futures a25mrn
Warfdale Shelton XP2
out hootshell swot., Al thou, standing
soft donte Hi Fi unit for extra smooth
ingt ololl. raIn il'' high tin wpeit. rd. On
Warf ES50/ES70/ES30/E90
high frequencies and • 200mm bass
morioy spoolcot von n,llhe,dls rh• mom of
Wharfedale Laser 200
*R. ...1,1M.. on uonkod um« weenie.. unit for extra ban.
Wharfedale Linton XP2
AR 11 \

eel
sysTE

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY

Amstrad Mini System

DOLBY DECKS

Systems

£76.95

Sharp RT 1157
Superior front loading Dolby
Cassette Seek with Auto Programme.
Search System, full auto stop, bias
& equalisation selectors & peak level
indicators. W & Fof only 0.2%

JVC
Mounts

A0M100
D230
030S
040S
KOA2
KD720
MUD 1000

POA

611

CTF500
in stoci Marantz
CTF506 I in tilt ,
Pnilips
090
POA
Pioneer
TCU2
POA

arp

RTI157
RT1144

9495
92.95

PCXIO

19 .95

I
C

156

Aiwa

7895"
POA
POA
Akai
POA
POA
Hitachi
POA
92.95
JVC
84 95

Panasonic

satty

deck with line in/out controls, record
level meters. Autostop. bias/equal.
oacitioy4ÏW&F of only 0.085%. "

Undo £ 150

Pioneer
annii

Amstrad EX700
Front loading hi-fi
Stereo Dolby Cassette

STEREO TUNE

Rotel
Sony

mA2D02050
000
3

139.95
T
POA

OSMIO
0555
0759
1(0113
KDA3
5010
SD 3000
2543
CT506

POA I
119.95
POA
POA
POA
139 95
119.95
129.95
in stock

CT606
in stock
CTE600H/8 in stock

aliendi
S

CASSETTE CENTRE

119.95
Toshiba PCX20

A06400
GY,C7040

KX550
£ X530

119.95
114.95

CX 210

10e95

Teat

Under £200
Akai
Hitachi

ITT
JVC

01.130

POA

0777

POA

8021
KDA5
(0S201

152.95
POA
POA

134.95
POA
Mnants50258
189.95
POA
POA g Pioneer CTE750HEI in stock
CTE650HRin stock

li
A

£89.95

£-143 95

of only 0.17%

Technics R
Rs
Sm
61617 1
P2
0
4A
. 95

a

AD

8025
TCK 35
TCK 45
TCV 30

Amstrad EX202
Amstrad EX303
Aiwa AT9300 •
Akai AT 2250L
Hitachi FT4000/FT500
Our Pr.ce

ferrite erase Iniad,F
a

Lag

Sony

TCK 55
TCU60
Teat
A108
A300
TedmicsRSM22
RSM33
RSMO3
Trio
5%650

POA
POA
189.95
179.95
POA
POA
POA
153.95

Over ENO
Aiwa 6700
369.95
A06600
169.95
AD6900
329.95
Akai
GXC7320
POA
GXC7350
POA
GXE 90
POA
GXM 50
POA •
GXE 80
POA
Hitachi 0904
POA
0980
POA
05500A POA

Technics SL 82
Tremendous value belt- drive turntable
with 'S' shaped gimbal suspension
tonearm complete ttathcartridga,
auto retum and elow W8sF retina.

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY
a

Our Price

PIONEER CT- F 500
front loading Dolby
Cassette Deck from
Pioneer with full auto-stop,
pneumatically damped loading
door, dormancy play heed and

£ 64 . 95

Trio Odili.12 One of the ene vene Wept onnef 'midge wound Oil Onion with mows» Inn 10MM. negnoin
onnde gin*, remake tom rernontilo
iher now, awan of ego

•

Pioneer PL512

JVC TN 31. TN 5L, rT-40P
Marini ST 3001
Pioneer TX ea
Sharp 511144

47.95
55.95
95.95
79.95
POA

119.95
149.95 •
PGA
POA
113.95
99.95
157.95
POA

TU
TABLES
ADC 1500
ADC 1600
Akai AP 20E
Grrrrr dSP25 VI
Gerrard GT35
Hitachi HT 353
Hitachi HT 550 SL/660
JVC1/0L5/1111.F4/CIL7/LA55/
JVC LA11
Marantz 6170
Pioneer PL300/400/200
Sansui SR222 El E
Sony PST 212/20/15
Sony PSX35/PSX40/PS333
Technics SLB2/SLB3/SLO2
SL03/SLO2
iba S11255

66.95
86.95
POA
39.95 •
89.95
99.95
POA
POA
54.95
96.95
in stock.
POA
POA
POA
POA
79 95

with 1V170B cart£49.95

POA
99.e58.95
79.05

Sony ST212A/ST333
Sony ST333/STJ60
Sansui T60B/TU 417
Sansui TU317

POA".
PUA
POA '
104.95

Son STA301.

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY

JVC TV3L is 71.95

CASSEIVERS

Our Price

£89.95

-

Our Price
£.169.95

rilriMmernal

40'

Our Price

£57.95

POA

£74.95

Our Price

Merantz 1000L
Sanyo JCX 2400
Sansui R30/R50/R70
Trio KR-2010L
Sony ST R232/333/434 L
Latest model
Technics SA IDOL
MW/LW/FM Stereo Receiver
Trio KR 2010
with LED signal display lamps, loudness
Toshiba SA 735
switch, facility for two sets of speakers Yamaha CR 640/840
•atremendous looking machine.

TURNTABLES

POA
Our Price

129'95
114.95
147.95
242.95
65.95
POA
POA

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Technics SA200L £ 119.95

POA
POA
POA.
POA
POA
PDA •
56 95
99.95
POÀ POA
POA
49.95
61.95
POA
149.95
19.95

Pioneer Mini System £539.95

f199.95

o _

Sony STR-V3L
Incredible value in this quality
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with
5station FM pre-set facility,
loudness switch, FM freq./
signal meter, Null set/tuning
meter, AFC switch.

Aiwa Micro-System ( 3)
( optional rack 83000 f64.95)
with SC- Ell speakers £449.95 Technics SC01, Mini
Hitachi ACTO1

Ante •
Hitachi

ewe

• ei e aiaa

SONY SSE20 £ 46.95

Aiwa Micro- System (A) f382.95

£96 . 95

£114.95

.e11111.

RECEIVER
Akai 1135
Aiwa AX7300
Aiwa AX7700
Aiwa AX7800
Amstrad 222
Hitachi SR 504/606
JVC JRS 201/301/RS5/RS7

Our Price

Our pi ice

See and hear the new ranges from
Hitachi JVC, Pioneer and Sony aIl at competes prices.

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY PioneerSA408

Under LIGO
Akai
CS 7030

R EcEIVERS

AMPLIFIERS

AMPLIFIERS

emr,t t
fl
Aiwa AD- 140K .
New Stereo lOolhv Car:sane deck with
selector, -fine bias control,

Technics RS4410 .
'Outstanding front loading Dolby
-.cassette deck with super permelloy
display for peak and VU, 3stage bias/eg recording/playback heed, Cr02/FeCr/
Normal tape selector, full auto-stop,
•serdust guard head, cue/review
timer standby button. ` •
tape selectqr -for metal tapes, LED'

VC

KDA7
KOA77
KA8

arantz 50308
Pioneer
CTE900
CT1000
CTE1250H8
CTE950H8
CTE8SOHB

POA
POA
POA

Sony ' TCK 75
Technics IRSM56

RSM63

259.95
in
in
in
in
in

stock
stock•
stol
stoc
stoc

POA

RSM 65.
RS7475
Rpm

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Metal Tape Decks
Akai ASM 30

POA

ASH 40

POA

ASH 50
Hitachi 0755
JVC KDA3
KDA5
KOA7/77
KDA8
Pioneer CTF
850/950
Sansui 1330

OVER 2000 ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM
• BEST

PRODUCTS

AT PRICES WHICH ARE HARD TO BEAT

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON E
HI- Fl CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
CASSETTE CENThE
Right next door to Whitechapel Underground Station
Tel: 01-247 3453 24 Hour Answering Service
°Den 9am-Som Mon-Sat

ompare our pro
and stock
Ring HOT LINE
01 - 247 9791
AUDIO HOTLINE
01 • 47 11
The prises in mew adverrieweents
were heeled on

14.aa

POA
POA

Sony TCK 65/75/55 POA
Toshiba PCX 20
POA

. Cavendish GUARANTEE of SERVIC
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

POA
PO A
POA
POA
POA
POA

7-2-8a,

cheek prgen ehe
aveilehility in time re/ aureole

Hitachi SOT 4001 Beautifully
'designed Stereo Casseiver
consisting Of MW/LW/FM Steer
Tuner with 5pre-set FM stations,
Dolby Cassette deck with
3position tape selector and full: e
auto stop plus superb Stereo
"Amplifierell.inenel unit.
Aiwa 3090
Ferguson 3925
Ferguson 3926
Gdodmans 4000
(with speakers)
Meant: 4025
Akai 3400
(with speakers)
Sony HST 89A
Teas 1500

POA
117.95
126.95
285.95
229.95
245.95
169.95 .
169.95
189.95

ow to order

ORDERING BY MAIL. To Order by mail state
the rods required and enclose cheque, pond
order or give your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD /
number ( if sending cash please use aregistered
envelope. Plum see P & Pcharge below.
Mail order to:
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD you
may phone in your order for prompt delivery,
SECURICOR DELIVERY Add £5to ores
POST & PACKING add the following for P8iP
Amps., Tuner Amps.. Stereo Tuners, Tumubles,
Cassette Players, Dolby Decks in Car add E1.95
Music Centres 8. speakers add £5Sesuritor only
Cartridge add 50p. Securicor delivery ES

* OVER 2000MODELS IN STOCK
* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS
* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
Cavendish introduce you to four
of over 40 different Hi Fi rack systems
in stock- Come along and test'them
in our modern showroom.

Our Price

£359.95

Aiwa AF 5fiDO
Top of -the rangel music centre from
Aiwa with MW/LW/SW/FM stereo
,
radio, Solbyl cassette deck with
incredibly low W8iF and direct
drive fully aatomatic turntable.
Complete with Hi Fi speakers.
Out Price.

£363.95

Sanyo G 4002
Quality LW/MW/SW/FM Stereo Music
Centre with 5station oreset FM facility,
olby cassette deck, Mi-Fi turntable
with stroboscope and digital clock/timer.
Complete with speakers

Sony HMK-7000
High performance music centre
featuring MW/LW/FM Stereo receiver
erith preset facility, logic controlled
Dolby cassette deck, built in
el
ectron i
c digital timer, direct drive
turntable and HiFi speakers.
Aiwa 5600
Altai AC3750L
Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3921
Hitachi ACTO1
Hitachi STD 170
Hitachi SOT 300
Hitachi SOT 400
Hitachi SOT 900
JVC MF 47
JVC MF 33
JVC MF 55 II
Murphy MC3210
National SG4000
National 6070
National SG 6000

SYSTEM

Sharp
SG 400 Atop quality
model with LW/MW/SW/FM/
FM..M.P.K. Stereo receiver
with 5F.M. pro-set buttons;
stereo Óolby cassette deck with
auto Cr02/nonnal tape selections,
mech. pause & auto slop: belt
.drive turntable. 25w per channel.
National SG 3000
Sharp SG400
Sharp 450
Sharp SG500
Sanyo 62002
Sanyo 3002

359 95
309.95
179.95
184.95
299.95
2h9.95
POA
PGA
POA
PDA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
FDA

Sanyo 6002
Sony HMK 80
Sony HMK44
.Toshiba 3350/3650
Toshiba SM3600/3750
Sony HMK 33
Soni-HMK 7000

Our Price
4.• d•

SYSTEM

PUA
249.95
299.95
459.95
189.95
239.95
399.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

ALL THESE MUSIC CENTRES
COME WITH FREE STAND

Our Price_

95
£76 .

Cavendish System
CTRS 100
What better value fr
abudget priced system.
Amstrad EX303 Stereo Tuner
Amstrad E0330 Stereo
Amplifier
'Amstrad EX700 Dolby
Cassette DeckAmstrad BD800 Turntable
Amstrad E0350 Speakers
Complete with
matching rack
and all leads.

£3695
Rack System
I
CTRS 132
ATruly Magnificent •
hi-ti rack system
consisting cl Hitachi
HA 2500 Amplifier,
14,tachi FT 4000L
Tuner. Hitachi 03US
Dolby Cassette Deck, Hitachi HT 324 Turnteble
Pioneer 323 sealskin and HC2 reek. Complete with all Node
Securicor delivery £ 10

r.

Securicor delivery £ 10.

SYSTEM

Sanyo M9922L
Tremendous LW/MW/SW/FM &Wen/
Stereo cassette recorder with variable
monitor sleep timer built in mike,
pause, auto stop. VU/battery meter,
battery/mains operation.

Ferguson 3T13
aportable Stereo 'garlic Recorder
with DOLBY. LW/MW/VHF
radio, peak light, large speakers for
wide stereo isound, built-in mike.

Cavendish
5
vstain CTRS 138
Amagnificent COMPLETE
HiFi System for under E300 comprising Sansui H30 stereo
receiver, Sansoi
090 Dolby Cassette
deck, Sensui
I
'SOB 200 Turntable
with cartridge.
Stereo
speakers and wood'
effect cabinet with glass doors. Complete with all leads.

ADC

Our Price"

Securicor deliv £ 10

OLM34 £ 10.95
01..M36 £ 16.95
ZLM

£64.95

VLM III
XLM

CTRS106

JVC and Maranta
amide you with asuperb
combination of sound quality,
performance and good looks.
JVC JA95 Stereo Amplifier
.0 JTV5 Stereo Tuner
JVC 6010 Dolby Cassette Deck
, .11/C JLA11 Turntable
alarartIr 40 Speakers
double door glass rack
and all leads.

Seraricor delivery £10.
.Ferguson 3711
How's this for value! Aquality
MW/LW/VHF/FM radio cassette
recorder with auto mains/battery
switchover, last froward/rewind,
telescopic aerial

CTRS 132

Our Price

RADIO CASSETTES.immiew
."111 1

CTRS100

£54.95
£23.95

VIDEO CASSETTE
CENTRE
Pay avisit to London's Speoiallst Video Centre for the
most competitive prices. Test on comparator Akai. Ferguson
Buvhillitaght. JVC, Panasonic. Philips. Son>. Betarnak Toshitm
Buy row nearly to record all f
our favourite programmes

£33.95

Audio
ATI 1E
£9.50
Tethnica AT13EA £ 15.95
Ortofon FF15E £ 13.95
Sharp UF 505D
LW/MW/FM
Stereo cassette recorder with LED
indicators for record/lbattery evel
tuning & FM Stereo. Cue/review,
auto stop, power output of 1.5W
per channel. Tremendous value.
Battery Mains/Radios
Aiwe TAP 12.0
Ainsi TPR 180
Akai 370
Grundig RR 400
Hitachi TRCI 5404
Hitachi 5600
Hitachi 5601
ITT Tiny'
JVC RC 232
JVC 324
Nordmende Globecorder
Panasonic AX 1450
Panasonic AX 1750
Philips AR664
Sanyo 2560 LG
Sanyo 2441
Sharp 1754
Sharp 2800
Sony CFM 31

JVC RC-545
Fine stereo radio recorder with
LW/MW/SW/FM, max output f
5.4W 12.7W per channel,. onetouch recording facility, tine tuning.
cue/review. auto-stop, 3bwy power
supply (
battery/AC/Car batteryL.

39.95 Philips 2415
63.95 Maranu 330 ( Dolby)
POA -Battery Mains
78.95 Aiwa 772
POA Ferguson 3T07
POA Hitachi 36 Mini
POA Hitachi TAU 299
44.95 National 309
48.95 Philips N 2233
69.95 Sharp 610
145.95 Sony TCM 757
POA Mini Cassettes
POA JVC MK100
79.95 Sanyo MK100
39.95 Sharp R0100X
63.95 Sanyo 5300
37.95 Sony TCM 11
55.95 Sony TCM 260
56.95 Sony TCM 600

Hitachi 1008800
Excellent value for money 4wave band
Stereo radio/cassette recarder. FM/LW/
MW/SW radio, AC/DC/car battery usage.
2W per channel cue/review and auto stop.
`ma

59.95 Aiwa TPR 985
132.95 Akai AJ490
Ferguson 3109
POA Ferguson 3T13 ( Dolby)
21.95 Hitachi 5280
POA Hitachi 8155
36.95 Hitachi 8015
POA Hitachi 8050
23.95 Hitachi 8080
22.95 JVC 646/838
39.95 National 4350/RX5500
Nordmende 881
POA Sanyo 9998 ( Dolby)
46.95 Sharp 8585
41.95 Sharp 9090
56.95 Sony CFS5'CFS65
61.95 Toshiba 8560/8000
99.95
123.95

163.95
144.95
59.95
89.95
84.95
114.95
POA
POA
PGA
POA
119.95
259.95
139.95
129.95
POA
POA

Sony 8080
New Video with 3hour 15
mino capacity. Cue review,
auto search 3day timer with
facility to be pm programmed

F156 £ 19.50
VMS20E £ 28.95
M2OF L
£49.95
Concorde 20 f36.95
Shure

M75EJ
M75ED

£ 13.50
£ 13.95

M95E0

£ 19.25
£13.50
£12.95

M95EJ
M95G

Stanton

Grado

V15 III
V15 IV

£44.95

500A

£10.95

500EE
680EE

£13.95

681EE

£43.95

FI
F2
F3E/S

£34.95
£24.95

FCE/S

£59.95

£19.95

£16.75
£7. 95

to turn off during 3day period

VIDEO TAPES
YH
30 £6.00
60 £7.50
120 £9.00
180
E9.50

Philips

Betamax

LVC
LVC
LVC
LVC

L250 £6.50
L370 £750
L500 £850
L750
E950

60
90
120
150

£ 10.75
£ 12,95
£ 14 75
£ 15.95

SPECI AL OFFERS ON VIDEO TAPES
Philips LVC 150 £ 15.95 or 10 for £ 155
rhorn/JVC VHS 180 £ 9.50 or
10 for £92.50
Betanlax : L750 £9.50 or 10 for £92.50
Post and Packing

1-3 tapes add 500

-6 tapes add 61.50 6 tapes or more add £2.00
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There IS something wrong
somewhere or
"No you're not paranoic

59

It has been apparent for a number of years that really, specifications are not of much use when evaluating equipment;
similar rated amplifiers don't sound the same!
Recently, SUBJECTIVE AUDIO had the rare opportunity to
borrow and evaluate a real time spectrum analyzer' and the
results and conclusion we were left with were both intriguing
and alarming. . . .
We evaluated the performance of various amplifier/speaker
combinations and specifically we began with amplifiers ' A'
and ' B' through the same pair of speakers— both amplifiers
having near identical specs.
There is little consistency when moving from one combination to the other. If amp ' A' is flatter with ' 1'„ then ' B'
might be better with speakers '2'—and this is self-evident
from the graphical representations reprinted below, using
2 amps through the same speakers.
Conditions:
(a) Spectrum analyser placed 1 metre on axis from the
speaker. Neither items were moved during testing.
(b) No change in the physical or acoustic aspects of the
room were allowed.
(c) A calibrated white/pink noise generator was directly
injected into the amps.
(d) The amplifiers specified + 1-0.5 db variation over the
critical range.
Conclusions:
(a) Whilst it can't be assumed that a ' flat' response is
always desirable, it is apparent that the group testing
of amplifiers through one captive pair of speakers is
misleading and inaccurate.
(b) The subjective approach to evaluation, backed up by
common sense objective information—as adopted by
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO—is certain y desirable.
h5
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Two Year Guarantee
Comparator Demonstrations

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA408
Pioneer SA508
Pioneer SA608
Pioneer SA708
Rotel RA300
Rotel RA3I4
Rotel RA4 I
4
Rotel New Range
Trio KA3700
Armstrong
Quad—Trio—JVC
Yamaha—Technics—Hitachi
Sugden
Revox

£59.00
£91.00
£127.00
£165 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
f79.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECEIVERS
JVC JRS201 SP ..
JVC JRS301 SP ..
JVC RS7 SP
Rotel RX303
Rotel New Range
Akai AA1125
Akai AA I135 ..
Akai AA I150 ..
Akai AA1175
Trio New Range ..
Pioneer 5)(590 ..
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer SX790
Technics SA400 ..
Sony—Goodmans
Hitachi—Aiwa—Technics ..
Yamaha—JVC
Bang and Olufsen

£208-00
£264-00
£164-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£109-00
£139-00
£169.00
£199.00
P.O.A.
£99.00
£129.00
£199.00
£195-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Pioneer PL5I2
£4940
Pioneer PL200X
£89.00
Pioneer PL300X
£109.00
Pioneer PL400X
£129.00
Technics SLB2
P.O.A.
Technics SLQ2
P.O.A.
JVC QLSR..
P.O.A.
Dual Range
In stock
S.M.E. 3009ND Arm
£59 03
S.M.E. 3009 III Arm
f110.00
Shure VIS Mk 3 cart ..
£44.00
Ortofon VM520E Mk II cart
£29•00
ADC Range
In stock
S.T.D., Yamaha, B & 0,
JVC, Technics, Thorens,
Ultimo, Revox, etc ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer Sony Beyer Shure
Sennheiser—B & 0—ADC—
Ortofon—Koss, etc

AMPLIE ER " A" THROUGH
SPEAKERS#1

MBE-aiVE
tIUDi0 worm
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Mr. Popeck at:

MMECtiVE
AUDiO

NI- FI CONSULTANTS

NI- F1 CONSULTANTS

The Old School,

59 Grovelands Road,

St. Ann's Lane,

Palmers Green,

God manchester,

London N.I3,

N r. Huntingdon,

England.

Cambridgeshire.

Telephone: 01-886 7289

Telephone: 0480 59910

P.O.A.

TUNERS
Pioneer TX408
Pioneer TX608
Pioneer TX6500 Mk V
Rotel RT226
Rotel New Range
Armstrong
Sony—Sugden
Trio—Quad—JVC
Yamaha ..
Hitachi ..
Technics ..
CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF500
Pioneer CTF600
Pioneer CTF650
Akai CS703D
Akai CS702D
Akai New Range ..
Akai 4000DS
Akai 400DB
Aiwa AD2000
Aiwa MI00
Aiwa ADL40
Aiwa AD6600
Hitachi New Range
Sony—Yamaha ..
Technics ..
Bang & Olufsen
Hitachi—JVC
Revox

£59.00
£92 00
£106.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
.. £88.00
£I09-00
£I68.90
Low Price
.. £219.00
£229•00
.. £ 145.00
.. £93.00
.. £ 149.00
.. £ 165-00

SPEAKERS (pair)
Celestion New Range ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15XR
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 22 ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 33 ..
P.O.A.
Celestion UL Range ..
P.O.A.
Celestion 442-551
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£83.00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 £109.00
Wharfedale New Range ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale E30
Low Price
Wharfedale ESO
Low Price
Wharfedale E70
Low Price
Goodmans XB25
£89-00
Goodmans XB35
£109.00
Goodmans XB45
£125.00
Audiomaster
P.O.A.
B & W—IMF
P.O.A.
Quad Lenteck
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio ..
P.O.A.
Castle—JR—AR ..
P.O.A.
Videotone—Spendor
P.O.A.
Mordaunt—Short
P.O.A.
Bang & Olufsen
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Tangent—Mission ..

AMPLIFIER " B" THROUGH
SPEAKERS#1

Should you be as perplexed as we were, or merely interested in
our further conclusions, then perhaps you might feel inclined
to write to us for a FREE re- print relating to our further work
here. A stamped addressed ( large) envelope would be appreciated.

Mr. Stephenson at:

e
•
•

Prices inclusive of VAT at 15%

CASSETTES (price each)
BASF LH C90 ..
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90..
TDK SA C90
Maxell UD C90

10 rate
£0•83
£1-37
£1•22
£1•65
£1.36

20 rate
£0•82
£1.34
£1.14
£1•54
f1•33

POSTAGE: 76p per ten, 98p per twenty
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

monitor,

souna

TEL 71935

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.

This month's hi-fi highlights from TANDY

Tandy are the world's largest electronics retailer. We have over 7000
stores and dealerships. We sell over $ 1,500,000,000 worth of products each
year. Audio, stereo, hi-fi,microcomputers, in car entertainment,
electronics and much, much more.
After sixty years in ahighly technological business it's hardly surprising
that our range of speakers is amongst the most varied and comprehensive
you'll find anywhere.

TANDY

The largest electronics retailer in the world.

speaker spec
the ideal speaker for your system ...the ideal price for your pocket

MINUKUS 8
120 • 20,000 Hz response from
an enclosure only 250 x120 x
14Ornrn. 10 watts. 8ohms
40 - 216
Reg. Price £ 14.95 each

MC 600
Two way bookshelf speaker
with 150mm acoustic
suspension woofer and
60mm tweeter, 40 - 20,000 Hz
response. 40 - 9166
Reg. Price £24.95 each

MC 1200
Features alarge acoustic
suspension woofer and
special "foam-suspension"
tweeter. 30 - 20,000 Hz
response. 40 - 1984
Reg. Price £29.95

MC 1800
Heavy 20cm acoustic
suspension woofer and 7cm
tweeter Lc crossover
40 - 9165
Reg. Price £49.95 each

MC 2200
Two way system with a
powerful 20cm woofer
delivenng deep bans and
special 90cm dome tweeter
36 - 20,000 Hz 40 - 9164
Reg. Price M4.95 each

M1N11%IUS 21
Super small bookshelf
speaker system. Two 105mm
woofers Tweeters deliver
crisp highs Black encicgure,
8ohms impedance 40 - 9167
Reg. Price £39.95 each
MINIMS 7
Long excursion woofer gives
bass to 50 Hz, soft dome
tweeter for 20,000 Hz highs.
Cast alumsuum enclosure. 40
watts 8ohrns 40 - 2030A
Reg. Price £29.95 each

This is the range of Realistic speakers you'll
find at 'randy. Now you've seen the choice we
offer why not visit your local store and hear their
performance.
If you'd also like to check out the full
technical specifications just pick up the FREE
116 page TANDY catalogue.
When you've selected the ideal speaker for
your system ask the store manager to spell out
the unbeatable after sales conditions you get
when you buy them.

Like our no-quibble satisfaction promise...
and aFIVE YEAR guarantee.
We think you'll agree that Realistic speakers
are the best hi-fi buy for your money you're ever
likely to make...or our name's not TANDY.

*" TANDY
Tandy Corporal Ion, BlIstonRoad,WednesburyW Mdlands WSIO 7JN

Y
B
UNUV
WS 0.5
Tiny 120 x 188 x114mm
speaker, efficient enough to
be powered by portable
radio 40 - 1995
Reg. Price £9.95 each

IVIRVIMUS 3
127mrn full rangespeaker
housed in awalnut grained
vinyl veneer errb:. 11.11e.
40 - 913
Reg. Price £9.95 each

tacular
OPTED/
MS 10
A 20cm woofer delivers bass
below 40 Hz36 - 37,000 Hz
response. 8cm tweeter
ensures unsurpassed clarity.
40 - 9168
Reg. Price £
SS.95 each

ACCRINGTON
37 Union Street
ALDRIDGE '
15 Central Area Development
BARNSLEY
58 Market Street
BE6INGSTOKE
22 London Street
BIRKENHEAD
Kw. Save Centre. PrentHs

OPTIMUS XIS
Our most popular speaker
system 240mm woobr gives
deep, smooth bass. ti5mm
midrange and dome
tweeter. 40 - 9156
Reg. Price £79.95 each

BOLTON
5Nelson Square
BOSCOMBE
548 Os...church Road
BOURNEMOUTH
132 4Commerce Road
BRADFORD
9 Peter's.>
BRIGHTON
70 London Road

BIRMINGHAM AREA BRISTOL AREA
BULL RING
528 Bridge Link
Shopping Centre
CITY CENTRE
57 58 Dale End
ERDINGTON
218 High Sleet
HALESOWEN
5,7Oueensway
NORTHFIELD
749 Bristol Ro. South
PERRY BARR
20 lyntOo 50oare
SHELDON
2268 Coventry Road
SMETHWICK
44/46 Cape 11.11

BISHOPSTON
13 Gloucester Reel
CLIFTON
140 White...es Road
DOWNEND
5Barnum. Rod
KNOWLE
Elendwnik Shoppoe Centre
TATE
4 V.0111 F0040.

WARD END
887 Washwood114411101.1
WEDNESBURY
811ston Road

CARDIFT
dWoe' Sheet
CHELTENNAM
IICain's, I'Llve

BROMSGROVE
t. /4ht ksliii ..'.. esc
BROWNHILLS
re High Sheet
BURY (Lams)
dl Ihe Rork

CHESTER
Msvik Save Centre
Sealaod Road
COVENTRY
4Hates Street
CREWE
12 Mao. Suer ,
DARLINGTON
15 16 Pr restgale
DERBY
33 I/v..1Hr,
DONCASTER
323.1 hro,...gatc
DUDLEY
Imo. Rod., Reivostal‘sal
EASTBOURNE
1angle, Sheds's:CH. 4
EXETER
13 Pau, Stied
GRIMSBY
Ron. head Centre
HARROGATE
34 Unto. Street
HUDDERSFIELD
Pa 600,8 ShOs-ding Centre
HULL
Status City. Clovgh Road
LEAMINGTON SPA
83 Warenck Street
LEEDS
72 Mernon Cenare

LIVERPOOL AREA
ALLERTON
90 Alien°, 4oad
BOOTLE
New Strand Prec 1,1
OLD SWAN
648 Prescott Road
ST. JOHNSPRECINCT
160 Mar.: Way

LONDON AREA
BARKING
8 10 North Stree1
BAYSWATER
The Cononnes.
Pochester hoed
BECKENHAM
144 High Street
UTFORD
20 Canord Broadway
CHESHUNT
91 turners/4P
CHINGFORD
3Halt lane

PRINIMUSS
100 - 20,90CHzsound from a
shelf speaker small enough
to fit almosi anywhere. 38mrn
tweeter. 2G watts, 8ohms
49 - 295
Reg. Price £19.95 each

OPTIMUS T200
Twin woofers 25 -20,000 Hz
response Tws LPads for
adjustable mid range and
treble. 159 watts 8ohm.
40 - 2029
Reg. Price-U29.95

OPTINIUS 30
Delivers smooth 30 - 25,000
Rsresponse, features LED
indicators 100 watts peak
power, sealed woofer, mid
range speaker and 9crn
tweeter. 40 - 9159
Reg. Price £89.95 each

LEEDS
3F001010
LEICESTER
Atoke Sox,
LETCHWORTH
:P Compere. Way
LINCOLN
.05MM

PAINDRUS 4
Nolarger than afew books,
127mm woofer delivers 125 17,000 Hzresponse. ii ohmi
40 - 224
Reg. Price £14.95 each
_
1

OPTINIDSX100
Delivers law frequencies
your entire body hears. IC
crossover for smooth
20 - 25,0C3 Hzresponse,
8ohms 40 - 9157
Reg. Price £99.95 each

CLAPHAM
84 Ciao's...1e SR.'
CROUCH END
4 2The Bro.way
DAGENHAM
297 Heathway
EDGWARE
128 Burnt Oak
ENFIELD
10 Colman Parade
HAMMERSMITH
142 4sing Street
HENDON
24 Sentinel Soyare
ORPINGTON
5The Walnuts
PALMERS GREEN
379Green Lanes
'ORFORD
27 CoPrer Row Ro.
STREATHAM
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Offers subject lo AvaLlabolity
instant credit available in most cases
Pours may vary in individual stores

1

Access. Barclaycard and
welcome

11!Trusicard
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Most Items ast, avasabe AT
Tandy Dealers 'wok for this
sign in your area

Mc ONOMY
Nationwide

PIONEER SA408
Stereo
Amplifier
20 watts RMS
per channel

PIONEER TX408L
Stereo Tuner
LW/MW/FM

£59.90

PIONEEILTF500

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AIWA AA8100 2 x 25
AIWA AA8300 2 x 45
AKAI AM 2250 2 x 25
AKAI AM 2350 2 x 35
ALBA 2025 2 x 27
ALBA 2050 2 x 50
AMSTRAD EX 220 2 x 25
AMSTRAD EX 330 2 x 35
AMSTRAD A101/P101 Micro 2 x 25
MARANTZ 1050 2 x 25
MARANTZ 1040M 2 x 20
MARANTZ 1072 2 x 36
MARANTZ 1070M 2 x 35
PIONEER SA 408 2 x 20
PIONEER SA 508 2 x 25
PIONEER SA 608 2 x 45 .
PIONEER SA 708 2 x 65
PIONEER SA 7800 2 x 65
PIONEER SA 8800 2 x 80
PIONEER SA 9800 2 x 100
ROTEL RA 300 2 x 20
ROTEL RE 700 graphic equaliser
ROTEL RA 314 2 x 25
ROTEL RA 350 2 x 35
ROTEL RA414 2 x 35
ROTEL RC1000 pre-amplifier inc. graphic
equaliser
ROTEL RB1000 2 x 65 power amplifier
ROTEL RA1000
2 x 40 inc. graphic
equaliser
ROTEL RA 1412 2 x 110
SANSUI A40 2 x 25
SANSUI A60 2 x 45 DC coupled
SANSUI A80 2 x 65 DC coupled
SOLA VOX SA 3020 2 x 20
TRIO KA3750 2 x 25

Tuners- continued

OUR
PRICE
79.90
119.90
78.90
99.90
67.90
94.90
48.90
58.90
79.90
64.94
79.90
89.90
109.90
59.90
91.90
127.90
167.90
239.90
284.90
374.90
59.50
69.90
79.90
79.90
92.90
109.90
109.90
109.90
154.90
69.90
99.90
129.90
47.90
64.90

CASSEIVERS
Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette Combinations

Front- Loading

AIWA AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby cassette
AKAI AC3500L 2 x 25 Dolby cassette
FERGUSON 3926 2 x 20 watts RMS 4
waveband with Dolby cassette
MARANTZ 4025L 2 x 25 with Dolby
cassette LW/MW/FM

Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck.

£88.90

139.90
224.90

TUNERS

PIONEER sx590
Stereo
Receiver
20 watts RMS
per channel.
AM / FM

284.90
189.94

ÇP 14:itie_dp

AIWA AT9300 LW/MW/FM
AKAI 2250L MW/LW/FM
ALBA 2000 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. 2LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD EX 202 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD EX 303 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD T101 Micro digital MW/LW/FM
MARANTZ 2050 MW/FM
MARANTZ 2100 MW/FM
MARANTZ 2060 ML LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 408L LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 608 LW/MW/FM
PIONEER TX 7800 MW/FM

1111111111111111111111111111M

PIONEER PL512

94.90
78.90
66.90
24.94
47.90
54.90
72.90
59.90
69.94
94.90
59.90
94.90
169.90

MIMI

1111111

PIONEER TX 9800 MW/FM
ROTEL RT300 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RT426 MW/FM
ROTEL RT1000 LW/MW/FM
SANSUI T60 MW/FM
SANSUI T80 MW/FM Digital display .
SOLA VOX ST 3002 FM/MW/LW
TENSAI TT 3045 MW/FM
TRIO KT 5550 MW/FM

OUR
PRICE
224.90
59.90
74.90
89.90
69.90
99.90
47.90
64.90
67.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AKAI AA1125 2 x 25
ALBA 2125 2 x 27 LW/MW/FM
ALBA 2150 2 x 50 LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD EX222 2 x 25
AMSTRAD EX 333 2 x 30
MARANTZ 1535ML 2 x 30
PIONEER SX590 2 x 20
PIONEER SX690 2 x 30
PIONEER SX980 2 x 80
PIONEER SX1080 2 x 120
ROTEL RX 300 2 x 20
ROTEL AX 304 2 x 22 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RX 404 2 x 30 LW/MW/FM
ROTEL RX 504 2 x 40
ROTEL RX 604 2 x 50
HOTEL-AX 1203 2 x 120
ROTEL RX 1603 2 x 180
SANSUI R30 2 x 25
SANSUI R50 2 x 45
SANSUI R70 2 x 65
TENSAI TA 1030 2 x 23
TRIO KR 3090 2 x 25
TRIO KR 4070 2 x 40 MW/FM
TRIO KR 4070L 2 x 40 LW/MW/FM

102.90
99.90
139.90
49.90
69.90
139.90
99.90
129.90
379.90
449.90
94.90
109.90
129.90
147.90
169.90
199.90
249.90
99.90
119.90
149.90
99.94
94.90
124.94
134.94

'TURNTABLES
AKAI APB10C belt drive inc. cartridge
52.50
AIWA AP2300 semi-auto direct drive inc.
magnetic cartridge
109.90
AIWA AP2400 fully auto direct drive inc
magnetic cartridge
117.90
AMSTRAD TP12D belt drive
24.90
BSR P208 belt drive auto fitted ADC QLM33
mag. cartridge
39.90
BSR Quanta 500 belt drive fitted ADC
OLM 32 mag. cartridge
49.90
BSR Quanta 600 belt drive DC Servo auto
return, fitted ADC OLM 32 mag. cartridge
66.50
BSR Quanta 700 direct drive auto return,
fitted ADC QLM34 mag. cartridge
74.90
BSR Quanta 800 direct drive quartz locked,
auto return, fitted ADC XLM mag
cartridge
109.90
CONNOISSEUR BD1 kit
19.90
CONNOISSEUR BD2
37.94
GARRARD SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive with
Shure M75/6/SM
44.90
GARRARD GT20 belt-drive Shure M75ED
64.90
GARRARD GT25 belt-drive semi auto
M75ED
74.90
GARRARD GT35 Servo belt-drive semi
auto M75ED
87.90
yesityytiyesyyse1411111111111111

Super Service - The McOnomy Way...
• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT

,

• GUARANTEE - 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.
• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.

Belt- drive
Turntable

£4990

• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.
• BRAND NAMES - products sold Dy McOnomy bear the
name ( and carry the reputatio n )o fwe ll-k nown manufacturers.
• DISPLAY - all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.

'
e tiA000
As
ofkthe
for
details
new
Comet
Credit Card.

• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
6.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Personal callers welcome at all branches.

4/80
162

All offers subject to availability.
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Turntables- continued

OUR
PRICE

GARRARD DD130 Direct drive Shure or
Ortofon cartridge
88.90
GARRARD DD131 Direct drive semi auto
fitted Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2cartridge
94.90
GARRARD D0132 Direct drive fully auto
fitted Ortofon FF15E Mk. 2cartridge
104.90
MARANTZ 6025 belt drive
52.90
PIONEER PL512 belt drive
49.90
PIONEER PL200X Direct drive inc. cartridge 89.90
PIONEER PL300X Quartz locked direct
drive auto return inc. cartridge
109.90
PIONEER PL400X Quartz locked direct
drive full auto inc. cartridge
129.90
ROTEL RP1000 Direct drive semi auto
89.90
SANSUI SRB200 belt drive auto stop inc.
cartridge
57.90
TRIO KD1033B belt drive
49.90

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
AMSTRAD Micro 101
CELESTION Hadleigh
CELESTION Ditton 121
CELESTION County
CELESTION Dillon 15XR
CELESTION Ditton 22
CELESTION Dillon 33
CELESTION Dillon 332
GOODMANS RE118
GOODMANS RB20
GOODAAANS DB50 Disco power'
GOODMANS RB35
GOODMANS RB65
JR 149
JR L.P.A. System with 30 watt bass amp,
for use with amps 15 to 100 watt priced
singly
JR 150
KLH 331
KLH 317
MARANTZ 4G
MARANTZ 4G3
MARANTZ HD440
SANSUI J11 Mini
SOLAVOX PR25 Mk. II 2way
SOLAVOX PR35 Mk. II 3way
SOLAVOX PR45 Mk. II 3way
SOLAVOX HS55
SOLAVOX HS70
WHARFEDALE Chevin XP
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2'
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
WHARFEDALE Linton XP2
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2....
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2 .......
WHARFEDALE E30 High power
WHARFEDALE E50 High power
WHARFEDALE E70 High power
WHARFEDALE E90 High power

19.90
42.90
41.90
68.90
84.90
116.90
149.90
189.90
229.90
59.90
74.90
79.90
109:90
129.90
129.90

149.90
199.90
94.90
134.90
55.90
69.90
87.90
99.90
39.90
59.90
79.90
97.90
144.90
34.90
47.90
59.50
78.90
104.90
137.90
199.90
289.90
339.90
499.90

Tape Recorders - continued
AKAI CS703D Dolby
AKAI GXC7040 Dolby
AKAI GXC709D Dolby
AKAI GXM10 Dolby with metal tape facility
AKAI GXM30 Dolby, with metal tape facility
ALBA 2200 Dolby
AMSTRAD EX700 Dolby
BINATONE 6764 Dolby
MARANTZ 5000 Dolby
MARANTZ 5050M Dolby
MARANTZ CD320 Dolby 2head batt/mains
MARANTZ CD330 Dolby 3head ball/mains
PIONEER CTF500 Dolby
PIONEER CTF600 Dolby
PIONEER CTF650 Dolby metal tape
PIONEER CTF800 Dolby
PIONEER CTF750 Dolby auto reverse,
metal tape facility
ROTEL RD 300 Dolby
ROTEL RD 18F Dolby variable bias
ROTEL RD 25F Dolby variable bias
ROTEL RD25FD Dolby variable bias,
colour to match 1000 series
ROTEL RD 1000 Dolby to match 1000 series
SANSUI 090 Dolby
SOLAVOX SCD 2070 Dolby
TRIO KX503 Dolby

HI- Fl CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS

tape
AIWA AD6700 Dolby 2 head infra- red
remote control, metal tape facility

87.90
116.90
126.90
137.90
155.90
99.90
79.90
64.90
84.94
89.90
104.90
124.90
88.90
108.90
169.90
184.94
209.90
76.90
79.90
119.90
119.90
167.90
87.90
69.90
89.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI GX4000D
AKAI PRO 635 auto reverse in RMH 400
rack
GRUNDIG TS 945 4 motor, 3 heads and
echo
GRUNDIG TS 1000 Semi-professional
electronic switching, 3heads, 3motors .
PIONEER RI 707 Auto reverse

Stereo Amplifier
20 watts RMS
per channel

£7990

MARANTZ 1070M
Stereo Amplifier
36 watts RMS
per channel

599.90
284.90
454.90
409.90

HEADPHONES
11.90
15.90
9.90
13.90
17.50
20.90
22.90
27.50
14.90
19.90
14.90
5.90
26.90

CREDIT TOO!
On IVIcOnomv Discount Prices

MARANTZ 2060ML
Stereo Tuner
LW/MW/FM

£94.90

MARNITZ1535ML

(available on mainland England.

Stereo Receiver
30 watts RMS
per channel
LW/MW/FM

Scotland and Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding
89.90
119.90
149.90
149.90

f70 can be purchased on Credit on
McOnomy discount prices over 8, 12,

194.90
309.90

Open 9.00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm
52 North Road, Cardiff

Tel: 0222 394016

EDINBURGH... Annandale St. Lane, Edinburgh
Tel: 031-557 1004
GLASGOW
Anderston Cross Centre, Argyle Street. Glasgow ... Tel: 041-204 2355
LEICESTER
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street, Leicester
NOTTINGHAM • The Broad Marsh Centre, Nottingham

£13990

24 and 30 months.

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES
CARDIFF

MARANTZ 040M

194.90

AMSTRAD HPS 6A
GOODMANS OHP10
KOSS K6
KOSS K6/LC ( with volume control)
KOSS K125
KOSS K135
KOSS PRO-4AA
KOSS K145
PIONEER SE205
PIONEER SE305
SANSUI SS30
SOLAVOX 300
WHARFEDALE 102

TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA ADM100 Dolby
AIWA ADM200 Dolby variable bias
AIWA AD2000 Dolby
AIWA AD6350 Dolby.... ..... .
AIWA AD- L40 Dolby variable bias metal

OUR
PRICE

MARANTZ 6025
Belt- drive
Turntable

£52.90

Tel: 0533 536741
Tel: 0602 598222

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our driver on delivery.

4/80
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Tittedythiepadieteuntiith,
• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE)

• AFTER SALES SERVICE
• MAIL ORDER
• EXPORT

M.111111SEN

11111,1•TV.V11110 DISCOUNTS

019461528/0331

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS ( TR)

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI ( S)
(P & P £ 1•20)

(P & P £2•75)

Aiwa ADM200
£124-00
Nakamichi
P.O.R.
Aiwa ADMI00 £97.00
Pioneer CTF500
P.O.R.
Aiwa AD2000
£148-00
Pioneer CTF650 P.O.R.
Aiwa AD6600 £ 179-00
Pioneer CTF600 P.O.R.
Aiwa AD6400
£16900
Pioneer CTF850 P.O.R.
Akai 17222 Mk 2 £ 179-00
Rotel RD300
£79.00
Akai CS703D
£85.00
Rotel RD I
8F .. £99.00
Akai 706D .. £ 135.00
Rotel RD25F
£119.00
Akai GXMIO
£140.00
Rotel RDI000
£169.00
Akai GXM30
f155.00
Revox
.
Akai GXM50
£217.00
Sansui 090 ..
£89.00
Akai 7090 .. £172.00
Sansui SCI 120
£99-00
Akai 40000
£215.00
Sansui SCI300 £ 139.00
Akai 4000D8
£252.00
Sansui SC3300 £ 189.00
Akai Gxeoc... E390.00
Sony TCK45
P.O.R.
AkaiGXC704D £ 119-00
Tandberg ..
P.O.R.
B &
P.O.R.
Teac A300 .. £175.00
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Technics .
P.O.R.
Ferrograph
P.O.R.
Trio KX550.
P.O.R.
JVC KD2
£ 172.00
Yamaha
JVC 1635 Mk 3 £203-00

HEADPHONES
(P & )

Koss K6A
£ 15 95
Koss K6ALC £ 18 00
Koss PRO4AAA £44•00
Micro Selki
P.O.R.
Pioneer SE305
P.O.R.

Pioneer 5E505
P.O.R.
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SRS .. £87.00
Sennheiser HD414 £18.50

TURNTABLES
(P & P £2•75)
Akai AP100
£62-00
JVC JLA20
P.O.R.
Akai APB IOC ..
£54.00
Lux ..
P.O.R.
Akai APB20C
£69.00
Marantz
P.O.R.
Akai AP206 ..
£86.00
Michell
P.O.R.
Aiwa AP2200
£110.00
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
ADC 1500/034
E67.00
Pioneer PL5I2
P.O.R.
ADC 1600/Q36
£86.00
Pioneer PL200
P.O.R.
ADC I700/XLM £ 107.00
Pioneer PL300
P.O.R.
Connoisseur
Pioneer PLI 170
P.O.R.
BD I
01 ..
P.O.R.
Rotel RP2300
£79.00
BD1 Kit ..
P.O.R.
Rotel RP300
£
6800
002 Chassis
P.O.R.
Rotel RP6400
£99-00
BD101/SAU4
P.O.R.
Sansui SR222/2 £63.00
BD2P/C
P.O.R. ( Sony P5212 ..
P.O.R.
BD2/A
P.O.R.
Technics
POR.
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Thorens TD115 £ 127.00
Garrard
Thorens TD I
04 £87.00
GT20 ( M75ED) £67-00
Thorens TD105
voloo
GT25 ( M75ED) £73.00
Thorens TDI26B/C £ 193
GT35 ( M75ED) near
Thorens TOI 60BC £97 00
SP25 75/6 ..
£47-00
Trio KD1033 £49 00
DD130/75ED
£93-00
Trio KD2070 £85.00
DDI3 I /75ED £99.00
Trio 1500 .. £59.00
DDI32/75ED £ 109.00
Yamaha YPB2 £83.00

ADC SS1
ADC SS2
Akai AM2250
Akai AM2350
Akai AM2450
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P80
JVC
Lux ..
Marantz
Pioneer SA608
Pioneer SA708
Pioneer SA508
Quad ..
Radford HD250
Pioneer SA408
Pioneer SA508
Pioneer SA608
Revox
Rogers A75/2 ..
notel RA414 ..
Rotel RE700

(P & P £150)

£63-00 - Rotel RA314 .. £79.00
£140.00
Rotel RA7I 4 .. £ 129.00
£81.00
Sony TA40A
P.O.R.
£119-00
Sony TAF212
P.O.R.
£13000
Sanyo
P.O.R.
£121.00
Sugden A48/2
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Sansui 217/2 .. £ 11.0.00
P.O.R.
Sansui 317 .. £ 155.00
P.O.R.
Sansui AU5 17 £ 199.00
P.O.R.
Sansui AU4I 7 £ 188.00
P.O.R.
Sansui A40
£69.00
P.O.R.
Sansui A60
£99.00
P.O.R.
Sansui A80 £ 129.00
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
P.O.R,
TEAC
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Trio KA405 £ 149.00
P.O.R.
Trio KA305 £91.00
P.O.R.
Trio KA3700 £75.00
POR.
Yamaha A450..
P O.R.
P.O.R.
£89.00
£69.00

AKG P8ES
£60.00
AKG P7E E29.00
A/Technica AT I4SA
P.O.R.
A/Technica ATI55SA P.O.R.
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. £39.00
ADC VLM Mk 3 .. £28.00
ADC 036 Mk 3 .. £ 18.40
Decca Gold .. £61.00
Empire ..
P.O.R.
Grado
P.O.R.
Goldring G800 .. £6.88
Goldring G850 .. £5.00
Goldring G800E £ 11-00
Goldring G900SE/2 £41-00
JVC
Mayware
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord lb P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 20 £39.00
Ortofon Concord 30 £52.00

£35-00
£14.00
P.O.
- R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£3.95
£2.95
£7.87
fl 1-71
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

0rtofon M20€ Super
£49.50
Ortofon FFI5E/2 .. £ 16-50
Ortofon VMS20E/2 £33.50
Ortofon FFI5XE .. £ 12.00
Ortofon F15E/2 .. £23-00
Ortofon MC I
0 • .. £43.50
Pickering VI5/AME3 £ 19.38
Pickering P/ATE £ 12-25
Pickering P/AC £8.20
Shure M55E
£9.70
Shure M75/8/2 ..
£15.24
Shure M75G
£ 16-20
Shure M75ED
£15.50
Shure M95ED
£20.30
Shure M75E1/2 .. £ 14-20
Shure V15 Mk 3 .. £47-00
Shure V15/IV .. £65.00
Shure M95HE £24.00
Stanton 681 / EEE
bego
Stanton 500EE £22-50
Stanton 680EE £31.00
Ultimo 20A .. £70.50
Ultimo 20B .. £92-00
Ultimo 10A/10X .. £54-00

£23.00

£16.0
- 0
£6-75
£5 86
£8 60
£7.85
f9.75
f13-95
£16 95
£10.10
£20.95
£34.00
£27.50
£20.9
- 5
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

MUSIC CENTRES ( MC)/CASSEIVERS (
CR)
(P & P
Akai AC3750L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3070
Aiwa AF5300
Aiwa AF5600
B & 0 4600
Garrard GA200 ..
Hitachi SDT 170
J
VC MF33L
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo ..
Sony ..
National SG5070 Dolby
National SG3000

_
£338 00
£244 00
£299 00
£341.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£326-00
£263.00
£250.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£375-00
£241.00

Please include post and packing
(Send large S A E for brochure and enquiries)
All prices include VATat 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
I

Access
Barclaycard
accepted

Quad equipment - Callers only

PICK-UP ARMS
(P & Pfl.75)
ADC LMFI
ADC ALTI
A/Technica 1005
Connoisseur
SAU2
SAU4
Decca loti..
Hadcock

£65 .00
£38.00

£38.00

00
busgo
£20

£61.00
P.O.R.

Mayware
SME
SME
SME
SME
SME

3009/S2 ..
3009/ND..
Series Ill ..
FD200
Series Ill S

£64.00
£60-00
£56.00
£97 00
£20.50
£75.00

95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
Lon don S.VV.19
93 Bus route.
Open 9.00 am 5 .
30 pm
Tuesday/SaturdaY

•140

Cl os ed all day Monday
.
Prices correct at t
ime ot going
;
to press and subject to variat ion

TUNERS (
T)/RECEIVERS ( R)
(P & P £2.75)
Akai AT2450L
£142-00
Akai AT2250L
£85-00
Akai AA1125
£109.00
Akai AAI 135 .. £139.00
Akai AAI 150 .. £169.00
Aiwa AX7300
£108.00
Aiwa AX7700
£140.00
Armstrong 625
£185.00
Armstrong 626
£
£213.00
Armstrong 623
132.00
Armstrong 624
£104-00
Good mans ..
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVCJTV II ..
£78.00
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX590
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX408
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX608
P.O.R.
Pioneer 5)(790
I
P.O.R.
Pioneer 5)(690
.P.O.R.
Revox
P.O.TL.
Rogers stockists
Rotel RXI000
£139.00
Rotel RT1000..
£89.00

Rote RX304
£109.00
Rote RX504
£149.00
Rote RX404
£129-00
Rote RX604 £ 169.00
Rote RX300 £89.00
Rote RT226 £79-00
Sansui G3000 .. £145.00
Sansui TU2I7
£107.00
Sansui TU317 .. £118.00
Sansui R30 ..
£96.00
Sansui R50 .. £115.00
Sansui R70 .. £ 139.00
Sansui T60 ..
£69-00
Sansui R70 .. £ 154.00
Sony ST5 15L
P.O.R.
Sony STA3OL
P.O.R.
Sony STRV3L
P.Q.R.
Sugden
Tand-berg
P.O.R.
Technics, Toshiba P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KR3090
£149.00
Trio KT5300
£85.00
Trio KT313L
£85.00
Yamaha CR420 £ 169.00
Yamaha T550 ..
P.O.R.

SPEAKERS (
SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS ( U)
(P & P f2.75each)
Armstrong 602
£179.00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
B & W
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Chartwell
P.O.R.
Celestion Ditton
121 ..
E70.00
Ditton 322 .. £240.00
UL6
E139.00
UL8
£ 169.00
Ditton 33 .. £199.00
Ditton 442 . £ 799-00
Ditton I5XR £ 119.1,0
Ditton 22 .. £ 159-00
Celestion County £95•00
IMF Models ..
P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
P.O.R.
Module .. £20.50
KEF Corelli
£148.00
KEF Calinda
£226.00
KEF 104AB .. £273.00
KEF B139 .. £29-00
KEF 13200 .. £ 12.75

KEF B110 .. £ 11.20
KEF T27 ..
£870
KEF 101
P.O.R.
Kef Celeste 3 ..
£99.00
Kef Concord 3 £ 167-00
Kef 104 AB kit £ 125.00
Kef Cantata kit £216.00
Monitor Audio stockists
Rogers BBC ..
P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short
P.O.R.
Peerless
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 ..
£53.00
S/Triple .. £77.00
Tannoy stockists P.O.R.
Wharfedale
Denton XP2
£51.00
Linton XP2
£81.00
Glendale XP2 £104-00
Teesdale .. £124.00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton x P2 ( pr) £55.0'
Glendale XP2
£66.00
Denton 2XP £33.00

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
Limited Quantities
Aiwa AD6400 £ 149.00
Aiwa AD6600 £ 199-00
Aiwa AF5600 £350.00
Aiwa AF3090 £235.00
Akai AAII50 .. £ 169.00
Akai AA1135 .. £ 129.00
Akai 1722/2 .. £ 179.00
Beocentre 1500 £ 170.00
Beogram 1902 £95.00
Good mans
module 80 ( SH) £89.00
Hitachi HA330 £89.00
Hitachi D560 .. £ 119.00
Hitachi D580 .. £ 145.00
Hitachi HT350 £75.00
JVC!LEM .. £89.00
JVC QLF4 £ 118.00
JVC JAS Il .. £72.00
JVC JTV I1 .. £74.00
Marantz 2100 .. £80.00
Panasonic
SG5090L .. £377.00
Panasonic SG2400 £65.00
Sony TAS30 £92.00
Sony TA333 £87-00
Sony TS333 £89.00
•

Sony PSX35 .. £99.00
Sony TCK35 .. £ 105.00
Sony TCK55 .. £ 160.00
Sony TAF2I 2 .. £45-00
Tandberg TR2055 £259.00
Tandberg TR2025 £ 159.00
TEAC Al 055 .. £ 120.00
TEAC A300 .. £ 179.00
TEAC CX270 .. £ 119.00
TEAC ATX30 £89.00
Technics RS7500 £250.00
Technics
SA5460 ( S/H) £ 169.00
Technics RSM33 £ 169.00
Technics SE9021 £ 164.00
Technics ST9031 £ 145.00
Technics
SL 1
400/2 .. £218.00
Technics
SL 1500/2 .. £ 195.00
Technics
SL 1300/2 £240.00
Technics
SA500 .. £279.00
Technics
SU8600 ( SH)
£157.00
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TECHNICS
RS- M10
Dolby Cassette Deck

Contact us now for
winning prices on
the following:
AIWA M100
AIWA M200
AIWA ADL40
AIWA ADM700
HADCOCK GH228
JVC KD720
JVC KDA2
JVC KDA5
JVC AS5
PANASONIC SG5070
PANASONIC SG5090
SANSUI SR222 II
SANSUI AU217 II
SANSUI AU317 II
SANSUI SC1330
SONY TCK35
SONY TCK45
SONY TCK65
SONY TCK75
SONY TAF40
SONY TAF30
SONY STA30
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SO NY STJ60
SONY ' PRECISE'
SONY PST 1S
SONY PS333
SONY HMK7000
SONY HMK9000
TECHNICS SLB2
TECHNICS SLB3
TECHNICS SLD2
TECHNICS SLD3
TECHNICS SLO2
TECHNICS SLO3
TECHNICS SU8011
TECHNICS SU8022
TECHNICS ST8011
TECHNICS RSM10
TECHNICS ' CONCISE'
THORENS TD160BC
THORENS TD126BC
TOSHIBA
MICRO
SYSTEMS

4
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Super Permalloy
recording/playback head and
3- position (
Cr02,FeCr, Normal)
tape selector give outstanding
results with all conventional tapetypes. Dolby NR system results in
S/N ratio of 66dB. Full auto-stop
mechanism. Timer stand-by
mechanism. Wow and flutter:
0.06% ( WRMS) -± 0.15% ( DIN).
Frequency response: Cr02/Fe-Cr
tape 30-14,000Hz ( DIN). Signal-tonoise ratio: Dolby NR in; 66dB.

pe

-reter
FRIGE.

Inc. VAT
DeliverY es extra

MAIL ORDER IVIuDE EASY
Siinply telephone your Barclaycard
or Access number or send Postal
Order, cheque with order. Goods will be despatched
(subject to availability) by Securicor within 24 hours. All
equipment is brand new fully guaranteed and offered with
full after sales service.
Cheerfui refund if within 7days of purchase any item is
found to be faulty. We will gladly refund the full purchase
once or replace the faulty item. Credit terms for personal
shoppers.
PERSONAL EXPORT For U.K. visitors at cash and carry
tax free prices.
DIRECT EXPORT For goods shipped overseas, fully
.nsured, at discount tax free prices. Write for delivery quote.

TELETAPE
Rr ices correct at I
eme ut wanglo press but Subtett to changt wahout nottce

IELETApE
BaysvvaterRd. •
33
Tel

"

AGENTS FOR:
Acoustic Research,
ADC, Aiwa, AKG,
BASF, Celestion,
Hadcoçk, JR
Loudspeakers, JVC,
Koss, Nlarantz,
Nlaxell, Ortofon,
Panasonic, Quad,
Revox B, Shure,
Sony, Spendor,
Stanton, Tannoy,
TDK, Technics,
Thorens, JVC
National VHS Video
Recorders.

'be ma in um
.
us e.uFt'l
e
el»

OXFORD STREET

Edqware Road. W2

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave

Tel:01 437 1651.
Open 9a m 530p in Monday- Saturday.

01 7231942/2924

W

"WIT( HI

-FI

LOWEST PRICES NATIONWIDE
THAT'S A PROMISE
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AIWA
AA8100 2 x 25
AA8300 2 x 45
AKAI
AM 2250 2 x 25
AM 2350 2 x 35
ALBA
2025 2 x 27
2050 2 x• 50
AMSTRAD
EX 220 2 x 25
EX 330 2 x 35
A101/P101 Micro 2 x 25
MARANTZ
1050 2 x 25
1040M 2 x 20
1072 2 x 36
1070M 2 x 35
PIONEER
SA 408 2 x 20
SA 508 2 x 25
SA 608 2 x 45
SA 708 2 x 65
SA 7800 2 x 65
SA 8800 2 x 80
SA 9800 2 x 100
ROTEL
RA 300 2 x 20
RE 700 graphic equaliser
RA 314 2 x 25
RA 350 2 x 35
RA 414 2 x 35
RC1000 pre amplifier inc.
graphic equaliser
RB1000 2 x 65 power
amplifier
RA1000
2 x 40 inc
graphic equaliser
RA 1412 2 x 110
SANSUI
A40 2 x 25
A60 2 x 45 DC coupled
A80 2 x 65 DC coupled
SOLAVO X
SA 3020 2 x 20
TRIO
KA3750 2 x 25

AIWA
AT9300 LW/MW/FM.
AKAI
2250L MW/LW/FM
ALBA
2000 MW/LW/FM
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2 LW/MW/
FM
EX 202 MW/LW/FM
EX 303 MW/LW/FM
T101 Micrc digital MW/
LW/FM
MARANTZ
2050 MW/FM
2100 MW/FM
2060 ML LW/MW/FM

166

WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE - ON THE SPOT
On all brand new current merchandise in stock

78.90
99.90
67.90
94.90
48.90
58.90
79.90
64.94
79.90
89.90
109.90
59.90
91.90
127.90
167.90
239.90
284.90
374.90
59.50
69.90
79.90
79.90
92.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
Tuners-continued

109.90

69.90
99.90
129.90
47.90
64.90

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
Combinations
AIWA
AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby
cassette
284.90
AKAI
AC3500L 2 ï 25 Dolby
cassette
189.94
FERGUSON
3926 2 x 20 watts RMS
4waveband with Dolby
cassette
139.90
MARANTZ
4025L 2 x 25 with Dolby
cassette LW/MW/FM 224.90

94.90
78.90
66.90
24.94
47.90
54.90
72.90
59.90
69.94
94.90

AKAI
AA1125 2 x 25
ALBA
2125 2 x 27 LW/MW/
FM
2150 2 x 50 LW/MW/
FM
AMSTRAD
EX 222 2 x 25
EX 333 2 x 30

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
Tuners I
Amplffiers-conttnued

PIONEER
TX 408L LW/MW/FM
59.90
TX 608 LW/MW/FM . .
94.90
TX 7800 MW/FM • 169.90
TX 9800 MW/FM
224.90
ROTEL
RT300 LW/MW/FM
59.90
RT426 MW/FM
74.90
RT1000 LW/MW/FM
89.90
SANSUI
T60 MW/FM
69.90
T80 MW/FM Digital
display
99.90
SOLAVO X
ST 3002 FM/MW/LW .
47.90
TENSAI
TT 3045 MW/FM
64.90
TRIO
KT 5550 MW/FM
67.90

109.90

109.90
154.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Turntables- continued

There's no need to shop around before buying
If, however, you find any item that Comet
at Comet. Our prices are the lowest in the business,
stock advertised at alower price elsewhere
We know.,. we've checked the competition ourselves at the time of purchase, let us know.
79.90
119.90

)

102.90
99.90
139.90
49.90
69.90

MARANTZ
1535ML 2 x 30
PIONEER
SX590 2 x 20
SX690 2 x 30
SX980 2 x 80
SX1080 2 x 120
ROTEL
RX 300 2 x 20
RX 304 2 x 22 LW/
MW/FM
RX 404 2 x 30 LW/
MW/FM
RX 504 2 x 40
RX 604 2 x 50
RX 1203 2 x 120
RX 1603 2 x 180
SANSUI
R30 2 x 25
R50 2 x 45
R70 2 x 65
TENSAI
TR 1030 2 x 23
TRIO
KR 3090 2 x 25
KR 4070 2 x 40 MW/
FM
KR 4070L 2 x 40 LW/
MW/FM

AKAI
APB10C belt drive inc.
cartridge
AIWA
AP2300 semi- auto direct
drive inc. magnetic
cartridge
AP2400 fully auto direct
drive inc.
magnetic
cartridge
AMSTRAD
TP12D belt drive
BSR
P208 belt drive auto
fitted ADC QLM33
mag. cartridge
Quanta 500 belt drive
fitted ADC QLM 32
mag. cartridge
Quanta 600 belt drive
DC Servo auto return,
fitted ADC QLM 32
mag. cartridge

139.90
99.90
129.90
379.90
449.90
94.90
109.90
129.90
147.90
169.90
199.90
249.90
99.90
119.90
149.90
99.94
94.90
124.94
134.94

Quanta 700 direct drive
auto return, fitted
ADC QLM34 mag.
cartridge
74.90
Quanta 800 direct drive
quartz locked, auto
return,
fitted
ADC
XLM mag. cartridge . 109.90
CONNOISSEUR
BDI kit
19.90
BD2
37.94
GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM
44.90
GT20 belt- drive Shure .
M75ED
64.90
GT25 belt- drive semi
auto M75ED
74.90
GT35 Servo belt drive
semi auto M75ED
87.90
DD130 Direct drive
Shure or Ortofon
cartridge
88.90
DD131 Direct drive semi
auto fitted
Ortofon
FF15E Mk. 2cartridge
94.90
DD132 Direct drive fully
auto fitted Ortofon
FF15E Mk. 2cartridge 104.90
MARANTZ
6025 belt drive
52.90
PIONEER
PL512 belt drive
49.90
PL200X Direct drive inc •
cartridge
89.90
PL300X Quartz locked
direct drive auto return
inc. cartridge
109.90
PL400X Quartz locked
direct drive full auto
inc. cartridge
129.90
ROTEL
RP1000 Direct drive semi
auto
89.90
SANSUI
SRB200 belt drive auto
stop inc. cartridge
57.90
TRIO
KD1033B belt drive
49.90

52.50

109.90

117.90
24.90

39.90
49.90

66.50

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 1000
19.90
Micro 101
42.90
CELESTION
Hadleigh
41.90
Ditton 121
68.90
County
84.90
Ditton 15XR
116.90
Ditton 22
149.90
Ditton 33
189.90
Ditton 332
229.90
GOODMANS
RB18
59.90
RB20
74.90
DB50 ' Disco power' ...
79.90
RB35
109.90
RB65
129.90
4/80

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.

JR
149
L.P.A. System with 30
watt bass amp. for use
with amps 15 to 100
watt priced singly. ..
150
KLH
331
317
MARANTZ
4G
4G3
HD440
SANSUI
J11 Mini
SOLAVO X
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3way
HS55
HS70
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power
E90 High power

129.90

149.90
199.90
94.90
134.90
55.90
69.90
87.90
99.90
39.90
59.90
79.90
97.90
144.90
34.90
47.90
59.50
78.90
104.90
137.90
199.90
289.90
339.90
499.90

MEW
AKG
P7E
P8E
AUDIO
TECHNICA AT 11E . .
TECHNICA AT13EA .
TECHNICA AT3OE
Moving coil including
AT630 transformer
GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900E
ORTOFON
FF1OE Mk. II
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II
SL20E Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for
SL20E
SHURE
M55E
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
V15-Mk. 3
V15-Mk. 4

Styli
AUDIO
TECHNICA ATSI1E
(for ATI1E)
TECHNICA ATNI3
(for AT13EA)

29.90
39.90
6.90
12.90
49.90
5.75
8.90
11.90
16.90
8.94
13.90
27.90
29.90
16.50
8.90
13.90
14.50
18.90
39.90
57.90

5.25
10.90

GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800).
DII0E Stylus (G800E)
DI 10SE Stylus ( G800
Super E)
ORTOFON
NF15E Mk. II for
FF15E Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS
20E Mk. II
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED
VN35E Stylus for V15
Type 3
VN45HE Stylus for V15
Type 4

3.25
5.90
8.45
8.90
19.90
5.50
8.50
12.50
15.90
17.90
23.90

HEADPHONES
AMSTRAD
HPS 6A
GOODMANS
OHP10
KOSS
K6
K6/LC (with volume
control)
K125
K135
PRO-4AA
K145
PIONEER
SE205
SE305
SANSUI
SS30
SOLAVO X
300
WHARFEDALE
1D2

11.90
15.90
9.90
13.90
17.50
20.90
22.90
27.50

BINATONE
6764 Dolby
MARANTZ
5000 Dolby
5050M Dolby
CD320 Dolby 2 head
ban/mains
CD330 Dolby 3 head
battimains
PIONEER
CTF500 Dolby
CTF600 Dolby
CTF650 Dolby metal
tape
CTF800 Dolby
CTF750 Dolby auto
reverse,
metal
tape
facility
ROTEL
RD 300 Dolby
RD 18F Dolby variable
bias
RD 25E Dolby variable
bias
RD25FD Dolby variable
bias, colour to match
1000 series
RD 1000 Dolby to match
1000 series
SANSUI
D90 Dolby
SOLAVO X
SCD 2070 Dolby
TRIO
KX503 Dolby

14.90
19.90
14.90
5.90
26.90

HIEI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
ADM100 Dolby
ADM200 Dolby variable
bias
AD2000 Dolby
AD6350 Dolby
AD-L40 Dolby variable
bias metal tape
AD6700 Dolby 2 head
infra-red remote
control, metal tape
facility
AKAI
CS703D Dolby
GXC704D Dolby
GXC709D Dolby
GXMIO Dolby with
metal tape facility .
GXM30 Dolby, with
metal tape facility. . . .
ALBA
2200 Dolby
AMSTRAD
EX700 Dolby

Blank Tapes-continued

HI-FI Cassette Tape
Recorders-continued

Cartridges-continued

Speakers-continued

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

c

89.90
119.90
149.90
149.90
194.90

309.90
87.90
116.90
126.90
137.90
155.90
99.90
79.90
4e447

OPEN REEL
TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
GX4000D
PRO 635 auto reverse
in RMH 400 rack ...
GRUNDIG
TS 945 4motor, 3heads
and echo
TS 1000 Semiprofessional electronic
switching, 3 heads,
3motors
PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reverse . . .

64.90
84.94
89.90
194.90
124.90
88.90
108.90
169.90
184.94
209.90
76.90
79.90
119.90
119.90
167.90
87.90
69.90
89.90

194.90
599.90
284.90

454.90
409.90

BLANK TAPES
BASF LH
C60
0.70
C90
0.95
C120
1.40
BASF SUPER LH1
1.10
C60
1.50
C90
1.90
C120
BASF CRO2
1.30
C60
1.75
C90
2.50
C120
2.50
C90 Twin pack
TDK RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC
CASSETTES
D60
D90
D120

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
1.05
AD C90
1.20
AD C120
1.95
TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
1.20
OD C90
1.75
TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
1.30
SA C90
1.60
TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
4.30
L3600 on metal NAB
reel
12.70
LASER SP. PACK
C90 five pack with
rack
2.20
C90 high bias 4 pack
with rack
3.25
MAXELL
UL C60
0.75
UL C90
0.95
UL C120
1.30
UDXL1 C60
1.50
UDXL2 C60
1.65
UDXL1 C90
1.90
UDXL2 C90
2.15
UD 35 90 (7" 1800') . .
4.90
UD 50 120 ( 10-1" 2500').
8.90
UD 35 180 ( 10-1" 3600').
9.95
MEMOREX MRX3
C60
1.15
C90
1.50
C120
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS
C60
1.60
C90
2.15

0.65
0.89
1.35

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ADM20
ACM50
AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(pair)

8.90
9.50
13.90

MARANTZ
Superscope EC1 Electret
condenser
Superscope EC3 Electret
condenser

5.90
8.90

HEFI FURNITURE
MARANTZ
MR500
ROTEL
RK310
RK1000M
SANSUI
GX60 Receiver rack....
GX70 Amplifier rack ...
TRIO
SRC 75 System rack
Mk. 2

29.90
39.90
49.90
34.90
44.90
42.50

All offers subject to availability.
4/80
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RACKED
HI.F1 SYSTEMS

ALBA HI-FI 300
PIONEER X33
SYSTEM
Incorporating high performance
phono equaliser and CRtype
tone control, the SA 408
amplifier delivers 20 watts
RMS per channel with no more
than 0.1% THD. The superbly
designed TX 408L tuner with
its FET-equipped FM front end,
pulls in FM/MW/LW stations
loud and clear. Maintaining this
high standard is aCT 506 Dolby
cassette deck with 3- position
tape selector, permalloy head and full auto-stop. The PL 512
belt-driven turntable is supplied complete with magnetic
cartridge, and its high performance sets the seal on asystem
that is shown off to full advantage by the sleekly-styled
CB 300 rack.

Special Comet package price £299.90 inc.VAT
Recommended speakers for above Goodmans RB18

The 2125 receiver delivers
alow-distortion 27 watts
RMS per channel, and
the AM/FM reception is
l
ill.firliIIIIIIIIiiillifIll1111111111%1111111i11111 1111111111 111i111111111
loud and clear. The 2200
Dolby cassette deck
has an outstanding
specification, with such
features as solenoidassisted logic controls,
3- step bias and equalisation, memory rewind
and record balance
control. And to top off this
superb system Alba have
included abelt-driven BSR turntable, complete with magnetic cartridge.
All this, 2loudspeakers, and arack finished in simulated teak wood
grain make this aHiFi outfit you'll be proud to own. At the Comet
discount price this system is areal bargain!

Special Comet package price £319.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £59.90 per pair inc. VAT

You get aformidable 45 watts
RMS per channel from the AA-8300
stereo amplifier, and asuperb
performance from the AT-9300
AM/FM stereo tuner — aunit
that's packed with advanced
HiFi Features. The AD-M200
front- loader is equally impressive,
with Dolby and independent 3-step bias and equalisation. An
elegantly styled AP-2300 semi-automatic direct-drive turntable with
magnetic cartridge, plus an attractive rack, completes aHiFi package that is high in both looks and fidelity.

Special Comet package price £349.90 inc.VAT

Special Comet package price £459.90 inc.VAT

Comet Price £59.50 per pair inc. VAT

Comet Price £97.90 per pair inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for aboye: Wharfedale Shelton XP2
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AIWA RACK 2

The output of the AA-8100
stereo amp is asatisfying
25 watts RMS per channel
and the AT-9300 AM/FM
stereo tuner is comprehensively equipped to
give clear reception and
spot-on tuning. A Dolby
front-loading AD-M100
cassette deck with
automatic Cr02 tape
selector is another
impressive component — together with Aiwa's AP-2100
belt-driven auto-return turntable which comes complete with
magnetic cartridge. The elegant rack combines practicability
with eye-appeal.

Recommended speakers for above: Solavox HS55
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(

The Complete)
Hi-Fi Service

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked t )
•New DI.ount Photographic ...Um«Imo epee YON IltenelerM Map. WPM
starred.
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE .

West Henderson. Wynd .

EDINBURGH . . 1Nevehnven Road
GLASGOW .. West Lodge Ron.. BITIO•wowl
Trading Estate. Renfrew ......
GLASGOW

.

.. Klirnuir Road. Ifirken.haw
E.tate, Tenn...de. UddIng.ton

Tel: 0382 28101
Tel: 031-554 4454
Tel: 011 886 5731
Tel: UddIngston
815134

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN ... ... Conettrution Street .
into ..... ........ 11-4304101. Arcade
tDUMFRIES
Se Glasgow Street

Tel: 0221 29434
Tel: 0202 82281
Tel: 0387 83958

}DUNFERMLINE
12/11 Chalmers Street
EDINBURGH . . — 118 Dairy Road, West Haymarket
FALKIRK
• • • 14.17ttro
GLASGOW
22 Byre. Road
GREENOCK
4Jarn•Ica Street
tKILMARNOCK
30 Grange Street

Tel:0383 151367
Tel: 031.348 0191/2
161: 0324 31247
Tel:041-334 4887
Tel: 0475 20261
Tel: 0583 20128

}KIRKCALDY
}PERTH

Tel: 0592 684056
Tel: 0730 36316

27/29 High Street
35-30 George Street .

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
GRIMSBY
HULL
•HULL .

10-22 H.milton Street .... • Tel:05144713M
389 Victoria Street
.. Te1:047260822
Re.rvoir Road. Clough Rood — Tel:OM 1/14411
Status City. Clough Road
Tel:0462 412134

JARROW
5664 El II.on Street
Tel: 0632 892211
LEEDS , .. ... - n Arrnley Room,
Tel: 0532 440551
LIVERPOOL.. ... Sefton Works, Field Lane. Lithe:land Tel: 051-928 6688
¡MANCHESTER

SHEFFIELD
STOCKPORT
STOCKTON

• The Mill. 1Loalay Road.
Malin Brldge
.. Lower Hillgate
Teeaway. Portrack La. ... ...

WIGAN

Wharf Mill. Prl noes. Street

MACCLESFIELD .. 17A Cha.tergato
.. Tal: 0025610030
MANCHESTER ... . Deanspate Hou., 274 Dennegate .. Tel: 061-1134 1861

WORKINGTON
YORK .. .

READING ... . Monerch Hou...
75-81 Covent's. Road
ROCHESTER . .
Meld... Road ..
SOUTHAMPTON .. Ea.t Street Centre, Emit Street

Tel:0734 586911
Tel:003449171
Tel: 0703 36914

107 Lord Street ........ .. . ... . T40:0704 31813
1(wik Snve Centre, Bouodwy Reed . . Tel: 0744 35118

oiscouNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY . .. UnIt 20, Cambridge Close

Tel: 028628771/2

4-7 St. Thorne. Street— .. ... — Tel:0783RM
14-10 Marys.,
.. . • Tel: C4124 71429

BASILDON . . .. 1419h Road. Vange. Pit.ea
BEDFORD . 16120 St petar6 Street .
BOURNEMOUTH .. 210 Old Christchurch Road
CAMBRIDGE . .... 72/74 Newmarket Road .

Tel: OM 556299/560349
Tel: 0234 48825/6
Tel: 0202 293334/5
Tel: 0223 312248

Tat 0723 75537
. 71.1.0724 16315/6

. 23A Peter Str.t
55 Piccaddly

Tel:0300113170Q
Tel: C034 21854/5

CANTERBURY
MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM

Healey Road, Sully Oek

Tel: 021-472 6181

BIRMINGHAM

Tivoli Shopping Centre,
1370-1572 Cokketry Road. Yardley . T01:021-706068.

LEICESTER
Sy.ton Str.et
NORWICH
Roundtree Way
NOTT .HAMODERBY . 151 Town Street Sandia.,
WILLENHALL
Walsall Ro.0

Tel: 0533 62238
• Tel: C003 411831
Tel: 0002 396116
Tel: OM 60411

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON-ON-TRENT Bargee Shopping Centre

-Tel028345751/2

Unit 4. Cotton Road.
WI ncheap Inder.tri.1 Estate
. 50 KIngli.her Drive.
L.ngney DIstrIct Shopping Centre

Tel, 0323 706010

FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD

26-30 Tontine Street
. 94 Woodbridge Ro.

Tel: 030359106/7
Tel: 0483 30003/4

HASTINGS .. . 389 London Road.
St. Leonardp. Sea
HIGH WYCOMBE .. IS Frogrnoor

PORTSMOUTH . 81/90 Palmerston Road. Southern,
SALISBURY... . 33 Catherine Street ..
SLOUGH
284 High Street .....

Tel:0653 82013/4
Tel: 0926 30417

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 41 Mount Plemnt Road
WATFORD
78 Queen. Road ..

LINCOLN
MANSFIELD

Tel:0522 37437/8
Tel: 0523 35112

WEYMOUTH
54 St. Thorne. Sheet
WOKING . . . ../7High Street .

Tel:081-177 2000
Tel: 0612 812311

NEWCASTLE UNDER
LYME . London Road/Brook Lane .

Tel: 0782 626435

WALES AND SOUTH WEST

Tel:0942 31711

NORTHAMPTON .... 36 Gold Street .. .....
NUNEATON
98/100 Queen ..Road

Tel: 022931520/31595

BIRKENHEAD . _ 220 New Chester Road,
Low., Trenmera. Nr. Rock Ferry

Tel: 051-617 4427

BLACKBURN . . — 49-51 Derwan Street
Tel: 0254 57813
BOLTON
63-7g Blackburn Road
el: 0204 387153/5
BRADFORD
105-107 Manningham Lane
Tel: 0274 35353
BRIDLINGTON
65 The Promenade
Tel: 0262 72050
BURNLEY ....
36-40 Manch.ster Road
Tel: 0252 35214
CARLISLE
40-12 Cecil Street
Tel: 0228 38441/2
CHESTER ........ 43-45 St James Street.
off 131.ck DI•mond Street . . 161:0244 313724
Tel:0248 71390
Tel: 0270 214328
Tel .0325 57361
Tel: 0924 161203
Tel : 0302 8g520

30030. Market Pled
Tel:037743277
82/61 Pa.ture Roed ..... .. . ... Tel: Des 3449
70 Horton Street
Tel: o4z2 59131
16 Parliament Street .
Tel: 0423 07312

.

.

Tel: 0804 22151/2
. Tel : Oft812 367023

PETERBOROUGH — 8The Herewaro Centre
Tel: 073346633/48633
SHREWSBURY
7Barker Street
Tel: 074387829
TELFORD
0-10 Tan Benk,IWellington ..... _ Tel:0052 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH

121 High Street

Tel: 0265,
53 1157/8

WOLVERHAMPTON . 41 Exchange Street Queen's Struere Tel: 0902 21113/4
WORCESTER ..
4Wyld. Lane
Tel: 0E05 356805

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM

Reinhart, Road South

HACKBRIDGE
(Hr. Croydon) 190 London Rœd
HAYES Ikliddleml Silverdale Road, Pump Lane .
The Old Book Centre Building.
NEASDEN
POTTERS BAR

North Circular Road
Station Clo.e. Dark. Lane

Tel: 0705 24868/7/8
Tel:0722 24562/3
Tel: 0753 70635/8

817-821 London Pond,
WeatclIff-on-Ses .. . • Tel: 0702 715151
STEVENAGE
14 Orreenevo.y .. . . .
Tel: C430 d0545/6
SWINDON . . . . 73-75 CrIcklade Road
. Tel : 0793 41006/7
. Tel: 000211477
Tel: 0923 21311/2
. Tel: 030 67 74711
Te1:04862 20020

WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CLEVEDON

Barron HillTradine Estate
4-0 Kimberley Rond.

NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH

(off Strode Road)..... . .. Tel: 02721370041
Meesgle• Industrial
• :41:0633 50431
119 Mayflower Street . ... .
Tel:0752 29501

Tel: 0272 559041

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
Unit 2. Ham G.rdens . .
Tel: 0225 64302/3
BRISTOL
lik. St Thomas Street ... .
Tel: 0272 293395/8
CARDIFF .... . 550 CowbrIdge Road Es., .. • Tel: 0222 58'13819
CHELTENHAM
1622 St Jame. Street . . . Tei: 0242 25786
EXETER ....
Sum merle. Street . . . Tel: 0392 76435

7•1: 01-086 5111

GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD .

Tel:06080 4321
Tel: 01-573 1041

SWANSEA .. .. 218 High Stre.t ....
Tel: 0792 410434
TAUNTON . . 45 St. Jam. Street ....
Tel: 0823 06116/7
TORQUAY
184 Higher Union Street .. .. Tel:0603211531/2
WREXHAM ..
2628 Brook Street ...
Tel: 0078 57115

Tel: 01-400 01377
Tat: 0707 43491

DISCOUNT BOORS
BEXLEYHEATH .
BROMLEY . .
CATFORD
CHELSEA

Tel 0424 436482
Tel: 0451. 444771/2

IPSWICH . • Sr. Margaret ..Green . .
Tel:0473 215596/7
LUTON ..... 52-52A Wellington Sheet ... . Tel: OM 414965/410668

KINGS LYNN
18/20 Railway Road
LEAMINGTON SPA . 39 Bath Street . ... .
12-14 cluketgate
57 Westgate . .

Tel, 0227 58744

EASTBOURNE

Tel:0742 311721

BARROW-INFURNESS. RowlInaon Street ...... .. .

Tel: 0273 611242116
Tel: 0703 814722
Tel: 0T012 6001
Tel:0081 182S2

SCARBOROUGH .. . 8a 9York Place .... . . .
SCUNTHORPE . 156 HIfth Street

SUNDERLAND
*WAKEFIELD

15 Station Street

EASTIEIGH ... ChIckenhall Lane
NEWHAVEN . . .. Avl. Way.
OXFORD . . Ferry Hinksey Rend. 0 ney Meal]

MANCHESTER . . 326328 Palatine-310.d. Northenden . Tel:061-0913 1183
PONTEFRACT ..
GIllypate
Tel: 041/7 704246
PRESTON ... . 37 Church Street
Tel:0772 21009
ROTHERHAM ... . Canklow Rand
Tel: 07C• 81.01

SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS ..

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON .

Tel: 0708 50606

ASHTON UNDER
LYNE . Clarence Arcade. Stamlord Street ... Tel:061-308 4226
BARNSLEY
72 Eldon Shed
Tel: oe2e 83358/9

DRIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX ...
HARROGATE ...

9George Street .. , .
. . • Tel:0524 82904
g6 Bradehavegate . . . . Tel: 0042 670711
52 Bold Street
.. Tel: 051-7087170

Tel: 01-572501315023
Tel: 06610 47/36
Tel: 01-713511091/2
Tel:014101 6777

10 St.inea Road
.35-37 London Road .
278 Upper Richmond Road
422 High Road

SOUTHEND .

DISCOUNT SHOPS

CHESTERFIELD
40 St Msry's GM .
CREWE
2401251 Edleston Road
DARLINGTON
57 Rumen Sheet
DEWSBURY
71 Daley Hill
DONCASTER .. . 17 M.rket Place

LANCASTER ..
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL

HOUNSLOW .
KINGSTON
PUTNEY .
TOTTENHAM

Tel: CM 214511
Tel:0493 58&20/9
Tel: 0782 266195
Tel: 0636 515191

S•ville Row,
(oft Northumberland Street)._ . . Tel: 0832 29898

ROCHDALE . . • ComarolWelinti Lana
and Clue.n.way ...... ... ...

101 Nero Reed Me
Tat: 0632 601167e
12 Zetland Street .. .. Tel: 0484 40201
WIN George Stre.t . . Tel: 0442 23801
66 Low Street
Tel: 0536 07021

DUDLEY
119 Wellington Road.
GREAT YARMOUTI1.137/138 King Street
HANLEY
62 Town Road
KETTERING
03-97 Montagu Street

Marlborough Mill,
Poplar Street Fall.worth .... ... • Tal: 0814182 8015

NEWCASTLE

HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL • • •
KEIGHLEY .

Morroway House. Station Road
8551. Owen Street .

Tel: 0452 411233
Tel: 0432 50259

ISLANDS
PrIce, are Ia those operating In the U.K. Ions V.A.T.
but with • small Island bansporMOn charge included

216290 Broadway.
206272 High Met
93/112Rtalhey Gr.«
413/415 Kings Wood

Tel:01401 1861
Tel:SI-4640433
Tel: 01400 0811/2
01-312 4641

*GUERNSEY .
'JERSEY..

Charroterie Mills, St Peter Port .
9Cornrnerclal Building.. St. Heller

111101111 27141
101:00114 72501

¡Closed all day Monday

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CREDIT CARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
Comet Discount Warehouse, 78 Armley Road, LEEDS LS12 2EF.
Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 50p; Headphones£1;Pick-upArms
£1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity. Spool
tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.
ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay the
driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS.
BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD holders. Simply phone Leeds 0532
440551, ask for Credit Mail Order, stating your card number with your order.
You can leave the rest to usl

CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices.
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £70 can be purchased
on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30 months. Sendyour
requirements tothe Mail Order Department marked - Credit Mail Order" andwe
will send you by return of post an application form and details of our repayment
terms — all entirely without obligation.

Securicor Delivery All stock itemswi II be delivered by Secu ricor(ma inland U.K.
only). Please add £4.50 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

Ask for details
of the new
Comet Credit .Card.

11,4341.
A.0151000.1.

H

IIMARcieSMtAARD I

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532 440551.
using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD.
All prices quoted in Comet'sAdvertisements are correct attime of going to press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department, 78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers stall branches; no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in advance.
4/80
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Roc 'Tema op
f eOpen 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut: '
N
IWed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application.
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash.
P.P.T.B.A.-P 8, P to be advised.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%.
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

e

TAPE RECORDERS ( PP £4.50)
Akai GXC4000D .....
..£22000
Akai GXC4000DB Dolby
E259-00

•

Akai ADM80
£ 10.50
Akai ACM I00 Electret Cardioid £23.50
Aka, ACMSO Electret Cardroid £9.50
Audio Technica AT605 feet .. £ 14-00
Audio Technica AT606 feet .. £ 16.90
Beyer M8I8LM
£63.00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser D2 .. £ 11.25
Goldring Ecstatic Mat
..
£3.60
Goldring Ecstatic Disc Cleaner .. £6.00
Goldring Ecstatic Sweep arm .. £6-75
Goldring Hi -Fi Turntable light .. £ 11.99
Harman Kurdos TS4 Stand Pair
HSI, HS2, HS3
£ 19.00
Marantz AT5 Digital Timer .. £45•00
Marantz EQI010 Band Equaliser .. £95.00
Marantz EC1
Marantz EC2
Marantz ECI2B
£21.00
Marantz EC33S
£24.00
Micro H505 Headshell £7.90
Micro-Seiki Disc 22 Mat .. £ 15•80
Micro-Seiki feet set of 4 .. £ 10.00
Monitor Audio C3F cable 5m each £7.50
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5-50
Monitor Audio Sound Cable
Sm each
..
..
£7.70
Monitor Audio So un d Cable
10m each, round.. .. £ 14.00
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 .. £ 17.90
Rotel RMCI • • .. £27-50
Rotel RE700 band equaliser .. £70.00
Sansui AX7 Mixer
£ 157.50
Spectramat ( P/P £ 1.75)
£ 18.00
Toshiba EM4I0 Stereo Pair .. £ 19.90
Toshiba EM 120 Electret
..
£ 11.90
Zerostat Pistol (add £ 1.00 P/P) £6.50

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £4.50)
Aiwa AD1250 (sp. off.) .. £ 120.00
Aiwa AD6900 Mk 2
•
.
£380.00
Aiwa AD2000 ' • • • .. £ 149-50
Aiwa AD6400 ( Sp. off.)
£ 149.90
Aiwa AD6600
£ 195-00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Metal)+Remote .. £317.00
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199.00
Aiwa AD6900 ( Sp. off.) .. £298.00
Aiwa ADL40 ( Metal) .. £ 199.00
Aiwa ADM 00 ( Metal) (Sp. off.) .. £79.90
Aiwa ADM200
£ 119-50
Aiwa ADM700 ( Metal) 3 head .. £289.00
Akai GXMIO ( Metal) .. £ 139.90
Akai GXM30 • • .. £ 159.90
Akai GXM50 • • .. £224.90
Akai GXF80 ( Metal)
£299.90
Akai GXF90 ( Metal) . £355.90
Akai CS702D Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.95
KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) .. £210.00
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Akai GXC570D/2 (Sp. off.) .. £480-00
Celestion 1-1F1300 6- and I5-ohm £8.20
Akai
.. £235.00
Celestion HF2000
£9.50
Akai GXC730D (Sp. off.) ..
Coles 400IG
.. £220-00
Akai GXC732D
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £61.00
.. £255.00
Akai GXC709D (Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 169.90
KEF 104 AB Kit (add £5 P/P) .. £ 130.00
Akai GXC750D (Sp. off.) ..
.. £359.90
KEF Cantata Kit ( add £5 P/P) £209.00
Akai GXC706D ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 129.00
KEF B110 SPI003
£ 12.00
Akai GXC704D
.. £ 128.00
KEF 13139 SP1044
£27.00
Akai GXC7I5D
.. £245.00
KEF B200 SPI014
£ 13.25
Akai GXC735D
.. £299.00
KEF DNI2 SP 1004
..
£8.65
Akai CS703D ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £88.90
KEF DNI3 SPI 106
..
£5.40
Hitach iD5
£186.00
KEF DNI3 SPI017 .• £5.00
Hitachi D850 (Sp. off.)
£ 190-00
KEF DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover) £40.85
Hitachi D900 ( Sp. off.) 3- head .. £210.00
KEF T27 SPI032 . • .. £9.45
.. £98.00
Tannoy DC296 10in Pair .. £ 198.00
Hitachi D4OS
.. £ 115.00
Tannoy DC386 I5in Pair .. .. £330.00
Hitachi D555
.. £ 130.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Kit .. £29-90
Hitachi D755
.. £ 170.00
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 Kit .. £38.90
Hitachi D777
.. £ 197.00
Wharfedale Linton XP2 Kit .. £53.90
Hitachi D2360 (Sp. off.) ..
.. £83-00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Kit .. £66.90
Hitachi D230
.. £75.00
Hitachi D980
TUNERS ( P/P £4.00)
.. £269.00
Aiwa AT9300 LW ( Sp. off.)£ 75.50
Hitachi D5500A
.. £399.90
Aiwa AT9700
•
•
JVK KDA2
. • £240.00
£97-00
JVK KD720
Akai AT2200 (Sp. off.) . •
E57.50
.. £95.00
Akai AT2250L . • £78.00
JVC KD25 ( Sp. off.)
Marantz CD3I2 ( Sp. off.)
Akai AT2450L
£ 132-00
Armstrong 623 ..
Plus 3TDKC90 Free .. £75.00
•. £ 132.75
Armstrong 624 .. .. • • £ 102.00
Marantz CD330 Portable Dolby .. £ 129.90
Harrison ST2I0 ( Sp. off.) .. • . £ 196.50
Marantz 5010B ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
Hitachi FT340 .. • • • • £87.50
Marantz C205 Portable .. £87.00
Hitachi FT440
.
•
£ 119.90
Marantz SDI 000
..
£95.00
Hitachi FT4000 .. • • £89.90
Marantz SD3000 .. £ 119.90
Hitachi FT5000
Marantz SD4000 . • .. £ 199.90
• • £ 142.90
Hitachi FT8000
National Technics RS6I2US £89.90
• • £206-00
JVC JTV6
Pioneer CTF500
£89.50
.. £99-00
Marantz ST300L
..
£99.90
Pioneer CTF600
£ 109.00
Marantz ST400L
Pioneer CTF650 ( Metal) .. £ 171.90
. • £ 139.90
Marantz 7800 Mk 2.
•
£ 168.90
Pioneer CTF750 ( Metal) Auto Rev. £213.90
Marantz 9800
. • £224.90
Pioneer CTF850 ( Metal) .. £233.90
Pioneer TX408L.
•
£ 59.50
Pioneer CTF950 ( Metal) ..
.. £333.90
Pioneer
TX608L . «
Pioneer CTFI250 ( Metal)
• • £93-90
.. £458.90
Pioneer
TX7800
Mk
2
..
£
169-90
Pioneer CTF506
.. £93.50
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 2
..
£ 182.90
Rotel RD20 ( Sp. off.)
.. £99.00
Rotel RDI000
Pioneer TX9800 Mk 2
..
£225-00
.. £ 164.90
Sansui SC2000
Pioneer TXDI000 .. £250.00
.. £ 145.00
Quad FM3 ..
Sansui D90 S/B
.
.. £86.90
Rogers T75 ( Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.
Sansui SC I110 Black ( Sp. off.)
.. £89.50
Rote RT426 ( Sp. off.) .. £79.90
Sansui SCI300/Silver/SCT330
Rote
.. £59.50
(Black) .. .. • • .. £ 139.90
Rote RT226L
Sansui SC3300 Silver/SC3330
.. £65.00
(Black) ..
Rote RT426L
.. £74-90
.. £189.90
Sansui SG5100
Rote RT726
£99.90
.. £299.00
Sharp RT3I5 I/Timer
Rote RTI000
.. £89.90
.. £179.50
Teac A103 (Sp. off.)
.. £68.90
Sansui T60 ..
.. £119.00
Sansui T130
Teac A106, A107 ..
.. £98.90
.. £139.00
Teac A108S Simul Sync
Sansui TU2I7
.. £99.90
.. £198.00
Toshiba PCXIO
£82-90
Sansui TU3I7
.. £ 110-00
..
Sansui TU417
Toshiba PC230D
.. £ 135.00
.. £115.00
Toshiba PCX20
Sansui TU5I7
.. £ 181.00
.. £129.90
Toshiba PCX40
Teac ATX30
.. £99.00
.. £145-00
Toshiba ST220
Toshiba PC3060 (Sp. off.) ..
..
£84-00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp..
off.) ::
s. £99-90
Toshiba PC4030 (Sp. off.) ..
£99 00

•

e

e

M1CS., ACCESSORIES ( P/P £ 1.25)
ADC SLM2 ( P/P £2.50) .. . £41.00
ADC SSI Sound Shaper ( P/P £ 3.00) £61.00
ADC SS2 Mk 2 ( P/P £ 3.50) .. £ 142.00
ADC SS3
£208.00
Aiwa CM2000A Ste reo Mi c
£23.50
Akai ADM2OP ( Sp. off.) .. £7.40
Akai ADM40
£8.50

I

•

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £4-00)
Akai AM2600 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199.00
Akai AM2250
•
•
£75.00
Akai AM2450
.. £ 129.50
ai
£95•50
Akai AM2650
.. £ 195.00
Akai AM2800 .
.. £220-00
Aiwa AA8I00 ( Sp. off
«.)
.. £75.50
Aiwa AA8300
.. £ 129.00

/Aiwa AA8700
Armstrong 621 ..
Hitachi HA250 ( Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet
Hitachi HA3500S Slimline..
Hitachi HA4500S Slimline..
Hitachi HA5700S Slimline..
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp
(Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi HMA6500 Power Amp
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi

£259.00 ‘‘
P.O.A.
£79 90
£99.90
£125•90
£356.00
£94 50
£109 00
£169-00
£69.90

£125.00
£224.00
£206-00
£169.90
£386.00
£199-90

HCA7500
HA 8300 ..
HAS700
HMA8300
HA7700 ( Sp. off.) ..
HCA6500 and HMA6500

£179.90
Marantz PM750 ( Sp. off.) ..
£79 90
Marantz PM 1072 ( Sp. off.)..
£99-90
Marantz PM200
£75-90
Marantz PM250
£93.50
Marantz PM450
£125.00
Marantz PM500/PM700
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA408 ..
£59.90
Pioneer SA508
£91 90
Pioneer SA608
£128 90
Pioneer SA708
£171.90
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide
£243-90
Pioneer SA8800 Magniwide
£298.90
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide
E383 90
Quad 44/33/303, 33/405 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers A75 ( Series 11), A100
P.O.A.
Rote RA2I4 ( Sp. off.)
£57.00
Rote RA4I4 ( Sp. off.) ..
£89.90
Rote RA7I4
£129.90
Rote RA4I3 ( Sp. off.) . •
£79.90
Rote RA300, RA3I2 (Sp. Off.) ..
£59.90
Rote RA3I4, RA350
£79.90
Rote RAI000, RCI000, RBI000
£109-90
Sansu AUII7 Mk 1
£69.90
Sans
AU2l7 Mk 1
£87.50
Sansu AUII7 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
£79.90
Sans
AU2I7 Mk 2
£107.00
Sans
AU3I7 Mk 2
£159.90
Sansui AU417
£185-50
Sansui AU7I9
£278.00
Sansui AU9I9
£438-00
Sansui A40 ..
£68-90
Sansui A60 ..
£98.90
Sansui A80
£129-90
Teac ASM30..
£99-00
Teac ASM50..
£159-00
Toshiba 513620 (Sp. off.) ..
£159-90

•.
•

e

•.
••
••
••
•.
•.

Sansui R30
..
£99-5(
Sansui R50
..
£ 115.91
Sansui R70
..
£ 154.5(
Sansui 9090 ( Sp off.) .. £359.01
Teat AG5700 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 189-9(
Toshiba SA420 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 112.13(
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 188-0C

e

STEREO SYSTEMS 8i PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs.)
Aiwa Micro System A ex. Speakers £389-00
Aiwa Micro System B inc. Speakers £449-00
Aiwa System 1 ( Sp. off.) .. £335-00
Aiwa System 2 Rack .. £399.90
Aiwa AF3060 ex. speakers ( Sp. off.) £210.00
Aiwa AF5300+speakers £348.00
Aiwa AF5600 ex. speakers .. £465.00
Aiwa AF3070 ex. speakers .. £235.00
Aiwa AF3090 ( Sp. off.) ex. speakers £275-00
Akai Pro 100 inc. speakers .. £469.90
Akai Pro 200 inc. speakers .. £589.90
Akai AC3500, limited stock .. £279-00
Akai AC3750L
s . . • .. £299.00
Ekco ZU4L, ZU5.1, ZU7 ( Sp. off.) £ 135.00
Garrard GAI50 + speakers ( Sp. off.) £ 199.00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2
ex. speakers .. - .. £299.00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2-I-MC35
(Sp. off.) .. .. • • .. £380.00
Goodmans 4000 Casseiver plus
MC35 ( Sp. off.) .. £240.00
Hitachi SDT300
..
£373.00
Hitachi SDT4001 Casseiver
(Sp. off.) .. .. £ 182.00
Hitachi SDT7820
£245-50
Hitachi SDT7840 ( Sp. off.) .. £231-00
Hitachi SDT7765 ( Sp. off.) £278.00
Hitachi SDT7785 ( Sp. off.) .. £352.50
Hitachi ACTOI Mini System .. £325.00
Marantz DC9/2L System .. £395-00
Marantz 15I5L Rack System .. £37490
Panasonic 5000 .. • • ..
P.O.A.
Panasonic SG5090 ex. speakers .. £449.90
Panasonic SG5070L+SB208 .. £390.00
Panasonic SG6070L ex. speakers
(Sp. off.)
..
£599.00
Panasonic SG70 Casseiver .. £220.00
Panasonic SG208OLD ( Sp. off.) .. £335.90
Panasonic SG2080L ( Sp. off.) • . £299.90
Pioneer X33 ex. speakers .. £299.00
Pioneer X55H ex. speakers .. £429.00
Pioneer X55V ex. speakers £445.00
Pioneer X77H ex. speakers .. £485•00
Pioneer X77V ex. speakers .. £499.00
Pioneer X99H ex. speakers .. £618.90
Pioneer X99V ex. speakers .. £629.90
Pioneer 424-2 ( SX690)
£359-90
Pioneer Mini System 3000 .. £539.00
Rotel RXI3 Rack ( Sp. off.) .. £340.00
Rotel RK350 inc. speakers .. £34490
Rotel RK 1000 Rack ex. speakers.. £457.90
Sansui G301 Rack System A .. £399.00
Toshiba 5113750
£395.00
Toshiba 5113350 ..
.. £296.00
Toshiba SM3650
.. £389-00
Toshiba 220 Rack System
ex. speakers .. £450.00
Toshiba 225 Rack System .. £490.00
Toshiba 335 Rack System
ex. speakers .. .. £465.00
Toshiba 445H System
Toshiba SMD30+ Rack .. £399.90

RECEIVERS ( P/P £4.00)
Aiwa AX7300
.. £ 125-00
Aiwa AX7700
.. £ 159.90
Aiwa AX7800
.. £259-90
Aiwa AX7400 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 105.00
Aiwa AX7600 (Sp. off.)
.. £ 149.90
Akai AAI175 (Sp. off.)
.. £ 175.00
Akai AAI200 ( Sp. off.)
.. £215.00
Akai AA1125 ( Sp. off.)
.. £ 108.00
Akai AA 1135 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 128.50
Akai AAII50 ( Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 150.00
Armstrong 625 ..
.. £ 185.00
Armstrong 626 Long wave
.. £218-00
Audio- Pro 3D Grappes
Microprocessor Receiver
.. £594.00
Harman Kardon 330C ..
LÓUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
.. £99.95
Hitachi ST703 (Sp. off.) ..
.. £ 149.50
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Hitachi 513903 (Sp. off.) ..
Aiwa SCEI IMini .. . • .. £66.50
.. £ 199.00
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp. off.) ..
Armstrong 602 (.12 stand extra) .. £ 175.00
.. £95-00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave
Audio Pro B2.50 Sub Woofer .. £495.00
.. £ 1.27-50
Hitachi SR503 Long wave
Bolivar 125
£99.90
.. £ 135.00
Hitachi SR304L
Castle Conway Teak Mk 2 .. £226.00
.. £ 125.00
Hitachi SR504L
Castle Kendal Mk 2 Teak .. £ 135.00
.. £ 143.00
Hitachi SR604
Celestion 442 (carr. free) ..
P.O.A.
.. £ 16490
Hitachi SR804
.. £223.90
Celestion 551 ( carr. free) ..
P.O.A.
JVC JRS81 .
Celestion 662 (cam free) ..
P.O.A.
.. £ 159.90
Marantz 22268 (Sp. off.) ..
Celestion Dicton 22
P.O.A.
.. £ 169.90
Marantz 221613 ( Sp. off.) ..
Celestion Ditto° 33 ( carr. free) ..
P.O.A.
.. £ 119.90
Marantz 2238BL (Sp. off.) ..
Celestion Ditton 44 ( carr. free) ..
P.O.A.
.. £228-50
Marantz SRIOOOL
Celestion County .
P.O.A.
.. £ 124.90
Marantz SR2000L
Celestion
Dicton
121
P.O.A.
£149.90
Marantz 4000L
Celestion Dicton 332 ..
P.O.A.
.. £ 199.90
Marantz SR6000
Celestion UL6 ( carr. free)
P.O.A.
.. £289.00
Marantz RI270, 1515L
Celestion UL8 (carr. free)
P.O.A.
.. £95.00
Marantz 5132000 ..
Chartwell LS3/5A, PM 110, PM2I0
P.O.A.
.. £ 129.90
Marantz SR4000
.. £ 189-90
Dalesford D (Sp. off.) .. £99.50
Pioneer LX690
.. £ 165.90
Goodmans X825 . • .. £87.50
Pioneer SX590
Goodmans XB35
£ 111.00
.. £99.50
Pioneer SX690
Goodmans XB45
£ 127-50
.. £ 128.50
Pioneer SX980
.. £397.90
Goodmans RBI8 (Sp. off.).. .. £51.75
Pioneer SX790
Goodmans RB20 .. • . £73.513
.. £202-90
Pioneer SX890
Goodmans HE I ( carr. free)• . £ 249.90
.. £264.90
Pioneer SXI080, SXI980
Goodmans HE2 ( carr. free)• . £ 222-90
Rote 152/2 (Sp. off.)
Goodmans RB35 .. • • £ 105.00
.. £49.50
Rote
Goodmans RB65 ( Sp. off.).. . • £ 115-00
.. £ 109.95
Rote RX404
Goodmans Achromat Beta
.. £ 129.90
Rote RX504
(carr. free) .. • £ 139.90
.. £ 149.90
Rote RX604
Goodmans Achromat Kappa
£169.95
Rote RX7707 ( Sp. off.) Long wave
(carr. free)
.
•
£259.90
£99.90
Rote RX303 (Sp. off.) ..
Goodmans Achromat Sigma
£85.00
Rote RX403L ( Sp. off.) ..
£95.00
(carr. free)
£259-90
Rote RX203L ( Sp. off.) ..
P.O.A.
£76-50
Rote
£185.00
JR 149 (various finishes to order) .. £143-00
Sansui 9090 ( P.P.T.B.A.) ( Sp. off.).. £359.00 \,..JR150
£220.00,./

•

66 St. Albans Road,Watford WD2 4AS.Tel:Watford 40633
Creditchargee
Ofli

HERTS HI Fl

123 511
A a IVIAlgeol

Open a Credit
Charge Account
with Herts Hi Fi
(Callers only)

ACCESS CARD

BARCLAYCARD
BARCLAYCARD

VISA

4e

bi 1H
EME L
HEMPSTEAD

your order quoting

ABM.

Access or

Buy it with Access

1

ei

SAVE EVER MORE
•

Monitor
Monitor Audio
Audio MA4
MA6 (carr.
( carr. free)
free) ..
..

£175.00
£130.00

ADC
LMH-2
Shell.
• ..
ADC ALTI
..

Rotel RP 900 &
(
SP. off.) .. ..
Sansui SRB200-l-cart ..
Sansui SR222E Mk 2 ..
Sansui FRIO8OP (
Sp. off.)
Sansui SR333E Direct
Drive ( Sp_ off.) ..
Sansui 5R838E .. ..
Sansu iFRD3 .. ..
.. ..
Sansui FRD4
Sansui FRID5. .. ..
Sugden BD101 and SAU2
Sugden 80101 ex. arm ..
Sugden 2 P & C & SAUS

£99 .90
£218 .50
£84.90
£
£147 .50
£64-00
£48 .00
£51 .50

Sugden BD103 and arm ..

£94.00

£55.00
£57.50
£61.00
£59.00

£32.50 Sugden
SAU2BD2A
.. P• & .
£
£6
62
6 ..0
00
0
£6.75
.0 ....
& ..

'
4174?

Town
Hall
Watford

Junction
TO RICKMANSWORTH
and SLOUGH A412

Decca London Export Gold £55.00
Decca London Maroon ..
£42.00
Decca London Blue ..
£33.00
Empire 999REX
£6.00
Empire 2001E
£6.90
Empire 2000E IV
£13.90
Empire 2000X
E26-00
Empire EDR9
£69.25
Grado FCE+1
£13.75
Grado F3E+
Grado F2E..
E29.50
Grado Fl+
£41.00
Goldring G900IGC
£49.00
Goldring G900E
£17.25
Goldring G800
£4.90
Goldring G800E
£7.90
Goldring G900SE Mk 2 ..
£37.25
Goldring D110 Stylus ..
£110
Goldring Dl 10E Stylus ..
£5.90
Lentek Pre-amp DIN or
Phono ..
£57.00
Lentek Entré .. ..
£99.90
Ortofon LM2OH
£34.00
Ortofon LM20
£34.00
Ortofon LM30
£47.00
Ortofon LM3OH
£47-00
Ortofon FFIOE (Sp. off.) ..
£8.90
Ortofpn MCIO (Sp. off.) ..
£37.90
Ortofon FI5E Mk 2 ..
£22.25
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2
(Sp. off.)
£15.50
Ortofon M20E Super
(Sp. off.)
£43.90
Ortofon M20FL Super
(Sp. off.)
£51.00
Ortofon VMS20E/2
(Sp. off.)
£33.50
Ortofon MC20 & .STM72
£61.50
Ortofon MCIO & STM72
(Sp. off.)
£54.00
Ortofon MCAIO
E54.00
Ortofon FF15E
£13-25
Ortofon MCIO & MCAIO
£88.00
Ortofon MC20 .. • •
Ortofon/SME 30H Cart/arm £85.00
Pickering P/AC
E7-90
Pickering P/ATE
£12.75
Pickering VIS Micro 4AME £20.25
Pickering XSV3000 ..
£62.00
Pickering XVI5625E
£26.75

£
19-25

HI -FI
Side Road
Parking

sys'5

By Putchosing oComplete System \
..

Garston

You may telephone

Barclaycard No.

KEF Cantata
.. £384 .00 Sennheiser HD420
QLM/Z
• • £23.50
KEF Calinda.. .. £218-00 Sennheiser HD430 ..
£30-50
KEF Corelli .. .. .. £134.50 Sennheiser Unipopular 200
£99.90
KEF Reference 101.. .. £162.00 Stax SR5/SRD6S13
KEF Reference 104AB .. £265.00
Electrostatic .. ..
£91.50
KEF Reference 105.. .. £705.00 Stan SR44 Electret • •
£70•00
KEF Celeste Ill
£9750 Stax sRX3/SRD6SB
KEF Concorde 3 .. . .. £165 -00 Stax Sigma+SRD6SB .. ££2124310000
KEF ULS I & ULS2 Stands Pair ..
£18.50 Wharfedale Isodynamic 2.
£26.00
Maranta 4G (Sp. off.) .. ..
£56.00129-90
Marantz Avon . .. ..
£47 -50
TURNTABL ES (P I
P £350)
Monitor Audio MA2 .. • • . . .
AND ARMS (
P/P £ 1.50)
Monitor Audio MA9
P.O.A. ADC LMFI
.. .. £61.00
.. ..
• • •
£67.50
Monitor Audio MAI6 .. ..
P.O.A. ADC LMF 2
Monitor Audio MA84 .. ..
P.O.A. ADC LMG-I Headshell ..
£5.00

TO TI-lE
NORTH

op.

eel/

7

TO LONDON

Satin MII7G (Sp. off.)
Satin MI I7Z
Shure M44E
Shure MSSE
Shure M75-6S
Shure M75B Type 2
Shure M75ED Type 2
Shure M75EJ Type 2
Shure M95ED
Shure M95E.1 .
Shure VIS Type
Shure VIS Type 4
Shure V15 Type 314E
Shure M95HE
Stanton 500E
Stanton 500A
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Stanton 68IEEE
Stanton 88IS
Stanton 681EE5
Ultimo 20A Mk 2
Ultimo 10X
Ultimo Dynavector 30A..
Ultimo 30B
Ultimo 30C
Ultimo 20B Mk 2.. ..
UAD Pre- amp ..

£58.90
£38.90
£7.90
£8.90
£7.90
£10/5
£15.25
£12.90
£19.90
£13.90
£55.00
£64.50
P.O.A.
£21.90
£13.95
£11 . 75
£15.20
£23.95
£37.00
£59 . 95
£52.00
£75.50
£49.50
£95.00
£119.00
£133.00
£95.00
£37.50

•
•

Monitor Audio Mini Monitor
Garrard 51'25 Mk 6
STD ..
P.O.A.
(carr. free) .. .. ..
£79.90
Chassis .. .. ..
E29.50 Teat TSF I
5 .1- AT1 .
1
Mordaunt Short Carnival
Hadcock ' D' Arm Unilift
Teac TS F30 + ATII78.00
..
£
.
(carr. free) . • .. ..
£89 .90
(
P/P free)265.00
£75•00 Thorens 126 MkC .. £
Mordaunt Short Festival ( carr. free) £114.00 Hadcock ' F' Arm ii; Unilift
Thorens TD160S ex. arm
£140 .00
Mordaunt Short Pageant
( P/P free) • •
£75.00 Thorens TD126 Mk 3
(Series 2) ( carr. free e .. .. £172.00 Hadcock GH228 & Unilift
BC/Series 35 .. .. £295.00
Mordaunt Short Signifer .. ( P/P free) . ..
£61-00 Thorens TD104 .. ..
£92 .00
Teak/Walnut.. • •
P.O.A. Micro-Seiki MA30.
3Arm..
£39-90 Thorens TD105 .. .. £ 111.00
PORTABLE RADIOS &
Pioneer C5333 . • ..
£12.00 Thorens TOI 10 ( manual)
£110.00
RADIO CASSETTES
Pioneer SC434 .. ..
£65•60 SME S2 Headshell • •
£5•75 Thorens TDII5
(P/P free)
Pioneer CS535 .. .. ..
£94.50 SME 3009 5/2 Dec. Head
(
automatic) .. .. £144.00
Aiwa TPR906 (Sp. off.) ..
£99.95
Pioneer CS636 .. .. .. £112.00 SME 3009 Fixed Head ..
£61.00 Thorens TDI26 Mk 3/BC
£218.00
Aiwa TPR903
£114-00
Quad Electrostatic .. ..
P.O.A. SME Series 3 .. .. £112.00 Thorens TDI60B/C Mk Z
£99.90
Aiwa TPR940
£143.00
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A. SME Series 3S - • .
£85.00 Thorens TD16013/C/SME
Aiwa TPR950 .. £189.00
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
P.O.A. SME Damper F0211
3009 Fitted . . .. £ 166.00
Aiwa TPR905
£99.00
Rogers Compact Monnor .. ..
P.O.A. ( PIP [ l).. .._ ..
£19.00 Toshiba SR220, 511225,
Aiwa TPR935
£163.00
Sansui E5203 ( carr. free) .. ..
£54.00 SME CAI Series 3 Spare
SR335, SR370, SRA230
Aiwa TPR945
E182.00
Sansui ES207 ( carr. free) .. .
£145.00
Arm/Shell .. ..
£16.25
SR330, SR430 .. ..
P.O.A.
Aiwa ATP990 Dolby .. £195.00
Spendor BCI Mk 2, BC2, BC3 and.
Sugden BDI Chassis Kit..
£17.90 Toshiba SR270 .. .. £125.00
Marantz CRI053L ..
£39.95
Mini Monitor SAI, various
Sugden BDI Module Kit..
£44-00 Toshiba SRF225D.. ..
£85.00
Marantz CRI203L ..
£49.95
. . . .
P.O.A. Sugden BD1 Chassis ..
£20.90 Toshiba SRF325+cart ..
Marantz
CRS2024
..
£89.95
finishes .. • •
£79.95 S d n no & SAU2
Toshiba SRF530 Direct
Panasonic DR26
£170•90
Tangent SPLI
£99.90
. . £299.95
Chassis ( Sp. off.) ..
£36.00
Drive+cart. . •
.
£38-00
Roberts RT22
Tangent RS6
CARTRIDGES (
P/P £ 1.50)
. . £54.00
Tannoy Arden ..
tuuu
Roberts R606MB
. . £28.50
Tannoy Berkeley ..
£455•00 S TURNTABLE PACKAGES
ADC XLM Mk 3
Roberts RM20
. . £44.00
Improved.
Tannoy TI55 Cambridge ..
£137.00
(
P/P £5-00)
Roberts RM30
£69-50
.
.
£37.00
. £65.50
Tannoy TI25 Oxford (Sp. off.) ..
ADC 1500FG & QLM34/3
£89.00 ADC XLM Super, Case
Robert RM50
and Headshell
£33.75
. . £24.75
Tannoy TI45 Ascot
ADC 1600DD & QLM36/3
Roberts Rambler..
.
. £ 159.90
Tannoy TI65 Chester ..
ADC 17000 Quartz &
ADC VLM Mk 3 Improved £25.50
Sharp GF8585
£112.00
. . £ 182-00
£79.90 ADC ZLM Mk 3 (Sp. off.)
£57-50
Tannoy TI85 Dorset .. .. £289.00
XLM/3 - . •
Sharp GF9191
£107.50 ADC QLM30/3
£9.25
Tannoy T225 Mayfair .. .. £330.00 Aiwa AP2I00 & Cart.
ADC QLM32/3
£8.90
Videotone Minimax 2
Aiwa AP2300 & Cart.
(add P/P £ 3.50) .. ..
£53.50 Aiwa AP2400 & Cart.
£99.90 ADC QLM34/3
£9.90
Videotone GB3
..
£57.50 Aiwa AP2500 (Sp. off.)
£189.00 ADC QLM36/3
£15.90
ADC QLM36 Improved ..
£15.90
Wharfedale E30 (carr. free) .. £198.90 Aiwa AP2600
ADC ZLM/3 Improved ..
£61-00
Wharfedale E50 ( carr. free) .. £289.90 Aiwa AP3000 Linear
£345.00 Buy an LMG 1 Magnesium HeadWharfedale E70 ( carr. free) .. £339.90
Track ( Sp. off.)..
£85-00
Wharfedale Chevin XP2
£34.90 Akai AP206 ex. Cart.
£105.00 shell for £3.50 with any of above
HARMAN KARDON
AKAI AC3500 receiver
ADC cartridges saving £ 1.50
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Teak .. £ 149.00 Akai AP006 (Sp. off.)
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 Teak .. £184.00 BSR BDS95 Module
AKG P6E .. • •
£17.50
HK330 receiver
£44.00 AKG P7E
.
•
£26.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2
£48.90
inc. carr.
BOLIVAR 125 LoudPair of BOLIVAR 125
AKG POE
£46.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2
£59.90 Garrard DD130 &
£87.00 AKG P8ES.. .. • .
loudspeakers
speakers
M75E02.
£57.00
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£81.90
Garrard GT25P & M7565
£751" Audio Technica AT3OE
HITACHI HT324 turnMoving Coil .. • •
£33.50
STEREO HEADPHONES (
P/P £ 1-50) Harman Kardon S17
table with cartridge
(Sp. off.)
£255.00 Audio Technica AT630
.. £ 1540
Aiwa HP30
Hitachi PS38 Direct
Transformer ..
£38.00
•.
Akai ASE7
Drive (Sp. off.)..
M. "
Decca
London
Mk
5
Export
£
38.00
..
£
12-75
Akai ASE II
.. £ 14.50 Hitachi PS48 Direct
Akai ASE22+Volume control
£99.00
Drive ( Sp. off.)..
AIWA AT9700 tuner
AIWA AX7600 receiver
. . £69.00
AIWA AX7400 receiver
Akai ASE80C Electret ..
. . £43.90 Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive
AKG K240 (Sp. off.)
£125.00
AIWA
AD
6
.
400
cassette
AIWA
AD6800
cassette
(Sp.
off.)
. . £ 114.00
Beyer ET1000
AIWA AA8700 amplifier
£24.50 Hitachi HT350 Direct
deck
Beyer DT220 .
deck
£87.00
Drive ( Sp. off.)..
. . £24.50
Beyer DT440
AWAI LK3000 parallel
AIWA AP2500 turntable
£31.00 Hitachi HT353 Quartz
Aiwa AP2500 turntable
Beyer 01441
£99.90
(Sp. off.)
tracking turntable
. £264.50
Koss ESPIO
RK
31
rack
RK30
rack
. . £34.50 Hitachi HT463 Quartz
Koss HV IA ..
£116-00
(Sp.
off.)
£37 50
Koss HVILC
£26-50 Hitachi HT550 Quartz
Koss HV2A
£129.00
(Sp. off.)
£18.75
Koss K6A .
£79.00
•fe,
£21.50 Hitachi HT354 . •
Koss K6ALC.
£98-00
Hitachi
HT356
£22.00
Koss KI25
HITACHI HMA/6500/HCA6500 £ 189•90
£144.90
£179.00
AIWA ADL40
£25.00 Hitachi HT660
Koss KI35 Level Control ..
£57.50
PIONEER PLII7 auto turn£165.00
£33.75 Marantz 6100W (Sp. off.)
AIWA AD6400
Koss K145 ..
£92.00
£15.50 Marantz 6170 .. . •
table/Ortofon FF I5E
£99.90
Koss K600
£298.00
AIWA AD6900
£75.00
Marantz
TT2000
Quartz..
£17.50
Koss K650 Level Controls
PIONEER SA506
£75.00
£95.00
AIWA AX7400
£39.90 Marantz TT4000 Quartz.. £107.00
Koss Phase 2
PIONEER SA706 .. £115.00
£139.90
£99-90 Pioneer PL200X &
AIWA AX7600
Koss Phase 2+2 Quadraphonic .
£88.90
PCI10/11
CI .00
SANSUI SRB200 Cartridge ..
£55.00
Koss Pro 4 Triple A
.
•
£99.95
AIWA AP2500
. . £43.50 Pioneer PL300X & PCI50 £111.00
Koss Technician 2 .
SANSUI STD305M .. £150.00
£139.90
AIWA AP2600 .
. . £53-50 Pioneer PL400X & PCI50 £129-90
Koss Technician VF11
SANSUI STD305D with Had£166.00
£35.00 Pioneer PL600X . • £199.90
GOODMANS R1365
Pioneer Monitor 10
£48.90
. . £ 11.50 Pioneer PL5I2 . •
cock GH228 arm ..
£265.00
Pioneer 5E205 ..
£199.00
HITACHI SR903
£79.90
Pioneer
PLI
170
(Sp.
off.)
.
£
18.00
Pioneer 5E305 ..
£89.90 e
£35-75 Rotel RPI000 DD & Cart.
Sennheiser HD224X
£99.90
£11.25 Rotel RP6400 DD & Cart.
Sennheiser H0400 ..
All these Systems sent Carriage FREE on UK Mainland
£17.00 Rotel RP9400 Quartz &
Sennheiser H0414)(
EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
[149
95
ALL
PRICES
INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
..
£
26.50
Cart.
..
Sennheiser HD424X

Lseoo

as-oo

.•

•

nseoo
£
248-00
£
248-00

•

T£11phone us to check our latest low price
STOP PRESS EXAMPLES OF
OUR FINAL DRASTIC REDUCTIONS!

•

Special offer £225

Special offer £359

•.•.

Special offer £365

Special offer £565 Special offer £760

lid

Selected by the Design Council for
io,

DESIGN
CENTRE
LONDON

The Design Centre, London—

Now we are able to offer personal demonstrations
of this exclusive product— one of the finest
monitor loudspeakers in its class.

SEE- 121:3

Mk. II

Radford Hill Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road. Bristol BS7 8BH

Radford Hifi Limited
43 King Edward Court. Windsor

Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex 449315

GRACE,
SUPEX AND
GAMMA LAB
PRODUCTS

Imported Sounds Offer Fully Guaranteed Equipment
at Highly Competitive Prices
Demonstrations by appointment and mail order available.
GRACE G-707 II improved arm
SUPEX 900 SUPER cartridge. An unbeatable combination
at the price.
SUPEX SDX 1000.
Top of the range offering superb reproduction when used
with the very best equipment.
GAMMA- LAB pre- pre- amp.
Exclusively available to Imported Sounds.
S/N:90dB unweighted. Gain: 26dB and 32dB.
New to our Range
GRACE G-727 tone arm.
The well- proven G-707 design but with detachable hardened
aluminium alloy head- shell.
SUPEX 900 SUPER MARK II.
A definite improvement over the famous 900 SUPER.
GRACE F1OL m/c cartridge.
Medium output ( 0.75 mv) with replaceable stylus.
KOETSU m/c cartridge.
Hand made, truly state of the art and already the reference
cartridge in the States.

IMPORTED SOUNDS
2A CRAVEN TERRACE, LONDON W2. (01) 262 6275
172

Tel ( 07535) 56931

THE BEST OF BRITISH*
ON COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION IN OUR
LISTENING ROOM
Agents for: A & R, B & W, KEF, IMF, Meridian, Mordaunt Short,
Quad, Rogers, SMC, Spendor, STD etc

*
THE BEST OF
THE REST!

t_b1111

CLOSED
MONDAYS

O

76 Bedford Road, Kempston, Beds.

Tel: 0234 854133
•

SHERWOOD LOW NOISE
MICROPHONE
PRE-AMPLIFIER
HIGH DUALITY
REALISTICALLY PRICED,
MICROPHONE PRE- AMP
FOR dbx, DOLBY AND
TAPE RECORDER OWNERS.

•

Please ring or write for full specifications.
M.A.C. LTD., 437 WESTDALE LANE, MAPPERLEY, NOTTINGHAM.
TEL. ( 0602) 806998. TELEX. 378118 HOFMAC G
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/4 lines

AZAT
TUNERS

RECEIvEssiTUNER AMPS

Akai
AT2250
AT2450L
AT2650

Akai
AA1125 .. £109.00
AA1135 .. £129-00
Aiwa ..
P.O.A.
JVC
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Pioneer
SX590 } Inquire for
SX690 ..
Best Prices
Sansui TA300
G401
G301
TA500
G5500
R30
R50
R70

Yamaha

Denon
TU200 ..
TU300 ..

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

TX5
Pioneer
TX408L
TX608
TX7800
TX9800

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Rotel
RT226
RT226LW

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

£60.00
£70.00

Sansui
TU217 ..
TU317 ..
TU417 ..
TU719
TU919
TUX1

P.O.A.
..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JVC
TV3L
TV5L
T4OP
JTV77

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Sony
STR232L
STR333L
STR434L
STRV3L
STRV4L
Technics

.. £76-95
.. £129.95
.. £173.95

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Inquire
for
Best
Prices

160
180
Sony
ST212AL
STA3OL
ST333L
STJ60
ST636

AMPLIFIERS
A kai
AM2250
AM2350
AM2450

.. £74.95
£109.95
.. £127.95

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
P.O.A.

Technics

Denon
PMA200 1 Inquire for
PMA400 f Best Prices.
JVC
AS3 ..
AS5 ..
JAS22
JAS44
JAS55

.•
• •
• .
• .

P.O.A.
£86-00
£106.00
£172.00
£208.00

Nakamicni

.•

P.O.A.

Pioneer
SA408
SA508
SA608
SA708
SA7800
SA8800
SA9800
Rotel
RA214
RA31
RA41
RA7

1111=Ille

Altai
Ai

Technics
SU8011
SU8022
SU8044
SU8055
SU8077K
SU8088
SU9011
SE9021
Yamaha

.

Den
DP250
DP2550

Inquire
for
Best

JVC
LA11
LA55
QLA5R
QLF4
oneer
L512
PL200
PL300
PL400
PL600
P4L1000

..
.•

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

}

,.

PSX4
PS636

.. £100.50
.. £128.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ORDER BY ' PHONE OR POST

e

Technics
SL150 11.
SL1500010
SL1400/10 11
SL1300/10
SL221
SL180011
SL17001I
SL16001I
SLB2
SLB3
SLD2
SLD3
SLQ 2 ..
SLQ 3 ..
Thorens
TD104 .•
10105

P.O.A.

..

Sony
212A
115

for
Best
Prices

P.0 A.

Thorens set up 160BC
Mark II, kitted with
Mayware formula 4
Mark Ill, plus suitable
cartridge fitted free of
charge
eireoo
ARMS & CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica
AT1100 .• P.O.A.
AT605 • • £13 00
AT606
£15.00
AT620 sp cables £15-00
ATMS .. £ 11.00
MG10
£6.00
MG9
£10 00
Arm- lift
£9 50
Denon
DL103
DL103D
A U320
DL303
HA500

£70.00
£7&00
£145.00
£95.00

Ortofon
Complete range
SME
300
IS
3

P.O.A.

£7&00
£109.00
£64.00
£5940
£&00
£20.00

4

3009 no

Shell SE.
p FD200

HADCOCK
"D" type .arm L80.00
Mayware formula 4
Mark III ..
£4945
Shure ,
M75ED
M75EJ
M95ED
M95EJ
V15MK Ill HE ..
V15MK IV ..
95HE

£15.00
£14.00
£2&00
£17.00
P.O.A.
£68.00
£254)0

-pad ..
Glass Mat

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS

Sansui
SR222/11
FRD3
ff,tD4
RQ5

In

P.O.A.

P.0 A.

icro Seiki

San
A40
A60
A80
AU117 MIt›. 2
AU217 Mk 2;
AU317 Mk 2
AU417
AU719
AU919
BAF1
CAF1
Sony
TA212A
TA333
TAF30
TAF3A
TA535
TA F40
TA636
TAF5A
TA F60

.•

1131608C/11 .. £98.00
TD115
£141.00
TD126/III/C .. £262 00
10126/Ill/BC .. £214.00

£48.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P 0 A.
P.O.A.
£1100
£8&00
£119.00
045.00

inquire
for
. Best
;Prices

P.O.A.
.. £250.00
.. £275.00
£27&00
Inquire
for
Best
Prices
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£9&00
.. £109.00

(PAIRS)
A.R.
API
A Rg0
AR18
AR14
AR25
AR91
AR92

.. £790 00
.. £602 00
£76 00
£209 00
£122 00
P 0.A
P0 A

Celestion
D13XFt
022 ..
D3,3
0442

.. £ 116.00
• £160.00
£200 00
.. £279.00

JBL

P.O.A.

JR
JR149
Woofer
JR150

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Dalesford
D

£9000

KLH
300
331
317

£75.00
£98.00
£130.00

Monitor Audio
MA16
Mini Monitor
MA9
MA6
MA5MK2
MA4MK2
MA3MK2
MA2
MA1MK2
Tannoy
Cambridge
Oxford ..
Ascot ..
Chester

DELIVERY CHARGE £ 3•50 PER ITEM IN U.K.

•

Dorset
£28&00
Mayfair .. £327.00
Barkley Mk II .. P.O.A.
Marantz
7 Mk II
£178 00
HD440 . • £102 00
HD550
£178.00
4G/3 .. £73.00
Wharfedale
Chevin XP2 £34-00
Denton XP2 £51•00
Shelton XP2 £66-00
Linton XP2 £79-00
Glendale XP2 £105.00
Dovedale SP2 £179 00
Teesda*p2.. £131.00
E30
.
£188.00
Esg, .
£254 00
. • £315.00
E90 '
P.O.A.
Laser 200 .. P.O.A.
Laser 400 .. P.O.A.
Yamaha

1210
.1=N„
Akai'
CS703D
CS704D
GXÇ706D
X.C709D
GXC 15D
GX
GXC
GXC73
GXC7500
GXF90
GXM10
GXM30
GXM50
GXF80

P.O.A.
.. £163-00
.. £245-00
.. £245.00

£83 00
£113.00
£128.00

£215.or

£200.00
£200.00
£265-00
£37&00
.,• £324.00
131.00•
148.00
£200.00
£2E8-00..

Aiwa
AD2000
ADL40
AD6700
DM100
7.fle
JVC
KDA2 •
£93 00
KD720 . .
£90 00
KDA3
£139.00
KDA5 .. £195.00
. P.O.A.
Natamichi
48a
580
581
582
680
Pioneer
CT F500
CT F600
CT F650
CTF750
CTF850
CT F950
CTF1250
Sansui
090 ..
SC1300/1330
SC3300/3330
Sony
TCU2
TCU30
TCK35
TCK45
TCK55
TCU60
TCK65
TCK75
Technics

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Full range

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

£80.00
£132.00
£186.00

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

VIDEO
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sanyo, Sony,
National, Akai
Please call for inquiries
American Express
Access • Barclaycard
Credit facilities available

SALE
Akai
AA1010

£89 95

Aiwa
A D6600

£172 00

Amstrad
3000 Mk 2
EX333

£ 28 95
£ 90 00

Harman Karden
Citation 15
£130.00
330C .. £91.95
JVC
P3030 pre amp
M3030 power

£235.00
£350 00

rantz
50 ..
6270Q ..
2252B ..
2238BL
2226BL
150L
1530L
2120
2110L
2100
2050L
1072
5000
5010B
5030

£75.00
£119 00
£284.00
£215.00
£148.00
£207.00
£152.00
£166.00
£ 166.00
£90.00
£85.00
£95.00
£92-00
£106.00
£220.00

Micro Seiki
DD40 .•

£210-00

Rotel
RX603

£225.95

Sansui
QRX9001
BA2000
SC5110

£690 00
£320.00
£269 00

Sony
STR5800
receiver . £199.00
TC510/2 reel to
reel portable
deck ..
£430.00
TA F3A .. £9940
Yamaha
CR420
CR820
CR1020 ..
CA1010 ..
Cl 810 ..
CT1010

£150.00
£209.00
£260.00
£310-00
MU-fib
£ 190.00

P.O.A.

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
172211 ..
GXC620D
GX4000D
GX4000DB

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa, Akai, JVC,
National,
Hitachi,
Sanyo, Sony,
Toshiba,
Marantz
Inquire for Best Prices

MICRO SYSTEMS

•£213 00
£370 00
• • £196.00
• • £229.00

Sony
TC399

£244.00

Technics

P.O.A.

Teac

P.O.A.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

Please inquire
for Best Prices

o

SPECIALISTS IN EXPORT

WILMSLOW
The firm for Speakers

HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS
Audax
Audax
Audax
Audax
Audax

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

HDI2.9D25
HDI3D34H
HD IIP25EBC
HD20825H4
HD2454SC

£7.65
£12.75
£6.65
£13.25
£20.50
£12.65

Chartwell CEA205 e bass,
matched pairs only, 8ohm pair £61.25
Coles 4001 • •
Colet 3000 ..

£8.45
£10.25

Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford

£8.45
£11.25
£12.25
£12.25
£22.25
£10.25
£35.75

DIO tweeter
D30/110 5" ..
050/153
050/200 8 . .
070/250 10"..
ABR IO" ..
DI00/310 12"

£15.45

Baker Group 50/12
Baker Group 50/15

£23.45

£32-25

Celestion MH1000

£ 1515

Fane Pop 40

£12.50

Fane Pop 501-1

£13-80

Fane Pop 75

£19.70

Fane Pop 65

£21.25

Fane Pop 80

£25•50

EMI I4A/770 14" x9" 8ohm .
EMI 8"x 5" d/c, 10 watt, 4ohm
EMI Type 350 4ohm ..

£19.50
£4.05
£9.45

Fane Pop 100 ..

£41.80

Fane Guitar BOL..

£2.6.10

Fane Guitar 80B

£27.15

Jordan Watts Module .
Jordan Watts HF kit ..
Jordan 50mrn unit
Jordan CB crossover, pair ..
Jordan Mono crossover, pair ..
Kef T27 ..
Kef B110 ..
Kef B200 ..
Kef BI39
KEF ON 13
Kef ON 12
Kef DN22
pair
Lowther PM6
Lowther PM7
Peerless KOIODT
Peerless DT1OHFC
Peerless K040MRF
Radford 8025 Il
Radford MD9 ..
Radford MD6 .
Radford FN8/FN.83 I
Richard Allan DT20
Richard Allan DT30
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan CG I
2T Super ..
Richard Allan LP8B
Richard Allan HP8B
Richard Allan HPI2B

£20.40
£9.15
£23.00
£23.00
£23.00
£9.45
£12.00
£13.25
£27.00
£5.40
£8.65
£40.85

Fane Disco 80 ..

£26.10

Fane Bass 85 ..

£34.00

Fane Crescendo 12E

£74.50

Fane Crescendo 18E

£9475

Fane 144

£3.45

£51.00
£88.45

£5.60

Fane HPX3B

£4.55

£9.45
£10.50
£1125

Goodmans 8PA

£5.05

Goodman' I2P

£21.00

£i)-95

£9.45
£11.25
£25.30
£11.75
£17-60

£28-4o

SEAS H107 ..

£8.95

Goodmans I
2PD

£23-95

Goodmans I
2PG

£23.65

Goodmans I
8P ..

£48.45

Goodmans Hifax 50HX

£21.85

Motorola Piezo Horn 31"
Motorola Piezo horn

rx 6'

£12.25

Richard Allan HD8T

£17-00

Richard Allan HD1OT

£18.50

Richard Allan HD12T

£2445

Shackman Electrostatic, c/w
polar network and crossover ..
pair

Richard Allan HD15

£43-40

£130.00

Richard Allan HDISP

£44-45

Tannoy DC386 15"

t178.90

Richard Allan Atlas IS"

£85.15

£107.35

Richard Allan Atlas 18'

£111375

Tannoy DC296 10"

..

3

ALL

mmscow

5Swan Street.
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

174

INCLUDE

£7400

£93.00

PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers) • •

£65-00

PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) ..

£ 155•00

PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
TRIANGLE (Giles) ..

£99-00
£ 108•00
£122.00

WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE ( Bailey)
RADFORD ..

£18400

HI- F1 NEWS TABOR (Jones)
with J4 bass units ..

£60•00

HI- Fl NEWS TABOR (Jones)
with H4 bass units ..

£66.00

Carriage and
Insurance
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS £0-50 each
SPEAKERS 4"-.64" ..
£0.80 each
SPEAKERS 8"-I0"
£1.00 each
SPEAKERS 12", 13" X8,
14" x 9"
£ 1•75 each
SPEAKERS 15"
£2.75 each
SPEAKERS 18" . . ..
£4.00 each
SPEAKER KITS £ 1•75 each, £3.00 pair
HAG. DESIGN KITS ..
£3.75 pair
PRICES CORRECT AT 18.6.79
VAT @ 15%

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

£54.00
£57.00
£104.00
£110.00
£142.00
£95.00

SK2I0
SK2 I
SK320
SK325
SK335

£17.60
£32-60
£40.80

£68.50

£93.00
£27-60
£71.00

Lowther PM6 kit
Lowther PM6 Mk 1kit
Lowther PM7 kit

£105-30
£110.40
£176.85

Peerless
Peerless
Peerless
Peerless

1070
1120
2050
2060

£124.70
£/42.10
£51-10
£67.40

Radford
Radford
Radford
Radford

Studio 90 kit ..
Monitor 180 kit
Studio 270 kit
Studio 360 kit

£184.00
£218.00
£350.00
£440.00

Ram Kit 50 ( makes RAM I00)• •

WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE ( Bailey) REF

Telephone : Speakers, Mail Order and Export :
0625 529599 Hi Fi : 0625 526213
7

1
2
3
4
5
6

"L53/5A" equivalent kit

Send 30p stamp for 38 page
catalogue "Choosing aSpeaker

SWIFT

-OF
The firm for Hi -Fi

PRICES

Eagle
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle
Eagle

System
System
System
System
System
System

Goodmans DIN 20 4ohm
(special offer)

SMART BADGES FREE WITH ALL
ABOVE KITS ( to give that professional
touch to your diy speakers) Send SOp for
up to 6 reprints/construction details of
above designs.

£8.50
..

Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford

POPULAR HI- F1 MINI MONITOR
(Colloms) ..

PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
MINI TRIANGLE (Giles)

£9.75

Fane HPXI/HPX2

£ 182-00

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £2.66

HI- F1 FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR ( Colloms).. £ 115-00
Plus £5.25 carriage

POPULAR HI-FI (Jordan)
Plus £2.66 carriage

£13.75

Fane 173

£146.00

POPULAR HI- F1 ROUND SOUND
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit
..
£71-00

£6.90

Fane 1104

un«)
plus £1.60

HI-FI NEWS MIN1LINE (Atkinson) £48.00
Plus £2.66 carriage

£57.50

Fane Crescendo I5E

£6-72

HI- F1 ANSWERS MONITOR
(Rogers) • • • •
HI- Fl NEWS STATE OF THE
ART (Atkinson)

£27-15

Fane PA80

Fane HPX3A

t.b.a.
t.b.a.
t.b.a.
t.b.a.

Felt panels for PRO9-TL
carriage.

£53.25

£57.25
£43.75
£10.25

£8.15
£8.45

PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) ..

£56.50
£69.25

Decca London horn
Decca DK30 horn
Decca C0/1000/8

Isophon KK8/8
Isophon KK I
0/8

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc,

.. £35.15

Celestion GIS/100 Twin cone
Celestion G18/200

SPEAKER
KITS

II

Kits include drive units, crossovers, BAF/
long fibre wool etc for a pair of speakers
carriage £ 3-75.

£15.95
Celestion GI2/80 Cambric edge
£20.25
Celestion G12/80 Twin cone ..
£19.65
Celestion GI2/125 Cambric edge £35.10
Celestion GI5/100 Cambric edge £31.95

£7.63
£7.65

Celestion HF1300 II
Celestion HF2000

Baker Group 35

Celestion Powercell 12/150 ..
Celestion Powercell 15/250 ..
Celestion GI2/50 Twin cone ..

£25.00

Baker Superb .. •
Castle Super 8RS/DD

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
SEAS
SEAS
SEAS
SEAS

Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan

Tango Twin kit
Maramba kit ..
Charisma kit ..
Super Triple kit
RA8 kit
RA82 kit
RA82L kit

223
253
403
603

Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

£71.50
£49.00
£69.00
£101.20
£81.70
£52.65
£83.30
£89.90
£40.85
£63.10
£76.60
£122-60

Denton XP2 kit ..
Shelton XP2 kit ..
XP2 kit ..
Glendale XP2 kit

£31.45
£40.40
£56.20
£69.00

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL, FOAM,
CROSSOVERS, FELT PANELS,
COMPONENTS, ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS
Send 18p in stamps for grille fabric
samples)

mu/suivi
uITh

The firm for Speakers
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 17p per word ( private), minimum £3.40. Box Nos.
75p extra. Trade rates 20p per word, minimum £4.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY
issue must reach these offices by 1st April addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the

above date,

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

FOR SALE-private

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
«Ulf FABRICS MORE!,
TOP tiOAIIIY MOMS
PORE WOOL FIBRES
ACOOSTICALLY-TRAIISPARE117
DUCK fOAS MOON
Fabric Samples, 12p (
Stamps)

Tannoy Berkley Speakers, £320 ono, in perfect condition. Technics turntable model SL5200 with Stanton
681EEE. £ 140. Tel: 096273 3513.
D.
Quad 33, £65. Quad FM/decoder/power pack, £30.
Rogers Cadet III, £25. Garrard 401/SME ADCIOE/
plinth, £60. Revox 736 1 track/Dolby unit/tape, £200.
Tel: Erith 38696.
D.
Quad 22/11 stereo amplifiers, control unit, FM tuner,
decoder, £ 120. Ilercod, 80 Malmstone Avenue, Merstham, Surrey. Tel: Merstham 3444 evenings.
D.
Revox A77 4- track, numerous lin, 104 in. tapes, £320.
Beyer DT480 headphones, £ 15. Sony Electret condenser
microphone ECM-22P, £50. Tel: Platt, Walton-onThames 24973 evenings.
D.
Portable Video Recorder, export model for countries
with Secam system television only. With rechargeable
battery and mains unit, not including timer. £450. Tel:
701 4625 between 8 and 9 pm.
D.
Aiwa AA8700, 75 x 75 per channel r.m.s.; Aiwa AT9700
Quartz lock FM stereo tuner and Sony TC-I58 portable
Dolby cassette deck. All in new condition, special price
for quick sale. Only £475 the lot. Tel: 578 9254 between
10am and 2pm, Monday- Friday.
D.
P.W.B. Electrostatic Headphones, unwanted gift, new,
£30 ono. Shure V15111 stylus, checked by Shure, o.k.,
£20 ono. Tel: Bracknell 22359 ( Berkshire).
D.
Quad 22/11 Amplifiers, control unit and FM radio ( no
decoder), in good condition £80. Tel: 021 477 7004
(Birmingham).
D.
Uher 4200 Report Stereo, 2-track tape recorder, mains
adaptor, AKG mikes, leather case, £ 175. Tandberg
Series 64 4- track, £50. Tel. 075 883 339 ( N. Wales).
D.
BBC Monitor Speakers LS5/1AE, rare superb speakers,
excellent condition, £675. Tel: 01-670 6411 after 6pm.D.
Linn Sondek LP12, teak, as new, latest motor and
bearing, £240. Hadcock 228 arm, spare headshell, £40.
Denon 103S moving coil cartridge, low mileage, £40or £300 the lot. Meridian m- m module, never used,
£17.50. Yamaha CR1000 receiver, top FM radio/amp
combination, £275 no offers. Trio System KR2400
receiver, 20 wpc, KPI022 turntable, LS202 speakers,
£175 ono. Tel: Dave Ritchie 01-734 9601 extn 5 (day);
Farnborough ( Kent) 59438 evenings/weekend.
D.

Shure V1511 cartridge with almost unused stylus;
careful owner; £ 15 Tel: East Horsley 2284 (Surrey). D.
Revox B760 Digital tuner, 15 months' old, superb
performer; absolutely mint condition. £600. R. Newball,
31 St. Helen's Drive, Leicester.
D.
One Early Quad Electrostatic working but probably
needs overhaul.
External condition good.
Sensible
offers. Tel: Smith, 0752 773790 (Plymouth).
D.
M75D + Stylus, £ 10; V15111+2 styli, £30; SME3009I1
+damper, £45. Ono. All vgc. Tel: 0533 694607 evenings.
D.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206

Quad 22/11 control unit and amplifiers in oak cabinet,
£100. SME Series 11 3012 pickup arm, £30. Tel: Macclesfield 20971.
D.

Michell Focus One, Hadcock and Stanton 681EEE, in
good condition, £ 120. Linsley Hood cassette deck, professionally aligned, £70. Tel: Broadway (Worcs.) 853300.
D.

Fisher 514 Quadraphonic/Stereo amplifier tuner, 100
watts per channel stereo, 30 watts quad. Unused bargain.
£250. Tel: 01-789 8702 evenings.
D.
Noise Reduction Unit. Compander design, very effective without aid of Dolby B, £53. Technics SU7300 amp,
£80. Good condition. Tel: Leicester 694962.
D.
Quad AM2 22, FM2 22, two valve amps, homemade
cabinet, Garrard 301 SME3012, mahogany plinth, £210.
Willingly audition. Tel: 01-654 4673.
D.
Winthrop Record Tape Player with stereo radio; will
take four speakers. £90 ono. Tel: Eastbourne (0323)
D.
764155.
Denon DLIO3MC cartridge, 2 months' use, £35. Only
the rest of the system has sold. Mr. Lo, 44 Penylan Road,
Roath, Cardiff.
D.
Nakamichi TT700 head cassette deck, new condition,
£350. Yamaha CA 1000 amp 80wpc, £ 185. Philips N1502
VCR, little used, £300. Tel: Redhill 61739.
D.
Quad 33/303, perfect, manufacturer's boxes and instructions, £ 170. Wooden sleeve for 33/FM3, boxed,
£15. Tel: 01-686 6765 evenings/weekends.
D.
Mini (transmission) Line loudspeakers, black oak, £60.
JR149s, £88. HECO 38mm Dome tweeters, £ 13. Dalesford woofer (white surround), £9. Wanted-tweeters
(KEF?). Tel: Maidenhead 32672.
D"
HiFi News, October 1970 to December 1979. Offers.
Buyer collects. Amos, Speke Church Road, Liverpool
L24. Tel: 051 486 2922.
D.
Bose 901 Series Three speakers. Perfect condition upgrading yet again. Takes a lot to beat them. £400. Tel.
Upminster 24262 (Essex).
D.
Lowther Audiovector Loudspeakers, teak finish enclosures, PM2 units. Owner moved to smaller home.
Offers. Tel: Redbourn (Herts) 3922.
D.
Quad Valve Kit: mono tuner, Goldring turntable,
SMEll Decca head, Electrostatics cabinet, spare valves,
cartons. £420. Tel: South Chard 20782.
D.

CROSSOVER
WITH
FALCON
Your guarantee of high quality Crossover Networks and Components, available direct or from
your specialist supplier. We also stock most units
by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless, Coles, Celescion,
34p stamp) for
Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E. ( I
price list PLI2 ( Overseas 81 bill).
Due to the expiry of lease we regret that our
retail shop at Bexhill will CLOSE on Friday
March 28th. In future all orders and enquiries
should be addressed to MULBARTON.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Mail Orders and Callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk NRI4 8JP
Telephone: 0508-78272

Yamaha C2 preamp-hardly used £260.00. Dynaco
400, 200 watts amp £ 180.00. Marantz 2245 tuner/amp
£150. Spectro Acoustic equalizer £ 110.00. Headphones
£5•00. No reasonable offers rejected. Tel: 01-399 0966
during office hours.
D.
Tannoy Dorset speakers £230; 12 months old; walnut
finish with stands and Monitor Audio leads. Tel: 01-578
7075 evenings.
Cambridge P100 amplifier; recent maker's check to
specification; £80. Tel: Brewood (0902) 850445.
D.
Pair KEF R105 speakers. Immaculate. £560. D. G.
Wilkins, Central Farm, Littleton-on-Severn, Bristol BS12
1NR. Tel: Thornbury (0454) 412233.
D.
Pair Ferrograph Si speakers with stands and boxes,
£100. Also ADC XLM cartridge, £ 10. Jennings, 3Wansbeck Road, Leasingham, Sleaford, Lincolnshire. Tel:
Sleaford 305951.
D.
Rogers Studio Monitor LS3/6 speakers ( special model).
Pair inc. trolleys and frequency response graphs. £210.
Tel: Deepcut 6995 after 6pm.
D.

Tel:
D.

Revox A77 1102 tape recorder, £275. Quantity tapes
and remote control extra. 4 Blythewood Close, Solihull,
Tel: Knowle 2987.
D.

Harman Kardon 75 + receiver, plus Monitor Audio
MA5s.
Offers please.
R. Crothers, 50 Strathmore
Avenue, Blantyre, Glasgow G72 9LA. Tel: BLA 82 7884.
(Offers please).
D.

Pair Tannoy Monitor Gold Dual Concentric speakers,
type LSU/HF/12/8, mounted in Tannoy Teak Cabinets
with roll off and energy controls. Offers. Tel: Frensham
(Surrey) 2367.
D.

Nakamichi Control pre-amplifier 610, £250 ono.
041 334 8395.
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Radford Amplifier STA15 + SC22, £ 100.
Lowther
D/Position Acoustas mahogany PM6s, £ 100. IMF Compacts, teak, £50. Decca Professional arm, SH4E and
Mark III heads, £25. Record housing cabinet £ 15.
Little use. Box 0655.
D.
Radford STA15 amplifier, recently serviced, new valves,
with SC22 preamp., £270. Radford STA15, also recently
serviced, with DMS preamp. and tuner, £240. Tel:
Ottery St. Mary 3980.
D.
Collectors' Item: Marantz valve stereo pre-amp, Model
M-7; original series, individually made; original carton.
Best offer secures. Tel: (01)499 7441, 12 noon to 4 p.m.
D.

Linn Sondek Mission Ultimo, £375. Pair Spendor Bd1
speakers on stands, £250. Both purchased Dec. 1979.
Tel: 0372 58337 (Surrey).
E.

Tannoy Autograph, G.R.F. York Lancaster, Monitor
Gold Axiom 80, Garrard 301, Thorens TD124, SME 3012,
HMV (Gramophone). Tel: 202 203. Box no. 194.

Leak 2200 stereo amp 45 w.p.c., vgc, complete with
original packing, accessories, etc. Offers. Tel: 0925
726307 evenings only; Tony.
D.

Nakamichi 400 Series amp. Preamp, Tuner, M/C Transformer £725. Lockwood Majors £635 pair; LE1's £380
pair. florera TD126/II £ 160. Tel: 01 866 9572.
C.

Matched pair Voigt corner horns complete with power
packs. No reasonable offer refused. Tel: day 0732
865211 extn 220; evenings 0732 865142 (Kent).
D.

Revox B77, 4 track, mint condition, hardly used, 9
months old, boxed, genuine reason for sale, £450 ono.
Tel: 0532 573378 evenings
D.

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment

Hotel RX802 AM/FM Stereo receiver 50 watts per
channel r.m.s. Boxed. Inc. instruction manual black
fascia; mint, £ 125 ono. Tel: Lynda, 051-525 3451 Monday-Friday 12 noon to 1pm only.
D.
Quad 22 control unit FM tuner: two Quad II amplifiers, £25 each, ono. Tel: Highcliffe 72397 (Dorset). D.

DCM
KLH
Bose
Amcron
Theta
Snell
Advent
McIntosh
APT/Holman

TRI) Professional deck/preamp, 15/74 134/14, variable
spooling, 4 track (spare heads for 4 track conversion)
with additional 4 track playback. £300. Towell, Studio
92, Fishtoft Road, Boston. Lincs.
D.
Quad Electrostatic loudspeakers, gold pair, £240. Tel:
Walton-on-Thames 21283.
D.
Michell Electronic reference turntable, fitted SME
series III arm, GA Glass MAT, £ 175-00. Will demonstrate. Tel: Letchworth 71211 after 6pm.
D.

Beogram 1100, Beocord 1900 (new), iteomaster 1900,
and one pair Mission 710 speakers (new) for sale—£90,
£200, £200, £ 110 respectively. All or part sale. Will
consider offers. Tel: John on Coy. 461071 for demonstration.
D.

'For the best prices and largest stocks in

Pair of Shackman Dynastatic loudspeakers in mint
condition, £ 125. Also pair of smaller Advent Bookshelf
loudspeakers, £50 ono. Tel: 455 1910, Larry.
D.
Variac Rotary Transformer, input 250V, output 0260V ?@) 8A, continuously variable, £20. Smaller 5A
model, £ 15. Tel: Ashurst (Hants) 2658 evenings.
E

Quad 33/303 Amp, £165. Lentek Head Amp £40.
Fons CQ30+GA Audio Sound Disk, £65. Tel: K.
Beech, Aldridge 58665.
D.
Ekco Nine-Octave Stereo c/w 2x 3 speaker units 5
valve amplifier, housed in original walnut veneered
cabinets. Little used and in superb condition. Offers
for this unique collectors' item. Tel: Kidderminster 3362.
D.
Lentek Head Amplifier, pickup input-board for Quad
33, phono lead for SME 3009 II, improved tonearm.
Tel: 0751 73066.
D.

Are you
legal, decent,
honest and
truthful?
Advertisers have to be.

For Sale HiFi System: Yamaha CA610 amp, IMF
Super Compact speakers, Technics SL1800 deck, Ortofon
VMS20E. Tel: 01-399 0134, offers around £320.
D.
Quad Electrostatics, black, brought up to new meal,
immaculate, £300. Moved house too large. Kelsall,
Sytch Road Brown Edge, ST6 8QX. Tel:
daytime 0782 22341.
D.
Nakamichi 1000 for sale. Used very little since complete checkover by 'Natural Sound', Wembly. Must
sell. Will accept first sensible offer. Worcestershire.
Box No. 0653.
D.

Quad 405, excellent condition, only £ 150. Also Shure
V15111, little used, £20. Tel Falfield (04548) 587 evenings or weekends.
D.

Super Low Noise Pre-amp as reviewed in HFN, £25.25;
mains PSU and filter, £ 15-20. FM signal generator (can
be used as low power TX), £39-20. Prices include P&P.
Sae details. Packer Communications, Bridge End Barn
Soutergate, Cumbria LA17 7TW.
D.

the country, see our full page advertise-

JVC Biphonic stereo cassette radio recorder, model
RC 838LO, mint condition, £200 ono. Pioneer turntable,
PL 115D, with Shure M95ED, Sansui AU4900 amplifier,
Optimus 17 speakers, superb condition, £300 ono. Mr.
Wong, 15 Randolph Street. Halifax 14X3 6DY.
D.

Altai AA-1150 Stereo Receiver, 50 watts per channel,
boxed, unused, £ 150 ono. Tel: Cockermouth 823282. D.

Money Back Guarantee

WILMSLOW AUDIO t
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

Akai 4000 stereo deck, with thirteen tapes, fully serviced in December. £ 135. Tel: 01-444 7981 evenings or
weekends.
D.

GAS
Cizek
Cotter
Dynaco
Dahlquist
Conrad-Johnson
Precision Fidelity
Marantz (tubes)
Audio Research

Equipment bought, sold,
traded & brokered

Revox A77 high speed 74 x 15 remote control; 1977,
little used; mint condition. £250. Tel: 0749 78816
evenings.
D.

ment in this issue.'

Mark Levinson
Magneplanar
Phase Linear
Threshold
Carver
Venon
Hafler
JBL
DB

Tel: 617-734-2727
Sound Advice
Box 782
Brookline Village
MA 02147 USA

Quad Electrostatics, bronze, £280 pair. Tel* Penrith
(Cumbria) 66344.
D.
Pair Quad ELSs Gold, £310 Lentek M/C pre-amp
£35. Tel: Gravetend 0747 26220.
D.
Sony TC377 reel to reel tape deck, little used, £ 135.
Sony tape switchbox, £ 12. Goldring GL75 turntable,
Leak P+C, Shure M7565, £ 35 Al' immaculate, boxed.
No offers. Tel: Mr. Armes 01-940 0863 or 9601 (Richmond).
D.

FOR SALE—trade
ADC, Grado, Stanton, Decca, Pickering, Hadcock,
Empire, lowest prices anywhere! Elliptical and linecontact styli. A wide range of cartridges and arms available. Phone evenings or write for quote: Christchurch
Cartridges, 5Bodowen Close, Burton, Christchurch, Dorset. Tel: 0202 471654.
D.

STEWART CAMERAS & HI-FI
AKG
CASTLE
JVC

411111111W
errrie

KEF

ORTOFON
PIONEEER
SANSIJI
SENNHEISER
SHURE

JVC VIDEO

TECHNICS

9 THE ARCADE — HATFIELD — HERTS
Telephone: HATFIELD (30) 64808

momete

MOVING r.:0 ,t.

The Advertising Standards Authority
Wnre to Tile AdvernSing Slandards Auirlonly
15 17 RIdgmount Sneer London WCIE 7AW

D

PREAMPLiFIER

EM

11_1'311

A well researched mains
powered preamplifier offering
optimum performance from
all low impedance cartridges.
It has switchable cartridge
load capacitance and resistance and unrivalled distortion
and noise performance. The
unit is pictured here with the
high quality RIAA equalisation amplifier Stereo Disc
Amplifier 3.
Please ring or write for
extensive specification leaflet.

ominus_ P.O. Box 1, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7J1'
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Tel: 04866 6477

THE PURE SOUND OF MERIDIAN RECORDS
To display Hi Fi at its Best
(E77001) Beethoven Emperor Concerto
(E.77006) Guitar Music of Fernando Sor
(E.77008)
(E.77010)
(E.77020)
(E.77023)
(E.77022)

Songs of the Hebrides
Italian Cantatas
Consort Music of John Jenkins
Mozart Piano Music Vol. 1
Mozart Clarinet Concerto

(E.77014) FULL STOPS. Organ of Ely
Cathedral
Stamps for Full List

Hanae Nakajima
Alice Artzt

Best Buy' (B.B.C.)
Critics Choice 1978 (
Gramophone)
Critics Choice 1978 (
Records & Recordings)
Record of the Month (
Sunday Times)
Alison Pearce
Record of the Month (
Sunday Times)
Wren Consort
Pick of the Month (
Records & Recordings)
Ars Nova
'Ws a pleasure' (
Gramophone)
David Ward
Beautifully controlled Performance
Thea King
(Hi Fi News)
Exquisite smoothness of Tone
(Sunday Telegraph)
and THE Organ Record
Arthur Willis
'
Most Impressive, Wall Shaking Bass, Wide
Dynamic Range' (
Hi Fi News)
All at £3.95 incl. Pack & Post.

Technical 86 General Publications 75b Marlow Rd London SE20 7YG
Send only a 10p stamp for our full list of hi-fi accessories featuring Audio Technica, BIB, MetroSound,
Nagaoka, Osawa, Lam, Shure, SME, Zerostat, etc. Plus
all the leading cartridges, headphones and speaker stands.
Quadraphenia, 10 Nursery Street, Sheffield S3 8GG. X.
Used American hi-fi products direct from Boston, Mass,
at USA discount prices: McIntosh, Audio Research, DB
Systems, Hefter, APT/Holman, Mark Levinson and all
other top USA brands. No. catalogue/price list, specific
inquires only. Will trade for esoteric UK equipment.
Bob Heenan—Sound Advice, PO Box 782, Brookline
Vig., MA 02147, USA. Tel: 617 969 2727.
D.
• Hadcock GI1228/Lift, £54; 'D' type, £66; KMAL, £55;
ADC LMG-1, £4-15; XLMIIIimp, £29.95; QLM36HI
imp, £ 14; QLM32IIIimp, £6•25; Grado FCE + 1, £ 12.15;
F3E, £ 16.75; Fl +, £28.75; GI +, £58; G2+, £82.75;
Pickering XV15-625E, £ 17.85; XSV3000, £42.25; Shure
M75ED11, £ 14; V15111, £43-25; V151V, £55; Stanton
500A, £ 11-85; 500EE, £ 14; 881S, £55;—other models,
Decca, Empire, Ortofon, Nagaoka, Ultimo, Satin, F-R,
Dynavector, A-T, Stax, POA. All P&P free. Mail order
only. Christchurch Cartridges, 5Bodowen Close, Burton,
Christchurch, Dorset. Tel: 0202 471654 evenings/weekends.
D.
The Music Room, Glasgow. Hi-Fidelity equipment,
records, and service. See page 128. For perfectionists
and bargain hunters! Tel: 041 221 2527.
D.

WANTED
iad 2
1 Stereo Control,
stclass condition preferred, but not essential, good price offered. Tel: 021 350
1409 (Birmingham).
Sony TC280 Tape Deck. Condition not important.
Tel: Crewe (0270) 212573 after 6pm.
D.
Faulty," non-working amplifiers, tuners, decks, etc., for
cash. Replies in writing to: 50 Sycamore Crescent, TYSign, Risca, Gwent NP1 6AF.
D.
Two Lowther PM4 Audiovector cabinets, condition
immaterial; Quad II power amplifiers; Quad 22 and
tuner—wanted. Will collect and pay cash. Please send
offers to: Peter Qvortrup, Ellemosevej 112, DK-2900,
Hellerup, Denmark. Tel: 01045 1374463—daytime. D.

PERSONAL
RAPPORT is the intelligent person's introduction
service. Enjoy unlimited introductions, rewarding new
friendships, informal gatherings, excursions, expeditions
and exciting holidays—now. RAPPORT is for outstanding people of all ages, all inclinations, everywhere. RAPPORT is unique. Details: Sae to RAPPORT, Dept. '8L',
PO Box 94, Oxford.

A Nottingham Tape Recording Society can now accept
a limited number of new members, June 1980. Anyone
interested should have some knowledge and interest in
tape recording and associated electronics. Replies to:
Secretary, Box 0654 by May 15th.
D.

SERVICES
Audio repairs by electronics engineer. 30 years experience. Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration, etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal
service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
X.
Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation, etc. Will travel. Tel: R. Lucas, Tadworth 2703
(Surrey).
X.
Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig, and even Vortexion recorders still serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment
in stock. Tel: 01-995 1661.
F.
For quality hi-fi service. We have the engineers and
the equipment to restore your output to normal. Tel:
A. F. Lawrence, 749 2236.
D.
Would you like John Linsley Hood's new amplifier but
prefer not to build one? We can help! Sae for details.
Box no. 0656.
D.
PCB Manufacturing and Assembly Service, HiFi boards
a speciality large or small batches. Details from: A. S.
Glover Electronic and Engineering Ltd, 32 Sunnyhill
Road, Bournemouth B116 5HR.
D.

SITUATIONS VACANT
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
Department of Music
SENIOR TECHNICIAN
for Recording Studio and Mobile Recordings
Salary up to £ 668 (
E4974 from IApril 1980 under
review)
A vacancy exists for aSenior Technician to Set up
and maintain professional recording equipment in
the Music Department's sound studio.
The successful candidate will take parc in studio
operations and will be responsible for the maintenance of studio and location equipment. He/
She will be working in collaboration with the
Lecturer in
Recording Techniques on the
Tonmeister Course, and should have radio or
recording industry experience in the following:—
installation, testing and maintenance of
professional recording equipment;
operational techniques associated with
music recording, dubbing and editing.
The salary will be on the Technician Grade 5scale,
the starting point depending on age, qualifications
and experience. Excellent holiday arrangements,
superannuation scheme and help with, removal
expenses.
Application forms can be obtained from the
Staff Officer, University of Surrey, Guildford,
Surrey GU2 SXM or by telephone on
Guildford 71281 extension 776.

THIS 48"WIDE
RECORD CABINET
IN WOOD WILL
HOLD 600LPs.

RECORDS FOR SALE

CASSETTE DRAWERS
CAN BE PROVIDED.
FOR DETAILS OF OUR LARGE RANGE OF HANDMADE HUI
FURNITURE, SEND TWO 10p STAMPS QUOTING (

HFN 4/80

)110:

ECC, 4 BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE,
N.YORKSHIRE HG1 2PZ

Save £££son new classical LPs and sets. You choose
we order. No minimum quantity. Bargains list also
available. Personal service. Enquiries to: Records by
Post, 45 Appleton Road, Chester.

STUDIO FACILITIES
Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile recording studio. Free brochure. TAM
Studio, 13A Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel: 01-346
0033.
X.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel: 0483
61684.
X.

Award yourself the PPM!

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and
mono masters and laquer discs from your tapes on our
Scully lathe. London Road, Binsfield, Bracknell, Berkshire. Tel: Bracknell 54953.
X.
Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc,
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel: 01-203
0306.
X.
Your Tapes to Disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings; sleeve labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e,
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, PO Box 2, Morecambe, Lancs.
X.
Sound News Studios (Britain's oldest fulltime tape/
disc/cassette Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities,
mobile recordings for Societies, Choirs, Bands. Pressings with sleeves of your design; excellent fund-raiser.
18 Blenheim Road, London, W4. Tel: 01 995 1661.
F.

Bulgin Electronics

Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.
Telephone: Hoddesdon 64455

Mini Sound Studio. Suitable for sound recordings,
monitoring, housing Audio-Visual equipment, etc, or
isolating Teleprinter, Computer or other noisy equipment. . . . Power, lighting and ventilation built in.
Easily assembled (and dismantled) in 30 minutes. Accoustically designed. Accommodates one operator easily,
52in x 52in. For further details telephone David
MacKenzie on 01-734 7171.
D.

•

I

•
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
•

Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates: Trade 20p ( minimum £4-00); Private 17p per word
(minimum 0.40); Box Nos:75p extra. To: HiFi News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. Please publish the advertisement indicated below for
under the heading

Name

insertion/s

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £
Is a Box No. required Yes/No.
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Grundig•
Gulliford House Ltd
.
Hadcock, George ..
Hampshire Audio Ltd

72
42
22, 23
172
64
146

..

114
156, 157

166;167, 168, 1M.

142
98
24, 94
4
40
24
152
154
66
54
14
58
33, 37
86, 87
15
10
10

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd
Heintz, Thomas
Hells Hi-Fi ..
Hi-Fi Choice .
Hi-Fi ' 80 Cunard.
Hi-Fi Markets ..
Hi-Fi Rods
Howland West ..

151
154
170, 171
120
50
12, 13
35
114, 151

IMF Electronics
Imported Sounds

132, 151
9

J.R. Loudspeakers
Jordan Ltd, E. J.

11
96

K. J. Leisuresound
Knowin (UK) Ltd

38. 39
15

Lentek

M.A.C. Ltd ..
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd ..
Mayware Ltd ..
McConomy
Memorex Ltd ..
Milty Products Ltd ..
Mission Electronics ..
Monitor Audio ..
Monitor Sound HiFi Studio
Mordaunt Short Ltd ..

Natural Sound Systems
Nightingale Acoustics Ltd
Nusound

O'Brien, M.
Optonica
Ortofon

Perfect Electronics Ltd
Philip's Electrical — • .
Pickups & Cartridges (A. T Labs) ..
Pioneer Hi -Fi (Car Audio Division) • •

130

172
19, 76
15
162, 163
78
25
IFC
IBC
158
16

OBC
24
17

164
8
29
122
70
94
74, 75

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd
Planet Hi-Fi
Quadraphenia
Quad ..
Quality Electronic Design

Radford Hi-Fi Ltd
Rank Audio Visual Wharfedale
Reading Cassette & Hi -Fi Centre
Red Acoustics ..
Revox .
Ross Electronics
Runnymead Hi Fi
Rush Hi-Fi Centre

S.M.E. Ltd ..
Shure Electronics Ltd
Sonic Sound Audio ..
Subjective Audio ..
Sugden, J. E...
Sussex Electronic Services
Swisstone Electronics ..

Tandberg
Tandy Corporation UK ..
Tannoy Products ..
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) .
1
,td
.
Teledyn Acoustic Research ..
Teletape
Top Tape
Transonic Imports ..
Turner Electrical ..

Unicorn Records

Watts Ltd, C. E. .. ..
Westwood & Mason (Oxford) Ltd
Wicks, D. T. .. .. • •
Wilmex
»—
. • • • •
Wilmslow Audio • •• •
Wilson Stereo Library

Zeepa Instrument<
Zerostat

94 95
143
132
136
66

36
155
30, 31
60
140
5
7
142
96

42
18
153
54, 158
80
172
6

46
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34
90
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165
147
58
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154
148, 149
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114, 174
110
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rtitorAuio
qu ity speak for
itself.
Each loudspeaker in the Monitor
range is handbuilt by experts.
Au loudspeakers are designed
with low loss, close tolerance,
individually tested components.
All cabinets are veneered in
matched pairs, acoustically balanced
with identical serial numbers for
each pair.

Every loudspeaker has to
undergo strict quality control
procedure, including controlled
listening test.
Unlike most manufacturers even
the cheapest model in the 'Series 80'
range, the MA16, is built to the same
high standard.
Hear and compare for yourself
the unique quality of sound from
Monitor Audio loudspeakers.
The new Monitor ' Series 80' range.
MA2

Domestic Reference

MA84 Reference Monitor

120w
100w

MA4 Series II Improved
100w
MA6 Improved
80w
NLA9 Compact Bookshelf Model
60w
Mini Monitor Accurate Bookshelf Model 50w
MA16 High Efficiency Model

40w

See your dealer today and insist
on hearing the Monitor range of
loudspeakers.There's one to suit you.
For further information and test reports
write to or telephone Monitor Audio's Customer
Service Dept. Telephone Cambridge (0223)46344.

Monitor Audio
is the symbol of quality
ÇTD

Monitor Audio Ltd
347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge CBI 4D1 England Telephone ( 0223) 42898/46344• Telex 817343 Blue CAM G

Now it costs less to have expensive tastes
We've given our 480 cassette deck asurprising new extra for aNakamichi — aremarkably low price.
In fact, at under £ 300 it's less than aquarter the cost of the highly acclaimed TT1000. However,
cutting price certainly didn't mean cutting corners because we adapted the same technology
used in our latest metal decks to asimpler basic design. One that features a2head configuration
that's amarked improvement on many 3head decks. ANakamichi Superhead that easily handles
metal's high bias requirements. A direct flux erase head that leaves nothing behind. Advanced
transport and circuitry that can be found in our more expensive models. The result? Figures that
speak for themselves: distortion, less than 1.0%, wow and flutter down to 0.06%; a20-20khz
frequency response and asignal-to-noise ratio of better than 62dB. In short, all you'd expect in
an expensive deck. Except the price.

rik Nakamichi
WHERE CREATIVITY KEEPS PACE WITH TECHNOLOGY
For those who are ready to move up to our discrete-3head decks — the 481 and 482. Adderefinements for aslightly higher price.
Further information from: Natural Sound Systems Ltd.,108ron Road. Weabistone, Herron Middlesex HA3 7TL. Tel: 01-8638622.

